FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Greenbrier Kennel Club
5 Munchy Bones

Dog

Spaniel (unspecified)

Cadet Gourmet Chicken Breast

Dog

Other Canine/dog

3 Years

Female

70 Pound

Stopped eating, diarrhea, very lethargic, then diarrhea with blood, vomit with blood - blood work indicated advanced kidney disease - currently hospitalized receiving continuous IV treatments w/Meds

Petshoppe duck jerky premium duck
dog treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Male

19 Pound

My dog became very tired, began drinking excessively and urinating excessively. He didn't wanna eat much and seemed very exhausted all the time. I took my dog to the vet and after many expensive test my dog was diagnosed with fanconi syndrome. He became this ill after eating chicken and duck jerky purchased from Walgreens. The treat
name is Petshoppe. The chicken and duck did appear to be light colored and extremely soft and flexible. I bought it thinking they would enjoy the softer jerky, however soon after consuming the bag 2 days later my dog had the Above reaction to it. After checking the other 3 dogs urine it was determined by my Vet, that they all in fact have high
glucose in their urine, which is what the sickest one had. I cannot at this time afford all to be tested to prove 100% they have fanconi syndrome, but they are all showing signs of excessive drinking and excessive urination.

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

Female

14 Pound

Dog

Shih Tzu

Male

20 Pound

Naturals Chicken Jerky Chews
Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast
with Glucosamine and Chondroitin

PRODUCT:
Beefeaters Chicken Jerky - 48 oz
Item # 27548
Lot # YAG0029/R108E2C15
Best Use By: 04/2015
Made in China
UPC: 0 11985 27548 2

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Male

13 Years

8 Years

Description
I gave my dog a treat that was made in China...He vomitted about four times within a 24 hr period; I took him to the vet and they thought he was dehydrated and gave him some shots to re-hydrate him and calm his stomach (the other option was to run tests/lab work, but he had had some lab work done about a month prior in order to have his
teeth worked on); he proceeded to not eat and was very low energy/lethargic; took him back to the vet a couple of days later with a sample of his brownish colored urine and they took tests/x-rays; his white blood cell count and liver enzymes were very high with jaundice in his blood and a liver infection; the vet kept him for 3 nights with an IV,
then he was released with 2 antibiotics...We (the vet and I) are not 100 % sure it was the treat, but it was the only thing that I could think of that was new to him and may definitely be worth looking into!

Opened a bag of Poochie Naturals chicken jerky chews from Innovations Concepts Inc, Waldwick , NJ. They were covered with green and white mold so I did not give them to my dogs. I have tried contacting the company with no response. There is no lot no or expiration date on the package.
Purchased Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast treats on 10-4-13 from Target Store. Dog was healthy, active, and showing no sign of illness. Gave dog first treat the night of 10-4-13. Gave another treat morning of 10-5-13 and a third treat on evening of 10-5-13. On evening of 10-5-13 dog became swollen in muzzle, eyes, and throat as if having an
anaphylactic reaction. Administered Benedryl and swelling controlled but had to continue to dose or swelling returned. Dog vomited up most recent dog chew (one given on evening of 10-5-13) and stool became loose and frequent. Dog became lethargic and clearly did not feel well. We are currently monitoring her condition and will seek medical
assistance of Vet if her condition deteriorates.

A short time after starting to give (b)(6) these treats (only one or 1/2 of one a day as a special treat) he came down with the following sympyoms:
Weak and very tired
shaking
whimpering
weak/shaky legs
looked very uncomfortable / in pain
at the worst if you touched his legs he would whine in pain and even snapped at me a few times.
Took him to the vet and was given steroids. Helped a little (very little) but if stopped for a day worst symptoms immediately returned.
he did not get better until we realized that the treats were new for him (gave him chicken jerky all the time but this was a new brand) and we stopped giving him the treats.
PRODUCT:
Beefeaters Chicken Jerky - 48 oz
Item # 27548
Lot # YAG0029/R108E2C15
Best Use By: 04/2015
Made in China
UPC: 0 11985 27548 2

VEGGIE LIFE VITALITY WITH FLAX SEED Dog
AND VITAMINS CHICKEN & BANANA

Other Canine/dog

4 Years

Female

28.6 Pound

Walgreens Pet Shoppe chicken and
duck jerky treats
Pet Shoppe Duck Jerky Dog Treats

Dog

Chihuahua

7 Years

Male

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

2 Years

Female

Chewmasters by Celebrity.
"Chicken strips" Dog treats 100%
natural chews

Dog

Whippet

6 Years

Female

12 Kilogram

BEEFEATERS Duck Jerky
100% Natural Chicken Breast Tenders

Dog
Dog

Lhasa Apso
Shih Tzu

2.5 Years
11 Years

Female
Female

17 Pound
6.9 Gram

Pet shoppe Chicken Jerky Premium
Chicken do treats

Dog

Schnauzer - Giant

13 Years

Male

COSTCO Chicken Jerky Pet Treats

Dog

Retriever (unspecified)

12 Years

Male

9.5 Pound
4.75 Pound

(b)(6) BEGAN RANDOMLY VOMITING 7 DAYS AGO- THE FIRST TIME WAS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT... 2 DAYS LATER JUST RANDOMLY, SHE THREW UP IN THE MIDDLE OF THE FLOOR, ON THE 4TH DAY, SHE VOMITED 3 TIMES IN 2 HOURS.. . SHE ALSO STOPPED EATING WHICH WAS VERY ALARMING.. USUALLY IF SHE VOMITS, SHE WILL EAT HER
VOMIT IF THERE IS STILL FOOD IN IT.. SHE DID NOT AND IS STILL NOT EATING MUCH. I TOOK HER TO THE VET YESTERDAY FOR POSSIBILTY OF GIARDIA OR ANY SORT OF PARASITE. SHE HAD X-RAYS AND A STOOL SAMPLE DONE AND ALL CAME BACK NEGATIVE. THERE WAS SOME NOTED SWELLING IN HER X-RAY, BUT THE VET BELIEVED THAT WAS
FROM HER GI IRRITATION..
(b)(6) HAS SINCE STOPPED VOMITING, BUT IS STILL NOT EATING ALL THAT MUCH.. SHE WAS PRESCRIBED ANTIBIOTICS AND A DEWORMER AS A PRECAUTION.
I SMELLED THE SUSPECTED TREATS LAST NIGHT AND THEY SMELL ABSOLUTELY PUTRID AND SOUR.. I COMPARED THEM TO ANOTHER BAG OF A SIMILAR PRODUCT FROM THE SAME MANUFACTURER AND THEY ARE COMPLETELY DIFFERENT. THAT IS WHY I BELIEVE THEY COULD BE THE ROOT OF HER PROBLEM..
The patient presented lethargic and anorectic for nine days. He was also drinking copious amounts of water and urinating large amounts in the house. no vomiting or diarrhea was reported. His blood chemistry revealed mild hypoglycemia. His urinalysis revealed severe glucosuria and ketonuria. His blood gas analysis revealed a metabolic acidosis.
(b)(6) presented 9-24-13 for intermittent vomiting, lethargy and anorexia. She has a history of eating Walgreens Pet Shoppe duck and chicken treats daily for the last 2 months. her dog food was Royal Canin. She was tested for pancreatitis=neg, serum chemistries showed a low blood glucose, low Phosphorus and a low Potassium. Blood gases
showed a metabolic acidosis with a severely low sodium bicarbonate. Urinanlysis showed very high glucose, high protein, high ketones and some rbc's. These are classic signs of the Fanconi-like syndrome associated with intoxication and kidney damage due to jerky treats made in China.I9
This dog presented to our clinic for lethargy and inappetance. When blood testing was run, we found elevated renal values and very low albumin levels. Urine testing showed protein and glucose were being lost through the urine consistent with Fanconi's syndrome. She is not a high risk breed for Fanconi's syndrome, and the only 'risk factor'
identified in this case was the consumption of Jerky treats from China purchased from Costco. These are "Chewmasters" treats made by Celebrity Products Inc.
Lethargic, not eating for 2 days, blood in vomit and stool. Recovered completed and sickness re-occured three weeks later after ingesting dog treats again.
On recent labwork glucosuria and other Falconi syndrome symptoms noted.
My dog is a 13 year old Schnauzer mix named (b)(6). He has been eating Petshoppe chicken jerky premium chicken dog treats for a couple of years. The last few bags, I purchased at Walgreens in (b)(6) Oregon.
I took (b)(6) in to our local Veterinary Hospital to have his teeth cleaned today. In preparation for the cleaning, they took blood from him, and did a geriatric blood profile. The results came back that he has very high liver enzymes. They gave me 250mg Amoxi capsules and 225 mg Denamarin, to give him. My Vet is:
(b)(6)

92 Pound

Greetings!
I am writing about the euthanizing (on 9/10/2013) of our pet dog, (b)(6) a 12 year old mixed lab/shepherd a few weeks ago. We had been treating him with Metacam and Tremadol for arthritis but other than that he was well. Recently his hips were giving him problems and he had difficulty getting up. He had a hugh appetite and always ate IAMS
premium dog food twice a day. We would provide him with Costco Kingdom chicken jerky periodically throughout the day---for years. I started to note a year or more ago that he was drinking excessive amounts of water, but never associated it with anything but felt that there must be something salty in his diet---which I knew did not come from
our food since I buy low sodium and never cook with or use salt. I wondered if it was the jerky--but was unaware of the FDA "Warning" about it.
A few nights before he died he had the very worst smelling "gas." It can only be described as totally foul, like sewage. The night before we euthanized him, he had a short quick convulsion and then it was as though his bowel had burst. He had runny watery mucus orange diaherrea (he had requested to go out side to excrete multiple times during
the day which I responded to). He became terribly sick and listless that night. I gave him Endosorb tablets to stop the diarrhea and sat up with him until 3 am on the kitchen flood. At 8 am I called the vet. She came to our home and we assumed that with his age and arthritis, his "systems were giving out" so we had him put down at that time.
As I look back I realize that his appetite had been waning and all he really relished was the chicken strips, and so I gave him a large number of them.
I am now convinced that there is a connection between his sickness and Kingdom Chicken jerky made in China. Oddly, for about a year I had in the back of my mind that there might be something in the chicken--whether it was a "hunch" or subconsciously noting changes in his behavior, I do not know. But, I do know that EVERY time I gave to him
a piece of jerky I washed my hands or used alcohol hand sanitizer, feeling they were potentially contaminated by handling the chicken. Why I continued to feed them to him is beyond me--other than he really liked them!
I have a small baggie with remaining Kingdom chicken jerky pieces that I was going to give to a friend for her dog, but just never got around to it after (b)(6) died. Would you want these to test to see whether they are contaminated with something? I'd be pleased to mail them to you.
Thanks! After reading your materials online tonight, I believe we must get to the bottom of this!
Cordially,
(b)(6)

Salmon Jerky with whitefish
glucosamine and chondroitin

Dog

Chihuahua

11 Years

Male

9 Pound

(b)(6) has been on multiple medicines for the last several months for diarrhea with occasional blood. He also has been drinking a lot of water and has had greatly increased urination. I stopped his treats two weeks ago and he stopped the diarrhea. I gave him one small bit one night last week and he had bloody diarrhea the next day.
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Product Name

Species

Breed

Jerky Treats Dog Snacks

Dog

Schnauzer
(unspecified)

Age

Age
UOM
12 Years

Gender
Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
25 Pound
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Description
Dog was given jerky treats both at Costco he had always had them for the last 3 years about 45 days a go my dog started going dazed and with out energy he did not want to play or anything and he developed real bad breath and started to loose his vision we took him to the vet and they gave him some antibiotics and as a precaution they took
some blood for testing and I received a call a couple of days later stating that his kidneys were failing and he only had a couple of days to live and we made the decision to put him to sleep
The only difference I have noticed. Is the jerky package it. Now has a new look and also an improved recipe I still have this package at the. House
Thanks

Waggin train chicken jerky

Dog

Spitz - American
Eskimo Dog

6 Years

Female

30 Pound

Kidney failure after consuming waggin trail chicken jerky for about 3 years. The vet diagnosed her with Cushing's disease and after the treatment failed the vet said she may have misdiagnosed her. The vet then assumed our dog had Addison's disease kept her overnight for monitoring, changed her medication and gave her fluids. Our beloved pet
began to loose large amounts of fur on her neck could not walk and constantly vomited. She was in so much pain we had to make the tough decision to have her put to sleep.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatballs

Dog

Unknown

4 Years

Female

40 Pound

(b)(6) was diagnosed with Hemorrhagic Gastroenteritis, believed to be caused by Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatball Dog Treats. She was not getting any other treats. It was labeled made in the USA, but some of the ingredients were from China. She was hemorrhaging from the mouth and bowel. She was given subcutaneous fluid for dehydration at
the vets for three days, then was hospitalized overnight, then placed on antibiotics and recovered.

Milos Chicken treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

1 Years

All animals exhibited extreme digestive upset after only a couple of treats. Diarrhea and vomiting. Animals were give meds and special bland diet for 1 week and recovered. Treats were returned to Target store with explanation of what occurred. Store seemed not to care and refunded $ and threw away the food product.

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

4 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female

40 Pound

Cadet Duck Jerky Treats

25 Pound

(b)(6) was given four of the Cadet brand Duck Jerky Treats (bought at Costco). Approximately eighteen hours later, she experienced large amounts of vomiting and diarrhea, as well as a general lack of appetite (normally a very good eater) or want for water (also a very good drinker). The dog did not eat or drink for five days-she was taken to an
emergency vet, where she was put on IV fluids and given anti-nausea/diarrhea medicine.

Science Diet Ideal Balance Jerky Strips
with Real Chicken

Dog

Beagle

9 Years

Male

41 Pound

Excessive salivating, vomiting and diarreaha

waggin train chicken jerky treats

Dog

Greater Swiss
Mountain Dog

2 Years

Male

110 Pound

Kindom Pets Chickem Jerku

Dog

Beagle

9 Years

Female

25 Pound

Excessive thirst, followed by massive urine output , resulting in renal failure, this morning I held my pet as it was put down by the vet.

Male

60 Pound

(b)(6) was in fine health prior to October 3. His health declined rapidly over the period of three days. On approximately September 15 I purchased turkey and sweet potato jerky treats from Costco in (b)(6) MD. (b)(6) had consumed about ten of these treats prior to his death. He was treated at the Metropoliton Emercency Animal Clinic from
October (b)(6). He was vomiting, he was exibiting neurological symptoms and ultimately needed to be euthanized. I believe the treats may have contributed to his illness and death.

Turkey sweet potato treats. Exact name Dog
not available now. Can provide upon
follow up

Chow Chow

12 Years

chicken jerky

Waggin Train Jerky Tenders
Chicken Dog Treats

I bought Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky treats (made in China) about a year ago and gave one jerky treat to my large dog each day. About two weeks after I started giving him a daily treat I noticed he was becoming lethargic, but was still eating, drinking, and had normal bathroom habits so I didn't take him to the vet. I came home from work a few
days later to find vomit throughout his crate and one large conglomeration within the crate about the size of a softball. Upon examination it was a conglomeration of all shredded jerky treats. After that, he seemed to recover within a couple days and seemed back to normal. I disposed the jerky treats because it seemed like his body wasn't
digesting them.

We purchased chicken jerky treats from Costco in 2010 for dogs....after six months our border collie started having urinary problems. Not being able to hold her urine and urinating very frequently, leaking, was starting to happen. We took her to the vet. The vet wanted to do extensive tests on her which we declined. We immediately took her off
the jerky and within a few months her symptoms seemed to go away. We told all our friends to keep away from anything chinese for dogs and cats fearing they were probably contaminated.

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Male

65 Pound

Jerky Treats

Our dog loved Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky and we would give him the treats daily. He started having occasional seizures, weight loss and then later had a unsatiable thirst and increased urination. Our vet did lab tests and said he had kidney failure. He was so miserable that we made the decision to have him euthanized.

Regarding the unsolved investigation into the Jerky Treats (from China) that caused kidney failure in dogs, I read the news article today. The FDA labs analyzed for heavy metals, but not radioactivity. Could they try a very sensitive test for radioactive contamination, which will cause kidney damage? Some Chinese "entrepreneurs" are more
interested in profit than safety.

Waggin Train Chicken treats
Sweet Potato
Duck
Meat Blast
Freshies
Jerky Treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

3.5 Years

Female

72 Pound

I breed dogs. I had bred (b)(6) mother and (b)(6) is a offspring who was vibrant and healthy. After her 2 year birthday, that summer I bred her and while she was pregnant and nursing I gave her additional treats more often than my other dogs. Half way after delivery she began to seem withdrawn and not wanting to eat. Her appetite wasn't as
aggressive as her mothers and I felt that wholesome pure dried sweet potato, chicken or duck was perfectly safe because it was pure dehydrated sources. Since she was a puppy I gave her these treats. Well, soon after her pups were 8 weeks and not long afterward she just dropped in weight drank a lot, and began having ascites and I took her to
the emergency vet where she was treated. Since then she has had problems with kidneys and her liver. Overall she was a healthy dog with a beautiful build of muscle structure. I have had a series of CBC's on her over the last year to year in a half. She died about 2 months ago, 4 weeks after her 2nd litter. Prior to this litter she recovered well. On
or around July 4th she became ill. Yes, I had been giving her treats through this pregnancy, never thinking they were unsafe. Because of the all the blood work and autopsy that I had done on her....I was hoping that this could maybe shed light on this issue and avoid the heartache that I and my family have been through from our great loss. She
had seizures the night she died and later seized and went into cardiac arrest. My vet said that the kidney failure could have a result to the sclerosis of the liver that she also became a victim.

No longer have the package but it was
Vitality Chicken Jerky Vitality Turkey
Jerky and Vitality Beef Jerky.

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

10 Years

50 Pound

My husband and I were occasionally (one to three times/ day) giving Vitality jerky treats in turkey, chicken and beef flavor. Beginning approximately August 1, the 3 male dogs had alternating instances of vomiting. The female, on around August 13, had sudden and explosive diarrhea. Fed everyone a bland diet, the males recovered without issue.
Took female to vet on August 15. She was prescribed 500 mg of Metronidazole and continued bland diet for approximately 5 to 7 days. All 4 dogs recovered completely.

Waggin' Train Wholesome Chicken
Jerkey Tenders

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

9 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
Female

45 Pound

Developed frequent vomiting and bed wetting. Lost 20% of body weight. Vet discovered decreased liver function, ultrasound showed ulcerated stomach and inflamed intestine. On liquid diet taking Famotidine and metacoprmide. *This dog treat has been widely reported to have poisoned and killed dogs: Waggin Train Jerkey Tenders distributed
by Waggin' Train, LLc, St. Louis, MO 63102. "Product of China"

waggin train chicken jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

6 Years

Female

12 Pound

(b)(6) was having issues with energy and urine had turned very dark days prior to her sudden death . she had seen her vet previously and was documented in good health at time, about 2 months earlier. she ate waggin train chicken jerky as a treat daily. this is a recalled product now. i found her dead 30 minutes after i had previously been with
her in the garage. she ate the jerky for approximately a year and i highly suspect this product was the demise of my beloved pet.

waggin train chicken jerky

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

8 Years

Male

18 Pound

Gave (b)(6) CHICKEN JERKY ..THAT WAS MADE IN CHINA. He developed renal failure and was put down by my husband after about 4-6 weeks of illness.

Premium Pork Chomps brand Sweet
Potato Wrapped Rawhide Free.

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American

4 Years

Male

32 Pound

Became seriously ill, vomiting with diarrhea, shaking and lethargic for over one week after eating a sweet potato jerky treat made in China, named Pork Chomps Sweet Potato Wrapped, distributed by Scott Pet, Rockville, IN 47872, 800.989.4178, purchased at Pet Sense, (b)(6), Nebraska in August of 2013.

Pet Shoppe Jerky Premium Dog Treats
Duck

Dog

Spaniel - King Charles

10 Months

Male

15 Pound

Our dog went into kidney failure and was diagnosed with Fanconi Syndrome. The dog was seen by two Vetinary clinics and was put in a animal hospital for a week, and continues to be given IV's and infusions and is on other medications. We have spent over $3000 on trying to keep the dog alive for the past 2 months and get it thru this situation
the best we can.
We gave the dog Duck Treat Strips that we purchased from Walgreens, which we would have thought would have been safe.
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Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

petshoppe duck jerky

Dog

Pug

Age

Age
UOM
3 Years

Gender
Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
18 Pound
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Description
gave her pet shoppe duck jerky bought at Walgreens drug, made in china. She was passing blood in both her urine and stools. No appitite. Jusy layed around and walked real stiff when she tried to walk. could pass very little to no urine but was trying very frequent.
We gave her amoxcicillian tabs twice a day and after about 4 days she started getting better. stopped treatment on the 7th day.
about a month later we gave her more of the same treats not knowing exactly what caused her problem. She went right back into the same symptons repeated the amoxicillian treatment and she has recovered. But No MORE China treats for her.

Costco (Kirkland?) Duck Jerky Treats

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American

7 Years

Male

45 Pound

Dog had diarrhea for an extended period of time (2 or 3 months) coinciding with duck jerky treats. When taken to the vet and then GI vet specialist, dog was diagnosed with sever unknown gastrointestinal disorder with know known cause such as cancer, irritation, or no other indications of known disease. Dog also had ultrasound for additional
inconclusive testing other than severe GI issue. Medications such as steroids and anti inflammitory was given to no success. In dogs weakened state, he was given a duck jerky treat and was literally the last thing he ate before convulsing and passing within 15 minutes of jerky treat. Dog had not eaten any other substances for at least a few hours.
In retrospect, during the dogs sickness, the jerky treat was the only constant. Different food alternatives were tried from solid to canned to test reaction, and different medications were administered, and other more natural treats were given. At vets guidance, dog tried grain free, rice free and pasta based diets, all did not change condition of
intestinal irritation and diarrhea.

Wagan Treats

Dog

Dingo Sizzling Jerky -Savory Wholesome Dog
Bacon Flavored Chews

Beagle

Chihuahua

11 Years

Female

40 Pound

5 Years

Female

7 Pound

Chicken Jerky treats for Dogs

she had eaten the jerky treats for at least 2 years. She became very ill and within 2 weeks died... first she lost her appetite; then quit drinking water; had bloody stools, vomiting, and lost 10#s in two weeks. We had her put down on a Sunday afternoon,

Dingo sizzling jerky treats-bacon flavored chews. Item #DN-99073 / 11-21069' UPC #15650 99073. Distributed by United Pet Group out of Ohio, but made in China. Best buy date 01/13/2015. Gave (b)(6) 1 treat on Friday, October 18, 2013. On Saturday, around noon, (b)(6)began having seizure-like symptoms, such as inability to move hind legs,
disorientation, stress, excessive swallowing, could not stand on her own, back legs went stiff, excessive licking, her eyes were dilated, she acted panicked. This went on for approximately 15 minutes, then she seemed to come out of it. She drank water in excess of normal, She urinated in excess of normal the remainder of the day. Next day she
seemed fine, and she received no more of the treats.

I was reading the labels of different Jerky treats at Petsmart and saw that most of them came from China and even those that were not, had HUGE amounts of sodium in them. Later when up in MI and WI on vacation, I came across some "natural" jerky products and those labels also had HUGE amounts of sodium in them. I decided to pass on
buying any of the products, and a few months later got a letter from our vet that the products I'd seen in Petsmart - Waggin Train and Milo's Kitchen, etc. -- were being recalled. I just think, given the symptoms of kidney failure, it should be considered that these huge amounts of sodium are no small factor - it may not be as mysterious as I'm
seeing on Facebook - I'm not even a medical professional but even I recognized that those amounts of sodium must be a huge taxing effect on the kidneys / renal system.

unknown

Dog

Shiba Inu

11 Years

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders Chicken
Dog Treats

Dog

Chihuahua

2 Years

Female

Waggin Train chicken jerky treats

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

4 Years

Male

88 Pound

(b)(6) was given "waggin train" brand chicken jerkey treats in the fall (oct-dec) 2012 my daughter works at sams club and they removed the treats from their shelves in december 2012 , we quit giving treats then, by april 2013 (b)(6) started drinking more water and urinating more, when he went in for his yearly checkup in beginning of may the vet
, (b)(6), the vet did blood work so they could do some work on (b)(6) teeth, called the next day & said (b)(6) numbers showed kidney failure, they reworked the blood because they were shocked that at 4 1/2 years old he would have this problem, the numbers were still the same. We spent the summer watching our family pet slowly die, we tried
probiotics, kidney flush, kidney gold plus drops I bought from petwell being online, nothing helped, he quit eatting, lost alot of weight and eventually was losing control of his bladder, we had to have him put to sleep on (b)(6),2013 , he would have been 5 yrs old on August 11th. This was a horrible heartbreaking ordeal, my 3 yr old grandson grew
up with (b)(6) and he was loved by many! I hope something is done to stop this poisoning and prevent this from happening to more loved pets. We have since welcome a new boxer puppy into our family and I read every thing we buy for him to eat to make sure it only is made in the USA.

Wagon Train or Trail Duck Jerky treats

Dog

Terrier - Fox Wire

12 Years

Female

28 Pound

My jack Russell would throw up periodically and drink lots of water, I really did not think much about it at first, but it seemed to start happening more often and I became concerned and took her to the emergancy vet, all her vitals were normal so I took her home. Two days later she could not really walk and had trouble laying down, lots of
shaking too. Too her back to the emergency vet where we decided to do blood tests (I thought maybe that she could have the onstart of diabetes). However, we found out that she was in serious renal failure and put her on medicine and IV to try and flush out the toxins. She was just too sick and too far gone to make a recovery. The vets tried
everything for 5 days to try and save her but with no luck. I finally has to make the decision to let her go. Prior to this she was a spunky young 12 with no health problems at all. Her main treat supply for a couple of years was the Waggon Train chicken, duck and sweet potato jerky. Petsmart where I would buy them decided to stop carrying the
product several months back so she didn't have them anymore, However the damage was already done. But this is just my theory. Since she is already cremated, no tests can be done, obviouly. But mind you, she had a consistent diet of these treat over a long period of time. I am not sure why this product is not recalled!!

Doctors Foster and Smith Orginal
Chicken Fillets

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

20 Months

Female

67 Pound

Sudden onset of vomiting and diarrhea. She became very list list and would not eat. Vominting continued for two days until all that she brought up was green bile. The diarrhea progresed to blood in her stool, that continued for 4 days. After the second day I took her to my vet and he gave her a shot of Centrine and sent me home with additional
pills to give to her 2 times a day. He also gave me Metronidazole to give her twice a day. After two days of treatment she is eating a bland diet of boiled chicken and rice. She seems to be recovering but slowly.

Smokehouse Chicken Poppers, Waggin Dog
Train Chicken Jerky

Bichon Frise

13 Years

Female

18 Pound

(b)(6) did not eat dinner on (b)(6)/13. I was not alarmed because she sometimes didn't eat. The next morning she was acting ill. She did not want to go for her walk. I left her with my neighbor who said she vomited, a bright orange color. She was still acting ill upon my return so I took her into the vet. They did blood work, gave her anti nausea
medication, Fluids, and started her on antibiotics. The next day the Vet changed her Medication to Zeniquin Tablets and Tramadol for pain. I could not get any of the medication down her. She stopped eating after her meal on the 11th. She did drink large amounts of water and never slept from 2/13 until Euthanized on the morning of (b)(6)/13.
She was in a great deal of pain. Her last bowl movement was also a bright orange color. I would give her Treats that were a bright orange color in the shape of little balls known as Smokehouse Chicken Poppers. I had just purchase 2 new bags of these treats right before this happened. I always felt that those treats had something to do with her
illness. I kept them for a few months but have since thrown them out. Prior to the Smokehouse Poppers, she would get the Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats. I stopped giving her those because she had gotten them stuck in her throat twice and a Vet had to remove.

Do not remember name just package
itself

Dog

Retriever - Golden

8 Years

Male

75 Pound

Bought treats from the clearance end cap at Petco in Mesquite,Tx.Was moving so packed them up.Opened package once we moved into new home in (b)(6).Dog became sevrely ill.Threw up until was dry heaving,laying and panting,had bad diarhea (literally was liquid bowel movement).Took dog to vet.Asked us what we did different.Knew it was
treats that caused the problem.Contacted Petco,manager was not in,was suppose to return my call.Luckily dog recovered after alot of pain and fever.Almost went back to vet again(hadnt had a bowel movement in several days,Finally had one Sunday night).These were the yam ones,came in a clear plastic wrapper with a red paper adversement to
hang on display rack.I feel really bad that I just threw these away about 2 weeks ago,was keeping them all this time to see if I wanted to hassle with Petco,but friends and wife said I should throw them away and let it go.Please contact me should you need any clarification or more information or need vets name.

Unknown

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

14 Years

Male

12 Pound

He was doing fine the week before he died. I was giving him a jerkey treat every morning before leaving for work. The week of his death he became confused, with balance problems, two days before he had a hard time walking and the day of had vomiting and unable to eat.

Milo's chicken jerky treats

Dog

Bullmastiff

5 Years

Male

Female

25 Pound

(b)(6) started having (grand-mal) seizures 2 years ago, about one or two a month. His diet included Chinese jerky as treats. I stopped all manufactured foods and fed him cooked chicken, rice and veggies. His seizures stopped almost immediately. Since then I've slowly added USA manufactured dog food products (Blue Buffalo) ans some USA jerky.
His symptoms have not returned. I do not buy anything not made in the USA for my pets now.

8 Pound

I would feed my dog the Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky purchased from Costco once a day. During that time my dog would vomit on a regular basis, about once a week. I never understood why she would vomit and she seemed fine afterwards, but it would always be in the mornings before she would eat anything. I would feed her the chicken jerky
later in the mornings as I would leave for work. A year or two ago, I heard about the recall and since then I have stopped giving my dog the chicken jerky and since then my dog rarely vomits.

100 Pound

Fed her Milo's chicken jerky treats for about 3 weeks, had sudden kidney failure. Had to put her down. Vet was suppose to make a report. I still have the Milo treats that was not finished. Have another dog (b)(6) and he has bad liver readings now and does not get around much. If you need the bag of treats or any samples from my dog that is alive
please let me know.
(b)(6)

FDA
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Age

Weight
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Product Name

Species

Breed
Terrier - Yorkshire

Female

Weight
UOM
10 Pound

Description

Dog

Age
UOM
5 Years

Gender

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
Flaxsee and Vitamins, PetShoppe
Natural Sweet Potato slices

Waggin' Train Western Grill

Dog

Havanese

8 Years

Male

13 Pound

My dog became seriously ill two days after eating a couple of jerky treats. He vomited up blood and had diarrhea and bloody stools. He projectile vomited in the car on the way to the vet. We X-rayed him to make sure there was no blockage because he was so severely ill and dehydrated. The vet gave him a bubble of fluids, anti nausea medication
and put him on an antibiotic for a week.
He seems to be doing okay now. It has been two weeks and he is eating and playful again, although his stools are still loose. He was about as sick as I've seen a dog get from a gastro issue.

Quakers

Dog

Shih Tzu

7 Years

Male

13 Pound

Dog was perfectly healthy. After eating duck breast jerky from China he was diagnosed with Fanconi disease. He has been tested numerous times. He was even tested at UPenn Vet School. Vets said they have been seeing more of this disease due to exposure to these treats.

Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato
Wholesome Treats

Dog

Terrier - Kerry Blue

4 Years

Male

40 Pound

Dog ate product and became ill later in the day and then proceeded to throw up for approximately 2 days. Did not eat during this time and may have had diarrhea but I cannot recall.

Jerky Treats

Dog

Spitz - German
Pomeranian

10 Years

Male

13 Pound

I gave my dog the duck jerky treats four or five times, and every time he would have diarrhea, throwing up for like 4 to 6 hours. He has congestive heart failure. So I thought maybe it was something with that, but I haven't given him a jerky treat for two months, and he hasn't been sick since. So if it were his heart, it would be worse two months
later and make him sicker. I stopped giving him the treats because there was a pattern. I did not know about all the dogs dying and getting sick until tonight. I would be devastated if my pet died just because of someone's greed.

Cadet Gourmet Duck breast

Dog

Shih Tzu

5 Years

Male

12 Pound

I fed the dog Cadet duck breast jerky treat and it became ill with vomiting and diarrhea. The dog rarely gets sick and the treat was the only new food in it's diet.

Chicken Jerky

Dog

Havanese

9 Years

Male

25 Pound

(b)(6) was given Chicken Jerky treats we purchased from Wal Mart and Sams Club. He loved them but he got ill with vomiting and numerous and loose stools. We had him cultured and it was positive for Cryptospordium. Issue was resolved each time after treatment with antibiotics. We researched and Chicken from China, we felt was the source
of the Cryptospordium bacterial infection. We avoid any pet food from China or elsewhere with chicken.

Waggin Train Wholesome Duck Jerky
Dog
Tenders, Trifexis(spinosad+milbemycin
oxime)

Other Canine/dog

9 Years

Male

82 Pound

My pet became ill the night of (b)(6) with some vomiting/diarrhea. The next day was pretty lethargic and appetite had decreased. Tuesday afternoon he vomited again was still lethargic and nor eating. I brought him to the vet Tuesday afternoon. They performed some diagnostic test including x-ray and blood work and gave him some Sub Q fluids.
My vet called me that night and said he needed to be admitted because his Kidney numbers were extremely elevated. I brought him to a emergency vet where he was admitted they did a urine culture and started him on IV fluids and antibiotic. By Thursday afternoon he was not getting any better and I picked him up and brought him to (b)(6) to
be seen by specialist. After several days in the ICU being seen by experts his kidneys and his overall health continued to deteriorate. On Sunday morning (b)(6)/13 I had to put my do to rest.

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Strips

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

13 Years

Male

92 Pound

This was the preferred treat for my large mixed breed. However, once he began getting them, he began to have an unrelenting fungal problem of his skin and feet. None of the antibiotics provided cleared the outbreak. We began frantically attempting to find the source of his "allergy" and changed his diet from Pedigree Large Breed to Call of the
Wild Fowl. He seemed to improve somewhat. Then the distributor (Sam's Club) stopped carrying Waggin' Train CHicken Jerky. Without the addition of those he showed a modicum of skin issue improvement, however he had become heat-intolerant and prone to near-syncope episodes. His renal function deteriorated. His appetite waned. He
began consuming huge amounts of water with very little output considering the intake. His liver began to fail and he had ascites that resulted in his death (b)(6)/2013. It is my belief as a Medical Laboratory Scientist (ASCP), that the death of my pet was directly related to the treats provided him in the form of the Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky. In
spite of myriad vet visits, the root cause of the maladies remained a mystery. He continued to suffer ups and downs until we decided in the interest of our beloved pet euthanasia would be the only choice.

Del Monte Corp.¿s Milo¿s Kitchen
Chicken Jerky and Chicken Grillers
home-style dog treats

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
English

10 Years

Female

15 Pound

My cocker spaniel ate the Del Monte Corp.¿s Milo¿s Kitchen Chicken Jerky and Chicken Grillers home-style dog treats, when my cats knocked them off the counter on a Friday night. I know this is what killed her because we happened to have a great Friday night. She played with me and we were happy and when she curled up in her bed she was
fine. By the next morning there was something terribly wrong with her, and by the time she got to the vet, her blood scores were so high there was no saving her. I only bring this to your attention now, because I have seen more and more deaths from this same doggie treats and i would like to see these pulled from the shelves and not have
anyone else have their hearts broken as mine was and still is. My (b)(6) was a rescue and was terribly treated in the first four years of her life. She did not even know how to walk when I got her, she had been burnt with an iron under her neck and our vet told us that he gave us two weeks because he did not think we could ever get her to even be
able to except any normal life. Well, long story short in two weeks time she ran into the vets office for her other round of shots and he was shocked. All it took was love, strong love that we had together between the both of us. So when I lost her due to these high blood accounts my heart was so broken that I still cry. But the mystery is solved by
the empty bag of Del Monte Corp.¿s Milo¿s Kitchen Chicken Jerky and Chicken Grillers home-style dog treats, which I found on the floor when I got home leaving her body to be creamated. She died (b)(6)/12. I just want these pulled off of the shelf, so that not one other family will go through the pain of losing their beloved dog like we did. We
had (b)(6) for 10 yrs, and believe it or not, to me she was still that 4 yr old puppy that I brought home that I used to hold up in the middle and walk along with to make her learn how to walk. I lost my dog I hinestly believe because of her eating these treats. I threw this package away, but I remember looking long and hard at it and crying my eyes
out about her eating it. About her thinking she still had to eat these to the very last bite for tear she would go hungry again like she did as a puppy. To the day I die my heart will be broken by losing this beloved dog. I hope not one more family has to lose one more dog to this product. Please if you do anything take this off of the shelf.
Please??????

American Jerky
Chicken & Sweet Potato Crispers

Dog

Collie - Border

1 Years

Female

50 Pound

Began giving our dog chicken & sweet potato jerky treats. A day later, she began to have diarrhea. Not thinking that anything we gave her would cause the diarrhea problem, we continued to feed our dog with the same food that we had since adopting her.
We feed her Blue Buffalo dry & wet. We have been feeding her the same food for 6 months. We then purchased some dog treats from a local pet supply store. The one thing that looked good was a package of chicken & sweet potato jerky treats. We gave (b)(6) a jerky treat that evening after her normal dinner of Blue Buffalo.
The next day we gave her another jerky treat during lunch time & another after dinner. She really loved them. The next day, she began to have diarrhea. Thinking that she may have eaten our cats food while we were not looking, we just assumed that it would pass. The next day the diarrhea was still there at both her morning & evening potty
outings.
The following day the diarrhea got much worst. My wife & I discussed what might be happening. We decided to give (b)(6) another day to see if the diarrhea would go away. We were sure she had plenty of fresh water and that the cat food was up and out of the way. All this time we continued to give her the jerky treats as rewards & for play
time.
The diarrhea continued to get worse over the course of the next week until we decided to take (b)(6) to the vet.
Once we stopped giving her the jerky treats, the diarrhea stopped. Not sure if it was just coincident, or if there was a problem with the jerky treats. After all the animals that have died mysteriously from chicken jerky treats, we decided to "share our story" here in hopes that maybe something we have to offer helps. We are not implying that there
is something wrong with the treats, rather sharing our story.
The jerky treats are:
American Jerky
Chicken & Sweet Potato Crispers
purchased from a nearby Petco pet supply store.
1 pound bag
Distributed by: International Pet Supplies & Distribution in San Diego, Ca.
lot # 062713
Exp: 7/2015

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Tenders
Treats

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

8 Years

Female

25 Pound

My (b)(6) was 8 years old, a cocker spaniel-Black lab mix. She was fine I fed her waggin tail treats from wal-mart. She starting throwing up and drinking a lot of water on(b)(6). I took her to my regular vet and then to the emergency Vet and he determined she had kidney failure and we tried to save her but she , but she was suffering and we had to
let her go on (b)(6). We took her for one last car ride and stayed with her while she went to sleep for the last time. It was awful.I loved her so much.

On August7th,2013 both of my dogs received an intranasal Bordetella vacine. On Sunday they both started sneezing and coughing to the point where I was up all night with them. The situation just deteriorated from there. They had loose stools, wouldn't eat, clear vomiting. I took them back in to the vet on 8-16-2013. They were given Cerenia and
Metronidazole. Vet also reccommended a diet of chicken and rice which I put them on. There was a small improvement(they started eating, no vomiting but their stools were still loose) until they were off the Metronidazole for two days and then they were right back where they started. So back to the vet and more pencillin for 7 more days. They
still were not well after this round of pencillin. It was like this vaccine gave them a full blown case of parvo! I took them off chicken completely and substituted hamburger. So their meals consisted of one-half Tablespoon dry dog food, 1 Tablespoon of Rice and 1 Tablespoon of hamburger. They are still on a resricted diet and their stools are
normal, are not vomiting and are playing again. I thought it was the vaccine but I just read an article on pets dying from chicken and sweet potato jerky. I now wonder if those items weren't the problem. I still have those items in the cabinet but they certainly have not gotten any more of them. Since they have gotten better when I took them off
the chicken, I would say it was something in the chicken jerky. Most vets reccommend chicken and rice with gastro problems and in this case it did not help at all.
I probably saved my dogs by taking them off chicken. I thought this might help you solve the problem.
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Product Name

Species

Kingdom Pet Food Duck treats

Fish

Waggin Trails Chicken Jerky

Dog

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers

Breed

Age

Weight
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Age
UOM
6 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
87 Pound

Description

Male

Shih Tzu

3 Years

Male

16 Pound

feed (b)(6) ,Waggin Trail chicken jerky,in about a week he started puking blood and passing blood out out rectum,, luckily vet was able to use iv's with strong antibiotics to save him,it wasn't cheap either.. no other problems since , have given him more jerky treats but none made in china,,only usa made..

Dog

Retriever - Golden

6 Years

Female

70 Pound

After feeding (b)(6) Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers, she experience gastrointestinal distress, including vomiting. She only experienced this after eating the Chicken Grillers, without any other changes to diet or other sicknesses.

Quackers

Dog

Poodle - Medium size

15 Years

Male

16 Pound

Vomiting. Have been giving him PCI Quackers Duck treats, lot 060316G, one to two per day. Not sure this is the cause as he's a pretty old dog. Otherwise fed high quality food. Vomit usually thin and yellow tinted. Might be related to the current jerky pet treat issue. Stopped treats today after seeing new report.

waggin' Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

Female

100 Pound

Wagon Train

Dog

Schnauzer
(unspecified)

8 Years

Female

45 Pound

Within six months of being "treated" with Wagon Train chicken jerky she was dead with kidney failure. The Chinese executives who are making money off the death of our animals should be force-fed their own chicken jerky and slowly die like my dog did. Shame on them, forever!

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

3 Years

Female

10 Pound

I was feeding her the Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats. She began to vomit. I know it was because of the treats, because that is what was in the vomit. And I had to clean up the vomit in five different spots on the floor. And all the spots had the chicken Jerky in them. She was shivering like a leaf on a tree in a wind storm. She was deathly sick. It
was awful watching her suffer like that. And to think I thought I was giving her something that would pleasure her. I took her to the vet and she was diagnosed with Pancreatitis. She pulled through. I then resorted to Alpo milk bone treats. But, she got sick from them also. Same symptoms. I now only allow her to chew on raw hide bones for
treats. They do NOT make her sick. I also feed her Blue NATURAL CHICKEN and brown rice recipe dog food. She eats this every single day. She loves it and she never gets sick. The problem with all these foods associated with the animals getting sick is they are NOT natural foods. Animals need PURE PROTEIN in their diets. Not IMITATION. Their
organs do not have the ability to break down the ingredients in this imitation foods and they are dieing because of it. These food products need stricter guidelines on what is expected of their products to keep the consumers pet healthy and disease free. Shame of them for gaining billions of dollars in sales while we watch our pets DIE. Shame on
them.

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

2 Years

Female

18 Pound

We purchased Kindgom Pets duck and sweet potato dog treats at Costco a few months ago. Our dog had diarrhea and lethargy that lasted in various degrees for about 5 days.

Dingo Market Cuts Chicken Jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

7 Years

Female

10 Pound

After eating Dingo Chicken Jerky (Market cuts) she Began with vomiting and progressed to refusal of all food.Excessive water drinking followed by vomiting. Lethargic,weight loss and shaking

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

3 Years

Female

75 Pound

We were feeding our dogs Waggin Train chicken jerky treats daily as a training aid and treat for several years. Our female suddenly became very ill at about 3.5 years old and we took her to the vet. Upon examination, blood tests and ultrasounds the doctor determined that her kidneys were severely damaged and she was dying. This was approx. 3
years ago, January of 2011. The doctor reported that the kidney damage had not been detected before and the cause was unknown. He told us that often kidney damage was due to a dietary items, but none of the foods we had been feeding her were on any recall or warning list that he was aware of. We had to put the dog down that week, and
unfortunately turned down an autopsy due to the high expense it would have cost, and it really didn't seem it would have made the situation any different. I found out about the Waggin train complaints a few months later from a news article and believe our dog was effected by the Waggin Train jerky as well. We immediately stopped buying the
treats and stopped feeding our other dog. Our other dog lived longer, but was put down this year due to unrelated circumstances.

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato

I purchsed Kindom Pet Duck Treats at Costco in (b)(6) OR and i gave these to my dog only as an occassional treat not as food. I noticed my dog starting to get sick after i purchased the second bag and took him to the vet. the vet did extensive tests on him and kept him in the hospital and we tried to figure out what was causing his illness the only
thing that was new to my pet were these treats and I told them that. However the word was no out yet that these treats were an issue and so the vet thought (b)(6) got into dirty water which was never the case as I told them that he has a special fountain in back with fresh water. I finally remember hearing something about pet treats from china
and look at the bag and sure enough these treats were from china and discontinued them right away, however keeping the left overs to try and recopu my 1200.00 it took to save my animal. the company will not accept responsiblity and my pet got better after taking him off these treats. He still has the same water fountain they tried to blame it
on and never sick again. Please do something about importing these treats and stop the killing of innocent pets in this country. I have the product and am happy to give you samples. I still have all the emails with the distributor as well. I am not sure my dog will ever be as good as he was before this happened. Hard to say if he is 100% better

Our dog's nose started to run and drip and she was constantly licking her nose like she was allergic to this chicken jerky treat/stick.

After reading the article about Jerky Treat Mystery I came home and read the package of Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato bag. Realizing it was from China I thought I should ask if this is one of the products that I should not give to my pet?
Last night when walking our dog we noticed that after went to potty that he continued to try and go again. I thought he just an upset tummy. Before getting home he just stopped walking and I had to pick him up and carry him home. On other walks we have noticed this same behavior but not all the time.
He is fine today. If this product is one of the suspected treats should I take him to the vet for a check up?

waggin trail jerky treats

Dog

Lhasa Apso

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Jerky (in
various flavors)

Dog

Terrier - Tibetan

12 Years

Male

20 Pound

After giving our dog the Jerky treats,he started having severe diarrhea, which became bloody. over a 24 hr period dog went into severe dehydration, and low body temp. Rushed him to our Vet who could barely get him on IV, and worked to stabilize him for several hours. He was then transported to an emergency vet ICU where he remained for a
week. The first 4 days he was unstable, and we were told that he would not survive. He did eventually take a turn for the better and after a couple days more he began to eat, and drink on his own. Although our dog survived, he is now having other medical issues possibly brought on by the extreme stress on his body due to his illness. (very
elevated liver enzymes continue, and CUSHINGS disease is suspected.)
Vet reports include:Elevated liver enzymes,creatinine,glucose,and phosphorous. I have copies of all tests and lab workups. Also all costs associated with this.

3 Years

Male

18 Pound

I have been giving (b)(6) Dogswell branded Jerky treats almost since I got him. I have never had an issue until earlier this month. I was giving him treats like normal then came home one day from work (Tues PM) to a diarrhea accident in his crate (which he never does). He proceeded to vomit and have diarrhea almost nonstop for the next 12
hours. Took him to the vet the following morning (Wed) where he cleared all his blood work, test and x-rays as in excellent condition. The one thing they noticed was swelling in his intestines. He was given fluids, anti nausea meds and anti inflammatory meds Wed afternoon and was placed on a bland diet (chicken/ground beef and rice) for 3-5
days. The vomiting stopped by Wed PM. He did not eat or drink until Thurs and I would say his personality did not come back until Thurs PM/Fri am. Diarrhea persisted through that weekend.

Waggon Train Chicken Jerky Treats

After I have been giving my 2 dogs the Waggon Train Chicken Jerky for approximately 6 months, my dog got sick with some type of pancreatic problem. I was given antibiotics to help reduce the problem which helped. A few days after I was at the Vet with my dog, I was told about the Chicken Jerky from family members that there was a report on
the News about the Jerky treats that I give my dogs. That is when I decided to Google the product and found out that my dog had the same symptoms that all the other dogs had that died. Once I stopped feeding this product to my dog, she has not had any symptoms of pancreatic problems again.

Wagon train chicken jerky treats

Dog

Chihuahua

8 Years

Male

9 Pound

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Spitz - German
Medium size

7 Years

Male

26 Pound

He went into heart failure and died.

Our dog (b)(6) was given one Waggin' Train chicken jerky treat per day for a period of 3+ years. The only other food and treats given were purchased at a pet health food store. Waggin Train jerky treats were purchased at Costco. (b)(6) eventually had decreased appetite, appeared weak and lethargic, was vomiting, had diarrhea, and urinated more
than usual. We took him to his regular vet who first thought he was not eating due to an abscessed tooth and cleaned his teath. There was no abscessed tooth, and the problem got worse. Next they treated him for an infection with some very strong antibiotics, which caused him to be even more ill, vomiting even more and eating less. After
several vet visits nothing was helping, and (b)(6) was continually weaker and sicker. The vet recommended we take him for a pet MRI at another location. The diagnosis was major tumors in the liver and some in the pancreas. He got extremely weak and could not stand a few days later, and we took him to the vet to be euthanized. At the time
neither we nor the vet was aware of the issue of the chicken jerky from China. I later told the vet I had read about it, and the symptoms seemed to be exactly what our dog had. I'm sure that the chicken jerky treats led to the death of our dog. The vet's treatments seemed to make the situation worse due to misdiagnosis, because they had not yet
heard of the problems/issues with the chicken jerky from China. I am convinced that the Waggin' Train chicken jerky treats given over an extended period of time caused the death of our dog, (b)(6)
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Product Name

Species

Breed

Canyon Creek Duck Treats

Dog

Maltese

waggin' tails

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian

Waggin Train Jerky Treats

Dog

Wagon Train Chicken Jerky Treats,
Milo's dog treats

Dog

Age

Age
UOM
11 Years

Gender

Weight
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Weight
UOM
17 Pound

Description

Male

7 Years

Male

47 Pound

My dog had no diarrhea symptoms whatsoever in the 6+ years that we had him. I gave him a couple of these chicken treats & within hours he had uncontrollable diarrhea. Because I was very cautious with what he ate, I stopped the chicken jerky. I contacted Waggin' Tail about their product being made in China & they insisted that they test their
product and that it was perfectly safe. When I re-introduced same product to my dog, once again uncontrollable diarrhea occurred & once the jerky was stopped, the diarrhea stopped. My vet had to prescribe medication fir a few years. I now have to give my dog probiotics due to the damage that was done to his body.

Great Dane

5 Years

Male

185 Pound

We bought and gave both of our dogs the Waggin Train jerky treats. Both dogs were in excellent health and seen a Vet regularly.
We noticed a couple of weeks after that both dogs were getting listless and drinking large amounts of water. We took them to the Vet with urine samples to be checked. Both dogs had kidney disease of exactly the same progression. We tried to change diet with special food and meds, but to no avail. We had to put both dogs down on the same
day and time. Which was Jan 2011. After the fact we found that other animals were getting sick on these treats. The treats were the ONLY thing different that we have fed them. Needless to say our heart were broken that both our dogs had to be put to sleep. I will never buy any treats made in China. I research all treats to see were they are
made before purchasing them. I don't want to be hurt like that ever again.

Terrier - Jack Russell

8 Years

Male

21 Pound

Mid 2012 my dog started to have bleeding when he urinated. By January 2013 he was seeing a Vet because he stopped eating, blood in his urine, tired, vomiting, diarrhea. Doctor did an ultrasound and found stones in the bladder and irritable bowel syndrome. He was put on a special food, very expensive medication and had to have surgery. We
saw the article on the Canyon Duck Treats and immediately tossed the bag. He's not gotten any jerky treats since. We still have have him on medication and special food. Everyone said I brought this dog back from the dead. I wish I would have heard about the treats earlier and PetSmart would have removed them from the shelf earlier.

Please note at the time of this report, I do not have the packages of the dog treats. This incident happened a couple of years ago. I do have the vet bill at home. ......................................
We always used the Wagon Train and Milo's treats for our dog. All of a sudden he became sick. He was urinating and pooping on the floor in the house....he NEVER did that before. He was lathargic also. I rushed him to the vet and after the examination and x-rays, the vet stated that he did not know what was causing (b)(6) to be so sick. He
treated (b)(6) with antibiotics and another medicine. After a couple of weeks, (b)(6) was fine...still a little sluggish, but was much better. After much research on the Wagon Train and Milo dog treats, I immediately discarded them, informed my vet of my findings, and have warned others of the situation. I have not given him anything of those
brands since this happened. The vet bill was over $300....for a mystery diagnosis.

WAGIN TRAIN CHICKEN JERKEY TREATS Dog

Terrier - Boston

12 Years

Male

28 Pound

shortly after feeding my dog wagin train chicken treats I would say about 4 to 6 weeks had passed when he started to develop problems,he got the scowers and sterted to drink large amount of water and went blind in a matter of weeks. Took to vet did blood work and stool and urin samples .per his advice stopped all treats and switched to a
special dogfood .he kepdt loosing weight and became sicker we tried evey type of meds the vet could think of. he passed shortly after. My feamale would not eat the treats and she was fed the same dogfood as my male and had no ill effects. The type of food is science diet mature small bites

Waggin' Trails and Milo's Kitchen

Dog

Terrier - Bull Staffordshire

11 Years

Female

45 Pound

She was getting sick, had dark urine, was having diarrhea when we don't give her people food. The vet have her a B-shot and some medicine to stop her from having loose stool. I don't remember the exact date it started or how long she suffered, so I put an estimate.

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast

Dog

Shar Pei

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

47 Pound

(b)(6) succumbed to renal/liver failure in September 2011 after having eaten Dogswell brand chicken jerky treats. (b)(6) succumbed to renal failure in December 2011 after having eaten Dogswell brand chicken jerky treats. Having heard something about the chicken jerky issues with products made in China, I made a point to buy only products
made in the US or Canada...or so I thought. I specifically asked All the Best Pet Store if the jerky treats they sold were made in China and they assured me they were not. When (b)(6) passed away soon after (b)(6) I checked the treat bag for myself. On the back in very tiny letters it read, "Made in China." I don't know if the chicken jerkey treats are
what contributed to their deaths, but losing two of my beloved dogs so close together of the same cause, makes me wonder. I took the rest of the treats back to the pet store and informed them that they do, in fact, sell treats made in China. (b)(6) took his last breath while he was lying in my arms at home. I humanely let (b)(6) go when I was told
by the vet that she was in excruciating pain and that there was nothing more than could be done to help her kidneys function enough to keep her alive.

Milo's kitchen beef sausage slices

Dog

Spitz - German
Pomeranian

18 Months

Female

10 Pound

In the evening, i gave (b)(6) a Milo's kitchen brand beef sausage treat a few hours after her dinner. I also gave the treats to two other dogs. Within hours of consumption, all three dogs began exhibiting signs of severe gastrointestinal illness. They had constant vomiting and diarrhea (about every 90 minutes), acted lethargically, and had a total loss
of appetite for 3 days. My family and i attributed the illness to a possible contamination in the can of dog food they ate that evening. When (b)(6) began behaving normally again, i gave her another Milo's kitchen brand beef sausage treat again, around 72 hours after the first one i had given her, this time she was the only dog that received one.
Within 90 minutes, she began exhibiting the same symptoms as she had the previous 3 days, this continued for another 60 hours or so. We fed her a diet of boiled chicken and white rice until she improved, and then resumed her normal diet. It seems her system hasn't fully recovered, as she still vomits on occasion and has loose stools. I kept the
bag of treats in case we ever needed to have them tested to verify a contaminant was present.

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian

11 Years

Female

45 Pound

(b)(6) - Dog was perfectly healthy, had no tumors, no illness of any kind, and started getting sick and sluggish. Belly became full of tumors. Needed to have a splendectomy, and died 8 mos. after surgery due to more tumors growing. Vet said it looked like a pepper shaker inside her.

7 Years

(b)(6)- Dog was perfectly healthy had been through cruciate ligament replacement surgery prior with great recovery. Started giving him Waggin Train treats because they were advertised as "99% fat free" and I wanted to reduce his weight a little bit due to the leg surgery. Shortly after, he started getting sick and was also diagnosed with multiple
tumors both in his brain and his belly. Prior exrays taken were completely clear

Canyon Creek

Dog

Dingo Wag'n Wraps Meat in the Middle Dog
- Jumbo 2 pack

Dachshund - Miniature

9 Years

Female

17 Pound

Was giving dog Canyon Creek Jerky Treats for nearly 1 year - dog became blind

Retriever - Golden

2 Years

Male

90 Pound

my two year old and 10 year old Golden Retrievers ate one treat each of the Dingo Wag'n Wraps and started vomiting within a few hours. The two year old continued to vomit the next day too and had red coloring in his vomit which was questionable whether it was from the treat or blood. I fed him rice the next day as he vomited his food. He
seemed to be ok by day 3. The older dog was better by day 2.

Full Moon- Turkey Sausage

On 4/23/13 I had given my little dachshund a piece of a new jerky treat that I had purchased at Walmart. The next morning she had liquid stools and was very lethargic. We saw the vet on 4/24/13 and they prescribed some Metronidazole. On 4/26/13 we were again at the vet with her stools now very dark and she was very lethargic. The doctor
put her on 3 more medications and ran some blood work. Around 5/2/13 she was finally back to normal

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Chow Chow

7 Years

Male

66 Pound

Severe diarrhea

Waggin Train Chicken Jery

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

7 Years

Female

30 Pound

(b)(6) was the smallest of 4 dogs, but my husband insisted that they all get the same size jerky treat portions - so she got proportionately more than the other dogs. The dogs got jerky treats about 3 times a day for 9 months until we noticed that (b)(6) (who was completely potty trained) starting having many accidents in the house. Then, her
urine ran clear. She was sitting on my lap and she leaked so much and it was so clear that I took her to the vet thinking that she was pregnant and her water broke, even though she had been fixed and she was 7 years old. The vet ran some tests and told me that her kidneys were in acute failure. The vet showed me how to give her subcutaneous
fluids three times a day. She eventually stopped eating and I fed her with a bottle. She started vomiting blood and died in my arms within two weeks of the lap incident. This broke my heart. It has been almost two years now and I think of her every day. It is so painful that these dog treat companies will not take responsibility.

Pet shop duck jerky

Dog

Other Canine/dog

1 Years

Female

10.7 Pound

Authority Chewy Dog Treats Sweet
Potato Fries

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian

3 Years

Male

Wag-n-tails duck tenders

Dog

Chihuahua

13 Years

Female

75 Pound

10.5 Pound

Pu/pd, fever, lethargy, glucose in urine, weight loss, dilute urine.
About a week ago (b)(6) would not eat. He had a complete loss of appetite. He vomited and his stomach was gurgling I tried to give him rice and chicken and he wouldn't eat it. Then I took him out and he had diarrhea. I called the vet immediately and got some metrozinadole. A couple hours later after taking a dose he at some rice but nothing
more. He has been very lethargic and not much of an appetite at all for several days. Today was the best day for his appetite but its been 3 days of meds. He continues to have diarrhea but not watery or as often. This has happened before and the emergency vet ran a litany of test and concluded he ingested something toxic. He does not get in
the trash and is stuck to me like clue. I couldn't imagine what he got into to make him so sick. Then I read about the recall and my (b)(6) had a lot of the symptoms. Upon further review I discovered that my dog was eating a brand of dog treats that was recalled months ago and this week's bag was a brand of treats that were not on the list but
much to my shock were made in China. The treats he ate was Authority Sweet Potato Fries. I am convinced it was his sweet potato treats. The timing of him becoming sick is too coincidental to not be the cause.

All 3 dogs listed became itchy and 2 of the 3 have been extra thirsty and have had diarrhea. The oldest is also having sudden problems holding her bladder but is probably related to the thirst issue. She will wake you up at night if we close off her water to go outside and drink outside dogs water then without warning pee on the floor several times
at night. Unnormal behavior for her. She also is having extreme diarrhea and has been itchy for several weeks. Vet thought itchy problem was allergies but now the other symptoms have become very bad and with the recalls we are putting 2and 2 together. Other dogs experiencing similar issues but not urinating suddenly on the floor but rather
able to hold it and wake us up. Stopped duck today not thinking this could be problem but have been feeding several a day for a couple of months since our local cvs has been stocking them. Still have an open bag we are keeping if you want them.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

Age
UOM
7 Years

Gender

Waggin' Train Chicken Tenders

Female

Weight
UOM
155 Pound

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin

Dog

Shiba Inu

9 Years

Female

17 Pound

(b)(6) ate a Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast Jerky treat around 1:00 PM on Saturday 10/19/13. At roughly 12:45 AM on 10/20/13 she became ill. She had several bouts of diarrhea, roughly once an hour for 5 hours. Later that day she was lethargic and had decreased appetite. She was noted to drink excess amounts of water. She had 3-4
additional, smaller bouts of diarrhea throughout the day. Today (10/23/13) is the first time her appetite has returned and she is energetic as usual.

Jerky Treats Dog Snacks - Beef
and Cadet Duck Jerky for Dogs

Dog

Bulldog

7.5 Years

Male

65 Pound

Dog started drinking excessively and urinating in the house, and very frequently, and this happened all of the sudden. One day he threw up and the next morning threw up again. I took him to the vet and they weren't too sure what was wrong and sent us home. Within 20 minutes of being home he was sick again and started acting very strange.
We rushed him to the emergency veterinary clinic during which time he became unresponsive. The clinic started treatment on him and during this time he had gastrointestinal bleeding and within an hour we had to put him down. The clinic had done blood work and could not find any reason for this happening to him and still to this day we have
no answers. In the month of April he had gone through a container of the Beef Jerky and duck jerky dog treats from Costco. Now after hearing all the information regarding the adverse reactions to the jerky treats I wonder if these may have caused his death.

Kingdom Pets Jerky Treats

Dog

Beagle

11 Years

Female

60 Pound

(b)(6) had been eating Kingdom Pets chicken jerky treats regularly for about a year. On (b)(6), 2013 she began regurgitating the entire contents of her stomach, and experienced liver failure, resulting in death just a couple of months later. Her blood panel showed now abnormalities prior to the sickness (6/8/12) and treatment records show
extensive problems with her liver. Despite medication and treatment, she died of liver failure.

Wagon Train Jerky Treats

Dog

Shepherd Dog - Dutch

Male

70 Pound

My dog was very ill (vomiting, and lethargic) for a couple days after eating the Wagon Train Jerky treats from Walmart last year. I cannot believe these products still haven't been pulled! (We no longer not give him treats that we haven't made)

dogswell vitality chicken breast with
flaxseed & vitamens
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Canaan Dog

10 Years

Female

42 Pound

repeated vomiting and abdomenal pain requiring emergency vet care and overnight hospitalization costly $1300

Dog

Shih Tzu

9 Years

Female

25 Pound

May 1, 2013 is an approximation. I have been giving this dog Pet Shoppe Chicken Jerky treats from Walgreens for approximately the last year. She loves the treat. Currently, I have the remainder of a bag of Cadet Duck Breast Jerky purchased from Costco several months ago. I do not know if there is any correlation, but approximately in August she
started this horrible gagging cough one night and I ended up taking her to the emergency vet. I thought she had some small object stuck in her throat as this had happened once several years ago when she had the same symptoms and the vet retrieved a piece of plastic stuck in her throat. In August xrays were taken which demonstrated
intermittent trachea collapse. At that same time, she had a horrible red rash on her stomach that was close to developing a secondary infection. Medication was prescribed and all problems went away. I do not know if there is any correlation with this episode with the reason I am writing to you but it was a very weird scenario for this dog which I
have had since she was a puppy. I am writing because of the news articles posted on the internet and discussed on the radio today. I looked up the symptoms described in relation to the jerky from China and you are describing my dog. The most noticeable change I noted in the last few months in a change in stools. She often has not quite
diarrhea, but loose goopy sticky stools. Small puddles of semi-liquid golden brown mucoid sticky stools. I have also seen more formed stools, but again with this sticky mucoid element. And the flatus! Horrible smelling silent flatus in the early evenings. I usually give her several pieces of jerky when I am walking out the door for work in the
morning which would be about 6 a.m. The flatus starts approximately ten to twelve hours later. This has been going on for several months for sure that I can pinpoint, and started probably about the time I brought home the Cadet Duck Breast Jerky from Costco. She also is drinking a lot more water these days. I keep a bowl of about 32 ounces in
the kitchen and another same size in the bathroom. Often I find one or both empty within the same day. She also has been vomiting occasionally, which again is new behavior. Usually it is yellowish looking fluid, but sometimes contains undigested food. She was doing this in between the hoarse gagging cough that caused me to take her to the
vet. And, I have noticed increased lethargy. She will lay for hours in the walk-in closet or behind the toilet in the bathroom. I am immediately stopping the jerky in her diet. The Cadet Jerky states "made in China," and distributed by IMS Pet Industries, Inc., Wood-Ridge, NJ. I can send you the remainder of the bag if you are interested. I stopped at
the local Walgreens tonight, and the Pet Shoppe Jerky I was feeding her previously also states "made in China." I had attributed her declining activity to age, she turned nine in September. I have been noticing the stools because she has accidents in the house and because of their location, and knowing this animal, I know they were accidents and
not intentional. The flatus has had me wondering about the cause but she never looked to be in pain. She would just be lying nearby and suddenly there would be a horrible smell of flatus in the air and when I say horrible, I mean STRONG horrible such that you gag and air out the room. But, when you add the issues all together, I am thinking the
culprit is the jerky.

Waggin¿ Train Jerky Tenders

Dog

Greyhound - Italian

7 Years

Male

18 Pound

Canyon Ranch

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Female

6.5 Pound

Dog became extremely sick after consuming "Waggin¿ Train Jerky Treats." Symptoms included diarrhea, vomiting, loss of appetite and rapid weight loss. Had several appointments with veterinarian, who was unable to determine cause of symptoms at the time. It took over a full month to recover, and nearly $1,000 in veterinarian expenses
(records available).
My dog started throwing up on a daily basis. I took her to the vet and he prescribed antacid as a treatment. This helped but the problem persisted on a smaller scale. I had been giving her her favorite treat since she was a puppy (jerky chicken) and had run out for a while. She seemed to get better during this time but I didn't associate it with the
treats. Eventually I got more treats and started feeding them to her again. The throwing up again started on a daily basis. Once again, a period of time passed that she did not get the treats and the throwing up stopped again. At this point in time I had heard warnings about treats made in China causing a problem. I wasn't too concerned because
the brand I used was made in the US - or so I thought. I double checked the next time I was shopping for them and was dismayed to find out that the brand I had been purchasing for years was now made in China! I never bought them again and she has never thrown up again.

Not sure

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

3 Years

Female

13 Pound

(b)(6) was given a treat of jerky. It was purchased at Pet Supplies Plus. The product was for Christmas, and it was died red and green. She was given a treat in the morning and the next day started having diarrhea. I called the vet in the morning, who recommended bismuth subsalicylate and a restricted diet of nothing by mouth and only minimal
amounts of water. By the evening, she was listless and her bloody stools were almost constant. I took her to the Emergency Vet, where they kept her overnight and treated her for dehydration and colitis. The vets kept her on a restricted diet for 2 weeks after the episode and recommended that she not be given any more jerky. Since that
episode, I haven't given her or my other miniature schnauzer any jerky products because the vets indicated that they believed the jerky had caused her reaction. I believe that had I not reacted quickly and taken my dog, (b)(6) to the vet that evening that she would have died. She was extremely sick and worsened quickly.

Chewmasters 2 1/2 pounds of natural
chicken fillets Chicken Strips
Pupperoni Lean Beef Flavor, Good "n"
Fun Triple Flavor Chews

Dog

Siberian Husky

5 Years

Female

68 Pound

Loss of appetite, diarrhea, sometimes it's just mucus, vomiting and started to drink lots of water. Usually enjoys long walks, now is only wanting to go for a short period.

Dog

Chihuahua

12 Years

Female

3 Pound

Milos Muttballs, Milos Chicken Jerky
Treats, Purebites freeze dried cheddar
cheese dog treats

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

1 Years

Male

20 Pound

Within 24 hours of being given treats (on multiple varied occassions) dog would not eat or drink; vomit (wretching) and have extremely runny bloody stools. After taking to vet on multiple occasions found nothing "wrong" no illness, disease etc. Only occurred after giving treats. Now that treats are no longer given, dog seems to have recovered.

Dogswell Happy Hips Jerky Strips
Chicken

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

6 Years

Male

70 Pound

I've been feeding (b)(6) Dogswell Happy Hips Jerky Strips over the last few months. I would give him 2-3 strips maybe once a week or so. I'm on the same 12 oz bag. The last 3 times I have given him the treats, he has thrown up. Two times were during the night. I would give him the treats before bed and he would wake up, throw up once and go
back to bed fine. So a couple days ago I wanted to test if it was the treats making him sick so I gave him 4 of them. My boyfriend and I were watching a movie and (b)(6) got up off the couch and dry-heaved loud as if it were uncontrollable but he stopped and didn't throw up that time. I could tell he didn't feel good. I decided I was going to throw
the treats away, maybe they went bad or something. They don't say refrigerate or anything so I was unsure. I forgot about the treats and just threw them away today, jumped on the internet and read the news story about jerky treats causing illness in dogs! So scary! I hope the problem is found. These Dogswell treats say they are made in the
USA, not China.

Cadet duck jerky
Trader Joes Chicken Breast Wraps

Dog
Dog

Greyhound
Mixed (Dog)

10 Years
3 Years

Male
Male

72 Pound
11 Pound

No appetite, vomiting and abnormal bowel movements
Ran out of normal pig skin rolls. Went to Trader Joes and bought the rolled rawhide with jerky tender rolled around it. About a day after eating it Duke got very sick, vomiting constantly, even water, diarrhea was pure blood. Took to ER thinking he had obstruction in bowels but he didn't. The Vet kept him overnight on IV and gave him antibiotics.
They didn't know what caused it. Thank God he is ok. Could it be related to jerky treat illness/deaths going on?

Milos chicken jerky

Age

2 Years

Weight

Page 7 of 106

Description
We gave our dog a new dog treat we had just purchased from the grocery store called Waggin Train chicken jerky. She ate two jerky strips within hours of each other. Within a few hours our dog lost her appetite, developed stomach upset with loud bowel sounds, stopped eating and appeared ill. This continued into the next day. She went out
into our yard and crawled into the bushes, digging a hole in the dirt and lay there, still and in distress. We had trouble finding her in the yard - within an hour of her doing this she was unable to stand and had to be carried to the car and to the vet. Her gums looked mottled and the vet thought she was going into shock. She required IV therapy
and pain medication for what appeared to be pancreatitis - her amylase was elevated, though other labs were normal. She recovered over 3 days with fluids and a gradual reintroduction of her diet. Dates below are approximate.

(b)(6) is a 12 year old Chihuahua weighing 3 pounds. Each day, for the past 3 years, I give the dogs a Pupperonies and Doggone Bones before leaving to work. On Monday, (b)(6), I came home from work and (b)(6) tapped her foot on mine meaning she wanted to be held. Then, she moved towards the sofa to be let down. She rolled over onto the
grass and the other dogs went to her. She began breathing shallowly and her heart beat was slow. She expelled excrement with mucous and blood. After 30 minutes, there was no change in her demeanor and she was non-responsive. I rushed her to the vet. The veterinarian inserted an IV and gave her 3 "bolis" of IV fluids. She was also placed on
oxygen. After 2 1/2 hours, he tested her blood and reported that her liver and pancreas enzymes were highly elevated but she had good kidney function. The vet said she was in shock and may or may not survive. After 30 more minutes I asked him to put her to sleep so she wouldn't suffer any more.

I have three dogs and had purchased the Milo Chicken jerky treats from WalMart. Two over 90lbs did not show signs of distress, the one under 75lbs became ill. She vomited and was listless for a day. This happened a couple of times and after I saw the notification I threw the treats away, could pinpoint the reaction to the treats, and she hasn't
been ill like that since and these reactions only occurred after feeding her the treats. My uneducated opinion to this problem makes me feel it is due to the sharpness of the jerky which may either scratch the esophagus or bowls and may enable bacteria to grow. Chemicals used in the process may exacerbate the bad reaction. So my hypothesis is
that these shards of jerky rip through the dogs digestion and create systemic bacteria. Whether the bacteria occurred because of the treatment of the jerky or the sharpness that may occur during the digestive process, I do not know. But I do feel I am lucky to have my pets and that there is something wrong with those treats. It upsets me when I
still see this product on the shelf. The softer Milo treat I still purchase and there have never been any consequences related to these products. This is a plea to request all sharp jerky treats to be taken off the shelves until you can disprove my theory. Dogs don't chew, they gulp and I don't think the jerky softens going down. It's not a mystery, it's
science. If you have an open wound in the worst place possible bacteria will grow. As a layman I feel that my husky exhibited signs sepsis and the treat including many other sharp products should be taken off the market.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

AKC Banana and Chicken Jerky Wraps

Dog

Other Canine/dog

Dogswell breathies chicken jerky

Dog

Dachshund
(unspecified)

Age

Age
UOM
12 Years

Gender

Weight

Page 8 of 106

Weight
UOM
62 Pound

Description

Male

9 Years

Male

17 Pound

(b)(6) loss his energy, appetite, throwing up and temperature of 104.6 for two weeks. Took him to the vet and they ran numerous tests and did not find anything specific. He still was sick and lost weight and I took him to another vet and she determined that his red blood cells were very low and she prescribed medication (predisone was one of
them). He's feeling better now but still needs to take is medication. This event happened the weekend of September 2013.

4 Years

Male

20 Pound

Immediate reaction to jerky treat, stomach reactions

Waggoneer Chicken Jerky Treats

(b)(6) has never been sick. Up until this past June (b)(6) was in perfect health. All of a sudden he started drinking an enormous amount of water and urinating frequently (sometimes in the house) in June 2013. Now he even leaks urine when he is just laying around. My vet has run every test possible and can't find anything. She did find the start of
a urinary tract infection and treated him for that, but on the next visit it show the infection had cleared up. He continued to drink and urinate excessively. He loved the chicken jerky treats! Waggin Train is the brand we purchased. He has been eating them since they came out up until they took them off the market. I purchased the largest bag
possible at least 2x a month. Now we buy the cadet Duck treats. I just find it so hard to believe that his thirst/urinating is just from old age. It was like someone flip a switch on him one day. I was reading a post someone put on my facebook and starting reading about the effects the jerky has had on dogs and I could have possibly found an answer
as to why (b)(6) is like this all of a sudden. I will be calling my vet in the morning.

approximately 9 months ago or so, my dog started having severe diarrhea and lack of appetite, which neither had happened before. I asked around and was told by my sister in law in Minnesota that same thing only a little worse happened with her older dog recently, and after taking him to the vet, she was told that it was the chicken jerky treats
she was giving her dog. We were giving our dog the same thing, the Waggoneer Chicky Jerky Treats. We immediately threw them out and he got better and back to normal. We've had no problems like this since, and I believe all the retailers have taken this off of their shelves, but the thing that concerns me, is not too long ago I was in Petco, and
they had similar chicken jerky treats for sale on the shelf, and I picked up and read a few of them, some still coming from China. It concerns me for unknowing pet owners who might buy for their pet, and make the pet suffer in the end.

Welcome Home Dry Chicken jerky
Kingdom Pets
all natural ingredients
chicken jerky

Dog
Dog

Bichon Frise
Shepherd Dog German

Vitality; Happy Hips Authority Pet n
Shape

Dog

Griffon - Brussels

chicken breast tenders

Dog

KINGDOM PETS

Dog

10 Years
11 Months

Male
Female

15 Pound
58 Pound

Loss of appetite, listlessness
We were using kingdom pets chicken jerky as training treats over the course of 4 weeks, (b)(6) started having diarrhea and we attributed it to having too many different treats and cut it down to just the jerky, diarrhea did not stop. 10/6/13 (b)(6) started drinking a lot more water then usual and had a fever and diarrhea. went to the emergency vet
and they thought stress or salmon poisoning, but she hadn't been around or gotten into any salmon. vet gave sub cue fluids and antibiotics. 10/8/13 she wouldn't eat anything and still had diarrhea but no fever, we went back to the vet and they ran tests, couldn't find anything. 10/9, she ate some jerky and then vomited it up and had diarrhea,
last time we fed the jerky treats. 10/10 back to the vet She refused to eat and was vomiting and had diarrhea, we had to carry her to the door. vet drew more blood and did xrays with contrast. 10/11 sent to emergency vet who scoped her, surgically opened her and found nothing, checked her pancreas and everything looked good. more
antibiotics and IV fluids and stayed with vet for 4 days. 10/13 finally ate some cooked chicken. The vets couldn't find any flukes or trace of Neorickettsia helminthoeca in any lymph aspirations. (b)(6) did not eat for 5 days and lost 6.4lbs. Still no known cause but she's slowly recovering now.

5 Years

Male

16 Pound

Over last year we introduced chicken jerky treats and he loves them. About 3 mos ago he started having bad diarrhea -- and he drinks "an ocean"of water at a time. He was very energetic and lately "passes out" after a short walk. Three weeks ago he started having dry heaves 3 or 4 times a day. We brought him to vet who thought it must be a
virus and he was on an antibiotic for 10 days. About a week thereafter---3 days ago-- the dry heaves, diarrhea and lethargy returned. I cut out all jerky treats today. But I am worried about him and esp after seeing new reports and knowing he was getting jerky treats. I checked the bags tonight---all were from China with exception of one from
Thailand.

Coton de Tuléar

9 Years

Female

10 Pound

she began to wake up every night to urinate and urinated more frequently in general. her water intake also increased. when checked by the vet there were high levels of sugar in her urine.

Beagle

7 Years

Female

30 Pound

Our dog got really sick stomach pains blood in stool, vomiting to her to vet twice with stool samples they she could of ingested poison. Put her in blain diet with some other meds. I suspect the chicken jerky treats as we just got two new dogs and both only had a little but caused them to had diarrhea and vomiting.
The brand is KINGDOM PETS item number 169728 lot number WPKPCK03B128
I still have some if you want me to send in for testing.

Male

95 Pound

Within 1 hour of eating the treats, (b)(6) would throw up. Then he had diarrhea each as well. I only gave him the treats twice. Then I took them back to Costco and told them that the treats (Duck Jerky wrapped in Sweet Potato) caused my dogs to get sick. The people at Costco said 'sure, ok' and they still have the product on the shelf.

I don't have the name. I gave the
Dog
package back to Costco. I can probably
get the name since they still carry the
product. But I don't know if I can
update this record.

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

WAGAN TRAIN JERKY TREATS AND
BEEF EATERS CHICKEN FILLETS
We no longer have the treats. We
purchased them at Costco. They came
in a plastic tub

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian

12 Years

Female

45 Pound

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck and
Sweet Potato
Happy Hips Dogswell Duck Breast

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

18 Months

Female

56 Pound

We were giving the dogs these treats and they liked them very much, but we started to notice that one of the dogs was throwing up pretty regularly. She also had a decreased appetite and would drink water until she threw up on several occasions. We did not notice any problems with the other dog.

Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

2 Years

Female

25 Pound

I have her a treat a few days prior to the major event and she vomited an hour or so later... I did not relate it to the jerky... The next time I had given her two over the course of a few hours... She vomited violently a couple hour later... She wretched so hard I thought she was going to die... She vomited the jerky up it was still in quite large pieces...
I thought she just ate it so quickly that she couldn't digest it but decided not to give her any more because it scared me so.... I saw the Rossen report and thought I would check our package... It is from China... Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast

Pur Luv Classic Flavors Mini Bones
Peanut Butter Flavo, dentleys hip &
joint rawhide knotted bones fortified
with glucosamine and chodroitin
specially for mulated to help support
healy hip and joints, dentleys peanut
butter flavor rawhide munchy strips
granulated rawhide made with beef
hide, greenies treats for dogs 5-15 lbs
teenie total oral health

Dog

Chihuahua

1 Years

Male

Petshoppe Chicken Jerky premium
chicken dog treats

Dog

Dachshund
(unspecified)

3 Years

Female

13 Pound

Stumbling, falling over, vomiting, diarrhea, bloody stool, lethargic and increased fluid intake. Symptoms came upon the dog suddenly on Oct. 21, 2013. The symptoms started occurring after I purchased chicken jerky treats on Oct. 19, 2013 from my Local Walgreen's Drug Store in (b)(6) Oklahoma. I purchased 3 bags of Petshoppe Chicken Jerky
premium chicken dog treats (20 oz). The dog treats all have the same Best By Date of: 20150609H UPC: 049022702424 WIC: 267345 Made in China Distrubuted by: Walgreen Co. 200 Wilmont Rd, Deerfield, Ill. 60015

Kingdom's Pet Chicken Jerky, Cadet
Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Spaniel - Springer
English

6 Months

Female

30 Pound

I fed my dog jerky treats on several different occasions. First, I purchased 2 bags of the Cadet brand duck jerky treats around 06/01/2013. (My dog was 5 months old when I started feeding her the treats.) She liked the treats, ate both bags, and there were no adverse reactions. Approximately 1 month later, I purchased the Kingdom's Pet brand
chicken jerky. My dog started showing signs of lethargy within 5 hrs of eating the chicken jerky from the freshly opened bag. I immediately got on the internet and researched warnings/recalls on the treats. That's when I first learned about the jerky treat issue. I stopped feeding the jerky treats to my dog immediately and called the vet. The vet
advised to monitor the dog. My dog recovered and was back to normal energy levels within 24 hrs. I threw out the Kingdom's Pet chicken jerky, but I continued to feed my dog the Cadet brand duck treats, as they did not seem to bother her. Two weeks later, around 7/15/2013, I opened a fresh bag of duck jerky. My dog started showing signs of
lethargy after eating the duck jerky, just like she did after eating the chicken jerky. This time she got very sick and had bloody stools for 12 hrs. I took her into the vet as soon as they opened. They ran her through a battery of tests and ruled out any stomach/intestinal conditions; the vet could not find a definitive cause for the bloody stools. After
putting her on a bland diet, she was fully recovered within 48 hours. I no longer purchase the treats, and I have not notices any long-term symptoms or effects from either incident.

I also have 2 mini-dachhounds. I gave them the treats too. The same thing -vomiting and diarrhea - happened to them. However, I did find some bloody looking mucus in one of the dachies' diarrhea. They were only given the treats twice as well.
I don't remember the exact date that this happened, so I will have to estimate the actual date as being in early September.
9 Years

Male

8 Pound

5 Pound

MY DOG DIED OF KIDNEY FAILURE. HE WAS TOTALLY HEALTHY THEN STARTED TO DRINK LOTS OF WATER, GOT THE DIARRHEA AND LOST HIS APPETITE AND DIED.
HE ATE THE TREATS WAGAN TRAIN CHICKEN JERKY TREATS AND BEEF EATERS CHICKEN FILLETS
We had a tub of jerky treats in the pantry. The dog got into them and ate several - 6-8 strips. Within about an hour she became unsteady and listless. She laid down and fell asleep. We checked on her several times over the course of several hours and were getting ready to take her to the vet when she stopped breathing and died. This happened
about a year ago. She was a very healthy and active dog. She never had a health issue in her 12 years with us. We are heart broken.

I have a few products i was giving him as snacks... he started having diareha and puking and not moving much or eating well. i stopped giving him these and had for some reason kept them and seen a article tonight about it, i changed him to natural alligator snacks made in louisiana and he pepped back up....i tested it out again a while back and
everytime i started giving him these, he started back diarehia and puking... here are the products
dentleys hip and joint rawhide knotted bones
greenies for teenies dog treats
dentleys peanut butter flavor rawhide strips
pur lun mini bones peanut butter flavor

Thank you for your time. I appreciate the opportunity to share my experience with this product. I see this product in the stores every time I go, and I really hope it gets take off the shelf before any more animals are harmed. People just do not know what harm these products can do, because the warnings are not advertised like they should be.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

9 Years

Female

40 Pound

For the last several weeks, Lady has been experiencing loss of appetite, grass consumption, and diarrhea. She was eating an exclusively dry food diet supplemented with Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky purchased at our local Costco. She is refusing to eat her dry food, although she is eating canned wet.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

wagon train and another brand - they
both came from Wal Mart and Pet
Smart

Dog

Unknown

Sweet potato and duck jerky , Cadet
Gourmet duck breast

Dog

Beafeaters tasty strips chicken jerky
strip dog treats

Age

Age
UOM
11 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
45 Pound

Description

Female

Beagle

1 Years

Female

20 Pound

all 4 of my animals have become sick from two different jerky products purchased from Costco. (b)(6) became ill from a bag of jerky treats purchased from Costco ((b)(6),ny) they were pieces of dried sweet potato with a small piece of duck on it. She vomited and had diarrehea. It was very bad one night when she began shaking and then collapsed
in our yard. We took her to the emergency vet and she was treated for nausea and dehydration. We finished that bag and i did not realize that was what was making my animals sick. We bought a bag of dried duck from costco ((b)(6),Ct) and have not seem majojr symptoms in this dog besides itching but have in my others. I will discontinue use of
this bag and save it if needed

Dog

Retriever - Golden

8 Years

Female

80 Pound

Early August developed scaly patches on skin but no itching noted. Number of lesions increased over several weeks. (b)(6) appetite decreased and by 23 stopped eating but drinking excessive amounts of water. Took to vet on 8/26 and given antibiotic for skin but vomited so given antibiotic injection on 8/27. Appetite waxed and waned, never
really eating much of anything and excessive thirst stopped after 1 week. Sept 5 had a strange neuro/ mild seizure and a repeat on Sept 8. Both lasting a couple minutes. By Sept 16th she completely stopped eating, drinking very little. Xray showed fluid in chest area, abdominal area appeared bloated and intestines pushed down but by xray could
not see any mass. Put her down on (b)(6) as she appeared to be dying

Chicken jerky

Dog

Pointing Dog - German
Wire-haired

1 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

65 Pound

severe GI distress in all three of my dogs. they all required trips to the vet, one was hospitalized for three days.

Cadet Duck Jerky Dog Treats

Dog

Retriever - Golden

7 Years

Female

70 Pound

My dog had her routine Vet appt last winter. I had the vet do a blood workup and urine test to see how that one kidney was doing. She seemed to be slowing down a bit more that I though was normal. Her tests came back just a bit above normal, we put her on a KD science diet food (more to be nice to her one kidney that to treat her) and kept
an eye on her. They did repeated tests over the next few weeks, all were just slighlty elevated. But than, almost over night, she became lithargic, and began losing weight, losing her appitite, and not drinking much water. In just a matter of days, she lost 8 lbs. I took her to the vet. Her kidney tests still showed no real danger, but she seemed to be
having kidney failure or at least similar syptoms. they treated her for three days in-patient, flushing her kidney and system the whole time. I believe this saved her life.
The strange part is that over the previous year I'd descovered this Cadet Duck Jerky treat that she just loved. I gave her tons of it, probably 6 or eight bags (lbs) over the course of a year or so. Coincidently I'd run out of the Jerky just days before she went in to the vet so sick. I wanted to have them for her when she got home from the vet, so I
went to my supplier to get a new bag while she was still in the vet hospital, but he had ran out. I got (b)(6) (my dog) home after three days. They were surprised how sick she was based on her protien/blood ratio numbers and some other test as well, but slowly she did recover. I tried to get her her favorite duck jerky treats over the next few
weeks but they were always still out. At some point I put two and two together and decided I'd stay away from them in case they were the problem. My dog got better and better. Renial kidney failure should have showed signs again by now (it's been over six months) but instead my dog is more active, and healtheir over all thsan she had been in
over a year before she became sick.
I believe something in that duck jerky slowly built up in her system over a year or so causing her kidney, liver and who knows what other functions to fail. the vet treated her as though she'd drank antifreeze, flushing her kidney and urinary track thru and thru. I'm sure this saved her life, but but I don't beleive she was just having renial kidney
failure out of the blue, I think it was cauased by that Duck Jerky. My story also comes long before I'd ever heard anything about his product possably being a problem, had I thought it thru more, I would have rported it six months ago. I did voice my concerns to the store where i use to get it. I also have mentioned it to the vet.

Petshoppe Chicken Jerky premium
chicken dog treats
Jerky Treats

Dog

Dachshund
(unspecified)

3 Years

Female

25 Pound

Pet Shoppe

Dog

Great Dane

Stumbling, falling over, vomiting, diarrhea, bloody stool, lethargic and increased fluid intake. Symptoms came upon the dog suddenly on Oct. 21, 2013. The symptoms started occurring after I purchased chicken jerky treats on Oct. 19, 2013 from my Local Walgreen's Drug Store in (b)(6), Oklahoma. I purchased 3 bags of Petshoppe Chicken Jerky
premium chicken dog treats (20 oz). The dog treats all have the same Best By Date of: 20150609H UPC: 049022702424 WIC: 267345 Made in China Distrubuted by: Walgreen Co. 200 Wilmont Rd, Deerfield, Ill. 60015
About 16 years ago my vet said to not give our dog Jerky Treats because the glycerin in the treats made in China can be contaminated with other molecular cousins such as ethylene glycol used in anti freeze. In Re: FDA 1937 investigation in the "Elixir Sulfanilamide Incident" where diethylene glycol was found where only glycerol was to be used.
These chemicals are close cousins and can be mistaken or possibly contaminated .
all dates are estimated...

16 Months

Male

Weight
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120 Pound

CHicken jerky treats became a daily treat for our dog (b)(6). I even gave her one on the day she died having no idea I had been poisoning her for months. She had always been an extremely healthy dog as she was a mixed breed with non of the inbreeding health issues like many of our past dogs. She became noticeably less active rather quicklyover a couple of weeks that I can remember. Eventually we decided she was in pain and it was not just age suddenly affecting her. We thought it was her back and we took her to the vet where she did get a cortisone shot in her back. She did not improve and got increasingly worse. She could not rest -she was in pain and wandered around trying
to find a comfortable place to lay down. One day she just laid down and died instantly. We had no idea until right after she died that poisoning could be culprit. Even the vet did not suspect that. He treated her for back pain.

I purchasesd some chicken jerkey treats for my dogs from walgreen, first time I do that. and a few days later one of my puppies got sick, i did not know what the cause was, and after I read the report bellow I believe that that was the cause of the problem.
The reason I'm reporting this is because I heard reports about some dog food issues, when i read the report my dog showed the same symptoms in the same order as this report he end up utanized due to kidney failure.

From one day to the other my dog started to loose appetite, and became more withdrawn for no apparent reason. A couple days latter he started to Vomit and have diarhea, at that time I took him to the Vet and after a series of test he sowed nothing wrong, he was given meds for the vomit and diarhea. then he started to not eat at all.... to
make a sad story short after over $5,000.00 and stay at the Vet he got kidney failure and was in much pain so he was put to sleep.

Kingdom pets all natural ingredients
chicken jerky

Dog

Shiba Inu

4 Years

Male

We bought Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky from our local Costco approximately three weeks ago. Since then, we have noticed that our dog has frequent bouts of diarrhea, up to 5 times a day. He's had inconsistent appetite, decreased energy, and digestive issues. We contacted our vet and paid for diarrhea medicine and an exam, concerned that he
had come down with something.
We saw on the news this morning about this particular brand of chicken jerky, and finally made the connection that the product was most likely causing (b)(6) illness.

Gourmet Dog Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

13 Years

Male

25 Pound

After moving into a neighbor hood in 2011, an elderly neighbor would come out each day and give (b)(6), our Peke-a-poo, 3-5 Gourmet brand Chicken Jerky strips. The bag was yellow and black with a dog on the front of it. We lived there 1 yr and over that year we noticed (b)(6) health deteriorating. First it was a rash on the skin causing black
rough patches later followed by a smell. The vet gave us meds and he had to be given special baths but nothing seemed to help and the tests that were run never would come back with anything recognizable. Later (b)(6) started having seizure like convulsions. He would be sitting on the floor and all of the sudden start jerking. His thirst increased
along with him starting to have accidents in the house. In March of 2012 he started to lose his appetite and quit drinking and then on March 1, 2012 (b)(6) died in his sleep. We started looking online and talking with the vet about what could have caused this and all signs pointed to liver and kidney failure. Before moving to the neighborhood
(b)(6) had been very healthy and very active with never a major health problem.

pet shoppe

Dog

Pit Bull

3 Years

Male

85 Pound

After almost two years two different vets and several visits to these vets all they could tell us was our dog had allergies and prescribed steroids for a period time which did not solve the illnesses he was experiencing. the symptoms were loss of hair, severe skin irritation (redness) around mouth, ears, testicles, eyes and paws, and fever. we have
just stopped feeding him chicken and duck jerky purchased from Walgreens and made in china under the brand name pet shoppe and he seems to be getting better except for the side affects from the steroids such as frequent urination and more bowel movements.

Waggin Train

Dog

Shepherd Dog - White

10 Years

Male

90 Pound

Our dog also got very sick while taking the Waggin Train dog treats. (b)(6) got really dehydrated and had to spend a night at (b)(6), NJ and them was sent to the (b)(6), PA where he spend two more nights for dehydration. We thought we were going to lose him but they made him better and afterwords we through away the Waggin Train treats
that we use to give him on a daily basis. We use to purchase these treats from the Sams Club in (b)(6) NJ. The total cost was over $4000.

Vitality

Dog

Terrier - Cairn

12 Years

Female

14 Pound

Started with shaking and vomiting, lethargy for a couple of days. Then she seemed to be getting better. She then had the same symtoms again and went down hill fast. She wouldn't eat anything and started to lose weight. I took her to the vet and she was in Renal failure. She stayed at the vets and they gave her IV Hydration and oral medication
to bring her phosphorous levels down. I brought her home and did SubQ hydration, put her on special diet renal food but she just got worse and went into kidney failure. We had to put her down.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Age

Weight
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Product Name

Species

Breed
Greyhound

Female

Weight
UOM
70 Pound

Description

Dog

Age
UOM
8.5 Years

Gender

Mil0's Waqgin tails Several others I
don't know the brand

Petshoppe Chicken Jerky premium
chicken dog traets

Dog

Terrier - Rat

10 Years

Female

40 Pound

Stumbling, falling over, vomiting, diarrhea, bloody stool, lethargic and increased fluid intake, rash developed on stomach area. Symptoms came upon the dog suddenly on Oct. 21, 2013. The symptoms started occurring after I purchased chicken jerky treats on Oct. 19, 2013 from my Local Walgreen's Drug Store in (b)(6), Oklahoma. I purchased 3
bags of Petshoppe Chicken Jerky premium chicken dog treats (20 oz). The dog treats all have the same Best By Date of: 20150609H UPC: 049022702424 WIC: 267345 Made in China Distrubuted by: Walgreen Co. 200 Wilmont Rd, Deerfield, Ill. 60015

114 Pound
60 Pound

We adopted this dog around march of 2011 after her former owner of four years died. I've owned many greyhounds so know the breed well. She was very thin and depressed due to being passed around and essentially homeless after losing her owner. We soon put weight on her and she was doing very well and happy with us. She loved her
treats! unfortunately she loved the chicken jerky the most! Occasionally she would have bouts of vomiting and diarrhea but would soon get back to normal. I never suspected these treats. I knew they had been recalled around January of 2013, but hadn't really known why or heard of the potential to cause illness. If only I'd known!
She also liked the duck and sweet potato wrapped versions. This spring in May, she began to lose weight and be lethargic. She also vomited and lost her appetite. The vets we took her to in late July suggested Addison's Disease, but testing proved negative. Xrays showed lack of food in the colon, but food retained in the stomach. Also occult blood
in fecal sample. It was suggested that MRI or exploratory surgery might give more definite information. We didn't have that kind of money and didn't want to put her through surgery. August 9th the vet suggested a course of Prednisone to lessen inflammation. They suspected a blockage of some kind, but couldn't really know. The Prednisone did
wonders and she gained back weight and resumed with more normal eating and bowel function. After the prednisone was done, she began to slip again, so we got another round of Prednisone, but this time it didn't help and we decided to spare her from wasting away on Oct 12. The last week she had not pooped for 6 days and had eaten very
little. Her weight was down to 47 lbs. During all of this she had lost all spark and appetite, not even wanting her 'treats'. WOW those treats killed her!!! During her brief recovery, I had been so careful about making her food at home with cooked chicken and rice, etc. and offering her favorite treats!
I'm dismayed that I hadn't seen the information about the suspected cause of illness and that my vets didn't even consider this. We went to three different vets! The first was our neighborhood guy and he did blood work and tested for fecal blood. He sent us to the great GURU vets at (b)(6) Clinic and they didn't have any better to offer and at a
much bigger price. So we took her to another vet we liked who had the test for Addison's on hand and did the Xrays and prescribed the first round of Prednisone. At the end we took her back to the first vet for the extra try at the Prednisone and final euthanasia. The poor dog was miserable. The last vet said he felt a sizeable mass in her gut high
up under her rib cage. Could that have been a swollen kidney??
Who knows? and now she is gone and there are no samples, but there are records and lab and Xrays if you want them.
At this point I think this jerky treat thing is a very plausible explanation for her decline. What gets me is that it was not necessary and I could have stopped it if I had known. The last treated she had were those wrapped sweet potatoes!!!!!

Waggin Train Jerky Treats
Dog
Waggin train chicken jerky AND Canyon Dog
Creek Ranch Duck and Sweet Potato
Treats

Great Pyrenees
Collie - Border

3 Years
7 Years

Male
Male

We were giving him the duck jerky and he was constantly vomiting. Our vet had us giving him pepcid thinking he had stomach problems. We changed his food constantly and all the time it was his treats. We have had to go through alergy testing, food trials and he still is having stomach problems.
He started developing vomiting and diarrhea. Then a few days later I noticed blood in his urine and he was very lethargic. I brought him to the hospital. His liver function was very elevated and he was extremely sick. He spent two days hospitalized and two months on antibiotics. They never discovered a cause. As treats I used to give him the duck
and sweet potatoe treats and chicken jerky treats.

Milo's Chicken Jerky
Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog
Dog

Shih Tzu
Retriever - Labrador

7 Years
1 Years

Female
Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

12 Pound
57 Pound

She developed severe kidney problems. Was voiding blood. It became necessary to have her euthanized, as she was suffering too much.
item caused vomiting but she recovered

Waggin Train Jerkey Tenders

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

5 Years

Female

85 Pound

She was diagnosed with renal kidney failure.
She lost her appetite the she lost an excessive amount of weight, uncontrollable vomiting and diarrhea. She was weak and lethargic. She never recovered and died.

natural duck treats

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

6 Years

Male

60 Pound

broke out in hives

EverPet Beefy Sticks

Dog

Pit Bull

3 Months

Male

14 Pound

Chicken Recipe Jerky Tidbits

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

6 Years

Female

30 Pound

Milo's Chicken Jerkey
AKC American Kennel Club Duck Jerky

Dog
Dog

Beagle
Poodle - Toy

1.5 Years
8 Years

Male
Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

35 Pound
7 Pound

Friday October 18, 2013 I gave my puppy 2 EverPet Beefy Sticks. Saturday morning October 19th he started vomiting and having diarrhea. Took him to the vet due to severe fatigue, vomiting, and diarrhea. Vet said parvo but did not do a parvo test. After forcing fluids and giving lactated ringers for two days (b)(6) started to act better. We slowly
gave him food and water. With him only being sick for 2days I don't think he had parvo and would like to make sure these treats are safe for puppies.
Over the last several days Savvy has been restless at night and required frequent trips outside for bathroom, and has thrown up several times. She has also seemed hungry at mealtimes (which is normal), but has eaten little if anything, even leaving food in her dish for hours at a time. All these are very unusual behaviors for her. After eating a
small amount this evening, she seemed ill and threw up twice.
I give my dog a number of treats, but he was eating Milo's jerky at or around the time that he became severely ill. The illness was in mid July and lasted for 3 days. He would not eat, was drinking a lot of water and very lethargic. He had profuse watery diarrhea 3-4 times on 1 day and one stool that looked like grape jelly.
Two weeks ago I bought some duck and chicken dog treats for four dogs. Within days, symptoms: Panting, wobbly hind quarters, lethargy, itching, and rapid weight loss. One dog died, two have recovered, and one is still recovering.

Petshoppe Chicken Jerky premium
chicken dog treats

Dog

Terrier - Bull American Pit

2 Years

Female

50 Pound

Kingdom brand chicken jerky strips and Dog
duck jerky wrapped sweet potato

Corgi - Welsh
Pembroke

8 Years

Female

Kingdom Pets All Natural Ingredients
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

1 Years

Male

70 Pound

Gave my dog a chicken jerky treat and within a few hours he developed severe diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy and loss of appetite. Continued around 24 hrs and then he recovered. When it happened, I actually questioned if it was the jerky treat, and then today I saw the reports of the possibility of contaminated treats. I verified the chicken jerky
was made in China, and have bagged it in a ziploc bag. I will be happy to send it to you if requested. I also know that a 1 yr old lab will eat just about anything, so there's no guarantee what made him sick, but it was pretty severe and I'd never seen those symptoms before in him.

Waggin Train chicken jerky

Dog

American Pit Bull
Terrier

6 Years

Female

50 Pound

In September of 2010, I gave (b)(6) a chicken jerky treat manufactured by Waggin Train brand. Shortly after that, she began itching a lot, became lethargic, and stopped eating. She had diarrhea and vomited whatever she would eat. We took her to the vet, who tested her and said that she was having problems with her liver. She was tested for
leptospirosis and it was determined that she just had liver failure with no known cause. A year later, she began having symptoms again, even though she had not had any of these treats. In June of 2013, she began having symptoms again and she was not able to overcome these symptoms. On (b)(6), 2013, she was euthanized because she was just
getting worse (liver failure, kidney failure, etc.). Afterwards, the vet's office did a biopsy of her liver and explained to us that her liver had never recovered from the original liver problems in 2010.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Cattle Dog - Australian
(blue heeler, red
heeler, Queensland
cattledog)

11 Years

Female

65 Pound

Vomiting that seems to be related to eating Duck Jerky.

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato
Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Maltese

Dog

Doberman Pinscher

Premium Pork Chomps (tm) Brand
Oven Baked Porkskin Real Chicken
Wrapped

Dog

Dalmatian

Stumbling, falling over, vomiting, diarrhea, bloody stool, lethargic and increased fluid intake. Symptoms came upon the dog suddenly on Oct. 22, 2013. The symptoms started occurring after I purchased chicken jerky treats on Oct. 19, 2013 from my Local Walgreen's Drug Store in (b)(6), Oklahoma. I purchased 3 bags of Petshoppe Chicken Jerky
premium chicken dog treats (20 oz). The dog treats all have the same Best By Date of: 20150609H UPC: 049022702424 WIC: 267345 Made in China Distrubuted by: Walgreen Co. 200 Wilmont Rd, Deerfield, Ill. 60015

Had been feeding (b)(6)/Corgi primarily Kingdom brand chicken jerky treats and sweet potato wrapped in duck jerky. All products were purchased at Costco. (b)(6) began having urinary tract issues and was put on medication to treat. Issue became worse, (b)(6) lost weight and refused to eat. Vet said she had been poisoned and irreversible kidney
damage. (b)(6) became worse over next couple of days and had to be put down.
Litter mate to (b)(6), female corgi "(b)(6)" died under like circumstances couple years earlier. Vet could never determine cause other than kidney failure. (b)(6) eventually had a stroke and died at home with owner (my mother-in-law).

9 Years

Female

12.5 Pound

13 Years

Female

70 Pound

1 Years

Female

25 Pound

Item caused vomiting but she recovered
My dog died quite suddenly one night. She had had swelling in her abdomen for at least a year which the vet thought was probably due to a fatty deposit. 13 is fairly old for a Doberman so I assumed maybe her time had come, but she was a very active and healthy dog and had gone on a hike the day before. That night she wouldn't eat, began
moaning and then died. I had been buying Waggin' Train brand chicken strip treats from Costco for several years. She got at least 2 day. It wasn't until I say the new reports that I began to wonder if she could have been poisoned. She died (b)(6)
Two weeks after (b)(6)'s first birthday, she became suddenly very ill on Saturday morning, (b)(6), 2013 after eating a "Premium Pork Chomps Brand" oven baked porkskin wrapped in chicken jerky. She had never had this product or type of product before - it was a birthday present. The product was made in China and we preserved the second
bone in the two-pack should you wish to analyze it. Her abdomen was swollen and she could not get in a comfortable lying or sitting position. She was crying excessively so we took her to her regular vet (at Banfield) who gave her fluids and some Pepcid. Approximately 12 hours later she began vomiting bile after refusing all food and water. As
such, we took her to an animal emergency room ((b)(6)) on the morning of May 12, 2013. Diagnostic ultrasound and blood work which was unfortunately not performed until May 13, 2013 confirmed that (b)(6) was suffering from severe pancreatitis. We were never advised / it was never determined as to what caused the condition, which we
understand is especially rare in such a young puppy. Sadly, (b)(6) passed away the morning of (b)(6), 2013 due to acute necrotizing pancreatitis.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Milo's Chicken Jerky and Waggin Train
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Age

Age
UOM
14 Months

Gender
Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
60 Pound
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Description
(b)(6) was given Milo's Kitchen and Waggin Train chicken jerky treats (CJT) regularly soon after we brought her home as a puppy in March of 2012. She started exhibiting signs of lethargy for periods of a day or two here and there so we took her to the vet. Our vet was unable to diagnose anything specific, although a low white cell blood count was
detected. We repeated this pattern for a couple of months and made return visits to the vet. During one of these visits an unusually high glucose level was detected in her urine, which is very unusual for a dog of this age. As a result, we were referred to a specialty vet practice in (b)(6) OH, (b)(6). In addition, she also started to vomit periodically
and at times didn't eat well. I began to research what she was eating at this time, and discovered reports re Chinese CJT that was believed to be making dogs sick. I shared this with the (b)(6).
Following multiple diagnostic tests at (b)(6) including a stay for a period where she was especially ill and dehydrated, the (b)(6) diagnosed her with Fanconi Syndrome in Jan 2013, and identified CJT as the likely cause. Within two weeks of the diagnosis she became very ill, was admitted to (b)(6) because of her worsening condition, and after
staying a few days/nights we made the difficult decision to euthanize her based on her condition.

Duck and sweet potato

Dog

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato

Dog

Spaniel - Springer
English
Whippet

3 Years

Female

35 Pound

Both dogs threw up within 8 hours of ingesting only one treat

3 Years

Male

30 Pound

Gave treat to Dog in the evening and approximately 3 am he was vomiting it up. He then had a violent diarrhea moments later in my house. He has never gotten sick like this before. Before I realized it was the treat I gave him another one the next day and same thing happened, he threw up and had diarrhea. I stopped all treats and food for a day
and half before conditions improved. His appetite resumed and stools got firmer. I switched to chicken and rice not knowing what caused his upset stomach. He started acting normal and I gave dog food to him. About 4-5 days past and i gave him another treat before I left for work and when I returned from work he threw it up and it was clear
that he only vomited the treat. Nothing else occurred since I stopped treats.

Nudges Wholesome Dog Treats

Dog

Papillon - Spaniel Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with
dropped ears
(Phaléne))

4 Years

Unknown

Dogswell Veggie Life Vitality with
Flaxseed & Vitamins
Chicken & Sweet Potato

Dog

Other Canine/dog

15 Years

Female

Wagon Trail, Tasty Strips

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6.9 Years

Male

190 Pound

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato
PETSHOPPE CHICKEN JERKY

Dog

Terrier - Boston

2 Years

Male

20 Pound

vomiting and diarrhea

Dog

Shih Tzu

7 Years

Female

19 Pound

10/15/13 I bought a 20 oz. package of PetShoppe Chicken Jerky treats for my dog. I bought them at Walgreens and they are distributed by Walgreens and made in China (which I only checked after seeing news alert on the TODAY show). I gave my dog a jerky strip at least one a day, usually given if I had to leave the house. She would take chicken
jerky and be content to chew on it while I was gone. For the past week, my husband and I had witnessed our dog having diarrhea in the house about every other day, which is extremely unusual and past 2 days she had vomited in the house. I also noticed a lack of appetite this week. I think we are very fortunate that I saw the alert on chicken
jerky strips before my dog got any sicker. Thank you

unknown... Sold at Costco as jerky
DUCK teats in Fairfield CA

Dog

Terrier - Rat

8 Years

Male

26 Pound

Moved from Nevada to California 3/29/2013..... Purchased jerky DUCK treats from Costco in (b)(6) CA 4/1/2013...... My dog started to become sick and died (b)(6)2013 due to kidney failure and pancreatic tumors. My other dog "JAPANESE CHIN" wouldn't eat the treats..... Did not like we thought. These treats were made in china. The ONLY other
treats given my dogs were DENTA STICKS daily and both dogs ate them. After the terriers death I quit dry food for the other due to its contents of "ANIMAL DIGEST" which is: dead, deceased,downed and dying including euthanized dogs and cats when processed in china. Now I cook strictly fresh chicken thighs only for my other dog.

kingdom pets wholesome duck & sweet Dog
potato nutritious sweet potato low fat
made with lean duck breast

Retriever - Golden

3 Years

Female

65 Pound

My dog has been having GI issues including scooting and licking rectum which made the Vet think that it is food related which caused inflammation and upset to GI symptom. She has been eating Kingdom pet- duck & sweet potato jerky which is made in China. It is made with natural ingredients and is labeled as a premium dug treat.

Happy Hips chicken breast

Dog

Pointing Dog Hungarian Short-haired
(Vizsla)

14 Years

Male

65 Pound

Several times over the last few weeks, (b)(6) has experienced uncontrolled, very watery diarrhea after consuming Happy Hips chicken breast jerky treats.

Milo's Kitchen
Chicken Jerky
100% Real, Milo's Kitchen
Chicken Grillers
100% Real, waggin train
jerky tenders
chicken dog treats
natural chicken fillets, waggin train
wholesome duck
jerky tenders
duck dog treats, Authority
Chewy Dog Treats
Chicken Jerky
Grain free
no artificial flavors colors or
preservatives

Dog

Hound - Basset

20 Months

Female

45 Pound

I brought my full blood basset hound home on March 11, 2012. She was checked out by the vet at (b)(6) received her shots, and had a check up at which time everything was normal. I started to give her treats a few months later of Milo's chicken jerky and Milo's grilled chicken. She was given these on a daily basis one or two a day. I also gave her
Wagontail's duck jerky. These were a continuous part of her everyday life for months. In February 2013 she became anorexic, lethargic, dehydrated, tremors, vomiting, diarrhea, low BP and temp, and non active. We took her to the vet to have tests done and have her hooked up to an IV because she was basically dying. The vet told us she had
Addison's disease and is now on Predisone 5 mg everyday for life, and a shot of Percorten- V every 28 days for the rest of her life. I continued to give her the jerky once she began eating again because she loved them and it was one of the things she would eat. All of a sudden, I no longer could buy Milo's jerky (now I understand why) so I began to
buy her Authority dog chicken jerky. I have not given her any in about a month because Authority is expensive to buy. I am worried that the jerky is a contributing factor of the Addison's Disease. I will be taking her to the vet at the end of the month for a check up, and plan to question this problem. these products need to be taken off the shelves
every where. I plan to pursue legal action if it is indeed a cause of her disease.

Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Collie - Border

11 Years

Female

50 Pound

Betsy Farms Natural Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

4 Years

Male

60 Pound

I did not save the packaging but it was
in a clear plastic
bag of chicken chewies like little sticks
and it was made in
China and Dollar General is still selling
them.

Dog

Australian Kelpie

4 Years

Female

38 Pound

We feed our dog the Milos Kitchen chicken jerky treats during the summer and in early August she suddenly and rapidly died of internal bleeding. She started with a loss of appetite and then was rushed to the hospital where she died within the hour. They could not come to a complete conclusion of why she died. We believe it was the treats
because they were recalled soon after.
I cannot assure causality of the vomiting and GI issues experienced by my dog on 21 and 22 October. But, I heard about the jerky recall, and without any other explanation, I think it is possible that Betsy Farms Chicken Jerky (made in the USA) made my dog sick. He has had a few small pieces the last few weeks. Sunday night 20 October, I gave him
1 full strip in a single serving. The next morning, he vomited 3 times. I did not feed him anything since the jerky. He also vomited 3 times that evening. That night and into 22 October morning, he had GI issues.
(b)(6) is a German Shepherd mix but I couldn't get the screen to go up to select it. She was a very good and healthy eater
and ate anything, especially vegetables with no problem. After she ate about 8 to 10 jerky treats over a 3 day period
scratching and chewing on herself till she bled. I had to take all food away from her and put her only on Iam's sensitive
fish food for dogs with scratchy problems and I also had to give her fish oil capsules daily and then my vet told me a lot of
dogs had suddenly developed this same problem and symptoms. I haven't given her cortisone shots but I have given
her predizone (whatever they use for poison ivy) and that has helped to calm her down. She has really suffered severely
over the last year.

Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato
Treats, Top Chicken Jerky Fillets

Dog

Unknown

4 Years

Female

40 Pound

8 Pound

25 Pound

Fed dog 3 jerky treats during day. No appetite and diarrhea that night. Lethargic and reduced appetite for 48 hours.

Within an hour of eating a Dogswell Vitality Chicken & Sweet Potato treat, she had several vomiting episodes.

(b)(6) was a guiding eyes released dog which I had since he was a pup. He was a large framed, extremely healthy dog over 100 lbs. He had a routine vet visit in 04/13. I regularly fed Samson Wagon Trail chicken jerky treats from Sams club, vitality from pet stores, and another brand from Stop and Shop. (b)(6) lost his appetite and stopped eating
his dog food. He began losing weight. He ate grass a few times, began vomiting, tried to bear down even after clearing his bowels, and drank a lot of water. He became less energetic. I offered him more chicken treats and raw carrots to keep him eating. He was seen by the vet again in 08/13 after losing almost 20 lbs. Testing indicated kidney
levels were elevated and a sonogram indicated the architecture of his kidneys had changed. He was not processing protein. He declined rapidly and was put down before his 7th birthday. I had investigated and ruled out every possible cause including genetics, parasites, lyme disease, poison, etc but when I heard a news story about treats from
China, there was no doubt this was the cause.

(b)(6) began vomitting once or twice a day for 5 days straight and experiencing decreased appetite. However, she had been eating a (i) Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato Treats (purchased at Costco in (b)(6) TX) for 1.5 months prior to the incident and (ii) Top Chews Chicken Turkey Fillets (purchased at Costco in (b)(6) TX) 2 weeks prior to the
incident

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Canyon Creek Ranch Duck Yam Good,
Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog

Papillon - Spaniel Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with
dropped ears
(Phaléne))

Dogswell chicken jerky strips

Dog

Age
UOM
4 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
25 Pound

Description

Male

Poodle - Medium size

7 Years

Male

13 Pound

I have given both my dogs the Dogswell chicken jerky stirps (happy hips and vitality and mellow mutt) for a long time. Earlier this year I noticed that my poodle was very sick, and would vomit all the time. My Border Collie had bloody stools and was listless. The Vet couldn't find any problems with them, but did not take blood tests. This summer I
could not find the jerky strips anymore and bought a different brand (and made sure they were not made in China). My dogs got better. Recently I bought the Dogswell brand again, and my poodle wouldn't eat it. I'm convinced that these treats caused my pets' illnesses, but or course I can't prove it.

Dogswell Veggie Life Vitality Dog Chew Dog
Treats with Chicken and Apple
Kingdom Pet Jerky Treats
Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier
Shih Tzu

6 Years

Male

20 Pound

Purchased new brand of jerky treat. Dog was given three treats on three separate occasions over two days and vomited each time. Also caused dehydration and runny stool. Stopped giving the treats when we figured out the treats were causing the reaction.

5 Years

Female

13 Pound

I purchased the Kingdom Pet Chicken Jerky from Costco and gave it to my dogs as a treat. After giving it to my dogs for about a month, (b)(6) became more lethargic, and began throwing up yellow bile on a regular basis. I didn't think anything of it. (b)(6) had a scheduled teeth cleaning, and because she was going under anesthesia, a blood profile
was run. Her liver enzymes came back elevated. When my vet called I told her about the vomiting. At the same time I received an article about problems with chicken jerky from China. I immediatly discontinued giving the treats to my animals. I returned them to Costco, told them about my experience and they refunded my money. Once I
stopped giving (b)(6) the treats she immediately got better. The vomiting stopped, and her liver enzymes returned to normal.
I still see the treats offered for sale at Costco, even after I reported my experience to them.

PCI Chicken Nibbles

Dachshund - Miniature

13 Years

Female

13 Pound

Bought new chicken treats called PCI Chicken Nibbles on Saturday, September 21, 2013 for our dog after she received a sample at our local pet store. Fed her approximately 6 treats throughout the course of that day. By the next morning (Sunday) she had begun vomiting and could not retain any food or liquid in her stomach. She became very
lethargic with fever. On Monday the symptoms continued, now with diarrhea. Took her to the vet that morning where blood tests and X-rays were performed. No organ damage was detected- vet treated her for GI symptoms but she had an allergic reaction to the medications so these were stopped. Symptoms continued for the next four days,
but she eventually recovered although her stool is still not normal.

5 Years

Female

21 Pound

On two separate occasions, separated by two weeks, I fed my dog a few small pieces of Waggin Train, Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders, 3.5 oz bag. Purchased at Giant Eagle, (b)(6) PA. Lot: 2292T031 0101WG1; BEST BEFORE: APR 2014; Wt.196 OCT 2012.

Dog

Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Dog
Tenders Low Fat 3.5 oz

Mixed (Dog)

Age

Weight
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When my dog was between 1-3 years old, I often gave him duck wrapped yam treats and chicken jerky treats. The brands I purchased were Waggin Train and Canyon Creek. During that time, he experienced idiopathic vomiting, diarrhea, and frequent UTIs. I spoke with my vet a little over a year ago, and she mentioned that there had been reports
of adverse events and death with these type of treats. After I stopped giving these treats to my dog, he no longer had those issues.

Approximately 3 hours later, my dog was pacing, whining, panting and unable to sit or lie still for any length of time. This behavior occurred for about for approximately 6 hours. After that time, the dog had general malaise, was off feed, she did drink water, but her affect was dull and not bright.
I cannot recall the exact date or month, but it was earlier in 2013.
Cadet Duck Breast Jerky

Dog

Pet Shoppe mixed grill (chicken
Dog
drummies chicken jerky sausage bites
chicken sausage & pork twists with liver
stuffing)
Beefeaters Duck Jerky

Dog

Pointing Dog - German
Short-haired
Retriever - Golden

Pointer - English
Pointer

6 Years

Male

90 Pound

Ate duck jerky

11 Years

Male

47 Pound

(b)(6) was given jerky treats purchased at Walgreen's on two separate occasions, one treat each time, two different types of jerky treats. Within eight to ten hours of eating the treats, he vomited yellow bile/mucus. This was exceptionally notable to us because (b)(6) is not generally prone to upset stomach/vomiting issues.

10 Years

Female

38 Pound

Dog started shivering throughout the day and behaving oddly. Dog was climbing on top of me, snuggling and making soft whining noises. Dog has only shivered when wet and cold, never on any other occasion. Dog only whines to go outside and although an affectionate dog has never climbed on top of me nudging while whimpering. Heard on the
news this morning about possibly tainted dog treats. Check the dog treats I just starting giving her about a week and they are made in China. Did not give dog treats today and this behavior stop suddenly today. Called vet and dog is going in for blood work and check up tomorrow. Vet suspects the dog was in some type of pain possibly/likely from
the treats.

Buckley chicken jerky and buckley
salmon jerky

i recently bought both buckley chicken jerky and salmon dog treats for my dogs. i gave my 2 small dogs 1 salmon to see if they liked it and then 2 chicken jerky treats. within a few hours they both became very violently sick, and stopped drinking or eating for 2 full days, i had to force any kind of liquid any them to keep them from getting
dehydrated. they wouldnt even touch my food or anything, they were both very lethargic and constantly throwing up! i havent given them another treat and made them both a vet appt. their appetites is still not normal and they are still a little lethargic, but nothing like they were the first 24 hours after i gave them their treats. i did contact
buckley about what happened but they have yet to respond.

Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky

Dog

Lhasa Apso

10 Years

Female

18 Pound

(b)(6) was given Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky treats. She vomitted and had diarrhea. SHe also had increased water consumption. We noticed this for about 2-3 days and then stopped the treats because we were not sure what was causing these sypmptoms. We have another Lhasa, who did not exhibit these signs. She is 11 years old and about 26
pounds.
Once we stopped giving the treats, her symptoms stopped. We did not take her to the vet as her sypmtoms subsided. Her health has returned to normal. She experienced about 3 bouts of these symptoms and then we stopped the treats.

Don't have package anymore gave to
vet

Dog

Shih Tzu

9 Years

Female

12 Pound

My other Shih Tzu, (b)(6) aged 13 yrs, became very sick. She passing blood in her stools, no energy, declined rapidly. I made the stuff decision to put her to sleep on August 3. I had fed her chicken jerky treats as well as to my other dog (b)(6). (b)(6) became sick 10 days after I lost my (b)(6). The first symptom that alarmed me was the amount of
urine she was passing, which was huge and the amount of water she was drinking. I researched her symptoms on the Internet and discovered the problem with the treats and verified on the package that the ones I feed them were from CHINA. I took her to the vet within 2 days. I had feed her extra jerky treats as a way to help her through the
loss of her companion, (b)(6). According to my vet, something had attacked her liver. One of levels checked in (b)(6) blood work-up was 100 TIMES what is should have been (ALT). I nursed her through her illness with my vet's help. (b)(6) had a recheck and her levels were nearly normal after 6 weeks. She seems to have fully recovered now after
another month, but at great expense to me. Her care cost me nearly $2000. I don't know if this also took my (b)(6) but they both became sick within 2 weeks of each other and I nearly lost them both. I'm heartbroken over the loss of my (b)(6). I refuse to even feed (b)(6) ANY kind of packaged snack, from the USA or China. The FDA needs to recall
all pet treats made in China and to apply stricter standards on pet food products. Why do you wait until hundreds of pets are reported dead? It's probably more like thousands and pet owners didn't know what caused it. Dogs are not just Dogs in the United States. They are considered part of the family. Recall this poison now!

salmon jerky premium salmon dog
treats by pet shoppe

Dog

Poodle - Toy

7 Years

Male

12 Pound

Due to the jerky reports I feel I should report a suspected problem with Salmon Jerky sold by walgreens. I note on the package these are made in China.
About two weeks ago I bought the salmon jerky and gave about two pieces to the poodle. I thought it gave him diarrhea and loose stools and he had lost appetite a bit. However, I discontinued the treats, as they were new to him, and had not tried again. It is only because of the articles today I thought to add to your information. The type is
salmon jerky premium salmon dog treats made in china. This has 40% protein, and claims to have no articifical flavors or colors and no artificial preservatives. Ingredients salmon, corn starch, vegetable protein, vegetable glycerin. Dates given are approximate because this was a couple weeks ago. I generally have never bought jerky except this was
a trial due to being salmon.

Waggin Train Wholesome Duck Jerky
Tenders

Dog

Beagle

Wide Variety of products

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian

11 Years

8 Years

Female

Male

Diarrhea, vomiting, avoid eating, avoid drinking, eventually had kidney failure, Vet said indications were poisoning - We had started a new dog treat just prior to onset of Illness - Wagon Train Duck Jerky bought from Sams Club - manufactured in China. Dog was near death, took her home after 5 day stay at vet & gave her IV 2 times a day for
around 2 weeks before she began to recover. Dog is still in recovery - we give her natural kidney medicine daily.
95 Pound

(b)(6) was a gorgeous and affectionate and happy blue merle Australian Shepard.
He was always healthy and went for regular checkups. The only thing we did differently was started feeding him jerky treats. He started to gain weight and was lethargic, drank water constantly and had bloody stool and diarreah (not spelled correctly). The vet we use is excellent could not find any reason for the problems. He did blood work and
it was normal. The vet prescribed a number of different medications but nothing made a difference. After a while his blood work showed a big change in his liver function. He was referred to (b)(6) for scans, etc. It showed a very swollen live. After a while his stomach swelled more and more and he was obviously in pain. There were no other
treatments to try and no answers. When he could no longer get up to go to the bathroom, we had no alternative except to have him put down. (dates below are approximate)

Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Retriever - Chesapeake
Bay

lovin' Tenders Chicken Breast Fillets
Manufactured & Distributed by
Specialty Products Resources

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Wire-haired

Science Diet Jerky Strips

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Wag-N-Tails

Dog

Maltese

8 Years

Female

75 Pound

After two weeks of the treats she started to smell. Then her hair started falling out, leaving raw red spots. Also she was lethargic
I took her to the vets. They said she had a staff infection, and an ear infection. She was put on antibiotics, and cream for the raw red spots, and for the ear infection. The whole mess costs about $300 I bought the chicken jerky treats at Costco. The vet thought they were the cause because nothing else was different in her diet. They are made in
China. NEVER AGAIN.

2.5 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

20 Pound

Product caused diarrhea &/or somewhat loose stools and increased urination in all 3 of our dachshunds, ranging in age from 20 weeks to 2.5 years old. When we figured out what was causing the problem, we stopped feeding the dogs the Lovin' Tenders Chicken Jerky. Their stools and urination have returned to normal.

34 Months

Male

75 Pound

On Oct 6th 2013 we purchased Science Diet Jerky Strips from Petco in (b)(6) NH. This was a new treat for our dog and we gave him two strips that day and he seemed fine. That night starting at about 11pm he woke us up every 1.5hours exactly to go outside. He had severe diarrhea and was dry heaving. He stopped eating and drinking and we
eventually took him to the vet that day around 3pm. They assumed he just ate something bad outside, gave him an antibiotic (which he finished this past weekend) and told us to wait 24 hours to feed him. He is slowly showing signs of improvement ands is almost back to a normal bathroom cycle. His food intake is still not as great as it used to
be but he does eat. I heard on the news last night about the jerky strips and was not sure if this could be a coincidence or not. We have sealed up the bag and still have it with the remaining of the treats.

2 Years

Male

8.5 Pound

Diarrhea

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

CatsWell Breathies For Fresh Breath
and Healthy teeth Chicken Breast with
Mint and Parsley

Cat

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

American Shorthair

1 Years

Female

10 Pound

Cat became very ill for two days, vomiting (x5 in 30 hours), not going to the bathroom, stopped eating completely, very lethargic, shaky. Went to vet, put her on boiled chicken diet, she also had to have anti-emetic medication, xrays, subcutaneous fluids, and lots of rest. She is now better that we have stopped the treats.

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Dog Treats Dog

Schnauzer - Giant

3 Years

Female

55 Pound

Around August 2012 after giving Waggin' Train chicken jerky treats for a couple of days to our dog, a giant schnauzer, she became listless and eventually started vomiting a near-fluorescent-green bile-like liquid. I had noticed that the jerky reeked somewhat of formaldehyde or some other chemical agent when we opened the bag, but having
purchased the bag at Sam's Club and seeing the label that the product was manufactured in China under strict American oversight we believed it to be safe. The memory of the smell and the fact that our previously perfectly healthy dog was sick after feeding her the treats led me to suspect that the jerky was the cause. I contacted the
manufacturer and they claimed never to have heard of such problems. They offered to and did mail me coupons for more chicken jerky(!). Of course we stopped feeding her the treats and after a few days she regained her vigor and stopped vomiting.

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats
Sold at costco

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian

Male

50 Pound

Our dog started to become lethargic. He couldn't go on runs anymore, slowed down. Had to rest on walks. One day he started vomiting, on and off for hours. Upon taking him to vet, we were told his kidneys weren't working well. After 10 days of IV treatments and medications, he had an ultrasound. He had an aortic blood clot from heart to
kidneys. Kidneys were shutting down. We had to put him to sleep as nothing could be done and he was suffering. Over a 1 month period, he went from healthy to dead.

Unknown.

Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier

10 Years

6 Years

Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
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14.7 Pound

Cadet Pet Treats Gourmet Chicken and
Cadet Gourmet Sweet Potato Chicken
Wraps

Description

After eating chicken or duck jerky treats from either Walgreens or Target dog developed acute pancreatitis and had to be hospitalized and the vet with intravenous liquids along with antibiotics, antacids and sucraifate for several days.

We had a bichon for 11 years and had been sweet, loving and healthy. In January of 2013 on a Sunday she had diarrhea and vomiting and I took her to the vet the next day, Monday. The vet said she seemed dehydrated and took blood, gave her antibiotics and put her on a steamed rice, boiled chicken diet. My dog would not eat but a handful of
food for two or three days and continued with diarrhea and vomiting until it was foamy. She had to go for daily iv treatment of fluid and she was given pain meds in the vet office and to take home. The vet kept saying she would be okay, but by that weekend my dog was so weak she couldn't walk, wouldn't eat and continued to vomit. Sunday, a
week later from the original day of getting sick, it was obvious she was deteriorating and not getting better. That night she had blood stream out of her butt and we took her to the Animal Hospital in (b)(6) NJ and were told her blood count was critical and that her organs were shutting down. We had to put her to sleep Monday morning the next
day. I did file a claim with the veterinary board of Bergen county because I felt my vet misdiagnosed her, or should have tried other treatment, but we trusted her and within a week it was over. I am writing now because I saw the new warnings on the news in regard to the jerkey for pets. I had given my dog jerky and her favorite was the one that
was shown on tv that looked like a French frie wrapped with bacon. She loved them and ate them all the time but she did begin to exhibit occasional diarrhea and seemed to not be right so we stopped giving the treats to her probably before the first time she seemed to have stomach issues which was in August of 2012 and at that time we did
take her to the vet and was told it was possibly pancreatitis. That was also the diagnosis of the week in which she died. I don't know if the treats in question had anything to do with her illness and death and it won't bring her back to us, but I felt obligated to let you know while you gather your information. The vet that treated her and had done
blood work and other work on her was Dr. (b)(6) NJ and the animal hospital that ultimately put her to sleep was the (b)(6)NJ. They too did blood work on our dog.

Waggin Train and Canyon Creek Ranch
treats , Del Monte Corp.¿s Milo¿s
Kitchen Chicken Jerky and Chicken
Grillers

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

13 Years

Male

had jerky treats. now has diabetes and is on insulin shots twice a day, bloated stomach area and sore joints

Mini Dingo Mega Bone

Dog

Maltese

7 Years

Female

waggin Train Wholesome Chicken
Tenders
Canyon Creek Ranch Jerky Treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

4 Years

Male

34 Pound

(b)(6) is experiencing gastro-intestinal issues- Vomitting, occassional loss of appetite and itching

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

5 Years

Male

17 Pound

Duckles Duck Jerky Strips for Dogs

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

12 Years

Male

75 Pound

I fed the pet jerky treats to all four dogs but this dog received them more often due to weight maintenance. I took the dog in for a routine veterinarian check where they do a blood work up. The results showed my dog's kidney's were affected. They asked if my dog could have gotten into chemicals or antifreeze fluid and I stated that wasn't
possible. My pet was put on a special food for several months to treat the issue. I went online and found the articles about the jerky treats and immediately threw them all away.
Gave 4 small strips of duck jerky (Duckles brand, lot #3700PF020, mfd March 8, 2013, in China and supposedly "Tested Safe in the USA" per the packaging). Two days later dog regurgitated a small amount of food in the morning, followed by some yellow froth. Has been somewhat subdued and apparently nauseated (licking lips).

9 Pound

When (b)(6) was getting groomed early April for 2013 the groomer found a lump on (b)(6)¿s left rear leg behind her thigh. That Wednesday we went to a specialist in (b)(6), who gave her a through exam. He performed a biopsy on two lumps that he found. He also performed a blood test. One of the tumors was just fatty tissue but the other had
suspicious cells. Her blood test showed high levels of platelets, high liver enzymes, and some gall bladder irregularities which he all contributed to an infection of some kind. He wanted to remove the growth on the rear leg as soon as he could.
That Thursday at 8:00AM (b)(6) had surgery. She was given an EKG prior to the surgery to verify that she was good to undergo the treatment. Her EKG was not normal, it showed signs of potential heart disease but was good enough for the surgery. The surgeon removed the tumor on her leg and the one on her chest. He also gave her a complete
dental cleaning while she was under as she had the beginnings of periodontal disease which could have been the cause of the infection. He also found a rear molar that had broken off horizontally above the gum line. He pulled that tooth. She was home by 3:00PM and completely out of it.
April 22nd the doctor called with the results of the tumor exam. The tumor that the doctor thought was suspicious was cancerous. It was a form of cancer called myxofibroma which is a local cancel which does not metastasize. When the doctor removed the tumor, he did so with a large margin, i.e. he took a lot of extra tissue with the tumor.
Therefore, there is reason to believe that the doctor did successfully remove it all and there is no fear of any spreading or mutating.
He felt confident that (b)(6) will recover just fine and that there should be no more reason to worry. If the tumor does come back it again will be only local to that area and should be easily removed. However, (b)(6)¿s condition only got worse.
Another vet visit and another blood work up were conducted. Her blood tests did worry the vet as her platelets were very low, around 40,000 and were not rebounding. Her liver enzymes were very high and she still had glad bladder irregularities. Numerous tests were run; and EKG, MRI, Xrays, Ultrasound etc. The size of her liver appeared to be
slightly enlarged. The vet determined that this was not an infection caused by her tooth, the surgery or tumors. He strongly believed that the dogs had gotten into some poison. Cancer was still not ruled out.
We have no mouse or rat poison on the premises and do not treat the grass in the pet area. We had them on a specific food that was rated fairly high on a pet food rating and safety site, Nature¿s recipe, both canned and dry. We also feed the dogs Dingo bones as they were (b)(6)¿s favorite. We scoured our home for anything that the dogs might
have gotten into. We took them off of all canned pet food and stopped all treats. We started making all of our own pet food and continued that today.
The only thing that we could put a finger on was the Dingo Bone pet treats made in China. They are basically raw hide with a pseudo red meat filling. (b)(6) would dig out the red part and then leave the rest of the bones to our other dog.
Over the course of seven months, (b)(6) and (b)(6) went through a colossal amount of tests with (b)(6) actually having blood drawn every week and at some point every two days.
On June 25th we took (b)(6) in for another blood retest. Her platelets are now down to 23,000 which can be fatal (anything under 40,000 from what we were told)
(b)(6) was put on steroids and some antibiotics. They were considering a blood transfusion which might not even benefit her if it is some type of auto immune disease.
By July 17th (b)(6) seemed to be doing better. It is somewhat hard to tell as she is on the steroids which will mask symptoms. She still pants at night even when the house is at 72 degrees. It doesn¿t appear as though she is sleeping a lot or as much as she used to.
July 19th another blood work up was done. We have received another set of blood work from the labs that are all indicating that (b)(6)¿s blood is returning to normal. This is the second set of results that indicate this, one week apart.
Her platelets are back to normal counts; white blood cell counts are also back to normal. The red count is still slightly elevated which is normal after an infection. This all concludes that the bone marrow is doing its job and she is recovering from whatever it was that she had. Steroid prescription has been cut in half and she needs to finish her
antibiotics.

NB I have been giving these treats on and off for a year and he has had slightly elevated liver enzymes during that time, having no health problems before that apart from an incident of raisin ingestion (treated with supportive care, no apparent sequelae) about 5 years ago.
Wagon Train Chicken Jerky Tenders,
Dog
Wagon Train Chicken and Tasty Biscuits

Terrier - Yorkshire

7 Years

Male

10 Pound

My husband bought Wagon train chicken, duck and sweet potato jerky treats at a local Walgreens, Walmart, Target on several occasions. On February 10, 2013, my dog (b)(6) began acting sick. Listless, stomach distended, and ultimately began vomiting up blood, and blood coming out of his behind every 10 to 15 minutes for two hours when I
found a Pet Hospital that was open on that Sunday night. I took him in and he was so sick that they told me that if I didn't bring him in he would have died. I took my dog to: (b)(6) He spent the night there and I have an extensive report of his diagnosis. He was released at 7:30 A.M. on 2/11/13 with an IV taped to his leg and I was told by the Vet
to take him immediately to my Vet (Dr. (b)(6) for further treatment along with a 10 page print out report. This was a devastating experience to both myself and my pet. I also had to pay $1115.58 to Pet PB and $387.50 to my Vet Dr. (b)(6) along with an additional follow up visit for another fee. For purchasing treats that cost money to make my
dog sick to the point of almost death. This is a travesty and I am one of the "lucky" ones who thought quick to spend the money before I lost my (b)(6). I was forced to put all of these charges on my credit card and continue to pay interest on this as I am unemployed. My dog now suffers from a gastrointestinal issue and is on a special food that
costs $27.00 for a 2lb bag. He is only allowed to eat 1 Cup per day.

Duck jerky waggin

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

3 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

13 Pound

Both dogs would get sick after eating duck waggin treats, would have upset stomach and diarrhea. Also had blood and mucus at times. One dog only wanted to eat the treats and nothing else, it was like he was addicted to them. Ate them on and off for a yr or more, not sure about long term affects

drs foster and smith

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6 Years

Female

80 Pound

petshoppe chicken jerky premium
chicken dog treats
Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

2 Years

Female

15 Pound

I gave my dog sweet potato treats and sweet potato wrapped in jerky from Drs. Foster and Smith online store... she was becoming ill vomiting, saliva drips and loss of appetite and thirsty over a period of about 1 year. She died in May of 2013 becoming seriously ill over a few days. I did not put it together until I checked that these treats are from
China.
After opening a new package of chicken jerky from Walgreens (house brand, Petshoppe) she refused to eat solid food and then began experiencing severe diarrhea.

Dog

Retriever - Golden

1.5 Years

Female

60 Pound

I had been giving my two dogs Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky treats from Costco for quite some time, probably two or three pieces each day, without any apparent problems. I purchased a new bag some time ago. Within days of giving the girls treats from the new bag, both of them were vomiting. At first, my golden retriever (1.5 years) vomited,
three times in one day and again the next day. Then, the next day my goldendoodle (2.5 years) vomited twice. Both of them were acting ill, and I fasted both of them and switched dog foods, thinking that the dog food was the problem. Then I started back up giving them treats a few days later, and the next day our golden retriever vomited again.
I stopped giving them any of the jerky treats immediately, and they did not get sick again. I have not bought any Kingdom Pet brand products again. I actually still have the almost full bag in a cupboard at home.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Waggin Train Chik'n Biscuits Recipe,
Waggin Train Country Crunch

Dog

Jerky treats
HAPPY HIPS CHICKEN BREAST
GLUCOSAMINE & CONDROITIN
Beefeaters chicken jerky

Age

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Age
UOM

Gender

Retriever - Labrador

10 Years

Female

60 Pound

(b)(6) my dog started drinking and urinating more than normal. I took her to the vet to check for diabetes to start with thinking that was the problem. The vet did many blood test to try and see what was causing this. Nothing showed up. Did chest xrays and needle biopsy of limp nodes to check for cancer. Every thing done it showed some
abnormalites for cancer but nothing for certain. Next step actual surgery for chunks to send for cancer. again the abnormalities are there but nothing in concrete. My poor dog is struggling to keep eating but yet the thirst and urination is still there. She can't go more than 2 hours day and night without having to go the bathroom. I have quit work
to deal with this along with the extreme vet expenses. She has ate more than her fair share of Waggin Train treats Product of China. Now she is 50 lbs and going down hill every day. Her time on this earth is very limited. I am going to have to put her down so she is not suffering anymore. I think they should be held responsible for all of this. I am
losing my best friend.

Dog

Retriever - Golden

14 Years

Male

85 Pound

He experienced vomiting, diarrhea with mucus and small amounts of blood, he became lethargic and lost his appetite, but he continued to drink a lot of water. I do not normally give jerky treats but I wanted to give them some variety. The 2 younger dogs had the same symptoms as Rylee did. My best friend died.

Dog

Collie (unspecified)

11 Years

Female

40 Pound

Became ill - was diagnosed by Vet as Pancreatitis. Treated with antibiotics and IV fluids.

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

2 Years

Female

15 Pound

Loss of Appitite vomiting

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
Flaxseed and Vitamins
I am trying to find the bag - it was blue Dog
and red I believe - purchased at Dollar
General

Bichon Frise

14 Days

Male

13 Pound

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

10 Years

Male

9 Pound

Pet Shoppe Mixed Grill
Vitality Salmon with Flaxseed &
Vitamins

Dog
Dog

Retriever - Labrador
Poodle - Miniature

4 Years
7 Years

Male
Female

Waggin Trails chicken, Happy Hips
chicken, Milo's Kitchen chicken

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

4 Years

Male

Description

Fed my 3 year old mixed-breed dog a few of the Dogswell Chicken Jerky (UPC 884244118215) and she became lethargic and sick. She threw up three separate times. This was on 10/22. She seems better today, 10/23.

80 Pound
14.5 Pound

33 Pound

(b)(6) was given a chicken wrapped (jerky) around a sweet potato treat on Sunday, October 13th in the evening- I do have the remaining treats, but disposed of the bag when I bought them. Several hours later, he threw up what was left of the treat and by Monday, the vomiting continued, followed by diarrhea. Called vet Monday afternoon and
they suggested pepto bismol and take away all food and water for 24 hours. The vomiting became more frequent - he could not even hold down water or licking ice. Called vet again on Tuesday and they said to bring him in on Wednesday. They immediately hospitalized him, put him on IV, and I was informed he was having renal failure. By
Thursday, he was jaundiced and deteriorating further and I was forced to put him down Friday morning, (b)(6). The vet was at a loss as to what caused it so suddenly, since he was an extremely healthy, active, happy dog until this occurred.
(b)(6) was a pomeranian, age 10 years, male neutered. Good overall health. (b)(6) was a mixed breed terrior, neturered, age 13 years, some arthritis and cataracts, but generally had good health. Bought Waggin Treats Chicken Jerky, Wal Mart, for the dogs since the claim was it was pure chicken byproducts. Fed them this product over a period of
few months. Both dogs started to slowly develop problems but I did not associate their problems with the product. Thought it was due more to old age. (b)(6) developed kidney failure; (b)(6) was passing bloody stool. Both dogs had to be put down August 2011 at the same time due to rapid decline in health. Both dogs were regularly taken to vet
for shots and overall examinations approx 3 - 4 times a year. Overall their health was in keeping with their ages. Did not associate the product with the problems until recent news stories began to appear in the press. I am sick knowing that I could have contributed to their deaths because of a special treat.

I fed him the Jerky treats and later that night he threw up twice and was VERY lethargic the next day, seems better today but still not himself.
Dog was flown from England to the USA on Aug 6, 2013. A few days after arriving in MN I purchased and the dog was given Vitality Salmon with Flaxseed and Vitamins which was Made in China as a treat. Dog had diarrhea that progressively got worse along with vomiting. Took dog to the vet on August 14, 2013. Dog was given antibiotics and
seemed to recover but still had diarrhea after giving Vitality Salmon treats so stopped them. Just noticed the pet jerky recall so you need to check out Vitality Salmon with Flaxseed & Vitamins Made in China barcode 84244 11527 Best Before 08/09/2014 SEW12SA0904/03

Began vomiting, loss of appetite, and lethargic. Vet diagnosed pancreatitis. Hospitalized for 5 days. Developed bowel obstruction and internal bleeding and passed away within 5 days.
Was given chicken jerky treats from Waggin Trails, Milo's, and Happy Hips made in China. The day he got sick he had eaten Fruitables chicken jerky.

Cadet Gourmet Rabbit Fillet

Cat

Jerky Treats for Dogs-from Wal-Mart.
Dog
This product is no longer listed on their
site.

Bengal

Mixed (Dog)

3 Years

Male

11.68 Pound

10 Years

Male

75 Pound

The owner was no longer able to find the jerky treats in the store earlier this year, so she found an online source (Amazon) After she started feeding the treats from the Amazon order, (b)(6) started to show signs of frequent urination of very small volumes which was not normal for him. Then his appetite slowly decreased over the course of a
month or more. This was in June 2013, but the change was not linked to the treats at that time. (owner & vet clinic unaware of any recall of this product type) He was in for his annual physical and vaccines on 7-1-13 when she first reported the change in appetite and urination. Then around the first of October, he started vomiting. He was
vomiting for about 10-14 days prior to owner bringing him in for evaluation. There is weight loss (12.35# on 7-1-13, down to 11.68# on 10-14-13) We took abdominal radiographs (which were normal) and blood work (normal except for slightly elevated ALT (158) & Albumin (4.3) and checked a urine sample (normal except for lower urine specific
gravity (was 1.060 on 4-25-12, and 1.043 on 10-14-13) Owner saw the report on the news 10-22-13 about the jerky treats, and is concerned that this could be the cause of his appetite and urinary problems. He is still active, and no longer vomiting since we started treatments for vomiting on 10-14-13. She is going to stop feeding the treats (he was
getting 1 strip every night) and see if his appetite returns to normal and if the urination goes back to normal volume & frequency. We are reporting that the outcome is "stable" simply because it will take some time to see if by stopping the treats that his symptoms resolve. The problem noted with the product itself - the owner told us that some
of the strips in the bag seemed to have a white powder-like substance on them, and those are the treats that the cat did not seem to like as much. Also, the packaging had changed appearance from what she had purchased in the stores previously from what she got through Amazon.

I fed (b)(6) jerky treats I had purchased at Wal-Mart. About two weeks later, he stopped eating and was finally diagnosed with glomerular nephritis. Our vet aggressively treated our dog for three months but we had to euthanize him when he was in total kidney failure in January of 2013.
After (b)(6) became ill, I read the labels on all his food. The jerky treats were the only ones made in China. I threw them out after he had eaten less than half the package. I had heard that food from China was making dogs ill and wish I had read the label before I gave the sticks to my dog.
I can't be sure that these jerky treats were responsible but there was no other precipitating factor that
we can determine. I still have all the records of his treatment and, of course, the name of the veterinarian who treated him should these be of any assistance.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Wagon Tail Chicken Strips

Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland

Tail Wagging Jerky Treats (Chicken) (?)

Dog

Unknown

WagonTrain Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Milo's Kitchen Beef jerky treat, Milo's
Kitchen chicken treats, Waggin Train
duck jerky, Dingo meat in the middle

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Smooth-haired

Dingo Chip Mix--Chicken in the Middle

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Female

47 Pound

About 3 weeks ago, she was reluctant to eat and vomited / had diarrhea. That seemed to resolve, but came back a few days later. This has been cycling since then - about 10 days ago, she had hemorrhagic diarrhea for a few days. She seems better but not well, so I'm taking her in for an ultrasound and scope tomorrow.

11 Years

Male

30 Pound

11 Years

Female

5 Pound

3 Years

Female

45 Pound

My dog all of sudden got very lethargic and was not acting like herself. We brought her to the vet and after blood tests and other tests it was determined that she was in renal failure. Our Vet Dr (b)(6) was amazing in keeping our dog alive. She also had lesions all over her body. We later heard about the problems with the jerky treats and
determined that was probably the issue. We were buying the Wagon Train brand from Costco which was misleading in its packaging anyway because it says product of USA all over the front but on the bottom of the back near the barcode we later saw the made in china. Our dog now still has issues with allergic reactions to just about everything.
We can only give her boiled chicken and LID food and venison type because it is lower in fat which seems to do the trick but she can no longer have any treats other than the boiled chicken that we use as treats. If there is anything else we can help with we would gladly do so. I am sure my vet has blood test results and anything else also.

Previously we didn't give (b)(6) treats because he had bladder stones some years ago. Since he was turning 16 we decided to let him live a little and starting buying treats: Milo's kitchen jerky treats, Waggin Train duck jerky treats, Dingo meat in the middle knotted dog bones (with jerky in the middle), etc. Visitors began to give (b)(6) the treats
and soon everyone was feeding these to him. In late November, (b)(6) became "sick as a dog," not moving much, unwilling to eat, etc. The vet didn't know what was wrong and tried all sorts of heroic measures, including iv drugs and hospitalization which cost us thousands of dollars. Without any other medical options, (b)(6) was sent home. For
weeks (b)(6) wouldn't eat, and lost almost five pounds, even though we force fed him a high calorie food with a syringe. His ribs were showing. He couldn't stand to "go potty" and I held his body up so that he could go. If I let go, he toppled. (b)(6) was listless and not functioning at all. Finally I gave up hope and called the vet to euthanize him.
Thankfully she wasn't in at that moment. I gave up the high calorie food and put his regular food and his regular medicines in a blender and force fed him those. He perked up. Within 24 hours he was eating (very little), but eating on his own. We continued to nurse him back to health and today he is 17 and very energetic. The only change is that
he hasn't succeeded in gaining any of the weight back.

She's had extensive blood work, plus stool and urine analysis.
Purchased Chicken Jerky from Walmart for several years prior to June 2010 when dog was euthanized. When the first indication of any problem with those treats, I checked all websites available to me; medline, Medscape, etc. .gov sites did not indicate any problem with Walmart's dog treats and now it comes out that all this crap from
Guangdong province of China was tainted. The vet was concerned about the possibility of future kidney failure. That was around 2006-7. (b)(6). Due to excessive bleeding from an extremely invasive dental scaling while dog was treated for a surgical revision of an eyelid and the exorbitant costs involved, I quit bringing said dog to that vet. In 2010
the dog contracted severe pneumonia and was successfully treated with clarithromycin 100mg BID. This was caused from reckless spraying by TrueGreen Chemlawn. He was left with a paralysis in his throat that was diagnosed improperly by both the new vet and myself (dentist). Due to his deteriorating condition regarding his breathing and the
possible kidney failure as well as his age, he was euthanized on (b)(6)/10. I never saw any indication of the treats anywhere that they may have been tainted even tho several other brands had been implicated. We had several Shelties prior to him and the oldest any survived was just over 12 years of age. Just wasn't worthwhile to prolong his
misery as well as the expense to allow at most another year.
I almost lost my little Pomeranian. She had kidney failure, bloody stools, etc. If it had not been for my AWESOME vet, she would not have survived. He was able to bring her back (literally) from the brink of death. It cost me a lot of money, but she was worth it. Two years later, she is FINALLYrecovered from the health disaster. We had even
scheduled the date to have her put to sleep, but thank goodness she started perking up prior to that date and therefore, we kept taking baby steps with her. Every now and then she will still have a small relapse, but we know the signs to watch for now.
The start dates and recovery dates are estimates (my vet would have the exact dates)

16 Years

Male

16.2 Pound

4 Years

Male

95 Pound

Fed him Dingo Chip Mix-chicken in the middle. Dog was sick within 2 hours.
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Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Description

Catswell Vitakitty salmon with flaxseed Cat
& vitamins

Domestic Shorthair

7 Years

Female

10 Pound

(b)(6) was a 7 year old, female, Tortishell cat. Excellent health -- no health issues at all. Neutered. I had bought these treats, Vitakitty brand by CatsWell, salmon flavor cat jerky treats (they also make dog treats and go under the label DogsWell too). I gave some to her. I offered them to my other kitties, including her twin sister, but they all didn't
want them. (b)(6) was the only one who ate them. A few hours later she developed horrible diarrhea. Very liquid. I didn't really think much of it, it doesn't happen often, but it does happen. I couldn't get the diarrhea to clear up over the course of the next couple of weeks. Trying all the different holistic methods including pumpkin and also rice.
My vet prescribed an antibiotic, flagyl, which I gave her a course for 5 days. Still nothing cleared up. Her diarrhea was still quite bad. Basically anything she would eat would go right through her within about 5-10 minutes... She was still eating, drinking, active, using the scratching post, tail in the air. She lost considerable weight, I had figured
because of the diarrhea. Her diarrhea started to take on this orange color and smelled horrible. At this point I knew this was no ordinary thing so I took her into the vet for an exam. They kept her overnight. They did a full blood panel AND ultrasound. Diagnosis, lymphoma in both her lymph nodes and liver. It was her liver that was starting to fail,
hence the diarrhea, orange color and smell. She was very healthy up until the treats. Her twin sister who didn't eat them is fine. I choose to go the prednisolone route, giving her that twice a day. It did help. She improved some, even started to put a little weight back on. When she felt better, I wanted to reward her. I gave her more of the treats
she really liked. She immediately got worse. She died a couple of days ago. From diagnosis to death 2 1/2 weeks. Now. What does this have to do with the treats?
VitaKitty has been involved with a voluntary recall of their CHICKEN variety, cat treats. Because of high levels of propylene glycol http://www.examiner.com/article/catswell-vitakitty-treat-recalled-propylene-glycol-contamination -- it's not much of a recall, they obviously DIDN'T get the word out. On your website (FDA website) it is not listed. I did
a search for it. Pavilion's (local grocery store where I bought the treats) NEVER even heard of it, still having the poison chicken flavored treats on their shelf... They pulled all the treats this morning when I went in and told them they should and what happened.
Dog and cat jerky treats from China have been linked to more than 600 animals deaths -- a friend of mine forwarded an article to me last night
http://www.fda.gov/AnimalVeterinary/SafetyHealth/ProductSafetyInformation/ucm319463.htm http://ktla.com/2013/10/22/jerky-treats-linked-to-deaths-of-600-dogs-and-cats/#axzz2iW3WV2mn
http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-did-jerky-treats-make-your-dog-or-cat-sick-20131022,0,7388707.story#axzz2iOtQRo2p
This particular company's product DOES come from China. They already make one tainted product which is sickening/killing cats. Although they did do a voluntary recall they sure are down playing it. Again all the stores and places I have gone and spoken to had never heard of it and still had the products on the shelf. So they really can't be trusted
to do the right thing. There is no question in my mind that their other products are tainted with pesticides and probably other things... I may add it was their salmon flavored treats, not chicken that I had (b)(6).
In hindsight I should have seen it... Gave(b)(6)treats, she got sick. She got a little better -- she ate more treats, she got real sick again... But I didn't put it together. This was a brand I have never bought before. I saw it at Pavilions (grocery store chain here) -- they looked good.. on the packaging the claim no hormones, no artificial colors, no fillers,
etc... So I thought I was doing her a favor, something healthy. I never dreamed it would kill her.
Eat pesticide laced treats and yea, you can develop lymphoma... She was a very healthy cat with NO indications of disease prior. No blood markers for leukemia either before or when she was sick -- leukemia markers would be present if it were simply genetic or naturally occurring in her... I may add in her last blood panel all her levels were good,
I mean other than the obvious lymphoma and liver values. Her kidneys were ok. Everything else was within normal levels. Of course there are other causes of lymphoma> But I am a big fan of NOT believing in coincidences... The pieces here simply fit too well together..
http://www.lymphomainfo.net/lymphoma/causes.html
Nothing will bring back my sweet little baby -- BUT I sure as heck can move heaven and earth to make sure NO pet suffers like (b)(6). Believe me she did suffer. A quick 2 1/2 weeks but not a fun ride. She died of what you could say were natural causes. she started having breathing issues a day before she passed, her chest was filling up with fluid
or perhaps it was the lymphoma spreading - not sure. I didn't see the point to go to the vet since the best thing they could do is prolong her battle, not cure it. The damage was just to extensive to fix or recover from. Although she did fight it up until the end. Still being sweet, affectionate, dragging herself to the litter box to do her business (still
diarrhea). Not making a mess. She died on the floor of my bedroom on a towel when her little body just gave out, after an hour or so fighting her last battle. No animal should go through this. We simply should ban ALL animal products from china. It's ok if they poison themselves with this stuff. It's not ok if they poison us with it. If nothing else
this company should be reprimanded -- their products NOT SOLD IN AMERICA. The word needs to get out -- all their products need to be pulled. From every shelf. Both brick and mortar stores and online. Since I hadn't put this together before once she got sicker and it was obvious wasn't eating food let alone treats I threw out the rest of the
bag. Its long since gone out in the trash. I did however, before asking Pavilions to remove all the treats from the shelves did go back and buy another bag. It is unopened. I will happily drop it off at one of your labs or mail it to you for analysis / investigation. Don't worry I will not be opening it for any reason. I simply picked up another bag as
possible evidence for you...
Had I known this product was questionable I sure as heck wouldn't have bought it. It says in large letters Los Angeles -- which I thought meant made here. In real tiny letter below, hard to read it says made in china. THAT should me mandatory stamped across ALL their products in HUGE letters so everyone can see where it comes from... Not
hidden as tiny as possible. I scan all packaging for that and avoid all their products. Apparently I missed this one, and it cost me my cats life. I'll never make that mistake again.
Feel free to contact me via phone, email, or however. (b)(6) my email.
Thanks for your time and everything you do.

VITALITY Chicken Breast

Terrier - Rat

5 Years

Female

10 Pound

During the summer of 2013 both dogs fell ill with loose stools. One dog, the small one, vomited for hours and had blood vomit. I rush both pets to the emergency vet after the dogs would not recover from diarrhea every 30 minutes for 12 hours. Both received fluid packs and an exam. The other dog began voming shortly after arriving from thet
vet and the other dog began having bloody stools.

Dog

I took a stool sample and went back to the vet for more fluids and to run bloodwork on both dog. Fortunately, both dogs had healthy kidney and blood results. However, I did could not figure out what made the dogs sick until I started reading the FDA reports. Both dogs eat U.S. made dog food and U.S. made treats except for the Vitality dog
treats, which both eat in small quantities.
Nutro, the dog food maker of the food I fed my dogs ran tests on the food I fed both dogs and no resuls appeared. However, seeing reports about the dog jerky made a light click. The vet suggested my dogs ate either rat poison, had an obstructed bowel, or both ate something to cause gastroenteritis.
Happy Hips

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

11 Years

Female

15 Pound

My dog vomited so much that it was bright yellow. She vomited for 2 days and could not eat or drink.
I took her to the Vet and they put her on IV for the day and then came home with medication. She seems to be doing better. When I saw the news regarding the china treats, I realized she has been eating these for at least 7 months. They are called Happy Hips from Dogswell. They are chicken jerky. I nearly lost my dog and had to pay a fortune to
the Vet... I am still not sure that she will be OK. I have to take her back in a couple of weeks when she is done the medicine.

jerky treat made in china-owner will
bring in info
Cadet Gourmet Chicken Breast, Jerky
Treats Tender Strips Dog Snacks
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast
Cadet Chicken Breast
chicken jerky

Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

18 Months

Female

13 Pound

developed bloody diarrhea, anorexia, vomiting-bloodwork normal

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Male

67 Pound

Suddenly became ill, vomiting and diarrhea. Within 36 hours of becoming, he was dead. Vet specifically asked us if someone might have poisoned him. I do recall vet saying something about kidney failure.

Dog

Collie - Border

Female

45 Pound

Acute kidney failure

Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

7 Years

Male

16 Pound

(b)(6)'s favorite treat was chicken jerky, at first Waggin Train, brand until it was pulled off the shelves , then the Walgreen brand of chicken jerky and duck jerky. He was obsessed with both to where he would eat more jerky than any other food.
He was a healthy 32 pound dog, a little overweight, but otherwise healthy.
In june of this year he started vomiting and diarrhea. I took him to the vet and he had to stay in the hospital for 2 days to get fluids, he lost 8 pounds in 1 week.
He was diagnosed with severe pancreatitis and intestinal infection. His blood sugars were over 800. He was put on 3 different medications, which he went thru 3 courses of.
the vomiting has stopped but he is now down to 16 pounds and must take daily insulin because his pancreas are still not working well enough.
I told the vet on the first visit about the chicken and duck jerky.
we are lucky his still alive.

Betsy Farms Duck Jerky Treats for Dogs Dog

Dachshund
(unspecified)

6 Years

Female

40 Pound

After purchasing Betsy Farms Duck Jerky Treats at Walmart, (because they, specifically said, "Made in America," so we thought they would be safer than anything made in China), we began giving one or two halves of the jerky treats to our dogs each day. By the next day our doxy-poodle mix, (b)(6) began urinating frequently and in massive
amounts. We thought she had a urinary tract infection or a bladder infection, because she is prone to them. At the same time she was having looser and looser and more frequent bowel movements, as well. We had made an appointment at the vets, but after about 3 days, we figured it might be the treats and stopped feeding them to both dogs.
(b)(6), almost immediately returned to normal. I don't know what would have happened if we hadn't figured it out when we did. We returned the treats to Walmart, letting the sales associate know the reason and I contacted the company by email, but never received an answer. (The dates of incident are approximate, as I really don't remember
exactly when it occurred, but it was within the past 30 days).

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Male

38 Pound

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian
Great Pyrenees

3 Years

Natures Deli

3 Years

Female

90 Pound

(b)(6) became lethargic and would not eat, started vomiting and became dehydrated. We went to the vet and she stated it looked like Salmonella but he did not test positive. After many questions about diet she suspected It was a result of our purchasing and feeding (b)(6) the Kingdom pet Chicken treats where were sourced from China. He was
on IV's for a couple of weeks and suffered some kidney damage.
I bought a bag of chicken jerkey at Sams Club. I heard about the recall and heard it was only with products made in China. This bag had an American flag on it and said maid in USA, so I thought it would be safe. (b)(6) was okay most of the way through the bag, but I gave her the crumbs the one night from the bottom and within hours she was
vomiting and diarrhea. The next day she was horrible, lethargic, vomiting, diarrhea, and not eating and drinking. We took her to the vet and she slowly recovered, but I have not bought pet treats since, we make our own from human grade food. This was March 1, 2013, and the treats were bought at Sams Club, (b)(6)Pa. I gave the bag to our vet,
wish I remembered the name.
.

Jerky chicken strips

Dog

Portuguese Water Dog

11 Years

Male

60 Pound

My dog started to vomit, have a runny nose, diarrhea, frequent drinking & urination. It was revealed that he had acute Kidney failure and all known causes, i.e.. parasites, infection were ruled out. I regularly purchased bags of jerk dried chicken at Costco and gave at least 5 or 6 to my dog/day. He has recovered via intense IV fluids but has
permanent kidney damage. I am convinced that the chicken treats, over a long period of time, caused his illness. I purchased treats at Costco, Target and at the time ofhisillness, from Trader Joes. Trader Joes contacted me in response to my inquiry and informed me that their chicken strips are made in the USA. My vet, (b)(6). has full medical
records including kidney ultra sound.

5 Years

Male

60 Pound

I bought these treats at Sam's club. At the time Oscar was getting sick I did not relate his illness to these treats until he was severely ill and needed to be treated at the Vet. He vomited 17 times in one day and watery diarrhea.

Female

21 Pound

After a month feeding her Dogswell brand "Happy Hips" duck jerky, she became ill. I didn't think anything of it until she had frightening amounts of blood in her stool one morning. The dog required an overnight stay in the animal hospital, needed fluids, couldn't/wouldn't eat and even the vet looked shocked at the amount of blood in her stool as
she took a sample.

Natural Chicken Jerky Made in the USA Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast

Spaniel - Cocker
American

Dog

11 Years

11 Years

The Veterinarian never found a reason for it but the only thing we had changed in her diet was those jerky treats.
Smokehouse Brand Duck and Sweet
Potato Combo
Canyon Creek

I use Smokehouse Brand pet products but realized that the last bag of sweet potato wrapped in chicken was making one of my 3 dogs vomit every time she ate them. I think they should be added to the watch list of recalled treats or investigated
Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

2 Years

Male

14 Pound

after eating treats I had 2 dogs (b)(6) the yorkie-poo and (b)(6) a pomeranian become very ill. They started throwing up blood and passing blood out of rectum, becoming very lifeless very fast. I took them to vet put on iv and kept for 3 to 4 days on iv fluids. I thought they were going to die. It was terribly scary and costly. I contacted the the store
and purina to inform them of the problem. They were taken off shelves soon after, which I was very glad to see. I still think they owe me compensation for vet bills and cost of bedding that it ruined and mental stress it caused me.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

shoprite beef jerky

Dog

Other Canine/dog

Kingdom Pets Premium Dog Treats
Duck & Sweet Potato

Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

Waggin Train Jerky Tenders

Dog

Weight
UOM
53 Pound

Description

Female

4 Years

Male

21 Pound

My dog Jude became very sick on Saturday Sept. 14, 2013. He was vomiting/regurgitating first thing in the morning. I took him to the vet later that day. The vet checked him out, gave him X-Rays to make sure he hadn't ingested anything, and then gave him Fmototidine and Cerenia. Jude did not get better from this and was extremely sick all
weekend. He could not keep down food or water. I was in constant contact with the vet. On Monday, September 16th I brought Jude back to the vet for blood tests as well as other additional tests. He was kept over night and received IV fluids. Following all tests there was no conclusive cause for Jude's sudden illness and recovery. I told the vet
he had been eating the Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato treats and he advised me to discontinue giving him the treats. It took him an additional 2 weeks to get back to normal. He had been eating the Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet potato treats for over a month. In hindsight, I now realize he was acting lethargic and out of the ordinary
during this time.
Our other dog, Lucy was adopted on September 8th and threw up once on September 12th after eating these treats. We stopped giving them to her and she was fine.

Mixed (Dog)

6 Years

Female

45 Pound

In March of 2013 she stopped eating and became lethargic so we took her to vet where she was running a very high fever, they did blood work and her liver enzymes were way off the charts and so the local vet had us take the dog to animal hospital where they began immediate intravenous treatment and for two days it was touch and go her
liver and other organs were close to closing down, they conducted tests and there was no obvious cause, no cancer, I believe she was having a toxic reaction and the only thing I know to be of concern was the chicken jerky strips which the brand was from China - purchased at Costco and I have noted they no longer sell that brand. Our local vet
was amazed that the dog recovered because the blood work he ran was very dire in outlook.
She is due to have follow-up blood work done now and we will see how her liver function has recovered.

Kingdom Pets All natural ingredients
Dog
Chicken Jerky, Cadet Gourmet Duck
Breast, Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck
& Sweet Potato

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Female

13 Pound

Zoey became listless, not eating, drinking lots of water. Vet ran urine test and it came back positive. Put on zeniquin 25mg for 20 days. Started medication on October 19th.

SmartBones(chicken I think 18pack) I
Dog
also bought peanut butter but they did
not seem to cause as much of an issue.

Mixed (Dog)

2.5 Years

Female

40 Pound

As with my other dog I gave this dog treats for a couple of days, My other dog started to have symptoms but I thought my other dog was just sensitive so for (b)(6) I gave her treat for 4-7 days on and off. she then began eating grass like crazy any this made her throw up a couple of times. I then decided to stop giving all treats and the problem
subsided over a couple of days. Additionally about a week later I found out that my neighbors dog(that comes over to play with my dog) had also vomited during that same time period. I had given the neighbors dog one of the treats as well when it was at our house. I took the treats back to the store I got them and told the store of the issue(but
they did not seem record the issue in any notable way).

Jerky Treats Tender Strips Dog Snacks
Made with American Beef

Mixed (Dog)

1 Years

Female

60 Pound

I began giving (b)(6) jerky treats in December 2012. About two months later, (b)(6) had rectal bleeding and diarrhea, which eventually caused a prolapsed anus in July. (b)(6) also showed little to no interest in her food during this time, but would still show some interest in treats. It was at this time that the vet started treatment of antibiotics and a
fiber supplement, which did not fix the problem. I then switched (b)(6) to a limited ingredient dog food, while continuing the fiber supplement and the jerky treats. Her condition still did not improve, so I removed the treats from her diet in September. Since then, (b)(6) has shown signs of improvement. Her appetite has returned, she hasn't had
diarrhea, and there has been significantly less rectal bleeding or prolapse.

Dog

Age

Age
UOM
10.5 Years

Gender

Weight
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went in for well visit check up. Vet took blood. Liver level came back at 500 (should have been no more than 70); Vet gave medication and re-took blood 2 weeks later. (b)(6)'s liver level was at 2000. Vet gave us all available options but did say that if it was his dog, he'd put her down so she doesn't suffer in the weeks and months to come.

Local TV had spot on FDA report on morning of October 23rd.

I had originally attributed (b)(6)'s condition to a food allergy. Upon seeing the recent recall on jerky treats, however, I believe there may be an issue with the treats I had been giving her.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Terrier - Toy Fox

8 Years

Female

15 Pound

She had been eating the duck jerky treats made in China for 2 yrs. Then I changed to a chicken & sweet potato jerky treat last spring that was made here in the U.S. In July, she started urinating without her knowing she was urinating, and she started drinking copious amounts of water. The duck jerky treat is sold under the name of "Cadet", and I
still have the package I bought at Costco. I do not remember the name of the chicken/sweet potato tenders, but they were from Costco, too. and made in the South someplace. Sorry, I don't remember the name. My veternarnian, Dr. (b)(6) has been treating her with "Proin" 25mg. It has helped stopping her uncontrollable urinating, but not her
desire for water. After reading your article on the jerky treats, I thought there might be a connection. I have talked to Dr. (b)(6) about this report, too.

Chicken Jerky Dog Treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Female

50 Pound

She had consumed several of the jerky treats after sneaking the bag out of the bench in which it was stored. Within four hours she had vomited three times and after six hours she had diarrhea. The diarrhea continued for about three days and the vomiting continued for about 36 hours whenever she would eat. She was listless and uninterested in
food or water for between 24 to 30 hours. Upon observance of the vomiting and the diarrhea she was put on a cooked plain white rice diet. It was believed she may have eaten a piece of jerky without chewing it and it may have scratched the wall of her stomach so she was placed under close observation for 96 hours while provided lots of clean,
fresh water and only the plain white rice to eat. After about 30 hours she began to regain her appetite and desire to drink water. At about 50 hours the vomiting ceased and the diarrhea decreased. After about 80 hours the diarrhea ceased and energy levels were back to normal.
The Chicken Jerky Dog treats had been purchased from the (b)(6), Colorado in the spring of 2010.

Wellness Pure Rewards Beef Jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

6 Years

Male

HAPPY HIPS CHICKEN BREAST, PET
SHOPPE DUCK JERKY

Dog

Shepherd (unspecified)

11 Years

Female

50 Pound

MILO'S KITCHEN CHICKEN MEATBALLS

Dog

Maltese

12 Years

Female

10.7 Pound

Veggie Life Happy Hips Chicken &
Sweet Potato with Glucosamine &
Chondroitin

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

5 Years

Female

45 Pound

Dog (and a second dog) was given treats made of chicken jerky wrapped around dried sweet potato bars 2-3 times a day for about 2 weeks. Dog became progressively less active with loss of appitite. Within a few days the Dog began having bloody loose stools. Our second dog also became less active and began vomiting small amounts of bile-like
emesis. After noticing reminants of the sweet potato treeats in the emesis, the treats were stopped. Within a 7-10 days both dogs returned to their normal activity levels and all symptoms (bloody diarreha and vomiting) resolved. The treats suspected of these adverse effects are "Veggie Life Happy Hips" distributed by Arthur Dogswell, LLC of Los
Angles, CA.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Pekingese

4 Years

Female

24 Pound

I purchased chicken Jerky by Kingdom Pets on Saturday, October 19, 2013 at our local Costco. Saturday night, I gave (b)(6) a piece and on Sunday gave her 2 pieces. Monday Morning, I gave her another treat. When I came home from work that afternoon, she had diarrhea and was leaving spots all over the house. They looked like little liquid
chocolate pancakes. By Tuesday morning, she was throwing up a white foam. I took her to our vet. Dr. (b)(6) put her on an anti diarrheal med and a antibiotic because he found bacteria in her stool. She was lifeless for her and had lost her appetite. I am now feeding her a chicken and rice mixture per my doctor's directions until she is better. She
is a little stronger but not herself yet. This morning when I saw the report on the Today show, I knew that is what was wrong. She is a chunky girl, but that is why I rescued her. She was given away because she was too big for the breed and my vet feels that she is healthy even though she is a big peke. I feel that she became sick because of the
Chicken Jerky. I contacted the Costco and informed them, but do not feel that they took it too seriously. Thank you for your help with this.

sweet potato wraps

Dog

Bulldog

5 Years

Male

117 Pound

One day he started slobbering and his jowls started tremoring occasionally. During the nite, he had a seizure and stopped breathing, beat on his chest gave him CPR he came back, took him to the vet, they said he was showing signs of a toxin. Told us to wait 48 hours it should run its course. That nite the bloody diarrhea started, and about 3 am
he started walking in circles and bleeding from his rectum. Took him to the vet he kept convulsing they kept him sedated but every time he came off he started seizing, then he died.
We were feeding him the sweet potatoe treats.

Milo's kitchen beef jerky

Dog

Female

65 Pound

My dog experience significant diarrhea over night. She has never defecated in my house and got me up 3 times over night to go diarrhea and had her first accident in my house. She had diarrhea next day as well.

Dog
Dog

Shepherd Dog German
Mixed (Dog)
American Pit Bull
Terrier

7 Months

Waggon' Train chicken strips
Waggin Trail Chicken Jerky

Female
Female

35 Pound
40 Pound

I gave my dog Waggon' Train chicken strips for a three months and she began to vomit and have extreme diarrhea that did not subside until the veterinarian gave her metronidazole and I had stopped the treats. She did recover well.
At the time, the dog was 1 year old. I, the owner, had left on vacation and left the animal in the care of a friend who also left to another state about an hour away. When I returned from vacation, the dog was seemingly in excellent, healthy condition. My friend left me with the toys and treats she had purchased while caring for my dog. This
included one mostly full bag of "waggin trail" jerky treats.
I gave my dog one treat - within a few hours, the dog began acting strangely. She would incessantly lick at her paws, the carpet, and the ground of my apartment balcony (ingesting enough gravel while doing so to create a large pile.) Within another hour, she vomited the contents of her stomach (mostly said pile of gravel). She otherwise acted
healthy - energetic, responsive, playful.
I called a veternarian who said it sounded like an allergic reaction, and I was instructed to remove food and water for the rest of the night and see how she acted in the morning. By morning she was still dry heaving so I gave her access to water. Within a day she had recovered but had a poor appetite and I had to regulate her to a diet of boiled
chicken for a week. I immediately disposed of the jerky treats. It wasn't until many months afterwards that I learned of the recall.

12 Years
2 Years

7 Pound

My pet began to vomit during the night and day two to three times (unbeknownst to me why at the time). The vomit was yellow. He also had diarrhea on the fourth and fifth day.
I informed the store of my pet's sickness due to the treats. They accepted an exchange for other pet treats. I purchased the bag on 9/13/2013. I opened the bag on 10/5/2013. The store I purchased the bag of treats from is (b)(6) in NYC.
I actually narrowed down the direct cause of the sickness to the Wellness Pure Rewards Beef Jerky Treat on 10/5/2013 which is when his vomit and diarrhea subsided. This was well before I knew of any articles about pets becoming sick with tainted meat from China. I'm not sure if the Wellness bag has meat from China but it nonetheless made
my pet sick for five straight days.
Dog became disoriented. Began to stubble and lose control of muscles. She would try to walk and just fall over or run into things. She would stagger to water and drink a lot. Then go outside stumbling around and urinate when she didn't fall over. She did this all night for 8 or more hours every hour or half hour.
She was some better by morning . I took her to Vet. They did blood test and urine test. They said thought she had got into some kind of toxin
OWNER GAVE SOME MILO'S KITCHEN CHICKEN MEATBALLS AND FRANCIS STARTED VOMITING THEN NOT EATING. HER WATER INTAKE INCREASED DRAMATICALLY. WITHIN A DAY BECAME VERY LETHARGIC.

The date I mention below is only relative. I do not remember the precise date I returned from my vacation but I do know it was within the month of august in 2012

Canyon Creek Ranch Natural Chicken
Tenders

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

Shep Duck Jerky Treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

10 Years

Male

14 Pound

As a treat, I began giving (b)(6) chicken jerkey treats, about 1 a day, for approximately 1-1/2 years. I bought these treats from Pet Smart and thought that I was buying a safe product. One day I noticed that he began having a thirst that couldn't be quenched. After a day or two, the problem still wasn't getting better so I took him to his
veterinarian. He was diagnosed with diabetes and was given a prescription of insulin to be injected daily. The veterinarian wasn't able to bring his diabetes under control and felt there may be other underlying medical issues. During this time, (b)(6) began having kidney trouble as well. About four months after being diagnosed with diabetes, he
had a seizure one evening and spent the night at the hospital. The veterinarians at the hospital were able to stabilize him that evening. When I picked him up the next morning to bring him to his normal veterinarian, he seemed to be okay, however, while waiting for his vet, he collapsed. After she examined him, the very heartbreaking decision
was made to euthanize him. It was one of the worst days of my life and I'm firmly convinced that giving him the chicken jerkey treats is what started his problems and eventually led to his death. He was 9 years old.
Hives, Puking, Fever, Lethargic

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Age

Age
UOM
1 Years

Gender
Male

Weight

Weight
UOM

60 Pound
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Description
Symptoms began approximately 1 hour after consuming a "Kingdom Pets" Chicken Jerkey (sold at Costco in (b)(6), TN) and made in China. We were outside playing and he was playing, running and behaving normally. He then slowed down, vomitted a small amount (which was basically the jerky) 2 times and then basically collapsed on the ground.
He was breathing very quickly and seemed "out of it." He was not acting as if he was in pain. I let him rest a bit and then tried to get him to stand up so we could go inside. He would not/could not get up. He was completely weak and limp. I ended up having to carry him into the house. Once inside, he continued to lay on the floor. I would say this
lasted about 30-45 minutes, after which he seemed completely normal. I remember thinking at the time that it must have been related to the jerky and I said I wasn't going to give him anymore. However, he really likes it so I have given him a couple of pieces since then without any repeat symptoms.
This event was very unusual and scary. As I said, he has been sick a lot and I'm rather used to having to run him to the Vet. Being a weekend, I remember feeling very panicked because he seemed very ill during the time he was down. I am a Nurse Practitioner so have medical experience; I really thought he might be dying when I could not get him
up. Had he not recovered so quickly, a trip to an Emergency Vet was going to be necessary.

Wagging' Train Wholesome Chicken
Jerky Tenders Low Fat

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

10 Years

Female

45 Pound

(b)(6)is a Border Collie mix, possibly with Pointer, as far as we know. We try to make or buy high-end, natural treats for her, but we also give her a certain amount of "cheap" treats that we've received as gifts from time to time. She kennels during any times we are out of the house, and we give her a treat when she goes in and when she comes
out. We noticed that there were several instances when she seemed lethargic and later vomited or had diarrhea, but it didn't seem related to an illness. We began to suspect that maybe one of her treats was to blame, since we select them randomly and her symptoms were random. During this period, we actually fed her more of the jerky treat
and less of the grocery store treats since the jerky had far fewer ingredients with less processing. There were probably only 5-6 incidents through a month or so, that we noticed any symptoms. Since she will also eat just about anything she can wrap her lips around, we weren't convinced this was a food issue, and her symptoms always resolved in
a day or two so we never sought treatment. Anyway, while surfing the Internet, I came across an article completely by accident that referred to jerky treats causing harm to dogs. I looked further, and lo and behold, Wagging' Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders is right there at the top of the list! (Obviously, we didnt warn anyone else since
the word was already out, but we just missed the news.) Of course we stopped giving the jerky right away.
I have to out myself now, in hopes it may help you identify the problem with the jerky treats. I make dog treats myself. I try them when I make them, as do my kids. I have always tried the food my dog eats, just a little, thank you very much, out of curiosity, and because I believe that if I wouldn't eat it, neither should my dog. Yes, I've tried these
jerky treats. They're dried chicken, right!? When I ate a small piece, during our personal quest to find a culprit, I found I had cramps similar to menstrual cramps for almost 24 hours. Didn't relate it to the jerky, obviously, until later. No, my period did not start, but I felt just as I always had before my period started, especially when it was going to
be a cramp-filled time. This was during the time when my menstruation days were ending for good, so it was plausible that my period was going to start, or this episode was completely coincidental. Anyway, I thought this experience might help you with a lead you might be following, or suggest some idea for follow-up.
I do still have about half the package of the treats.

kingdom pets chicken jerky

Dog

Unknown--package and product
(chicken jerky) discarded

Dog

American Pit Bull
Terrier
Mixed (Dog)

4 Years

Male

55 Pound

1 Years

Male

50 Pound

Beefeaters Chicken Jerky Natural Dog
Treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Jerky Treats Tender Strips Dog Snacks
Made with American Lamb

Dog

Cadet Gourmet Chicken Breasts

Dog

CostCo Chicken Jerky

i purchased kingdom pets chicken jerky from Costco store aprox. 1 month ago my dog has not been well since.
very sleepy, diarrhea, vomiting, not eating his food, drinking excessive amounts of water. i am assuming this is from this chicken jerky product. i tried to return product to costco. but was turned away.
I gave (b)(6) chicken jerky (made in China, bought at a Petco, and I don't remember the brand name) as training treats. Over the following day or two after ingesting the treats, (b)(6) experienced diarrhea and some listlessness and it always cleared up when not eating the treats (b)(6) splits time between myself and an ex-girlfriend, and only I
gave him the chicken jerky treats.) Fortunately, I heard about the issues with the chicken jerky treats, and he ate them only a few times before I discarded them. There does not appear to be any long-term effects from them. The dates below are approximate, as (b)(6) got better within about two days off the chicken jerky.

19 Months

Male

83 Pound

Dachshund - Standard
Smooth-haired

4 Years

Male

22 Pound

(b)(6), 2013 (b)(6) was exhibiting symptoms of an upset stomach, wasn't eating much and had some diarrhea, by the 27th however he was getting worse. His lethargy was worse than I'd ever seen. He would drink and then throw up, I took him to an emergency vet who sadly did very little to help (b)(6). She told me he was dehydrated, I was told
he was given fluids intravenously but saw no evidence of this. I saw no improvement, By early Morning (b)(6) passed away, The Jerky treats were one of the last things (b)(6) had been given prior to his onset of horrible symptoms and his symptoms were almost identical to those described in the article I'd read on KSL's website, which is what
compelled me to report the incident. I know he may be "just a dog", he was my friend, companion who died such a horrible and painful death. Please, try to keep this from happening to another beloved family member. We grieve just as much, our hearts ache and the emptiness is at times unbearable.

Schnauzer
(unspecified)
Pekingese

8 Years

Female

12 Pound

Dog

4 Years

Female

15 Pound

Early morning of 10/13/13 dog vomited up previous night's dinner. Dog became listless and had diarrhea. Took dog to vets on 10/14/13. Put dog on a restricted diet. Took dog back to vets on 10/17/13 and vet prescribed an antibiotic which dog is still on. (b)(6) appears to be getting better as her stools appear to be getting firmer. The stools were
not tested by the vet. The brand is Cadet Gourmet Chicken Breasts and are made in China. I cannot say for sure it is this that made (b)(6) sick but the symptoms match what I read on the FDA web site.
(b)(6) stopped eating, had bloody diarrhea, vomited, and lost weight. She spent a week in the hospital receiving plasma transfusions and ended up with a feeding tube. She lost weight quickly and her organs shut down. (b)(6) died as a result of the illness (b)(6) 2012. The vets were unable to diagnose what the problem was.

Wellness Pure Rewards Turkey Jerky

Dog

Beagle

10 Years

Female

27 Pound

VitaKitty

Cat

Ocicat

8 Years

Female

10.5 Pound

Two weeks after purchasing VitaKitty Salmon Jerky Treats from our local PetSmart store in (b)(6), VA, our ocicat started puking up her food and having issues going to the bathroom. We took her to the vet on the fourth day thinking she was constipated. 2 x-rays were done, a T-4 panel/bloodwork and urinalysis were also completed. The
bloodwork showed an increase in white blood cells, BUN and CREA were high. There was bacteria found in her urine to which we were given an antibiotic. We have since tossed her Vitakitty treats as they were made in China and placed her on a wet food diet and probiotic while taking the antibiotic. The vet is concerned about kidney disease but
we are going to get a second opinion. We have contacted Blue Buffalo with our concerns as her dry food is Blue Buffalo Salmon Wilderness for cats and we had also purchased and fed at the same time as the new kitty treats. My boyfriends mother shared with me today via email the FDA article concerning Jerky Pet Treats made in China. I hope
this situation can assist in their further testing of those treats.

Not sure they are no longer selling it
had a cartoon dog wearing a cowboy
hat on the front.

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

Male

25 Pound

Started giving him treats from Sam's Club (chicken jerky) he devloped a cough, had him tested for heart worm (not the problem) cough got worse, and he started wetting himself when resting, took him back to the vet and they gave him Provine and said it was a collapsed windpipe. Still feeding treats and cough is not getting better and wetting is
getting worse. During this whole time he would refuse to eat at times and would act "sad". Took him back to the vet and they did a chest x-ray that shows a tumor in his chest wall pushing on his windpipe. Told nothing they can do. Wetting keeps getting worse, he is now taking 1 whole tab of Provine am and pm.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Terrier - Tibetan

Male

18 Pound

After feeding my dog one jerky treat a day for about two weeks, his appetite began to diminish. He lost interest in food. His stools became soft. On night of Sept. 19, 2013 he began having multiple vomiting and diarrhea events throughout the night. I took him to emergency vet at 2:30 am when diarrhea and vomit began to have blood in it. Vet
treated him for gastroenteritis, gave fluids for dehydration and meds to stop vomit and diarrhea, performed xrays and ultrasound tests to look for possible foreign body obstruction (none found). Dog was put on limited diet of boiled chicken and rice. All feeding of jerky treats was discontinued. Dog continued to have intermittent diarrhea with
mucous in it for three more weeks. He has finally recovered his normal appetite, energy level, and elimination schedule.

Waggin Train Duck Jerky

Dog

Pug

Kingdom Pets: Chicken Jerky
All Natural Ingredients

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

10 Years

Female

8 Pound

Dingo Chip Twists

Dog

Schnauzer
(unspecified)

4.5 Years

Female

22 Pound

Happy Hips Duck Breast

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Female

73.5 Pound

She would not eat her food. Then when she tried she would throw up. After taking her to the vet and they her medicine then we brought her home. We got her home and she started throwing up over and over. And then started have a bowel movement with all blood and some feces. Took her back and they kept her overnight. The vet would
have all that they did for her. Yesterday she kept food down and they sent her home with bland can food and antibiotics. She is resting now.

Beefeaters Chicken Jerky Natural Dog
Teats

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

8.5 Years

Female

132 Pound

She developed very serious diarrhea on (b)(6); I took a stool sample to my Veterinarian on (b)(6) and he placed her on antiobiotics (although he could not find a cause); on (b)(6) she developed a rectal prolapse and subsequently was euthanized because there "was no hope." She would not eat starting (b)(6) and I gave her water and she would
take Beefeaters Chicken Jerky. The Veterinraian DID find a tumor "as large as" his fist that had punctured her lower intestine. I questioned him whether her straining due to the diarrhea (which never stopped) contributed to the problem. He has no way of knowing.

Do not have the package

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

12 Years

Female

8 Pound

Had a friend watching dog while I was away when I got home she brought back the dog and gave me the jerky told me the dog have been eating it which was the first time she ever had it. A day later the dog stopped eating took the dog to the vet who ran test was not sure what caused the dog to get sick until I saw the news about the jerky I feel
very strongly that is what the cause was I still have it at home.

He got sick last night, lethargic, upset stomach, diarrhea, belching, his stomach was sore to the touch, he became very quiet, wouldn't play, snappy with other dog (a puppy) - I was concerned he had been poisoned.
This happened approximately 3 weeks ago, also.

13 Years

6 Months

Started giving Wellness Pure Rewards Turkey Jerky Treats to my dog about 7 days ago. About 4 days ago she started having Gastrointestinal Distress with what appeared to be nausea and lack of interest in food. Turkey Jerky treats were discontinued. 1 day ago she started vomiting and stopped eating. Today she had a very loose stool and
continued to be anorectic. She was taken to our veterinarian. Labs and urine were done and were basically normal. Exam appeared normal and she was already feeling better. Stool samples are pending to rule out parasites. She was started on a bland diet to be increased slowly ws given some subcutaneous fluids and Cerenia for nausea. She
appears to be feeling better but the concern that this was caused by the Wellness Pure Rewards Turkey Jerky remains and given they were discontinued quickly may have helped avoid any further damage.

Our dog was always fine and had normal labs at prior vet visits. After eating only Ducky Jerky for treats for several months, he developed what the vet called "cysts" in his eyes. The cysts never went away and he lost most of his vision. After that, he started urinating in the house which he NEVER did in the years prior. A trip to the vet revealed his
sugars were high and he was diabetic. Labs also revealed a high white blood cell count. We were told he was gravely ill and he was given IV antibiotics and fluids and sent home. We gave him eye medication, insulin and an antibiotic pill at home. He died two weeks after starting the insulin. I heard other dogs who had these treats also became
blind and developed high blood sugar with no issues prior to these treats.

Months

After switching to jerky treats:
Appetite declined. Activity declined. Urination increased.
I saw a news article that jerky treats have been harming dogs, so I decided to file this report.
I purchased a package of Dingos chip twists, a package of six, with chicken in the middle. My dog ate one and soon after, while on our walk, she had a bowel movement that was extremely loose and runny. I thought it might be attributed to the Dingos, and I did not give her any more of those treats. She had one more loose movement, but
improved. Otherwise, she was not ill. Upon seeing the story on TV regarding the issue of pets dying after digesting food/treats from China, I checked my package of Dingos. Sure enough....made in China! This treat is distributed by United Pet Group, Inc, Cincinnati, OH 45230; phone: 888-740-2663; web site is www: DINGObrand.com
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Product Name

Species

Breed

Catswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast

Cat

American Shorthair

Age

Age
UOM
10 Years

Gender
Male

Weight

Weight
UOM

12 Pound
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Description
I had been feeding my cat Catswell Happy Hips Chicken treats to help with mild arthritis in his hips when after about 4-6 weeks in he started to refuse them, whereas previously he begged for the treats. I didn't really think anything of it at the time but a couple months down the road he started having stomach issues which included intermittent
vomiting and diarrhea. After many tests and vet visits it was determined he had Pancreatitis and Triaditis that eventually let to a gallbladder blockage that required major surgery. He now has to have regular blood and urine tests and be on a special medication for the rest of his life. When I asked how this could happen when he had previously
never had any GI issues I was told there really wasn't any way to know for sure but that if I had ever given him any jerky treats from China that may have been a contributing factor.
He is now also prone to urinary tract infections and crystals in his bladder as well.
I'm so mad this issue wasn't brought to the public earlier and it took my cat having a major health event for me to even learn about the problems with pet food from China.

waggin' train jerky treats

Dog

Terrier - Tibetan

13 Years

Male

24 Pound

He got lethargic. We took him to the vet who diagnosed kidney failure. We took him home and gave him home subcutaneous fluid for several days and he started to improve. Then he got sick again. We took him back to the vet and the vet couldn't figure out what was wrong. The kidney test was fine. The vet gave him an H2 blocker to use. That
night the dog yelped in pain, and I went to him. One off his legs was immobile and cold. He got worse and worse and after hours of him crying out in pain I final suffocated him by putting his head in a plastic bag. Unfortunately this was about 5 am Sunday so the vet was closed and I felt I had no other option and couldn't let it go on longer.
We gave him waggin train jerky snacks from Costco. I don't know if they were related or not but I thought I'd report it.

American Kennel Club Duck jerky

Dog

Bichon Frise

Female

16 Pound

Canyon Creek Ranch Brand Chicken
Tenders Low Fat Treats for Dogs

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

6 Years

Male

11 Pound

petshoppe
Kingdom Pets Chicken & Sweet Potato
Delicious Jerky Twists

Dog
Dog

Akita
Mixed (Dog)

7 Years
3 Years

Female
Male

97 Pound
85 Pound

after eating the chicken jerky treats for a couple of days, lost appetite and gagged/spit up several times..
Our dog was given some Kingdom Pets Chicken & Sweet Potato Jerky Twists (made in China). Within 24 hours he was listless, refused to eat. Lots of stomach digestion noise, threw up twice. I only made the connection after reading about Jerky problems from the news media today. I have had this bag for over a year and have fed Leo treats a
number of times. I have noticed similar symptoms in the past, but didn't make the connection with the product until today. I have a theory that some of the problems might be a mechanical digestion issue - dogs tend to swallow things whole. Has anybody looked into the possibility that a large clump of dried-out meat or or other product might
cause either a temporary obstruction or cause lots of excess digestive acids and enzymes to be excreted?

Dingo Twist Sticks Chicken in the
Middle!
Vitality Duck Breast with Flaxseed and
Vitamins.
Unknown

Dog

Other Canine/dog

4 Months

Female

1.7 Kilogram

Dog

Lhasa Apso

4 Years

Male

22 Pound

She consumed a Ding Twist Stix (Chicken in the middle) rawhide product Sat 10/19/13. She started vomiting on Sunday afternoon. Her vomiting continued through the night. She would not eat her normal food. She was taken to the family vet at 9 am Monday morning. She was put on IV fluids all day and tested all day. She was diagnosed with
kidney failure. With a slight elevation to her white blood cell count. We brought her home Monday night and back to the clinic first thing in the morning. She overnight in the hospital Tuesday night to stay on IV fluids and is there currently.
Dog had been eating jerky treats intermittently for several weeks. Became very ill, vomiting for hours, one night after having full treat (he usually only gets bits). We don't know for sure that this is what caused the reaction, but I don't know what else could have caused it. He also had been increasingly thirsty in recent weeks.

44 Years

Male

145 Pound

Other

14 Years

I have 2 dogs and I opened a fresh pack of American Kennel club Duck jerky. I gave it as a treat to both dogs and that night they were both very lethargic and they both were vomiting. They both would not eat their regular food and were both looking to drink allot of water. They were both sick for almost 2 days. The jerky is made in China. I did
save the bag and will store it in case the FDA needs it to look at it. I also called the State FDA coordinator and she advised me to save the bag and report the issue.
I purchased Canyon Creek Ranch Brand Chicken Tenders from PetSmart. I provided these as treats to my 2 dogs (75 lb labrador retreiver & 11 lb miniature pinscher) occasionally. These were kept in the freezer to keep them fresh. The product packaging does state the product received irradiation for freshness and health. My miniature pinscher
began to experience large scale seizures and began urinating frequently in the house. He still urinates in the house, but the seizures eventually stopped. Initially I thought the first seizure was an anomaly, but began to associate the seizures with administration of the treat. I stopped giving the treat and informed the store of purchase. The store
advised to stop giving the treats as some chicken treats were discontinued due to suspected health issues. I still have the bag of treats in my freezer as my plan was to return them to PetSmart for a refund, but have not done so yet. My dog was not treated at the vet for this issue due to the seizures subsiding. The frequent urination in the home
continues and the pet is now caged unless I am supervising him.

I learned about the dog jerky treat fatalitites from a new report at this site:
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2013/10/23/jerky-treats-made-in-china-kill-600-dogs-in-mysterious-outbreak-fda-says/
Reading the list of symptoms, I recognized them. The symptoms appear consistent with high levels of preservatives in some animals that have a sensitivity to them, particularly sulfur dioxide, BHA, and BHT. The population that has this sensitivity appears to be relatively small, but the reaction in this population can have a very severe reation.

Wagon Train Chicken Jerky Strips

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

5 Years

Male

48 Pound

5 year old Boxer, (b)(6)
live in (b)(6)s, CO and on August 28, 2013, he was a very normal rambunctious dog. By August 30th, he was near death. I had been feeding him the Wagon Train Chicken Strips for only about a week and a half at that time.
I took him to the Vet on Saturday, August 31st, where he underwent an Ultrasound and a series of xrays and blood work. They injected him with fluids because he was so dehydrated. He had swollen lymph nodes and showed extreme signs of lethargy and hind leg pain and limited use. We almost lost him that Saturday night, however, my
boyfriend and I stayed up all night syringe feeding him water and drastically watered down soft food.
We took (b)(6) back to the Vet Sunday morning for more testing and another round of fluids to keep him hydrated. The vet wanted us to take him to Denver to monitored overnight. However, we simply ran out of money (we spent $1,000 in two days on vet care). So, we decided to become his full-time 24 hour monitoring team. It took over 2 ½
weeks of VERY SLOW daily improvements. Then one day, he starting running up the steps again. We were so overjoyed and relieved.
However, his mystery illness bothered me. Then, at 6am today, I read the reports of the dog treats. I am heartbroken to know that I was poisoning my dog and that a company could be so irresponsible.
I would like a report made and I would like to be contacted with confirmation of such a report. This company caused me heartache and money. I don¿t find that responsible.
Thank you for listening to me.

Hill's® Science Diet® Jerky Strips with
Real Chicken

Dog

Maltese

Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Dog
Treats

Terrier - Rat

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American

Chicken Tender Jerky Treats

Dog

Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky

Dog

8 Months

Female

Years

Female

5 Years

Male

Dachshund - Miniature

10 Years

Male

Bulldog - American

5.5 Years

Male

8 Pound

The dog treats that I was previously giving my dog were Nutro¿ Crunchy Treats and Fruitables® Crunchy Dog Treats. My mother thought my dog would like meatier treats and purchased two cases of Hill's® Science Diet®: Jerky Strips with Real Chicken. Because of the size, I would only give her half of a strip and about three times a day. Around the
4th of this month, she started to become lethargic and would not eat as much. That type of behavior would for about two days. I didn't think it had to do with her diet, instead I thought it was related to the fact that she was in heat for the first time. There was another occurrence, which I don't remember the date, that she was vomiting and
having diarrhea for a day and a half. On that first day, she threw up about nine times and could not keep water down. Unfortunately, I did not have the money for a visit to the vet so I kept her in the house and she slept the rest of the day. The most recent sign of illness was yesterday, October 22, 2013. All she had eaten was about 1/4 cup of her
dog food and 1 whole dog treat; she had diarrhea four times and vomited twice. My mother heard this morning about the investigation of dog jerky treats and I thought there may be a link. She was very listless this morning around 8, but I gave her 5 oz of Weruva chicken dog food and she has been okay since then.

In September 2012 we purchased "Waggin' Train chicken jerky treats and gave them to our dog as treats. Within a few days of giving her the treats she became very ill. She had no appetite, became very inactive, had frequent urinating that was almost uncontrollable and severe diarrhea. You could actually sit with her and hear her stomach making
all kinds of noises as though she had a severe stomach problem. We took her to our veterinarian and he conducted several tests on her and determined she had kidney damage and was possibly going to experience complete kidney failure. He gave us medicine to give her and diagnosed her with "Fanconi Like Syndrome". He believed the chicken
treats were the cause of the problem and told us to immediately stop feeding them to her. She has recovered somewhat, but she will not eat dried dog food at all after this incident. Prior to this incident we had always fed her "Beneful" dog food because we considered it to be a good, quality dog food that was healthy for her. She will not eat it at
all now and has very poor appetite. She continues to have urinary problems and drinks a lot of water. She definitely is not the same dog after going through this event and still has not completely recovered. It is always a struggle to get her to eat and most of the time we have to continuously change what we feed her. She will mainly eat real
meats and is very picky about which ones she will eat. The only treats she will eat is real beef jerky that is for human consumption.

33 Pound

After consuming Kingdom Pets Sweet Potato and Duck jerky treats, my dog began vomiting multiple times. It started about 12 hours after the first treat was given, and about three treats were given ina 24 hour period. He continued to vomit for about two and a half days after initial sickness and only stopped when jerky treats were no longer in
his system.
We were giving this dog (b)(6) Chicken Tender Treats made under nam Waggiin Train. I noticed his Urine was discolored and I mentioned it to my wife and then the next time when he was Urinating I noticed his Urine was discolored I happen to have a Kleenex in my pocket put it where he was urinating and it was all red so we called the Pet Clinic
close next to our home and they took a look at (b)(6) and said they will call us when ready, In the Afternoon they called and we went to get him and they told us he had a disease which the good red cells were being killed off by the bad red cells which in turn the Animal died and we took him to SPCA in Sacramento,CA where was Put away. The
Animal was diagnosed at the (b)(6) Recpt on Hand, Also might still have the tainted treats on hand.

74 Pound

We started to notice blood in stools and took stool sample in to the vet on Sept. 25, 2013 to check for parasites. The test came back negative. We were instructed to feed the dog boiled chicken and rice for one week (bland diet) and watch to see if the symptoms of blood and diarreah disappear. Prior to the bland diet, (b)(6) had very runny stools
as well as blood squirting out with the stools. After one week, the diarreah had not stopped and there was still traces of new blood. I called the vet and he had me come in to start a course of antibiotics (metronidazole) that may help with the watery stools. I decided to start my dog on a healthy (no kibble) diet from that point on. He only eats
grains, protein, and vegetables prepared by myself. He takes a probiotic enzyme as well as a multivitamin supplement. His stools are still looser than they were when he ate dry dog food but they are getting better. There is no sign of blood in his stool as of today. (b)(6) has had a rash all over his body that has not gone away with oatmeal baths
and his change of diet. The origin of the rash is unknown. The vet has taken scrapings with no diagnosis. I saw the article on the internet and television about the problems with rawhide chews and I looked in my cabinet. My son had purchased a bag of HILLSIDE FARMS CHICKEN JERKEY Manufactured by Globalinx Pet, LLC Newport Beach, CA
92660 . I still have the bag. (b)(6) ingested 5-6 of the treats before he got sick. I never put the two and two together until I saw the article about the symptoms.
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Product Name

Species

Breed
Beagle

Male

Weight
UOM
40 Pound

Description

Dog

Age
UOM
12 Years

Gender

Dogswell happy hips chicken breast
jerky
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

14 Years

Female

14 Pound

About 6 months ago (b)(6) started exhibiting excessive thirst and urination, leading to periodic accidents in the house. Admittedly she was an older dog, but she never exhibited excess thirst before although she laid in the sun for hours on end. The vet started her on Proin and she had a seizure after about a week of starting the medication. About
3 weeks after her first seizure, Lucy unexpectedly experienced a series of seizures over the course of a few hours and died. This was somewhat surprising because she went on two big hikes and a 3 mile run in the days leading up to the event.

We started giving my dog (b)(6) happy hips chicken breast from china because he had a bit of arthritis, after given treats he would vomit at times, drink lots of water. We thought it had to do with another problem we took him to vet. The vet did not ask about treats. He died last march 2012 of gastrointestinal/kidney failure and other problems. I
could provide full record.

The day of the first seizure, she had two jerky treats int he morning. My son was fond of giving her jerky treats every time she came in from going potty. The weekend she passed away she probably had 4 or 5 treats since we used them as rewards for her completing the long hikes/run, I never connected the two until I saw the news report. It may
be totally unrelated as I understand she was older, but she was extremely healthy and her passing caught us totally off guard. She did have blood and urine work done about 6 months ago and I still have the jerky treats because she just passed away. Thought I'd submit a report just in case it could help in any way.

Trader Joe's Beef Recipe Jerky Strips

13.8 Years

Male

20 Pound

After feeding (b)(6) the Trader Joe's Beef Recipe Jerky Strips, I noticed that he immediately drank a lot of water and then about an hour or so later, he had diarrhea.

Costco dog treats duck flavor and sweet Dog
potato.

Dog

Pekingese
Weimaraner

5 Years

Male

80 Pound

Our dog died and the Vet was unable to diagnose illness to natural cause. too young and healty.
We were feeding our pets duck treats from Costco.

Kingdom Pets Premium Dog Treats
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Bull Staffordshire

6 Years

Male

40 Pound

Dogs receive chicken jerky treats 1-2 times per day. (b)(6) occasionally (every week or two) becomes ill, has a very noisy stomach, refuses to eat, sleeps and is lethargic, and hides in the closet, refusing to come out. After a couple of days he seems to rebound, and then a week or so later we go through it again. This has been happening for the last
three months or so. We have had him to the veterinarian twice, he has had a complete physical and blood workup and the vet can't seem to find a cause.

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Strips

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

2 Years

Male

80 Pound

When (b)(6) was approximately jsut ove 1 year old I purchased Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats. He received no more than 3 strips per day. There were no problems with the first package I purchased and fed him. The second time I purchased a package and began giving him the treats he threw up a couple of times in the morning (the treats
were given the night before. After a few days of this the vomiting stopped. I did not associate any food or treats with the symptoms at the time. I finished the Waggin Train package without further incident and purchased them a third time. This time (b)(6) again began vomiting in the mornings and had blood in his very loose stool and then
seemed very lethargic. I took him to the vet. The vet recommended stopping the treats as he had been getting reports and patients with the same symptoms and the commonality between them seemed to be the Waggin Train treats. I immediately stopped the treats and the symptoms disappeared. I notified the manufacturer and the retailer
(Wal Mart) of the problems I had. I also did some internet research and found many articles and complaints about these treats. About a year later I began giving (b)(6) treats that were only made in the USA and have never had a problem again. At the time I suspected inconsistencies in the supply chain/manufacturing quality control that resulted
in some batches being contaminated somehow and some not.

Milo's Kitchen Home-style dog treats Chicken Jerky
CHicken Jerky treats..unknown name

Dog

Collie - Border

9 Years

Male

62 Pound

After constantly hearing about these treats and making dogs ill.
I have wondered if you have found if these Treats have caused Bladder Cancer. We stopped giving him these treats about 2-3 yrs ago when recall happened. However, recently had to take to vet bc constantly trying to pee. Found out bladder cancer.
Vet said unusual in these breed of dogs. Many think Aussi Border Collie mix. Research shows only 2% of dogs die from this cancer and usually effect a certain breed. Also, shows research showing pesticides/herbicides and smoking could be a cause. You have found pesticides in in these Chicken jerky treas.
OUtcome...he will die in 6 months to a 1yr they do not know.
2nd dog is a minischnauzer and he has crystals in his urine??? and constantly wants to pee too. Noticed about 2 yrs ago something wrong.
Realated????

Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

2 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

67 Pound

loose stool consisting mostly of mucus

Kingdom Pets "Wholesome" Duck &
Sweet Potato
Best By: DEC 10 2014
Lot #WPKPDSP03143 R162(?)63C11,
Nature's Domain Grain-Free Jerky
Treats With Real Bison. Best By:
22MAY2014
Lot # NDJ0534P08:25GM
13142

Dog

Pointing Dog - German
Short-haired

2 Years

Male

52 Pound

Our dog started acting differently October 4, 2013 and went from 59 lbs to 51 lbs in a matter of two weeks. He had diarrhea, vomiting episodes and became very lethargic. We took him to the Vet several times, where he was treated for a GI event. We were given Famotidine on the first visit (10/09/2013) and Viokase and Hills Prescription Diet i/d
Gastrointestinal Health on the second visit (10/15/2013). We had the Vet run labs the first visit, but everything came back within the normal range, albeit low. On the third visit, we found he was still losing weight although we were trying the new foods, which he also refused to eat the majority of the time.

Natural Balance Chicken Jerky
Jerky Treats Dog Snacks

Dog
Dog

Poodle (unspecified)
Schnauzer - Miniature

8 Years
8 Years

Female
Male

16 Pound
18 Pound

Kingdom pets chicken jerky

Dog

Shih Tzu

9 Years

Female

12 Pound

Milo's Kitchen home style dog treats

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

7 Years

Male

22 Pound

My dog was periodically given the brand 'Milo's Kitchen" treats in chicken, sweet potato and beef flavor for past 6-8 months. Today was notification that they are in the process of being recalled and that over 500 pets have died or become ill. I believe my dog may have been subjected to this illness as he exhibits 3 or 4 of the symptoms. This item
remains on the shelf in my local grocery store, Shop Rite of (b)(6) and for sale online. In fact, he recently had a treat approximately one week ago, however and unfortunately, being unaware of this situation, I do not have the packaging. I implore the FDA to issue a major recall and warnings to all vets, consumers, stores and retailers to remove
the affected products. My veterinarian wants over $160.00 to test my dog for any findings. Fortunately, my dog is still with me, unlike others.

Happy Hips Duck Breast Glucosamine & Dog
Chondroitin
Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato Dog
Jerky

Collie - Border

9 Years

Female

60 Pound

Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Male

83 Pound

I had been giving her glucosamine and condroitin through a frozen product my vet suggested. A friend told me about Happy Hips so I began giving her one jerky strip a day and by the third day she was drinking huge volumes of water and urinating constantly. A urine strip test showed that she was not concentrating her urine. I then cut down the
jerk to 1/2 a strip and the problem began to improve.
I was watching the Today show this morning and they mentioned that Jerkey Treats from China had been giving dogs adverse symptoms. For about the last 2 weeks some mornings our dog would not eat. I was watching this closely and as it was only occasionally I didn't worry too much. Then when I saw this news story this morning I realized that
I started giving our dog these Kindom Pet Duck and sweet potato treats from Costco about the same time as he stopped eating breakfast occasionally. I am returning the treats to Costco this evening and asking for a refund. I will make sure to only give him treats made in the USA from now on and skip the jerky.

Waggin' Train

Dog

Beagle

4 Years

Female

25 Pound

Dog loves the chicken jerky/duck jerky. Been giving her the product for many years. In the last 6-8 months we have noticed blood in her urine. Vet noticed an enlarged kidney and a possibility of a UTI. She is currently taking antibiotics. Not sure of her future outcome. Not positive it is associated with the jerky but seems like a possibility.

kingdom pets chicken jerky

Dog

Retriever - Golden

4 Years

Female

65 Pound

(b)(6) - Golden Retriever 4 yrs old at the time vomited and had whitish stools after eating the chicken strips purchased from Costco back in the summer of 2011. Our other female, (b)(6) an 11 year old black lab mix had these symptoms, but they were less severe. Our male golden, (b)(6) who was seven at the time did not have these symptoms;
however, he ate much fewer of the treats. I returned the bag to costco, asked them if they had had any other complaints and they responded "no". I assumed it was a bad batch, repurchased another bag and tried again. The dogs got sick again, vomited, and this time the younger one's stools were pinkish white. I threw the bag away and have
never fed them chicken jerky since. We have not seen these symptoms yet. And, we only gave them a single treat in the morning and one in the afternoon. It seems not excessive. We also did not change their food (Nutro lamb and rice) or anything else. I am convinced the jerky was making them sick and the smaller girls (our male weighs a 100
pounds) were more sensitive to the jerky.

2.5 Years

Female

80 Pound

I wanted to try the HappyHips Duck Jerky for my dog. She usually eats the Chicken kind with added glucosamine but the duck kind was on sale. I gave her one before I left for work in her Kong early in the am, around 7:00am. When I got home, she had had a really bad accident--VERY runny diarrhea. There wasn't any blood in it but it was all over
her crate, her bed, the floor and walls outside of the crate.
I stopped giving her those immediately and her stool firmed up and she was fine. I shared with my friend that the treats upset my dogs belly very badly and she said her dog loves the duck kind, same brand (and it doesn't upset her dog's belly). She has been giving them to her dog and has not had any issues regarding them thankfully.
Up to this morning (10/23/2013) I have been giving her one chicken jerky treat a day and haven't had any issues. My mother informed me of the issues that have been happening with dogs getting sick and some dying from jerky treat made in China. I am going to stop feeding her these until the problem is resolved, just in case, even though she
hasn't had any reaction to the Chicken variety.

I have some Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats purchased in early 2013 if you would like me to send them in for testing.

We were watching the news last night and saw a story on jerky treats and how animals were getting sick and dying. One of the pictures shown looked just like the Kingdom Pets "Wholesome" Duck & Sweet Potato treats we were giving him, before he got ill. We looked and sure enough, they were made in China. The symptoms named were the
same as (b)(6) had experienced. We were also giving him Nature's Domain Grain-Free Jerky Treats With Real Bison. We bought the products at Costco.
When he would not eat anything else, he would still eat the treats. However, when he threw-up the Duck & Sweet Potato treat last Tuesday, we stopped giving him the treats. (b)(6) has not been eating either treat for about one week now and is slowly gaining some weight back. He is acting more like himself every day and seems to have a lot
more energy. We stopped the Famotidine on 10/15/2013 and stopped the Viokase a few days ago. We are still feeding him the Hills Prescription Diet and Gerber baby food.

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast Jerky Dog
Dog Treats

Mixed (Dog)

She awoke in the middle of the night with vomiting and diarrhea, she couldn't settle down and we took her to the veterinary urgent care
Our dog eat lamb jerky treats from Costco. With in two weeks he went from a happy and healthy dog to having no energy. He lost his appetite and drank large amounts of water. He also had to urinate often. He continued to lose three pounds. We took him to the vet ( (b)(6)) and his liver count was 777 U/L. He was taken to an animal hospital in
(b)(6), Ca. ( (b)(6)) and had an Lab/Diagnostic, Glucose and Radiology U/S Chest or Abd or soft tissue Bilat.. This showed his kidney was shutting down and he liver disease. They could not give him quality of life so we had him put down.
(b)(6) became very ill last week. Vomiting and diarrhea and then it subsided but was unable to go to defecate for days only going very little which was mucus and blood. I brought in a fecal sample to vet and it came back negative. After a few days she seems to recover.
I have given her three kinds chicken jerky. One in particularly I contacted the manufacture last month because the jerky shad mold on them. They sent me a new package. That brand was kingdom pets. I will include photo and email involved. The other two brands were authority and dogs well happy hips.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Chicken Breast

Dog

Maltese

Waggon Train, Canyon Creek Ranch

Dog

Target brand rawhide chew sticks.

Chicken Breast Tenders PCI Brand

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Description

3 Years

Male

9.5 Pound

Terrier - Yorkshire

10 Years

Male

8 Pound

Dog was eating Waggon Train and Canyon Creek chicken jerky treats for at least 2 years prior to them being removed from store shelves. During the time he was eating them, he developed itchy, flaky, and red skin lesions. The vet stated he was allergic to something, but could not pinpoint the exact cause. He told us to give him half of a Benadryl
tablet twice a day to control the itching. Once the dog stopped eating the products, all of his symptoms vanished.

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

11 Years

Female

75 Pound

Our dog (b)(6) got seriously ill from the Target brand rawhide chew sticks. We stopped feeding them to her as I wasn't sure what was going on. I ended up throwing out all her food and treats. The vet checked her out and said she would be ok. We had lots of throw up and poop all over our house. Months later, I re-introduced new rawhide sticks
(as it was her favorite) and to my dismay, she got very sick again! We have since stopped all treats that come from China. I read the aritcle in the Plain Dealer today and decided to share my story. Thank you.
(b)(6)

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian

2 Years

Female

20 Pound

On August 15th, 2013 I took (b)(6) into my normal vet. She was lethargic, which is incredibly unusual for her, she is usually an 11 on an active scale of 1 to 10. She also hadn't eaten in 4 days. Initially I wasn't overly concerned since she was still pooping, but she was experiencing some vomiting. By the time we reached day 4 of not eating, I was
concerned. She was slightly dehydrated, her stool loose and discolored, so they took some bloodwork, gave her some Cerenia for nausea and gave her subcutaneous fluids. On August 16th, I returned to my vet for additional subcutanous fluids and xrays to check for any obstructions since her bloodwork appeared to be normal. The xrays didn't
show any obstructions so they sent us home. By the evening of August 16th she appeared to be in severe pain, refused to get up and had started tremors. I had secured copies of her xrays on disc along with all of her medical tests prior to leaving my vet so I had everything with me when I took her to the 24-hour emergency vet specialty hospital
that night. They started an IV for fluids and pain meds to help with her discomfort. They kept her for the entire weekend and on Monday, August 19th they performed an ultra sound. She was still refusing food, was still lethargic and disengaged. The ultra sound showed nothing extraordinary although something related to her kidneys. I can't
recall and my parents have the copies of her discharge papers since they watch her sometimes. (b)(6) recommended testing her for Addisons. They did, and the first test appeared to be promising, but when they did the confirmation test, her adrenals performed as they should and so Addison's was ruled out. By the evening of August 20th I was
finally able to persuade her to eat food (steak) and they agreed to discharge her on August 21st. We did one final test, a full tick panel, and that came back negative as well. The Drs were all completely stumped and to this day still have no idea what was wrong with her. She will only eat ground beef or baked chicken, with some kibble mixed in,
and has become an incredibly finicky eater. But as long as she eats, that's all that matters at this point. Previous to this event, she ate 2 chicken jerkies per day, one in the morning and one in the evening. She has not had any jerky treats since that event and I'm very careful about what she eats. She initally used to eat Milo's Kitchen jerky treats
until those had been recalled. We then switched to Vitality brand. The most recent brand she was eating prior this event was purchased from Pet Supermarket. It is PCI brand. I have a giant container, you are welcome to it if you want to test it. I'd be happy to mail it to you. I won't be feeding them to her. I would also be happy to send you copies
of all of her vet records and tests. I almost lost her. 10 days without food is too long for a 20 lb dog who came home to me at 15 lbs. She has since gained all her weight back, for the most part is back to herself but more of a 7 on a 1 to 10 active scale.

Madewell Mellow Mutt Chicken Breast Dog
Jerky
Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Treats
Dog

Havanese

3 Years

Female

9 Pound

Ridgeback - Rhodesian

3 Years

Female

90 Pound

Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Dog
Tenders

Terrier - Yorkshire

4 Years

Male

Dogwell Happy Hips duck brest

Shepherd Dog Anatolian

Dog

5 Pound

Severe vomiting and Diarrhea with blood for two days after we gave him one new puppy treat from a new bag of chicken breast jerky made in China and distributed by Arthur Cogswell, LLC out of California. Took to vet and placed on antibiotics, probiotics and bland diet for one week. (b)(6) seems to be completely well now.

I gave (b)(6) one Madewell Mellow Mutt Chicken Jerky Dog Treat & an hour later she was vomiting.
I received some "Milo's Kitchen" chicken jerky treats for my 2 dogs for Christmas (2011). I gave both dogs the treats approximately 1-2 treats/week. This was within a few months after Christmas. After giving the dogs the treats, one of the dogs, (b)(6) started urinating in the house. It seemed like she had no control of her bladder. I immediately
took her to our vet. They did blood work, x-rays, ultrasound, etc. They didn't really know what was wrong and said that she tested positive on 2 markers for Toxoplasmosis. This is the closest to a diagnosis that the vet could come up with. The vet put her on Clyndomiacin for 2-2week treatments. Our dog seems fine after the Clyndomiacin pills.

Within a week of giving (b)(6) the Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders, he became listless and had diarreah. Then he began to have tremors / seizures, some lasting up to 5 to 10 minutes.

gave my 14 year old cocker Dogswell Happy Hips duck breast. She got diarrhea.

Wagon Train All Natural Chicken Strips

My boxer became deathly ill in around a month's time. He progressively got worse. He was vomiting everything I would feed him (I had to force feed him). He was lethargic, weak (he could not move, stand, or walk), nauseated, drooling/hyper salivating, absence of urination. He worsened then made improvement and then worsened until his
death. My boxer never recovered, he passed away. The week before his death, he was miserable. I have been doing research since this occurred and I now have the proof I need; it was the treats that caused this! Wagon Train All Natural Chicken Strips. I know for a fact this caused it. I had just purchased the treats and he has always been on the
same dog food, pedigree brand; always. When he started showing symptoms, I never thought food poisoning would be involved. I fed him the treats in the beginning about 1 every few days. (makes sense, symptoms started and progressed, went away few days later: because of the treats were no longer in his system, then came back few days
later and he would not eat, so I gave him the treats daily, repeatedly to have something in his system and he worsened and never recovered) at the end of his life, I gave them to him daily (literally unknowingly poisoning him) I just wanted him to have something in his system (he would not eat dog food). SO, he consumed only the treats. Little
did I know this was the cause and would later take his life. I was literally slowly poisoning my dog! My boxer was not an animal, he was apart of my family. This company needs help accountable for what they have done. I will never have my dog back again! He passed away on (b)(6), 2012. I have been investigating and researching since then. On
the news, channel 5 to be exact. FDA reports 600 poisonings related to "the mysterious outbreak quote".

Dogswell Mellow Mutt Chicken Breast

Dog

Havanese

6 Years

Male

13 Pound

I gave my dog 1 Dogswell brand Mellow Mutt Chicken Jerky treat. About 2 hours later he had diarrhea, that continued for 24 hours.

Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken wrapped
sweet potato treats, Canyon Creek
Ranch Chicken Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

3 Years

Male

11 Pound

(b)(6) favorite treats were the Chicken wrapped Sweet Potato and Chicken Jerky. I had been giving him these for a long time and he began getting sick. From May to September, 2013 he was constantly at the vet. He was diagnosed with pancreatitis and had a bacterial infection that they had trouble clearing. (b)(6) was hospitalized several times
for I.V.'s and antibiotics. He lost over 3 pounds from the nausea and diarrhea causing him to be unable to eat or drink. We were at the vets office several times every week. We spent over $3,500 trying to get him well. For the past few weeks, he has finally improved. He is on a strict diet of EN gastro food and boil chicken with rice/oatmeal. He is
beginning to gain his weight back and is once again wanting to play. I was afraid it was the treats I had been giving him that made him come close to dying. It is scary thinking how close we came to his death.

Chicken Jerky, Beggin Bacon

Dog

Pit Bull

7 Years

Male

45 Pound

After Christmas of 2012 (b)(6) started having diarrhea. We gave him jerky treats and Costco brand food around that time. He has had diarrhea ever since and is under the care of a vet, however, he is skin and bones. Blood work shows that he is not absorbing his food.

kingdom pets chicken jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

10 Years

Male

55 Pound

Vitalife Chicken Tendrs

Dog

Maltese

1 Years

Male

5 Pound

After eating the treat in the mid-afternoon, he became super sluggish. He just laid around in the evening and seemed to have trouble getting up. He is a tripawd and an old dog which doesn't help. I made popcorn and spilled some which would normally have him running to help. He just laid there all sad. I was worried that he would need help to
go to outside to go to the bathroom, but he mustered up the energy. He has had Lyme disease in the past. The other 2 dogs didn't seem to have any reaction. One is a 12 year old mixed breed while the other was a 5-yr old (b)(6). The dog who reacted is a Chow-Bernease mix according to DNA.
Purchased Vitalife dried chicken tenders. First time buying them. Gave my dog one treat. Within an hour or so he became very agitated and acted abnormal. Took him for a walk and his behaviour was still not normal. When I took him back inside he had diarrhea really bad. Black almost liquid all over his legs and behind. Took him out again at
3:30am and the same thing but not as bad. The next day he seemed to be fine and is doing okay now. After reading the contents of the bag again all the good things were listed in plain view but is when I turned the bag upside down that it said to wash hands after handling. Researched google and learned about the Radura symbol. It was on the
bottom of the bag, very small logo and very small print that the product was irradiated. Sent a letter by Express Post to Vitalife in Ontario yesterday. Thank you for trying to get these products off the shelf. This product was also made in Thailand and sold by Vitalife Ontario, Canada.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Poodle - Standard

10 Years

Male

60 Pound

Wagon Trail Chicken Jerky Treats
Duck Jerky Treats

Dog

Maltese

2 Years

Male

10 Pound

chicken jerky

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

3 Years

Male

23 Pound

Duck & Sweet Potatoe

Dog

Bichon Frise

13 Years

Female

18 Pound

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato
Treat Costco

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

5 Years

Female

170 Pound

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Beagle

5 Years

Female

20 Pound

We have been giving our Standard Poodles Cadet Duck Breast jerky treats. (b)(6) became lethargic and completely stopped eating, even refusing his favorite foods. After 2 days of refusing all food we took him to our Vet who examined him and gave him blood tests, ultra-sound and a liver biopsy. The results showed extreme inflammation of the
liver. No explanation for this inflammation was ever found. Both poodles have recurrent diarrhea. We feed the dogs dry kibble (Iams) and supplement their diet with cooked chicken, pork and beef. We are now wondering if the Duck Breast treats may have caused the health problems.
I have a malti-poo who at the tiime was 2 year old. My dog had been eating Wagon Trail Chicken Jerky Treats that I purchased
from SAMS Club and Wal Mart. Also Duck Jerky Treats from Costco
He developed diarrerha and vomiting that lasted nearly a week. I took him to the vet in (b)(6) Al. T (b)(6) and the vet said that his liver was not functioning correctly. She prescribed serveral medications for him.
(b)(6) became violently ill. After two days of vomiting after ingesting any food and displaying an expression of fear/pain, he was taken to our family vet. (b)(6) at (b)(6), TN diagnosed twisted gut. Emergency surgery was done because his condition was critical. He survived the surgery. This happened within hours of ingesting a pet treat from a
made in China product purchased at Costco in (b)(6), TN. (b)(6) is now on prescription dogfood and may only have Cheerios and animal crackers for his repaired gut.
My dog has been sick with severe vomiting on 2 occasions requiring hospitalization and IV rehydration and antibiotics (9/05/13 & 9/15/13). The veterinarian thought on each occasion that her condition might be related to her pancreatitis. But the lab report did not support this theory. My dog became ill again on 10/18/13, with vomiting and
diarrhea requiring hospitalization with IV rehydration and antibiotics again. Last night I saw a news report about the snacks I have given her. I talked to the veterinarian and we came to the conclusion that the snacks have possibly made her sick each of the three times.

Initially the dog had some itching issues. I her to the vet, but the vet did not think it was an allergy to the new treat. I was however discussed.
Therefore we did not stop providing the treats. The dog seem to be drinking a lot of water. She also had an urination accident which has not happened in about 5 years since she was a puppy.
She additionally threw up 1 time. We were going to take her to the vet last weekend, but she seemed to have no further issues.
We had stopped giving her the treats because we were afraid she had an upset stomach. Then we saw an article about the Jerky treats and did not give her more.
She probably did not have more than 1 or 2 treats a day and not every day.

I was giving my dog Waggin Train chicken jerky treats - one each day. She developed bloody diarrhea, listlessness, vomiting, no appetite, etc. I took her to the vet and they could not find a cause. Because I was not aware that it was the treats, once she recovered, I again introduced the treats and after eating just one, she became sick again with
the same symptoms. That is when I realized that it was the jerky treats and contacted the distributor.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Canyon Creek

Dog

Spaniel (unspecified)

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders

Dog

Cadet Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Age

Age
UOM
8 Years

Gender

Pointing Dog - German
Short-haired

6 Years

Male

185 Pound

Greyhound - Italian

9 Years

Male

24 Pound

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
13 Pound
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Description
For two years, (b)(6) recieved Canyon Creek Dried Chicken treats on a near daily basis. Prior to using these treats, he experienced no health problems. During the time he was given these treats, we observed frequent urinary tract infections, diarrhea, and blood in his urine. For about a year now, (b)(6) has not recieved Canyon Creek treats and we
have seen no urinary issues and only one bout with diarrhea, which occured shortly after his last package of Canyon Creek treats.
My dog was given jerky treats as a snack in the morning and after dinner. After a 24 hour period my dog refused to eat, vomited, drank excessive amounts of water only to vomit again, had horrible diarrhea and urinated excessively. The vomiting stopped and he retreated to a corner and would not move. After a few hours I took him to the vet.
They treated him for dehydration, anti-vomit medicine and gave a antibiotic. This went on for a few days. No improvement was made so I returned to the vet and they gave him fluids under his skin (back) and said he would have to be hospitalized if there was no improvement in the next 24 hours. Luckily, (b)(6) finally felt better and started
eating again. The jerky treats were Wagon Train Jerky treats. We only give our dog grain free biscuits now. I have the vet report and bills for this matter if needed.
In February 2012 I adopted an Italian Greyhound, (b)(6). He is diabetic. When he was adopted he had been in a foster home for about 6 months. During that time he was on a diet, got to a reasonable weight, and his diabetes was well-controlled. When he was adopted all of his bloodwork, including his kidneys, looked great.
In late May or early June of 2012 (b)(6) began to show very high urine glucose levels, as measured at home via Diastix. He went to the vet for a glucose curve, and throughout the day all of the blood glucose readings were normal. I mentioned that he had been peeing very often and wondered if maybe he had a UTI. They checked his urine, and he
didn't have a UTI - but he did have very high glucose levels in his urine, the same thing I had been finding at home.
The first thing the vet asked was "do you feed him dried chicken jerky treats?" At that time we were, but I had made sure not to get the ones specifically named by the FDA as potentially unsafe (Waggin' Train, Canyon Creek Ranch, Milo's Kitchen Home-style Dog Treats). We had been using Cadet brand. The vet suggested that we discontinue right
away, and suggested that this might be a case of developing Fanconi Syndrome. We discontinued the treats, and over the course of a few weeks his urine glucose levels went back to normal. He has only had one incidence of high urine glucose since then, when his insulin needed adjusting after switching from Humalin to Novalin. In that case high
blood glucose levels were confirmed with another glucose curve.
We have not fed chicken jerky treats since that time. Because (b)(6) is diabetic and is regularly monitored, I suspect that we might have caught early symptoms that would not be seen in most animals. Unfortunately I did not think to check the urine glucose of my other Italian Greyhound at that time, and obviously discontinued the treats for her
as well. Our vet is (b)(6).

Kingdom Pets All Natural Chicken Jerky, Dog
Kingdom Pets All Natural Duck and
Sweet Potato

Retriever - Golden

8 Months

Male

54.7 Pound

Vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy.
(b)(6) has improved significantly, compared to the other dog, (b)(6) (case 1031343). Bloodwork normal.
Physical exam unremarkable.

Waggin something or another

Dog

Greyhound

8 Years

Female

60 Pound

Read an articular this morning about chicken Jerkey getting dogs sick. This is EXACTLY what happened to (b)(6) I purchased a bag of these treats and would feed her a few each day. she started having trouble peeing and she started drinking excessive amounts of water. She died a few months later. I bought these treats at WalMart and are of the
same brand "waggin train" My dog was healthy and strong before she consumed the treats

Waggin Trails Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

6 Years

Female

15 Pound

(b)(6) became lethargic and would not eat anything but the treats. She would go outside and lay in the grass and eat grass. She wouldn't touch anything, even people food. Occasionally she would throw up, but nothing identifiable. She wouldn't play or run and she just didn't act right. I thought at first it was a reaction to the flea meds, but it
continued even after I stopped. She continued to decline all summer and it took me awhile to figure out what was causing it. I saw a post on a website about beware of the chicken jerky treats from China. I had the Waggin Trails bag. Once I stopped the treats, she rebounded after about a week and has been fine since then.

Waggin Train Jerky Treats

Dog

Chihuahua

5 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

4 Pound

Tried Waggin Train chicken jerky wrapped around a biscuit treats and dog loved them, so I began giving them one treat a day. Dogs began having diarrhea including bloody stools. I took my dogs to (b)(6) in Las Vegas Nevada and dogs were given medication to help with diarrhea. I began adding back food into their diets and found when they
started getting the treats again they got sick again. This time I lost a dog to the illness. We did the same treatment again and again, when the treats were introduced they got sick. I read the package really close and found in very small print that the treats were made in China. I called the manufacturer and explained to a man that my dogs were
sick from their treats. He told me that the factory in China met all safety and other regulation of the US. I asked him to start making the treats in the US because it was a good product that had an issue and was harming dogs. He became very defensive and hung up on me.

Jerky treats

Dog

Papillon - Spaniel Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with
dropped ears
(Phaléne))

7 Years

Female

7 Pound

We were feeding our fur baby (dog) Jerky Treats from a well known company whose name currently escapes me. I believe it was by Milk Bone, but couldn't swear to it. She started getting tired and sleeping a lot and drinking copious amounts of water. I am an L.P.N. and I noticed this behavior was inconsistent with "healthy", so I immediately
stopped the Jerky treats as that was the only change in diet that she had. I monitored her over the next day or two for more symptoms and she only had the 'water drinking'. Her lethargy had improved to where she was actively responding, eating and in a few days resumed normal water intake. I believe that I saved her from future health issues
or death by quickly stopping the ingestion of the Jerky treats.
I have read, again I'm not sure where but it was online, where China had minute bits of plastic in their grains. It is possible due to their country's practices that the meat jerky could have dead dog parts in them. The Chinese, from what I have read, not only eat dogs, but skin them alive (PETA) for their coats. Who's to say where the dog meat has
gone to after being slaughtered in the streets or if the dog's have been ill. I think, due to the problems with China's products that ALL products from China be suspended indefinitely until a cause has been found. Better yet, STOP all incoming products from China to the U.S.A.
Also, Milk Bone Company told me that they do NOT import their grain from China, but this is not true. Do to intensive research by me, the GRAIN comes from a supplier in China. They may manufacture it here, but the grain is imported from China.

Boots and Barkley

Dog

Terrier - Silky

3 Years

Male

13 Pound

Time of reaction happened early in 2012, I gave my dog one Boots and Barkley jerky treat. The next day, my dog had diarrhea with blood in it. His bowel movement was in three places throughout my living room and kitchen. I was at work at the time this occured. When I arrived home at about 5 pm, my dog was in very good spirits, his tail was
wagging for me at the door. When I saw the diarrhea I withheld his food until the next day and had water available to him. I contemplated taking him to the vet but decided to wait because he was not lethargic and was no longer having diarrhea, his next bowel movement the next morning was normal. I honestly thought this was a fluke and while
I never did take him to the vet, he has been fine ever since. I threw out the Boots and Barkley treats, but Ill never forget what they did to him. I hope this helps with your investigation.

Cadet chicken jerky

Dog

Maltese

6 Years

Male

10 Pound

vomiting, listless, ate little, obviously not well

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders

Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato
Treats

I actually wanted to report that my dogs did NOT have an adverse affect from the product and I gave it to 4 dogs daily for years until it was taken off the market. I have a son-in-law who lost a dog due to the symptoms being described but HE DID NOT give his dog this product. I often joked that the product was addictive due to the way my
animals behaved in anticipation of it. I tried giving other treats which they basically turned their nose up to. But the product flew off the shelves so I know multiple pet owners were providing it to their animals. My four NEVER had any of the symptoms desribed by those that lost or have had ill pets. I only guesstimate the start date but don't
really know when I started giving it, years is all I know.
Dog

Cadet duck treats (I think) from Costco. Dog
The Chinese crap.

Other Canine/dog

10 Years

Male

110 Pound

Mixed (Dog)

12 Years

Male

75 Pound

I purchased the treats a month or two ago and only gave them to him on occasion. Last Wed/Thursday I started giving them to him more frequently and by Friday he had diarrhea with each bowel movement and became lethargic. By Monday morning he actually threw up in addition to the diarrhea and at this point I haulted giving him any
additional treats as this was the only factor that had changed within his routine.
My 12 year old black lab (b)(6) began to have difficulty breathing, hacking, and became very lethargic and lost weight dramatically. The vet could not tell me what was wrong with him, but recommended I put him down to spare his obvious suffering. he was old and had some joint issues, but he went downhill very fast and it pained me to see him
suffer so I had the vet put him down. I had been giving them duck treats made in China from Costco before he fell ill.
My 10 year old Boston Terrier (b)(6) experienced the same symptoms. Very labored, difficult breathing and hacking, like she had something stuck in her throat and had to use her belly muscles to breathe. My wife found her lifeless body out in the yard not two weeks after I put (b)(6) to sleep.
A third younger dog also had the same symptoms but recovered after some time of not getting the treats. Coincidentally, I stopped giving them the treats because, lucky for them, the treats were on top of the refrigerator and got pushed back out of sight so I forgot they were there.
Date problems started is approximate. Death date is accurate. Add two weeks for (b)(6) Death date.

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM

Kingdom Pets wholesome "duck and
sweet potato"

Pet Shoppe Premium Duck Jerky.
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Description
My fiance' and I have been long time supporters of costco and all of the manufacturers that they choose to have in their store. But something that we found out today has us completely turned off by the company.
The FDA released a report siting that Jerky Pet Treats originating from China, exactly like the ones we have purchased from costco, are not only making pets sick but are in fact killing some of them.
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/NewsEvents/Newsroom/FactSheets/UCM371715.pdf
The company that produces the jerky treat that we buy lots of from Costco is Kingdom Pets.
What concerns us the most is that our dog, (b)(6) has been having constant stomach problems lately that we attributed to her adjusting to new food or from eating something strange on the street. What we learned today by looking at the symptoms of pets effected by this contaminated product are exactly the symptoms and issues Jessie has
been experiencing over the last month and a half. We have spent easily $400 on her medical treatment to figure out what is causing the issue and the vet couldn't figure out why. She's had tests, we've purchased expensive special food, different medicines, and probiotics trying to help her.
I am completely infuriated and outraged that Costco would allow a company that is manufacturing contaminated dog treats to be included in its line of vendors and products. Something has to be done and someone, whether it be Costco or Kingdom pets, owes us the money we spent on trying to fix our dog.
I have contacted both vendors to alert them of this.
Best,
(b)(6)

Dog

Shepherd Dog - Belgian
Malinois

13 Years

Female

65 Pound

I purchased the 16oz bag of "Pet Shoppe" brand "Duck Jerky" treats from a Walgreens in (b)(6) Florida. After feeding my dog approximately three of these treats in the first 24 hours of purchase, my dog began to exhibit symptoms of diarrhea. Within 48 hours, what began as mild diarrhea quickly became severe, bloody, and uncontrollable
diarrhea. I would estimate these symptoms persisted and were ongoing for approximately four days. I had discontinued any treat giving during this time and treated her as directed by my veterinarian. Unfortunately, I hadn't connected the treats to this event and once the symptoms had completely subsided, began to go about her routine as
usual. Roughly 10 (ten) days after the initial onset I once again gave her the usual regimen of treats (approximately 2-3 in a 24 hour period). Again, within 24 hours, she began to exhibit symptoms of diarrhea and within 48 hours was experiencing the exact same symptoms as before. Once again I discontinued the treats and followed my
veterinarians orders. After this second bout, I was cognizant of the correlation between the new treats and these sudden bouts of severe diarrhea. To be absolutely sure, I waited approximately 3 (three) weeks before dispensing any treats whatsoever. I began with her usual treats and had no issues. I decided one morning to try this again by
giving her 1 (one) small portion of the Duck-Jerky treats as a way of ruling out any other causes. This time was much less severe but resulted in an extremely soft, mucous laden, and mildly bloody stool. Obviously at this point I discontinued this brand of treats completely. I have since tried other brands of duck-jerky type treats and had no issues
whatsoever. I did notify my veterinarian with my concerns but was never given any additional feedback.
I though it important to notify you of this after reading a news article on this subject. Having raised my dog from birth and owning her for nearly 14 years; I'm confident in my ability to recognize when something goes beyond a simple adverse reaction to foods or products. This was truly an isolated and unique reaction considering the litany of
products I've tried over the course of 13 years. Hopefully this might shed some light on your investigation and help you to identify any issues with regard to these products.

Chicken Jerky

Dog

Beagle

8 Years

Male

45 Pound

Milo's kitchen Beef jerky treats

Dog

Bulldog

3 Years

Male

55 Pound

Beefeaters Chicken Jerky

Dog

Other Canine/dog

13 Years

Male

50 Pound

Kingdom Pets All Natural Chicken Jerky, Dog
Kingdom Pets All Natural Duck and
Sweet Potato Jerky

Retriever - Golden

Male

50.4 Pound

Smiling dog real food pet treats
Duck dry-roasted, SIT Treats (Simple
Ingredient Treats)
Sweet Potato Chews

Dog

Rottweiler

23 Months

Female

75 Pound

Because the recent recalls on jerky treats and the mention of duck and sweet potato in the recall along with the symptoms reported, I feel it was important to submit my story. My 23 month old puppy was diagnosed with "renal tubular acidosis" and after five days at (b)(6) we had to put her down. I can't say that her symptoms were immediately
following giving her a duck or sweet potato treat, but we did give her both and the speed with which she became ill and eventually passed was unusual and disturbing.

Sweet potato jerky treats from Meijer
stores

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American

13 Years

Female

23 Pound

GI issues bleeding from the anus. Diarrhea

Waggin Tails Chicken Jerky

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

6 Years

Female

73 Pound

Patient presented for inappetance, vomiting and loose stool after giving "Waggin Tails" chicken jerky treats purchased from Costco. The veterinarian did bloodwork, radiographs and treated pet symptomatically with anti-emetics, antacids and antibiotics.
Bloodwork showed increased in the kidney enzyme BUN and increased PHOS. Pet presented the next day not eating at all and was hospitalized for 3 days for supportive care with iv fluids and medications and a barium series was performed with no significant findings. An appetite stimulant was introduced with no result. Dog's condition did not
improve and owner elected humane euthanasia on (b)(6)13.

Jerky Teats tender strips dog snacks

Dog

Female

29 Pound

Within a matter of under 2 hours of being fed the treat my dog vomited. This has happened the last 3 times she has been fed this same treat.

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian
Mixed (Dog)

2.5 Years

Canyon Creek

1.5 Years

Male

56 Pound

Jerky Sticks Dog treats with beef

(b)(6) was given Cannon Creek Brand Jerky treats along with our other dogs how ever duke is our largest dog and was give a whole treat each time. Our other dogs split a treat 3 ways. (b)(6) then be started throwing up (more then 5 times a day) for 3 days. (b)(6) also had severe Diarrhea for a total of 4 days. He refused to eat and is just now
slowly getting his appetite back
Upon watching Fox13 News, there has been an FDA alert on Dog jerky products. My dog eats various dog jerkys and I am worried she may be affected by the potentially fatal issue.

Made with American Beef Jerky Treats
Dog Snacks

My dog (b)(6) has been sick the past couple of weeks. I spent $1,000 last week to get (b)(6) blood tested and chest x-rayed to find out what could be wrong with my pooch. The vet had no idea what was wrong with him. They said (b)(6) might be experiencing growing pains but I doubt that. I give him lots of Jerky Treats from Costco everyday
because he is not eating his regular food. My grandmother text me this morning and said there might be a recall on jerky treats. However the brand I have been allowing (b)(6) to eat was not listed as a recall. I think these treats are making him sick and my boyfriend wont let my throw them out unless recalled.

8 Months

He would seem to be sick so we took him to the Vet. He blood work was off the charts and the Vet thought there was kidney trouble but we would have to the university of Michigan for further tests and treatment. We could not afford that but he seemed to plod along. Eventually I read about the Chicken jerky and stopped giving it to him. It was
not long after that he entered active dying. We lost him January 2013.
Consumed tainted treats (Milo's Kitchen), excessive urination, drinking of water. Please do something about this before it becomes an epidemic.
(b)(6) began having diarrhea which got progressively worse until it contained blood and he collapsed. We rushed him to the local animal hospital at that point where he was diagnosed to be in septic shock. We spent the next month or so saving his life. He was in the critical care unit for about a week over the Christmas holiday. We brought him
home having to feed him via a syringe as he would not eat. After about 2 weeks of feeding him this way, we finally stopped feeding him and had to put him to sleep a few days later.

Lethargy, vomiting, diarrhea.
Presented 10-23-13 to (b)(6). Bloodwork pending.
Thin body condition. Borborygmous. Unthrifty coat.

Please let me know what I can do to help other dogs from getting sick.
(b)(6)

Cadet Duck Breast

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

2.5 Years

Male

30 Pound

Both of our dogs received treats from their groomer and liked them. We needed treats so I also bought a bag from them. We gave the dogs one a day for about 2 days. The dogs began vomiting on the 2nd day. Our eskimo had vomiting and a severe cough. It took her several weeks to recover. Our second dog had severe vomiting and diarrhea and
did not eat for over a week.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky, Waggin
Train Jerky Tenders

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

7 Years

Male

100 Pound

Our dog (b)(6) became ill after eating chicken jerky treats sold by Costco and Sam's Club back in October 2009. He was a happy healthy albeit a little over weight dog. He suddenly began vomiting,diarrhea, loss of appetite (which was very rare), & was lethargic. We thought he had eaten a stick and had some kind of blockage. We took him the vet
and after exploratory abdominal surgery they found no blockage but as the vet put it he has some of the worst looking kidneys he had ever seen. After several days of him deteriorating and never recovering from the surgery we had to make the decision to let him go. He was miserable and we couldn't see our baby like that any more. The Vet sent
the kidneys off for tests and they came back that he had kidney disease, if I recall. Our Vet is (b)(6). (b)(6) was his name.

Canyon Creek Ranch Natural Chicken
Tenders

Dog

Ridgeback - Rhodesian

2 Years

Male

60 Pound

When we adopted our dog in 2010, my husband and I were determined to feed him the healthiest food and treats available. I was careful to read the ingredients, and we thought that the Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Jerky Tenders were safe and nutritious. The only ingredients listed are natural chicken filets and glycerin (a natural preservative),
so we had no fears of hidden or dangerous ingredients.
However, over the course of the year that we gave our dog these treats, he had constant diarrhea. We tried removing and replacing every other item in his diet (his primary meal food and all treats), but his constant diarrhea continued. Then one day I looked at the back of the Canyon Creek Ranch package and, in small letters, it said "Made in
China". We decided to discontinue the Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Jerky Tenders, and his diarrhea ceased within two to three days.
It now has been over two years, and he has not had any more problems whatsoever with diarrhea. We have no idea what is in those chicken jerky tenders, but we know beyond a shadow of a doubt that this product made in China is what gave our dog diarrhea for an entire year. We are so glad that we discovered the problem before these
Chinese treats killed our dog! Please take these dangerous treats off the shelves.

Happy Hips Chicken Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

7 Years

Male

14 Pound

Severe abdominal distress

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

I think they were called Vitality.

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

5 Years

Female

Weight

Weight
UOM

50 Pound
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Description

I saw a story on CNN about dogs getting sick from jerkey treats and the FDA wanted to know if there were other cases.
My dog got very sick about 7 months ago and I took her to the vet. The vet said that she had some pretty serious issues with her intestines and it required surgery (total cost was at $2500). I asked her what could have caused it and she asked about the treats I gave her. So I went home and looked and reported that they were jerky type treats and
she immediately asked if they were made in China. I said yes, and she told me that my dog was like the 15th dog she had seen due to those types of treats and suggested that i dont give my dog any treats that are made in China. Since I have switched to "made in the USA" treats my dog has more energy and seems overall more healthy.

Jerky treats for small dogs

Dog

Other Canine/dog

4 Years

Male

4 Pound

jerky treats that contain dried fruit

I had a little Pomeranian that was the love of my life. He replaced my son who was brutally murdered so (b)(6) helped mend my broken heart. I purchased some jerky treats for him I believe at either Petsmart or Walmart and gave him a couple. Within a day or two I noticed that his appetitie lessened so I thought that perhaps he didn't like the
food I gave him (Angus beef Alpo) so I purchased more food (Chicken) but he still was not eating and became lethargic. The next few days his illness worsened and he had a severe bout of diarreah (bloody at the end). I rushed him to (b)(6) I did everything humanly possible spending over $3500 in Vet fees over the course of three days but he still
died and the hospital could not determine what was wrong with him. I am so heartbroken and devastated. I cry daily...I miss him so very much!
I noticed that the treats associated with problems had dried fruit.
I don't use the products cited, but wonder if the fruit might include grapes or raisins? I grow grapes and have become well aware of a problem with some dogs. Google Grape and raisin problems with dogs.
I hope I might open an avenue of investigation
Best
(b)(6)

Milos Kitchen Steak Grillers

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

8.5 Years

Female

84 Pound

Saturday 10.19.2013 I opened a bag of Milo's Kitchen Steak Grillers and gave her a treat, Sunday she was given another. Starting Sunday midday she starting vomiting bile, had excessive thirst, was lethargic, had not eaten since Saturday. She continued with the vomiting and diarrhea through the night at which point I took her into my vets at 9
a.m. Monday. The proceeded to do an xray and blood work on her and she spent the day there. She showed signs of pancreatitis, her white blood count was off, she had gas bubbles in her intestine and was a very sick dog. She is currently on 3 medications for the next 14 days, a special diet food and the cost is now over $400 never mind what my
poor animal has had to contend with. If these treats should also be part of the recall or looked into as the symptoms sound the same I wanted to report this.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

9.5 Years

Male

23 Pound

I noticed that (b)(6) was slowing down. His appetite was reduced, and he was less active than he normally was. A neighbor who also has Jack Russell's said that it was common for Jack Russell's to exhibit this behavoir as they got older and not to worry about it. Just because (b)(6) would perpetually look like a puppy didn't mean that he would
always act like a puppy. Knowing that this neighbor was great with dog's and also worked for a local pet facility as a Treater, I tried to not worry about it as much. When (b)(6) died unexpectedly about a month later, I was heartbroken that I hadn't taken him to the vet to have him checked out. Today and story was done on Good Morning America
about tainted dog treats being linked to dog deaths. Upon further investigation, I discovered that one of the treats was Milo's Chicken Jerky. I had switched spike from his normal T-bone treats to Milo's Chicken Jerky Treats because there were great coupon's in the Sunday Paper and he seemed to like them. That was around the same time he
started to exhibit symptoms. He was is great health and went to the vet on a regular basis for shots and check ups. I'm so angry at myself for buying these treats. After reading the symptoms that the dogs displayed after eating these tainted treats, I know that this was the reason for (b)(6) death. I will not be feeding our new puppy any of the
treats linked to the recent pet treat recall. I will be supporting efforts to improve safety guidelines for ingredients that are used to manufacture dog treats, while also making my own for our new pup.

Wagon Train Chicken Jerkey Treats

Dog

Chihuahua

4 Years

Male

10 Pound

I had given my dog the treats for a few days. Then one morning when I went in my kids room to check on him, there was vomit and poop on the floor. I figured he just had an upset stomach. As I was letting him out to do his buisness I noticed the poop was turning orange then red. The last poop he did just came out blood, so then I rushed him
over to (b)(6) SPCA. The assisant had told me it may be from treats. So they took blood tests. They gave him antibotics and proboitics. After that he made a full recovery. I threw out the rest of the wagon train jerkey treats. I have not and will never buy anything for my dog that is made in China!

waggin train rawhide pork blasts

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

After giving her the Waggin Train Rawhide pork blasts for several months, she bacame lethargic, began drinking large volumes of water and urinating frequently. The vet thought she had an issue with her kidneys after tests showed elevated markers for calcium. After several tests, nothing was apparently worng. I stopped the rawhide treats due
to avaialbility and discovered the 'recall' notices. A few weeks after discontinuing the treats, her kidneys returned to somewhat normal and she's not drinking as much. SHe also has become more energetic.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Spitz - American
Eskimo Dog

Waggin Tails Dog Treats

Dog

Bichon Frise

Pet Shoppe
premium chicken jerky treats

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

Canine Prime Duck Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky

Dog

jerky treats

Dog

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders

11 Years

Female

180 Pound

12.5 Years

Female

22 Pound

Both of our dogs received treats from their groomer and liked them. We needed treats so I also bought a bag from them. We gave the dogs one a day for about 2 days. The dogs began vomiting on the 2nd day. Our eskimo had vomiting and a severe cough. It took her several weeks to recover. Our second dog had severe vomiting and diarrhea and
did not eat for over a week.

11 Years

Male

26 Pound

Had bloody diarreha and lost 4 pounds

10 Years

Male

23 Pound

my dog is a 10 year old dachshund. I have always fed him treats such as chicken jerky treats, duck jerky, sweet potato treats, dingo bones, pup peroni and milk bones (chewy). just recently within last week to 2 weeks I have noticed a big change in his eating habits and also the increased amount of water intake. On Saturday October 19th my dog
was starting to act differently and drinking a lot of water. he also vomited 3 times. Would not eat his food (which is nutro weight management) he was becoming lethargic and decreased activity and continue to increase the drinking and urination. I brought my dog to the (b)(6), LA after he vomited and was acting different, about 9:30 pm that
night. Vet did a complete check on him and noticed that is gums were sticky. Did blood work on him and I was told that he was dehydrated and had a few of his levels a little high. none of levels showed signs of kidney disease or problem with his kidneys. and nothing showed up for diabetes. The vet did a sub-q fluid on him and gave him nausea
medicine and I brought him home it was around 1 am. Tuesday was the same lethargic, increased water intake and increased urination and no eating. Tuesday evening he looked a little better. but was not right. I was told by my vet to put him on a bland diet to keep his stomach from getting upset. so I cooked him some chicken breast pieces. and
I limited him to only a small amount of the chicken since he has not eaten very much recently. and he ate it all with no vomiting. Tuesday night still had the lethargic and increased water intake and increased urination. today October 23, 2013 I brought my dog to my regular vet to get him rechecked for the same symptoms. and they kept him
there to run some test on him and also to review his blood work that was done at (b)(6) vet place 2 days prior. I show the FDA statement about the jerky treats and that dogs were getting sick and some dying. currently my dog was eating (before he got sick) Pet Shoppe chicken jerky treats. and they are made in China. Currently he is being seen
by my vet. condition is improving only maybe 10%. from first signs.

4 Years

Male

32 Pound

I bought Duck Jerky for my dog as a treat. After eating it (some of it) he started acting very ill. He lost his appetite, became lethargic, developed diarrhea and would not eat nearly anything. These symptoms lasted for 3 days - he began to eat and seemed to feel better towards the end of the 3rd day. As of now he does seem to have made a
complete recovery. The product in question is "Canine Prime" Duck Jerky made in China, distributed by Sergeant's Pet Care Products, Inc. I purchased the product from Winn Dixie.

13 Years

Male

85 Pound

At the end of July 2012 we purchases Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Jerky treats from Safeway in (b)(6) Ca. Within one to two days our lab, (b)(6), started to vomit numerous time throughout the day and had uncontrollable diarrhea, both with evidence of blood. Barely able to walk or stand we took him to the vet where he had to stay for two
days for treatment. We were told that he was also bleeding internally near his rectum but that they believed they could get that under control. He appeared to get over the initial bouts of heavy vomiting and diarrhea and was able to come home. However, at home he continued to have sporadic cases of vomiting and diarrhea for many months
after that. Upon returning home he started to urinate frequently and was constantly drinking water. This went on for about four months until his urination was completely uncontrollable and he was so weak we made the difficult decision to put him down. Although (b)(6) was 13 years old when this happened he was in good health - strong
appetite, walks twice a day, playful with the family, etc - albeit a bit arthritic. The effects that this treat had on him was immediate and we believe was ultimately the cause of his demise.

Lhasa Apso

8 Years

Male

21 Pound

(b)(6) has been very lethargic lately. He doesn't walk well. His eating habits are not as good as they were a few months ago.

Collie - Smooth-haired

9 Years

Female

30 Pound

(b)(6) became increasingly worn out and vomited alot. she also did not eat and lost weight. she has never been sick. she was all i had and you guys let these morons from china kill our animals????????? and you won't name the product even though there has been MANY deaths ????? exactly who are you looking out for? the american people or
the chinese economy? If i had my choice, all product names would be named and they should be !

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Female

20 Pound

(b)(6) lost a significant amount of weight after being given "Wagon Train" jerky dog treats, which was discovered to be caused by kidney failure, which proved to be fatal after only a few months. We still have the bag of jerky if anyone would like to run tests on it, and can provide (b)(6) veterinarian records if needed.

Dingo Jerky Chicken
Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Treats
IMS Cadet
Pet Center Chicken & Biscuits
Pet 'n Shape
Waggin Train

Dog

Shih Tzu

14 Years

Female

12 Pound

Dog exhibited symptoms of possible bladder infection.......excessive water consumption and frequent urination on floors which had rarely occurred inn the past. I thought it might be age related but younger dog is also starting to display symptoms. All three pets have been fed jerky treats consistently in the past........both duck and chicken from
various companies that I now learn have recalls or alerts issued on their products. Some companies have not issued recalls but I am scared their products might also be causing the problem. I have some of the past products still on hand. I took the older dog to the veterinary clinic where they did x-rays for an unrelated event and also to check for
kidney stones, urinalysis, blood work to rule out diabetes, and a complete office exam. Amoxicillin was prescribed because a slight amount of blood was found in urine. All these symptoms were attributed to early onset renal failure thought to be ate related. I now believe this possibly could be from consuming tainted dog treats since younger dog
is now displaying similar symptoms.

jerky treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

15 Years

Female

20 Pound

My dog died about 2 months after switching from liver treats to jerky treats, about 2 years ago. I'm not sure that the treats caused her death, she was 13-16 years old, but she did suffer from sudden kidney failure, and had been in great shape before. The day she died, she began having seizures and vomiting. The vet had to put her down that day.
I was breaking the treats, giving her one piece, about a half inch long 2-4 times a day. If she had been having any other problems beforehand, I did not notice them. The vet did some blood tests, and said other organs were starting to go. I assumed it was age related, given the fact that it was two years ago, I'll never know for sure.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dogswell Mellow Mut

Dog

Siberian Husky

Kingdom Pets

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Doctors Foster and Smith Original
Dog
Chicken Fillets Treats for Dogs and Cats

Maltese

100% Chicken Breast Tenders 100%
Chicken Breast Filets PCI Brand
Endrosed by ACA

Dog

Milo Chicken Treats

Age

Age
UOM
13 Years

Weight
UOM
57 Pound

Description

Male

3 Months

Male

15 Pound

Purchased treats on or about September 3. Was using them for crate training. He had several at a time. Puppy was taken to veterinarian Sept 5, because of vomiting and severe diarrhea. Puppy was dehydrated. Veterinarian performed many tests to rule out parvo and other bacterial viruses. Nothing was conclusive. All tests were negative. It took
over a week to get over the diarrhea. Puppy was in the kennel at the vet as we had a trip that was planned at about this same time. Puppy was at the vet for approx. 10 days. Total vet bill was $750! $300 was due to the tests performed and medications to treat (b)(6) I had suspected the treats before leaving on vacation. And I am now certain
that the treats were the culprit, because upon returning from our trip, I tried to give them to him again. He only had about 3 treats, and the diarrhea began to set in. This time I was watching and knew for certain, I discontinued the treats and the reaction subsided.

6 Years

Male

12 Pound

All of my dogs were given duck treats, sweet potato fries and chicken treats (Jerky) and Walter ended up at the vet doing x-rays, blood work etc to see why he was shaking, irritable, and overall unhealthy. He is still alive but has lost 2 pounds (10# now) and I have almost $1,000 in vet bills trying to figure out why he is unhealthy. He will sit and
shake, he has excessive thirst and has a loss of appetite.

Terrier - Yorkshire

14 Years

Male

10 Pound

He had been eating these for approx 1 year. One evening I gave him his usual treat and within 10 minutes he developed seizures and foaming at the mouth. Since it was 9 PM I took him to the animal hospital in (b)(6) GA .We stabilized him and I basically stayed there until about 2 AM at which time I brought him home. (This happened about 5
years ago). The next morning My vet called and he was going to call (b)(6) and follow up as he felt that there was definitely something wrong with the jerky. He told me to take back the other jars of them to the pet store , which I did and they gave me my money back, (very expensive). I purchased a food dehydrator and have made my own since.
( I don't know the exact date below but have estimated it) My vet would have the notes. Notes on the Plastic Jar- 100% Natural 77% Protein. Endorsed by ACA. PCI Brand.No Additives, No Coloring for Consumers that demand Natural Products.. PetCenterinc.com Los Angeles CA. Made in China. Loy # 807160. My vet explained to me that the same
standards were not used for pet food that was shipped in so he said it could have been an additive to make the Protein Count go up if it was tested. Since then I have seen no treats in Publix or Kroger- not even chew toys that were not imported from China. So I haven't purchased any. I had stopped by the pet store and yes they was still on the
shelf a year later!. I had reported to some dog groups I belong to online along with on my Facebook Page however when I hear it on Headline News today I felt I needed to report this even though it had happened 5 years ago.

Dog

Spitz - American
Eskimo Dog

9.5 Years

Female

28 Pound

Sometime in early 2011 - I bought a package of Milo Chicken treats for my BELOVED!!! 9 year old American Eskimo Spitz dog (b)(6) in late April 2011 - (b)(6) became very ill and after a few days I took her to the (b)(6) where I was living at the time. They diagnosed her with Kidney Failure and kept her overnight to try and treat the symptoms. She
did not respond and they allowed me to take her home with IV bags of fluid to see if being at home would help her.. she lived almost two weeks but then her health rapidly declined and she passed over night in early May 2011. After hearing of the tainted foods from China later that fall I reported to the Vet office that she had been given some of
the "suspected" treats and I reported it to the FDA then. No one ever responded to me concerning this issue. (b)(6) was everything to me and her early death was traumatic. Thank you.

jerky treats tender strips

Dog

Basset - Griffon
Vendeen (unspecified)

10 Months

Female

45 Pound

dog given treat and has diarrhea

duck jerkey

Dog

Chihuahua

5 Years

Female

8 Pound

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Shepherd (unspecified)

2 Years

Female

35 Pound

I had been giving our dog Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky for a period of 3 - 4 months as a daily treat. On 12/19/11, she began vomiting blood, was lethargic, and had no appetite. I took her to our vet, where they began giving her an IV. She was placed on a liquid diet and was given Rx to settle her stomach. She was released to our care at home.
The following week she was kept on a bland diet. I had been aware of news reports about animals that were sick, and jerky treats made in China were the reason. Although I felt safe in giving (b)(6) the Milo's Kitchen treats (it stated a distribution address in the U.S.), I cringed when I found at the bottom of the package, in very small print - Made
In China.
I informed my vet regarding this issue and was told they had not heard of any other reports of this nature, from our area.
I contacted Milo's Kitchen and told them of the incident. They sent my a form to complete, and asked that I provide them with any of the treats that were not eaten. They tested the remaining treats and later reported to me, that their findings did not indicate there was anything wrong with the jerky. As consolation for our large vet bill, and the
fact that our dog could have died, they offered me $75.00 "as full settlement". Feeling that I could not make a case against this company, I accepted the money.
I informed Giant Eagle, the place I purchased the treats from, of this incident and contacted their headquarters, requesting that the item be removed from their shelves. It was not.
(b)(6) is a healthy dog and has not had any similar experiences since. I have NOT purchased treats from China since this happened - I will only buy products having a distribution and manufacturer's address in the U.S.

Unknown

Dog

Other Canine/dog

Male

12 Pound

Chihuahua terrier mix. Normal behavior in good health. Stayed with a family member who fed him jerky treats from Monday (b)(6)/13 thru Friday (b)(6)/13 when he sickened wouldn't eat and began throwing up. We got home Saturday (b)(6)13 and took him to emergency vet where they told us he was in sepsis and n kidney failure. We were in
shock. He was healthy when we left him. It cane as a complete shock. They did a complete blood workup on him. He was dehydrated and with the renal failure although it broke our heart, we had him put to sleep. If we can help save someone else's dog, we want to help. The treats probably were purchased at Food Lion in (b)(6) NC. That is
where my father in law lives and where Puppy was the week before he died. We have his body and buried him at home.

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6 Years

Female

100 Pound

We noticed blood in our Labrador's urine and also noticed she was listless. We took her to the vet who confirmed she had kidney issues and was on the verge of failure. The vet didn't have an answer as the animal had never had signs of any type of illness previously. I had already surfed to find reasons for blood in urine when I came across stories
about other dogs having this issue after being fed Waggin Train chicken jerky. I mentioned this to the vet but he dismissed it saying that he hadn't heard anything about this problem. My dog was fed these jerky treats for months. I believe the only reason she lived is because she is a large animal. My other lab was also fed the same treats but not
as many because he is overweight (130 lbs). Luckily I immediately threw all of the treats out and quit feeding them to my pets or they both may have died. I am quite sure coming across the complaints from other pet owners saved my dog's lives. People have been posting and complaining about these treats for years and nothing has been done. I
actually write on the boxes in the stores that these treats will kill your pets in hopes that the store managers will listen. I no longer feed my dogs anything that has the symbol for 'irradiated foods' on it and definitely nothing made in other countries. Thank you for finally recognizing this issue and looking for the cause.

Kingdom Pets. Duck & Sweet Potato

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

2.5 Years

Female

77 Pound

Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky treat
Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato

Dog
Dog

12 Years
7 Years

Female
Male

25 Pound
13 Pound

jerky treats tender strips
Dogswell Natural Chicken Breast with
Flaxseed & Vitamins

Dog
Dog

Pekingese
Dachshund
(unspecified)
Retriever - Labrador
Collie - Border

7 Years
4.5 Months

Female
Male

65 Pound
27.4 Pound

After giving treat, (couple of pieces) within 12 hrs vomiting occurred.
All seemed fine after that
After eating Milo's Kitchen jerky treats for a period of 2-3 years, her kidneys began to fail, and she passed away.
throwing up, bloody diarrhea, loss of appetite, fever, panting - after several hours I took my dog to the overnight emergency vet. they did blood tests and gave him a fluid infusion - vet had no clear diagnosis of a cause - dog recovered and acted normal quickly - ongoing concern is that he seems to be drinking more water daily than he did before
this episode - I plan to have my regular vet check this out and determine if there are long term problems related to this incident
Dog had diarrhea and vomiting for several days
Puppy began drinking and urinating excessively; decreased appetite; bloodwork revealed highly elevated ALT, Alk Phos and T Bilirubin; known exposure to Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with Flaxseed and Vitamins made in China. Lepto titer negative; Ultrasound revealed Hypoechoic hepatic parenchyma w/differential diagnosis of diffuse
inflammatory hepatopathy, infectious hepatopathy, and toxic insult. Bloodwork repeated two days later with Bile Acids >250 (normal 0-25 umol/L), other enzymes remained very high.; Puppy was treated with IV fluid therapy initially then SQ fluids; IV Ampicillin then Clavamox tablets; Baytril (Enrofloxacin) Ursodial and Denosyl over 2 week period.
Continued to monitor Liver Panel; enzymes gradually decreased over time-all within normal limits on March 2, 2012. Dog appears clinically normal at this time. Dogswell did agree to cover costs of veterinary care related to this illness. Culture and Sensitivity of treat resulted in no growth, not even a contaminate after the microbiologist tried 4
different culture media. She indicated that she had never cultured a food product and had no contaminates grow. We still have the bag of treats.

Waggin Trails Chicken and Biscuits
Waggin' Train Happy Trails to Chew
Wagon train jerky treats and cowboy
steaks. Also like the little chicken legs.

Dog
Dog
Dog

Pinscher - Miniature
Other Canine/dog
Chihuahua

7 Years
1 Years
14 Years

Female
Female
Male

10 Pound
30 Pound
14 Pound

Was giving Waggin Trails Chicken and Biscuit treats over a long period of time. She developed Fancone diease and evently kidney failure. Had to have her put to sleep August 2012.
When given a Waggin' Train treat she would get sick and throw up
Last year (b)(6) began drinking a LOT of water and then he'd stand there and the pee would run out of him. I thought it was old age. then I saw the recall by wagon train so we immediately stopped giving them to him and (b)(6) And within a few days Jack was no longer constantly thirsty nor was he peeing like he was. We knew immediately it
was the jerky treats that caused the problem and was hoping we had caught it in time. Last month (b)(6) became very sick, quit eating and became weak, took him to the vet and found his kidneys were shutting down. Spent a week in ICU. Miracle he made it.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

15 Years

Male

75 Pound

We started to purchase Cadet Duck jerkey treats at Costco Warehouse in 2012. Toby had a routine senior checkup in early 2013 where we had blood drawn and tested. Results came back that he had poor kidney function. We stopped giving him the treats and only purchased US made jerkeys.

Pur
Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky
Jerky Treats

Dog
Dog
Dog

Other Canine/dog
Terrier - Boston
Great Dane

11 Years
9.5 Years
11 Months

Female
Male
Female

11 Years

Gender

Weight
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Purchased package of Dogswell Chicken Jerkey treats from local pet shop. Fed on occasion every other day for past couple weeks. Noticed stool was getting softer than usual and that the dog (b)(6) started throwing up. At its worse he was throwing up and had diarrhea at the same time. Went on for at least 4 days until we stopped giving him the
treats. Gave him an anti-diarrhea medicine we received from the vet and per their instructions fed him only cooked rice and chicken for another week, no chow.

she had a severe infection in her stomach with blood stool and dehydration cause unknown i fed my dogs up to 2 treats a day she was only 1 affected i had to put her on antibiotic and medication for stool and daily hydration ( iv ) for 2 days

(b)(6) was euthanized in (b)(6) 2013 due to other health issues.
15 Pound
36.8 Pound
106.2 Pound

(b)(6) ate the treat and about 12 hours later he developed severe diarrhea and vomiting.
Vomiting, bloody diarrhea, lethargy for 2 days
Lethargic not eating not drinking not herself

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders

Dog

Siberian Husky

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

5 Years

Female

Weight

Weight
UOM

35 Pound
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Description
I had been giving my dog chicken jerky treats as a reward and when I went to the vet and they did her blood work they asked me specifically if I fed her any of the chicken jerky. I told her I did and she said that is known to cause kidney disease in dogs, so I stopped giving her the treats. Over the next year she got more picky when it came to food
and sort of lost her high energy then about 3 months ago I brought her into the vet because I was concerned about her weight loss. They told me that she had pretty advanced kidney disease and I began the little treatments that I could do to make her comfortable. I needed to put her down on Sunday October 20, 2013 because she was very sick
and refused to eat or drink. She vomited constantly and she had problems going to the bathroom and could not get up from laying down on the wood floors. I believe that they chicken jerky may have played a part in her kidney disease because she was receiving them daily before the vet warned me about the jerky. I was not as concerned about
her weight loss in the beginning of summer because she has such a thick coat and it just looked like she was thinner with all her fur coming out. However that led me to catch the kidney disease in time, I was reading an article on WMUR.com which is my local news station and it said to contact you.
Here is the link: http://www.wmur.com/news/national/FDA-to-vets-Illness-tied-to-some-pet-treats/-/9857926/22577280/-/7y2idbz/-/index.html

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

10 Years

Male

63 Pound

Over the course of the last year, (b)(6) had lost weight. When I took him to the vet he had lost 13 pounds since his last vet checkup in Dec. 2012. The vet did some tests and the blood work revealed that he has moderate kidney disease. Until this time, he had regular yearly checkups, had no health issues of any kind and was up to date on
vaccinations. Our vet had no explanation for the kidney failure Raider was experiencing.
For the past couple of years we have been giving him chicken and duck jerky treats once a day. He loves them!

Do not have package

Have been giving my labrador Sweet Potato/ raped with either bacon or duck for some time. looking back I see that she was not as aggressive eating as usual. In the past several days she has not been eating when feed, but did finish in a period of time. I stopped giving her the product.

Milo's

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6 Years

80 Pound

Vitality Chicken Breast

Dog

Beagle

5 Years

Female

130 Pound

sweet potato and duck jerky treats

Dog

Retriever - Golden

6 Years

Female

70 Pound

I was feed our dog the sweet potatoe duck jerky treats. She died suddenly Friday, (b)(6). One of the symptoms is drinking more water but it has been an unseasonably warm summer and fall here so I just thought she was drinking more because of the weather. I'm not sure when it started. I bought the treats at the Costco in (b)(6) Washington. I
no longer have the package I threw all her food away in case there was something wrong i didn't want to give it to anyone else.

Duck Jerky Treats

Dog

Pug

5 Years

Female

30 Pound

(b)(6) became seriously ill within a 24 hours period. She was vomiting, violently, drinking excess amounts of water, urinating frequently, very lethargic, not eating and no energy at all. My primary vet thought she had caught a virus and treated her with antibiotics. Three days later, she was worse and had to be taken to the vet every day to be
given fluids intravenously. He suspected pancreatitis. After one week, my vet recommended I take her to a specialist hospital, University of Illinois Veterinary hospital. They did an ultrasound and determined she had acute pancreatis and liver issues. She was placed on an antibiotic and is still receiving a liver pill. Her blood work was extremely
elevated at the initial treatment. Six to eight weeks later, her levels were back to normal. This was after spending approximately $1,500 to get her well. She still has some bouts of being lethargic, but is 90% better. And to think, I was giving her the duck jerky treats as a treat, not even thinking that this was causing her problems.

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato

Dog

Pointing Dog Hungarian Short-haired
(Vizsla)

1 Years

Male

55 Pound

upon consuming the "Kingdom Pets" Duck and Sweet Potato Treat, becomes extremely gassy and stools become extremely soft and runny.

WagginTrain Chicken Jerky treat

Dog

Setter - Irish Red

6 Months

Female

30 Pound

After giving our Irish Setter the chicken jerky treats - brand name WagginTrain, she had diarrhea, loss of appetite, and constant thirst. She "craved" the jerky treats to the point of exclusion of other dog food. This went on for a few months until we searched online to see if there was any similar reports, where we found hundreds of other dog
owners with similar and more severe/fatal consequences. Fortunately once we stopped giving her the treats, the symptoms stopped.

Meijer Main Choice Chicken Jerky
Treats for Dogs

Dog

Pointing Dog - German
Short-haired

90 Pound

(b)(6) had nighttime urinary incontinence and seemed to be drinking a lot of water. He was found by the vet to have no kidney issues or diabetes. We put him on a gluten-free diet and found and purchased Meijer chicken jerky as a gluten-free treat. He was also put on the medication Proin, which stopped his incontinence, however his drinking
decreased only somewhat. Some months ago it appeared Meijer pulled the jerky from its shelves so he went without for some time. During that time we noticed he didn't seem to be drinking as much water but didn't connect it to the jerky. About a month ago I found the jerky again at Meijer and (b)(6) has been eating it daily as a treat. His
water drinking has been increasing and now it seems there may be a connection as I'm fairly sure the increased drinking started about the time he once again began eating the jerky. After reading a recent article about jerky treats I checked the bag and discovered the Meijer-distributed jerky is made in China. As of today, 10/23/13, he will no
longer be fed the jerky.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Happy Hips Chicken Breast

Dog

10 Years

Our dog, which was in perfect health, had complete kidney failure within two months and had to be put down because he was in so much pain.
(b)(6) became lethargic and had diarrhea and gas over a few days. She then began having bloody mucous in her stool to the point where it was just blood and mucous in the absence of feces (this was over 2 days). The next evening she vomited the little food she did eat and vomited her water as well that stained a napkin pink, indicating there
was possibly blood in it since she hadn't eaten anything else after vomiting her food. We took her to the vet the next day and nothing was found in the stomach to indicate she had eaten an acorn or had any other obstruction. The Xray revealed a lot of gas and blood in the intestinal tract and indication of cramping. She was given an anti-diharreal
and medication for possibility of Giardia and a prescription dog food for intestinal disorder. She hasn't had treats for over 2 weeks already and has been getting back to normal. Vet couldn't explain what the issue was, but after reading about the jerky I can only assume that's the issue as that's the only thing that was changed in (b)(6)'s diet.

4 Years

Male

38 Pound

Several episodes of vomiting over the course of several days and diarrhea that included mucus and some was blood tinged. He had gas of a very strong, almost continuous odor that lasted for several days. He had been eating these same jerky treats for months, however the symptoms just began a few weeks ago. We took him to the veterinarian
and she said his stool sample was clear of parasites. She prescribed Flagyl and an oral de-wormer just to be sure all bases were covered. The gas has improved but he is still having episodes of intermittent diarrhea that doesn't seem to be related to any changes in his regular diet. I have been giving him the jerky treats up until I saw the news
report this morning, 10/23/13.
Dog was vomited and shaking. I have to take the dog to the vat. Dog was intravenous fluid hospitalized for 32 hours, with multiple blood works and biochemical profiles.

Schnauzer - Miniature

10 Years

Male

21 Pound

American Kennel Club Banana and
Dog
Chicken Jerky wraps. This product
contains Glycerin and is made in China
Waggin Train Chicken Jerky tenders and Dog
Chicken biscuits
MILO'S KITCHEN TREATS
Dog

Cattle Dog
(unspecified)

11 Years

Female

22 Pound

(b)(6) skin allergies increased, increased itching and biting of paws. Drinking more water than normal.

Male

13 Pound

Upon giving my pet chicken jerky treats in April, 2013, he gradually became ill. He developed chronic, bloody diarrhea and became very bloated. The Veterinarian ran numerous tests and determined that my dog had IBD. After months if treatment my dog was euthanized on September 3, 2013.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

Fruitables Whole Jerky Natural Dog
Treats Roasted Chicken Breast
Wagon Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Ridgeback - Rhodesian

10 Years

Male

100 Pound

Dog

Retriever (unspecified)

7 Years

Male

78 Pound

Dogswell Vitalit

Dog

Havanese

4 Years

Female

Milo's Chicken Jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

5 Years

Male

Dachshund - Miniature

7 Years

Pointing Dog - German
Short-haired

7.5 Years

Female

48.8 Pound

6 Years

Female

80 Pound

OUR DOG DEVELOPED LUMPS ON SEVERAL PARTS OF HER BODY,
LOST APPETITE, MAJOR INCREASE IN WATER CONSUMPTION AND
GENERAL LETHARGY. ONLY FOOD OR TREAT OUT OF THE ORDINARY
WAS A MILO'S KITCHEN TREATS.
Purchased Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky from Pet Smart. Having bee feeding the treats to her approximately once a day (sometimes two). She has become lethargic and randomly yelps. Initially thought this was an injured leg. She will not eat her regular food. I am taking her to the vet today to get looked at but thought you should know there may
be another brand involved.
The package is Red with Yellow and white writing (made in china).

8 Pound
10 Pound

On two occasions my dog has developed a bacterial infection after eating the Fruitables Whole Jerky Natural Dog Treats (Roasted Chicken Breast). Primary reaction is diarrhea and vomiting. Vet tested for presence of bacteria and confirmed. Dog is currently on medications to treat symptoms.
Back in February 2012 (b)(6) (my dog) started acting lethargic and pretty much wouldn't eat. I noticed that when he could go outside, he would try to poop and it would come out very loose and runny. This went on for a few days. I called my vet and reported the issues he was having they told me to bring him in. Before I even got him to the vet, I
noticed that he started having bloody stools. I got him to my vet and he continued to have blood come out of his stools. They did some test and couldn't figure out what was wrong with him. At that point they had me take him to the (b)(6)c (my vet is a small clinic and couldn't do anything for him at this point). I got him to the (b)(6) and they
admitted him right away. His skin starting turning red and was warm to the touch. They kept him for three days giving him fluids and running all types of test. After 3 days, he was no longer as lethargic as he was - but his skin was still had a little red tinge to it. They released him to me and had me keep him on a bland diet. Within the next couple
of weeks he started acting better and looking better. The (b)(6) had not explanation at that time as to what made my dog so sick. About two months after my dog was so sick, I saw something about Wagon Train Chicken Jerky treats and how they may be making dogs sick. I know that I had given some of those treats to my dog just prior to him
getting sick. I had already thrown away the treats that were left in the bag (which there really wasn't much left). I didn't report it back in 2012 because I wasn't sure if it was the treats or not (since they haven't really been recalled or taken off the shelf). I saw a report this morning regarding the treats and it made me think about how sick my dog
got and decided I should report what had happened to my dog. I'm pretty sure that the (b)(6) still has all of my dogs blood work and tests that were done, so if needed I could provide that information to you. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding this. I am happy to say that it has been almost 2 years since this has
happened and my dog is still with me and very healthy. I am 100% sure that it was the treats that was making him so sick.

Throwing up multiple times, no energy/lethargic, total loss of appetite...not drinking water. Lasted about 24 hours.
Had given him Milo's Chicken Jerky treats for several months and then one day he got very sick. Severe diarrhea. Blood and a lot of mucous in the stool. Couldn't eat, wouldn't drink. Very lethargic. Took him to Vet after 3 days of this (due to a weekend) and he was given IV's and medication and over the next week he improved, slowly. Made a full
recovery, but the vet bill was $750. I reported it to Del Monte Foods and they sent me paperwork to fill out with doctors proof that it was the chicken jerky treats, which we couldn't prove. That was the only thing that was different in his diet. Now I never give him anything made in China. He almost died of dehydration.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Chicken Jerky

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

Milo's Kitchen Meatballs

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Waggin Train chicken treats

Dog

Poodle - Standard

Doctors Foster and Smith Healthy Snax Dog
Low Fat Dog Snacks Sweet Potatoes
Fries

Bulldog

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck and
Sweet Potato Premium Dog Treats

Dog

Beagle

Authority Brand Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Age

Age
UOM
5 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
70 Pound

Description

Female

8 Years

Female

16 Pound

My dog vomited after eating a Hartz company Oinkies pig skin twist. I thought it was an isolated incident and allowed my dog to eat additional twists from the package. I have noticed that my dog drinks a tremendous amount of water after eating this brand of rawhide AND urinates far more frequently than normal. When I feed my dog other
rawhide items and bones she does not exhibit that behavior. My dog has also sniffed a few of the Hartz Oinkies rawhide twists and refused to eat them. I will no longer feed my dog this item, but am concerned the product, which is made in China, is contaminated and could be making other dogs sick.

7 Days

Male

40 Pound

almost days after being given Milos Kitchen Meatballs and Jerky, dog was not eating, lethargic, bloody Diarrhea, and was not moving.

Female

45 Pound

Our dog died from sudden kidney failure in 2011. Within 3 weeks she went from completely healthy to severe loss of energy and needing to be hand fed. The vet diagnosed it as kidney failure but could not find a direct cause. After 4 weeks she died. She had been fed "Waggin Train" brand chicken jerkey treats which has since been linked to
recalls.

10 Years

Weight
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I fed my two shepherds dog treats made from duck and chicken that I bought from Tractor Supply. After eating them for some time the smaller of the two dogs started loosing weight, eating her own feces and generally looking poor so I took her to the vet and they ran some tests at first thinking it was a rare disease affecting her ability to uptake
nutrients thus leading to the reason she was trying to consume every available calorie including the left over protein in the feces. I then went online where I found the stories of other dog owners and similar problems involving the treats so I threw out the rest of the treats. The dog recovered on her own.

I fed my dog Doctors Foster and Smith Healthy Snax Sweet Potato Fries and on two occasions, hours later, he vomited up his digested food and the undigested treats. At first I thought he might not be chewing them properly, so I started breaking them into smaller pieces, and it happened again last night. This morning I threw away the treats, and
then I saw a report on the Today Show about sweet potato treats made in China making dogs sick and even killing them. I got the treats out of the trash and confirmed that they were made in China, so now I think they might be tainted somehow, as being investigated by the FDA. My dog seems ok, but I will take him to the vet as soon as possible
to make sure.
8 Years

Male

55 Pound

Been drinking unusually large amounts of water, had a gastric problem that required veternary attention and medications. While he recovered from the gastric bouts, he is continued to drink large amounts of water and urinate frequently. Did not realize the problem could be from jerky treats so I continued to provide them to him until today.

2.75 Years

Male

95 Pound

Gave dog 1 jerky treat. Almost immedietly he began to act "odd". He stayed away from the family and retreated to a corner of the room. That night, he began uncontrollably trembling. The next morning he was extremely lethargic and would not come down the stairs or go outside. He felt warm to the touch. His belly and ears were very red. He
slept all day and would not move at all. We took him to the emergency clinic and they did blood work, which according to them, came back normal. The next day he seemed a bit better, but it was at least 2 full days before he recovered. I am not sure if he has any long term impacts from this.
We keep a very close eye on him, he is an inside dog, he does not normally eat anything other that dog food, and he was not given anything else that day, so it is doubtfull that it was anything other than the dog treat.
The dog treats were Chicken Jerky that we purchased at Pet Smart, "Authority" brand. (I believe that is a store brand). I did contact the store, gave them the treats, but have not been back in contact with them.
Thank you.
(b)(6)

Lamer Natural Dr. Health Food Happy
Mix

Dog

Chihuahua

4 Years

Male

13 Pound

My dog, (b)(6) and I moved to Korea in 2011. Upon arrival we experimented with many different dog treats. He went insane for duck jerky. For training purposes I would cut it into little pieces and give them to him as rewards. After a scary incident on a hike - there was dog food next to a temple that he ate that my friends told me may have been
used as bait and laced with rat poison - I had blood work done. It revealed that he was suffering from a terrible kidney problem. He had never had a problem before, but then again, I had never had blood work done before either. Ever since then any time he is given Chicken or Duck jerky that is made in either China or Korea - he throws up.
Sometimes it's clear bile, sometimes it's thick yellow gunky bile. My vet recommended Lamer Natural Dr. Health Food Happy Mix jerky treats as an alternative because they are made with a mixture of meat and vegetables. He also got sick with those. Any jerky or dog treats that my parents have sent us from the US that are made in the US haven't
caused any kind of reaction. He also had a terrible reaction to cucumbers that were imported from China as well. He had eaten cucumbers with me for a long time. Then all of a sudden when I got a particular kind that was on sale from China he had a terrible allergic reaction that caused him to go into shock. Luckily he made it out of that just fine.
I think it had something to do with the pesticides.

Cadet Duck Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

5 Years

Male

12 Pound

I recently purchased a new bag of Cadet Duck Jerky Treats from Costco and was giving them to my dog. While my dog has received the treats before, he began showing adverse affects within a very short time after being given treats from the new bag. He was showing all the symptoms associated with the current investigation which I have
learned about today. He had a decrease in appetite, a decrease in activity, vomiting. When I took him to the vet this past Monday for these symptoms, she noted that his stool felt "slimy" - possible diarrhea - and determined him to has gastrointestinal issues and prescribed him Amoxicillin which he is currently taking.

Wagon treat chicken treat

Dog

Female

22 Pound

Wagon treat caused severe diarrhea, vomitting and physical distress. Dog stopped eating regular dog food, only wanted more Wagon treat which made the symptom worse. Veterinary saw the dog and gave her anti vomitting medication, prescribed light food of rice and broth. Dog got better in a week.

Dog

Sheepdog
(unspecified)
Spaniel - Cocker
American

12 Years

Chicken Jerky for Dogs

5 Years

Female

15 Pound

Our Cocker Spaniel was always a happy little dog, she became ill almost overnight, we took her to the vet and they said she was having kidney failure and it may have been from a tick bite, that would be a possiblity because of her blood levels, the put her on prednisone to help her get an appetite, but her kidneys were 70% useless and I could not
bear to watch my sweet little girl deteriote so fast that I decided to have her put to sleep in (b)(6) 2013. She was only 5 years old, and her sympstoms were letahrgy, no appetite, drank water all the time and she would be panting one minute and the shivering the next. The vet said we could try injecting her with fluids, but there was really no
hope as 70% loss of kidney function. I just saw this article and remember buying these jerky treats for her. It was so heartbreaking, she became sick (b)(6) 2012 and I had her put to sleep in (b)(6) 2013 and she was only five.

spc chicken jerky
duck jerky/ do not remember the full
name

Dog
Dog

Pug
Schnauzer - Miniature

5 Years
11 Years

Female
Male

23 Pound
23 Pound

vomiting, diarrhea, lethargic, mucos in stool , irritable bowel movements
I bought chicken and duck jerky treats for my dog. He was given a couple here and there for a few weeks. I never made the connection that this may have caused his death this spring until now. He began to have really bad diarrea and I took him to the vet. They could not get a fecal sample, but treated him with anti-biotics and a bland diet for ten
days. He got a little better but when the meds were done he got worse again. 2nd vet visit no visiable signs of any infection, told to keep his on a bland diet. 3rd visit about 5 days later, I took in a fecal sample that the vet tested and it showed an infection of a intestinal parisite. At this point my dog had lost over 1/4 of his weight within 6 wks.
After being on another parisitic antibiotic he continued to get worse.

Male
Female

83 Pound
50 Pound

Suddenly Stopped eating and got jaundice.
Began providing sweet potato treats from Kingdom Pets purchased at Costco in August 2013. (b)(6) became unable to control her bladder, frequently urinating in the house and drinking large amounts of water.

Male

93 Pound

Gave the dog 1 chicken jerky treat, and a short while later, he vomited 3 times, clearing his stomach completely. He had eaten his dinner about an hour before hand.

Milo¿s Kitchen® Chicken Jerky
Dog
Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck and
Dog
Sweet Potato Premium Treats for Dogs

Doberman Pinscher
Collie - Border

4 Years
3 Years

Oven-Baked Flavor BEEFEATERS
Chicken Jerky Natural Dog Treats
Waggin Trails jerky treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

3.5 Years

Dog

Chihuahua

Waggin Train Jerky Tenders, Waggin
Train Chicken Stix

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

8 Years

Female

Simply Nourish¿ Baked Sweet Potato
Chips Dog Treats item 12673572
Porkhide with Duck Meat Wrap

Dog

Greyhound - Italian

3 Years

Dog

Mastiff

1 Years

Dogswell Happy Hips

Dog

Akita

Milkbone Brand

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

Dingo Sizzlin Jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

Dog having seizures, took to doctor, could not find out the trigger..started making a journal of when they happened and what he did just prior to seizures. The last time we gave him a Waggin Trails jerky treat, within less than 1/2 hr, he had a seizure. I was not aware of the potential issues with these particular treats until, due to the journal, I
looked up the treats and saw HUNDREDS of others reporting some similar issues and the possible recall of these treats. I was appalled that Kroger was selling them with all these reports! I contacted Waggin Trails with the lot number at the time...no response (no surprise there) and I made my disappointment known at my local Kroger for selling
them.

6.5 Years

20 Pound

The dogs began having foul smelling diarrhea. Later, the dogs began vomiting. The diarrhea continued until it was nothing but bright red blood. Both dogs began displaying symptoms within days of each other. The veterinarians diagnosed both with Pancreatitis. However, it was never explained how two different dogs could develop Pancreatitis
at the exact same time. One dog was deathly ill & spent a few days at the Emergency Vet, costing thousands of dollars. Both have been prescribed anti-nausea/anti-diarrhea medication for use when the symptoms return. Both dogs were also later diagnosed with bladder stones, which have been removed. Records can be obtained from (b)(6), FL
and (b)(6), FL. The year the problem began would need to be confirmed through records-estimate is 2-3 years ago.

Female

10 Pound

vomiting and diarrhea with blood for 3 days after eating the treats for about 5 days

Female

150 Pound

Was given porkhide with duck meat wrap...became lethargic and vomited for 2 days...diarrhea also..

Male

100 Pound

Dog started excess drooling, vomiting, not eating, sttols became dark, sticky, finally liquid with blood. Wt from 110 to 99 in 3 weeks

3 Years

Female

5 Pound

Dog was fed jerky treats ended up vomiting with blood & mucus, lost weight and would not eat. Took her to (b)(6). Animal was admitted and was placed on series of meds for bleeding stomach. Vomiting subsided after treatment, IV was administered for 4 days. Discontinued treats, dog recovered.
Dog vomited multiple times with pour blood discharge.

12 Years

Female

7 Pound

My Chihuahua became ill several hours after eating half of a Dingo Sizzlin Jerky treat. Her symptoms were lack of appetite, would not drink water, very lethargic, unable to get comfortable displayed by constantly shifting her position, tried to seek out grass to eat several times during the day, gagged and vomited. Unsure if there was diarrhea.
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Age

Weight
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Product Name

Species

Breed
Spaniel - King Charles

Male

Weight
UOM
20 Pound

Description

Dog

Age
UOM
2 Years

Gender

Good'n'Fun Triple-Flavor Chews

Wagon Train chicken jerkey treats
made by Nestley Purina company

Dog

Terrier - Boston

7 Years

Female

20 Pound

The store was sold out of (b)(6) usual treats, so I decided to buy her the Wagon Train chicken jerkey treats. She ate only one of the treats and within a day or so she started having what the vet thought was seizures. Terrible pain, yelping, and restlessness. I took her immediatly to the vet the next morning, and was told he thought they were
seizures, we tried seizure medication which did not help at all, within 2 days she had a terrible attack at 1 am in the morning, so we drove 40 miles to a Pet hospital and there she had blood work, Xrays, and a thourough check up. They told us she has something that they assumed was kidney infection, as the check up indicated something wrong
with her urinalisys. She was then put on kidney antibotics, but she seemed to get worse with each passing day. I took her back to my regular vet a total of about 4 or so times afterwards, and was told that he had heard something about poisioned treats from China, and for me not to ever give her store bought treats again...he was totally baffeled
as to why she was still seizuring with the medication, he was unaware as we all were that her kidneys were shutting down....In the next few days, She seizured, walked aimlessly, paced the floor, showed signs of terrible pains at least 5 or 6 times a day until it got so bad she seemed to be unaware of her surroundings. Each day she got worse, and
we decided to take her to our vet and have her put to sleep...but thank God she passed away (b)(6) 2011

Betsy farms natural chicken jerky made
in usa dog treats

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Got violently sick with diarrhea for 1 day. Then 2nd day, still a little sick, but not as bad.

I have some natural chicken jerky dog treats made in usa. manufactured for Betsey Farms 500 Em shore Drive, suite 130 Eagle, Idaho 83616 usa. my brother was visiting from mis. he was going hom e the 16th of oct. we gave his small dog a small pease of jerky. well on his way home he needed to stop at vet to get treatment for his dog because
she became sick and sever diarria. after seeing report on jerky we were becoming concerned. my wheaton terrier was experancing diarria also. the lot number for this product is lot 51681-1 Best used by 07/22/2015. iwas just a little concerned weather this product as anything to do with all the illnesses. I will not feed my dogs any because of the
unknown, thank you (b)(6)
Dog

Lhasa Apso

5 Years

Male

35 Pound

On (b)(6)13, our dog (b)(6). displayed a larger than normal left eye, swollen, and filled with bursting red blood vessels. He was taken to (b)(6) By the time they called me in, approximately 2 hours later, it had affected his right eye in the same way. In examining him, the vet noticed that he had bruising under his belly which indicated a blood issue.
His blood was sampled and noted that he had only 13 platelets in his sample. He was put on a high dose of steroids, an anti inflammatory and topical eye drop. The next morning, Sammy was completely blind. I must add that 4 days prior to me taking (b)(6) into the emergency vet, he had black stool and was lathargic. I did not think much of it,
other than something he may have eaten. He was seen on Monday, (b)(6)13 by his regular vet located in (b)(6), IL. They agreed with his medications and his bruising was worsening. On Wednesday, (b)(6) was not eating, was simply laying around and was the worst he had been yet. I took him back to my own vet to have a series of tick tests. This
test took 7 days to get the results! I was uphauled. This could have changed his entire medication. Thursday early morning, (b)(6), (b)(6) had deficated black stool in 3 different areas of our home. He laid in one position, panting heaviliy, unable to move. I rushed him to the vet to euthanize him. The vet still had hope even though they had never
in their years of practice seen anything like this. They suggested we take (b)(6)to V (b)(6)who is a 24 hour emergency vet hospital. (b)(6) ran an x-ray, ultrasound, gave him a blood transfusion and began chemotherapy. They kept him overnight. Friday evening upon visiting (b)(6) he seemed to be alert, even though blind, and not eating. He had
developed some sort of illness in his hind legs where he was curling his paws therfore hindering his walking. (b)(6) kept him one more evening. Saturday morning after hearing (b)(6) was not responding, we had him euthanized. Upon seeing (b)(6) his left eye, where it all seemed to begin, it was mosterous. He was unresponsive, and bloated.
Both the C (b)(6)asked me several times if (b)(6) had been in contact with rat poisoning. He had not.
After hearing the notice put out by the FDA a second time in regards to the chicken jerky, I have no doubt that this is what Sammys death was a result of. (b)(6) had these treats daily for the last couple of years. The vet, by process of elimination, ruled that he had died of immune mediated thrombocytopenia. This was absolutely heart wrenching
to go through. Please contact me if you have any questions at (b)(6). I do not want any family to experience what we had gone through.
On a side note, (b)(6) had just turned 5 years old. He was healthy,active, neutered and the love of the neighborhood. All of the chicken jerky treats were purchased at Costco in (b)(6) IL. The brand was Kingdom Pets made in China.

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Pointing Dog Hungarian Short-haired
(Vizsla)

9.5 Years

Female

53 Pound

After giving our dog the jerky treats she started getting a mild case of diarrhea.

Happy Hips Chicken Jerky with
Glucosamine and Condrotin

Dog

Terrier - Bull American Pit

13 Years

Female

60 Pound

For about 24 hours or so after giving her the jerky treat, she had bouts of vomiting and was lethargic. She recovered completely within 24 hours. I threw the rest of the treats into the trash because I thought it was just a stomach upset reaction to a food she hadn't had before. No further symptoms.

Milos Kitchen

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

13 Years

Male

Waggin trail chicken jerky

Dog

Bulldog

Wagon train chicken jersey

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Oven-Baked Flavor BEEFEATERS
Chicken Jerky Natural Dog Treats

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

Chicken Jerky I don't know it was three Dog
years ago.

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Female

4 Years

Male

3.5 Years

7 Years

Female

Male

9 Pound

40 Pound

80 Pound
106 Pound

70 Pound

Gave the Yorkie (b)(6) Milos kitchen treats , he loved them, after 2-3 weeks, he started acting funny with the way he walked,. After another week his appetite went down and not wanting to drink water . After another week or so , he actually started walking sideways, actually bent in half walking side ways. Took him to vet , the did blood work
etc, found nothing. One morning I just happened to see a small article on MSN about the treat , I took them back to store , called customer service and made a report. NOTHING ever came of the report until now. Customer service denied that the product did, or was the blame for this. Since then he has not had anymore issues with walking, He
will be 16 yrs old end on January. I do believe it was the treat.
After eating waggin trail jerky treats the dog became ill with vomitting and diarrhea for 2 days. Symptoms stopped soon after cessation of the treats.

(b)(6) was fed the chicken jersey wagon train treats and became very sick. He vomited several times in a two day time period. We took him to the vet and they were not sure why. He is not given table scraps, so I knew when I heard about this that it was the treats that made him sick.
Gave the dog 2 dry dog biscuits and 1 "Beefeaters Chicken Jerky" treat. The dog biscuits have never caused any problems in the past 3 years we've been given the biscuits to her. This is the first time we've given her the Beefeaters Chicken Jerky. She vomited 1/2 hour later. She did not have anything else to eat in the meantime, and she was in fine
spirits the whole time, until she vomited. She recovered quickly (thankfully).
Three years ago (b)(6) vet detected potential kidney failure via a blood test. Since he was only four at the time this was very unusual. Almost since birth i gave him chicken jerky treats daily. I originally bought them at Sam's Club and they said they were made in China on the bag. After about two years i switched to Costco and purchased my
chicken jerky there. At some point the packaging started saying that it was made in the US but originally the Costco product came from China too.
For the past three years (b)(6) has had prescription renal dog food and it keeps his values in range. I also discontinued the chicken jerky at the same time because my vet said his kidneys wouldn't be able to take that much protein. We have always wondered why a young healthy dog would develop kidney disease. Since the last jerky we had was
three years ago i don't have any samples or packages left in my possession.
(b)(6) has had two comprehensive vet examinations every year of his life.

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato, Cadet Gourmet Duck
Breast

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

Chicken jerky

Dog

Other Canine/dog

Chicken jerky Wagon trail. Purchased at Dog
SAMS
Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders Chicken
Dog
Dog Treats
American Kennel Club Jerky Wrapped Dog
Banana Treats , Not exact - Sweet
Potato filled rawhide bone

Doberman Pinscher

Dogwell's Happy Hips Duck Jerky

Terrier - Fox Wire

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American
Cattle Dog - Australian
(blue heeler, red
heeler, Queensland
cattledog)

2 Years

Female

10 Years

Female

60 Pound

8 Pound

I saw a report on the today show about "Jerky Treats" from China causing illness and death in dogs. I retrieved my treats used and they are the ones in question. This may be why (b)(6) has bouts of nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and decreased appetite. She doesn't get these treats on a daily basis. Usually once a week or once every 2 weeks. This
has been going on for about a year. As of today, (b)(6)/2013 I will no longer give her these treats to see if her GI health improves.
After eating Chicken Jerky purchased at Walmart one of the dogs died within 30 minutes the second with in one hour.

2 Years

Male

85 Pound

All three of my dogs had diarrhea with bloody/mucus deposits in it. I went to the vet with the samples multiple times with their stools. They were given anti-diarrhea meds, yogurt, fotiflora to get it to stop. 2 dogs had vomiting and were lethargic. They were given anti-vomiting meds. One also received fluids for dehydration.

4 Years

Female

25 Pound

I noticed (b)(6) vomiting and had a loss of appetite and was temperamental. Her care was secondary to my other dog, (b)(6) as his symptoms were more severe. After (b)(6) passed, we took a closer look at (b)(6) and ran more tests realizing she had pancreatitis. She was hospitalized at the vet for two nights and recovered.

11 Years

Male

65 Pound

Sudden onset of what has been diagnosed as acute pancreatitis. Only significant change in diet was American Kennel Club brand chicken jerky treats (I have the package) and another dog treat of rawhide wrapped around sweet potato filling.

5 Years

Male

28 Pound

Backreporting this event. I purchased Happy Hips Duck Jerky for my 3 dogs (only 2 would eat the jerky - my female ACD, and my fox terrier). My female dog (b)(6) only ate 1 piece. My fox terrier ate 2 pieces in 1 day. By the following day (Sunday) he was very lethargic, vomiting, diarrhea, and would not drink or eat. I called my veternarian and was
instructed to try to keep him hydrated, but if he was not better by morning to bring him in. I syringed pedialyte overnight and by morning he seemed worse and wouldn't keep down the pedilyte. I took the jerky & my dog to the vet. He was kept at the vet for 2 days on IV fluids. They conducted fecal samples (nothing showed up), 2 sets of blood
work over the course of 2 days), X-rays (showed gas in the stomach). They at first did not think it could be the treats but he was always in excellent health previously. They determined through x-rays that the build up of gas was not dissipating but it was not an extreme amount. They contacted (b)(6) staff to assist them with what the issue could
be. It was determined that after 24 hours (dAY 2) that exploratory surgery into his stomach would be our best course of action. Thankfully by that afternoon he was eating & drinking and seemed to be his happy self. Another Xray & blood work also turned up no toxins, some gas still visible. He lost 6 pounds over the course of 3 days.
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Product Name

Species

Breed

DOGSWELL VEGGIE LIFE HAPPY HIPS
CHICKEN/DRIED APPLE TREATS

Dog

Wagon Train - Chicken Jerky treats

Purina Savor Roasted Chicken Slices,
PUR LUV Sizzlin' Strips Chicken and
Sweet Potato

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Terrier - Jack Russell

4 Years

Female

10 Pound

4-6 WKS PRIOR TO INCIDENT FEEDING ONCE DAILY DRIED CHICKEN/APPLE TREAT. (DOGSWELL) BRAND, VEGGIE LIFE HAPPY HIPS. 5-6 DAYS BEFORE HOSPITALIZTION SHOWING SIGNS OF VOMITING, NOT EATING, DIARRHEA, THEN DIFFICULITY BREATHING. I TOOK HER TO EMERGENCY ANIMAL HOSP WHERE UPON EXAM AND TESTS DETERMINED
THAT SHE HAD A MASS THE SIZE OF A BASEBALL IN HER STOMACH. THE ATTENDING DR ASKED WHAT SHE HAD TO EAT AND SAID AT THE TIME WAS THE DOG TREATS. SHE HAD SURGERY TO REMOVE THE MASS, HAD KIDNEY PROBLEMS BECAUSE OF THE SURGERY, WAS IN THE HOSPITAL FOR 4 DAYS, AND HAD TO BE SEEN BY FAMILY VET. FOR THE
FOLLOWING 4 DAYS DUE TO ON GOING ISSUES FROM THE SURGERY. VERY SICK LITTLE GIRL. FIRST NIGHT AFTER SURGERY I PUT A TREAT INTO WATER OVER NIGHT AND COULD HARDLY PULL THE PRODUCT APART DID NOT APPEAR TO BE CHICKEN MORE LIKE A RAWHIDE PRODUCT. I WENT TO LOCAL PET SHOP AND ASKED THAT THEY REMOVE
THE PRODUCT AND ALL THEY SAID WAS IT WAS THE VET. OPINION ABOUT THE TREATS. I HAVE CONTINIUED TO STOP WHOEVER I CAN WHEN SHOPPING FOR DOG FOOD AND TREATS TO TELL STORY.

Dog

Other Canine/dog

6 Years

Male

55 Pound

During the summer of 2011 I was giving my dogs the jerky treats after going to the bathroom outside. I noticed the diarhea in our dachshund first and took him to the vet for an antibiotic. However, we found that (b)(6) became the sickest of our 3 dogs. On one occasion my husband came home from work and one of our dogs had diarhea on our
dining room rug to the point that we threw the rug away. We weren't sure which dog was sick but (b)(6) was very lithargic and his belly was gurgling very loudly. I had read that people thaought it was the dog food Beneful, which was what we fed our dogs. I switched dog foods but I was still giving the jerky treats. I did notice that all of my dogs
had diarhea when we went out for them to use the bathroom. About a week later I came home to find that on of the dogs had vomitted and had diarhea. It was disgusting and kind of alarming in that the diarhea was almost gelatinous. (b)(6) was pretty weak so I believe he was the one who was ill. I threw away the treats. All three dogs did
recover to full health and I heard shortly thereafter that the treats were being recalled by various companies. I could not tell you the few brands we tried but I do know Wagon Train was one and whatever the genaric brand Walmart carried at the time.

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

190 Pound

I have never fed my dog any jerky treats due to the fact that I had heard about problems with them being made in China. The other day I went to PetSmart to buy my dog's usual kibble and the checkout person gave me 2 individually packaged treats to try. One was Purina Savor Roasted Chicken Slices, and the other was PUR LUV Sizzlin' Strips
Chicken & Sweet Potato. I carefully examined the labels and saw that they stated "made in the US". I assumed that these companies were attempting to get consumers to start feeding jerky treats once again, and marketing them as "Made in the United States" so that people would feel comfortable giving them to their dogs once again. I tore the
Purina Savor Roasted slices up and threw them onto her regular kibble at dinner time. Later that evening she became ill and started salivating and was sick to her stomach. I threw that package away. Two days later I opened the PUR LUV Sizzlin' Strips and cut half of one up and put it on her kibble. Same thing happened. She became ill. She has
not been sick to her stomach for 2 years until I fed these jerky treats. The amount I gave was very small and I combined it with her food, so she seems to have recovered pretty fast. My dog had just been to the Vet the week before and was given a clean bill of health, she has no health issues. I think the fact that this happened with supposedly
"Made in the US" jerky treats mean something is going on either with the processing or the chicken. Just wanted to pass this along for what it is worth in hopes of helping find the cause of these illnesses.

13 Years

Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Description

Not sure we had bought chicken jerky Dog
treats at Walgreens during Christmas
season as chicken
stockingjerky
stuffers for our dog. Dog
Authority
Boots & Barkley Chicken Wrapped
Dog
Rawhide Twists Treats for Dogs

Poodle - Standard

5 Years

Male

75 Pound

Our poodle started refusing food, vomiting and losing weight. He had terrible runny stool and progressively got lethargic.

Mixed (Dog)
Poodle (unspecified)

7 Months
1 Years

Male
Female

7.7 Pound
9 Pound

On two occasions (b)(6) developed bloody, mucous filled diarrhea. On both occasions the vet prescribed Flagyl and a medication to calm his guts. The first time he had a weird parasite that required an additional medication to eradicate. (b)(6) has now fully recovered since I quit feeding him the product.
After eating a chicken wrapped rawhide twist she became violently ill with vomiting, diarrhea and tremors. After seeing a report on NBC's Today show, we are certain of the cause. We had just opened a new bag of Boots & Barkley Chicken Wrapped Rawhide Twists an hour before this occurred. The Today show is reporting that the dried chicken
on the stick similar to jerky brand treats of dried beef and chicken, all made in China, are making 1000's of dogs ill and killing some of them. I have the remainder of the bag and am glad to give them to you if it helps you to determine what is causing these illnesses. Please advise on how I can get them to you. Thanks for your hard work on behalf
of pet owners everywhere.

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders
Dog
Cadet Gourmet Sweet Potato and Duck Dog
Wraps

Pug
Chihuahua

8 Years
7 Years

Female
Female

23 Pound
7 Pound

My dog passed away while undergoing surgery to repair a severe stomach ulcer that, I believe, resulted from consuming Waggin' Train dog treats. We'd never given these treats to her before in her life. They are a jerky-type dog treat that is produced in China.
I purchased Cadet Duck and Sweet potato jerky treats a week prior to (b)(6). 2013. I had given (b)(6) one treat per day with no problems. On (b)(6), (b)(6) got into the treats and at approximately four of the treats. Within about an hour (near bedtime), she began vomiting. She threw up into the night and had bloody diarhhea by the next
morning. She was lethargic and only wanted to sleep. in fact, she could not lift her head by 8:00 am I went to quickly put my clothes on to take her to the vet and when I got back to her crate, she was dead.
(b)(6) had eye issues and a bad hip but had no problems with her digestive, heart etc systems. I fully believe that these treats caused her death. I notified the vet this morning to give her information regarding the Chinese made treats and she agreed that this could have been the issue. WE cant prove it with (b)(6) but she should be added to the
number of dogs affected by the awful treats! If they didnt kill her, the contributed greatly to her death!. I have contacted Costco's home office to ask that they pull the items from their shelves. I have received no response.

Kingdom Pets wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato Nutritious Sweet Potato
Low Fat made with Lean Duck Breast

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American

9 Years

Male

30 Pound

Sever diarrhea and was not able to hold it. Was leaning to the conclusion that it was the dog treats I had purchased, but was convinced after watching the Today Show's experiance with others and the same product. Since not giving it to him, his stool has become more solid, but is still not complete. have given dog anti-diarrhea medicine from pet
store, which seems to have helped.

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders Chicken
Dog Treats

Dog

Collie (unspecified)

8 Years

Male

65 Pound

I noticed vomiting and significant loss of appetite in my dog. I took him to the vet over several weeks with a variety of tests and medications to increase his appetite and stop the vomiting. The medications did not work so we had a few x-rays taken, one showed an inoperable mass/thickness of the stomach lining. He perished within two months
of the symptoms beginning.

Prairie Dog Smokehouse Strips

Had purchased Prairie Dog Beef Smokehouse Strips. The expiration date was May 2014. After one week there was greenish mold appearing on the strips. Returned them to Pet Smart and they said they would issue an email to their regional headquarters. They found another package with mold on the shelf. I don't know if possibly this could be
linked to the recent dog deaths with treats.

MILOS KITCHEN CHICKEN JERKY

Dog

Retriever - Chesapeake
Bay

3 Years

Male

70 Pound

Perfectly healthy, indoor dog with clean vet record and regular check ups - no prior seizures of any kind. Began giving 1-2 MILO's Kitchen, chicken jerky treats to our dog per day. After about three weeks, dog began having violent seizures and loss of frequent balance and seemed confused. Discontinued these treats after narrowing down any
changes in regular routine. Do has been seizure free for 2 years. Our dog has been on the same food for many years with no issues. Seizures began only after ingesting MILO's jerky treats for about three weeks.

"Cadet" gourmet sweet potato steak
fries

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Female

55 Pound

After giving her the treat (2) about 1-2 hours she became clingy, this being a dog that lives at the lake she didn't want to even come to the dock. She laid down every chance she could. She had no energy, she didn't eat for two days. She wouldn't go for a walk, play, or have anything to do with anything except clung to my husband and myself.
Could not jump on the furniture. She acted like she was seriously not feeling well at all. This is a dog that is usually happy, jumping, always willing to eat. Heard the report on the news about the sweet potato treats, I immediately went to the treat bag and saw that it too was a product of china. CADET BRAND. she will never again get these treats.

Jerky treats

Dog

Beagle

3 Years

Female

39 Pound

Reverse sneezing, hacking, snoring, trouble breathing/hyperventilating and frequent urine accidents in home. Took to 2 different vets on strong antibiotics and steroids. Was on lighter antibiotics that didnt work nor did antihistamines.

Kingdom Pets

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

10 Years

Female

62 Pound

Approx. 8 hours after eating chicken jerky treat dog vomitted. Jerky was purchased at local Costco and was manufactured in China.

Kingdom Pets
Wholesome
Duck & Sweet Potato

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

9.75 Years

Female

80 Pound

Product = Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato. Purchased at Costco, summer 2013 - 48oz bag.
Each time I have given these treat to my dog, I noticed that her next poop would be diarrhea. The diarrhea would continue for about 1 or 2 days, and then resolve itself (I think). I still have the treats (2 bags) but have not given them to her since I noticed the correlation, which was about 3 or 4 weeks ago.
FYI - I did not give these treats daily. They were only given occasionally, with no other dietary or lifestyle changes, which is why I am able to make the correlation with a high degree of certainty.

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast
with Glucosamine and Chondroitin

Dog

Beagle

10 Years

Female

36 Pound

Reading about issues with dog jerky treats, I thought I would report this. We regularly give our dog Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Jerky Treats (usually 2 to 3 strips per day.) Back in mid-August, we had an episode where she began vomiting blood. We took our dog to our regular veterinarian who then had us bring her to an emergency / specialist
veterinarian. After a process of elimination, it was determined that the dog was suffering from pancreatitis. While the episode only occurred that once and the dog recovered fully within a few days, I thought I woud report it as it sounds similar to other reports I saw on the FDA website related to these products.

Waggn Train Chicken Jerly Tenders

Dog

Portuguese Water Dog

10 Years

Male

55 Pound

I purchased the Wagon Train Chicken Jerky treats for my dog and he loved them. Over a time span of about a year hear began acting lethargic and at times uncoordinated. I took him to the vet and they attributed it to arthritis. I was a little skeptical but believed them. Slowly he began losing weight and his appetite severly decreased. He
developed an insatiable thirst and constant urination. Finally, he died of seizures the day before I could get a vet appointment.

1. Jerky treats-Prairie Dog Treats
Steakhouse Selection Beef USA made
2. Biscuits-Pet Botanics Omega Treats
Chicken Recipe China

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

2 Years

Male

20 Pound

I assumed he was diabetic but after searching the internet discovered the same kidney failure symptoms associated with the treats. I have no doubt in my mind that this was the cause since he was very healthy prior to that.
Bought two different treats recently for dog so not sure which one was making him throw-up. One was the jerky another a biscuit type. First thought it was the jerky making him sick so stopped and he didn't throw-up, but then still gave him the biscuit type treat and he again throw-up the next morning. Have stopped all treats as of today, so
waiting to see if he continues to be sick, next step will be to the vet.

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM

Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky
Tenders
Low Fat
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Description
Last December my dog started experiencing distressing symptoms that would not subside, vomiting, tremors, diarrhea,etc. These symptoms started early morning and would not stop so we rushed him to the vet. He would not eat, they medicated him and he was not progressing, they basically stopped the vomiting but he would eat nothing, nor
would he even drink. After a couple of days at the vets office we brought him home, I figured he was dying. I had to force water in him, with a syringe, just to keep him hydrated. He would just stare into space and when I tried to introduce food to him he would turn the other way. Four to five days later he started to come around, he started
eating some baby food, something bland that the vet recommended. The only foreign food in his diet where these jerky treats. I have the bag still from last year. The brand is Waggin Trail wholesome chicken jerky treats, made in China. I will be contacting the manufacturer about this product. My dog almost died because of this product and cost
us over $500 to recover our dog. This dog saved my husband life and we would spend any amount of money if we had to, but the FDA needs to get real about food and other products allowed into this country from foreign countries.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

1 Years

Male

5.4 Pound

Dog began to act lethargic, throwing up stomach bile, refusal to eat and diahrrea, lasted for 3 days.

Dentleys with real chicken Rawhide
Twist

Dog

Chihuahua

9 Years

Female

12 Pound

Loss of appetite brought her the the Vet. Blood test revealed the kidney issue. Kidney numbers have gone back to normal 30 days ago. She is due for a recheck this week. She went through 3 days of fluid therpy on 19, 20, 21 and her numbers didn't change much. The following week daily home fluids administered. Numbers came down
dramatically. We are now down to every other day on fluids until the Kidney recheck on 10-24-13.

Happy Hips Chicken Breast

Dog

Beagle

4 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

30 Pound

Both of my beagles have enjoyed the Happy Hips jerky treats both chicken jerky and sweet potato versions. I assumed that since they were back on the market after the initial jerky scare that the problem had been resolved and they were safe to feed my dogs. I give them each one treat when I put them in their crate when I leave to my job at the
gym. They both have gotten up in the middle of the night at various times throughout the past two months and vomited. I assumed that it may have been from something they've eaten in our yard, such as acorns from the oak tree, although I've never seen them eat one. I had no idea it could have been from the treats I was feeding them. My dog
(b)(6) got so sick about a month ago that he stopped eating and when I took him to the vet, they found via surgery that the inner lining of his stomach was so inflamed that he couldn't pass anything through his intestines. He was in the vet hospital for four full days and nights for recovery. We almost lost him. The vet could not figure out what
caused the inflammation, but I honestly feel that it was the treats after viewing a news report on The Today Show regarding other pets' reaction to these same treats. I will NOT be feeding any pet products that are made in China to my dogs ever again and recommend that other pet owners do the same.

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Dog
Sweet Potato Premium Treats for Dogs

American Pit Bull
Terrier

5 Years

Female

46 Pound

I gave my dog the Kingdom Pets brand Duck & Sweet Potato treats from Costco that I had recently purchased. Shortly after ingesting the treats, she began acting very strange. She started licking every surface in the house, she licked the hardwood floors, a couch and a chair, even the walls, any textiles she could find. She also licked the entire
surface of her dog bed. I know that that is an indoor dog's reaction to feeling nausea or sour stomach, almost the equivalent to eating grass if she were outside. She then started dry heaving, and then vomited large quantities of food, and liquid, along with the treats. She vomited a total of 5 times, in a time span of 2 hours. She continued to dry
heave and lick surfaces throughout the night. She did not die, just became severely ill.

Milo's kitchen chicken jersey treats

Dog

Spitz - German
Pomeranian

8 Years

Female

12 Pound

I bought a bag of Milo's chicken jerky treats , a brand my mother had recently changed to for her chihuahua and I had brought one to (b)(6) and she liked so I bought a bag. Before bag was finished I noticed a substantial increase in her water intake and she was chewing on her paws. I took her to see her vet ( (b)(6) at picayune vet clinic in (b)(6) ,
ms (we have recently transferred with my husbands job but maintain our (b)(6) residence and continue with (b)(6) ) after lab work was done it was noted that (b)(6)'s liver enzymes were elevated and she also had some thyroid issues . She has been on medicine for both since and this has been approximately a year and a half I believe. I kind of
made the connection to the treats because around same time my mothers dog was diagnosed with pancreatitis by same vet that dog had probably had several bags of that treAt (b)(6) only the one which was stopped after connection was made. (b)(6) just had her third set of lab work done since first visit , liver enzymes remain elevated so she
was put on a additional med to try to bring liver levels down , next blood work will be drawn when we go home for thanksgiving to see if additional med helped. You can contact (b)(6) for specifics.

Waggin Tail Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Shih Tzu

6 Years

Male

15 Pound

I bought Chicken Jerky treats at WalMart in 2010 & he loved them....So I gave him a strip and a half a day. He became lethargic, thirsty and had vomiting and diarrhea. He passed away about a week later. I'm disabled and his death was the worst thing that ever happened to me.

Happy Hips by Dogswell Chicken Breast Dog

Shar Pei

11 Months

Male

45 Pound

He had an accident of diarrhea on the floor overnight, then vomited once that day, which was the first day after he had the first treat. He then had no appetite for the following several days

Nudges Wholesome Dog Treats
Premium Jerky Cuts
Betsy Farms Natural Chicken Jerky

Dog

Bichon Frise

11 Years

Male

20 Pound

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

14 Years

Female

50 Pound

Waggin Train Sweet potato/duck dog
treats

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

5 Years

Female

5 Pound

Dog presented with lethargy and multiple vomiting episodes after being fed Nudges Premium Jerky Treats. Normal temperature but a tense abdomen was the only detectable abnormality. High ALKP and ALT were the only abnormalities. A radiograph was taken and small intestinal folds were found. An electrolyte panel was sent to the state lab
and came back normal. Antibiotics and an anti emetic were administered and the patient improved over the next few days. The treats were made in the USA and manufactured by Tyson Pet Products, Inc.
(b)(6) was an OLD dog, but healthy. She had blood work and it was all good. She died over the course of one week. This was 3 weeks ago. I just heard on the news that dogs are dying because of Chicken Jerky treats. I had recently bought such treats and had been giving her some...maybe for a week before she died. The treats are BETSY FARMS
Natural Chicken Jerky Treats Lot 51803-1 Best By 08.30.2015.
Ate 1 Waggin Train sweet potato/chicken treat, largee bag from Costco
vomited, then severe bloody stools over a few days, lack of appetite, moaning as with a stomach ache. Vet visit , fluids under the skin, medication, bland diet. I returned the treats., A few weeks later she had a Cadet duck jerkey, same problem. Vet visit again as she lost weight, not eating, bloody stools. Doing better after IV, meds, bland diet with
rice. Also was a large bag from Costco.

Boots and Barkley Chicken Wrapped
Rawhide twists
Chicken Jerky Strips - Waggin Wagon

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Dog

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicke Breast
with glucosamine and chondroitin

Dog

Spaniel - Springer
English
Shepherd (unspecified)

Good'n' Fun stuffed liver twists

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

9 Years

Male

100 Pound

Mini Dingo Meat in the Middle

Dog

Spaniel - Springer
English
Lhasa Apso

4 Years

Male

50 Pound

2 Years

Female

15 Pound

Dog was given 1 "Mini Dingo Jerky, Meat in the Middle" treat on two consecutive days (Oct.14/15). Oct. 16 he lost his appetite and became jaundiced. Oct. 17 was taken to vet where blood work was done, and it was determined his liver was damaged. Vet warned it could be possibly linked to treats from China. I then went home and found that
these treats were manufactured in Cambodia. Dog is still undergoing treatment (at home).
My dog has been having the jerky treats for months, different brands and gets sick and will not each her food, will vomit an just lay around.

8 Years

Female

48 Pound

15 Years

Female

23 Pound

14 Years

Female

42 Pound

About 6 months ago we noticed she was drinking more water than normal, and started to become more lethargic. We associated this with aging, however after hearing the report about jerky consumption causing kidney failure, I realized that this change was associated with giving our dog a new type of jerky.
Three weeks ago she started vomiting, became listless and more lethargic, stopped eating and drinking. When I took her to the vet who drew labwork - she was diagnosed with severe kidney failure and was euthanized.
(b)(6) began to lose weight rapidly - she drank volumes of water yet she never got sated. Took her to the vet where they kept her for a few days to push fluids. I then took (b)(6) home and gave her fluids subcutaneously for a few weeks. Took her to weekly vet visits - but within a few weeks, she took a turn for the worse. I had (b)(6) euthanized
to end her suffering.
(b)(6) started getting really thin and not eating well. When we took her into the vet's office in (b)(6) 2012 she had 2 things wrong, her heart was enlarged and her kidney function was compromised. (b)(6) heart problem was the result of her existing heart murmur but the vet couldn't figure out why her kidney function was waning. She was put
on special medication for the kidneys and on special dog food for kidney function and because she was barely eating I didn't get her the jerky treats as often since I wanted her to eat her prescribed special food to improve her weight and kidneys. She ended up rallying from (b)(6) 2012- (b)(6)2013 but then took a turn for the worse (b)(6) 2013
and on (b)(6), 2013 we had to put her down. I actually gave her one of the jerky treats the night before we put her down knowing it would be her last treat and they were her favors. I took a picture of her balancing the jerky treat on her nose (her favorite trick).
(b)(6) had all of his normal, annual checkups in July and everything was fine. In June he even had extensive blood work drawn prior to a dental cleaning. Nothing was wrong. He started acted different on Friday, (b)(6), during our neighborhood walk/jog routine. He couldn't keep up and finally collapsed. (b)(6) he was lethargic. I did notice he was
thirstier more often and his urine was darker. We took him to the vet on Monday, (b)(6), in the morning. They ran tests and saw tumors on his spleen and liver. His spleen had ruptured and he was bleeding internally. He came home at lunch and died. We were completely shocked because although he was 9 and a large breed, he had been
regularly exercised his entire life and always taken in for his annual checkup and he lived indoors. All this to say he was a healthy 9 year old dog, even spry for his age.
My husband loved to give him treats. He had been eating "Good'n' Fun stuffed liver twists" from Healthy Hide, made in China, containing chicken, liver, and pork. I still have the packaging with one treat left. Lot number: HB1322, exp: 03-2015.

American Kennel Club Duck Jerky
Dog
AMERICAN Kennel Club Banana and
Chicken Creek
Jerky wraps
Canyon
Ranch American
Yam GoodKennel
chicken Dog
fillet wrapped yams

Retriever - Labrador

5 Years

Female

55 Pound

Fed (b)(6) a Canyon Creek Ranch brand chicken fillet wrapped yam treat. She has been lethargic and threw up blood later the same day.

Waggin' Train Wholesome Duck Jerky
Tenders.

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

3 Years

Male

88 Pound

Following the consumption of one single bag of Waggin Trails Jerky treats, the dog began to eat much less and lose nearly ten pounds. Symptoms included vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy, and weakness. The dog was treated with various antibiotics as well as pancreatic and fecal tests. No parasites were found, no pancreatic issues were found. There
was a low level of a bacteria (I do not recall the name) that would cause these symptoms, however the vet believed this was secondary to a different unidentified problem. Antibiotics appear to help however the dog still occasionally vomits and has diarrhea. Approximately 10 weeks has elapsed since the dog became ill.

Waggin Train Chicken Jerkys

Dog

Siberian Husky

14 Years

Male

55 Pound

After several years of feeding waggin train chicken jerky treats...my dog started having problems peeing. At the time I just thought it was associated with age. Then he became very ill and in great pain. After taking him to emergency animal clinic, they informed me he had kidney failure and could not be saved.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

12 Years

Female

45 Pound

We were giving her chicken jerky daily as a treat, Milo's Kitchen and Waggin Train. In (b)(6) 2011 her behavior started to change. She started sleeping in weird places and doing things she had never done before, like chewing on the woodwork, and hiding behind the toilet. I thought she was going crazy. She gradually started eating less and less.
She was under our veterinarians care for several months and being monitored, bloodwork, urine tests etc. She stared having accidents in the house. In (b)(6) 2011 I started to have suspicions about the chicken jerky, and I googled it and saw many complaints about illness in dogs, so I discontinued giving it to her, but it was too late, she was very
ill. She was vomiting frequently, eventually puking yellow and then black bile, then stopped eating or drinking anything. She lost a significant amount of weight. We were trying to feed her with a dropper. Her kidneys shut down completely and within 24 hours she had to be euthanized.

petshoppe chicken jerky
premium chicken dog treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

11 Years

Female

88 Pound

Several times the next day, she has lost her appetite, pants alot and I can HEAR her stomach from across the room rolling, growling and it sounds like a thunderstorm in there. She is lethargic too. I have finally put it together that it is the jerky treat I give her. Also, it appears to go thru her gi tract with some large chunks not digesting they are hard
and are stuck in her rectum.

Betsy Farms Natural Chicken Jerky

Dog

Beagle

Male

26 Pound

Had been giving jerky treats & noticed an apparent correlation between intestinal distress and treats... Last event I thought (b)(6) had been poisoned. He was nauseated, had tremors and exhaustion... barely moved for 36 hours, though there was mild slow improvement.
Had noticed nausea before, but this was overwhelming his whole system.

Chicken Jerky sorry don't remember
purchased at Costco

Dog

Siberian Husky

Female

85 Pound

We were giving her chicken jerky that we purchased at Costco as treats. She ultimately went into kidney failure and we had to put her to sleep. My husband was feeding her several a day. They were made in China.

3 Years

11 Years

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Greenbrier Kennel Club 3 Pressed
Bones

Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Age

Age
UOM
5 Months

11 Years

Gender
Female

Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
5 Pound

92 Pound
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Description
Our dog became very ill. It happened very suddenly. She had vomiting,severe diarrhea(green mucus and blood),would not eat,was very shaky,and just wanted to sleep. I took her to the vet. A stool sample showed nothing. The vet put her on flagyl to stop the diarrhea,but it took almost a week to stop it. She was VERY sick. Our vet was totally
puzzled. Today I saw a news report about dog treats out of China that are possibly making dogs sick. The week before our dog got sick I purchased a 3 pack of small dog chews at DOLLAR TREE. She had been chewing on the one I gave her the week before she got sick. When she was sick I threw away everything that I could not sterilize including
that bone. The other 2 are still in the package. I checked the package after I saw todays news report. The bones were made in China. Her symptoms were the same as I saw in the news report and were very sudden. She still has an occasional bout of diarrhea,but is otherwise back to normal.

(b)(6) began to vomit and could not keep anything down for approximately 24 hours. I took her to her vet and they gave her fluids and Pepcid to help alleviate the issues and put her on a bland diet. They also did blood work and took x-rays to eliminate any other issues.
She managed to keep her dinner down that evening but when I went to check on her during my lunch break from work, I found that she had severe diarrhea throughout the house. I called the Vet and they prescribed an antibiotic which I began to give her that same evening. (She continued to have diarrhea while I was at work for the remainder
of the day.)
Since she has been on the antibiotics, she has returned to her normal self.
While I was watching the news last night I noticed that there was a recall on sweet potato dog treats wrapped in bacon so I checked the package to see where they were manufactured and found out that they were made in China. The news report explained that the recall was on the same type of products made in China.
Is this the cause of my dog's discomfort?

Dingo dental sticks

Dog

Doberman Pinscher

2 Years

Female

78 Pound

Dogwell Happy Hips for Dogs Chicken
Breast
Cadet Gourmet Soft Lamb Sausage

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

8 Years

Male

80 Pound

Dog

Lhasa Apso

3 Years

Female

12 Pound

Canyon Creek Jerky in the past;
however I think what caused it this
time was DreamBones which is a
rawhide substitute chew also made in
China

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

5 Years

Female

10 Pound

Duck Jerky(no longer have container)
Chicken Jery Treats

Dog
Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell
Poodle - Toy

1 Days

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

Dingo Meat in the Middle. Best if used Dog
before 12/01/2015
Ingredients Rawhide chicken Pork
water etc.

Terrier - Jack Russell

12 Years

Male

21 Pound

In June (b)(6) was taken to the emergency hospital with severe vomiting, loss of appetite and lethargic activity. The exact same problems happened again in September when (b)(6) was taken to the Emergency Vet and then to (b)(6) In both instances (b)(6) had recently eaten a Medium Dingo Bone Made in China.
We still have two Dingo bones left from the same batch. We will await your instructions on what to do with them.

Ol' Roy Jerky Strips

Dog

Maltese

10 Years

Male

10 Pound

Kingdom pets duck and sweet potato
treats
wagon trail chicken jerky treats

Dog

10 Years

Male

20 Pound

Dog

Terrier - West Highland
White
Poodle - Medium size

5 Years

Male

40 Pound

Fed 1 Ol' Roy Jerky Strip (had been fed approx. 6 total Jerky Strips over a 2 month period prior to this incident with no adverse effects). Approximately 1 hr. after ingestion, the dog exhibited the following symptoms: frothy yellow vomit x 3 followed by dry heaves for approximately 30 minutes, lethargy for several hours, and blood-tinged stool x 1
within 12 hrs. of ingestion.
My dog has been eating duck and sweet potato treats made by Kingdom pets. He got an intestinal reaction, constant diarrhea for two days. Took him to my vet, who could not detect any medical reason for the problem. She put him on a special diet food and an antibiotic. The diarrhea has subsided and I am no longer giving him this product. I saw
the report on the Today show regarding this products warning. Thus I am making this report.
I was buying wagon trail chicken jerky treats for a while for my dog but then all of a sudden he started to have seizures and my dog never suffered from this before,and it seemed like the seizures would start later the day i would give him treats,he would start throwing up a yellow Flem and then would fall on ground and have seizure that would
last about 2 minutes.My dog has never ever had any issues regarding his health until i started to give him these treats.I stop giving my dog the treats because i heard they were bad and after i stopped giving him these treats he has never again had another seizure.I really and truly believe that these treats made my dog have these seizures. My
dog is fine now ,please look into this,i believe if i would have kept giving my dog these treats he would have died.Its been almost a year that i have not given my dog any wagon trail chicken treats. And has not suffered a seizure since.........thank you

DOGSWELL Happy Hips Jerky Strips Chicken
Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerky
Milo's Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

11 Years

Male

37 Pound

Vomiting appx 3 hours after eating a jerky treat

Dog
Dog

Terrier - Rat
Terrier - Cairn

12 Years
10 Years

Male
Male

13 Pound
25 Pound

vitality chicken jerky treats

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

2 Years

Female

15 Pound

When we gave him Milos chicken treats he would urinate all over the house. That didn't happen before he ate the treats. And once he stopped eating the treats he didn't do it after that.
My dog ate Chicken Jerky from Milo's and the next morning he had Bloody Diarrhea... We rushed him to the emergency vet and they questioned us if he ate anything different. When I told them he ate Milo's, they immediately checked his red blood count. His RBC was down to 15. They believe his condition was caused by pesticide poisoning that
was in the treats. After 5 long days in the hospital, 2 blood transfusions, many medications, Our (b)(6) passed away from bleeding out.
I gave my dog a chicken jerky treat from the Brand Vitality. I continued to give my dog the one treat a day for several days until i saw signs of gastrointestinal distress. My dog had continual bloody diarrhea and uncontrollable vomiting. My dog became severly dehyrated and was taken to the vet. The dog was put on several medicines for stomach
issues. She has never been sick before. After the dog came home from the vet I had her on a very bland diet for a few days, after she got well I started giving her the vitality dog treats again (not knowing that the treats were making her sick) She started again with the vomiting and diarrhea and became very sick again. If I had not been able to
afford vet care I think she would have died. DO NOT FEED YOUR DOG VITALITY JERKY TREATS OR ANY JERKY TREATS.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Golden

4 Years

Female

68 Pound

Petshoppe duck jerky premium duck
dog treats
Happy Hips Beef Liver Dogswell with
glucosamine chondroitin

Dog

Lhasa Apso

5 Years

Male

16 Pound

Within hours of being given Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky purchased at Costco, Maggie had diarrhea and over the course of the 1-2 weeks it appeared dark red and mucus-laden. I figured she was just having trouble with the new treat, so stopped offering it. After ~4 weeks, continued diarrhea and/or not producing any stool at all, I noticed weight
loss and brought her to the vet. She has lost 10% of her body weight. Increased water intake and urination. No vomiting.
My dog started throwing up several days in a row after consuming Petshoppe brand duck jerky premium duck dog treats. I stopped giving him the duck treats on 10-22-13

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

2 Years

Male

10 Pound

I gave my dog Happy Hips Beef Liver dog treats. The following day I found her dead

Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato
made with Lean Duck Breast
Natural
and
Premium Dog Treat
Shep
Dog
Treats

Dog

Weimaraner

4 Years

Female

50 Pound

gastrointestinal issues and vomiting after consumption of product

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

Male

12 Pound

American Kennel Club Duck Jerky
Beefeaters Chicken Jerky
SmartBones SmartFillets by Petmatrix
(Made with Sweet Potates and Real
Chicken)

Dog
Dog
Dog

Chihuahua
Great Dane
Corgi - Welsh
Pembroke

3 Years
5 Years
8 Years

Within a day of eating the Shep dog treats purchased at Aldi, my dog began exhibiting a lack of appetite and increased thirst. The next day he started with the diarrhea. The diarrhea continued for a week with blood and mucus. He as lethargic and basically not the same dog. I had to put him on a chicken and rice diet for three days before he
began to show improvement. I threw out the remaining treats thinking they may be the cause. He has not been sick since this one incident.
Purchased American Kennel Club Duck Jerky & I unfortunately did not check the country where the product was made because it was AKC brand. (b)(6) was given 1/2 piece of jerky (cut into small pieces). Within approx. 4 hours, she had vomited large quantities several times.
lots of throwing up, very lethargic. He would stand with his head drooped down. He just had a sick look to him.
The problem is with SmartBones, Smart Fillets jerky treats made by Petmatrix - made with Sweet Potatoes & Real Chicken. After giving my dog a jerky treat on October 13, 2013, he experienced watery diarrhea and vomited up the product for the following three days. His feces has not firmed up completely, but he has stopped vomitting and
having diarrhea.

Milo's kitchen chicken jerky

Dog
Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier
Terrier - Jack Russell

2 Years

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast
Glucosamine and Chondroitin

13 Years

5 Years

Female
Male
Male

Female

2 Pound

3.5 Pound
120 Pound
30 Pound

after eating 2 dental sticks than 2 more the next day (b)(6) became very ill not drinking or eating and having no motivation to move around the house. she in generally a very active pup. this occurred over a weekend and I drew concerns on Sunday morning I was taking her to the vet first thing Monday but later sunday evening she had abowl
movement and seemed to react a little better. by Monday afternoon she began to react normally slowly. I have not given her anymore of the product since and she has not had this reoccurrence again. the product was manufactured by dingo brands china
When the dog was given the chicken treat he began to throw up immediately after ingesting it. Once the entire treat was out of his stomach he was fine. I am so glad that his body just expelled this quickly rather than tried to digest it! This happened twice and then I just threw away the three bags of treats I had purchased and I decided to stick
with bisquits as his treats. I just saw a report of the news which asked people to report this to the FDA. I purchased these treats from Amazon and because I immediately threw away the bags I do not know there serial numbers. They were sold in a set of 3 (15 oz packages).
My Dog has been ill a couple times in the last few wks, after watching the jerky story and the reactions of the dog it made me think that is what is wrong with my Shih Tzu. She has been having tremors, I thought she was just cold, vomiting, hard time urinating, drinking lots of water now. I bought a new treat within the last month from our local
Shopko store. Cadet Gourmet,
Soft Lamb Sausage. Said it is made with real lamb.
I think her illness was building over a 4-6 week period. She began to drink excessive amounts of water. However she had no other symptoms until she began throwing up on Friday afternoon, (b)(6)2013. I took her to the vet Saturday morning and received anti-nausea medicine. That didn't work and on Sunday morning I took her to the emergency
vet clinic where she was admitted for gastrointestinal issues and dehydration. She stayed until Monday morning when they closed and I had to take her back to my vet for the day to remain on fluids. Monday morning she was so ill that she just laid there with brown fluid coming from her backside. She couldn't drink anything and keep it down for
even 10 seconds. The vet clinics gave her different medications and she remained on IV's through Tuesday evening when she was released and seemed to be recovering. She was released to try to begin eating Prescription ID canned food which she was able to eat and keep down. I have tried to wean her back to her prior Blue Buffalo food but she
gets diarrhea if she doesn't stay on the Prescription ID. She seems to be doing well now otherwise but I was afraid I was going to lose her. My Vet is (b)(6) and they have her records and bloodwork.

Dog had very dark diarrea. went in holuse which was unusual. Taken to Vet and received IV and is now fine. Had been eating duck jerky(2 bags over 2-3 months) purchased at Tops market in Watertown New York. Heard news story and wanted to report incident.
Our 2 new puppies @ 6mos old where given the Chicken Jerky treats, within days they both began vomiting,became lethargic,required hospitalization and I was told that both of them had kidney failure and elevated liver enzymes are where not excepted to live!!!!

37 Pound

Within the same day my dog ate Milo's Kitchen jerky treats she began vomiting and had extreme diarrhea. She wouldn't eat but would drink lots of water. The vet told me to keep an eye on her so she didn't get dehydrated. Her symptoms lasted for 3-4 days.

10 Pound

Gave my dog jerky treats and she had diarrhea and seemed more sleepy for days. Avoided all treats and she seemed to be back to normal. Since she tolerated them in the past, and I wasn't sure this was the problem, I gave her a treat yesterday and today and she seems more lethargic again today.
I gave her was Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast.
Have also given her Milo's in the past few weeks

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed
Bichon Frise

Male

Weight
UOM
30 Pound

Description

Dog

Age
UOM
8 Years

Gender

Veggie Life Happy Hips with
glucosamine and Chondroitin with
chicken and banana
DINGO Dental Sticks

Dog

Maltese

5 Years

Female

12 Pound

Within 24hrs of my dog eating a DINGO dental stick, she was vomitting and had diarrhea. I did not give her anymore and gave her metamucil to clean her out. She is fine now and back to normal. I did not take her to the vet since it cleared up within 24hrs after the first symptoms. I saw the news about Jerky products causing problems in dogs and
noticed the DINGO package says it was made it China. They are green sticks and the package says real chicken in the middle.

Wagin Tails Chicken Jerky

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

3 Years

Female

9 Pound

kingdom Pets wholesome duck and
Dog
sweet potato
i have no other information to give you Dog

Bulldog

4 Years

Male

84 Pound

One day my dog appeared to get hives. Had to have a cortisone shot. Didn't know what it was thought perhaps got stung. The hives returned and he had to take a prescription (forget name). This helped somewhat. Starting Benadryl as well.

Beagle

13 Years

Female

21 Pound

complete gut evacuation composed of vomit and diarrhea, covering 1/3 of the living room carpet and much of the dining room, followed by lethargy and loss of appetite.. please note that the date below is a guesstimate... she had ingested a rabbit that week, but also some chicken jerky purchased at target in (b)(6) rhode island... i rarely allow
her to have either

Kingdom Pets

Unknown

12 Years

Male

100 Pound

Dog

Age

Weight
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Both dogs have lethargy, fatigue and loss of appetite for days. They have had this ongoing for months and the vet has been unable to explain the situation despite numerous visits. The male dog has experienced a number of UTI's and frequent urination by both dogs. Both have been on Anti Infective agents to treat a suspect infection of unknown
origins

Developed kidney failure (high protein counts) within weeks of eating Wagin Tails chicken jerky (January 2011). Lost 30% body weight. Vet originally thought it was a uterine infection and neutered the animal. Weight loss continued; severe malaise, severe pain. Euthanized the animal 4 months later (~April 2011).

My dog was a Vizsla, not listed in the drop down. He was given chicken jerky treats from Costco and became suddenly ill and died within 3 weeks from kidney disease. Unfortunately, I was so upset, I threw away the bag. It is a brand I have been buying solely from Costco for the past several years. His vet had never seen his blood levels indicating
kidney failure at such high levels. Was very amazed he hung on for as long as he did. Prior to this, the dog was a completely healthy dog with no prior health problems.

Dogswell Breathies Chicken Breast with Dog
Mint & Parsley
Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast
Dog
Glucosamine & Chondroitin

Dachshund - Miniature

3 Years

Male

10 Pound

First the treats seemed to make him constipated. He poops regularly every morning and after we started giving the treats he didn't poop for 4 days! Finally he was Violently sick so we realised it was the treats and stopped giving them to him. Hopefully he is ok

Mixed (Dog)

6 Months

Female

46 Pound

The puppy developed a week of sporadic bouts of diarrhea (she went in her crate twice after never having gone to the bathroom in her crate ever) until I realized it was the jerky making her sick. 24 hours after not feeding her the jerky, the severed diarrhea subsided, but she continued to have very loose stool, straining, and blood for another few
days. I took her to the vet; she had a fever and he gave her an injected antibiotic and Flagyl to take for a week, diagnosing her with having eaten an undeterminable irritant. (She has access to black walnuts and wild rabbit feces, is a puppy and chews up toys like crazy)

Veggie Life VITALITY chicken and apples Dog

Poodle - Miniature

7 Years

Female

9.8 Pound

(b)(6) began vomiting and had diarrhea Wednesday 10/16 evening at around 10:00pm and didn't stop until we took her to the vet the next. She was given an antibiotic that she ended up not being able to keep down and had to be taken back for a shot of the antibiotic instead. She had been fine since but since we were unaware of the Jerky
outbreak, we gave her two more treats since, she vomited again last night but not to the same extent as before, only once. We instinctively decided to throw out all of her treats but saw the news report this morning and checked the bag of treats and IT IS INDEED MADE IN CHINA. The treats are Veggie Life Vitality chicken and apple.

Beggin Strips Waggin Strips

Dog

Shih Tzu

8 Years

Male

17 Pound

This happened in 2003. I have always had dogs and have bought numerous treats for them not paying much attention to the ingredients - assuming they were safe. My dog ended up with kidney and renal failure and had to be put down. After doing my own research, I discovered it was the BHA in dog treats and dog food = used as a
preservativects in products mostly from China. I have since began reading labels and will not give my current dogs anything with BHA in it. As a result, my current toy poodle is 13 years old. PLEASE ban the ingredient BHA.

Beffeaters chicken jerky

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

4 Years

Female

Happy Hips/ Vitality by Dogswell

Dog

Shih Tzu

9 Years

Male

20 Pound

I began giving my dog Happy Hips jerky treats and Vitality treats by Dogwell...and another brand that was in the same aisle. My dog began to have increased urination and excessive drinking. His coat began to thin out and he became very shaky. After numerous trips to his vet, I was advised to take him to a specialist that indicated he had kidney
insufficiency and diagnosed him with atypical cushing's disease.

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerkey Treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

9.5 Years

Male

54 Pound

(b)(6) passed away at the age of 9.5 years of age. He had chronic disease of the small intestine which prevented him from absorbing nutrients. He had lost about 20 lb over the course of one year. He had been tested and screened for intestinal cancer, but it was never confirmed as he was too weak to undergo a surgical biopsy procedure.
Ultrasound confirmed that he had thickening of the intestinal wall. A necropsy was not performed. The two vets treating him felt he had cancer of the wall of the small intestine. He did not have any kidney problems.

7 Pound

urinary incontinence, loss of appetite, lethargy,fever. she was very sick.

(b)(6) enjoyed chicken and duck jerkey treats. These were the few treats he enjoyed as he was a fussy eater. He preferred meats and high protein diet. We do not know if the jerkey treats were the cause of his illness. We had asked the vets about this, but at the time, they did not feel the treats were the cause and that there were no reports or
studies reported.
Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats
distributed out of south Carolina and
made in CHINA

Dog

Alaskan Malamute

Hartz Chicken Chews
Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast w
Flaxseed & Vitamins

Dog
Dog

Retriever - Labrador
Lhasa Apso

Unknown product name

Dog

contact me don't have right this
moment
Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog
Dog

Chihuahua

American Kennel Club-- AKC--- Duck
Jerky
Trader Joe Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Wagon train chicken jerky

See previous report filed months ago.

10 Years

Female

70 Pound

RE: Chicken Jerky Treats / WAGGIN TRAIN Treat Products !!
I started giving my 10 yr. old approxmently Alaskan Malmute those WAGGIN Train Chicken Jerky Treats back in like 2009, and I thought nothing of it, at the time - this was Before any of this information came about about them being badd.
I Noticed she'd stat Drinking a lotta Water, and I mean a lotta water, she would just lay by her bowl like she couldn't get enough water, and then she started URINATING uncontrollably on her self, a few hours later, I thought maybe she was just having a kidney infection or something,, so, I kinda let it ride for a while, it would come and go,
sometimes a week would go by and then it would start again. Finally after several months of this I decided to take her to the local VET, and they had a hard time finding anything wrong with her, she appeared healthy, but that her BLOOD SUGAR was High, and the VET said she had Diabetes and Kidney issues, and that her Liver & kidneys were
shutting down. So we ended up putting her on insulin and some other drugs to try to stabilize her,,, to make a long story short,,, my Husky Malmute Female, had got really sick around (b)(6) of 2012 - had her in a (b)(6) for a Month, cost me "$10,000 Dollars", to have her taken of,, I got a phone call on (b)(6) 2013 my beautiful Husky (b)(6) girl
was DEAD, she had died !!!!!
I Tried, I tried to do everything for her even thru money at the problem like a madd man,, she still died on me,, shes gone, I believe it was because of me giving her those damn Waggin Train Chicken jerky treats,, it shut down her kidneys and caused other problems,,, and nobody had a clue, not even the vets or the university vet college,,, and she
died on me, I was supposed to pick her up and bring her home that next day (b)(6) 2013,,, but on the 5th of (b)(6) they called and she had died in her kennel , I have her bones / ashes here at the house and her pelt is at the Taxidermy,,, Yes I want as much of her around as I can have, she was a beautiful Husky Girl,, I loved her so much, like my
Wife , miss her so much. That's what happened, to my Beautiful Husky (b)(6) IF you go to YOU TUBE and type in the search - (b)(6) - You will find my Videos of my Dog (b)(6) the mighty husky Dog, you'll have to browse for them, theres like 3 or 4 of them. You Tube Video : (b)(6)

5 Months
6 Years

Female
Female

50 Pound
18 Pound

I purchased 2 bags of Hartz Chicken Chews at Bob's Small Lots. After feeding her 2 strips, within 8 hours she began to vomit frequently for 3 hours. A visit to the emergency vet was required to stabilize her.
When ever I gave my dog, (b)(6) a Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast w Flaxseed & Vitamins she would throw up. I gave her the treats several times and each time she threw up. I stopped giving them to her as they were making her sick.

Schnauzer - Miniature

2 Years

Female

23 Pound

Gave her jerky made in the USA several times and she regurgitated. This also happened with jerky made in China. Thought USA jerky would be safe to give to her but apparently not. Took back to PetSmart and reported problem to store.

Australian Kelpie

6 Years

Male

Dog developed severe, acute kidney failure and severe pain and didnt' recover, we had to put him down after being on oxygen all night at the ER when they couldn't save him. I still have an unopened bag of the same Chinese chicken jerky treats he ate. We had his organs biopsied at UC Davis and all they found were three types of rat poison.
None of our neighbors or us use rat poison and there is no way he could have eaten any.
Jerky treats even in small amounts (6 grams or less) consistently cause gastric upset with intermittent vomitting and loss of appetite for 1-2 days after feeding.Chicken Jerky causes the strongest symptoms.

10 Years

Female

7.5 Pound

5 Years

Female

14 Pound

My dog became weak, while walking she would drop and lay there looking sick. Loss of appetite.

2 Years

Female

20 Pound

We gave our dogs Trader Joe brand Chicken Jerky treats and 1 of our dogs vomited for a few days after but seemed to be ok after that few days

Dog

Spitz - German
Pomeranian
Spaniel - Cocker
American
Weimaraner

6 Years

Male

74 Pound

My dog loved the chicken jerky that I bought at sam's club .He ate it voraciously.At the age of approx. 4.5 his creatinine value was a bit elevated but not abnormal. We had no idea that the jerky could be an issue. He had no history, nor did his breeder of any kidney problem. Then his kidney function rapidly deteriorated. He lost 15 pounds over a
year and I could only sustain him with feelings from a syringe.
I consider it a crime that the possible link between this Chinese jerky product ( wagon train) was not made public ally known sooner.My dogs lived to 16, at least. This remarkable animal should not have been afflicted. You owe it to dog owners to publicize when an investigation is being initiated......not just concluded.

Dog

Lhasa Apso

7 Years

Female

16 Pound

After giving jerkey treats to all 3 of our Lhaso Apso dogs our female began walking like she was wadding in watter. She also was incoherant. She is the smallest of our 3 dogs with the boys weighing between 22 and 28 pounds. I suppied the package information to the FDA. I spoke with a FDA rep from Atlanta and stored the packages for several
months until they became moldy so I through them away. I suggest you (FDA) have a faster response to reports or have a option to mail in these packages in so you (FDA) can preserve them for future testing. We stopped giving these treat until recently whan the recall was lifted. I had 3 different types of treats which I gave UPC codes to (FDA)
personnel. This would have been a good case study for your team as you could have had various samples for testing. I strongly suggest you develope a mail in process for suspected tainted treats or tell vets to collect these and submitt them. Our vet told us to contact you and we did, Thank you... (b)(6)

I have been feeding my dog these treats intermittently over the last year. Dates stated below are the most recent occurence. I have just recently determined the jerky treats are the cause of the symptoms.

Dog

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed
Terrier - Yorkshire

Female

Weight
UOM
11 Pound

Description

Dog

Age
UOM
12 Years

Gender

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky & Waggin
Train Duck Jerky

Coonhound - Redbone

14 Years

Male

80 Pound

(b)(6) became ill in the digestive sense. He did not vomit, but had diarrhea and was lethargic. He actually refused to eat the treats (I used as supplements for him) before I recognized they appeared contaminated with mold. Also, the coloring of the treats would vary from one package to the next. The biggest problem appeared to be with the
chicken/duck, apple, and sweet potato variety. This was years ago, 2007 to 2008. The dog was a robust 14 year old at the time. The treats were something I fed him regularly & had on hand in quantity in bags. I discovered more than one bag (among "happy hips," "vitality," & "happy heart") to be contaminated. I stopped purchasing any dogswell
products. THE TREATS WERE UNRELATED TO HIS DEATH.

DOGSWELL Happy Hips Vitality Happy Dog
Heart Duck&/orChicken Sweet Potato &
Apple

Age

Weight
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Chicken Jerky Treats

In 2008, I started giving my dog, (b)(6) Waggin Train chicken jerky and duck jerky. After she began consuming them for some time, she started having health issues. She also started to develop gastrointestinal and incontinence issues, such as having mucous like stool, runny stool and urinary accidents in the house. It did not occur to me that the
treats I was giving her began to harm her. Vet appointments began to become frequent. Neither the vet nor I made the connection between her illnesses and the treats until the first mentioned recall of them. She was on different antibiotics and anti-inflamatory medication on and off from 2005 until her death on (b)(6), 2013. During this 5 year
period, she was ill quite frequently, her stomach also became distended. She was a delightful member of our family.

I am a pharmacist in Washington State. I noticed that the information sheet from FDA talks about Fanconi syndrome in dogs after eating Chicken jerky treats made with chicken, duck & sweet potato. Sweet potato (genus Ipomoea) contains a high content oxalic acid. I also read that, in most cases, the pets who were most severely sickened were
exposed to the treats on a daily basis. Could the, presumably, high salt content of a jerky snack, coupled with moderate to high oxalic acid level in sweet potato cause sub-clinical nephro-toxicity acutely that leads to Fanconi syndrome with continued exposure? Perhaps it is not a single pathogen, but a slightly toxic, naturally occurring, substance
and owner behavior that is causing the problem? Have any of the animals in question shown any signs (during necropsy) of oxalic acid related kidney damage?

Cadet gourmet duck breast

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

5 Years

Female

50 Pound

Wife purchased treats duck treats, we gave dog treats for several days when the dog started to become sick. Lethargic vomiting and bloody and runny stool. Stopped giving dog treats a few days ago and dog has for the most part recovered. We still have treats and container. Treats are duck breast made in China...brand is cadet ims pet industry.

Chicken Tenders
Free birds Chicken Apple Wedges

Dog
Dog

Mixed (Dog)
Collie - Border

12 Years
5 Years

Male
Female

50 Pound
60 Pound

decreased appetite, decreased activity, vomiting, diarrhea, increased water consumption and/or increased urination.
I gave my dog the treats Freebirds Chicken Apple Wedges by the company Petsport. Made in China and distributed by Costco.
On the second day she became lethargic and then refused to eat, drink and move. She had severe pain when I palpated her abdomen and spine. She was unable to walk and appeared to be noxious and in severe pain. I brought her to the veterinarian after she did not move, eat, or drink any water for 2 days. Even attempting to get into the car she
yelped in pain, a task that would normally come easily to her. After running blood workup and radiographs, the veterinarian indicated that my pet had pancreatitis.
It took 5 days to recover after giving her an anti-emetic, antibiotics and sucralfate.
There were no other factors that were different in her routine aside from the treats. She is a normal healthy and extremely active dog that became debilitated by this treat. Please look into these treats or recall.

waggin' train chicken jerkey

Dog

Male

Dog

Shepherd Dog German
Terrier (unspecified)

10 Years

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato
Cadet duck breats
Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky, Kingdom
Pets Duck & Sweet Potato Treats

Dog
Dog

Other Canine/dog
Cattle Dog - Australian
(blue heeler, red
heeler, Queensland
cattledog)

7 Years
10 Years

125 Pound

Female
Female
Male

(b)(6) has had alot of health issues since feeding this product. the side effects have caused alot of diagnosing and trial and error to figure out just what is wrong with him. as of date there is still no resolution to his problems..it has been a process of elemination..he is now very sensitive to what he eats...has lost alot of weight and is losing fur.
The day after we fed her these treats, she started to have tremors. Later that day, she threw up, had diarrhea, and refused to eat her dinner. The next day, she had 2 urine accidents, which she has never had in our over 5 years of ownership.

70 Pound
63 Pound

Noticed animal was lethargic, Blood work showed elevated liver enzymes. Being treated with antibiotics & other medications.
Patient presented on Friday (b)(6), 2013 for being slow to rise and stiff. Physical exam was unremarkable other than some hesistation to stand. It was presumed based on his history that he was having an arthritis flare and was put on Tramadol along with is regular Rimadyl to increase comfort. He had no vomiting or diarrhea at home prior to
exam.
He presented again on Sunday (b)(6), 2013 for acute vomiting, diarrhea and inappetance starting late Saturday night. On physical exam he was dehydrated, lethargic, painful to abdominal palpation, rest of exam was unremarkable. His bloodwork and urinalysis revealed severe acute renal failure with glucosuria and hypoproteinemia.
He was immediately hospitalized with aggressive treatment 24 hours a day. Ultrasound done October 22nd revealed peritoneal, pleural, and subcutaneous effusions, secondary to hypoproteinemia, normal appearance of kidneys. Bloodwork indicated renal values worsening despite treatment. Owners elected euthanasia.

Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato
American Jerky Skin & Coat Support
Chicken Fillets for dogs.
Milos treats and dried sweet potato
treats

Dog
Dog
Dog

Chihuahua
Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier
Dachshund - Miniature

5 Years
2 Years

Male
Female

25 Pound
30 Pound

2 Years

Female

18 Pound

Dog suffered fever, gastro intestinal issues and illness after eating treats. Other dog has been throwing up regularly after treats.
Gave her American Jerky Skin & Coat Support Chicken Fillets for Dogs (1 lb) that I bought at PetSmart. Both dogs got sick, (b)(6) is 3 and weighs 14 lbs and (b)(6) is 2 and weighs 30 lbs. Bloody diarrhea and vomiting within one day of eating it. I didn't give for a week and they cleared up a bit and then I gave them it one more time and symptoms
came back.
In (b)(6) of 2013, (b)(6) suddenly became lethargic, with grossly bloody mucus diarrhea, vomiting. She had been receiving daily treats of sweet potato and duck treats purchased from Walmart in (b)(6). Be was taken to the vet and remained under treatment for 3 days with IV antibiotics, hydration, x-rays, stool and blood sample. Unable to
determine cause of illness. (b)(6) was also eating Little Cesars and occasional bite of Purina dog chow purchased from Sam's Club. (b)(6) remained on a restrictive diet of a bland chicken diet for 2 days and then a home cooked chicken and rice diet for 30 days with no further symptoms. No treats of duck or sweet potatoes were given again. The
Vet was unable to pin point the disease and called it hemorrhagic entercolites. Vet:Dr. Chaundy
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

canton creek chicken jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

5 Years

Female

16 Pound

(b)(6) - was given Canyon Creek (and other) chicken jerky treats with occasional sweet potato treats, also from China. Began to get urinary and bladder infections, crystals, etc. Needed quite a bit of expensive medical treatment including meds and special foods, also $$$. December 2012 almost died from vicious hemolytic anemia, possibly a result
of compromised system due to jerky. She fits profile of 5 - 7 years old, poodle/bichon mix, etc.
(b)(6) - exceptionally healthy neutered male Dutch Shepherd purebred. Now almost 3 1/2 years ole, but at from 2 to 2 1/2 (same time as (b)(6) he too was being fed Chinese chicken jerky treats, but would not eat the sweet potato. He is a dog who will eat most anything, but seems to detect when something is not good and won't eat it. He
started to urinate very many times both in the yard and walks, far more than what had been the norm. His urine also was very acidic, burning the grasses seemingly overnight. His water intake increased as well.
After returning product to the retailers, I proceeded to buy equipment to hot air dehydrate my own USA originating boneless, skinless chicken breasts, sourced from a variety of grocery retailers, including big box. ZERO problems since then with (b)(6) (b)(6) has permanent damage done, but is responding well to a maintenance protocol. Better
yet, there are full medical histories created by top tier veterinarians, and other vets as well. Records are available, but to be honest, I suspect you really don't have much of an interest in my report. FDA suffers from arrogance which includes knowing better than anyone else. Worse, I tried to report this 2 or 3 times to the local (b)(6), Colorado
FDA (per instructions from FDA website) and although I know contact was made, I was never given the courtesy of even a simple acknowledgement of a report. Arrogance, again. So, I do believe what I saw on the local news is just FDA trying to CYA. If not, contact me.

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast
(Chicken Jerky)
Dingo Kitty Beef Fillets

Dog

Setter - English

Cat

Domestic Longhair

Hartz Chicken Jerky

Dog

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Spitz - American
Eskimo Dog
Boxer (German Boxer)

PAWS PREMIUM NATURALS CHICKEN
CHEW FILLETS

Dog

Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky

Dog

11 Years

Female

39 Pound

7 Years

Female

8 Pound

2 Years

GASTRO- INTESTINAL UPSET VOMITING LOSS OF APETITE CHEWING LEAVES AND GRASS
Our cat was given Dingo brand kitty beef fillet treats. After several years of occasionally giving these treats to the cat, she developed kidney failure. Our veterinarian discovered the failure and put her on dialysis. After 4 days of hospitalization, medications, and tests, our vet saved her life. She returns to the vet every 6 months for a blood test to
check on her kidney health.

Female

15 Pound

I purchased Hartz brand chicken jerky, which caused diarrhea and vomiting. The reaction was not immediate, and I did not make the connection until researching her symptoms online. The treats were made in China.

1.5 Years

Male

54 Pound

Dog began vomiting for unknown reasons, lost appetite, had diarrhea. The symptoms would subside and return almost cyclical. We took him to the vet who prescribed a pro-biotic and pepsid. We found through extensive research that his symptoms aligned with a Jerky concern and immediately we discovered his brand of treat was indeed made
in china, was duck breast, and others have commented their pets had been impacted with the same brand and type of treats. Cadet Gourmet, duck breast purchased at costco.

Maltese

5 Years

Male

14 Pound

My dog ate a strip of chicken jerky

Terrier - Jack Russell

8 Years

Feed my dog some chicken jerky and she got extremely sick. Was lethargic, not eating, fever and stomach ache and vomiting.
Brand information:
Hillside Farms - Chicken Jerky (made in China) [lot# R101E2C9 WPAHFCJ1E003] manufactured for Globalinx Pet, LLC. Newport Beach, CA 92660. 888-846-9653. Info@hillside-farms.com

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

waggin train wholesome chicken jerky
tenders

Dog

Poodle - Medium size

Dogswell Vitality Duck Breast

Dog

Beagle

Age

Age
UOM
3 Years

Gender

Weight
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Weight
UOM
14 Pound

Description

Male

10 Years

Male

37 Pound

3 hours after ingesting duck jerky treat (Dogswell Vitality made in China) he became lethargic and would not move, only looking plaintively at us. He then had what appeared to be seizures, slight convulsing. Drooling associated with nausea, attempt to vomit but unsuccessful, just gagging. Had to be carried to car but walked with unsteady gait
into vet. Vet performed urine and blood testing and found nothing unusual in tests but noted very abnormal responses to stimuli and concluded he had seizure. No problem with blood pressure. Vet unsure if neurological or toxic event caused seizure and told us to monitor overnight. Overnight excessive drinking once but otherwise refusal to
move at all, very slow to move next day, almost completely immobile for 24 hours. Finally seeing minor improvement in mood and activity and light eating of dry food next night. Friend posted consumerist.com report on treats tonight and I found it and think it may be the cause. Will alert vet tomorrow to ask if any samples remain if you want
them. I still have remainder of treats with bag as well. Is there anything I can do to help him or is this a complete mystery?

We bought two bags of purina waggin train chicken tenders (made in china) from costco in orange county california. After opending the first bag and given no more than one per day to (b)(6) he began getting blood in his stool, wich turned to bloody throw-up as well. We took him to the vet and he was put on IV and spent the night in the
hospital. The vet said he could have died had we not taken him in. I had suspected it was these treats and threw the rest of the bag away, but still have the other bag. I thought he just didn't get along with them, until i saw the product recall today. I now know his illness was due to these treats and would like to share the un-opened bag with you
if it would help. Feel free to call me if you have any questions. Dates below are approximated.

Artificially Chicken Flavored Exer-Hides Dog
Munchy Rawhide Sticks

Cattle Dog
(unspecified)

2 Years

Male

56 Pound

The dog vomited blood and had bloody diarrhea - puddles of it. He spent 2 nights at the vet. Xrays, toxicology reports, blood tests were done. He came home and was ok for a few days, then became sick again. I saw on the news about dogs being poisoned by treats from China. I looked through all our dog treats, and sure enough, we had some
called "Exer-Hides" Munchy Rawhide Sticks, chicken flavored. Distributed by Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Bentonville, AR 72716 Made in China. A phone no. is on the package 877-307-2192. He had been so sick, we had to take our furniture to the dump. And I was still giving him these treats! -- Not knowing until I saw the news report. I

Cadet gourmet duck breast

Dog

Ridgeback - Rhodesian

8 Years

Male

80 Pound

My dog ate the duck breast treats, we've been buying them a while. All of a sudden he's lethargic, doesn't want to eat just drinks a ton of water and can't walk properly. He's falling and walking into walls.
This has been two days now and the vet can't figure it out. Please help us

Waggin Train chicken jerky - Costco

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

16 Years

Female

30 Pound

Costco Waggin Train chicken jerky (had previously also had the duck). Treated for urinary tract infection that turned into fatal, acute kidney failure within 3 months.

JerrkyStrips

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

11 Years

Female

12 Pound

Dog became lethargic and began to refuse food a few days after giving her Publix jerky treats. She was vomiting and had diarreah and her breathing is very labored. she went to the vet today and they advised she had water in her lungs. They did no tests (probably because we couldn't afford them) and they advised to put the dog down. We have
her at home tonight to see if she will rally but she is worse. We got her to drink some water but she still vomits and now doesn't even turn her head when she's called. She won't stand up and her breathing is quick and shallow. We will probably have to euthanize her very soon.
The local news WPTV had a report on treats tonight so I thought I'd report this.
The product is Jerky Strips (publix brand)
The code says:
Best By 071114184
328E2 OKM 02 22:54
I still have the bag with a few treats left

Pet Kingdom Chicken Jerky Treats made Dog
in China

Collie - Border

Female

To whom it concerns,
We used to feed these treats to our 4 dogs, 2 Border Collies and 2 Shih Tzu¿s. We found that our dogs, loving the flavor probably, ate them far too fast,, inhaled them. Many times they choked and coughed them back up. They are Much too hard, long and can be Very sharp on the ends. Hard Jerky Slivers!! We don¿t give our dogs bones do to the
risk of intestinal perforation, in my opinion these could possibly do the same harm. After watching my dogs, all of them trying to choke them down, poking the inside of their mouths, straining to swallow them,, No more for this fur family. I wonder if any of these pups that passed away had peritonitis??
Sincerely,
(b)(6)

milo's kitchen jerkey

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Dog
Tenders

Terrier - Jack Russell

Oinkies Pig Skin Twists

Mastiff

Dog

2 Years

Male

23 Pound

He had horrible diarrhea for the first time ever. At first I thought it was just a little bug since he was acting normal. When he wouldn't eat or drink the next day I took him to the animal hospital. He started having bloody diarrhea there, which was very scary. The gave him subcut fluids and antibiotics. He got better over the next 2 days with
antibiotics and I fed him soupy boiled rice and plain chicken. Thankfully he recovered completely. The only new food/treat I had given him was the Milo jerky treat (I remember mentioning that to my dog trainer). He hadn't been at the dog park recently but I thought it was just a bug. He did not have contact with any new or sick animals and was
not at any parks where there was sitting water so I had been thinking it was an issue with the treats but then figured it was just a normal infection. Then I saw this http://www.nbcnews.com/health/pet-jerky-treat-mystery-nearly-600-animals-dead-still-no-8C11436330 and saw that Milo's treats were listed. Now he only gets Nylabone treats and
locally made treats.

4.5 Years

Female

14 Pound

I gave (b)(6) a treat and she immediately had a seizure that lasted about 2 hours. The vet came to the house and administered anti-seizure medicine. She continued to have symptoms; but is responding to treatment. Doctor's report is available.

6 Years

Female

109 Pound

TuesdayEarly morning around 430am I went to take her out to go to the bathroom and she did not get up right away like she usually did at the door. Approximately 10am, (b)(6) went to get up from lying down on the kitchen floor and her back legs started slipping out from under her. She did get up and went to different parts of the living room to sleep
during the day. That afternoon about 230pm I told her "let's go get (b)(6) from school" and she did not want to get up. She eventually got up and went to the top of the stairs, It took her about 10 mins b/f she would go down the stairs. She went the bathroom and had a hard time getting in the car. When the boys got in the car she sat up and
when looking at my son swayed a little back and forth. About an hour later I took her to the bathroom after difficulty getting her to get out of the car. She went diahrea and then lay down in the bushes. She did not want to get back in the car. We went straight to the vet and they brought her into the building on a stretcher from half way out on
the parking lot. The vet ran 12 Xrays on her for spine disease, hip displacia, broken bones and could not find anything. They took blood and the tests showed that the Spleen, Liver and Kidney were all enlarged. The doctor believed that there may have been an infection, kidney or mass. The ultrasound was not available. They gave her oxygen and
an IV because she was dehydrated. Their recommendation was to leave her with them on oxygen for a couple hours and over night on the IV to see if this would flush thru her system. I went up to the vet at 745am the next morning and they said she passed between 12am-630am. She has already been cremated. I am willing to send in all her
treats that she had and send her medical records if useful.
Oinkies Pig Skin Twists- Smoke Flavored- Manufacturer Hartz- www.hartz.com- Ingredients- Pig Skin- Made in China
Pork Skin Twists- Manufacturer- Whole Care Pet- Ingredient Pork Hide- Product of China
Meaty Treats- Lame & Rice Jerky (no corn, wheat, or wheat Gluten)- Manufacturer Sunshine Mills, Red Bay, AL- www.sunshinepettreats.com
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Age
UOM

Gender

Description

13 Years

Female

25 Pound

(b)(6), 2013
Re: Suspected Early Death of (b)(6) our 13 year old female Jack Russell/Beagle mix, possibly due to ingestion of ¿Hill¿s Science Diet Jerky Strips with Real Chicken¿.
Background: On (b)(6), 2013 she ate her normal 3 meals¿breakfast, lunch & dinner {each meal consisted of 1/3 cup of Hill¿s Science Diet Small Bites [mix of ¿Mature Adult¿ & ¿Adult Light¿], a 500mg VSF Nuroplex Formula capsule (to help prevent seizures since Sept 2011), a little canned chicken breast and warm water mixed together}. Also for
the last year+, just before the breakfast meal daily, I had been giving her an 81mg Aspirin, which seemed to help with the joint pain she had been experiencing previously. She was getting running exercise almost everyday and seemed to be in good health for her age.
Around mid-day on the (b)(6), my wife & I decided to go shopping, and as we usually do when we do not take (b)(6) we gave her a treat to ¿stay home and watch the house¿.
Usually the treat is 2 or 3 little training milk bones but that day I decided to give her Hill¿s Jerky Stripe with Real Chicken. When we got home I took her out for her usual exercise and to do her ¿business¿. She did her business (both urinated and stool -- which was a little loose), but she did not want to run and seemed to be having a little problem
with her rear legs, especially going up the 3 steps to our kitchen from the garage.
Somewhere around 7 or 8pm on the (b)(6), she began to vomit and continued about every ½ hour to 45 minutes, for the next 44 hours until her death at about 3:45pm on Sunday, (b)(6), 2013. I carried her outside a number of times during this period, but she was unable to do much or anything. Also, during her last 44 hours she refused all food
offered but a few times would drink a little water.
I have saved the unused jerky and resealable package the Jerky came in which is marked Product # 1877 with a ¿Best Before Date of 10 2014¿ and a code of J19 3 087. I¿ll hold this for 30 days or so, in case it could be of any use to your testing laboratories.
I have also saved the garbage bag that most of the vomit is in (which I initially collected in clean paper towels as the vomiting occurred). I don¿t know if this can be analyzed at this point, but will hold onto it until (b)(6), 2013. If you want me to hold on to it longer or wish to have it picked up, please notify me ASAP but no later than (b)(6).1st.
Thank you for whatever help you can provide to hopefully save many more family pets from going through what in my opinion appears to be a reaction to some kind of poison, either in the jerky, or created by the jerky in combination with some other food or product.
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
E-mail: (b)(6)
Telephone: (b)(6)
Sent to www.safetyreporting.hhs.gov (b)(6) 2013 (b)(6) In response to FDA's request for help in their investigation of Jerky Pet Treats and unknown cause of related deaths.

Hill's Science Diet Jerky Strips with Real Dog
Chicken

Beagle

True Chews 100% natural Dog treats
Premium Jerky cuts made with real
chicken - Tenders made in USA

Dog

Alaskan Malamute

8 Months

Female

86 Pound

I opened a package of True Chews Premium Jerky Cuts on Friday night, (b)(6) 2013 and on Sunday night at 10 PM my dog started vomiting and I stayed up with her all night then rushed her to Vet hospital at 7:30 am and paid a lot for testing to find nothing but dehydration left her there at 1:00 pm for fluid transfers Called several times to say she
was stable. Then I went back to pick her up at at 8:30 pm I arrived at 7:45 got my instructions and went to get her she started seizures and I had to let her go. It was totally horrible. MY healthy puppy now gone. Reason I do not know for sure, but the examples of blogs are exactly what happened to my puppy.

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato, Happy Hips Duck Breast
Gluscosamine & Chondronitin

Dog

Other Canine/dog

5 Years

Male

14 Pound

(b)(6) is a 5 and a half year old Shiranian (Shih Ttzu and Pomeranian mix). Shortly before breaking out in painful hives that became infected and started to scab, he started to squeal when he went poop. I reported both incidents to the vet, where he was treated for the infection with an antibiotic. After a few days the squealing while pooping
became more prominent and we visited the vet several times over the next few weeks. They examined him and tested his blood and stool, and even took x-rays. All demonstrated no real issues that should cause painful pooping (they noted his liver was a bit smaller than normal, as was one of his kidneys). On one occasion, the vet did indicate
after I mentioned giving (b)(6) Kingdome's Pet duck and sweet potato treats from Costco and Happy Hips Jerkies, that I may want to stop giving the treat to (b)(6) because of various warnings, including that from the FDA. I also mentioned that I had been feeding (b)(6) Avvoderm, which after my own research I learned had been recalled on a
couple of occasions. All of these foods originate from China. After I stopped feeding him these foods, the squealing has become less prominent, however, he is now apprehensive about going poop and will attempt to hold it as opposed to relieving himself. It appears the only thing that alleviates some of the discomfort is a long walk, a new
veterinarian diet - Purina Veterinarian Diet EN Gastroenteric, and locally sourced and manufactured freeze dried treats. I make this report because I am fearful of what will and has become of (b)(6) and after hearing about complaints and investigation into these pets food. I hope it helps (b)(6) and others.

Durango Soft & Chewy Chicken Jerky
Dog
Bites Made in USA "Made with Natural
Ingredients"
Jakks Pacific Inc. Malibu CA 90265; KVP
International

Schnauzer - Miniature

16 Months

Female

13.2 Pound

13 lb. (b)(6) had been eating Durango chicken flavored Jerky Treats for a week or more. On (b)(6), 2013, she suddenly began profuse vomiting of very thick mucous, was lethargic, unable to eat or drink and could not stand or walk. A few days prior to becoming ill, she seemed to drink more water than usual and was snappy toward our other 13
month old dog, (b)(6) (he is fine; he weighs about 30 lbs).
She was taken to the emergency vet, " (b)(6), because our regular vet was not open. An x-ray was done to rule out an intestinal obstruction and she was started on IV fluids. Blood work was done and we were told she had pancreatitis. They monitored her overnight and kept her on IV fluids, only. They gave her Ampicillin Sodium 1 GM, Baytril 22.7
mg/Ml and Cerenia INJ. The next day they allowed her small amounts of a special food. She was able to keep it down, so we took her home with instructions to give her Famotidine 20 mg and Cerenia 16 mg daily. We also were told to change her diet to EN K-9 for a few weeks. (b)(6) is scheduled for a follow up with (b)(6) at the (b)(6), 2013.

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck and
Sweet Potato

Dog

Papillon - Spaniel Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with
dropped ears
(Phaléne))

7 Years

Female

11 Pound

Acute onset of vomiting, lethargy and anorexia. Exam showed jaundice, dehydration, severe cranial abdomenal pain, severe nausea. Labwork showed T bili-7.3 ALT=960 Alk Phos828 Lipase>> 18,000. Abd U/S showed severe pancreatitis with secondary partial extrahepatic obstruction. The pet was hopitalized on antibiotics, IV Fluids, Cernia. A Fresh
Frozen Plasma transfusion was given. After 3 days, recheck lab showed worsening of hepatic values, bilirubin,lipase. (b)(6) was transfered to specialty hospital who attempted a NG Tube, added pain meds, added antiemetics for an additional week w/o improvement in clinical signs and U/S.
(b)(6) was euthanized in the end. As (b)(6) was a very picky eater she was fed a large amount of chicken and duck jerky from China, bought at Costco starting in June 2013. The owners have saved the product for analysis in a ziplock bag along with the packaging if needed.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Irish Softcoated Wheaten
Hound - Basset

Dogswell Breathies Chicken Breast with Dog
mint and parsley (a chicken jerky treat)

1.5 Years

Male

42 Pound

(b)(6) had unspecified diarrhea and vomiting. He had not temperature and was acting relatively normal, however he was vomiting and had diarrhea and on the verge of dehydration. Discontinuation of the snacks, rehydration at the vet led to his recovery.

9 Years

Female

47 Pound

One morning, my Basset Hound demonstrated:
serious lethargy (She was barely moving.)
lack of appetite (She wouldn't eat her breakfast.)
major discomfort (She wouldn't sit or lie down. She would only stand.)
labored breathing/panting
extreme discomfort when trying to go the bathroom
These symptoms came on suddenly as she had seemed normal and hungry the night before.

3 Years

Male

85 Pound

I took her to the vet, and they found her significantly dehydrated and wanted to keep her for observation. She stayed at the vets for 3 nights for gastroenteritis. her liver enzymes were extremely elevated. She was very sick and was on IV fluids for the length of her stay because of her dehydration.
Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog
Dog

Shepherd Dog German
Akita

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast

10 Years

Female

60 Pound

Pet Shoppe duck and chicken jerky
treats

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

19 Months

Male

10 Pound

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast Jerky Dog
treats with Glucosamine and
Chondroitin

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier

7.5 Years

Female

21.8 Pound

Authority Chewy Dog Treats - Sweet
Potato & Chicken wraps, Authority
Chewy Dog Treats - Chicken Jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

5 Years

Female

8 Pound

Petshoppe Natural Sweet Potato
Chicken Wraps
Cadet duck jerky treats

Dog

Retriever - Golden

6 Years

Male

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

6 Years

Female

Waggin' Train Jerky Treats (Sweet
Potato)

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

16 Years

Female

100 Pound

7 Pound

On a routine annual vet visit, his labs were abnormal: Creatinine 2.4, Albumin 4.3, and protein in his urine, diagnosing him with kidney disease. I saw the reporting in the news about Chicken jerky treats from China causing kidney disease. I saw online that the product we were given him was one of the products that problems had been reported
with.
Gave dog Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken (Cage-Free) Breast Glucosamine & Chondroitin jerky treats at a cost of $17 for 15 ounces. Product also had Vitamin E added. Product is made in China. Gave recommended portion of about 8 treats per day for 3 to 4 days. Dog quickly became lethargic and appeared to be in pain. She lost appetite and feces
turned a green color. Saw vet and stopped treats and dog made recovery. However, prolonged use could have been deadly. Still have remaining product and would send to FDA at my expense to contribute solution.
Ingredients in product are: Crude Protein, 60%; Crude Fat, 1% to 5%; Crude Fiber, 1%; Moisture, 18%; Vitamin E, 100 IU; Glucosamine, 2,000 mg; Chondroitin, 1,000mg
I was giving him the chicken and duck jerky treats that come from Walgreens. Called pet shoppe. They come in a bag for 9.99. The only thing that (b)(6) was getting besides that was his dog food and I would boil him some chicken and give him that. After giving him his duck treat, the next day he started throwing up. He would play, he wouldn't
eat and he had diarrhea and it had blood in it.
I took him to the vet. He was very sick. The vet put him on antibiotics and even took him home with him a night. He didn't eat anything for 8 days. This happen about 3 weeks ago. Not for sure of the date but you are more than welcome to call my vet, (b)(6). He started getting sick on or about (b)(6)/2013. I took him to the doctor on (b)(6)2013.
He didn't start getting better until (b)(6)2013.
Dog developed diarrhea 5 days prior to presentation. Multiple frequent episodes noted. No vomiting. Appetite normal.
Clostridium type bacteria seen on fecal cytology test.
Throwing up and tough time passing her stool.

Within 24 hours of giving treat he experienced diarrhea, vomiting, became lethargic, increased thirst, increased urination.
o fed both dogs Cadet Duck jerky treats the morning preceding beginning of symptoms with one of two dogs. Anorexia/vomiting first, then lethargy and diarrhea. Severe pain noted on physical exam. CPL strong +, also leukopenia, and a mild increase in ALKP. Urinalysis wasn't done. Pain continued thorugh evening despite hospitalization and
buprenex administration. She was ultimately diagnosed with peritonitis and euthanized.
In 2010, I gave my minpin Waggin' Train sweet potato dog treats when I would come home from work. After eating them for a week, she began to vomit & have severe diarrhea. I took her to the vet & her kidneys had shut down on her. I had to put her to sleep. Later, I read about these treats being suspected in other pet deaths. At first, only the
chicken treats were suspected. But later I read that the sweet potato treats also had caused pet deaths. I told the store where I bought the treats that these Waggin' Train jerky treats had caused dog deaths & requested that they remove them from the shelf. They stated they had not heard of any problems & refused to do so. I assume now that
they have removed them. When I checked the bag of jerky treats, they did say "Made in China". I will never buy anything for my pets again that is not made in the United States! Never asked vet if they had caused her death. I was too distraught. She died only 6 months after I had buried my husband.
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Product Name

Species

Breed

Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

7 Years

Male

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

2 Months

Female

Veggie Life Vitality with Flaxseed &
Vitamins with Chicken & Sweet Potato
Treats for all dogs

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

5 Hours

Male

kingdom pets chicken jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

Female

71 Pound

after eating kingdom pets chicken jerky the dog would throw up and had watery stool..she became lethargic and began to loose her hair and ultimatly developed health problems...tumors...ulcers..etc..the dog has been under a vets care for the past three months and is sickley.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Poodle - Standard

7.5 Years

Male

52 Pound

Initially, throwing up the same dog treats, diarrhea all over the house....then wobbly, weak and lethargic. About 18 hours before we took him to the vet.

Dingo Sizzlin Jerky Savory Wholesome
Bacon Flavored Chews

Dog

Other Canine/dog

5 Years

Female

19 Pound

Presented September 28, 2013 with complaint of owner having seen blood in her urine. Noting increased frequency of urination, but still eating well and no other symptoms. No urine sample could be obtained at the time of that visit, so treatment was started for suspected cystitis. Instructed owner to follow up with trying to catch a urine sample
and to let us know if the symptoms do not improve within a week.
Dog presented October 25, 2013 with owner complaint of increased thirst and urination, decreased appetite and occasional vomiting. Dog acts lethargic and not herself. Not seeing any more blood in urine. Dog has lost 1 pound (down to 19 from 20 lb last month). Owner succeeded in catching a urine sample and we performed a urinalysis along
with CBC, profile, electrolytes, CPL and abdominal Xray to screen for uroliths.
UA results showed urine specific gravity to be 1.008, 30+ protein, and glucosuria 50-100 range (no blood, pH 8, all else normal). Bloodwork results show normal blood glucose, normal kidney enzymes, slightly elevated ALKP at 342, normal CBC, normal CPL, slightly hypokalemia at K=3.1 Presumptive diagnosis is Fanconi syndrome.
Dog has been fed a lot of treats and people food. One favorite treat is the Dingo Sizzlin Jerky, Bacon Flavored Chews. Owner brought us in a recently opened bag. Product of Eight in One Pet Company, Distributed by United Pet Group, Inc, Made in China.

Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Female

10 Pound

MOLD ON CHICKEN JERKY CAUSED SEIZURES IN MY DOG, (b)(6) I use to give (b)(6) chicken jerky from China... and then she started having SEIZURES!!! She had 3, or 4 I think, before I finally figured out the cause! I kept a small Ziploc baggie of these strips in the car, and would break them in pieces and give them to her as a treat... She ONLY had
the seizures about four (4) hours after eating a treat... I took the chicken out of the car (daytime) and noticed they had a thin, almost invisible, film of MOLD on them!!! I threw ALL of her chicken strips out. I now buy smaller bags of strips, from USA, and NEVER put them in the car. I also store the opened bag in the refrigerator now. It was three
(3) years ago, and she has NOT had ANY more seizures since!!! ***Maybe it is the MOLD on the chicken/duck jerky that is the culprit leading to illness and death in so many pets?*** Of course I feel h.o.r.r.I.b.l.e. about giving her moldy treats, but it was always at night when she was in the car, so I couldn't SEE the mold, and the treats were not in
the car for longer than a week, at a time, but obviously long enough for them to spoil. How long are they safe even stored on the shelves in the stores? **P.L.E.A.S.E. RESEARCH *MOLD* ON THE CHICKEN AS BEING THE CULPRIT!!!***

Waggin Train Wholesome Duck Jerky
Tenders Duck Dog Treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

Female

60 Pound

(b)(6) was given Waggin Train jerky treats (chicken or duck) over a period of years, but with a new bag purchased in March 2012 (duck jerky), she was sickened, stopped eating, and passed away within weeks. A second dog, (b)(6)- a dachshund, was given 1-2 treats over a weekend when I was sitting him. He was also sickened, but recovered
without any veterinary visit. (b)(6) had been getting about 1 jerky treat per day off and on for a few years.

happy hips duck breast

Dog

Pug

13 Years

Male

25 Pound

(b)(6) was fed duck jerky and chicken jerky treats purchased at Pet Smart. The duck jerky was new at the store and (b)(6) loved it. About a week after he started eating it we noticed that he was vomiting up everything including his lunch and dinners. This went on for about four days and then he quit eating completely. This lasted for about four
days and then he started shaking real bad. I took him right to the vet. This was on 9/19/13 before it came out on the news about the treats from China. The vet felt his stomach and said it was serious and he needed to be put down. (b)(6) was like our kid and we were in total shock because this all happen so fast. He was always a real strong dog.
I went over to Pet Smart today and they still are selling this stuff. I talked to the manager and told her what happen. She said they don't take it off the shelf unless there's been a recall. How much more warning do they need ??????????

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato
Premium Treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Female

85 Pound

After giving (b)(6) two or three treats, she vomited a couple of times, large amounts. Did not eat again for 36 hours and slept for the same amount of time. Has recovered completely, but I didn't take her to the vet to have her tested.
2nd dog, collie mix, developed Limber Tail Syndrome after receiving the treats and slept for about the same amount of time as (b)(6) vomited and refused to eat. His tail is slowly recovering.

Wagin Train chicken jerky/ and Wagin
Train Griller

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

6 Years

Female

10 Pound

My dog stopped eating, lost weight and vomiting. I took her to the vet, they did extensive blood work, x rays, and had to keep her to give for fluid therapy. She then came home and daily had loose bowls and did not eat, except for treats.
The vet then reviewed the x-ray and they were not able to see all of her organs.
She continued to get fluids each day and I would bring her home.
She was scheduled for an ultra sound on a Tuesday and she passed away on Sunday in my home.

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

10 Years

Male

55 Pound

(b)(6) became ill and would not eat around the time that we purchased the jerky. He has exhibited all of the symptoms listed in the recent news report. He would vomit up everything he ate and then stopped eating all together. Then he would recover after a few days but then the symptoms would return after a few days of eating again. The
cycle has repeated about 4 times to date. We tested his blood at the vet and he has elevated ALP (658) and his GGT (21). The vet prescribed antibiotics for him. He also had elevated WBC (27.3) and elevated neutrophils (21000). He also had a positive urinary tract infection. The vet did not know exactly what was wrong with him. Upon exam his
colon was dilated. He does take medication for epilepsy but never had these symptoms and they came on very quickly.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky
Cadet
Gourmet
Duck Breast
Made with REAL Duck Breast

Dog
Dog

Poodle - Miniature
Rottweiler

14 Years
3 Years

Male
Female

7.5 Kilogram
59 Pound

(b)(6) had been receiving jerky treats purchased at Costco for at least a couple years. A new group of cherky treats was purchased around the time he became sick, started vomiting, and developed protein losing enteropathy.
My dog started to have diarrhea after consuming the product over a few weeks period. The diarrhea progressively got worse

kingdom pets chicken jerky

Dog

Female

130 Pound

purchased a bag of" kingdom pets'" chicken jerky. gave (b)(6) 2 strips, about an half hour later she vomited. seemed "sick " for the remainder of the day. she consumed a great amount of water several times throughout the day.

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian
Siberian Husky

7 Years

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast

2 Years

Male

50 Pound

veggie life vitality chicken and sweet
potato from dogswell, veggie life
vitality chicken and sweet potatoe

Dog

Maltese

6 Days

Female

3.5 Pound

Kingdom Pets
All Natural Ingredients
Chicken Jerky
ITEM 169728

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Male

33.3 Kilogram

I bought new treats for my dog - Kingdom Pets chicken jerky, purchased from Costco in (b)(6) WI. About 12 hours after giving my dog two of these chicken jerky treats, he started vomiting. I believe I gave him two treats in the afternoon, and he started vomiting in the early morning next day. My husband and I both left for work, and the dog
stayed home alone all day. When I got home from work around 5:30pm, my dog was listless and weak. He did not greet me at the door as he usually does. There was vomit all over the house - at least 6 distinct piles. Most of the vomit spots were clear and colorless, suggesting he had emptied his stomach many hours ago. His water bowl was
empty. His food bowl was still full (very unusual) and he would not eat anything. I gave him some water, and he vomited the water up shortly thereafter. I have never seen him in such a lethargic state. He could barely walk. He could not lower himself normally to the floor to lay down - he thumped down in a heap. Around 9pm, my husband and I
decided to take him to the (b)(6) in (b)(6) WI. He was diagnosed with vomiting, anorexia, and significant lethargy. Blood work revealed significant dehydration and elevated kidney values. He was kept overnight at the ER to be treated with the following - IV isotonic fluids, metronidazole, maropitant, and famotidine. We took him home the next
day around 6pm. He was much better at that point, but it took about a week for him to return to baseline. We had to give him a special diet for one week. We had to give him oral metronidazole, maropitant, and famotidine for 5 days. I still have the dog treats in question if a sample is needed.
I am not 100% sure his illness was caused by the dog treats. He was in doggy daycare with overnight boarding for the 3 nights before I gave him the treats. However, he showed no signs of illness until several hours after I gave him the treats. I called the daycare, and no other dogs were sick. He has never been sick after attending that facility, and
he still goes there about once a week.

Chicken Tenders Healthy Hips and
Joints

Dog

Mountain Dog Bernese

1.5 Years

Male

100 Pound

Within a day of eating these, dog began to exhibit gastrointestinal symptoms as well as excessive water intake resulting for several days afterward. Animal given the treat on Monday and Tuesday, beginning Tuesday night, loose stools started and we stopped giving treats. Animal was up once in the middle of the night Wednesday and Thursday
with loose stools and as of today, Saturday, loose stools continue. Also given to our 30 pound English Setter who had watery stools.

14.8 Pound

45 Pound

11.8 Pound

Description

I had been giving him the jerky treats and he got to the point were he would not eat his food and would sleep all day long and would not want to do any activity, he would throw up and it was yellow looking and he had some diarrhea. But mainly he would not eat at all and was not active at all he acted like a zombie.

My dogs have eaten duck jerky for years and never had a problem. I recently purchased Cadet brand duck jerky from Costco as it has never been listed in the recalls or unsafe companies. (b)(6) is a chow shepherd mix and she had diarrhea for two days after eating the jerky. She is completely healthy and up to date on immunizations. She eats
Earthborn natural food and did not have any changes to her diet, except for the jerky. My other dog (b)(6) a black lab mix vomited three times about 20 minutes after eating the jerky. That dog has an iron stomach. As a puppy, I would have to stop her from eating sticks, rocks and my shoes. Nothing ever made her sick. The night I fed them the
new jerky, (b)(6) behavior changed. She usually is my shadow and follows me everywhere or is snuggled next to me. Suddenly she got up and drank a whole bowl of water, went outside and ate grass; she came back in and laid on the floor, but could not seem to get comfortable. She then vomited the duck jerky, grass and water. I didn't know
about this latest concern with duck jerky until I saw it on the news the next day. Then both their symptoms made sense. (b)(6) also eats Earthborn food and had no changes to her diet that night. Her mood and behavior were normal until after she consumed the jerky. The next morning, I put some pumpkin in with her food as I wasn't sure why
she had had an upset stomach. She ate her breakfast and was fine the next day. No more vomiting and no other issues. Fortunately both my dogs are OK after this. I'm trying to get Costco to at least return the unopened second bag, as well as the first bag that made my girls so sick. This was really scary. I haven't seen this brand listed in news
reports and have been telling everyone to be aware that Cadet jerky can make dogs sick.

October 14, 2013 Vomiting was the initial event, small amounts then large amounts for a total of 6 times. Later he moved his bowels it was some what weak. Then he left thick puddles of what I thought was diarrhea however it was blood I have pictures of this as I was not sure of what I was seeing. He was bleeding profusely from his butt. I called
the Emergency Vet Hospital in our area, he's never done anything like this. They said he needed immediate treatment. He was admitted and placed on IV medications. The prognosis was 50/50. He had a 50% chance of making it but the Vet said he was "very" sick. He spent two days in the ER and then 5 days recovering at home. He came home on
anti-biotic, nausea, and pro-biotic medications. His health has always been excellent and he is not a tiny Yorkshire Terrier, he weighs a little over 11 pounds, I believe otherwise he would not have survived this. We bought him as a puppy for $1500.00 and he is a beloved family member and a therapy dog for me. This was devastating. My daughter
had just had our first grandchild and I was so upset I couldn't move. I am on disability and suffer so much pain already. A dog trainer we know said he will continue to be compromised by this and this same event could occur again.

Dog sitting for my son, (b)(6). Gave (b)(6) a jerky treat when I left for work two days, Monday and Tuesday. I stayed home on Wednesday and (b)(6) seemed to not feel well. Wouldn't eat but drank more water. Gave him another treat to see if he would play but he didn't want to play, slept all day. Bloody, mucous diarrhea. Acted sick for two
days, then got better. I bought different brand of treats and he got better. Brand that seemed to make him sick was Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast
Vitality chicken and sweet potato treats were given to both my dogs, one a yorkie and one a maltese. bot came down with severe diarreha, didnt want to eat. We stoped treats immediantly and they are ok now. I got sick after feeding the dogs treats without washing my hands. diarreha, headache, severe stomach pain, dizzy, vomiting, fever and
my urine has a very strong strange order. I have been sick for a week, just starting to feel better now. the company of the treats is dogswel - vitality sweet potato and chicken jery treats
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Product Name

Species

Breed

Oinkies Pig Skin Twists
Original
Real Smoked Flavor

Dog

Poodle - Toy

True chews

Dog

Sweet Potato Dog Chewz

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Description

6 Years

Male

10 Pound

In the days following the consumption of the Hartz Oinkies, (b)(6) started to become lethargic and was consuming large amounts of water and started to pee in the house. (b)(6) is potty trained and never pees in the house. (b)(6) has visibly lost weight. You can see his rib cage outline more now. (b)(6) has thrown up several times. He has been
very abnormal as far as his energy goes. He used to like to play but does not even want to move for his favorite toys. I will be contacting Walmart to have them remove the recalled product from their shelves!

Dachshund - Standard
Smooth-haired

12 Years

Male

16 Pound

All three of my dogs threw up, lost appetite and drank more water while eating jerky treats. We have used several looking for products made in US due to past jerky treat problem. It seems all of them are not good for them we stop using them and go to beef treats and the dogs improve. My husband likes the chicken for less fat.

Dog

Terrier - Cairn

13 Years

Male

20 Pound

(b)(6) started vomiting and constant diarrhea. Took to Vet and Vet prescribed medication for nausea and diarrhea. I was unable to get medicine down and he became more dehydrated with constant vomiting and diarrhea. Ended up taking him to the vet hospital, kidney blood levels were very bad with possible kidney failure. Vet was not sure if
chronic or acute.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Long-haired

11 Years

Male

25 Pound

After starting new package of Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky (From Costco) our Dog got seriously sick, vomiting, bloody diarrhea, lethargic, no appetite. Visited vet including emergency vet couple of times, but they could not find anything conclusive, except intestinal infection. But we strongly believe that it is the Jerky that caused it. Kingdom Pets
Chicken Jerky Lot#WPKPCK03B170.
It seems like that the whole bag is not contaminated, but there are individual treats in the bag that are causing the sickness. At first we did not suspect the jerky, and continued to give them until recently, when our dog started to have same symptoms again.

Target Boots and Barkley Chicken
Retriever Rolls (made in China)

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

10 Years

Male

65 Pound

I gave (b)(6) 2 Target brand "Boots and Barkley" chicken retriever rolls over 2 days. Approx 1 day after, he became extremely lethargic (almost comatose) - lying around, not responding to people entering the house or the room - lying down in a ball, lifting his head only when we stood directly in front of him. This is extremely unlike his usual
behavior. He also had increased urination (usually goes every 10 - 12 hours) - needed to go out every 2 hrs. or so. Several times, we thought he had died (due to his lack of response). Within 2 days after ceasing giving him the rolls, he was back to his usual good health, very responsive, walking around the house a lot, and barking when he saw a car
coming up the driveway. He has continued his usual, healthy behavior since that time. After hearing about the warning on jerky treats, and reading the FDA warning, I suspect that these rolls are part of the same problem. The symptoms are identical. I give these rolls very infrequently, so it was easy to see the changes in him. There were no
changes in his food during this time.

wagon trail

Dog

Bichon Frise

7 Years

Male

12 Pound

My dog was a happy and full of energy. I called the doctor to make an appointment and told them he seemed depressed. That was on a Thursday or Friday. His appointment was on the following Tuesday. His health deteriorated quickly and by Saturday we had to put him to sleep. He was vomiting, unable to control bladder and bowels. This was
February of 2012.

waggin strips and canyon strips

Dog

Terrier - Rat

9 Years

Male

27 Pound

Began giving him chicken Jerky treats about 5 years ago - usually broken in 1/2 or smaller piece. After over a period we noticed he did not want to eat regular food and began drinking water. We did not immediately associate with the treats and continued to give to him. He liked them and seemed like a healthy good protein source when he was
not wanting the kibble. In trying to figure out what was going on - talked to trusted pet supply store. We decided the sources of the treat was questionable enough and discontinued. I also called the dist/mfg trying to get information from them. They did not direct me to file a claim. I also reported to vet as FYI. I had additionally had seen some
information from pet owners online. I did question where these mfg could get and supply the chicken strips at the cheap prices it was being sold for. Didn't make sense. Our dog was diagnosed with Addison's disease about 1 year ago.

Wagon Train Chicken Jerky Dog Treats

Dog

Poodle - Toy

11 Years

Male

12 Pound

My dog was very picky about the treats that he would eat and when I found the Wagon Train Chicken Jerky treats, he loved them so I purchased them weekly. I went to one store and could not find them, I went to a second store and could not find them, then I went to a third store and no treats were available there either. I then asked the store
personnel was there a recall of these particular treats and he told me he didn't know. The store still had Wagon Train brand dog products, just not the Chicken Jerky type. I went online and researched and found there was a voluntary recall. My two indoor small dogs both experienced vomiting and diarreha. I immediately took him to the vet and
discussed the possibility of the treats being a problem, which the vet informed me that there was not currently alot of information from FDA regarding the recall of the treats. However, my dog had to be put on mediication for heart, then liver problems suddenly in (b)(6) 2013, for which he died on (b)(6) , 2013 due to heart and liiver failure. He
was under care with the vet during this time. He also suffered seizures, hair loss, and weight loss. I am still coping with the loss of my beloved poodle who should have had a few more years of good life with his untimely death. It is a hard lesson to learn, so I immediately tried to locate healthier dog treats that were made in the USA and not China,
and that is next to impossible as the majority of the dog treat products are made in China even if distributed by USA companies.

Dogswell Happy Hips
Dogswell Happy Heart
Dogswell Mellow Mutt
Dogswell Vitality

After seeing the reports on the news, I checked and our dog's favorite treats, Dogswell products such as Happy Hips, Happy Heart, Mellow Mutt, etc., were made in China. Over the past 2-3 months, our dog has been quite lethargic, not running or jumping as he used to. I had chalked it up to age, or maybe just not feeling well. It didn't seem
serious, so I thought it would pass. We'd even had him to the vet a few times, but he found nothing wrong.
After seeing that some dogs "just got sick", I stopped the treats. Within about 6 hours, he was jumping on me, begging for walks, and is once again pulling on the leash. He had reached a point where he walked very slowly on walks. It has now been 3 days without the jerky, and he is back to his old self. I would definitely say the treats were the
culprit all this time, and only wish I had done more sooner.
I am estimating the day the problem started, because I'm unsure exactly when he started eating them.

Kingdom Pet Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

3.5 Years

Male

32.5 Kilogram

Presented for acute weakness and collpase after playing for 15 minutes. Vomited once 4 days ago. No exposure to known toxins.
(b)(6) was treated in hospital for signs of lethargy with IV fluids and anitbiotics. His status became further unstable over the course of the evening, and culminating in vomiting, hemorrhagic diarrhea and coagulopathy. He was treated aggressively with fluids, blood pressure support and plasma, but did not survive the night. The signs were
considered consistent with heat stroke, but the day the incident occured was in the low 60s.

duck jerky dog treats

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

9 Years

Male

80 Pound

sudden onset of pancreatitis

Hartz Duck Chews

Dog

Cattle Dog - Australian
(blue heeler, red
heeler, Queensland
cattledog)

5 Months

Male

50 Pound

My dog had, what I can only call a seizure, after giving him a duck jerky treat made by Hartz around the first week in august of 2013. About an hour after feeding my dog the treat he began panting heavily, twitching, attempting to stand, falling down, and finally crawling around on the floor. This lasted for about 10 mins. I never gave him another
"duck chew" and has never before and never since displayed anything like that day. Ive only thought of it since hearing about the dog jerky recalls and sickness

Kingdom Pet Duck and Sweet potato

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

9 Years

Male

64 Pound

We gave the treats and after a few weeks noticed his appetite decreased. Went to bed one night and he was perfectly ok woke up and he could not control the right side of his body. Took him to the vet they thought it might have been a brain tumor. We started him on a steroid but by the next day he was so bad we had to put him to sleep. He
went from excellent health to given maybe a week to live in a matter of 12 hours.

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

4 Years

Female

55 Pound

Vomiting weekly, diarrhea occasionally, all in the course of a couple months of giving jerky treats on occasion.

Waggin' Train Wholesome Chicken
Jerky Tenders

Dog

Siberian Husky

8 Years

Male

190 Pound

(b)(6) developed acute nausea and a fever and rapidly declined. He went from being his normal happy self to being completely dehydrated and feverish and diagnosed with having an 'intestinal blockage' and we had to put him down within 48hrs.
The first 12 hours he couldn't keep food down and apparently water. The first evening i was worried he wouldn't make it through the night after looking closer at him and realizing how dehydrated he was. I took him to an emergency vet who cared for him through the night and lowered his temperature along with an IV to replenish fluids. The
next day being Christmas Eve, i picked him up as he was apparently doing acceptable. His fever returned within 3 hours and he began vomiting again. I took him to a 24hr clinic. They examined him and told me his case was serious, having some sort of internal blockage of unknown nature (nothing showed in X-rays). They gave him a 50/50 chance
and the procedures would cost over $5000. So, we decided to not put him through it and that we couldn't afford such a treatment. Merry Christmas.

Wagon tails and milo chicken treats

Dog

Ruffin it Wag-n-tails Duck Tenders
Dog
Westminster Pet Products div of Rhode
Island Textile CO Made in China 11430.
Bought at CVS

Shih Tzu

6 Weeks

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

Cattle Dog - Australian
(blue heeler, red
heeler, Queensland
cattledog)

6 Years

Female

20 Pound

They all died. (b)(6) died after a week, he seemed to be bleeding some where internal, this was before we heard about the treats. Vet thought he some type of poisoning. Couldn't eat, drank excessive. Was jaundice. Died in my arms at the vet while she was friend to save him. He was only 3 years old. (b)(6) was six years old. The vet thought she
had allergies. She smelled awfull and turned yellow. She seemed to be oozing everyplace. We didn't have any idea that dog treats good be doing this. We fought with this for a while but then she was just so weak she died in my arms during the night. Again I had no idea. (b)(6) was a 6 year old lab. He started becoming less and less active during
the summer. All he wanted to do was stay in the house and sleep and drink. I noticed he smelled bad, I gave him a bath and the smell was still there. I took him to the vet she kept him over night she drew blood just by sticking the syringe into his abdominal area and drew out blood. She did a blood test and his blood count was so low he basically
had none. He was jaundice, his kidneys weren't working right and it just didn't look good for him. Rather than have him die at home and suffer like my other dogs I had him put down. My final dog I had had for years. He didn't really like the treats but after a while he started eating them too, I wish I had known before I had given any treats to
them I could have saved me all these heartaches. My older dog developed kidney failure, so I had him put down too. This all started about 6 years ago when I lost my first dog. The others I have lost in the last two years. I am not sure that (b)(6) was a result of the jerky treat issues but the symptoms were the same as my other dogs. Three of
them got jaundice, they all developed some type of kidney failure.
My Best Friend now has Advanced Kidney Failure and is not expected to survive.
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Product Name

Species

Breed
Retriever - Labrador

Female

Weight
UOM
75 Pound

Description

Dog

Age
UOM
3 Years

Gender

kingdom pets wholesome duck and
sweet potato
Dr. Dentley's Jerky Treats with Duck
and Sweet Potato

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Male

85 Pound

Dog began vomiting, with frequent urination and bowel movements, lost appetite, was listless, with audible gastrointestinal noise.

Chicken Nibbles PCI Chicken Tenders

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

12 Years

Male

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders
Dog
DOGSWELL Vitality chicken Breast with Dog
flaxseed & vitamins

Collie (unspecified)
Chihuahua

7 Years
2 Years

Female
Male

50 Pound
7 Pound

My dog was drinking excessively and urinating constantly and shaking often. My Veterinarian diagnosed her with Addison's disease after lots of testing and she now has to be on medication for the rest of her life.
On 10/07/2013 I gave my dog the jerky which caused him to vomit.
On 10/10/2014 I gave my dog the jerky which again caused him to vomit.
I saw the press releases and stopped giving my dog the jerky and called the FDA.

Costco

Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland

7 Years

Male

60 Pound

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato

Dog

Terrier - Fox Smooth

11 Years

Male

18 Pound

Would not eat much. Drank a lot of water. Fever got to 106. Put on antibiotics He did not he jerky for every weeks. Looked like he was getting better. Started back on jerky after 4-5 weeks. Did not see a problem in this. Several days later started feeling worse. Was going to take to vet in morning. OK at 4:00 Am but by 6:00 am found him dead in
entry way.
the dog was perfectly fine and in 3 hours became very ill. we rushed him to the emergency vet hospital. after many tests they said his lab work was very high and that he had acute end stage renal failure. He never recovered. His vet called us and said his lab work looked as if he had been poisoned. we looked around the house. the only new thing
in his life was the duck and sweet potato treats that we had just bought him at costco. when we looked on line we found many people speaking about this treats and how their pets had gotten fatally ill. The symptoms were all the same as our dog. He did not make it. We had to euthanize him when we realized he was suffering and was not going
to get better and he was having very strong convulsions.

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato

Dog

Great Dane

6 Years

Male

130 Pound

Dog became ill starting with vomiting, and light diarrhea. Within 10 days and 5 visits to the vet and emergency care the dog experienced extreme lethargy, excessive water drinking, 105 degree temperature and severely decreased appetite. Dog had diagnostic testing: stomach xray (to rule out bloat), full blood panel, stool panel, urine analysis,
abdominal ultrasound, chest xrays, spinal xray, GI tract blood panel, test for Addison's disease (endocrine disorder). Met with radiologist who found everything "unremarkable and normal", met with Internal medicine specialist who thought perhaps endocrine system, cancer or GI tract panel. All three came back negative for abnormalities. (b)(6)
is the "healthiest" sick dog. Symptoms match exactly to one's describe in dog issues after eating contaminated Kingdom Pet Duck and Sweet Potato treats which the owners purchased at Costco, in (b)(6) WA and have been giving to the dog up to 3 treats per day.

milo's kitchen chicken treats

Dog

Coonhound - Redbone

18 Months

Male

80 Pound

Waggin' Tails Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland

6.5 Years

Male

34 Pound

urine became very dark (almost brown), diagnosed as liver or kidney problem. had loss of appetite and weight.
final diagnose through ultrasound was cancer thru out body. rusty was put on cordisone and pain meds to help his discomfort, he weighed 60 lbs. when we put him down. he could hardly walk at the end.
We gave our dog, (b)(6) one Waggin' Tails Chicken Jerky Treat per day for a period of about 2 years until we heard the first reports of possible kidney problems associated with the product, at which time we stopped giving our dog the treats and returned the unused portion to Costco. At his next annual physical our veterenarian noted abnormal
kidney function and placed our dog on a prescription diet of Royal Canin Renal LP food, which we have continued for approximately the past 2.5 years. During (b)(6) physical earlier this year his kidney values were found to have gotten significantly worse and we were referred to a specialist who informed us that (b)(6) kidney function was about
25% of normal and prescribed Benazapril, Clavamox and Baytril to combat the disease and Metoclopramide to combat nausea caused by the antibiotics. At this time (b)(6) told us that the disease could be related to the jerky treats, but could not give a definitive diagnosis. After a few months, (b)(6) kidney values improved and we were told to
discontinue the Clavamox and Baytril and reduce the dosage of the Benazapril. A follow-up exam in August showed that (b)(6) kidney values were again worsening,so we resumed the Clavamox and Metaclopramide and started giving (b)(6) Renal Canine Capsules from Rx Vitamins for Pets. Subsequent blood tests showed that (b)(6) kidney
function continued to decline and he developed pancreatitis in early October that hastened his decline. (b)(6) had to be euthenized on (b)(6), 2013 at an age of 6 years and 8 months.

Baught a new bag of dog treats at costco , sweet potato wrapped with duck. We had given our dog them for a couple weeks and noticed she was throwing up every morning outside. also she was eating a lot of grass as well. Before we even seen the problem about the treats we had already stopped giving the treats to her because we thought
something was wrong with her. We are now following up with a vet appointment this week to check to get blood work done.

Our dog was in perfect health. He had a normal kibble diet and round chicken treats. We then purchased chicken strips and used these as his treats. He loved these treats, and we fed them to him liberally.Within several to one weeks of beginning with the strips, he developed inappetence, vomiting, weight loss. So,we brought him to the animal
hospital, where he spent the night on fluids and the blood tests evidenced elevated kidney values (reflecting kidney insufficiency). This was on September 24, 2013. He has now been under treatment for this condition for two months, requiring fluid infusions 3 times weekly and daily potassium, sodium bicarbonate and pep-cid treatment. He
continues to require this medicine and veterinarian monitoring; this has gone on for 2 months (it is now October 25, 2013). The treatment, fortunately, appears to be having a positive impact. Of course, we discontinued the chicken strips as soon as we knew of their possible implication in his situation on (b)(6), 2013.

We have discussed (b)(6) health issues with the breeder, and there have been no other reports of kidney problems within his blood lines.

Waggin Train Jerky Tenders (Chicken)

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

10 Years

Male

23 Pound

Dingo Goof Balls *Chicken in the
Middle, Chicken Breast Tender
Happy Hips

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

3 Years

Female

Cat

Bengal

9 Years

Male

7.9 Pound

Colorado Naturals

Dog

Retriever (unspecified)

Female

47 Pound

Dog lost appetite, high thirst, unusual and frequent urination (sticky/crystaline) in house. Took to vet ( (b)(6); blood tests showed pancreatitis?, recommended specialist. Took to (b)(6)(specialist). Diagnosed with pancreatitis?, diabetes, etc. - weak prognosis with some uncertainty about treatment, cost, cause, and recoverability. Decided to
euthanize with vet's concurrence. Detailed vet and specialist reports attached.
Dog was given 2+ Waggin Train (Chicken) Jerky Treats daily for 1-2 years prior to illness. Recent media reports and FDA information matched symptoms and outcome, so providing this information in the hopes that root cause can be identified and corrective action taken to prevent similar occurrences.

12 Years

11.5 Pound

Owner noticed increase in drinking and urination in the week prior to evaluation.
anorexia, lethargic, dehydrated, diarrhea which became bloody over several days.
Hospitalized, IV fluids, treated symptomatically
After eating the jerky treats, (b)(6) experienced partial anorexia constipation and became unregulated on current insulin dose. The owner was told to stop the jerky treats and we increase her insulin dose after spot checking her glucose and getting a fructosamine level. She did well for a few weeks but then relapsed. Her hematocrit dropped to
low normal and was closely monitored. She developed ascites on 10-16-2013. Her liver values had always been elevated due to the Cushings disease but were increased at the time the fluid was discovered. The fluid was characterized by the lab as a modified transudate. (b)(6) wasn't eating well and the owner decided against further testing
given her age and other medical problems.

BETSY FARMS NATURAL CHICKEN JERKY Dog
FILLETS MADE IN THE USA

Chihuahua

3 Years

Male

10 Pound

I BOUGHT BETSY FARMS NATURAL CHICKEN JERKY FILLETS, I ONLY GIVE MY DOGS A TREAT ONCE A DAY WHEN I LEAVE FOR WORK IN THE AM. I GAVE THEM THE FIRST TREAT ON MONDAY MORNING AND WHEN I GOT HOME THEY SEEMED OK, BUT THAT NIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT (b)(6) / (b)(6) MUST HAVE NEEDED TO GO TO THE
BATHROOM BUT DIDN'T WAKE ME LIKE THEY USUALLY WOULD. SO THEN WHEN I GOT UP (b)(6) HAD THROWN UP AT LEAST TWO TIMES AND WE HAD ABOUT 5-6 DIARRHEA EPISODES ON MY BATHROOM. I CALLED MY VET AND SHE HAD ME MAKE THEM RICE/EGGS/TOAST MIXTURE AND MAKE THEM DRINK PLENTY OF WATER, WHICH IS WHAT
I DID. BUT THE DIARRHEA CONTINUED FOR ABOUT 3 DAYS TOTAL ONLY OFF OF ONE TREAT. ALL THREE ARE BETTER NOW BUT I HAVE A BRAND NEW 24 OZ BAG AND NOT SURE IF I SHOULD JUST THROW IT AWAY. ALL THE REPORTS WERE ABOUT THE ONES MADE IN CHINA BUT THESES ACTUALLY STATE THEY ARE MADE IN THE USA.

Hills Science Diet Jerky Snacks

Retriever - Labrador

7 Months

Female

30 Pound

Dog had violent and frequent vomiting and diarrhea. Veterinarian performed ultrasound on stomach. Symptoms declined after 2 days but continued for about 5 days.

Dog

Product: Hills Science Diet Jerky Snacks with Real Chicken. "Made in the USA". Product #1875 PT304169. (J191084)
Milo's Kitchen home-style dog treats
(Steak Grillers)
Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin
Dogswell Happy Hip Chick Jerky and
Dogswell Vitality Chicken Jerky
Unknown
Jerky treats made in China

Canyon Creek Ranch Brand Pork Skin
BIG BLAST with chicken liver center
Loving Pets Meat Sticks

My husband (b)(6) saw the recall of the treats we were giving our puppies on NBC as "The Jerky Treat Mystery" and that over 600 pets had died from the treats. The brand is "Milo's Kitchen" steak grillers dog treats. We were told by the report to keep the package and contact the FDA. We immediately threw the contents of the package away.
Dog
Dog

Shepherd Dog German
Terrier - Silky

3 Years

Female

78 Pound

7 Years

Male

11 Pound

(b)(6) has been getting 1-2 Dogswell Happy Hips duck jerky treats a day (as they contain glucosamine and condroitin) since Sun, (b)(6). I noticed after 2 days she has been lethargic and has been experiencing terrible diarrhea. We are taking her to the vet Mon as a precautionary measure.
(b)(6) was a picky eater, I started feeding him Dogswell Chicken and Duck treats. He would get sick, vomit a yellow or white foam, (bile) have diarea. He ended up some some wierd blood things going on, internally bleeding and have to be put to sleep.
I've given my two dogs jerky and other treats made from turkey, sweet potatoes,and other vegetables for the past two years. This week, my 4year old Shar Pei/Chow died of renal failure. My 11 year old Shih Tzu is still healthy.
In light of the FDA could not find the exact cause of pets ¿mysterious¿ death and illness associated with Chinese made Jerky pet treat, I was quite surprised that the FDA¿s investigation did not include testing FORMALDEHYDE and some components of RODENTICIDE that are commonly used in China. The ¿mystery¿ may well lie on one (or both) of
the ¿open secrets¿ of Chinese animal food industry: using rotted poultry parts or meat, and dead animals as raw material to cut cost.
It is quite common practice in China that vendors and grocery store owners use formaldehyde (Formalin) as preservative to extend poultry or other meat shelf life. When this malpractice meets the Chinese animal food industry ¿unspoken rule¿, the problem arise. The ¿unspoken rule¿ is that the animal food manufacturers regularly buy un-sold
leftover, which absolutely could not be sold for human being to consume, in very cheap price from vendors and use them as materials. Those left over, rotted or near rotted, might have been repeatedly treated with formalin. Make things worse, the manufacturers may also re-treat the materials with formalin before process to prevent them
decay further. Usually, because these bad materials are mixed with good ones, no significant effects can be immediately noticed. But things can get out of control: when an extremely contaminated batch was introduced.
Also, in China rodenticide is poorly regulated, some commonly used rodenticides are illegal, very toxic. Improper use and abuse (for example, farmers may apply rodenticide around their crops to prevent domestic animals), can often cause lot of poultry or other domestic animals death. It is not uncommon that these dead animals are sold instead
of buried. As matter of fact, there were several reports in Chinese media that people got sick or even died after eaten rodenticide contained kebab. This unfortunate situation, again, combined with the Chinese animal food industry yet another ¿unspoken rule¿ created the problem. The industry regularly buys dead poultry, resulting from disease
or poisoning, in very cheap price from poultry farmers and use as materials.
The symptoms of ingestion of formaldehyde include gastrointestinal problems, including vomiting and diarrhea, while some rodenticide poisoning sign include bleeding. It is possible the documented cases may actually result from different causes.
The sporadic characteristics of the poisoning incidences are also well consistent with the nature of above mentioned possibilities. The high content formaldehyde or rodenticide materials only burst now and then, not whole batch products were contaminated to same level, nor every piece in a bag.
It is wise for the FDA expands their investigation by including test for, not limited to, the formaldehyde and active components of some commonly used rodenticide (including those banned in United States).
By the way, do not trust the Chinese counterparts or officials will co-operate sincerely with the investigation, chances are:they are among those most corrupted and dishonest.

Dog

Unknown

Dog

Retriever - Golden

WAGGIN TRAIN WHOLESOME CHICKEN Dog
JERKY TENDERS

Retriever - Labrador

Male

42 Pound

My Wheaten Terrier, a breed not listed above, would have diarrhea after eating one of these treats. They are Canyon Creek Ranch Brand chews that are supposed to be pork skin outside with liver centers, which are made in China. We just recently connected the reaction to the consumption of the treat. The effects lasted approximately 2 days.

8.5 Weeks

7 Years

Female

15 Pound

8 1/2 week golden retriever puppy that was healthy for 3 days that owner had in their home. Patient was given jerky treat in the morning. Was also noted to be chewing on some wood (owner lives in wooded area - there are amanitas in santa cruz county). Patient acutely lethargic, vomiting, and diarrhea (non-hemorrhagic). Developed seizures
later that day. Patient presented obtunded to the hospital - hypoglycemic @ 25 mg/dl. ALT out of range high with all other liver value parameters elevated. Normal kidney enzymes. Clotting times were not evaluated and owner elected euthanasia prior to ongoing diagnostics and care.

7 Years

Female

70 Pound

AFTER GIVING THE JERKY TREATS TO (b)(6) DAILY SHE HAD EXTREME DIARRHEA!
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Product Name

Species

Breed

Aldi Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Maltese

WAGGIN TRAIN WHOLESOME CHICKEN Dog
JERKY TENDERS

Retriever - Labrador

WAGON TRAILS

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

Waggin Train chicken treats, canyon
Creek Ranch chicken treats

Dog

Bichon Frise

Age

Age
UOM
10 Years

Gender

Weight
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Weight
UOM
12 Pound

Description

Male

7 Years

Male

75 Pound

WHEN GIVEN THE JERKY TENDERS DAILY (b)(6) HAD EXTREME DIARRHEA DESTROYING MANY CARPETS THROUGHOUT OUR HOME!

9 Years

Male

25 Pound

(b)(6) DIED WITHIN DAYS KIDNEYS FAILED AT AGE OF 9 (b)(6) THE SHELTY WAS ONLY ONE YRS OLD WHEN THIS HAPPENED SUDDEN AND VIOLENT SICKNESS BUT ON STRICKED DIET HIS BROTHER (b)(6) SHOWS NO EFFECT BUT WAS NOT GIVEN ANY JERKY TREATS.

11 Years

Male

15 Pound

Our dog was loosing a lot of weight and was lethargic, was throwing up a foam type mucus and had diarrhea and went down to 11 lbs. He was diagnosed by 2 vets as diabetic the second opinion was on 10-4-11 from our current veterinarian. We continued to give him his preferred treats 2-3 time per day (Waggin Train or Canyon Creek Ranch
chicken jerky treats that we got from Pet Smart and from CVS pharmacy. He at the same time was developing eye cataracts and as of 2 months ago is almost totally blind. 6 months ago we could not find his treats and was told by PetCo that there were no longer available so we went online and found out that the manufacturer, Nestle Purina had
voluntarily taken them off the market due to some potential problems with dog health. We then found some other treats made in the US that he likes. He still need insulin 2x a day and has eating and problems with diarrhea probably from his liver problems.

Re: Chicken jerky illness reported recently, approximately 1 year ago, I was regularly giving my dogs the chicken jerky treats from Aldi. They began having very loose stools and they became extremely lethargic. Concerned for their health and from the news of the problems around that time stating not to give pets anything made in China, I
immediately stopped giving them the jerky treats. The diarhea stopped and I heard nothing more about this. Now it is again in the news and when I was in Aldi yesterday, I noticed the treats are still being sold. Maybethese items should be investigated?

We strongly feel that it was due to these two chicken jerky treats, Waggin Train and Canyon Creek Ranch that has caused both problems to his liver (elevated emzymes) and his diabeties and thus his eye and digestion problems.
Waggin Train - Jerkey Tenders
Dog
Chicken dog treats
97% fat free natural chicken .... (ripped
off)

Terrier (unspecified)

11.5 Years

Female

18.5 Pound

5/?/12: purchased Waggon Train chicken jerkey treats. Fed to both dogs for about 4 days.
5/22/12: (b)(6) began throwing up in the night. We went in and out 10 times with vomiting and diarrhea. Wouldn't take food or water.
5/23/12: Continued upset and now pain symptoms. No food or water wanted. Vomiting and heaving all day and night.
5/24/12: took to (b)(6) (see vet report)
PM - transferred to Emergency vet ( (b)(6)) for over night
stay and monitoring.
5/25/12: Picked up from PM clinic and returned to Companion. More testing done
Brought home PM 5/26 - 5/29/13: Monitored, gave pain med, began specialized soft food, slowly began to regain
strength and be able to eat.
5/30 - 6/10: Continued to regain strength. Tried regular food, not tolerated - more vomiting.
Changed to sensitive food - did better.
Happy to report that (b)(6) did recover. She still can not tolerate her old food. Of course I do not give anything from China now. Vet bills very costly.
I researched issue on web - found and printed an FDA "Caution" on 5/25/12.
I contacted Waggon Train treats on 5/25/12 and lodged a complaint (Ref # 18434375N). I recieved a letter dated 5/27/12 that referred me to Sedgwick CMS.
Recieved a letter 5/29/12 from Sedgwick CMS - Kristy Weaver in claims. Claim # B264629705-0001-01. Sent a packed of requested information, including vet data to Sedgwich.
6/12/12 - contacted Kristy regarding findings....nothing yet.
7/3/12 - Claim in vet review
7/12/12 - vet review back, inconclusive. Being sent to Oregon State. No claim reimbursement because not a formal FDA recall. Keep tabs - statute is 6 years.
I still have the Waggon Treat bag and some treats in the bag.

Mini Dingo Chip Mix, Mini Dingo Meat
in the middle raw hides
Kingdom Pets All Natural Ingredients
Chicken Jerky
Waggin Tails

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

3 Years

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

Male

74 Pound

Dog

Bulldog

3 Years

Male

45 Pound

My husband gave our dog approximately 10 (or more) Kingdom Pets chicken jerky treats on Thurday, October 17, 2013. The dog started having seizures. He had 9 grand mal type seizures in 12 hours. As a result of the seizures, he was blind and deaf. We put him down on October 18th. On Tuesday, October 22, 2013 we heard on the news about
chicken jerky causing death in 580 dogs and thought we should report this incident too.
Our (b)(6) became very ill and we took him to the vet to find his kidneys were failing; he was 3 years old and had no other health concerns. We found out the news on Wed and he passed away early Friday morning. This was devastating to my family; we had no idea what the cause was, especially at such a young age and he was healthy.

Duck and sweet potato jerky treats

Dog

Female

70 Pound

Lethargic, eating less, explosive diarrhea, very tired

Cat

Shepherd Dog German
Maine Coon

1.5 Years

Vitakitty Chicken Breast

Male

16 Pound

I gave (b)(6) some Vitakitty chicken jerky treats one day. Within the next 2 days, he began to lose his appetite and clearly didn't feel well. Within three days after the symptoms appeared, he was not eating or drinking and was clearly uncomfortable and in pain. When we got to the vet he was in shock and was dehydrated. They did an ex-ray and
thought there might be a bowel obstruction, but the only difference in his diet and normal routine was the chicken jerky treats I gave him. They put him on an IV overnight. The next afternoon he had surgery. The vet found a perfect circle of inflammation in his intestine, which is what looked like a blockage on the x-ray. His entire intestine was
paralyzed and his stomach was filled with fecal gas. The veterinarian did not know how this could have happened to a healthy indoor cat. I asked him if he thought it could have been caused by the treats, but he did not think it was likely and he didn't seem to know about the incidents with jerky treats. After I heard the report on the news I
contacted the store where I purchased the treats. The bag I purchased was recalled because traces of antibiotics were apparently found in it in New York, but I did not know about the recall.

Dogswell Happy Hips chicken breast

Dog

Terrier - Toy Fox

11 Years

Female

10 Pound

My husband purchased Dogswell chicken jerky treats on Thursday, (b)(6)2012 from (b)(6) market and gave a few of them to our toy fox terrier. Within a few hours she became very ill. Stopped eating and drinking and would only lay on my lap. Called the vet and made an appointment for the following Monday. She was so ill over the weekend we
thought we would lose her. The vet did blood work and her liver enzymes were sky high and she said she would not recover. Did an ultrasound to see if anything was obviously wrong. Needed a biopsy but her liver counts were too high to make it safe. Pancreatitis and inflamed liver were what was seen. Her liver counts improved over the next
few months but were still fatally high. She passed away on (b)(6) 2013 from liver failure.
She was a vital, healthy little dog until that night in December. She was only to the vet for routine vaccines and exams. She never had any illnesses until this. I have pictures and videos of her right before the exposure and after and she doesn't even look like the same dog. She lost four pounds, from ten and went grey all over. It was a total
nightmare watching her sick over the months. Fortunately, as soon as it happened my vet told me to freeze the jerky which I did. I still have it.

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast
Ol' Roy Dog Treats Jerky Strips

Dog
Dog

Pug
Terrier - Jack Russell

4.5 Years
12 Years

Male
Female

31 Pound
14 Pound

acute vomiting and lethargy following ingestion of chicken jerky once daily for a period of three days
Here is what we know-the day (b)(6) got sick began normally. She was peppy all week and she just had her annual vet appt the week before and she had rave reviews in the health department. The day she got sick the only difference was that she got into our new bag of jerky treats. Up until that day we had not purchased jerky treats for her, but
bought them as a "special" treat. They are actually Ol' Roy jerky strips from Walmart. While these are walmart brand and distributed by them it does not source where they originate from. What we do know is that she had never had these before and this was the only difference in that day, as she ate quite a few before being found out. She began
an hour later vomiting and having diarrhea. She grew more and more lethargic throughout the day and had trouble controlling her bowels, etc. She had many accidents and began to stumble as she walked. She seemed like she was drugged. She then began to have excessive thirst and would struggle to rise and walk to a water dish every few
minutes. She would lethargically lap her water and could not get enough. She was back all through the day to get more. She also vomited so harshly that she did begin to bleed out her anus. Her eyes grew glassy and she lost weight rapidly. By the end of the day she had dropped over 3 lbs and was unresponsive so we had to put her down. We
contacted our vet after hearing the reports about puppy treats. Since they had walked the whole scenario with us we called and left all the treat info with them. We still have the bag of treats for testing or info purposes. While I am typically skeptical of an association like this, every marker is glaringly obvious in this case. We can't ignore it!

NICE duck treats

Dog

Havanese

6.5 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

15 Pound

My sister and I have been feeding our dogs chicken and duck treats for years. My dog (b)(6) has experienced intermittent illnesses with symptoms including vomiting and diarrhea for equally as many years. My sister's dog ((b)(6)) has endured more serious illness including digestion issues and elevated liver enzymes last year and the need for
extensive medications. She is still suffering from a lack of appetite and diarrhea even though we took the treats out of their diets over a month ago. The last bag of duck treats, put out by Walgreen's under their NICE label, was returned to the store. My dog kept throwing the treats up and (b)(6) has not been the same since ingesting several
treats from that bag. After having done a bit of research on my own I have come to the conclusion that the treats that our dogs sick, over the years, may have contained tainted glycerin. We use to give them Wagon Train treats until those were taken off the shelves. Many years ago, after yet another bad reaction to a dog treat and the
astronomical vet bill that followed, I actually called the manufacturer and asked them to pay the vet. They did! I believe there are records of that transaction at my vet's office if you need them.

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats

3 Years

Female

86.2 Pound

Dog presented with Diarrhea for about 1 week prior to initial visit. Was also lethargic and vomiting. After treating for about 1 week owner's discovered that the dog treats that were being given were Made in China. QBC and Chemistry were all in normal limits. Pancreatic test was normal. Abdominal x rays shwed gas in the stomach.

I purchased Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats around (b)(6) 2012 from Sam's Club in (b)(6) Michigan. Lot # 01CA5231B, UPC 8 0702077740 6, 40 oz size. I fed these to my dog the night before she passed away on (b)(6)12. She was completely fine with no health problems except for joint problems, she had just turned 10, I have read shortly after
that they have been recalling these dog treats due to numerous dogs dying from these treats that have been made in China. I have tried numerous times to call this in to the FDA and just get voice mail, I did one time get a person and she gave me a complaint # of 125457 but have not heard back from her or anyone since. I just decided to call the
FDA # I was given again because I just want to make sure these treat never get back on the shelf again and this time they gave me this web site to submit my complaint. I would appreciate it greatly if someone could get back to me to confirm you received this information. I do still have the bag of treat if you would like to send some in for testing,
I was told back a year ago an investigator would be getting ahold of me to pick some up but was never notified. Thank you so much for taking the time to read this, I cannot express how upset and devastated I was when my Chocolate lab passed away I just want to make sure something is done. Please feel free to call me at any time if you have
any questions.
(b)(6)

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Boots & Barkley Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Long-haired

Age

Age
UOM
7 Years

Gender
Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
18 Pound
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Description
Pet presented with severe bloody diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy, hypothermic and recumbent. Owner reported pet had been given chicken jerky treats for about two days(purchased at Target store).
High liver and kidney blood values as well as high HCT (73 range 37-55)and low blood glucose. Supportive care given: IV fluids; antibiotics and force feeding.

Dingo Chip Mix chicken in the middle

Dog

Alaskan Malamute

8 Years

Cadet Gourmet Sweet potato and
chicken wrap, Cadet Gourmet Duck
Breast, Cadet Gourmet Chicken Breast
Canyon Creek Ranch Brand Western
Chicken Chips
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast
PurLuv Sweet Potato Jerky

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

9.5 Years

Female

50 Pound

Our dog became sick the day after eating the treat. She had diarreaha and was lethargic. The next day she was lethargic, depressed and vomited. She refused to eat for three days, vomited, suddenly lost the ability to walk and was dead within five hours.

Male

8.6 Pound

Was normal on Tuesday. Ate Duck and sweet potato, and chicken strip Jerky treats made by cadet. Then started with gastrointestinal signs. Vomiting on Wed and then continued diarrhea.

Dog
Dog
Dog

Corgi - Welsh
Pembroke
Brittany
Boxer (German Boxer)

9 Years

Female

25 Pound

She ate a chicken jerky treat along with her normal diet. The next day she vomited four times and had diarrhea that contained mucus and some blood.

13 Years
8 Years

Female
Male

42 Pound
74 Pound

Dog was fed Cadet brand Gourmet Duck Breast treats that were made in China. Distributed by IMS Pet Industries. www.imspet.com She experienced 2 days of liquid vomit and liquid diarrhea
got a free sample of PurLuv Sweet Potato Jerky treat from PetSmart - gave (b)(6) two of them - within 6 hours he was listless, barely walking, very weak, drooling, and had diahrreah In addition to that, the treat must have given him a small cut on his inner lip which got a very bad infection that went into his eye.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

2 Years

Female

24.5 Kilogram

(b)(6) was staying with family over the weekend where she was given Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky and moose bones (unknown size and qty). On Thursday (10/24) she was noted to have bones in her feces (from the moose bone) and had several episodes of vomiting and diarrhea. No blood was observed in the vomit or feces. On presentation to
the hospital she had "light brown, gritty, foul smelling liquid feces". A fecal sample was sent to IDEXX and the results found no ova or parasites. Owner elected to have outpatient therapy. Roxy was administered SQ fluids and given an injection of Cerenia. She was diagnosed with gastroenteritis due to bone ingestion and concern for toxin from the
chicken jerky. She went home with recommendations of a bland diet. Today (10/25) dog is doing better and so far had not had any vomiting or diarrhea since yesterday. Owner gave consent today that the FDA may contact her for further questions.

Waggon Tail Chicken Jerkey
PORK CHOMPS, RAW HIDES
Kingdom Pets (all natural ingredients)
chicken jerky

Dog
Dog
Dog

Collie - Border
Doberman Pinscher
Boxer (German Boxer)

4 Years
7 Years
9 Years

Female
Male
Female

48 Pound
105 Pound
61 Pound

After eating Waggon Tails Chicken Jerkey, she started vomiting mucus and blood. Took her to the Vet and after many tests was diagnosed with pancreatitis. Put on ID dog food and is doing well. Stopped using the treats. Has not had any problems since.
WE BOUGHT HIM BEEF HIDES AND THEN " PORK CHOMPS " FROM OUR LOCAL PETSMART, THE PORK CHOMPS WERE MANUFACTURED IN CHINA. DON'T RECALL ABOUT THE BEEF RAW HIDES.
For three Sundays in a row I gave my dog two chicken jerky treats out of the bag ( we had just opened the bag, it was new) and we noticed that she acted lethargic and would just go and lay down and wouldn't pay any attention to anyone. One sunday she was also eating quite a lot of grass like she was sick or something. I skipped a sunday and
the following sunday I gave her two more and we noticed that it was when we were giving her these certain treats she was acting different. Then that following week we saw the recall on chicken treats on fox news. So we looked at the bag and they are from China. My dad saw where we should report this matter. I am glad it was only 3 or 4 times
we gave this product to my dog and we caught it in time.

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Treats

Dog

American Pit Bull
Terrier
Shepherd Dog Australian
Dachshund
(unspecified)

11 Months

Female

68 Pound

Wagon Train Yam Good

Dog

5 Years

Female

50 Pound

8 Years

Male

9.4 Pound

Normal Diet: Natural Balance limited ingredients Duck and Potato 1/4 cup twice daily. Was fed Dogswell Breathies Chicken Breast Jerky Treats with Mint and Parsley for one week. Treats were purchased from Chuck and Dons in (b)(6), MN on 10-15-2013. (b)(6) also was fed Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with Flaxseed and Vitamins treats after
the initial treats were gone. UPC 8424411221. (b)(6) became ill on Wednesday, (b)(6), 2013 - clinical signs were profuse vomiting within a couple hours. Owner brought (b)(6) into the clinic immediately for evaluation. Upon evaluation, (b)(6) was mildly dehydrated, had a mild hyperthermia (102.5oF), and chemistry panel revealed that his ALT
was elevated 384 U/L (10-118) and Phosporus was mildly low 2.8 mg/dL (2.9-6.6), and ALP was normal at 93 U/L (20-150), and abdominal radiographs revealed mild to moderate gas in small intestinal tract, but not a foreign body gas pattern. (b)(6) was started on IV Plasmalyte at a rate of 22 mLs/hr, given Cerenia for vomiting (1 mg/kg, 0.43 mL
SQ), and bile acids were performed. Bile acids were elevated at Pre 19 umol/L (0-12) and Post 46 umol/L (5-25). (b)(6) was started on the liver protectant Denamarin once daily on (b)(6)2013. A mini chemistry profile was performed after 24 hours of hospitalization and ALP was elevated 168 U/L (20-150) and ALP was decreased from the previous
day 255 U/L (10-118). On (b)(6)-2013, (b)(6) was started on the liver diet Science Diet L/D, the antibiotic Metronidazole 250 mg tablets at a 1/4 tablet by mouth every 12 hours, and was kept on IV fluid therapy until 7 PM on (b)(6)-2013 when he was discharged to go home. A UA was sent out to (b)(6) Labs on (b)(6)-2013, and results were within
normal limits, with no tubular casts seen and mild amounts of RBC's and WBC's, but sample was collected via urinary catheter. We were unable to obtain 10 mLs of urine for holding for the FDA, but recommended owner collect some at home a bring in. On (b)(6)-2013, (b)(6) owner was called for an update. Owner reported that (b)(6) seemed
lethargic, nauseated, and was breathing funny. Recommended a recheck exam, and owner brought (b)(6) in. On PE, things appeared normal and hydration appeared adequate. Lung and heart sounds were normal. Owner declined chest radiographs at this time, but ok'ed repeating a chemistyr profile. A full chemistry profile was ran, and ALP was
167 U/L High, but stable (20-150), and ALT was 209 U/L High, but declining (10-118). All other values were normal. Clavamox 62.5 mg was added (1 tablet by mouth every 12 hours for 14 days) and famotidine 20 mg (1/4 tablet by mouth every 12 hours for 8 days). Recommend recheck lab work in 3-5 days, sooner if (b)(6) is not improving.

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats (also Dog
Costco Duck Jerky)

Spitz - German
Pomeranian

10 Years

Male

13 Pound

About a year and a half ago, we lost our beloved Pomeranian at too young of an age. He truly was a part of the family. One of his biggest loves on this earth was Chicken Jerky and more recently, duck jerky (China mfg). He became very ill and lethargic, wouldn't sleep in his own bed, wouldn't take a walk and had complete kidney failure and we had
to put him down. One of the hardest things I've ever had to do. I spoke with the vet at the time because I had read some anecdotal reports of dogs becoming sick and/or dying from jerky treats. He seemed to think that was not the problem - so I never reported it at the time. Now that the recall came out, and information was being requested - I
decided to submit a report. I sure miss my little dog :( I always used to buy the "Waggin' Train" brand, then later bought the duck jerky from Costco (large bag). He didn't eat too much of that and I ended up throwing it away eventually.

Smokehouse Chicken Strips - All natural Dog
Smokehouse Duck Strips - All natural

Maltese

7 Years

Male

10.3 Pound

(b)(6) had several smokehouse treats per day. As a result (b)(6) lost his appetite. He lost between 1.5-2 pounds as a result. He showed increased thirst and urination. He became lazy and disinterested. I took him to the vet 2 weeks ago when the symptoms became clear to me and the vet couldn't identify what the route of the problem is. We are
going back to the vet today to get his bloodwork done to hoe his kidney and bladder are.

PetShoppe Chicken Jerky for Dogs or
Dog
"Nice" Chicken Jerky for Dogs
(Walgreens & Duane Reade drugstores)

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Male

45 Pound

Until this illness, (b)(6) had been a slightly picky eater, but he'd mostly eaten Beneful dry food mixed with an Alpo selects soft food. He got daily condrointin tablets and vitamins. During the day he's have standard dog biscuits and as a "special" treat, I had his favorite "Chicken Jerky" which I'd just found stocked at Walgreens under their store
brand "NICE". I knew about the previous problem with Milo's but since it had not been around for a long time, I thought this was just a similar product from a different source. He had these 2 to 3 times a week for about 2 months before he became sick. He became more lethargic, then the occasional vomiting, appetite slowly decreased. Some
days he would eat, others he would completely ignore his food. This went on for a period of weeks. Next his stool became loose and the vomiting increased. He also had incidents of losing control of his bladder and stool in the house, where as he'd never done that before. Shortly thereafter was the first incident that we notice blood in the stool,
very "jelly-like". At this point he was brought into our vet and was hospitalized for 4 days of intravenous fluids and medications along with testing for various illnesses, all of which came back negative. Once he'd managed to stabilize and keep food down, they released him to come home with special food and additional medication. Over the next
several weeks he continued to improve and have a few setbacks that involved the vet intervening with additional treatment. The entire process took approximately 2-3 months to treat, during which treatment changed as needed and testing continued (at a cost of approx. $3000). He is now almost fully recovered.

Granulated rawhide strips sweet potato Dog

Retriever - Golden

6 Months

Male

45 Pound

Vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy, pain

Wagon Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Alaskan Malamute

2 Years

Male

125 Pound

miss etta says duck jerky treat sticks

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

8 Years

Male

72 Pound

Bought a long stick of duck jerky treat advertised as safe. Broke the stick in 4 pieces. This was about July 1, 3013, By
July 16, my dog became ill with vomiting. Took to Vet and he suspecte foreign body, gave antibiotic and suggested bread and butter to pass object. dog still ill at end of week so took to Vets by home who I knew could do surgery if object was still in stomch.
Xrays and blood tests showed no FB but dog had ulcer symptoms. Put on coating pill and pepcid. He as of this date stil has ulcer symptms.

Cadet Duck Jerky Treat

Dog

Coonhound
(unspecified)

2 Years

Female

58 Pound

On Tuesday, October 22 my wife opened a new package of Cadet duck jerky treats and feed 5 treats to our Coonhound-lab mix dog named (b)(6) Two hours after eating the jerky (b)(6) began to have head tremors that lasted up to a minute duration. My wife took the dog to the emergency vet. (b)(6) threw up 4 times in the car on the way to the
vet.
At the vet (b)(6) did not have head tremors, when my wife got home she experienced head tremors again.
The next morning and up to now (b)(6) has not had any more tremors.

The Kingdom Pets Premium Treats
Duck and Sweet Potato Treats

Dog

Siberian Husky

Male

75 Pound

For about 3 days (b)(6) began violently vomiting and had excessive diarrhea. We thought it was a bug and would pass but late one night we noticed his lips had swollen to the size of ping pong balls and was having a hard time breathing. He was very lethargic for these 3 days and this night he didn't even want to move. We called our vet and ran
him to the animal ER in case of anaphylactic shock. We got him into the vet and they did extensive testing and released him later that morning with an antihistamine and a steriod. He then woke up a couple hours later after the all night vet visit with one eye completely swollen shut and extremely lethargic. He was having to deficate about once
an hour, watery stools. We kept in close contact with our vet and didn't know what had exactly caused this problem because his prior health was great. We believe he has finally been able to purge the toxin from his body but doesn't seem entirely back to 100%. We were giving him The Kingdom Pets treats duck jerky wrapped around sweet
potato, once we stopped he has been able to recooperate since.

Waggin Trail Chicken Jerky

Dog

Papillon - Spaniel Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with
dropped ears
(Phaléne))

9 Pound

(b)(6) started losing control of her bowels during the day. She was completely house broken. Her stools were loose with mucus and blood. I took her to the vet and they prescribed Metronidasol(Spelling?) This helped with her symptoms but she has had to continue the medication even to this day. We were giving her the chicken, duck and sweet
potato treats. I discontinued ALL treats after the recall. They are going to have to change or try another medication because (b)(6) enzymes for her liver/kidneys are now elevated. She was a perfectly healthy puppy before all of this.

Dogswell Breathies Chicken Breast with Dog
Mint and Parsley Jerky Treats, Dogswell
Vitality Chicken Breast with Flaxseed
and Vitamins

1.5 Years

2 Years

Female

She was given the Happy Hips Duck treats, noticed that the treats were harder than usual but thought nothing of it because it is jerky and jerky can vary depending on how long they were dried for. She has had a bag of the treats before and was fine. This was her second bag of Happy Hips Duck treats and she vomited and had diarrhea. She was
cut off the treats and was just given dog food and water and she was back to normal. I then switched her to the Happy Hips Sweet Potato treats, and her stool became soft and watery again so she has been cut off of them and the bag will be returned to the store next week.
We fed her Yam Good treats for 2 weeks and she started urinating very frequently and started having trouble walking, then became lame, and died. All within a 2 week period.

Our malamute become very sickly, diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy, not eating, but more importantly. weight loss of over 23 pounds, or 1/5 his body weight. We did not know at the time of his vet appointments that the cause was this problem (at that point, it was prior to the announcement of the issue with these treats). He was treated with
numerous medications to help with the constant vomiting and diarrhea. Nothing worked. It is assumed, because of the fact that he loved and was eating the Wagon Train Chicken Jerky Treats as a treat that they were the reasons for his symptoms. After I stopped his treats, he did get better but was so emaciated from the weight loss. I then read
about the jerky treats and assumed that was the result since all lab tests came back negative.

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Description

Dogswell Happy Hips with Glucosamine Dog
& Condroitin with Chicken and Apple

Rottweiler

9 Years

Male

106 Pound

Gave both dogs Dogswell Veggie Life Happy Hips with Glucosamine and Chondroitin with Chicken and Apple treats. The female Rottweiler refused to eat them. The male Rottweiler (b)(6) did eat them. Later we noticed he began excessively drooling, high state of anxiety, signs of extreme allergic reaction with excessive licking, pupils dilated, eyes
watery, diarrhea. (b)(6) refused to lay down and his balance was off with weakness and shaking. Excessive thirst. We gave him two Tramadol, one 25mg Benedryl, Chewable Pepto Bismol as we thought he might have been in contact with something that caused a reaction. It took about about 8 hours before he would relax and sleep even with
those medications. We didn't feed him any more of the Chicken and Apple treats and he has recovered and not shown these symptoms again. We had only given the treats twice and (b)(6) only reacted twice but we didn't correlate the product until reading about the issues with Jerky treats. We were not aware of the FDA notice on these
products until late evening of 10-24-13. Both of our Rottweilers are fed the exact same diet with exception of our female Rottweiler refusing the Chicken and Apple treats (and she is a food motivated dog). I am almost 100% certain (b)(6) reaction was caused by the Happy Hips product.

Dingo Beef Jerkey; & Snoopy Treatsreal chicken breasts

Dog

Hound - Italian

5 Years

Male

12 Pound

On 10-6-13, I started giving some new treats to my 2 dogs, given to me as a gift from a friend. I did see they were made in China, but figured they would have been recalled if problematic....although I realize many get sick or die before they recall them. The next day (b)(6) threw up, became quiet, started not wanting to eat, yipped when picked
up w/my arm under his chest/abdomen, and ran a fever on 10/8 for the day, of 103.8. He was also walking with his back arched up, and not wanting to willingly jump off and onto the bed or furniture or do steps. He continued to occasionally vomit (no diarrhea) and not want to eat. He continued this so I scheduled a vet appointment the morning
of 10/11/13, Friday. She did an abdominal x-ray which also showed the spine and other vital organs. They also did a barium x-ray series, and a liver/ blood panel. She did note gas on the x-ray, but tests were basically negative. She did a thorough exam, as well. No pain was elicited from the spine/neck area or limbs. The treats he ate (and he was
given more than my other (b)(6), who is 4 years old and in excellent health; he did not get sick) were: Dingo Beef Jerky- United Pet Group was the distributor, but Made in China. The second treat was: Snoopy Treats, WWW.Pet KingUS- made in China- real Chicken Breast. I thought I had left them at the Vet office when I went in, but do not know
what they did with them. While we cannot be certain (b)(6) got sick for sure, from these treats, it sure seems suspicious to me. He had been doing so well until then, and then was sick and not himself until Thursday eve the 17th.

Milos Chicken Jerky

Dog

Bulldog

72 Pound

My 13 yr old Bull Terrier had just been to the vet a month prior for a full checkup. He was getting older, but was in excellent health. Two days prior to Christmas last year (2012) he woke up with bad diarrhea and was lethargic. We gave him Imodium hoping it was something minor. As the day progressed he became more lethargic and the diarrhea
continued. It was had an odd mucus look to it.

13 Years

The vets were closed for the holiday and we discussed going to the emergency clinic. He seemed to settle a little that evening so we went to bed as normal. Around 1am, he woke me with very labored breathing and apparently had a heart attack and died very quickly.
Not knowing what to do and being distraught, I took him to the emergency clinic so they could make cremation arrangements. I was very upset that it had happened so suddenly with what we knew to be a healthy dog. I took a sample of his loose stool to the vet the morning they opened after the holiday break. My vet explained that it was going
to cost a bit of money and may or may not have told us anything. I decided I had had enough of it and needed to put it behind me and did nothing further.
It has bugged me for the last year wondering what happened to him. Not until I saw the news report this week did I recall that I had purchased Milo's Chicken Jerky the week prior to his death. I had never fed that kind of stuff to him, but thought "its chicken jerky, how bad can that be?" How wrong I was apparently.
It is my hope that any of this can help you find what is causing it and save any more dogs from the same tragic, unnecessary death.
(b)(6)
Waggin Train jerky tenders
Waggin Train Jerkey Chicken

Dog
Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland
Mixed (Dog)

10 Years
14 Years

Male
Female

51 Pound
55 Pound

Started with bloody urine. Progressed to dehydration. Radiograph revealed possible stones. Ultrasound highly suspicious of transitional cell carcinoma. No bloodwork performed. Dog euthanized 18 days after initial presentation of problem
(b)(6) was a very healthy, active 14 yr old. She was never sick a day in her life. People often thought she was a puppy and were always shocked when I told them how old she was. She loved the chicken jerky treats made by Wagon Train and I bought the economy size in Costco b/c (b)(6) loved them so much - it was the only treat she would eat.
The beginning of November 2010 she began to drink an enormous amount of water and wanted to go to the bathroom a ton. I brought her to the vet who said it was probably a urinary tract infection and gave her medicine. The medicine seemed to help. The beginning of December, she started throwing up all over the house and went to the
bathroom in the house, which she had never done - even when she was a puppy, she was housetrained in a few days and never had accidents. It was on and off and I thought she had a stomach virus. Then she started again with the excessive drinking and wanting to go out. I had my mother's 60 birthday party on (b)(6) and got home late that
night to find vomit all over the house. (b)(6) did not greet me at the door...there was something wrong. I brought her to animerge who did all kinds of blood work and let me know that (b)(6) was in renal failure and I needed to make a decision - to put her down or try to keep her alive with IV fluids and tons of medicine, which they weren't sure
would even help. Unfortunately, I had to put her down, I couldn't make her suffer. So at around 3:30/4am, (b)(6) passed away. I am sickened today that by giving her these treats that she loved I played a part in her death.

Walmart Brand Grilled Chicken Strips

Dog

Female

14 Pound

We had been feeding her WAlmart Chicken Strips off and on for several months. The last purchase (sometime in Sept this year) affected her badly. She had diarrhea that would not stop for two days.

Dog

Dachshund
(unspecified)
Mixed (Dog)

17 Years

Chicken Jerky Strips (?)

4 Years

Female

45 Pound

Beefeaters Chicken Jerky natural dog
treats

Dog

Pug

3 Years

Female

22.2 Pound

In 2008 (summer? I do not know the exact timeline), my dog became very sick with vomiting and diarrhea. I had been feeding her chicken jerky treats from Walmart on a regular basis. When I took her to the vet, the vet said I should discontinue using those treats as there had been reported problems with them. I did, and my dog recovered. I have
not used those treats since, and she has not had a recurrence of the issues.
Owner noted clinical signs Friday 10/18/2013. Appetite had been decreased and she seemed depressed and lethargic. Owner reported a large increase in water consumption and urination and then she started to vomiting. Continued to vomit and became anorexic over the weekend. Still drinking water. By Sunday patient was unable to keep water
down and began vomiting up chunks of mucus and blood which continued through Monday morning when pet was evaluated at our animal hospital. She was dehydrated and depressed. Radiographs showed no significant abnormalities but bloodwork revealed elevated ALKP, ALT, and Blood Glucose and a moderate hyponatremia and
hypochloridemia. Canine pancreatic lipase snap test was abnormal. Urinalysis showed no significant findings. Patient was hospitalized and placed on intravenous 0.9% NaCl. Medications were given to control vomiting and nausea. Antibiotics and antacids were administered. Over the course of 3 days patient steadily improved, no further vomiting
was seen and appetite returned. Patient was discharged 10/23/2013. Owner stated they had heard of the FDA notice about chicken jerky treats causing illness in dogs and informed us they had been feeding Beefeaters Chicken Jerky treats which are made in China.

BEEFEATERS CHICKEN JERKY

Dog

Terrier - Irish Softcoated Wheaten

8 Years

Female

40 Pound

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky
Wagon Trail Chicken Jerky

Dog
Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell
Unknown

10 Years
12 Years

Female
Male

19 Pound
100 Pound

Waggin Train Jerky Tenders Chicken
dog treats
Pett Shoppes Duck Jerky Treats

Fish

9 Years

Female

30 Pound

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

4 Years

Female

13.5 Pound

Milo¿s Kitchen Home-Style Dog Treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6 Years

Male

92 Pound

Patient presented for chronic diarrhea. After multiple fecals, cultures and various treament with antibiotics patients showed little improvement.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

3 Years

Male

54 Pound

Within hours of giving (b)(6) a Cadet brand duck jerky treat, he vomitted. He vomitted two more times that day, and his appetite was depressed for about two days afterwards. He still doesn't seem to have much of an appetite for his regular dog food.

SmartBones

Dog

Terrier - Bull Staffordshire
Terrier - Rat

9 Years

Male

20 Pound

(b)(6), 2013 I bought Bandit and my other dog, (b)(6) each a SmartBones brand vegetable chews. I bought them to celebrate (b)(6) 9th birthday which was Feb 13. (b)(6) got the peanut butter flavored one and (b)(6) got the chicken flavored one. 2 days later (b)(6) became lethargic, his stomach was puffed out and he would not eat or use the
restroom. He died on (b)(6)2013 after surgery. He had very low blood platelet count and was bleeding internally. I still have the package for the chicken flavored one. (b)(6) never got sick from her bone. The vet asked me if there was any way he could have gotten into rat poison... but did not know what happened to him.

Dogswell Vitality Duck breast

Dog

Collie - Bearded

10 Years

Male

65 Pound

Kingdom Pets Wholesale Duck and
Sweet Potato
Betsy Farms Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Beagle

12 Years

Male

25 Pound

Dog

Great Dane

7 Years

Female

88 Pound

Science Diet Ideal Balance Jerky Treats
with Real Beef
VITAKITTY

Dog

Terrier - West Highland
White
Spaniel - Cocker
American

3 Months

Male

7 Pound

3 Years

Male

34 Pound

Ever Pet Jerky Twist
Sweet potato & Chicken

Dog

Pit Bull

9 Weeks

Male

6 Pound

AKC KENNEL CLUB DUCK JERKY

Dog

Shih Tzu

3 Years

Female

OUR DOG BECAME LESS ACTIVE,REDUCED APPETITE,VOMITING,TOOK HER TO THE VETERINARIAN ON 10/18 WHO TOOK BLOOD FOR TESTING AND KEPT HER FOR 2 DAYS TO TREAT FOR DEHYDRATION AND MEDICATION TO STOP VOMITING BUT DID NOT HELP-10/23 SAW REPORT ON FOX NEWS OF DOG TREATS FROM CHINA CAUSING ILLNESS
AND DEATHS OF PETS AND NOTIFIED THE VETERINARIAN. MORNING OF SCHEDULED VETERINARIAN FOLLOW UP APPOINTMENT ON 10/24 MY DOG WAS VOMITING HORRIBLY OF ALL FOOD AND WATER.VETERINARIAN TOOK ANOTHER BLOOD SAMPLE AND TEST HAD SHOWN SHE HAD LOST 75% OF HER KIDNEY FUNCTION AND OTHER BLOOD
VITALS,SAID MY DOG COULD NOT BE SAVED AND RECOMMENDED I PUT HER TO SLEEP- SO I DID.
Kidney failure. We would feed her half a treat once or twice a day.
(b)(6) began with excessive thirst and then excessive urination and excessive weight loss. After stopping the chicken jerky the thirst and urination subsided but he has never been able to put back on the 20-25 lbs. he lost even though we have tried everything. His appetite seems normal but the weight doesn't come back on.
The dog had a reduced appetite and had some vomiting episodes and also some diarrhea. When I witnessed blood in her vomit, I took her to the vet. She was quite sick for a few months, and had a number of treatments (anti-nausea medication, barium treatment, endoscopy). The treatment also including another course of doxycyline which
wasn't completed because once the dog was started on the doxycycline, she began refused to eat anything. After being taken off the doxycycline, she eventually started eating again, and recovered completely.
Patient was given duck jerky treats, brand name Pett Shoppes purchased from Walgreens, and patient developed abdominal discomfort followed by anorexia and hemorrhagic diarrhea.

I am bringing this up now because I have heard a lot about the jerky that is killing dogs recently and a lot of the ingredients are the same. The product is made in China as well. Please call me if this information helps at all or is related. (b)(6)

Dog

20 Pound

On (b)(6) 2013 his owner brought in urine and we drew blood for his once a month follow up CBC/Chem, UA and UPC. These were submitted to (b)(6) and revealed another acute renal insult with Fanconi syndrome. The owner had fed him jerky treats 3 days prior as well as 1 week prior. He had not had them for many months. He had no clinical
symptoms on Oct 23, and his physical examination was normal.
Dog developed diarrhea and began drinking large amounts of water after Kingdom Pets treat of Duck and sweet potato. Took him to the vet and discovered blood in the urine, stool, and stomach. Lower GI irritation continued. Currently on several medications attempting to stop the bleeding. This is the 3rd day of symptoms.
We gave her more of the jerky treats the week of her reaction & she continued to get worse the more she got. She had vomiting, uncontrollable diarrhea, decreased appetite, didn't want to move, weight loss, and drank water almost continuously. We took her into the vet to talk about putting her down because we thought it was from her cancer
but after seeing the news story I'm not convinced especially after talking with the vet who said none of her symptoms said it was her cancer or anything else. I did call the vet after hearing the news story and he said it was possible that's what it was from but because she is back to normal now there really isn't anything we can do about it now. I
just don't want other dogs or animals to get sick from these.
I was giving my puppy about 1 piece of Science Diet Beef Jerky per day and he was having diarrhea. I removed the treats and he got better, I gave him 1 more piece because I wasn't 100% certain the beef jerky was the issue but later that day he developed a bad case of diarrhea again.
decreased activity, vomiting, shaking

I gave (b)(6) 2 everpet sweetpotatoe and chicken treats and within 2 hours he was suddenly sick and vomiting and whining and crying. When i called for him he was so sick he barely could make it to me down my hall way. He couldn't pick up his head and was limp. I began contacting animal hospitals and stated to my neighbor that only thing
different i had done was give him the dog treats and she informed me of the warnings that was all over the media about the dog treats from China. But before we could reach the nearest after hours vet 45 miles away my dog had died. I purchased these treats at dollar general store, they are from makers "Everpet " made in China distributed by
Dolgencorp, LL. 100 Mission Ridge Goodlettsville, .Tn. 37072
GAVE MY DOGS THE JERKY AND WITHIN 2 DAYS THEY HAD DIAHREA

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Milo's Kitchen Meatballs and Waggin
Train Jerky Tenders

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato
Twists
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Golden

Dog

Chihuahua

Milo's Chicken Jerky
Milo chicken jerdy, Waggin Train
Chicken Jerly

Dog
Dog

Age
UOM

Gender

12 Years

Female

55 Pound

(b)(6), a dog who never pees in the house, started having accidents in the house. The puddles were massive, way more than was the normal amount of urine she produced. She started drinking a lot more water. We took her to the vet and they ran all kinds of tests and could not find a reason that was causing her to have these issues. To this day
there is still no confirmed diagnosis of the cause of her issues; however, feeding her a low protein prescription dog food and seemed to alleviate the symptoms of whatever underlying issue she is having. I am more than willing to have copies of all the medical records if you feel it would be useful in your investigation. I do not know if these treats
were the cause but she was being fed Waggin Train Jerky Tenders and Milo's Kitchen meatballs which are mentioned in the Jerky Pet Treat Warning and it was issues with the kidney she was having.

6 Years

Male

95 Pound

He developed severe diarehhea with blood in it

2 Years

Male

8 Pound

Havanese
Shepherd Dog Australian

9 Years
9 Years

Female
Female

12 Pound
46 Pound

(b)(6) took a thyroid pill 2x/day. I gave her Milo's jerky treats on a regular basis. Last spring she was diagnosed with kidney failure and she died in August.
Dog has become increasingly lathargic. Very thristy & urinating increased.

Zukes Jerky Naturals Healthy Grain-Free Dog
Jerky Bites for dogs seasoned with
Rosemary Turmeric & sage Tender Beef
Recipe

Rottweiler

9 Years

Male

98 Pound

(b)(6) got (b)(6) Jerky treats just one at a time once or twice a day. (b)(6) had doggy diarrhea starting Sunday, (b)(6) and died on Wednesday. I gave him rice and chicken broth stating Sunday. He got worse and I called his Vet on Tuesday morning who advised to continue bland diet and watch for vomiting and not drinking water. He got worse
very fast Tuesday and I later found vomit from breakfast in the yard. By dinner he stopped eating or drinking and the diarrhea got much worse with more blood over night. We got him to to the ER vet Wednesday before 7:00 AM. He was critical with hemorrhagic diarrhea and was euthanuzed after a short couse of IV fluids. He had a small number
of (b)(6) Jerky Treats Beef or Lamb. He ate Hills Science Diet--Large breed senior food for the last few years. The last purchase of the jerky treat was online on 4-3-2013 from KV Vet with 2 bags each of beef and lamb.

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast ,
Dogswell Happy HIps Salmon Jerky

Terrier - Tibetan

6.5 Years

Male

15.6 Pound

Dingo Twists with chicken in the middle Dog

Terrier - Rat

10 Years

Female

17 Pound

Miltiple types and brands of dried jerky Dog
(chicken), Multiple Brands of Jerly sticks

Pit Bull

6 Years

Female

170 Pound

Waggin Trail Wholesome Chicken Jerky Dog
Tenders Chicken Dog Treats

Retriever - Labrador

9 Years

Male

Dog

Age

Weight

Weight
UOM
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65 Pound

Description

After feeding (b)(6) and (b)(6) chicken jerky and rawhides made in China, both dogs got sick and died. (b)(6) in (b)(6), IL was the vets.

Owner purchased 2 new bags of dog treats on 10/12/13 -- Dogswell chicken and salmon varieties of jerky treats . They began to feed 1 treat to each dog daily -- alternating flavor/variety each day . On Sun 10/20/13 Owner noted their male dog (b)(6) strted to have diarrhea and be somewhat lethargic. They began to feed a home cooked bland
diet. The Diarrhea continued and he vomited after eating his evening meal on Wed. They stopped giving the treats on 10/22/13. They presented him for an exam on Thurs 10/24/13 AM as the diarrhea had continued and he was drinking more water than normal . He had bloody diarrhea at this time . His Blood work showed mild
hemoconcentration. Chemistries showed slightly low K+ but normal renal values. However his urine was isosthenuric in face of hemoconcentration. He was strted on supportive treatment for the GI bleeding and given Fluid therapy .
I fed my dogs the Dingo Brand Jerky Twists with chicken in the middle. Within about a day my dog started vomiting and had excessive diarrhea. She became lethargic. We took her to the vet late in the afternoon of July 26, 2013. I explained to them that both of my dogs had become ill at the same time. The only change in their diet at that time
was the Dingo Treats. Our other dog is a Cheseapeake/ Retriever cross who weighs about 70 pounds. She recovered from the diarrhea with in a couple of days. The little dog ( Rat Terrier) did not. The vet put her on IV's and meds immediately and she stayed at the clinic overnight. Within 24 hours she was recovered enough to go home with her
medication which we gave her for the next 10 days. We were told at the clinic that our dog would not have made it through the night and it was a good thing we brought her in when we did.
I had been giving the dog her medication in jerky treats and she just kept getting more and more sick for no reason. Her sysptoms were vomiting, loss of appetite, loss of energy, and thirst

We purchased Jerky Treats from Costco several times over a year period of time. Mainly for our dog (b)(6) a yellow lab mix, who never liked traditional dog biscuit type treats. He loved them, for the most part he got them once in a while. However, over a period of a few month the dogs got them more regularly because we were able to afford
them then.
Around late March beginning of April, (b)(6) started loosing weight and becoming less and less active. We were worried, we had to make him food to get him to eat, Rice, Ground Beef and Eggs were pretty much the only thing he would eat. And Jerky treats. He would improve off and on, but in May he had again become worse. He stopped
eating, stopped drinking much water, he was lethargic. And I have to say he was also getting extra treats around this time to pep him up. In mid May, he suddenly became very lethargic and had blood in his urine. We took him to the vet where they found he had a tumor in his spleen and his Kidneys had shut down. The vet advised us that they
could do surgery to remove the tumor in his spleen, but even if he survived the surgery he would only have a few months at best with his kidneys.
Over the year or so before we had to have (b)(6) put down our other dog (b)(6) a Belgian Sheppard had been having severe seizures lasting sometimes 15+ minutes, and also had severe eczema. On his first visit the vet thought maybe he had gotten bit by a spider or something to have a severe seizure with no prior history since he was about 5-6
years old. He continued to have them regularly, the vet said we could put him on anti-seizure medication or we could put him down if they became more frequent. He had sometimes several a week, other times he would go weeks without seizures.
Once we put (b)(6) down we stopped buying the Jerky treats because like I said they were mainly for (b)(6) although every time (b)(6) got one, so did (b)(6). However, after (b)(6) passed away and (b)(6) was no longer getting the Jerky his seizures disappeared and he hasn't had any seizures since, and that was 5 years ago.
I never realized the Jerky treats could be to blame, until (b)(6) was gone, and we had stopped buying them. I feel like I poisoned my dog to death by buying him something I thought was a healthy treat. I assumed Jerky was natural and whole and therefore better for them that processed treats. And the dogs loved them.

Dogswell Vitality Duck Breast
Milo Jerky Treats

Dog
Dog

Collie - Bearded
Terrier - Yorkshire

10.5 Years
2 Years

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

12 Years

Male
Male

61 Pound
7 Pound

Dogswell Vitality Duck Breast Jerky was given on 10/14 and 10/18 (1-3 pieces). On 10/23, his urine and blood were analyzed as follow-up to previous illness (possibly also caused by these treats). The veterinarian and another specialist reported abnormal urine kidney and liver numbers.
I have been giving my dog the Milo Jerky treats and i noticed that once he started think them he had a little vomit (green/yellow)..I didnt think much about it cause i thought he might have ate to fast. But now he is vomiting big piles and has diarrhea alot. I took he to the vet on 10/14/13 which was before i heard about this recall on the Milo
treats. The vet just gave him2 anitbotics and three shots wasnt sure what was causing it. I took him back on 10/24/13 to have him checked out cause of this recall and the vet stated we would just watch him. once we got home he has started vomiting and diarrhea again. Going to have to go back to the vet

Female

21 Pound

My poodle, (b)(6) (b)(6) loved Waggin' Train dog jerky. I gave them to her as treats for a couple years. In the summer of 2011 I was scheduled to fly to Chicago and I boarded my two dogs at (b)(6). They have boarded there before and our family Veterinarian (b)(6) ran the hospital and boarding facility. The day before I boarded them, (b)(6) was
listless and threw up a couple times. She just didn't feel well. When I took my dogs in I explained to the receptionist that (b)(6) had been throwing up and I wanted them to make sure she was ok and keep an eye on her.
I called the vet every couple of days while my dogs were boarded to check on them and was told they were doing fine. I was driving to the vet/boarding facility on Tuesday, (b)(6), 2011 to pick up the dogs and received a call from the vets office that (b)(6) had collapsed when they took her out for a walk. I went straight to the vet office and saw
(b)(6) She was too weak to raise her head. The vet assistant didn't know what was wrong with her. They told me that she was severely dehydrated and I asked them if they had been looking at her because I told them at check-in that she was sick. They said it was hard to tell which dog was drinking the water because they were both in the same
kennel.
They had (b)(6) on a heating blanket with an IV. They kept her there for a couple hours to see if she would come around. When she didn't, I went back to the vet and had to have her euthanized.
She was always a heathly dog but prior to this illness she was beginning to have some breathing issues and would cough periodically. Unfortunately, I cannot say without a doubt that the Waggin' Train jerky treats contributed to her illness and being put down but deep down I honestly think they did. She loved those things and I would give them
to her twice a day. In the morning and evening, maybe two sticks each time.
I'm wondering if the process of making the jerky causes dehydration over time and maybe the jerky doesn't break down in the stomach. My other dog didn't become sick and he would get the jerky as much as (b)(6) did. Maybe her overally physical health wasn't as good as his. I wish I could give you more specifics. The vet did not know why
(b)(6) had gotten so sick and couldn't explain it to me. Its just my feeling that the jerky had something to do with it. I purchased all the Waggin' Train jerky from the Walmart store in (b)(6), NC. When (b)(6) became ill, there was very little info on the problem with the jerky treats.
The dates below and referenced above may be off a bit since its been more than two years. I did have the date of (b)(6) euthanization as (b)(6), 2011 so that is accurate, and she was boarded for the week prior. The Veterarian would have the beginning boarding date if different from mine.

Waggin Tails Jeky Treats

Dog

Female

40 Pound

(b)(6) was given a dog treat- and devoploed lethargy, drinikng excessively, then couldn't eat, couldn't hold any food down, had epic dihearra, and eventually was practically comatosed and she was rushed to a vet- where she went into cardiac arithemia and died on the vets table....the vet said it was also attributed to kidney failure.

Dog

Corgi - Welsh
Pembroke
Beagle

3 Years

Smokehouse Chicken Breast Strips

10 Years

Female

25 Pound

Chicken Nibbles 100% Natural chicken
breast training treat PCI brand
endorsed by ACA

Dog

Terrier - Rat

3 Years

Female

29 Pound

I gave (b)(6) a few Smokehouse treats and started seeing a change in her eating habits which decreased rapidly, she has lost about 15 pounds. and has been defecating with blood in her stool and most recently in her urine. We had NO idea that this may be a cause from the treats but now it all makes sense. It appears after giving her these treats
she has major gastrointestinal issues. I am taking her to the Vet this morning but we are very concerned. I have the treats in the original package with only a few missing.
(b)(6) stopped eating any dog food or treats on Friday, vomiting, excessive drinking and peeing. Started eating some human food white chicken meat with rice on Monday, then stopped eating any food by Thursday. Took (b)(6) to vet on Friday, they ran tests and could not identify what was wrong. The vet ran tests, did X-rays thinking there was
blockage in digestive tract but everything came back normal. (b)(6) had full vet checkup in April 2013 and on monthly Revoultion. Vet treated (b)(6) with injections to hydrate and prevent vomiting, then sent home with antibiotics and anti vomitting meds and canned dog food. Week later not much better and of hardly eating canned food, they
ran some blood tests instead of endoscopy, which came back normal. Sent home with stronger dose of antibiotics, deworming to possibly treat whip worm,anti vomiting meds and different canned dog food. Few days later started to heal.

Wagon train wholesome chicken jerky
tenders

Dog

Other Canine/dog

9 Years

Female

25 Pound

Kingdom Pets
Duck & Sweet Potato

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

2 Years

Female

5 Pound

About two weeks ago (b)(6) became violently ill after being given wagon train chicken jerky treats. I came home from work to find 7 separate areas of vomit. She is the only animal inside my house. I saw the tv notice of dog treat recalls for jerky on the news yesterday and decided to look into it. I bought the large bag of wagon train treats at
SAMs club in (b)(6) Ohio. It is 40 oz and made in china. The UPC code is 807020777406 lot# g1ca4742b.
Decreased appetite, decreased activity, vomiting, diarrhea, increased water consumption, increased urination, convulsions.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Pet shoppe duck jerky premium duck
dog treats

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Long-haired

Waggin' Train Wholesome chicken
Jerky Tenders

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Terrier - Cairn

Ranch rewards chicken & rawhide
twisters
Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Golden

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

Dogswell Veggie Life Happy Hips with
Glucosamine and Chondroitin - Sweet
Potato & Chicken Flavor

Dog

VITALIFE chicken tenders

Dog

Age

Age
UOM
Years

5 Years

Gender
Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male
Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
Pound
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Description
(b)(6) is more active and so when I was giving the Duck Jerky Treats, I would give him more 3 to 1. Maybe 1 to 2 times a day! He started acting tired and then got the runs really bad. Days went by then the other two dogs barely started but I took (b)(6) in bc he was sick with a fever. They did a fecal and said he had a LOT of something inside of
him and gave me meds. I asked for the other two dogs bc they were starting with the early signs of the same thing! Once the got better I started giving the treats again and it started back up so I called the vet and he gave me more meds so after the 4th day on meds I saw the news and looked at our bag and it said "Made in China" So I knew it had
to be the same thing but I hadn't put it together until then! Since, I read a guy lives in (b)(6) and had the same thing with his dog~ (b)(6)bc our cities meet! But I'm not sure which grocery store bc I use different ones!

8 Pound

My dog began to get sick. She was throwing up, and having diareha. I brought her to the vet and they did some blood tests which showed that her kidneys were in bad shape. They asked if she had eaten anything different. I mentioned that I had just got them some jerky treats and gave them to her in very small quantity once or twice a day. They
said they had heard of other dogs having trouble with these treats and to cease feeding them. I did so, and she got better. I brought her back for follow up and her kidneys were back to normal. I tried to get the company to pay for my vet bills but they gave me the run around. Thank god my dog lived but many others are dying, doesnt matter
why, they should be removed from the shelves. It wouldnt matter the reason WHY if it was humans dying or becoming ill.

Female

23 Pound

Noticed female pet was in severe pain due to unknown causes. Seemed to have gastrointestinal symptoms. Noticed severe muscle contractions, clearly visible on underside/belly. Noticed extreme discomfort, and suddenly very fearful. Noticed loss of appetite, noticed change in behavior from active to lethargic. Noticed increased consumption of
water, and noticed vomiting and increased urination--even in the house (which she never did before this illness). Carried her to our vet, who examined her, but was unable to determine any causes, but did establish concerns about elevated levels found in tested blood samples. We took her home and she mysteriously died on the following
Sunday, (b)(6)2012.

3 Months

Female

19 Pound

9 Years

Male

75 Pound

approximately 10 minutes after eating a Chicken and Rawhide Twist, she stood up and began chomping her mouth and foaming, it appeared to be a mild seizure. About 15 minutes later, she did the same thing while in the middle of play. The next day, she had another episode that lasted much longer. At this point, it has been about 10 days and
she has had 7 known episodes.
(b)(6) and our other 2 dogs received Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky, bought at Costco, every day as a treat when we got home from work. (b)(6) started throwing up and having diarrhea every day, eating large amounts of grass and being lethargic within a few months of having these treats. We found out at the vet, through blood work, that he has
chronic pancreatitis and will forever be plagued with this issue. Soon after the diagnosis the treats were taken off the shelves at Costco. (b)(6) has continued to eat the same dog food, but has had fewer high fat treats as a result of his diagnosis, but still suffers from occasional bouts of diarrhea and vomiting. Generally he is feeling better since
being off the treats, but he will never be the same.

Bichon Frise

5 Years

Female

20 Pound

Terrier - Boston

8 Months

Male

23 Pound

7.75 Years

We purchased Dogswell Veggie Life Happy Hips with Glucosamine & Chondroitin (Sweet Potato & Chicken) for our dog as our usual biscuits were unavailable. She had previously had sweet potato and chicken separately (not jerky) without issue - so we thought she would like this treat and it would fit the need for her daily glucosamine (to prevent
joint issues - her knees have a small tendency to pop out of place when we don't keep her on glucosamine). We gave her 2 a day for about a week - one in the morning and one in the evening as the serving size was 2 per 15 pounds/dog. She reacted with intense skin itching and raised anxiety level - she itched herself raw all over her body and was
breaking out with more. She did not sleep for 2 days - she was miserable. The only thing that could comfort her was ice packs wrapped in towels and being held - for 48 hours. The vet saw her and prescribed 25 mg Benadryl 3x a day and a veterinary spray for all the spots that was applied 2x a day. She was prescribed a glucosamine tablet. 2 weeks
out - she has only a couple scabbed sores left to heal - but we will never give those again. That was the only change in her diet and/or environment during that time.

My veterinarian is happy to back up all his tests and information regarding my pets illness for proof of sickness, although of course these treats cant be directly linked to his sickness, I know for a FACT that they are.
My dog (b)(6) is now 8 months. He was born in January, we got him in March. When I got him we were directed to Petsmart of all his pet needs. I knew from the start I wanted to give him as ORGANIC as I could. Petsmart directed me to VITALIFE dog treats, both the chicken jerky and the yam fries wrapped in duck. (b)(6) started eating these in
April. In May of 2013, he had a seizure, to the point of his neurological system shutting down. The Vet I had at the time said that (b)(6) possibly ate a human drug (marijuana, tabacco, advil etc). ALTHOUGH I knew it was highly unlikely because he didn't have full roam of the house and it came on SO suddenly (he was fine and full of beans 20
minutes prior, took a nap, and had a seizure in his sleep). He was pumped with tons of saline and spent the night in the vet hospital and was released the next day. From May to July he would had issues with his stool, Constantly runny, bad gas, and ocassional blood in the stool,
In September of 2013, (b)(6) got really fatigue. He didn't play as much as he was before, we thought he was growing out of the puppy stage. He had had SEVERE bloody stool, for 3 days. We took him to the Vet (that we have now) and he thought (b)(6) had a rectum infection, or possibly ate something that caused some taring inside. This was on
a Saturday. Monday, he had a full blown seizure again. Again we rushed him to the Vet, he was put on a saline drip again. We brought him home, and of course you think "okay he was just sick, lets give him some energy"..and i was feeding him Vitalife Chicken tenders...Thursday night, toxic shock symptoms (wobbling of the head, cant stay awake,
eyes are drooping, he vomited a few times). This time the vet was baffled, why has this happened again! He suggested this time to just monitor him, try to give him water, and see what happens and if ANYTHING changes come in, and refrain from feeding him food for the next 24 hours. In the morning we went back for a blood test as suggested
by the Dr. By 4pm the results came back that his potassium levels were sky high, showing potential kidney failure, and SOMETHING in the toxicology results appeared, but it couldnt be pin pointed. The vet suggested we change him to a low protein diet and cut out almost all sources of protein, even though the food he was on (a fridge food dog
food by a company called FRESPET and Royal Canin crunchies) was not high of protein. Those Vitalife chicken tenders were sent into the garbage! And then, at (b)(6) doggy daycare, when I told the lady about (b)(6) issues the last week, she said she heard a story a year or two ago about dog treats from China and suggested I look at the treats I
was feeding him. BAM! VITALIFE, made it china!
I truly believe, 100%, these are what made him sick. He has been healthy since he stopped eating ANY of their products!

Oinkies Wrapped with Chicken

Dog

Shih Tzu

11 Years

Kingdom pet
Wagon train jerky treatable
Full Moon chicken jerky

Dog
Dog
Dog

Retriever - Labrador
Terrier - Yorkshire
Dachshund - Miniature

2 Years
9 Years

Female

75 Pound
10 Pound

My dog ate kingdom dog treats duck treats and is now is now sick throwing up, and not eating now. Going to thank her to tbe vet.
Dog became sick for unknown reason vomiting, diarrhea, lethargic. Numerous visits to the vet. Vets comment, dog should not be alive, with her blood analysis results. Put on metronidazole,diet changed. Force fed high protein. Dogs health slowly improved over a three month period.
bought product on Thursday. fed to dogs. Saturday (b)(6) (half doxie half Chihuahua) had a seizure and by that night diarrhea. sunday severe diarrhea. Monday also vomiting and won't eat. he drank a lot of water. i'm starting to think it's the jerky. the other dog is all Chihuahua and had about 1/4th as much as (b)(6) She just had a sore tummy.
(b)(6) started getting better and by Tuesday night his stool was solid. It was a very scary episode.

Waggin Train jerky tenders

Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland

8 Years

Male

40 Pound

My dog (b)(6) was fed whole dehydrated chicken as a treat daily. The treats were marketed as Waggin Train and sold at Sam's Club. (b)(6) seemed to not feel well on about 9/1/05. This was in the immediate aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. I was staying in (b)(6)area. I too him to a local veternarian on 9/3/05 and 9/5/05. He was diagnosed as
having fleas. We returned to our hurricane damaged home. There were no veterinary services available in my area for some time. (b)(6) began vomiting and I found a Vet. (b)(6) was diagnosed with acute kidney failure.

Canyon Creek Ranch Brand Yams

Dog

Doberman Pinscher

10 Years

60 Pound

Dog suffered severe diarrhea for 2-3 weeks, was under care of Vet, animal came close to dying because of no appetite and weight loss.

Canyon Creek Jerky Treats

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

8 Years

Male

Female
Male

16.8 Pound

110 Pound

Our dog consumed Chicken Jerky I can't remember who it was made by, plus he had Oinkies with Chicken made by Hartz. (b)(6) got sick after eating those, he wasn't really vomiting or had diarrhea, however he lost his spunk and refused to eat, after a couple of days we took him to the vet, they did some blood test and said his kidney's were
failing, so we agreed on IV therapy and medication. He stayed at the Animal Hospital for 3 days and we took him home after that with some medication. He didn't get better, he had no appetite, he just drank a lot of water, he also became very lethargic so we took him back to the vet. His values had climbed back up again and the vet informed us
that he estimates that only 25% of (b)(6) kidneys were still functioning and if he were human he would get dialysis and eventually a transplant. With heavy hearts we decided to have him euthanized. Before all this (b)(6) was an energetic, playful, loving dog.

My robust, big, German Shepherd dog (b)(6) was given some of the Canyon Creek Jerky Treats I bought from the local Dollar General. I thought with the name and logo it was made in the USA. (I know better now to read the country of origin, etc.)
Although never actually getting sick, (b)(6) did appear very lethargic for awhile. I couldn't figure out what was wrong with him, he seemed to be acting older than his years would indicate. He's normally a very energetic dog. He didn't want to play fetch the ball, his favorite activity, for very long at all, and became tired very easily.
I never bought the treats again (I normally only give him dog biscuits, no rawhide, occasionally a Jumbone treat), and he went back to his usual self. I really feel if he hadn't been such a big, strong, very healthy and robust dog he might have had more symptoms.
The change was so dramatic I attribute it to those treats I bought and am glad that I never bought anything like that ever again. (b)(6) is my protection-trained dog and is extremely valuable to me for guarding and personal protection.

Canyon Creek Ranch treats, Milo¿s
Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Papillon - Spaniel Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with
dropped ears
(Phaléne))

11 Years

Female

8 Pound

chicken jerky ??

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

14 Years

Female

60 Pound

DOGSWELL HAPPY HIPS CHICKEN
BREAST JERKY

Dog

Chihuahua

10 Years

Male

Betsy Farms Natural Chicken Jerky
Made In The USA
Manufactured for Betsy Farms 500 E.
Shore drive Suite 130 Eagle Idaho
83616 USA

Dog

Other Canine/dog

4 Minutes Female

Our dog's favorite treat was chicken jerky. The brands included Canyon Creek Ranch treats and Milo¿s Kitchen Chicken Jerky. She was in excellent health and suddenly became ill over a weekend. On the following Monday, we took her to the veterinarian who ran full blood work and a complete examination. All tests were normal except for anemia
and dehydration. She was vomiting and had diarrhea and was given medicine to control both conditions. We returned to the veterinarian in five days and her condition had not improved. He then stated that she was too weak for any surgery so he gave her fluids and changed her medication. Our dog's condition continued to worsen and a
perfectly healthy dog died within two weeks of her first initial onset of symptoms.

After a few years of eating chicken Jerky. bladder and liver problems

8 Pound

I purchased Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast Jerky treats and gave one to my dog. Within the day he became extremely ill and his left side was so swollen that I knew something was wrong. He is crying when I pick him up because he's in pain. he is lethargic and his tail is in between his legs. He's also scared to let anyone come near him or pet
him... very unusual because my dog is extremely friendly. I have been to 2 vets and one specialist and spent thousands of dollars without any results... because no one knew what was wrong with him. Turns out I happened to be watching the news when a recall was broadcasted. I immediately checked the bag and sure enough the item was made
in china. Luckily he wasn't one of the hundreds that died from this antibiotic residue that are on these treats. I want the FDA to take immediate action to ban these products and remove them from shelves! I will be joining any class action lawsuit against the manufacturer.

78 Pound

Please know that I have been feeding ALL of my dogs the same dry food for over a year now call Diamond High Energy from The Tractor Supply Store with no problems and Milkbones since all of these recalls. I'm very strict about what they eat!
My Dad bought chicken jerky from Walmart ,made in the USA by Betsy Farms and all 12 of my dogs got sick from it, I had to put my oldest dog (b)(6) 4yrs down in less then a week of eating this jerky. She was in the end stages of Liver disease!
I took her to 2 different emergency Dr's over a period of 2 days to try to save my dog, both days blood work and xrays were performed. I was told that because her system was already compromised from just 6wks prior having had a liter of 6 pups this is why only she had a fatal reaction to this product. But remember the other dogs were throwing
up !
I own/ed 10 Labs,1 Pom & 1 American Bull dog

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed
Mixed (Dog)

Female

Weight
UOM
62 Pound

Description

Dog

Age
UOM
10 Years

Gender

Smokehouse Dog Treats Prime Chips
Chicken breast

Bulldog - American

11 Years

Male

56 Pound

My husband and I became concerned when we noticed (b)(6) not eating as much over the last month or so and especially when we began to see the outline of his ribcage. A year ago he weighed 73.07 lbs and when he weighed in at the Vet, he only weighed 56 lbs. He has always had a very hearty appetite and he began eating less and less, he
moved much slower than normal, he would sometimes vomit, he had diarrhea with blood in it, he drank plenty of water and he was urinating quite frequently. We took him to the Vet on 19 October 2013 and they kept him until 22 October 2013 when he was finally released. While he was there they ran an IV to give him fluids, they did
bloodwork, xrays and a fecal exam. He didn't have any worms/larvae, but his liver enzyme was elevated and his liver was slightly enlarged. He was given 3 different types of medicines to take when he went home which were Amoxicillin, Metronidazole and Prednisone.

Sergeant's UNCLE SAM'S Premium Pork Dog
Skin 7" Pork Skin Bone All Natural Dog
Treats

Age

Weight
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(b)(6) loves only chicken based treats. For a while with the help of our vet we found she was allergic to dye in food. We changed food for her and the cats. She ceased to be uncontrollably itchy for every day and night. Her treat in addition to her food is chicken treats. Started with Dingo until they were pulled off initially. When they came back
they were coloured. This is not good, we changed to one from Meijer until she showed signs of extreme thirst and peeing a lot on top of itching, rubbing her behind etc. These had gone from brown to red colour over the year. I threw out over 200$ of these treats once found to be a cause. Went to the freeze dried chicken, no problem there
except trying to find them. Lastly we found that a majority of the chicken treats were made in China and all the ones she had previously were to, so to avoid them and go with ones "Made in USA" only. The first batch from ValuePet Supplies via Amazon seemed to have no problem. So I purchased the same brand from Dr Fostersmith and since
then she is back to drinking uncontrollably from the bowl then just peeing any time and any place. We restrict water and the peeing anyplace has gone way down, but she still will drink and drink and drink until the bowl is dry. Upon reading the article on the chicken treats we have pulled all the bags of chicken treats away and have them
sequestered. Of the 5 bags I purchased I am sorry to say that I have been a bad pet owner and didn't recognize this until 3.5 bags were gone. It was requested in the article to provide name of treat, lot # and expiration date. They are Smokehouse Prime Chips Chicken breast. Lot 280492 Use by 12/20/1914. I had her out on this brand years ago
with no issue except trying to find them.

I watched the evening news on 23 October 2013 when I heard a segment that stated that there may be dog treats made in China that could be making our pets sick. I listened closely and immediately went to see which of the treats that we feed (b)(6) were actually made in China and I found 2 different kinds!! I placed these treats in a plastic
Ziploc bag as instructed to do from the website. The treat that we gave to (b)(6) about a month or more ago was a Sergeant's Uncle Sam's 7" Premium Pork Skin Bone All Natural Dog Treat which was made in the Republic Of China. The other treat was a 6 pack of Beef Rawhide Chew Dog Treats made in China, but we never did feed these to him,
only the Pork Skin Bone. Even though neither one of these were jerky, the feeding of this dog bone treat and his getting sick all coincided together.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland

1 Years

Male

26 Pound

Luv A Treat Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Female

50 Pound

Gave dog one strip of jerky right after buying the package. Within a few hours, he had bad diarrhea and seemed lethargic. We didn't feed him anything for a day, and once his system was empty he seemed better. We assumed the jerky caused the reaction, as he hadn't had anything else new that day. and never gave the dog any more of the
treats.
At the beginning of October, we were giving our dog these treats (3-4 per week). She had a few accidents around the same time that she was getting these treats and this was unusual for her. She also had diarrhea during this time. She was having fecal accidents during the middle of the night, in spite of having fecal movements every morning and
every evening.
We heard about the issue with jerky making dogs sick on the news this evening.
The brand we have is: Luv A Treat Chicken Jerky
The serial number is: 6 20912 20049 9
These treats are labelled as a product of China, Distributed by Masters Best Friend Concord, ON, Canada
We did not give her any for the last couple of weeks, but then last night we did give her one. She has not had diarrhea or any accidents.

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders Chicken
Dog Treats

Dog

Retriever (unspecified)

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Strips

Dog

Terrier - Cairn

Milo's Kitchen home style dog treat
Beef Sausage Slices

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

11 Years

6 Years
16 Years

Female

85 Pound

We purchased many bags of Waggin Train's chicken flavored jerky dog treats from 2010-2012. We usually purchased them from Sam's Club, but occasionally places like Costco or BJs. She liked them a lot so we switched to them 100% from milkbone. She had multiple treats every day. A few months later she started having seizures and neurological
problems. A few months later in August 1st, of 2011 she had her first seizure out of the blue. She was examined by the vet who didnt perform any further testing. She was given phenobarbitol to help control the seizures. Despite the phenobarbitol, she continued to have seizures. They increased the dose more and more but they kept happening.
They tried different medications for seizures and gave us some antibiotics. They took urine, but just told us that the antibiotic is out of her system. Shortly after, she started having trouble with one of her eyes. Her bottom eyelid became droopy. She sometimes acted like she couldnt see straight. She had a hard time closing her eye the whole way.
She was examined by the vet who said that she possibly had a small stroke. Once again, no tests were performed. We were given eye drops for her so her eye would remain moist and wouldnt dry out. In February 2012, we woke up and found her dead. This was very unexpected and very out of the blue. We were told by our vet to take her body
to an animal hospital for cremation. No necropsy was performed so we do not know the exact cause of death. Not 6 months before, before the seizure, she seemed fine. She was playing and very active and had no issues, and then after a while she kind of seemed tired all the time. She started sleeping more often, and seemed like she was going
downhill very quickly. I think it was almost too quick for old age because she showed no symptoms at all until before the seizure. After seeing the news story, everything made sense. At this point in time we do not have any of the product left nor do we have any of the information or lot numbers from the bags. She had no other changes and was
eating the same dog food, but a few months after we switched to these new treats, she started having seizures and died six months after the first one. I believe that her premature death was due to something other than old age, and I believe that the treats may have had some part in that. We had no idea that these could have been the cause of
her problems.

Male

18 Pound

Developed rare bladder stones, experienced bleeding during urination, and had to go on a special diet to dissolve stones.

Female

5 Pound

In hind sight, after reading the latest dog treat recall information....I am 99.9% sure my dog suffered acute kidney failure from Milo's kitchen dog treats about 2 1/2 months ago. She suddenly very ill and exhibited EVERY symptom you had listed. Thank goodness we opted to not put her down, but we have to administer sub-Q fluids every other
day, she can only tolerate certain foods and is on a vitamin supplements daily.
We have spent well over $1,200 in the past couple of months to keep her alive.
PS You do not list Pomeranians on your breed list

Cadet Gourmet Sweet Potato & Chicken Dog
Wraps Made With REAL Sweet Potato
& Chicken

Chihuahua

5 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

15 Pound

I had about 25-30 bags of "Cadet" brand 'Sweet Potato & Chicken Wraps' and 'Chicken Jerky' dog treats. They came in zip-close resealable bags, blue and orange bags. The sweet potato ones were 3.6 oz (102 g), Expire 09 27 2014. Identified/stamped/lot "XT272156 T047 3700PF0010" Website on back listed www.imspet.com, Product of China,
Distributed By: IMS Pet Industries, Inc., 34 Passaic Street, Wood-ridge, NJ 07075. UPC 7 68303 07479 0. The treats were given to me around December 2012. I stored the treats in a big bag on top of a bookshelf in my room. I started occassionally giving the treats to my dog sparingly. I became suspicious of the treats when my dog began to chew
on her arms to the point of making sores. For the past year I have continued to give her the treats, then take her off of them because she would get sick, but then I would bring them back out hoping it wasn't the treats. Over the past year she has incurred MANY illnesses and rushed trips to the vet including GI problems. I first thought I needed to
change her food and tried that a couple times. I recently saw this article and am now CONVINCED these treats have been the problem. I had been giving the treats to my dog and my boyfriends dog more frequently lately and both have been throwing up, diarrhea and getting sick. When I heard the news story yesterday, October 23rd 2013, I left
work immediately and rushed both dogs to my vet. Both dogs had urinalysis and blood work done and all labwork came out clean. I am still concerned that both pets became sick as a result of consuming the pet treats. (b)(6) is 5 1/2 years old, female, approx 14 lbs., no pre-existing conditions. She is on a Pedigree brand dog food, small bites. I
would estimate over a years time she had approx 6 bags of the treats. She does not spend any time outdoors unsupervised. When taking her out to go to the bathroom she is always on a leash. (b)(6) is 4 years, male, approx 30 lbs, no pre-existing conditions. He is also on Pedigree brand dry dog food and Alpo wet food mixed in. (b)(6) had a total
of approx 2 bags of dog treats in the past month.
(b)(6) vet is (b)(6). This vet also froze a sample of (b)(6) urine, but did not collect enough of (b)(6) to freeze any remaining. Both dogs were taken to this vet on 10/23/13.

Waggin Train wholesome chicken
jerkey tenders

Dog

Maltese

9 Years

Female

7 Pound

While we were visiting family in LA, (b)(6) started to lose her appetite, became very lethargic, depressed, and disoriented. She stopped eating, only drinking water, and would barely move around. Once she started to act very disoriented and would wander strangely (not her normal happy self), we then took her immediately to a vet. She was kept
overnight, on an ivy before we would leave back on a flight to CT the next evening. I cannot remember exactly what the vet in LA diagnosed(I think he found something with her liver/kidneys)and flushed it out temporarily. She ate only a little baby food that I was asked to bring in for her. Back in CT, the ivy tubes were removed, but then we
discovered lesions on her skin/fur that looked like she was "burned" (that vet did not know what was wrong, did not like his non-"diagnosis"!) and he thought that she could've fallen and got burned! Soon after, (b)(6) started vomiting alot, still would not eat, only water if I brought it to her, and could barely walk/stand. So we took her to ER (2
different times), where she was admitted in the animal hospital with various testing from Lyme disease to biopsies, etc, etc. And they still could not find the source to be able to directly try and treat her illness(es). She was brought home after 1st time in ER with meds, and force fed baby food with a plastic syringe, but her symptoms did not
improve. She was admitted to the hospital a 2nd time with further testing, her condition not improving, only to come to the end of her life. The vet suggested we euthanize her so she wouldn't feel more pain. It was a mystery to all the vets (and us), how sudden her health changed and kept deteriorating to her and our loss. I mentioned about the
chicken treats but the vets seemed to not know much about that then..........and did not at all consider (I am sure) that just dog treats could cause such illness and finally death. (b)(6) was a bill of health, and also had her physical with her regular vet just a few months prior (or less). It all happened so suddenly, no questions answered for any of
us. I know I had recently changed the brand of her chicken jerkey treats, regretfully, from a higher end brand to this Waggin Train, which was $2.00 less for the same looking and packaged treats.

Boots & Barkley Chicken Wrapped
Rawhide Twists, Boots & Barkley
Rawhide Twists

Dog

Retriever - Golden

7 Years

Male

90 Pound

After eating the treats in the evening he was burping and lethargic. In the morning he threw up and would not eat for a few hours. He continued to have gas for the rest of the day. Took the treats away and he seems fine. This was the only new item added to his diet.

Authority Exerts in Nutrition Chewy
Dog Treats Sweet Potato and Chicken
Wraps

Dog

Bichon Frise

7 Hours

Female

12 Pound

I took my dog to the vet to get xrays to determine if she was pregnant. When we were leaving I bought items at Pet Smart and while we were in line the cashier gave my dog two dog treats. She seemed to really like them so I purchased some. When we got home I have her one more and one to two of my other dogs. By this time the Bichon had
ingested three. Later that evening she starting vomiting and would not eat her breakfast the next morning. I assumed she caught something while we were at the vet's and kept an eye on her. The vomiting appeared to decrease and was gone in four days completely. I am not certain the sweet potato chicken wraps were the cause but after
reading this article I will not experiment with continuing to feed the treats to my dogs. They are not made in China but rather Thailand. You may have the bag if you wish to test it although I can not definitely confirm these were the culprit. It was just coincidental she got sick after eating the treats.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Seargents Duck Jerky

Dog

Bulldog - French

Waggin Train Chicken Strips

Dog

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato

Dog

Boots & Barkley Retriever Rolls Boots & Dog
Barkley Pressed Bones

Age

Weight
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Age
UOM
2 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
30 Pound

Description

Male

Schnauzer
(unspecified)

3 Years

Female

15 Pound

Ate Waggin Train chicken strips from China, bought at Walmart.. Vomiting yellow mucus, yellow diarrhea, lethargy, severe illness. Told Vet we suspected the food from China, in 2007 he wasn't that concerned, but we now know much more about the problem. Cost about $250 for full bill, filed claim with legal firm pursuing compensation for
owners, but received nothing as our dog recovered. A Walmart manager called me after I reported it to the store to see if the dog had died. She recovered in about a week. We only buy food made in US or Canada. Never will buy or eat food from China for ourselves or for dog. There has to be some kind of plastic or chemical in the chicken strips
as she had never had them before and became seriously ill shortly after ingesting one. I hope this helps someone. Our dog became ill as a result of Chinese dog treats as far back as 2007 and yet they remained on the shelves for many years. Even now there are still dog food products from China in all of the food stores.

Crossbred Canine/dog

7 Years

Male

88 Pound

Owner was feeding Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato treats to her dogs, and they seemed to become ill after eating them. (b)(6) started vomiting intermittently ~1 week ago. May have had an episode of diarrhea. All dogs seem to be drinking more water and urinating more. (b)(6) in-house labwork 10/24/13 (when he first presented for this
problem) did not show any signs of renal insufficiency, however there is still concern for possible adverse reaction. (Unsure of exact date of onset of clinical signs.)

American Pit Bull
Terrier

3 Months

Male

20 Pound

We noticed 4 out of our 5 dogs were taking turns acting lethargic, losing appetite & vomiting/diarrea. We gave them antibiotics & 3 of them got better within the day. But one of the puppies (b)(6) kept getting better then worse & better then worse. On May 22 we took him to vet who gave him more antibiotics as well as anti-diarrea & told us to
bring him back next day if he doesn't improve. However (b)(6) diarrea & vomiting never got better & he died later that evening. All dogs were in excellent health, up to date on vaccines. Vet suspected (b)(6) "may have eaten something" & asked us what dogfood we were feeding & what else may we have had lying around the yard or garage. I
asked vet if this could be parvo & he said no.

(b)(6) had one piece of the jerky - and within hours had lost control of his bladder and was peeing everywhere involuntarily (he didn't lift his leg) in the house. He became incredibly thirsty. He was unable to hold his poop and urine over night (which is not normal for him) .
The following day he vomitted twice, and became incredibly lethargic.

When I heard on the news about numerous pets dying from pet treats, I dug out my receipts from Target where I purchased pet treats during April/May this year. I had purchased "retriever rolls" & pressed rawhide treats made by Boots & Barkley brand which were made in China. I also purchased several kinds of rawhide, jerkey, pigs ears &
hooves from Super Pets, but they were bulk ones not in packages, so I don't know their place of origin.

Cadet real meat snack Gourmet sweet
potato and chicken wraps

Dog

Shih Tzu

4 Years

Male

13 Pound

(b)(6) developed a seizure disorder. He was put on seizure medication, but he got progressively worse over time. He had to be euthanized. Moe developed Fanconi disease. He has been lethargic and has not felt well since eating the jerky treats. Our three other dogs that ate the treats have not yet been tested for Fanconi disease.

Dingo Doubles 2 in 1 Chicken Treat and Dog
Dental Chew

Maltese

3 Years

Female

10 Pound

I gave the dogs (3) Dingo Doubles 2 in 1 Chicken Treat & Dental Chew. I gave two of my dogs the treats and later that night they both threw up a yellowish substance and seemed lethargic. Not concluding at the time it was the treat, I gave the third dog the Dingo treat and then she threw up that night. I knew it had to be the treat because the
throw up was the same as the other two who threw up after the treat. I stopped the treat immediately and the dogs are now fine but I am concerned a weaker dog or any other dog may have worse effects. These treats are from Thailand and not China but I'm concerned and don't want any other dog to get sick. It is still on the shelves and hope
you can test these treats for the safety of our pets. Thank you very much.

Dingo Dental Sticks Chicken in the
Middle

Dog

Basset - Fawn Brittany

7.5 Years

Male

65 Pound

(b)(6) was an 65 lb. basset hound that had a healthy life until (b)(6)2012. Then, he began to lose weight. He became excessively thirsty and began throwing up regularly. He was taken to our veterinarian [ (b)(6) in (b)(6) NY] and was initially treated with antibiotics and steroids. He continued to deteriorate, and threw up regularly. He had x-rays
and nothing was found. An ultrasound found nothing either. As he continued to be unable to hold anything down, he stopped eating. On (b)(6), 2012, we took him to (b)(6). to be put down. He was only 20 lbs. when he died. He threw up every ten minutes the day he died.

Vitality Minis

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
English

12 Years

Male

54 Pound

Pur Luv live love treat
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog
Dog

Bichon Frise
Great Dane

Wholesome Duck Jerky Tenders
Pet Shoppe Chicken Jerky for Dogs

Dog
Dog

Terrier - Airedale
Doberman Pinscher

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
Flaxseed & Vitamins
Canyon Creek Ranch- Pork skin BIG
BLAST with chick liver center

Dog

Terrier - Fox Wire

1 Years

Male

26 Pound

Behavior changes, loss of appetite, listlessness, vomiting, diarrhea (not bloody), drinking a lot more water and also increased urination. Some quivering.

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Smooth-haired

3 Years

Female

17 Pound

After Giving (b)(6) this treat the night before ( this was on easter weekend), she started acting really funny. She would not eat , want to move or use the Bathroom. The next day I decided to take her to the Vet and they could not find out what was wrong with her but she had a temp of 109 degrees and was severaly dehidrated from not eating or
drink and was foaming from the mouth. They took xray and could not find anything in her stomach or blood work. Thery sent her home with some antibiotic and told me if she got worse to tka eher the night animal hospital. Within 15 mins of me getting home I had to take her to another vet becuase she looked on the verge of death could not
move and was dripping so much foam and fluids from her mouth. I got her to the vet that was 1 hour away and they took her back as soon as i got there. He checked her temp again and told me the same thing that we might loose her but i had to choice of taking her home or leaving her there which cost alot of money. he gave me more med and
special food and still did not know what was wrong with her but sent us on our way. I got home and for the next three days I had to force feed her and make her drink. She started to get better. Ever since then she has not been the same dog. I have had to take her alot of appts. becuase of stomach trouble and sore breaking out and she has a very
pour diet and it very lasy now. She has trouble using the rest room alot of times also.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Coonhound
(unspecified)

7 Years

Male

I am contacting you because we gave him some dental sticks that were made in China. A package, which we kept and is unopened, is labeled "Dingo Dental Sticks: Chicken in the Middle" and were made in China. It has a 'best before' date of 5/26/2014. The company is Eight in One Pet Products. We kept this package as we are suspicious of these
Chinese made products.
After ingesting the "treats" a few days later he got EXTREME diahrea, with mucus, with terrible bowel sounds. I immediately called the vet and took him 2 days later, hoping my chicken/rice diet would solve the problem. Sadly it did not. I have spent over $450.00 on his treatment to date which I am happy to do because he is my baby.
He has had Ex rays, blood tests, urine and fecal tests for all the normal things. All results are normal.
This only Affirms my belief that it is Toxins in the "Vitality Minis" , made in China, have made him sick. He is still under treatment and on medications.

7 Years
4 Years

Female
Male

25 Pound
150 Pound

Our dog developed vomiting/diarrhea for about 24 hours and has now fully recovered. In thinking about any changes, we recalled given her a food treat, a sample of which was given to us at Petco
My Great Dane for the last couple of months has been showing signs of gastrointestinal problems. I cannot pin point exact dates etc. but he has at lease the last coupe of weeks had bad diarrhea (he is completely potty trained and went all over the house) and most recently bad vomiting , lethargy and gulping, coughing etc. We had him to the vet
twice in the few months for these stomach problems. I heard on the news last night about the jerky treats from China, so I ran to the cabinet and looked at his treats. They were from China, duck jerky treats made by CADET and bought them at Costco. we do not give him these treats everyday and I believe he gets sicker when he gets too many,
my kids will give him treats without me knowing and I will give him more etc etc I believe these treats are making him ill for sure, too coincidental

8.5 Years
2 Years

Female
Female

106 Pound
60 Pound

She started vomiting about 12:00 midnight, and continued with vomit and diarrhea until I took her to an emergency care vet clinic about 6pm,about 18 hours from the onset.
I purchased some chicken jerky from Walgreens over the summer and (b)(6) loved them. I would give her a piece when I came home. She got sick and I didn't know why. I took her to the 24hr pet hospital run by (b)(6) in (b)(6) NY, they found nothing, gave he saline and sent her home. She started to perk up a little. Then she didn't want to eat
her dog food. So I got her more chicken jerky and duck jerky and that's all she wanted to eat. Eventually she didn't even want that she just held her head down and looked sad. The whole time I thought she was just depressed because the doctors already said she was fine. So I thought her problems to be psychological. She would only drink water.
She got thinner and thinner. Sometimes vomiting. Dark diahreah and always tired. Then (b)(6)day 2013 morning I saw her get up and start puking blood. I took her to the Vet in (b)(6) on (b)(6) and they worked on her but she died. They asked if I wanted a toxicology report I refused because I though there was no point. The Walgreens jerky
comes in a white and green plastic ziplock looking pouch. There are usually silica bags in there. I miss my dog and this should not happen to anyone else.

41.1 Pound

Owner brought (b)(6) in for routine vaccines and a 4Dx SNAP test. He noted that (b)(6) had been steadily losing weight for the past month or so; he had lost 14.5lbs since we was him on 10/16/12. (b)(6) physical exam was normal and he tested positive for ehrlichia. However, he had tested positive for the disease and was treated with
doxycycline last year. A serum chemistry panel was run- his ALB was at 1.2 g/dl (reference 2.5-4.4) and his globulins were at 6.8 g/dl (2.3-5.2). All other values were WNL. His urinalysis was normal and his CBC showed a non-regenerative anemia with low lymphocyte numbers. (b)(6) was started on doxycycline in case he was re-infected with
ehrlichia and the owners declined further diagnostics or treatment at this time. The owner contacted the clinic on 10/23/13 because he had seen the recalls of the jerky treats on television. He stated that (b)(6) acted very poorly on 10/22/13 and was concerned (b)(6) would die. However, once he stopped feeding (b)(6) the Cadet Duck Breast
jerky treats, (b)(6) rapidly improved. His attitude and demeanor have improved, although his appetite is still low.

Chicken jerky premium chicken dog
Dog
treats, Chicken drumsticks, Veggie life
happy hips chicken and apple treats,
Veggie life happy hips chicken and
sweet potato treats, Fruit wraps treats
for dogs chicken and banana, Chicken
wrapped sweet potato treat

Other Canine/dog

9.5 Months

Female

18 Pound

We bought our puppy and brought her home at eight weeks of age weighing 4.5 lbs. The breeder advised that she sometimes used duck or chicken jerky as treats and we immediately purchased these treats at Walgreens for rewards during potty training. (b)(6) had frequent urination, sometimes every 15 mins and often licked and showed signs
of urinary discomfort. We took her to the vet who put her on antibiotics for a possible infection. The problem persisted but we assumed she was just this way as it was our first puppy and first time housebreaking. We also fed jerky wrapped sweet potatoes from Walgreens on occasion. We took a trip to Florida with our dog at 14 weeks of age.
The morning after a sweet potato treat she had terrible diarrhea and was lethargic. We rushed her to a vet assuming she may have parvovirus. The vet determined it must have been something she had eaten. We were given medication to ease her discomfort. Unaware that it was the sweet potatoes, we continued to give both types of treats. She
continued to experience diarrhea and would vomit nearly every morning. Eventually we saw our vet again regarding the urinary problems. She took a sample and determined that her ph was too high. At this point the vet asked what treats we gave her. She advised to stop all jerky products. Since doing so, there has been almost no more diarrhea,
vomiting, or urinary discomfort.

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck and
Sweet Potato
Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
Flaxseed & Vitamins

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

4.5 Years

Female

75 Pound

Dog was receiving jerky treats multiple times a day when I began to notice a lack of a healthy appetite. A few weeks later she began vomiting multiple times a day and the lack of appetite continued. We switched her treats to Milkbone on 9/17/2013 and she has not vomited since and her appetite returned shortly after.

Dog

Cattle Dog - Australian
(blue heeler, red
heeler, Queensland
cattledog)

10 Years

Male

50 Pound

(b)(6) has had several events over the past few weeks where he becomes unsteady - back legs wobbling and shaking. He also once rolled off a couch due to lack of muscle control. These events are short lived and there are periods of several days where he is fine between incidences.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerkey treats

Dog

Alaskan Malamute

11 Years

Female

120 Pound

Over a 6 month period, dog had many occurances with loss of appetite, vomiting. Did not initially tie it to dog treats, until recall notice.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dogswell HAPPY HIPS Helps Maintain
Healthy Joints Salmon Jerky With
Whitefish Glucosamine & Chondroitin

Dog

Bichon Frise

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck and
Sweet Potato
Kingdom Pets

Dog

American Pit Bull
Terrier
Pointing Dog - German
Short-haired

Dog

Age

Age
UOM
15 Years

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM

Male

19 Pound
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Description

We first noticed significant increase in drinking and urinating, but did not worry too much. This was followed in the next few weeks by lethargy, sleepiness, decreased appetite, not wanting to go or unable to walk very far (from a dog who lives for his daily walk). We thought this was age and arthritis, although he did go downhill in activity pretty
quickly. He developed an infection (green discharge) in his right eye at this time and we went to the vet. His eye has multiple 'holes' but we could not identify a source as he had not been outside much. At this time we also discussed his other symptoms and a test revealed a very high BUN that confirmed kidney failure. His urine test showed no
infection. We talked about possible end of life measures. We placed him on the Hills kidney diet He was given antibiotic drops for the eye. The eye has been very slow to heal and according to the vet, the epithelial tissue is not successfully bonding at the edges. He is now being treated by a second vet for the eye with different antibiotic drops
and something for inflammation. After going to the special diet, (b)(6) began showing improvement and his excessive drinking and urination stopped within a week. His recent BUN showed great improvement. The vets were unable to explain the kidney and eye problem source, thinking he had some kind of infection that was difficult to identify.
Reading the news today about the jerky treats, I remembered that I had purchased a few packs this summer. (b)(6) had never had jerky treats before. I bought Happy Hips Salmon and Duck jerky. At this point I do not believe it coincidence that (b)(6) is having a miraculous recovery from kidney failure following the discontinuation of the jerky
treats.

5 Years

Female

65 Pound

(b)(6) has become very lethargic and began eating a lot of grass and vomiting since I started a new brand of treats.

12 Years

Female

50 Pound

I have been providing my 2 dogs with chicken jerky strips that I have bought thru Costco called Kingdom Pets for approximately 2 years. On (b)(6) 2013, after having fed my dogs and giving both their daily chicken jerky treats, my wife noticed that my older dog was not acting herself. The next morning, I observed my older dog, (b)(6) approximate
age 12+ years old, acting like she had eaten something that was causing her to throw up and upseting her stomach. She was pretty non-responsive to attention and wanted to stay outside. We were concerned, but hopeful she would be okay because it was a Sunday that she was throwing up. We decided to take her to the vet the next day if her
behavior continued. We found (b)(6) dead in her dog house at approximately noon on that (b)(6) Sept. We then called the vet and got some charcoal for our other dog, (b)(6) a seven year old German Shorthair due to her acting similiar to the behavior (b)(6) was demonstrating, but not nearly as server. Our concern is that the chicken strips we
had been providing our dogs look identical to those in the pictures regarding the warnings.

10 Months

Male

16 Pound

After consuming the SHEP Chicken Jerky Sweet Potato Blend ( made in CHINA ) treats my dog (b)(6) got really sick.....vomiting, etc.

1 Years

Male

20 Pound

I couldn't find Pomeranian on your list but he is a purebred. About 9 days ago he started having bloody and mucous filled diarrhea. He is a completely indoor dog,only going on papers and to the park occasionally. he hasn't been outside because I just had two surgeries. I looked for anything he could have swallowed and found nothing. I gave him
rice and chicken to no avail. then my vet suggested an antidiarrheaal med. It took 7 days for this to stop and he to start eating. Then a friend sent me a link to this site and I found the Chicken Jerky Treats he loves is from China. They are from Beefeaters,a Petra Pet Co. The lot number is #YAG0030/R113E2C15. I bought them from BJS Wholesale
Club in a 48 oz bag. I have called them and they asked me to forward your article to them.

Male

70 Pound

(b)(6) experienced vomiting blood, diarrhea, lethargy, and loss of appetite during the last week in June of 2013. I took him to the vet on July 1, the vet examined him and ran some tests (Giardia Snap test, Urinalysis, and a Fecal Parasite exam) the vet could not find what was making Jonas sick but gave me some specialized food (Canine EN), gave
(b)(6) pills (Metronidazole 500mg tabs, and an injection of Cerenia. The vet advised me to take him off his usual food (Iams Adult0 and discontinue any treats that I was giving him (Waggin Train Chicken Jerky, and Waggin Train Yams).

SHEP Chicken Jerky Sweet Potato Blend Dog

Bichon Frise

Beefeaters Chicken Jerky

Dog

Spitz - German
Pomeranian

Waggin Train Chicken and Yams Jerky
and
Waggin Train Yams

Dog

Cattle Dog - Australian
(blue heeler, red
heeler, Queensland
cattledog)

11 Years

He recovered. But I have not given him anymore of this product especially after I saw a report on the news.
I did not read the fine print at the time of the purchase...CHINA.

It has been 3 months and he is almost back to his old self. I realize that you are only looking at pets that consumed the jerky treats in September, but I am reporting this because the problem may have started sooner than the FDA realizes.

Dogswell Breathies Duck Breast with
Mint & Parslet For Fresh Breath &
Healthy Teeth

Dog

Beagle

12 Years

Male

26 Pound

I discovered a low cost treat that was advertised for fresh breath, healthy teeth, no added hormones, antibiotics, fillers or byproducts, and enriched with antioxidants. Product is "Breathies" by Dogswell. Occasionally I would give my dog one mid-day treat of this when we were at our vacation home. On August 2, 2013, he became very ill with
vomiting, diarrhea, and blood in his excrement. We took him to (b)(6), CA where they took x-rays and conducted a comprehensive health panel and examination. The results were non-specific and he was administered fluids, Cerenia, GI protectant, antibiotics Carafate, Famotidine, Metronoidazole, and was put on a blan diet for a week. He
appears to have made a complete recovery. The cost of the treatment was over $1,200. I heard about the concerns for this product and made the connection that this might be the cause of his illness. Fortunately, I don't believe that he has had this treat since the episode.

Canine PRIME DUCK JERKY

Dog

Beagle

3 Years

Female

35 Pound

After giving Canine Prime Duck Jerky to dogs (3) (about two hours prior to their feeding time) they became ill in less than two hours. The Jack Russell mix (8 yrs) would not eat dinner that evening, was obviously not feeling well, stayed in his bed then had diarrhia that evening and the next morning. The Beagle (3 yrs) ate dinner but threw it all up
and had diarrhia within an hour, was obviously not feeling well, stayed in her bed. The German Shepherd (13 yrs) had diarrhia within an hour of eating the jerky and obviously did not feel well either. All of the dogs continued to be lethargic and sleep a lot (very unusual for them) for the next three or four days. I did not relate it to the jerky,
thinking they had encountereed and passed some virus between one another and would get over it soon. I didn't bring them to the vet. The dogs only have access to the house, enclosed porch/pool (under supervision) and the surrounding yard of two or three acres but are always walked on a leash when in the yard.

Dogswell Veggie Life vitality chicken
and sweet potato, Cadet Duck Dog
Treats

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

2 Years

Male

9 Pound

After eating Dogswell duck jerky and Dogswell Vitality chicken & sweet potato treats, and Cadet duck jerky, normally fine, he suddenly had dark urine, listless, excessive drinking, excessive and uncontrolled urinating, vomiting and loss of appetite for one week. Lost 2 pounds (20 percent body weight). Vet saw similar symptoms in another dog and
suggested we stop treats. Symptoms continued and blood work showed high white blood cells and low blood glucose. Symptoms improved slowly after treats removed. His appetite was very slow to return. He is still recovering weight after two months and only began to return to normal in the past week.

Betsy Farms chicken Jerky Recipe

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American

2 Years

Female

25 Ounce

20 minutes after feeding her one Betty Farm Chicken Jerky treat I noticed she was not acting like herself. While standing she would wave back and forth, back legs were not steady and she wanted to lay down. She looked disoriented but would go outside and walk around when prompted. Behavior was like she was drunk or drugged. She was limp,
lethargic, whobbly and was content with being held for hours. She did not focus completely and would not respond to most commands/requests.
This is the 2nd time I noticed an adverse reaction to the Betsy Farm Brand Chicken Jerky Recipe, MADE IN THE USA, treats. This was the most severe and lasted several hours.
Symptoms/disorientation began about 8 pm and we did not allow her to fall asleep until several hours later. By 3 am we heard her stir and took her outside and symptoms had improved but she was not back to normal yet. By 7 am the next morning she had improved more but still not normal. Continued to improve. She never vomited.
We will not feed her these treats again. We checked the packaging and it is clearly marked Made in the USA and stated that the chicken was raised in the USA also. This was the 40 oz package, made in Eagle Idaho.

Duck jerky treats?

Dog

Unknown

13 Years

Male

60 Pound

This was a beloved family pet that was found in the desert back in 2003. He was somewhere between 13 to 16 years old, not sure as he was a rescue dog. We bought duck jerky treats at Costco and he loved them. We soon noticed mucus and blood in his stool and diarrhea, he then started drinking large amounts of water and urinating in large
volumes. He also lost his appetite and soon would only eat small amounts of food, buy still loved the jerky treats. Over the course of 2 months he got to the point that he could not stay in the house as he was incontinent. After 2 visits to the vet and due to his age and condition we had to have him put it sleep. This was a great loss to our family
and we don't want anyone else to have to go thru this pain.

SmartBones Chicken(I think it was 18
pack)

Dog

Beagle

7 Years

Male

20 Pound

I had given him a new treat called Smartbones(chicken/ small size) which he seemed to like. I did not give more than 2/day and after a few days I noticed him not eating like usual. i also noticed that one of my dogs had vomited white/beige flakes and upon looking closely I realized that it was the smartbone treat(the treat itself almost looks like
beige plastic so it is quite identifiable when it is thrown up). I thought maybe this dog was just sensitive so I stoped giving him the treat. He then seemed to go back to normal in a day or so(but he was not drinking normally or eating normally for about 1.5 days).

Priority Total Pet Care Chicken Breast
Jerky

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

7 Years

Male

28 Pound

Bought Chicken Jerky 10-8. Started to give it to my dog within the week. First offering, took treat. Second offering, took treat, Third offer, apprehensive. Fourth offering, No way!! This is when he stopped eating for days and then would eat a very small portion. After eating anything, he would retreat as if he felt miserable. He was drinking a lot of
water, more than usual. Overall, he was acting unlike himself - lethargic and sad. I took him to the Vet 10-23, blood work performed (higher levels in the pancreas and liver, but not alarming) x-rays performed (nothing unusual). (b)(6) my dog, came home whined all evening and vomited once. I took him back to the Vet today, 10-24. (b)(6) is
staying there for an IV, due to dehydration, and additional blood work and urinalysis.

10 Years

Female

19 Pound

On (b)(6) 2013 (b)(6) became violently ill with multiple vomiting episodes. She started at approx. 6:00 pm and vomited 10x that night. She would drink water. Eat grass. Throw up. And repeat. Wednesday she was still throwing up and very lethargic. I called our vet and they suggested feeding her grains of white rice and boiled chicken. This was a
failure. (b)(6). I called the vet again this time they suggested Pepto, she immediately threw this up. (I requested both days an appointment to see the vet, they were not able to work her in) Thursday, (b)(6) after she immediately vomited the Pepto, I took her to our (b)(6). 72 hours and $5000.00 later, we, as a family, made the decision to put our
dear (b)(6) to sleep.
I have all of her hospital records. We did everything we could to save her. She ended up septic. Her liver was enlarged. She was not eating (since Wednesday) She received IV fluids, multiple plasma transfusions, the infections consumed almost all of her white cells. She received vitamin K shot, steroid shot, and antibiotics.
(b)(6) long time (for years) favorite treats were Milo Jerky and Waggin'Tails Cowboy Steaks. When the recalls on these treats were presented to the public, several months earlier, I immediately stopped giving them to her. I feel, it was too late for her. I firmly believe that these treats played the role in her ultimately becoming so violently ill and
us being unable to save her.

3 Years

Female

50 Pound

There are 3 dogs (at least) who were affected. The first was (b)(6) an 11 month old Pit Bull, Rottweiler, German Shepherd, Lab mix - she had diarrhea for a day and loss of appetite, but seemed to have no other symptoms.

Milo Jerky, Waggin'Tails Cowboy Steaks Dog
and other Waggin'Tails products

Beagle

Kingdom Pets chicken jerky

Mixed (Dog)

Dog

(b)(6) is a 3 year old Pit Bull, Rottweiler, German Shepherd mix. She laid on the floor and started shaking. We felt that she was very warm, but covered her due to the shaking - this helped. During the night, she threw up 3 times and had diarrhea a number of times. In the morning, we were able to get her to take some water then took her to the
vet. The vet gave us medicine for the diarrhea and nausea. She was better later that day.
(b)(6) is an 11 month old Pit Bull, Rottweiler, German Shepherd, Lab mix - she showed signs very similar to those of (b)(6) - loss of appetite, vomiting, and diarrhea. In the morning, we were able to get her to take some water and kept her off food for the day. In the evening her appetite was back and she seemed to be back to normal.
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breat

Dog

Unknown

12 Years

Male

60 Pound

Reduced eating and change in behavior in May. Went to vet, and found nothing obviously wrong.
Over the next few months the behavior issues developed into severe anxiety, accompanied by severe weight loss in September.
He was checked for brain disease, but none was found.
At the onset of symptoms, had been using Cadet Duck Jerky Treats as a treat for several months.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever (unspecified)

11 Years

Sweet Potato Jerky
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

Jerky Time Chicken Jerky

Dog

Dentley's Rawhide Stuffed Rolls with
Real Sweet Potato & Duck

Dog

Dogswell Vitality Brand Chicken breast
strips (jerky treats)

Dog

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Male

85 Pound

(b)(6) did not like the peanut butter stuffed Kong balls that we routinely gave to our dogs as a treat, so we bought Chicken Jerky at Sam's Club for him and whenever we'd give the dogs a treat, that's what he would get...about 4-5 times per week. Within 3 months of finding these treats, (b)(6) died of acute kidney failure. He went from perfect
health and boundless energy for an older dog, to virtually every organ in his body failing. The kidney function failure was found by our vet about 6 weeks before we had to put him to sleep during an annual exam when I mentioned that he was drinking lots of water. At the time, our vet warned us of anecdotal evidence that jerky treats from China
had been linked to kidney failure and sure enough, the bag of jerky in the pantry was made in China. (b)(6) was a rescue and truly was "the best dog" (said from owners with several rescue dogs)...his passing still makes us sad and we've warned friends far and wide about the treats they give their "best friends".

7 Years

Female

19 Pound

Approximately in (b)(6)r 2011 my pet began vomiting, not eating, having weight loss. Subsequently with examinations it was determined she had failing kidneys. She had to be put down in (b)(6) of 2011 at the age of 7. When I read the newspaper today regarding the dog jerky products, it dawned on me that my pet prior to becoming ill was feed
sweet potato and chicken jerky products purchased at:
(b)(6)
I am not aware of the country of origin of this product, but possibly it could of been from China, and the business owner can give you who the distributor was at that time.
My pet was treating for this kidney failure by:
(b)(6)
If you need any further information from me, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Female

45 Pound

Approximately 3 hours after ingesting 1 (one) "Chicken Jerky" treat, dog evidenced gastric distress, indicated by lethergy, rapid breathing and contractions of abdomen. Suffered bloody diarrhea for ca. 12 hours. Spent next 24 hours under treatment by veterinarian without further systoms.

Pug

4 Years

Male

29 Pound

At the time of the incident we hadn't thought that eating the rawhide rolls would be a factor in the illness but after reading about unexplained illness's, death due to "treats" felt we should report this incident. At the time pet was taken to the Vet for emergency care we did not realize that it could be the treats he had ingested. Pet had 4 Dentley
Rawhide Stuffed Rolls made with sweet potato and duck in a 7 hour period. Pet became violently ill, vomiting profusely, bloody diaherra, lethargic, couldn't ambulate and had to be carried. After worsening, pet was rushed to Vet for treatment. Vet determined that the dog experienced a Liver Trauma, Toxicosis, Massive Allergic reaction to
something it ingested. Bloodwork showed elevated liver enzymes. Animal was retested the following day and multiple liver enzymes had continued to rise. Dog was treated with nausea injections and medications.

Boxer (German Boxer)

6 Years

Male

90 Pound

For two months my dog (b)(6) (6yr old boxer) had extremely loose stool for unknown reason. I had taken him to the vet twice and no medication helped. At the time he was still physically healthy. On 10/8/13 in the evening I observed that he was very lethargic, and he was unable to climb stairs to the second floor. He appeared to be in pain-joint
pain. His stopped eating and he looked thinner. The next day I took him to the vet his fever was 105.9 and had lost 6lb since the last visit, which was approx. 3 weeks earlier. The vet immediately administered I.V. drip with antibiotics. Multiple tests were conducted, including x-rays, ultrasound, blood / urine test and they were unable to determine
what was causing his illness. After two days of of I.V. he finally started eating and regained his strength. After he came home, he remained on antibiotic. As of today, he has recovered and his stool is back to normal.
His illness was a mystery. We have been trying to figure out had caused it since I did not change his food (Nature's Recipe) that he has been on for years. His treats were milk bones, chicken strips and sweet potato treats - Vitality Brand. I had not taken him to any dog parks his summer or any forest preserves. Our daily walks (1-2 miles) were
always through the neighborhood. The back yard is clean and free of anything hazardous.

Cadet Gourmet Dog Treats Duck
Dog
Breasts
Vitality Chicken Breast with Flaxseed & Dog
Vitamins
Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats
Dog

Siberian Husky

8 Years

Male

70 Pound

Took to the vet for snake bite, and the vet said that our dog had an underlying undiagnosed kidney failure.

Terrier - Rat

2 Years

Male

10 Pound

Mixed (Dog)

3 Years

Female

Every day before I leave for work all of my dogs are given a treat which is Vitality Chicken Breast with Flaxseed and Vitamins. A few weeks later, he developed diarrhea with bleeding and some vomiting. I then stopped the food and gave him real baked chicken and rice for a week. Then we went back to the treats, he just went through the diarrhea
with bleeding and vomiting last week and we just finished with the rice and baked chicken 2 days ago. I heard your report on TV and found that the product is manufactured in China.
Jan. 06, 2013 (b)(6) had been vomiting blood and bloody stools. Took to emergency Vet where x-rays, blood work and IV started. Vet. diagnosed no mechanical obstruction, no evidence of radiopaque GI foreign material. Cecum and colon were gas filled.
She became ill after I purchased Purina's Waggin Train chicken jerky treats. I had given her about half the bag thru the days and week preceding her getting sick. She was sent home with antibiotics and medicine for the vomiting. When I took her to my regular vet for follow up she informed me that Waggin Train had been recalled and she had
personally lobbied Purina to pull the product long before the recall. She had witnessed other dogs getting sick from the product. I contacted Purina and faxed them the information from the emergency clinic. The referred it to Sedgwick CMS. Sedgwick representative called me some weeks later saying Waggin Train jerky treats were not proven to
cause illness with animals and would not re imburse me for my emergency fees which was $732.21. (b)(6) has fully recovered but had I waited one more day the Vet said she possibly would not have survived.

Shep Treats from Aldi, Beggin Strips

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

12 Years

Female

14 Pound

Dogswell
BREATHIES
Chicken Breast
Mint & Parsley

Dog

Dachshund
(unspecified)

7 Years

Male

9.6 Pound

Owner doesn't have the treats anymore- Dog
one was Beggin strips and the other
was a jerky treat from Costco

Retriever - Golden

2 Years

Female

62 Pound

Mini Dingo Chip Mix
Duck and chicken jerky
Sweet Potato and Duck. owner has
package. Please contact them.

Retriever - Labrador
Alaskan Malamute
Maltese

6 Years
8 Years
6 Years

Female
Female
Female

103 Pound
110 Pound
8 Pound

I do not know the exact name of the
product but know it was jerky product
purchased at store mentioned in
report.

Dog
Dog
Dog

120 Pound

(b)(6) became very lethargic. Did not want to eat, drink or go outside. She also was panting excessively. After a two day hospital stay we brought her home and gave her IV fluids. It took some time but she did get better but was never fully recvovered. She had special Kidney food for the remainder of her life. She also had regular vet visits to
check her kidney functions. In the end her liver started failing her too.
Started violently throwing up after eating a jerky treat made by Dogswell. Specific bag was a 5 ounce bag of Breathies Chicken Breast with Mint & Parsley (Was made in China) was purchased on 10-15-2013. Rushed to the vet within hour of this occurrence and he was hospitalized due to liver damage after his chemical toxin screening showed
elevated enzyme levels in him. He is still currently hospitalized. I have tried to contact Dogswell and they DO NOT return my calls! I have contacted the pet store here and they have currently pulled this one treat from their shelf where it was purchased from.

See above. (b)(6) and the other dog in the house were both being given Beggin strips and costco jerky treats for several months.

Has Lyms disease
Excessive drooling for several months while eating the Costco sold jerky, then suddenly went blind. Continuos very soft bowl movements Now can only eat a raw chicken diet.
On 10/6/13 - Owner indicates that pet had been shaking a bit more, reluctant to go up and down the stairs, maybe seems uncomfortable occasionally in the abdomen when being petted. Traveled to the Dakota's about a month ago and this seems to have started around the same time as their trip, owner unsure if it started before or after the
trip. Also has started new type of jerky treats. UA results: +wbc, +rbc, -bacteria, -crystals, pH 8. Blood results: Lepto titer negative (paired titer submited on 10/24), ALT 811 (10-100), ALKP 61 (23-212), Amylase 415 (500-1500), Chol 362 (110-320), Creat 2.1 (0.5-1.8), BUN 27 (7-27). CBC - nsf. Fecal - negative. Medications: Adenosyl 100mg - 1tab PO
q24h, Clavamox 62.5mg - 1tab q12h
10/7/13 - IV fluids and monitoring all day. 180ml of LRS administered throughout day. Medications: Minocycline 100mg - 1 capsule q24h.
10/16/13 - Called client with initial lepto titer results and inquired how (b)(6) is doing, owner indicated marked improvement after medications started, but some regression in attitude but thinks it it related to travel to the Dakota's again.
10/24/13 - Pet presents for recheck chemistry/electrolytes, heartworm/lyme/ehrlichia test, lepto titer. History: (b)(6) is presented today for malaise. O notes she is shaking and panting a lot. O notes she hasn't been eating much, not as interested in food since starting medications but will eat jerky treats. O does feed her the jerky that is in the
news right now making pets sick and die. Last treat was given 2 days ago. cPL - negative. Heartworm/Lyme/ehrlichia - negative. Chemistry: ALKP 89 (23-212), ALT 268 (10-100), Chol 341 (110-320), BUN 56 (7-27), Creat 1.7 (0.5-1.8).

Wagon Train Yams with Chicken Jerkey Dog

Chihuahua

Shep chicken jerky sweet potato blend Dog

Terrier - Scottish

Dogswell LLC. Happy Hips Duck Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin

Retriever - Golden

Dog

7 Years

Female

6 Months
12 Years

5 Pound

I had bought some Wagon Train Treats that have yams wrapped with chicken jerk. My dog (b)(6) was a toy chihuahua and she had been eating the treat but all of a sudden after July 2013 she started to get diarrhea and vomiting and drinking a lot of water and urinating every where but I just thought that she was in heat at the time. She would act
like she was okay. In August she was just always urinating with blood and not eating and not being around me as much I got concerned and took her to the Veterinarian and he let me know that my dog had stones and I asked what we could do and he said that the stone was the size of her gall bladder and if we tried surgery that she might not
make it. I asked if I could take her home how much time did she have and he commented that maybe she would live only 24 hours. I could not stand to see her suffer so I had her euthanized.

Male

15 Pound

Male

108 Pound

Gave both of my dogs the same treat (Shep chicken jerky sweet potato blend ) my fox terrier age 14 years was fine, my 6 month scottie vomited later in the night. Approximately 4 days later gave same treat to both dogs again and my scottie vomited it up about 2 hours later. Then heard on news about dogs getting sick from treats from china and
have not given them any more. Since puppies chew on lots of things, I didn't realize the treats were making him ill. It is the only 2 times he has vomited since I got him in July 2013. I have treats left and the package they came in if they are wanted or needed for analysis.
(b)(6) has had diarrhea and not eating. He threw-up more than once and has continued to be sluggish and no appetite. The last time he threw-up he had a seizure.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Wagon Trail Dog Treats

Dog

Maltese

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky

Dog

Pet Shoppe Salmon Jerky, Hartz Duck
Chews
Wag-N-Tails Duck Tenders
(Westminster Pet Products)
Waggin Tails Duck Jerky

Dog

Pointing Dog - German
(unspecified)
Mixed (Dog)

Cat

American Shorthair

Dog

Pointing Dog - German
Short-haired

Age

Weight
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Age
UOM
11 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
22 Pound

Description

Female

14 Months

Female

48 Pound

8 Years

Female

37 Pound

After we started giving her Waggin Train Jerky, our healthy active 13 year old German Pointer/Labrador retreiver started to have panting and vomiting. She lost her appetite and weight slowly over the course of a year . she died in (b)(6) of 2011. The vet thought she had liver failure. She become so emaciated and was suffering so much that we
had to have her put to sleep. We just read the notice about Waggin had Tail Jerky and the symptoms match what she went through. Now we believe that it was the jerky that precipitated her death.
Excessive drinking of water, frequent urination, loss of appetite, lethargy. Our vet said it was a internal bacterial infection after a blood test.

7 Months

Male

6 Pound

13 Weeks

Male

20 Pound

(b)(6) was taken to her regular vet ( (b)(6)) for her annual check-up on (b)(6)2012 on which she was examined and I reported to the vet that she was drinking excessive amounts of water and urinating more than normal.
A follow-up appointment was made for (b)(6)2012 for further examination.
Upon awaking the morning of (b)(6)2012, I found that (b)(6) could not control her bowels and made a mess all over the bed overnight.
Got (b)(6) up out of bed and found out she had difficulty standing and walking. Took her outside the house and she just laid on the lawn and would not move.
Brought her back in the house and she just laid in her bed and just laid there and wouldn¿t move. Tried to get her up and she just collapsed.
Called the vet and got her in that morning. They took a look at her and referred to (b)(6), WI.
I rushed (b)(6) there and they ran all kinds of test and told me her kidneys were failing and that she had other problems also. They told me chances were slim that she would pull thru this and told me the best thing to do for her was to have her euthanized.
It was hard discussion to make, but given the odds we decided to have her euthanized so she didn¿t have to suffer.
Her diet consisted of Ol¿ Roy pouch dog food and Ol¿ Roy treats along with Wagon Trail jerky treats purchased at Wal Mart.

I gave both kittens each a small piece of Wag-n-tails Duck Tenders jerky treats. They both vomited several times later in the day. I read the report on the FDA website about jerky treats made in China making some pets sick after I had given the kittens each a piece of jerky, so the alarm bell went of in my head and I thought I should file a report.
The Wag-n-tails jerky treats are made in China.
Gave our pointer the Waggin Train duck jerky because it claims it has all natural ingredients. Within 24 hours the puppy vomited, had diarrhea, was peeing more frequently and was lethargic for a day. Happened to read about the jerky treats that day. We discontinued them and he is on his way to getting better. He gets no other food other then
his professionally made organic homemade food that he has ate since birth, with no side effects. Get this stuff off of store shelves.

Cadet Duck Breast, Kingdom Pets Duck Dog
and Sweet Potato
Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast
Dog

Retriever - Labrador

8 Years

Male

81 Pound

Vomiting and diarrhea. Admitted to (b)(6)l for treatment 10/21/13.

Lhasa Apso

8 Years

Female

16 Pound

Purchased a bag of Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast w/ Flaxseed & Vitamins in late September and began giving my dogs a piece (1/3 of a strip) each morning and she began vomiting on Wed. (b)(6) and did not want to eat much at all by Fri. (b)(6), so I brought her in to the hospital on Sat. (b)(6)and they thought she might be dehydrated so they
gave me some special food to give her through a syringe and stopped her antibiotics for an ear infection. On (b)(6) she vomited again so she was admitted to the hospital due to a yellowing in her eyes and placed on IV fluid drip due to vomiting and dehydration. Her condition was stated by the Veterinarian as "guarded" and so we waited through
two long days of hospitalization and blood work and ultimately had to put her down due to sudden acute liver/kidney failure. We have a Yorkie/Terrier mix that is now beginning to not eat (no vomiting or diarrhea) and I am taking her in for a blood panel and exam.

Chewmasters Chicken Strips

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

3 Years

Male

17 Pound

Being a new dog owner to a rescue dog, when we started giving (b)(6) the above mentioned treats, we had no reason to think that it was related to the treats until we spoke with a neighbour who informed us that their dog was also negatively reacting to these treats. Everytime we gave him these treats, after several hours he would vomit. As it
was several hours after having eaten the treats, we did not attribute his upset stomach as being related to the treats. We actually thought that he was not well and perhaps stressed from the move to our home. This went on for several months, and because he enjoyed the treats so much, we never thought that his vomitting was from them. Then
one day he threw up outside on the lawn as our neighbour happened by, and we started a conversation with her. She let us know that she was giving the same treats to her dog, and that he was reacting the same. After doing a google search, she was able to locate info stating that the treats had been recalled, and so this is why she had stopped
giving them to her dog. We also stopped immediately. That was almost 18 months ago, and he has not ever thrown up since. We have never changed the dog food he eats, nor his bedding, shampoo etc, which is why we are confidant that his throwing up was related to these dog treats.

Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Male

100 Pound

Began experiencing bowel/urinary problems. Once treats were no longer given the symptoms disappeared. This occurred around 2009. Treats were "Chicken Jerky Tenders" manufactured by "Waggin' Train". My husband and I try to avoid Chinese manufactured foods and when we first began buying these treats we noticed they were made in the
US. We had given our dogs these treats for years and no probalems were noticed. When the symptoms appeared we checked the package labeling and noticed they were "made in china". These treats were purchased from the Sam's club in (b)(6), TN.
Date problem started and recovery dates are estimates.

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Hound - Italian Shorthaired

4 Years

Male

24 Pound

Kingdom Pets Chicken jerky

Fed my dog (a healthy 24 lb Italian Greyhound) Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats (made by Nestle Purina---in CHINA). My dog ate them for a year---usually one or two a day. Once in a while myself & my dog's other owner unknowingly fed my dog as many as 4 or 5 treats/day. My dog experienced numerous episodes of vomiting & diarrhea, which
we attributed to his delicate stomach. But as the diarrhea & vomiting continued, I began to search for answers. Eventually I received a daily pharmacy newsletter which told of this problem & when I read the fine print on the bag of treats, I saw they were made in CHINA !!! I stopped giving my dog the treats & his symptoms resolved. I DID take
him to the vet for full lab work & everything came back normal. I threw away the treats & warned friends & acquaintances with dogs of the problem. The treats were purchased in bulk packages at Sam's Club & I had also seen them on sale at our local Jewel grocery store. They are not sold there any more.
Over last two years I observed my dog has teh following symptoms:
-increasing water consumpion and increase urination, diarrhea at times.
She has had several "accidents" of thsi kind.
I have bee giving her the chicken jerky products on a regular bases. She has been treated by the vet on a few ocasions, typically with antibiotic. She is on the antibiotic right now.
I understand this problem can be related to the use of chicken jerky products.

PetShoppe Sweet Potato Fries

Dog

US CHICKEN JERKY

Dog

Kingdom pets chicken jerky
Vitalife Sweet Potato Ridge Cuts

Dog
Dog

LUV A TREAT
Dog
Dogswell Duck Treats
Dog
I do not have a label. This was a free
Dog
sample for Zamzows. This is a Boise ID
store that gave fee samples at the local
AKC dog show.

Shepherd Dog Australian
Doberman Pinscher

3 Years

Male

6 Years

Female

Shih Tzu
Mountain Dog Bernese
Sheepdog - Shetland
Terrier (unspecified)
Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier

7 Years
6.5 Years
8 Years
7 Years
4 Years

40 Pound
110 Pound

Both dogs had been eating the sweet potato treats about once a day without any problems. However, once day (b)(6) had two or three sweet potato treats in one day and for about three days had terrible diarrhea. We ended up having to give him (b)(6) and now he is fine and not showing any other symptoms.
In (b)(6)of 2012, (b)(6) started experiencing large urinary incontinence. The vet suggested pills to help control the leakage.
In (b)(6) of 2012, the leakage started again. Around July 19th, she totally lost her appetite. She would not eat anything for 5 days....even snubbing her nose at her favorite treat (chicken jerky)....now I knew something was wrong! Her stomach was growing bigger every day. She became lethargic. Now I had urine, vomit and diahrea to clean up
after. By (b)(6), her stomach was so big she was having difficulty standing up. I scheduled a doctors appt anticipating that I would have to put her to sleep. The vet ran tests and seemed to feel she had problems with her pancreas. He suggested further tests and possible surgery to try to drain fluid building up. His guess what that she would not
make it through the week. I wanted to take her home so she could pass away at home.

Female
Unknown

10 Pound
44 Kilogram

Animal became listless, lost appetite, vomiting and diarrhea, lost weight. Took to vet, told it was kidney failure, had to put her down.
Dog quickly became lethargic, droopy eyes, drunken behaviour. Diarrhea, loss of appetite, decreased fluid intake.

Female
Male

22 Pound
15 Pound
15 Pound

I gave her the Luv A Treat Chicken Jerky and that night (while we were sleeping) she had SEVERE diarrhea with blood in it 9x all over my white carpet. She has been lethargic and sleeping all day (not usual).
Dog had been suffering from scooting and frequent having glands expressed (monthly) after no improvement after treatment at vet, vet suspected dog was having an allergic reaction to food or treats. I immediately ceased feeding duck treats and the condition has not resumed;
I received some free treats at the Boise City Dog show from (b)(6) a local store ( (b)(6), Idaho). I gave both my dogs a small piece of jerky, within 12 hours my male Cavalier, (b)(6) was vomiting. He had no appetite, was lethargic, droopy and very ill. He could hardly stay awake and moved around continually indicating he was very uncomfortable.
My female Cavalier was fine. I made an appointment for the following day at the vet but cancelled this as he was fine the next morning. In hind site, this is the 2nd time (b)(6) has gotten ill from jerky treats which I normally do not buy for my dogs. The first time, same thing. I did not think much about this until I saw the article in the paper. I
guess I am very fortunate he is still with us. Although I cannot say definitively he got ill from the jerky, it seems suspicious given the timing.
Thanks, please let me know if I can be of help. I am saving the jerky in case you would like me to send this in.
(b)(6)

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast,
Dogswell Happy Hips Lamb and Rice,
Cadet Gourmet Salmon snacks

Dog

Bichon Frise

13 Years

Male

17 Pound

(b)(6) developed acute vomiting, anorexia, and abdominal pain shortly after opening a new bag of Happy hip duck breast treats. He was seen at another clinic while the owners were away from home on vacation and diagnosed with pancreatitis. He was treated with clavamox, pepcid and cerenia. The vomiting stopped but he still did not eat. Four
days later I saw him and hospitalized him on !V fluids for 2 days. I repeated cbc/chemistry/and electrolyes. Abdominal ultrasound confirmed pancreatic inflammation. (b)(6) recovered his appetite after approximately 6 days from initial presentation. He was offered jerky treats again and the refused to eat after.

Milo's Kitchen

Dog

Terrier - Cairn

14 Years

Male

20.5 Pound

I bought new treats - one was a Milo's Kitchen brand, and the other was a sweet potato jerky where I cannot recall the brand. Within days, (b)(6) began vomiting, diarrhea, extreme overall weakness, dropped 4 pounds. I brought him to the vet on his 2nd day of symptoms where he was diagnosed with and treated for pancreatitis (determined via
a blood test I believe). At the end of last week, I discovered blood in his urine. He is currently undergoing additional diagnosis with his vet. While he is an older dog, he has always been in good health. During the initial illness, I was asked if anything had changed, and that's when I remembered the new treats which I immediately disposed of.
Nothing else in his diet or environment had changed.

1. Sweet Potato wrapped with Duck
meat 2. Free Bird - Apples wrapped in
Chicken

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Samoyed

DogsWell

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

6 Years

Female

45 Pound

10 Years

Female

25.8 Kilogram

9 Years

Male

30 Pound

My Lab mix had diarrhea for several days until finally blood started coming out. She could not eat and became very ill. I had to take her to the vet several times and spent over $400. Finally she got better on a rice/chicken diet. I only had given her a few of the treats.
My Doby/Shepherd mix was also getting diarrhea and loss of apatite. I finally looked at the bags of the treats and they were made in China. A friend had told me about the report so I stopped giving them to the dogs and took the back to Costco.
(b)(6) lost her appetite, started having diarrhea, began vomiting and heaving panting on 08 OCT 2013. I took her to a local vet on 10 OCT 2013 and she had a temp of 104F. Vet gave her antibiotics, suspecting an infection and scheduled teeth cleaning suspecting a tooth abscess was causing the infection and loss of appetite. (b)(6) continued not
to eat, drank lots of water and rejected the Kingdom Pets chicken jerky treats (which she's never rejected in the past) until I took her for teeth cleaning on 16 OCT 2013. When she arrived at the vets early that morning, she was lethargic, weak, tipsy and had very pale gums and tongue. The clinic performed blood chemistry tests before starting the
cleaning and called to say she needed to be transported to a critical care facility immediately. Her red cell and platelet counts were very low and her LAT and bilirubin counts were very high. I took (b)(6) to (b)(6) in (b)(6) and they confirmed the blood and liver counts. They started an IV and began intensive antibiotic and liver therapies. She was
discharged on the 17th with the prognosis that her liver and bone marrow were in such bad shape that she probably had 2 to 4 months to live. We added prednisone to her meds and I am happy to report that she has regained her appetite and her red blood cells and platelets are back in the normal range. Her liver enzymes and bilirubin were still
elevated and we'll check them again in about 10 days. Her activity level, diet, stool are now normal. I've not given her any chicken jerky treats (although she now begs for them) since she's returned home.
(b)(6) became to show signs of fatigue, weight loss and breathing difficulty. After week or week and half of these symptoms not improving, dog was taken to vet. Vet performed multiple testing and reported (b)(6) was suffering from three different health conditions and was required to take several medications from weekly to four weeks to
treat condition. To date animal has not fully recovered. Dog had been eating duck and chicken treats from DogsWell, Milo Treats

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Chewy Louie, Chicken Nibbles

Fish

Breed

Iam's shakeable Lamb treats, Milo's
beef sausage jerky treats

Dog

Shih Tzu

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato

Dog

Mountain Cur

Waggin Train Canyon Creek Ranch
Milo¿s Kitchen & Happy Hips Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Smooth-haired

Age

Age
UOM
4 Years

Gender

10 Years

Female

20 Pound

My husband and I observed (b)(6) on (b)(6), 2013 pooping on carpet and when I went to pick up to discard I noticed it had blood and pus in the feces and she had a funky odor about her as well as a bit largetic and I took her to her Vet the following morning. We found out immediately she was dehydated so I left her with the Vet to have testing
done. That evening I got the most terrible news, I was told that she was going into Kidney Failure. They tried everything to help her but at that point she had irriversible Kidney damage and on (b)(6), 2013 we had to put our precious baby down. We had bought a couple new treats prior to her getting sick one was Milo's beef sausge and the other
was Iam's lamb shakeables. I believe she died from one or both of these items. I pursued some with Iam's but no luck and then it kept the sadness around trying to investigate so I kind of gave up as I was very depressed and emotional from the loss of (b)(6) I am reading more and more about pets dying due to possible treats poisoing animals so I
had to contact you.

8 Years

Male

60 Pound

I was the owner of 5 dogs. In September, I left my residence for 3 hours for an appointment. After I left the dogs were able to get into a closet where the dog food/treats were stored. There was a half full bag of Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato treats, purchased at Costco on (b)(6)/2013, on the shelf. The dog got into the treats and finished
the bag. When I returned the dog was dead on his bed with the empty bag of dog treats lying beside his head. The next day I spoke with my vet, trying to figure out what happened to cause this healthy dog to die. He suggested that he probably had an embolism of some type. it may be a coincidence that the dog died after eating the Kingdom Pet
treats, made in China, but after reading about the recalls, I thought you should know.

3 Years

Male

15 Pound

My dog was fine in the morning, in the evenging he was throwing up and had diarhea. We took him in about 8:00 - they thought it was pancreatitis. He died at 1:30 am the next morning. They did do a necropsy and said he had cardio myopothy, but I am wondering if the chicken jerky may have been a cause. This is the one of the few treats my
dogs got regularly.

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
185 Pound
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Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast
with Glucosamine and Chondroitin

Description
(b)(6) stopped eating, began vomiting,became lethargic, and developed bloody diarrhea. We took him to the veterinarian who drew blood and X-rayed his digestive and intestinal tracts. The vet found nothing unusual in either the blood or X-rays and told us that he probably just had some sort of smotach virus. He gave (b)(6) a shot to help settle
his stomach. He did not improve and 3 days later we took him back to the vet to have the vet do explorarory surgery to figure out what was wrong with him. He died on the operating table.

My shih Tzu ate two chicken jerky after morning walk. The manufacturer is Dogswell Happy Hips. We have used this product in the past with no problem. That night she vomited several times and again several times in the morning. She refused to drink or eat anything including some chicken breast I cooked for her. I thought she had eaten grass
or something outside. I became concerned when I saw the jerky story on the Today Show. It was too coincidental with my dog's issue. We could hear her stomach rumble but the vomiting had stopped by the next day and no diahrea. We were going to take her to the vet if she did not eat but she did have a bowl of chicken and rice that I cooked
for her. I am very careful about the ingredients in my dogs treats but somehow I missed that this Jerky was Made in China. I have the open bag if needed for testing.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Siberian Husky

5 Years

Female

65 Pound

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
flaxseed & vitamins

Dog

Havanese

3 Years

Female

5 Pound

DreamBone

Dog

Shepherd (unspecified)

8 Years

Male

Dosgwell Happy Hips Duck Breast Jerky Dog

Mixed (Dog)

4 Years

Female

30 Pound

Doctors Foster and Smith Original
CHICKEN FILLETS
Milo's Kitchen Steak Grillers

Dog

Retriever - Golden

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

Happy Hips Duck Breast, Veggie Life
Vitality with Flaxseed & Vitamins
Waggin Train Jerky Treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Dog

Other Canine/dog

10 Years

34.77 Kilogram

several years ago i began buying chicken jerky treats form Costco. Shortly thereafter (b)(6) began exhibiting periodic seizure symptoms. They started showing up in early 2012 and were about 3-4 months apart. Each episode involved her becoming disoriented, and pressing against me. I would have her lay down and she would be incoherent and
panting for 3-8 minutes. I was very concerned she was exhibiting epilepsy. After some research, i ceased giving her the jerky treat in February of this year. She has not had an episode since. In fact her health has really improved.
As part of her daily diet, (b)(6) received one chicken treat for her breakfast. One morning, after opening a new package, she didn't eat it and seemed lethargic. I took her to our veterinarian, she examined her, found nothing obviously wrong, offered her some baby food, which she ate. I took her home and during the night, she became ill with
vomiting and diarrhea which turned bloody. I took her to an emergency clinic, where they thought she had pancreatitis and admitted her. Over the course of the next 4 days, she was exhibiting symptoms of kidney failure, her condition deteriorated and was transferred to another specialized facility for treatment. I was told that she would not
recover and I had her euthanized and an autopsy was performed.
I gave (b)(6) a DreamBone Saturday, (b)(6). This was my first time to buy this product at a Walgreen's drug store. Date code 13060 Best by 03/01/2016 UPC code 92383 00251. He began throwing up massive amounts the next day Sunday, (b)(6). It was a clear yellow liquid with small yellow hard substances (3-4) that were about 1/2 inch diameter
and hard to the touch. He did not eat. On Sunday he continued throwing up with smaller pieces (pea size) of the same substance. He drank massive amounts of water. Tuesday, (b)(6) I took him to the vet ( (b)(6))as soon as they opened. They referred me to (b)(6)s because his kidney and liver were 10-15 times normal. After a consult fee of
$2100 - 3071 for diagnosis only I elected to bring him home. On Thursday (b)(6) I took him to (b)(6) who advised me to put him to sleep.
On two separate occasions within a week, I fed my dogs one Dogswell Happy Hips Duck jerky treat. Within a few hours, my youngest, (b)(6) was displaying signs of having no appetite (VERY unusual for this dog), was throwing up repeatedly throughout the day, and didn't have any energy. She only wanted to eat grass (by the pound) to help get
the thing out of her system. Did not see a connection until the second time I gave her the treat, which was last night. She has been sick and restless throughout the night, and did not want breakfast--again, very unusual for this dog.

Male

85 Pound

(b)(6) had a splenectomy in May 2012 after a massive life-threatening non-malignant hemorrhage but has been active and eating well ever since.

1 Years

Female

48 Pound

After giving (b)(6) "Milos's Kitchen Steak Grillers" treats for a few days and continued to do so for a week, (b)(6) started having diarrhea with mucus and eventually vomiting and had a loss of appetite.

13 Years

Female

57 Pound

I was just notified of this potential problem today. Shelly was at the vet two weeks ago and again this past Monday for an elevated BUN rating. Her diet was modified with some limited results in her reading. However, the vet was unsure what the cause of the initial increase. I have a call into the vet now to let them know about the problems with
these treats.
All four of my dogs strated vomiting, got look lethargic and somewhat unresponsive.
Two ended up having perminate kidney issues. One died from kidney failure. One died from seizure s and kidney failure.

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

I told the vet but again, there were no recalls so it went on without question.
After I read about it I STOPPED giving them the treats. Then a USA company started being carried at SAMS and so I started giving the dogs those treats. The dogs got SICK AGAIN. I called the manufacturer in Colorado and they wrote me back and said no issues were found in the product.
This might not be just a China issue. It may have something to do with the process in which these items are manufactured.

Chicken flavored rawhide sticks
(unclear on brand used at that time was the generic at that time - Boots
and Barkley??)

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

2 Years

Male

16 Pound

(b)(6) began have polyuria and polydipsia in January of 2008. We brought him to our veterinarian where he was found to have acute renal failure with a creatinine of about 4.5. He was previously very healthy and no cause for the renal failure was identified. He had not ingested any abnormal things and infectious disease testing was negative. He
recovered with aggressive IV fluid hydration and supportive care. At that time we gave him one chicken/pork flavored rawhide stick nightly which he consumed completely. These were purchased from Target. We were fortunate he recovered completely from this illness.

Happy Hips Chicken Breast

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

9 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

28 Pound

Our two dogs were getting a little older. (b)(6)was 9 yrs and (b)(6) is 11 yrs. So we saw Happy Hips treats. And thought it was a good idea to give them a little extra nutrition. First our little dog stopped eating, and would throw up when he ate the treats after getting them for a month, Then he would drinking water all the time and throw that up
also. He lost weight, and died three days ago. Had been to the Vet. And had no problems till given the treats. Our Golden Retiver is now doing the same think (b)(6)did before he died. She won't eat (even beef and chicken we got for humand food. She won't eat htat now. And started throwing up. And is loseing weight fast. And can hardly get up.
We just learned about the alert on these treats. Have stopped giveing them to her. But she going fast now.It is heart breaking for my Wife and me to watch this.and to see this happen when you only want the best for our loved pets.To us them are like family Is there a class action suits against this company? And how can we join it.

Chicken Tenders

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

3 Years

Male

40 Pound

We had given these jerky treats purchased from Walmart to our dog and he seemed to love them. He never wanted to eat his dog food without it so we always had to add a bit of jerky mixed into his dog food to get him to eat. We tried many brands of dog food including holistic brands. at the beginning i noticed a pattern with a certain brand of
jerky treats. He would eat these treats and vomit almost every morning. So i stopped giving him that brand. We later on found another brand and he seemed fine after eating them. After a few months of these treats he would throw up every now and then but we didn't think it was the treats. He was a young dog and he had lots of energy and
was always doing something whether it be running around or chewing on stuff. We noticed later towards the end that he was getting more lethargic, had no energy, had diarrhea, threw up more often, shedded like crazy and just wasn't acting like himself. So we took him to the vet once before and the vet just said it was probably something he
ate outside. Not satisfied with that answer, we brought him back and did a blood test. My biggest fear had come true. They told us he has kidney failure. I was devastated. They even said they never really saw this in such a young dog. We spent over $4000 running tests to figure out what was wrong and what may have caused this but everything
came back negative. The vets were dumbfounded. Throughout the process we repeatedly told the vet all the food we were giving him including the treats and they said that that was not the issue. We even brought in the dog treats to show them to make 100% sure they knew what we were talking about. And they said it was fine to feed them
this. So with all his medications they gave for us to give him, we kept on giving him the treats because it was the only thing he would eat. He refused everything else we tried to give him. About a week later his body basically shut down. he was losing weight at a drastic speed and we knew he wasn't going to make it. The day after we put him
down, my bf saw on CTV news something about dog jerky treats causing renal failure-like symptoms in dogs. We were both in shock. We called the vet for the next few weeks speaking with each veterinarian that was on our case and they said they knew nothing about this. And this information was on the FDA website on the pet and veterinarian
section! We were outraged. Everything we tried to do to save our dog, everything we put him through was basically for nothing because we were told the treats were ok to give him. They refused to take any responsibility and even told us not to call anymore and if we were to pass by their clinic that they would call the police.

Everpet grilled strips dog treats
(chicken jerky) barcode: 7015514237

Dog

Chihuahua

8 Years

Male

8 Pound

Again in September of 2012 (b)(6) experienced intractable vomiting and was treated by our local veterinarian with fluid rehydration and antibiotics. He had once again in excellent health. We had continued to give him chicken flavored rawhide treats daily from Target. He made a full recovery. We stopped giving him rawhide treats at that point as
there was some concern from the veterinarian that his illness may be related to those. He has been healthy since that time with no further complications.

Vomited 10/23/13 & difficulty urinating as O complaints
presented mild dehydration , but BAR. O describes abN hi water intake ( was PU/PD about 3 weeks prior)
CBC, Temp, PE unremarkable otherwise.
Chem: low Phos 2.1 (2.5-6.8) All else N including kidney/liver values.
free catch U/A: Ketones=15 mg/dL in absence of glucosuria. (Patient is eating). SG = 1.040 , protein of 100,
Leu=25, RBC =250. (confirmed on sediment. No crystals

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Sergeant's Canine Prime Duck Jerky

Dog

Bulldog - American

Purina jerky strip treats ("Waggin"
strips?)
KINGDOM PETS ALL NATURAL
INGREDIENTS CHICKE JERKY

Dog

Pug

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

CANYON CREEK DUCK JERKY

Dog

Maltese

Age

Age
UOM
6 Months

Gender

Weight
UOM
55 Pound

Description

Female

Weight

8 Years
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We bought Sergeant's Canine Prime Duck Jerky made in China, while grocery shopping at Von's in (b)(6) Ca. thinking it would be a nice healthy treat for the dogs, as we did not know about the recall. We got home the kids gave the dogs a treat the older American Bulldog and Bloodhound are picky eaters and (thank god) wouldn't eat them the 6
mo. old American Bulldog (b)(6) ate hers that night she got lethargic, white foam around her mouth excessive drooling, vomiting, bloody diarrhea, we tried to hydrate, she died in less than 24 hours. A perfectly healthy dog! This is insane it has been going on since 2010? My family is heartbroken! We will not be buying any treats for our other
dogs.

Female

25 Pound

We gave our dog a Nestle Purina jerkey strip pet treat on June 10, 2012, and she became seriously ill. 'Took her to an emergency vet hospital in the middle of the night, and they could not identify the cause of the problem, but she recovered, and has had no problems since then.

12 Years

Male

74 Pound

(b)(6) was doing fine on the cancer meds, he had been in remission for months with no problem or side effects other than skin flakes. We bought a 48 oz bag of Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky from the local Costco store (10/20/13) & (b)(6) rapidly began to slow down. Within 2-3 days of giving him a total of 4-5 jerky treats & he has changed
completely in demeanor & energy level. (b)(6) is now totally lethargic, & acts drugged. I took him to the vet (b)(6)) on 10/23/13 & they were shocked by his changed condition. The vet did an examination including blood tests, an ultrasound of his abdomen & X-ray of his intestines to look for any growths or obstructions, but no problems were
found. We have decided to stop all other meds & see if his behavior might improve. Today 10/24/13 Henry is still not acting interested in anything, including food (which for a black lab is really weird). We are very concerned.

3 Years

Male

12 Pound

Began giving Canyon Creek Duck Jerky as a training aid/reward system. After a period of a few months the dog began having intestinal distress. upset stomach, diarrhea. Discontinued treats until better. Started treats back - after a few weeks dog started intestinal distress again - this time with more severe diarrhea and blood streaked feces with a
jelly like appearance. Stopped treats assuming simply a food allergy or maybe dog just ate something he shouldn't have outside.
A month or so after starting treats back regularly (once or twice a day- one treat) , intestinal distress again - this time with vomiting and very bloody stool. By this time i'd heard aobut he recall. Checked our treats and saw they weren't on the list. Began to suspect the treats. Discontinued treats, dog recovered. Began treats back (this time as a test
to see if it was the treats) after just a couple of weeks, the bloody diarrhea, vomiting started back. Stopped treats completely. Dog occasionally has a diarrhea stool, but is usually a single case and not bloody with no vomiting.
Have since seen Canyon Creek 'CHICKEN' on the recall but not the 'DUCK'.
MY THEORY: Human Jerky has to be refrigerated after opening and must be used witin a few days according to packaging. Animal Jerky doesn't have these type instructions. All the testing is being done during manufacturing. Is anyone testing the Jerky after it is opened and at room temperature for a couple of weeks? The newly opened Jerky
didn't seem to have an effect, but after it's been opened for a while, that may be the culprit. Please test several week old Jerky. It wasn't unusual for us to have a larger pack of jerky for maybe three or four weeks. Surely if Human Jerky isn't safe in a short period, Dog jerky probably isn't either. Please let me know if this has been checked already. I
feel sure this may be the issue.

Smokehouse Brand Pet Products

Dog

Terrier - Cairn

7 Months

Male

16 Pound

I purchased some chicken jerky for dog treats. I gave them to my pet for a couple of days and then he developed extreme stomach problems, diarrhea with bloody stools, vomiting and was unable to eat or drink for a couple of days. I really thought he was going to die. I kept him on milk and a bland diet of rice once he started to recover and then
when it appeared that he was feeling better I resumed giving him the jerky treats and again he was ill. I thought on the only changes in his diet and decided it had to be the jerk treats so I stopped giving them to him. It's taken two weeks but he is recovering and now doing fairly well, energy level is low and it's apparent he doesn't feel 100% still.
Yesterday on both local and national news I saw the reports about the jerky from China and checked the packaging...bingo...it's a China product and I wish to do whatever is necessary to help the FDA research and resolve this issue.

Canyon creek ranch Jerky treats
wagging train jerky tenders and Milo's
kitchen homestyle treats. Our dog had
eaten all three brands.

Dog

Beagle

3 Years

Female

25 Pound

Dog first vomited overnight. Dog was very lethargic. The dog was also consuming large amounts of fluid and was urinating almost clear urine every 30 mins to an hour. Took the dog to the vets and was given overnight IV fluids for several days. Brought dog back to the vets when she developed a GI bleed. Vet ordered medicine and soft
prescription dog food. Stopped giving all dog treats. Symptoms resolved.

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin Helps
Maintain Healthy Joints

Dog

American Pit Bull
Terrier

5 Years

Male

85 Pound

I started purchasing Happy Hips Duck Jerky Treats made by Dogswell for my dogs a couple of months ago and soon after, (b)(6) began bleeding from his anus. I took him to the veterinarian and he did not know the exact cause of the bleeding, but prescribed some antibiotics in case it was an infection. He has since continued some involuntary anal
discharge, but has greatly decreased since discontinuing the treats.

American Kennel Club sweet potatop
Dog
and chicken jerky blend dog treats also
American Kennel duck jerky

Other Canine/dog

20 Months

Male

13.6 Pound

Dingo Munchy Stix chicken in the
middle!

Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

SHEP Chicken Brest Fillets

Dog

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American
Poodle - Standard

Waggin Tails Chicken jerky, Pork
Chomps by "Scott Pet", Oinkies Bacon
Flavored by Hartz

Dog

Collie - Border

Veggie Life Vitality w Flaxseed and
Vitamins w Sweet Potato
Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast

Dog
Dog

2 Years

he ate new dog treats from China....and was very sick and lethargic for 3 days. Had to take him to vet. Treats are by American Kennel Club the sweet potato and chicken jerky blend dog treats and also their duck jerky.

Female

14 Pound

2 weeks ago, my dog became extremely sick in the middle of the night with the same symptoms as described on your fact sheet regarding jerky pet treats~decreased appetite, decreased activity, vomiting, tremors, increased water consumption etc..she was sick from around 1 am on into late morning, still vomiting and shaking etc..called the vet
and they suggested I take her in that afternoon..the vet gave her an anti vomiting shot and gave me some anti vomiting pills to give her for the next 4 days..he advised that without doing blood and other tests that he couldn't really pinpoint a cause and if the symptoms continued I would need to take her back the next day for the tests..he did ask
if i had given anything new to eat..i told him no..after seeing the news yesterday about the jerky pet treats, I realized that 2-3 weeks before she became sick, I had bought a new treat but she had shown no signs of being sick so I didn't consider it being new..i had been buying the small Dingo rawhide bones for her but the last time, I saw the
Dingo Munchy Stix (a rawhide and chicken mix) and decide to give her something different..when I checked yesterday I saw that they were made in china (I checked ingredients not where it was made) and of course she will not get those anymore..i have 6 left out of a package of 30..now in retrospect, she has been sick approximately 3 other
times, not as severely, she just threw up, decreased activity, didn't eat, but ate some grass and after few hours was ok..now I have to wonder if those dingo rawhide bones were making her sick...btw..in the past, I have also given her some sweet potatoe frie treats a couple of times..don't remember the brand name though

12 Years

Male

25 Pound

Gave him some Shep Chicken Brest Fillets Premium Dog Snack and he increased his drinking and had a loose stool. We heard reports on the news and stopped giving the treat. May not be related but wish to be careful.

5 Years

Male

58 Pound

(b)(6) started with exstream diariha and vomitting. He was taken to animal hospital where he had treatment for "exstream gastro... distress" was xrayed and given fluids. At that time we did not relate the insadent to dog treats. Just this week I gave him half a dog treat and he started to get sick. I check the bag and found out the treats were made
in China. They are duck treats sold at Cosco.

9 Years

Female

30 Pound

Noticed dog, (b)(6) was having frequent diarrhea. Thought it would stop. Appetite decreased. Decreased activity. Increased thirst. After about 2 wks, noticed wt loss and that as soon as she would eat, she would go out into yard and had watery diarrhea. At heaviest wt this yr, her wt approx 50 lbs. (b)(6) was a healthy, very active, 9yr old border
collie/austrailian shep mix. Her dog-brother, (b)(6) who was also 9yrs old, died in (b)(6) 2013. I think he died from being extremely overweight and thyroid probs. Around (b)(6), we noticed (b)(6) started having diarrhea. I thought that it would eventually stop. The watery stools got progressively worse. I thought I needed to collect a stool sample
before taking her to the vet. After we realized she was losing a lot of weight, and not eating any sort of food at all, but drinking large amounts of water. I took her to veteranarian on (b)(6)13. Blood tests, stool tests, x-rays negative. Stayed at vet clinic x 7 days on IV fluids, antibiotics. Diarrhea continued. Poor appetite. Brought her home
10/14/13, thinking maybe she would improve in familiar surroundings. Wt. approx 30 lbs. Seemed to eat very small amounts of food for first few days, then again stopped eating. Continued to drink large amounts of water. Diarrhea continued, always after eating and often even after sniffing food being offered. On antibiotics and Proviable. Took
back to vet on 1 (b)(6)13. She remains at vet clinic with IV fluids. She refuses to eat. We tried to force her to eat a small amt of canned dog food. She swallowed a few bites, but within 10-15 mins she had watery diarrhea. Saw on TV news about chicken jerky treats. I buy these treats frequently and she has eaten them. Last purchased few weeks
ago. I purchase various types of chewable treats. They seemed to really like the Waggin Tails chicken twists or knots. I do not have any of the packaging or pieces of Waggin Tails. I have given them various brands. I do have "Pork Chomps" - but I will not given them to the dogs I have at home. I have 3 min. poodles who have also eaten treats
(Waggin Tails) but have not become ill.

Lhasa Apso

14 Years

Female

20 Pound

Owner started feeding Vitality treats w sweet potato. Dog start just sitting and shaking. Still had an appetite.

Terrier - Jack Russell

5.5 Years

Female

18 Pound

We had been giving our dog Dogswell brand "Vitality" chicken jerky treats. One day, she became ill, and had a severe bout of bloody diarrhea. It stated as mild diarrhea, and progressively got worse. We took her to the pet ER, and she was admitted to the intensive care unit, and stayed there for 2 days. The vet said it was likely gastroenteritis, but
the cause was unknown. Thankfully, she was treated and made a full recovery with no lasting effects.
Prior to the event, she was in perfect health, and we keep a close eye on her to stay out of things she shouldn't eat.
After this event, she had one more less severe case of bloody diarrhea, that was treated at our normal vet's office, again, she recovered fully.
It was during this time that we had been feeding her the Vitality dog treats. After the second case, we stopped giving her the Vitality treats. This was 2 years ago, and she has not had any health problems at all in that time. This is also the only type of treat that she was eating during the time when she was sick that she does not eat now.
Timeframe below is a best estimate, it was in the fall of 2011.

Kirkland Dental Chews

Dog

Jerky Time Chicken Jerky

Dog

Dachshund
(unspecified)
Bulldog - French

Milo's Kitchen

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

3 Years

Female

23 Pound

Took her to the vet because she was lethargic, vomiting, drinking 1.5 quarts of water per day when she should have been drinking no more than 2 cups. She was admitted to the animal hospital for pancreatitis, kidney and liver were starting to shut down. They gave her IV fluids for 3 days before she was well enough to come home.

6 Years

Male

23 Pound

Vomiting occurred after eating one treat on at least 3 different occasions.

Female

9.2 Pound

Product: Jerky Time Chicken Jerky - Made in China
12 Years

NATURAL VALUE 100% ALL NATURAL
TREATS
SWEET POTATO AND DUCK MEAT
STICKS
Wagon Train Chicken Jerky treats

Gave her Milo's soft treats and shortly after that she started drinking and urinating considerably more than usual but we just thought it might be her age. This went on for approximately 6-8 weeks when she suddenly in a period of 3-4 hours became seriously sick. Took her to the vet who told us she had a very serious infection throughout her
internal organs and the chances of her making it were not very good. Due to her age and suffering we made the difficult decision to have her put to sleep. This happened on 10/20/13
ON SUNDAY NIGHT MY LOVER AND I BROUGHT THE DOGS TREATS.. SO THE THAT FOLLOWING MORING ONE OF OUR DOGS WASNT ACTING NORMAL AND KEPT THROWING UP THREW OUT THE NIGHT SO FINALLY HE WAS THREW VOMITTING SO THE NEXT NIGHT THAT TUESDAY OUR OTHER DOG ATE THE SNACK AND WAS THROWING UP AND
POOPING AT THE SAME TIME NONSTOP. AND IT WAS LOOSE....

Dog

Shih Tzu

7 Years

Male

14 Pound

He was very active and trim. Started gaining weight even though he wasn't eating much which led me to the vet to discover a huge tumor in his abdomen, he now has another in his liver and is dying.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Waggin Train Jerky Tenders
NaturalChicken Filets
Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Doberman Pinscher

Dog

Havanese

kingdom pets - duck & sweet potato
Pet Shoppe Duck Jerky
Premium Dog treats
Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken
Jerkey Tenders

Dog
Dog

Unknown
Mixed (Dog)

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

Kingdom Pets
Duck & Sweet Potato
petshoppe chicken jerky treats

Dog

Shepherd Dog German
Shepherd Dog German

22 Weeks

Male

52 Pound

Puppy got violently sick with diarrhea & vomiting

13 Years

Female

80 Pound

I have three greman shepherd dogs. Within the last month and a half (b)(6)) all were given chicken jerky treats several times each day. None of the dogs had any prior health health issues. In (b)(6) they all had unusually lose stools and started consuming inordinate amounts of water. The regular diet was and has been consistent of the years.
On Saturday (b)(6), 2013, (b)(6) began vomiting and the vomiting became more severe on Sunday (b)(6), 2013. Monday the (b)(6) she was taken to the (b)(6). She was given two x-rays of her abdomen, given an IV of fluids, a Cerenia injection and released. On Tuesday (b)(6) she became very weak and passed away at home before she was able
to be returned to the animal hospital.
The other two dogs have become normal in terms stool and stool formation and their appetite is slowly returning to normal although both seem to be still drinking more water than is normal. They are also becoming less lethargic.
(b)(6) is in cold storage at the the animal hospital and will be creamated Monday morning at 8:00am.
The jerky treats were purchased at Walgreen Drugs. Product name =petshoppe chicken jerky treats. Item #420673 Bar code=4902257587 Made in china Best by:Y101E04c16575 05292015

chicken jerky treats

Dog

Rottweiler

3.5 Weeks

Female

119 Pound

She was a healthy overweight Rottweiler that had surgery in July for a knee injury. She had been given treat her whole life and a lot of them. I gave her treats that weren't on a recall list that I could find. They were purchased from Pet Supermarket and distributed fro TN. In the beginning of Sept 2013 she started drinking more and loosing weight.
Vomiting and Diarrhea. We took her to a vet who said her blood work and abdominal xray were all negative. No reason for the illness. We took her to a second vet and he did surgery and found a huge stomach mass involving her intestines and pancreas. We were told nothing could be done and no reason was given why a young dog would be so
sick. She was put down. We told the vet about the treats and he said it could have caused her illness.

Petco Rawhide Twist Sticks

Dog

Other Canine/dog

20 Pound

Approx. two weeks ago, (b)(6) started having a Petco Rawhide Twist Stick once or twice a day. Within a few days, he started a constant scratching to a couple of places around his body. This got worse until he started to pull his hair out the past couple of days.
Yesterday I saw the article about jerky from China in Huffington Post. i checked the rawhide package, saw it was from China, and threw out the remainder of the product. I kept the label. (b)(6) went to a groomer this morning to get his haircut - she said he had a hot spot which is sometimes related to a change in diet. I put two and two together no hard evidence.
NOTE: the Rawhide was leftover product was given to me by my sister whose dog recently died. It was old and on its way out during the summer but started to have severe urinary and other problems that could have been amplified by food. Makes one wonder.

Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky

Dog

Great Dane

9.5 Years

Female

137 Pound

Owner fed Sierra 2 Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky Treats (purchased at Menards (b)(6)) (b)(6) and 2 more (b)(6). Presented to (b)(6) (b)(6)with anorexia, depression and fleas. Physical exam findings: Temp 104.3, pulse 150, resp. 30, fleas, thin BCS 4/9, seemed painful in back end, all else normal. CBC/Profile ordered, ALKP elevated, AMYL elevated,
Neutrophils, Eos, Grans moderately high. Treated for possible pancreatitis and flea allergy with Purina EN, metronidazole, tramadol and Comfortis. Sierra continued to decline, by (b)(6) she was not able to get up. Owner elected to euthanize. We have the chews if needed for testing.

Pet Shoppe Duck Jerky
Dog
Premium Duck Dog Treats
Ingredients:
Duck
Breast
Vegetable
Doctors Foster and Smith Healthy Snax Dog
Sweet Potatoes Fries

Mixed (Dog)

3.5 Years

Female

80 Pound

Sudden onset of diarrhea,lethargy that is lasting, so far, 6 days.

4 Years

Female

65 Pound

She developed a sever e-coli urinary infection

Waggin' Train

Setter - English

Dog

Dog

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast (jerky Dog
treats)
Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Tenders
Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Maltese
Mixed (Dog)

Age

Age
UOM
20 Weeks

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Description

Female

45 Pound

Diarrhea, stopped eating, inactivity

Female

15 Pound

Gave her the chicken jerky and she developed severe diarrhea and lack of appetite. Took her to the vet where they treated her with antibiotics and antidiarreal medication. Though she has improved, the diarrhea still remains. Now that I know about the jerky, i can stop giving it to her and hope that she will continue to get better.

12 Years
3.5 Years

Male
Female

35 Pound
75 Pound

diariaha after eating product
(b)(6) had defecated in her crate Weds 10/23/13 something that never happened before. Odor was unusually strong but stools were well formed. In the afternoon, (b)(6) had forceful diarrhea but it was not stool, it was all blood. She also was foaming at the mouth and vomited her morning meal.

5 Years

Female

8 Pound

7 Years

Female

16.4 Pound

9 Months

3 Years

Male

Male

First symptoms were excessive drinking and urination. Within a short period of time she was unable to hold her bladder and would leak urine constantly. We ran every test that the vet could think of and even did multiple tests for kidney stones, tumors, etc. It was obvious that she was in kidney failure but was unable to stop it. Went through a
couple of types of medications, anitbiotics. Eventually, I took her to another vet for a second opinion, and it was agreed that we had done everything that was available. She was starting to have a few convulsions and seemed to be in constant discomfort so we had to Euthanize her. I have a 3 year old Havanese that is showing some of the same
symptoms but are much milder than the Yorkie that we Euthanized.
I can submit the entire medical records if needed.
Sometime after eating the kingdom Pets Chicken jerky Snacks she became listless, disinterested in her food, gastrointestinal issues, passing gas, shaking. This happened several times and we think we have narrowed it down to the snacks. The vet could find no cause.

Was feeding dogs Waggin' Train jerky tender treats (bought at WAL MART) daily, when we started to notice a loss in appetite, as well as decrease in activity. A year earlier we encountered a problem with the food we were feeding them since the main ingredient was corn so we decided to change that, and everything seemed to be fine. Once we
started to see the dogs appetite and activity change I decided to look into the treats and found other dog owners said the same thing happened with their pets. We immediately stopped giving the dogs the Waggin' Train jerky tender treats, and started to see an improvement.

4 Years

Male

5.5 Pound

Stopped eating, excessive water drinking, lethargic, blood tests showed liver issues.

10 Years

Male

62 Pound

We understand that the FDA has requested more info from the public on illnesses potentially related to dog treats or products.
For a period of a few months from fall 2011 until mid-February 2012, our usually healthy dog had several discrete rounds of intestinal attacks that involved diarrhea and/or vomiting. These bouts usually cleared up in a few days. The last round of diarrhea in mid-February 2012 showed blood in the stool. By that time we head heard that there
might be problems with dog food products/treats made in China, so we quit giving him the Waggin' Train treats, which we had been giving him intermittently with other treats for many months. His diarrhea cleared up within a few days and he has had no such bouts since we quit using those treats a year and a half ago.
Thank you for looking into these mysterious illnesses causing pet deaths and illness.

Jerky Strips with Real Chicken Product
#1877

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Mellow Mut Chicken Breast

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

15 Years

6 Years

Male

70 Pound

Within about 6 hours after digesting Chicken flavored Jerky Strips from Science Diet (01 2015, J23 2 180 on the package) developed severe diarrhea that lasted 24 hours. Was taken to the vet and given metronidazole 500mg every 12 hours for 7 days. The vet saw Clostridium in the stool. The diarrhea improved over the next 24 hours but the
appetite remained poor until the metronidazole was finished. Very debilatated for another week and stools not back to normal for another week. We still have some of the product in the original package.

Female

60 Pound

Eight hours after consuming two Mellow Mut Chicken Breast treats, (b)(6) exhibited signs of acute gastritis.
She vomited repeatedly, was extremely lethargic, would not drink water, and had no energy. Two hours after
the onset of her symptoms, I took her to her veterinarian. Blood work revealed low red blood count, low white
blood count, and low platelets. The vet gave her an injection of anti-nausea medication and recommended holding
off any food until later that evening. By that evening, (b)(6) appeared normal and ate a normal dinner. A
followup blood count check three days later on Monday, (b)(6) revealed all normal blood work.
If you wish to contact (b)(6) vet, following is his contact info:
(b)(6)

HEB JERKY STIX

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

8 Years

Female

130 Pound

I purchased HEB Jerky Stixs for the first time because her normal ONKIES were no available. She ate them for the first time on (b)(6) 2013 in the evening. My other dog did not like them. (b)(6) had more of the snaks until the following Thurs. when she began to refuse food and didn't even want to go for a walk. She only drank water. I thought she
was pouting because I was keeping my daughters Lab at the time while they went out of town. By Saturday morning (b)(6)/13, she began throwing up water with bile and slime. Now I am afraid and began to look for a mobile vet. At 3:00pm she began vomiting blood and howling in horrific pain. I was devastated and new that she was dying. All I
could do was try to comfort her and pray that God would take her - at 9:05pm my prayers were answered - My BEST friend (b)(6) passed away in my arms. I was devastated by her passing and had no idea at the time what could have happened to her. We buried her in our back yard because I couldn't accept her not being at our house. Yesterday
(b)(6)/13 I saw the special report on the news and on Good Morning America about Toxic Jerky Pet Treats and again more devastation realizing that I killed by best friend. I have what is left in the bag of HEB Jerky Stixs and want it to be tested - PLEASE HELP ME SAVE INNOCENT ANIMAL AND THIER OWNERS FROM THIS HORRIBLE HORRIBLE
DEATH!!!!

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Male

Weight
UOM
70 Pound

Description

Retriever - Golden

Age
UOM
7 Years

Gender

From costco. "All natural chicken jerkey Dog
dog strips". Made in China. Returned
them. Trying to get exact name from
costco

Species

Breed

Age

Weight

Waggin¿ Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

5 Years

Male

11 Pound

Gave both dogs (b)(6):Rat Terrier 24 pounds 7 years old and (b)(6): Jack Russell 11 pounds 5 years old) Waggin¿ Train Jerky Treats from Walmart and both had loss of appetite, lethargy, and bloody diarrhea. Saw where there were problems with jerky treats made in China (on the internet) and stopped giving them and they both recovered.

Jerky Time Chicken and Sweet Potato

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

6 Months

Female

Dogswell Vitality Jerky Strips Dog Treats Dog

Siberian Husky

6 Months

Male

Waggin Train Jerky Tenders Chicken
Jerky Treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Male

Jerky Treats

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

16 Years

Male

6 Pound

42 Pound
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Within about a 1/2 hour of eating 1treat, he vomited. I was going to throw the bag out but because it cost about $10.00, I returned it to the Costco in (b)(6). When I returned it, I told the young girl about the vomiting. She said something to the effect of "they're made in China-you shouldn't buy anything from there". I said " I didn't even look-I
didn't think Costco would sell anything made in China". The next time I was at costco, the product was no longer being sold:))

After eating Jerky Time chicken and sweet potato jerky treat (b)(6) became ill and started vomiting. She continued to vomit all night and refused food or drink. She was lethargic so I took her to the Vet. She was given nausea medication and put on an IV for the day. They tested her urine and blood and checked for a blockage in her intestines. She
was sent home with some improvement on limted food and water but on awaking this morning she is lethargic and unable to eat or drink again.
Excessive diarrhea and he also was vomiting for 2 days
Because of his diabetes, we had to alter (b)(6) food to accommodate a lower carbohydrate, higher protein diet. We tried a variety of diabetic friendly foods which were all very bland to him, so we would crush up the chicken jerky treats (because they are supposedly all protein and very little sugar if any) into his meals twice/day to entice him to
eat. It worked great and he was a good eater and generally healthy in terms of energy level and blood sugar. He averaged 1-2 chicken strips daily for about a year. In early November of 2010, we noticed his urine looked like tea- it had blood in it so we immediately took him to the vet. They ran blood work and saw that his levels were high
indicating some poor kidney function, but not to the point of failure. He was given antibiotics and sent home. Over the next week, we saw a increased lethargy, and extremely low blood sugar, and had to alter his insulin dosages to 3-4 times/day (we even began getting up in the middle of the night to test him). We would have to raise our voice to
get him to get up from laying down. We thought perhaps the antibiotics were making him sick and therefore altering his insulin levels. The following week, (b)(6) walked into the woods and laid down and died. It took 10 people several hours to find him. In 2 weeks (b)(6) went from fine to gone. It happened so fast and was so sudden it was very
traumatic for us. We strongly believe that it was NOT his diabetes that actually caused him to pass, but rather his consistent diet of chicken jerky that lead to kidney failure resulting in his death. While his blood sugar may have been the reason he laid down in the woods that day, we believe that his body was telling him something else and his
insulin levels were paying the price. We hope that the FDA can one day pin point what is happening to pets all over the world.

8 Pound

About a month ago, the dog experienced bouts of diarreah and vomiting that became uncontrollable. The cause was unknown, but the severity and the symptoms increased and eventually became life threatening. He was admitted to the animal hospital after becoming severely dehydrated.
After hearing about the issues with jerky treats, I remembered that I had purchased a bag of Shop Rite brand jerky treats and fed them to the dog around the same time that he became ill.

Waggan Trails

My dogs had diarrhea & vomiting. I just thought it was that it didnt agree with them, so I stopped giveing it to them. Not really sure when I bought them, but I still have half of bag.

Waggin Train Yam Good Wholesome
Chicken Wrapped Yams

Dog

Schnauzer
(unspecified)

Fred Meijer Signature Jerkey treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky

Dog

Great Dane

wagggin train chicken jerky treats

Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland

Wagan Train treats

Dog

Shepherd (unspecified)

9 Weeks

Female

11 Pound

We received a bag of Waggin Train Yam Chicken Jerky treats in a gift bag when we adopted our new puppy. She was healthy and active. We gave her one of these treats each night after her dinner while our family had dinner and she ate it entirely. A few days after we brought her home she was lethargic, stopped eating and became severely
dehydrated. After several visits to our vet, (b)(6) NY)she lost almost 2 pounds in a week and ended up spending the weekend with our vet on IV fluids and was treated with three medications. Finally after almost a week and cutting out the treats completely she is much better, slowly gaining back the lost weight and becoming more active, thanks
in part to a very proactive vet. We had initally thought that her issues were from a reaction to the Clavamox or side effects of kennel cough, but she was so very sick and the fact that many of her symptoms match the symptoms other animals had with this product made me want to report it.
About 5 hours after last jerkey stick was eaten, the dog vomited approximately 5 times during the night. The following day she vomited about 5 more times. Was lethargic. Eyes were dull looking. We did NOT take her to the vet.

11 Years

Female

75 Pound

9 Years

Female

140 Pound

11 Years

Female

20 Pound

Male

On Saturday (b)(6), I purchased a bag of Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky from (b)(6) in (b)(6) Ohio. I gave Sierra a total of 4 treats between Saturday and Sunday. She became so ill I had to take her to the vet at 7am. She lost all appetite Saturday and sunday. Also, you could tell she was in pain from her abdomen. The vet took blood samples and
thought it might be pancreatitis. She was drinking a lot of water but I almost had to force her to eat. The vet gave her 3 meds to take. Antibiotic, pain med, and anti-inflammatory. Her condition got so bad she couldn't get up or lay down by the next sunday. The vet wasn't available Monday so she came out Tuesday. By that time, I couldn't even
touch her without her trying to bite me because of the pain in her stomach. The vet euthanized her on Tuesday, (b)(6) at 3:30pm. I mentioned to the vet if the treats I got her could of caused this. She didn't think so. Last night, I saw on the news about "Deadly Pet Treats". I investigated this and all her symptoms match what others have seen. I
took the chicken jerky to the (b)(6) and they are sending some out to be tested.
(b)(6) had been taking the wagging treats for a few years and the vert did blood work and noticed she was having higher levels in her kidneys- they aasked what she was eating for food and treats- i said waggin train jerky chicken treats and she said to stop them and they would retest in 1 month- i did so- her levels dropped- while she was eatintg
the treats she would get nauseas and thorw up. I contaced wagging train and a claim was opened a rep called my vet and said it was not true their product cuased her problems since my other dosg didnt have issues. so they closed the claim- siad i had 2 years to open it back up- claim was (b)(6) april 2,2012 the rep Was (b)(6)
I am calling them again to repoen the claim since now more dogs are having this issue. they need to do something about this product.

He would go poop in the house almost every day and get in trouble. They thought he was just getting old.

Waggin Tail Jerky Chicken Treats, Milo's Dog
Chicken Jerky Treats

Brittany

10 Years

Male

45 Pound

We have been giving him Milo's and Waggin Tail Jerky Treats for a number of years. In March we they were taken off the shelves at the local Walmart. We called Nestle Purina and Milo's and they informed us that the Attorney General from New York had requested a voluntary recall because a high level of antibiotics were found in the treats that
came from China. We stopped giving the treats to our dog but the damage was already done. Shortly after this he became sick, developed pnemonia, was hospitalized, and during the examination they found that his liver and kidneys were damaged. We took him home after he was stablized and he died three weeks later unable to walk the last
two days.

Not sure beef jerky treats sold by
costco in plastic containers

Boxer (German Boxer)

10 Years

Female

50 Pound

My dog has been sick for the last two years or so, frequent vomiting, occasional blood in her stool, and developed pica (eating paper and her own stool) The vet diagnosed her w pancreatitis based on her symptoms but a recent ultrasound showed no obvious signs of damage to the pancreas. She started getting sick after eating beef jerky treats
bought at that time from Costco in (b)(6), VA. Now that I heard about the tainted jerky treats from China I am wondering if that could be the cause? Prior to the jerky treats she had no health issues and was in great shape. She has been vomiting about 3 times a week up until a month ago when we started putting pancrezyme in her food which
seems to help a lot.

Dog

Trader Joe's Chicken Recipe Jerky Sticks Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

2 Years

Female

7 Pound

I gave her chicken jerky treats for her birthday from Trader Joe's. My other dog had one too, but Ellie got diarrhea and was vomiting within an hour of giving it to her. I thought it was just because I had never given it to her before, but after reading about the jerky treats I wanted to report it.

King's Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Terrier - Toy Fox

4 Years

Female

7 Pound

Waggin Tails Duck & Ham Jerky

Dog

Pit Bull

9 Years

Female

62 Pound

Beefeaters Sweet Potato Fries

Dog

Beagle

12 Years

Female

30 Pound

Unknown; you will need to contact
owner but it is a Chinese-made jerky
treat

Dog

Shih Tzu

10 Years

Female

17.4 Pound

Presented 9/16/13 for several day history of lethargy/depression, vomiting and anorexia. Hepatosplenomegaly, cranial abdominal pain and dehydration present. Bloodwork showed hypoalbuminemia, elevated amylase and mild ALKP elevation, mild hyponatremia and mild hyperbilibrubinemia (0.5). UA and urine culture negative, 4DX negative.
Abdominal imaging confirmed hepatic, splenic enlargement, no other abnormalities. Treated conservatively with anti-emetics, fluids, dietary supplement, etc.

Beefeaters Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Male

114 Pound

i had given (b)(6) some Chickern Jerky treats by Beefeaters. I had never noticed his change until i was made aware of the problems with things made in China. i had given him a couple of treats and later in the day he became very lethargic.

Waggin tender chicken jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

9 Years

Male

67 Pound

petshoppe jerky premium dog duck
jerky treats
Milos treats

Dog

Chihuahua

7 Years

Male

8 Pound

Dog

Bulldog

7 Years

Female

55 Pound

I was reading the article in the paper today around "FDA seeks pet owner help on dangerous jerky treats." What happened to my dog was well over a year ago but thought I would report. When the dog treat Milo brand 1st came out, I had gotten some and fed to my dog. She got diarrhea and was very lethargic. I stopped giving her the treats and
then she was fine. I never bought or used the treats again and didn't think about it until today when I read the article. She reacted right away to the treats and also got better without any veterinary help but I warned everyone I knew at the time with dogs not to buy them. Hope this helps.

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken

Dog

Bulldog - American

1 Years

Male

68 Pound

We have been giving maybe 2 Happy Hips treats per day to our pet. He started getting runny stools around the same time.

She didn't need to go to the vet, and I haven't given either one of them a jerky treat since then.
I was purchasing the Kings brand of chicken jerky made in China and giving it as a treat. (b)(6) started showing signs of neurological disfunction, shaking front limbs. I stopped giving the treats, which caused the shaking to go away, but then (b)(6) got severe pancreatitus and died. This was in 2011. Now, I only buy treats made in the USA.
Dog received jerky treats - from Waggin Tails - ham, duck and prior to food allergy diagnosis chicken. This went on for some months. Developed a skin condition-and when vet went to biopsy, found out that she had severe kidney numbers. Was sent to an internist and (b)(6) has kidney damage. Is on enalapriel and receives 300ml subcutaneous
fluids daily
I was looking for some special treats to give (b)(6) that she would enjoy. I found sweet potato treats on line - Beefeaters Sweet Potato fries. I purchased 4 2 lb containers. I would only give them to her once or twice a day. Approximately 6 months after giving (b)(6) these treats, she started to drink excessive amounts of water, was having frequent
urinating accidents in our home (she never did before) and was losing weight. I took her to both our local vet as well as a specialized vet center. Lots of tests were done and everything ruled out. I saw something on line about sweet potato treats from China causing problems. I stopped giving them to her and her problems have mostly resolved
and her weight has stabilized.

Increased drinking and urination. Was diagnosed as kidney failure and eventually internal bleeding
I gave my dogs duck jerky treats I purchased at Walgreens. My large dog suffered no adverse effects, but my Chihuahua became listless. Over several days he had bloody diarrhea, something he's never suffered from before. After a few days, the symptoms cleared up.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Cadet Duck Jerky Treats

Dog

Pekingese

Age

Age
UOM
9 Years

Gender
Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
9 Pound

Description
Animal presented for hematemesis and hematochezia, though very mild signs. Owner reports animal receiving no other food than Chef Michaels and Duck Jerky treats by Cadet Foods. Bloodwork was done after second presentation, revealed CBC:
Monocytosis and eosinopenia rule out stress
Chem:
Decreased BUN: Rule out variant v other v less likely diuresis
Increased ALP: Rule out cholestasis v cortisol induced iso-enzyme v other endocrine disorders
Hyponatremia: Rule out GI losses
Hypokalemia: Rule out GI loses
Hypochloremia: Rule out GI losses
Abdominal radiographs: GI loops are diffusely enlarged but do not appear dilated. Musculoskeletal structures appear WNL. Thoracic structures that can be seen all appear WNL.
Animal was treated supportively both times with subcutaneous fluids, anti-emetics (cerenia and anzemet), as well as tramadol in case of pancreatitis. Started on metronidazole, as well as panacur in case of parasitic infection. Start on royal canin low fat diet. Recommend offer pedialyte in replacement of water.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky premium Dog
dog treats
bow wow pals porkhide munchies sticks Dog

Other Canine/dog

12 Years

Female

45 Pound

Doberman Pinscher

16 Months

Female

9 Pound

Chicken Jerky (I apologise for not
having the exact name-I got it at BJ"S
Club in Leominster ma. I will get it for
you if you let me know.

Coonhound - Treeing
Walker

6 Years

Male

85 Pound

He developed the DEMENTIA so fast! his mind was wiped clean. He had every listed effect of the disease. Look up any description of the symptoms and you will see what (b)(6) suffered with.

Dog
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(b)(6) threw up several times after eating Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky dog treats. Lot No. VWKPCK03B077. Bag has other idea dying numbers if needed.
our dog became very ill and started vomiting and bloody diarea,whining, not eating, chills, completely not playful. she had ate two different kinds of jerky treats the week before. the sticks and chips made by the same company. we gave the treats to both of our dogs but the yorkie refused to eat the treats. the treats were bought in rite aid
pharmacy, and made in china. the name of the company and website is front line products in tempe Arizona. we are happy that our dog recovered but it looked like she wasn't going to live. she went to the vet on (b)(6)13, they told me she would have to come back if she wasn't better by the 21st. she was given antibiotics, predisone, and reglan.

Dogswell Natural Chicken Breast With Cat
Flaxseed & Vitamins
Dogswell Veggie Life Happy Hips Sweet Dog
Potato Chew Dog Treat 15 oz

Turkish Angora

10 Years

Male

13 Pound

Cat developed mouth ulcer, refused food, developed severe gas and sour body odor. Owner unable to continue with insulin due to reduction in eating level. Veterinary visit and blood & urine tests are on-going. Vet gave Famotidine, ran X-ray and did physical exam. (so far inconclusive). Lab results are still pending.

Terrier - Bull Miniature

12 Years

Male

40 Pound

In (b)(6) of 2013 I ordered 6 bags of Dogswells Veggie Lite Happy Hips Sweet Potato Chew Dog Treat from White Dog Bone company. I know (b)(6) probably ate 2 bags of the treat in a 3 month period of time, because I have 3 unopen bags left and threw the 4th bags content out because it was already in the treat jar. In late (b)(6) (b)(6) began
urinating blood including large clots of blood. I took him to the Vet (b)(6)) and they prescribed antibiotics. (b)(6) took the full course of antibiotics. Shortly, thereafter he lost a tremendous amount of weight. The Vet gave me a saline bag to administer at home. However, within days (b)(6) was hospitalized and his prognosis was bleak. I didn't want
him to suffer any longer so I had (b)(6) put down. At the time of his death his creatuinine and BUN were high. I spoke with (b)(6) at (b)(6) yesterday and (b)(6) said that (b)(6) urine didn't have glucose or granular casts in it, but that it was still possible that the treats exacerbated (b)(6) previously diagnosed kidney problems. We did not believe that
there was anyway that (b)(6) was going to survive without being in a tremendous amount of pain. I could see the pain in his eyes. I still have 3 unopened bags of these treats if you would like to have one of the bags, please let me know and I will mail you one. (b)(6) came form a litter of about 6 or 7 other dogs and NONE of them to date have had
any kidney problems.

Milo's chicken jerky treats (o has
product)
Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato
Premium Treats
Please call my mom's phone number
that I leave it.

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

18 Months

Female

21.8 Pound

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

6 Years

Female

17 Pound

7 Years

Female

Chihuahua

1 Hours

Male

10 Pound

Within approximately an hour after eating a small piece of duck jerky the dog became lethargic followed by diarrhea and vomiting. By the next day he was back to normal.

Pug

7 Years

Male

30 Pound

My name is(b)(6). I¿m a pet owner and purchaser of your dog treats , which my dog has been eating periodically for the last year. Back in (b)(6) 2013, I rushed my pet to the vet because he was having trouble urinating. The most recent even occurred the week of (b)(6) 15th, when he began constantly urinating with an excessive thrust I contacted
his Vet at the time and he suggested we test for high amount of glucose. My last purchase of your product was on the week of (b)(6) 15th from an area Fairway Market, ironically the same week (b)(6) began showing these symptoms. Just yesterday, I saw the recall of your products on the news. Today, I will be taking him to his Vet to perform
blood work which would be forwarded to the FDA. My pet is a very important part of my family and I hope he has not suffered any potential life threatening problems as a result of your company¿s negligence. What is your company doing to ease consumers concerns?
Treats Purchased: Vitality Chicken Breast expiration date 06/2/2015 and Vitality Veggie Life expiration 05/18/2015

Fish

Petshoppe duck jerky - premium duck Dog
dog treats
Vitality Chicken Breast, Vitality Chicken Dog
and Banana

Pet had acute onset of decreased appetite and lethargy. Presented to emergency clinic and the ddx was open for renal azotemia. Subsequent UA (cysto): SG 1.021 4+ protein. Chem BUN 82, Cr 1.9 Alb 2.1 TP 4.3. Urine cort:creat = 9. Urine C&S pending (neg thus far). O reports she had recently started giving the pet Milo's chicken jerky treats.
Is started with vomiting and then the dog was very lethargic for two to three days with low appetite and drinking a lot of water. Seems to have recovered fine. The treats involved were Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato Premium Dog Treats purchased at Costco and made in China.
My mom feed the jerky treats for few years. I noticed (b)(6) had been less activities that is when i noticed something wrong with her. My mom thought she is getting older and more laid back. Next few months, she seems in the pain and didnt play much with me as we used to play every time i visit her. I asked my mom to take her for check-up
with the vet. She went to (b)(6) vet for check-up and her activities was not normal. That is when we find out she had kidney failure and we didnt know what's causing of it. (b)(6) skin that where kidney is showing the black spread on her skin. She becomes more weakly and vet told us there is nothing we can do for her. We still dont know what's
causing of it. We went thru was hell and heart broke because we had to put her to sleep and end her suffer. Few weeks later, my mom found an article that has similar condition that (b)(6) had which was causing by jerky treats. My mom notified the vet and it proved true that (b)(6) kidney was failure because of jerky treats. My mom blamed
herself for not know and gave (b)(6) for years and she told me many time that she thought she killed (b)(6) But she had no idea. (b)(6) didn't deserves this and she was most beautiful dog ever I saw entire in my life. She was sooooo good dog and love to be surround people. My family and friends miss her as well. Her death impacted our life and
we became more careful to feed our pets. Please stop selling the jerky treats!

Concerned Consumer and Pet owner,
(b)(6)
cc: BBB
FDA
Kingdom Pets

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

3 Years

Female

54 Pound

I gave my dogs jerky treats made by Kingdom Pets purchased at Costco, made in China. Two days after I started giving them 2 a day my dogs got sick and started throwing up everything they ate. I took my dog to the vet, and at the time the treat recall had not been announced . The vet gave her medication and a few injections and told us to give
her a bland diet and in doing so she got better after a few days. I then just kept the diet very simple and stopped all treats. I had given them these once before and they became sick however, never attributing the sickness to the treats until recently.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Chihuahua

7 Years

Male

9.4 Pound

(b)(6)
Bought the treat Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast, I believe I purchased it from Menards or Walmart as I bought dog treats from both stores. Don't have slip. But I gave (b)(6) a treat on Thurs. then on Fri night he started throwing up. More on Sat. then couldn't keep nothing down on Sunday. Took into the(b)(6). where they treated him for food
poisoning. (b)(6) is now doing fine but I cut back on treats. I also still have the Duck Breast package which I purchased. I plan on calling my Vegetarian,(b)(6)latter today and discuss this with him. I thought (b)(6) got sick from some of the home table scrap food I would give him. After this episode I cut way back on treats. I have given him some of
the Duck Treat but noticed diarrhea again. Quit dog treats, and now I heard on the news about Duck from China and that is where this treat comes from.
Is this one of the Dog treats in question on the issue of sick/dying dogs? Product code 768303014932
One the package:
www.imspet.com Product of China
Not for Human Consumption
Distributed by: IMS Pet Industries, Inc., 34 Passaic Street, Wood-Ridge, NJ 07075
Reason for sending this report is that I want no other dogs to get sick the way my (b)(6) did!

Pet Shoppe Premium chicken jerky dog
treats and Pet Shoppe duck jerky
premium duck dog treats

My dog, (b)(6) became extremely ill on(b)(6)/13 and had to rush her to (b)(6),
(b)(6), LA as she was having diarrhea and passing almost straight blood. She was dehydrated and had to fluids intravaneously for 5 days. She was put on heavy antibotics and remained in vet care for 1 week.

DUCK JERKY
Smokehouse Dog Treats

Dog
Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire
Schnauzer - Miniature

7 Years
32 Months

Male
Male

19 Pound
10 Pound

Happy Hips Chicken breast
Glucosamine and Chondroitin

Dog

Pekingese

10 Years

Male

10 Pound

DIAREABLOODY,WOULD NOT EAT VERY LISTLESS
Within a day or two of feeding my a dog chicken jerky treat he would lose his appetite and become very ill, which usually culminated in a vomiting episode. The most recent incident also included multiple vomiting episodes and diarrhea. My veterinarian placed him on a specialized food and anti-nausea medication. Following each episode I would
withhold treats as a matter of course, and after the last episode which required veterinarian intervention, I eliminated the chicken jerky treats from the dog's diet altogether.
Less active, excessive drinking water and he has peed our bed twice this month which is very unusual. Just woke up this morning soaked in dog pee. He has not been to the vet yet. I'll stop giving him the treats and see if symtoms stop.

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Milo's Kitchen
Dog
Chicken Meatballs , Pup Peroni, Ol' Roy
Bark'n'Bac n, Beggin' , Milk Bones

Breed
Schnauzer - Miniature

Age

Age
UOM
7 Years

Gender
Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
28 Pound
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Description
I recently married and in the union of the marriage, my new husband has a dog. He always gave her "Milo's Kitchen" & "ol' Roy" and others (etc) products. I always have give my 2 mini schnauzers Beggin strips and Milk Bones. Since he moved in with me he has been feeding mine the other brands.
Over the weekend, we were sleeping in bed and my (b)(6) got up on the bed and threw up. More than he had ever done before. Half of the bed was soaked. He continued to throw up about 2 or more times after that over the weekend. On Monday, we took him to the Vet. He informed him after doing a through evaluation that he had end stage
renal failure and would not last over 30 days. Aside, he told my husband he would be lucky if he lasted a week. I took him home, not only because of the sorrow I felt but he the dog has 2 sisters at home and I wanted to have them have their last moments together.
He is listless and lethargic currently. My husband I agreed that we would put him down yesterdayy, but the Vet had already left and it would cost more to call him in. We opted to wait to today. Then I saw the News? Believe me, this was a frisky dog before all this - all muscle, very protective of me and across my lap when I was sitting. Very
protective!
This is breaking my heart! Especially, when he is the youngest of the three and no fat, all muscle - a beautiful dog!
I hope to hear back from you TODAY - because before the VET leaves today - I do not want him to keep suffering. Please advise ASAP!
(b)(6)
Thank you.

Canyon Creek Ranch Treats

Dog

Maltese

7 Years

Female

4.2 Pound

Benny and Penny Dog Treats 2008
Dog
Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 2009-2011
Dogswell Chicken Jerky 2012-13;
Waggin Train Chicken Jerky 2012
Priority Chicken Breast Jerky current
referenced.

Terrier - Yorkshire

5 Years

Female

6 Pound

Waggin Train

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Smooth-haired

8 Years

Female

40 Pound

(b)(6) was an eight year old female dog that I rescued from the pound five years earlier. I bought the treats from Wal-Mart.
I gave her treats occasionally and she started throwing up, had diarrhea, drank lots of water and urinated in the house. she seemed to be better sometimes and I thought she had the flu or caught a bug. On a Saturday morning she was unable to get up or walk. My vet was out of town so I called the emergency clinic in (b)(6) and took her in to see
them. When I picked her up to put in the car she screamed as if she was in terrible agony. The clinic said that she had renal failure and put her to sleep. This happened in 2011 and I still feel guilty for giving her the treats. (b)(6) was a 40+ pound doxie and my baby.

Not available

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

115 Pound

After taking him to the pet store and buying him some food and treats I took my dog (b)(6) over to a relatives home who was bed ridden due to cancer because she liked to see him and had fostered GSD's. I gave her some chicken jerky treats to give to (b)(6) and he ate them. Later that evening (b)(6) was comming to me for comfort and could not
sleep or produce vomit. I tryed to get him to drink water which seemed to give him comfort. The next day he was miserable and I took him to the emergency vet where he was diagnosed with a gastric torsion. Due to his age and condition we decided that it would be best to euthanize him. I immediately suspected that the treats caused the
bloating due to the consentrated protein and later read the label that (in very small print) advises only to feed these treats on occasion.

VitaLife chicken Tenders
Unknown Packaging discarded prior to
event
Nudges Wholesome Dog Treats
Premium Jerky Cuts Made With Real
Chicken

Dog
Dog

Pit Bull
Terrier - Airedale

9 Years
5 Years

Female
Male

57 Pound
85 Pound

Dog

Papillon - Spaniel Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with
dropped ears
(Phaléne))

7 Years

Male

10 Pound

13 Years

Male

Had been given small amounts of Canyon Creek chicken treats for several amounts, however while on vacation for 2 1/2 weeks my dog was not eating her food due to the fact she had never been to a dog day care program and missed us, so the caretaker started to increase the treats since that was the only thing she would eat. When I returned
home a whole bag of treats had been eaten and (b)(6) was vomiting, had diarrhea and was extremely lethargic. Took her to vet and after blood work was done we were alarmed at the disturbing levels and had to take her to special internist at a different hospital. After many tests, ultra sounds, etc. it can't quite be determined what's wrong other
than some kidney and liver problems. No one is certain of what to do so she has been on a special diet for the past month and although not fully herself vomiting and diarrhea has stopped and she is more like her old self. Vet has suggested no animal protein products.

"Benny and Penny" chicken jerky dog treats: rectal blood in stool, vomiting. and diarrhea. Rubbing anal perineal region on rug. Also occurred with "Waggin Train" chicken jerky, Milo's Kitchen chicken jerky, Priority Chicken jerky, and Dogswell Chicken jerky, all had episodic similar problems in deceasing order of severity and frequency over the
years with these made in China brands, some batches worse than others. My educated guesses include: 1) contamination with melamine to boost "protein" content as measured by the Kjeldahl method. 2) Glycerin contaminated with methyl alcohol excess or catalysts in production from biofuels. 3) Flavor enhancers (Glutamate, Aspartate, and
hydrolysed vegetable, corn, soy, wheat gluten proteins and autolysed yeast), all of which contain large amounts of aspartate and glutamate. These are excitatory neurotoxins (See John Olney, previous editor of Neuropathology, research over two decades on this subject 1970-1990). Dogs more vulnerable than humans due to more permeable
blood-brain barrier, also affect autonomic plexuses in the gut. Other flavorings such as onion or garlic are toxic to dogs, not to humans. 4) Sorbitol or Sorbates added as preservatives. 5. Overdehydrated with consistency of wooden shards or splinters; dogs bolting or swallowing the treats with laceration of the GI tract. Not so much with the
Dogswell brand, which I understand was contaminated with an unapproved antibiotic. I have treated the dog with a pet probiotic supplement powder sprinkled on her wet food, with amelioration of symptoms when they occurred.

On (b)(6)/2012 I went to Pet Food Express (not the place purchace of the suspect treats) to get food for my cat and told the sales person about my concern for the chicken jerkey treats. Yesterday I noticed this concern on the internet and thus this report.
Dog vomited, dry vomiting, diarrhea with blood in stools for 2 days. Took off all food and cooked only rice and ground turkey for 2 days. Gave small bite of chicken treat which she vomited and continued with diarrhea in less than 4 hours.
One day after receiving a jerky treat (the packaging had been discarded and we do not know the brand. We believe it was bought from a local 99 Cent store). (b)(6) became lethargic and began vomiting. He was unusually thirsty during this time and developed a fever. He remained very sick and lethargic, did not eat and continued to vomit. On
the third day we took him to the vet were he was diagnosed with acute pancreatitis. He was admitted to a pet hospital that night and remained for three days. We were able to bring him home were he is still recovering.
We bought Nudges Wholesome Dog Treats Premium Jerky Cuts from our local QFC on (b)(6)13. The bag advertises that it is US-made with real chicken, without fillers nor artificial flavors. Its recommended serving amount for (b)(6) weight is 1/2 to 1 treat, and we gave him 1 piece a day. By approximately(b)(6)13 we noticed his stool was slightly
softer than usual. It gradually became more and more soft day by day that it was softer than soft serve ice cream. We thought maybe he didn't have enough fiber in his diet so gave him 2 more organic baby carrots than he normally gets in a day. Then on Friday(b)(6)13 afternoon his stool became diarrhea. We took him out again at 8pm that night
and it was diarrhea again. Except this time when we wiped his butt, there was a faint trace of pinkish red that we wiped up too. We thought maybe this is from the carrots, and was not concerned at the time. Shortly afterwards, (b)(6) wihned for a snack like he always does around this time of night, and we gave him another piece of Nudges jerky.
Around 2am, (b)(6) woke us up to take him out, and turned out he had diarrhea again. Except this time, it was just liquid, with the same amount of pinkish red that we now know was blood. Around 7am, he vomited and there were chewed up pieces of the Nudges jerky in his vomit. We scheduled an appointment to see a vet at the earliest
opening they had that Saturday. Around 8am he vomited again with the same contents, and we took him to the ER instead of waiting. The vet took tests but couldn't find anything. He gave (b)(6) fluid shots, and instructed us to give him small portions of boiled chicken and small amounts of water a few hours at a time 6 hours after he gets home.
If there are still traces of blood the next day, then come back for antibiotics.
There was still traces of blood the next day, and we went back to pick up 7 days worth of Metronidazole. His stool was still liquid, but blood stopped showing up in his stool by the 2nd day. By the 4th day his stool was just diarrhea, and almost back to normal by the 6th day.
We have not given him Nudges jerky cuts treats since that Friday and his stool has been solid since then.

Welcome Home Dry Duck Jerky all
natural duck breasts for dogs no
artificial color flavors or preservatives.

Dog

Chow Chow

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever (unspecified)

14 Years

Male

43 Pound

We have been feeding our dog Welcome Home duck jerky for quite awhile. A few months ago i gave him one in the morning and took him for a walk and he vomited while crossing the street and I saw pieces of the jerky in the vomit. I was unaware of the FDA investigation and we continued giving him this product. Sometimes I would find him in
the yard vomiting after ingesting this product but I thought maybe the pieces I was giving him were too small for him to chew and digest, so I gave him larger pieces. Yesterday I heard about the investigatilon of jerky in an FDA email and on NBC news so we discontinued giving him this product. I saved some and the bag in case it is wanted for
testing.
(b)(6) became lethargic, had diarrhea, vomiting, excessive thirst, and itchy skin. No fever. This occurred 1 day after eating Jerky treats. (Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken treats strips). She did not act like her normal self.

2 Years

Female

50 Pound

12 Years

Female

6 Pound

Siberian Husky

7 Years

Female

48 Pound

(b)(6) has been throwing up daily

Spaniel - Cocker
English

10 Years

Female

30 Pound

We have always given (b)(6) several treats a day including Milo's chicken strips. She has those daily for a couple years. We began to notice she was drinking water constantly and urinating every hour so, whenever we let her out, and sometimes more than once. We had recently moved and took her in to a new vet because she was limping. The vet
immediately became more worried about her other symptoms and started testing. They discovered (b)(6)'s kidney functions were down to under 20%! She asked about her food and treats and started her on Rx low protein food. We had already stopped giving her the chicken strip treats when we first heard about the China treat problem months
earlier. (b)(6) is doing well on her new food but he kidneys are permanently damaged. I was afraid we were too late. I hope this info helps to figure out what is causing the problem.

Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Dog
Tenders

Pinscher - Miniature

pet shoppe duck jerk y premium dog
treats
Milo's chicken jeky strips

Dog
Dog

On, or about, the(b)(6) 2013, my daughter (who works at Sam's Club in (b)(6), Arizona) contacted me and advised me that my dog, (b)(6) THAT HER treats (Waggin Tail Chicken Jerky Treats), had been taken off the shelf due to them causing Kidney Failure in small dogs. I made an appointment with my veterinarian because she had been eating the
treats everyday for approx. 3 1/2 years. I had also noticed she was sluggish and losing weight. I took her to the vet on(b)(6), 2013. The vet ran some labs and examined her. Her diagnosis was completely unexpected. She told me that (b)(6) kidney function was so bad that it was off the chart. She said she wouldn't make it thru the weekend. She
suggested that I "put her down". This was without a doubt the most painful and sad day of my life. Even now as I am typing these events, I am crying so hard that the keyboard is a blur. I stayed with her as she closed her eyes. I cannot get that image out of my mind. I am glad I stayed with her. I owed it to her, She was MY DOG, MY BUDDY, for 12
years. I miss her every second of every day. I don't think the manufacturers of Waggin Tails set out to kill dogs, with that said they do have a responsibility to the public and their animals to MAKE SURE WHAT THEY ARE SELLING WILL NOT KILL OUR PETS!

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Age
UOM
9 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
60 Pound

Description

Female

Greyhound - Italian

5 Years

Female

10 Pound

Sheepdog - Shetland
Terrier - Silky
Chihuahua

11 Years
3 Years
6 Years

Female
Male
Male

12 Pound
16 Pound
8 Pound

After buying this product, I was able to tell that my dog's appetite has changed and her ALT value has increased. I just had blood work done recently and she is currently taking Denamarin 90mg to help bring down the attack on her liver area. I was a big fan of the Jerky treats and now I am gathering every item so they can be returned. I have
bought products from Walmart and Walgreens as well as Pet Smart.
A couple of hours after eating the jerky treats, the dog threw up. At first I just thought that it was unrelated to the chicken jerky, but after a couple of times, it was clear that the jerky was the cause.
Duck breast jerky, made in China, seems to cause diarrhea . Brand Dogswell, Happy hips
I gave my dog a sweet potato duck treat approx 8 am and around noon he was very lethargic, climbed in my lap and projectile (forcefully) vomited all over me a yellowish frothy substance. I put him on the ground and he seemed to be having what sounded like breathing problems and was shaking, we had about 2 repeats of what I described and I
watched him closely very unnerved that something was wrong , I videoed the next few minutes of him acting like he was struggling to shoe the vet which I knew I would soon be calling. I brought him to the ER vet shortly, she said it thought as though the video showed "hiccups" and prescribed Pepcid and anti-nausea meds for him. He had very
little appetite for the next couple of weeks , intermittent diarrhea and lethargy. I attributed it to that he had an upset tummy but immediately discontinued those treats which he's been getting for the past couple of years, no further issues. But after seeing articles about the dogs dying I can't help think these treats were the cause, the brands
varied but I am familiar with giving him Waggon Trails and Canyon Creek.. Never again.

Dog

Pit Bull

12 Years

Male

75 Pound

Greenbrier Kennel Club 6 IN Knotted
Bone, Greenbrier Kennel Club Pressed
Bones, Chick'n Dippin Chewy Sticks

Dog

Pit Bull

8 Months

Female

canyon creek ranch chicken tenders

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Smooth-haired

7 Years

Male

14 Pound

My Dachshund ate at least 1-2 jerky treats daily as a treat. After several months he began vomiting and showing a loss of appetite, after 4 months he began to lose weight rapidly and vacillate between eating non-stop to loss of appetite and vomiting/loose feces. After 8 months and visiting a few vets one vet identified the problem as EPI
(exocrine pancreatic insufficiency). According to her research Wall-e was atypical as this disease is usually identified with younger dogs. After the jerky warnings came out I have a feeling his condition is a direct result of this treat.

Waggin Tail Duck Jerky

Dog

7 Years

Female

60 Pound

(b)(6) stopped eating and would only drink water. Blood work showed her kidneys were shutting down. Kidneys were only functioning at 75% after three days. With in a week the kidneys were only functioning at 25%. After several different types of treatment the kidney damage couldn't be reversed.

Smokehouse Prime Chips Chicken
Breast

Dog

Pointing Dog - German
Short-haired
Dachshund - Standard
Long-haired

4 Years

Male

19 Pound

A couple of weeks ago I gave my dachshund Smokehouse Prime Chicken Chips...My 6 yr old Havanese sniffed and would not eat it..this didn't really concern me at the time because she is a picky eater..shortly after eating these chips my dachshund (b)(6) went to the door and vomited..he had eaten these before and never had problems so I didn't
think much of it since they were supposed to be made in the USA..gave him a couple of more treats the next day and from that point on everything he ate he threw up..within 2 wks he had lost 7 pounds and was in dire condition..our regular vet tried to treat (b)(6)him during this time (was seen 4 x's within a wks time) but due to (b)(6) rapidly
declining condiiton he was referred to the (b)(6) Animal hospital emergency department where he was seen and referred to an internal medicine doctor..lots of tests were ran which showed (b)(6) going into kidney failure..within a 3 day time period (b)(6) kidneys shut down..had pneumonia due to aspirating his vomit..oh by the way he was so
sick he was throwing up chunks of his stomah..the last day of (b)(6) life which was (b)(6)13 i held him in my arms..he was so sick and in so much pain..at this time his kidneys had shut down..he had pneumonia..ulcerated stomach..blood in urine.rest of organs shutting down...there was no hope and due to his suffering we made the hardest choice
we've ever made and had our sweet Yogi put to sleep..the vet suspected some form of toxic poisoning..now tell me please how a dog can go from absolutely healthy and after eating some treats 3 wks later is dead..

Waggin Train

Dog

Maltese

6 Years

Male

7 Pound

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treat

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Nudges Premium Jerky Cuts made with Dog
real chicken, blue ridge naturals pork &
sweet tater jerky

Cattle Dog - Australian
(blue heeler, red
heeler, Queensland
cattledog)

Chicken Jerky Premium Chicken Dog
Treats by PetShoppe
Chicken jerky treats
Dogswell Happy hips Duck Breast
Canyon Creek Ranch Yam Good duck

Dog
Dog
Dog
Dog

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Age

Weight
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48.4 Pound

She started getting lethargic and wouldn't finish her dinner. I had to go out of town for a few days and she stayed at home, when I returned she was much worse. Got to the point where she was refusing almost every meal, but she would still eat her treats, so I would give them to her when she wouldn't eat because she needed something. I took
her to the vet when I noticed she was urinating excessively and there was blood in her urine. He put her on a 2 week course of antibiotics but she continually deteriorated. She started vomiting and had diarrhea. We went back to the vet for blood work and he put her on a different round of antibiotics. He stated she was going into renal failure.
He was stumped by the findings in the bloodwork and researched her symptoms and bloodwork findings, but was never able to come up with a conclusion to what was going on. Even after the new antibiotics, she steadily got worse. We went back and saw the relief vet. She repeated the blood work and urinalysis and stated she had never seen
what she was seeing with the results- in the bloodwork, the bilirubin levels were normal, but in the urinalysis the levels were extremely high. She found nothing during her research that could explain the findings. She stated that (b)(6) was suffering and that she didn't believe she would be able to pull out of this from the notes, bloodwork and
treatment course the primary doctor had taken. I took her to a vet I previously worked for who also confirmed what I was being told. She was euthanized (b)(6). When I came across the news articles about these jerky treats, I was reading exactly what I went thru with her. I still have some of the treats that she did eat- I refuse to give them to my
other 2 dogs now.

We bought our first pouch of Cadet Duck Jerky Treats for (b)(6) on(b)(6)/13. After frequent vomitting, we were instructed by the vet to give him Pepcid daily with no positive results. We brought (b)(6) to the vet for chronic vomitting on(b)(6)/13. Tested positive for lyme disease and given medication. During a phone call to the vet on (b)(6)13, we
expressed concern that the lyme disease medication increased vomiting. Discussed triple therapy for vomiting. Not making any connections with the treats, we purchased a second bag of the jerky treats on (b)(6)13. Called vet again on(b)(6)/13 with news that the therapy was working. Ended therapy but remained on Pepcid. Vomiting was still
intermittent but not nearly as frequent as before treatment. Still not making the connection, we bought another bag of jerky treats on(b)(6)/13. On(b)(6)/13, brought (b)(6) back to the vet. He was now having issues standing up, and need help to boost his rear end to help him stand. Pain meds did not help. Vomiting was increasing again, and
(b)(6) had urges to eat potted plants and fake straw. Given Metacam for arthritis and continue Pepcid. By(b)(6)13 excellent response to Metacam, but still had an upset stomach and needed the Pepcid. Bought another bag of jerky treats on(b)(6) (b)(6)13. Continued Metacam and Pepcid until (b)(6). (b)(6) vomiting was increasing again and
progressively had more trouble walking. On (b)(6)/13, we brought him back to the vet since he had stopped eating for 3 days, and he was very weak. Vet observed "fullness" in abdomen and dehydration. Treated for the dehydration and given penicillin and Cerenia for vomiting. Discontinued Metacam. (b)(6) stopped vomiting and began drinking
water but still would not eat. Still weak and getting weaker each day. Returned to vet on (b)(6)/13, needed to be carried. Vet observed blackness on thermometer indicating internal bleeding, and bruising focal area on midline groin area. Expressed concern of neoplasia or gi ulcer, but to diagnose recommended radiographs and bloodwork. We
declined and elected euthanasia.

Owner fed healthy, fully vaccinated dog copious numbers of dog treats including based pressed beef hide, chicken jerky wrapped beef hide, beef hide and generic milk bones with origins of China, Vietnam, and USA purchased from 99c store last night; within 2h pt developed vomiting and diarrhea, today ate breakfast but immediately vomited it
all up along with some undigested raw hide treats, is dehydrated and profoundly lethargic. Blood work indicated elevated liver enzyme ALT, remainder not consistent with pancreatitis. Due to earl holiday closure, pt was transferred to emergency facility for admission and treatment of unknown cause of gastroenteritis, concern with possibility of
imported dog treat induced illness.

He would vomit almost every day or every time after he ate the chicken tenders. He also urinated more frequent and looked very sick.
Dog ate jerky and 3 days later had terrible diarrhea with horrible mucus, increased urination, took to vet and her kidney levels and liver levels were severely abnormal. She was rushed to (b)(6) and was diagnosed with Pancreatitis, Liver and Kidney disease and put on several medications. Unfortunately, our beloved pet and best friend died within
3 short months of eating the treat from China that would end her life!!!!

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potatoe Other

Age

Age
UOM
8 Years

Gender
Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
100 Pound
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Description
(b)(6) 2013
W. Craig Jelinek
President and CEO
Costco Wholesale
Post Office Box 34331
Seattle, Washington
Re: Membership ID # (b)(6)
(b)(6)
Hi, my name is (b)(6) and I am an 8 year old Doberman-pincher. I¿m pretty spoiled because my family loves me a lot and everyone gives me a lot of attention. I should also mention that I am irresistibly cute, which doesn¿t hurt.
One Saturday afternoon I gave my family a serious scare. I thought I was going to die. I was bleeding from my rectum; I was salivating profusely and could not get enough to drink. As soon as my Mom noticed that I was bleeding, she called my vet.(b)(6)at (b)(6) in(b)(6) Connecticut. They told her to immediately bring me to the (b)(6) in (b)(6), Connecticut. Within minutes, they whisked me
into the front of my Dad¿s pickup truck and off we went. I was bleeding so badly throughout the 20 minute drive, I covered my Mom¿s and my sister¿s legs and shoes with blood. I just could not stop.
When we arrived at the animal hospital, they would not let us stay in the waiting room as I was still bleeding. We had to wait outside until a room was available for us to wait in to see a doctor. We waited and waited and finally the doctor came in. After a brief exam and some questions, the doctor explained that they would need to admit me and hook me up to an IV and run some tests to
figure out what is going on. I was pretty upset and felt quite bad. My family left me there. I didn¿t know if I would ever see them again, that¿s how sick I was. I¿m pretty sure they were thinking the same.
Saturday turns into Sunday and Sunday turns into Monday. I am finally starting to feel better. Thank God, maybe I can see my family soon and go home.
My name is (b)(6). I am (b)(6) Mom. We got him from a breeder at 7 weeks old. We waited for him to be born. He is a great dog. He only eats Science Diet dog food and Peanut Butter all natural treats from Petco. He does not eat table food and he has never eaten anything but what I have just stated. He weighed approximately 110 lbs. before getting sick.
On (b)(6) 2013, I went to Costco to pick up some groceries. As you can see from our card activity, I and my husband are frequent Costco shoppers and have been for many years. We do a great deal of shopping at Costco, for gas, tires, contact lenses, TVs, just about most items you sell. Although not normal practice for me, I saw what appeared to be a new item for dogs that looked like it
was ¿healthy¿. It was ¿Duck and Sweet Potatoe Treats by Kingdom Pets¿. From the descriptions on the package, I thought these would be a nice alternative to his peanut butter treats. I purchased a large bag of these for $12.49.
I did not give (b)(6) these new treats until a few days after my purchase. I only gave him a few at a time (three or four) once per day starting on Wednesday or Thursday ((b)(6)). I have what is left from the bag so you can see from it that he did not have many treats at all. He had less than 20 in this two or three day period prior to being admitted to the hospital.
I can¿t describe how upset we were. The doctors were great and kept calling every several hours to provide us with updates as to his progress. We honestly did not know if we would ever be picking him up as neither of us has ever seen an animal so ill.

When they took x-rays, they could see a great deal of swelling of his stomach and intestines. They could only offer that he must have eaten something to disrupt his digestive system and serious enough to cause the severe bleeding.
They put him on fluids, antibiotics, as well as several other medications that I cannot pronounce. See details attached. We finally were able to pick (b)(6) up from the Hospital on Monday night. We only had to provide our charge card for the hefty $2,242.12 hospital bill. I also missed work on Tuesday as I was afraid to leave him alone as he still didn¿t appear to be well. He had to maintain
a cooked chicken and rice only diet for four days. Once four days were completed, we could then begin to introduce his Science Diet with the Chicken and rice for the remainder of the week (7 days).
After hearing something on the Today Show the week following the incident regarding pet treats that were killing dogs, I did some research to find out what was going on. Apparently, pet treats from China have been in the news for causing illness for years. Several treats, including Kingdom Pets, were voluntarily recalled early in 2012 because trace amounts of unapproved antibiotics were
found in these treats and others listed in the attached article.
Imagine our surprise. If these treats were recalled last year, why on earth would Costco be selling them this year? Have the ingredients been changed? Did Costco not know that these treats could be causing this illness and possible death to animals?
I reviewed ¿Costco Wholesale¿s Mission Statement on Animal Welfare¿ and although I think it¿s an honorable mission statement, I¿m not quite certain it¿s sincere.
I addition to the upset, concern and loss of three days of our functioning lives (my daughter, husband and myself) missing a day at work and pay, coupled with (b)(6) upset and illness, we also were facing a $2,242.12 surprise with the hope that (b)(6) would have a full recovery. Fortunately, he did after about 2 weeks and the loss of 10 lbs.
I am asking for some accommodations on your part. I want that item to be removed from the shelves at Costco so no other families have to go through this. I would like serious consideration made by Costco¿s purchasing area to ensure these types of ¿questionable¿ food sources (pet treats from China) aren¿t part of Costco¿s offerings to its unsuspecting customers. Lastly, I would like a
reasonable offer by Costco for the pain, upset and costs that my family has been subjected to as a result of this Costco purchase.
Lastly, I am sending a copy of this document and its attachments to the following, in an attempt to help other families from living through the three days of hell that we just did:
Richard A. Galanti, Executive Vice President, CFO, Costco Wholesale
Dennis Knapp, Senior Vice President, Foods & Sundries Merchandising, Costco Wholesale
Joseph P. Portera, Executive Vice President, COO0-Eastern & Canadian Divisions, Costco Wholesale
FDA Center for Veterinary Medicine at www.fda.gov/animalveterinary/default.htm
Pet Food Complaints at www.fda.gov/animalveterinary/safetyhealth
Safety Reporting Portal at www.safetyreporting.hhs.gov
(b)(6)
Kingdom Pets at www.thekingdompets.com
Thank you for your kind attention in this matter.
We look forward to hearing from you. (b)(6)
(b)(6)
Supporting Documentation:

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast
Happy Hips Chicken Breast glucosamine Dog
and chondroitin
Wagon's chicken jerky treats
Dog
Dogswell Happy Hips Helps Maintain
Dog
Healthy Joints, PCI Brand Chicken
Breast Tenders 100% Natural,
DreamBone The Healthy Alternative to
Rawhide, Boots and Barkley Chicken
Wrapped Rawhide Twists

Terrier - Yorkshire
Terrier - West Highland
White
Shih Tzu

4.5 Years

Female

5.3 Pound

7 Years

Female

18.6 Pound

7 Years

Male

Priority chicken jerky treats.

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

11 Years

Waggin' Train Wholesome Chicken
Jerky Tenders Chicken Dog Treats

Dog

Greater Swiss
Mountain Dog

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin, Dogswell
Veggie Life Happy Hips with
Glucosamine & Chondroitin, Dogswell
Veggie Life Happy Hips for Helps
Maintain Healthy Joints with
Glucosamine & Chondroitin Chicken
and Sweet Potato

Dog

Setter - Irish Red

10 Years

Milo Chicken Jerky

Dog

Male

Dog

Shepherd Dog German
Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Jerky Treats Tender Strips Dog Snacks

6 Years

Female

7 Years

22 Pound

Female

Male

Female

I have a 2.5lb bag of Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast Jerky Treats distributed by IMS Pet Industries, Inc. and purchased at the Costco store in (b)(6), TX.. The entire contents of the bag has developed mold. The expiration date on the bag is 03 10 2015. The bar code is 7 6830301496 3. There are two other numbers-3167 above the bar code and 238 Y
below the expiration date. The bag has been kept sealed in a cabinet inside our home. The desiccant packs are still in the bag.
Dog presented on 13 three day history of decreased appetite and vomiting. Owner reported feeding Sadie a new chicken jerky treat - Happy Hips by Dogswell, made in China, the day before the signs started. This was the first time the owner had ever offered the dog this jerky treat. On PE had painful abdomen. The dog was treated with
outpatient supportive care and responsed well, the owner reports the dog was back to herself 5 days after treatment initiated. Bloodwork showed no signficant findings except for a mild increase in BUN/creatinine ratio. Liver and renal values were normal. A urinalysis was normal.
(b)(6) presented to my clinic on (b)(6)/13 with a 1 week history of polyuria, polydypsea, and lethargy. Labwork revealed acute renal insufficiency with tubular damage. By ruling out other possible causes and obtaining a complete history, it was determined that the likely etiology was Wagon's chicken jerky treats that were purchased at a Sam's
club and manufactured in China. The dog was referred to a specialist for ICU care and recovered.
isosthenuria , glucosuria, hyporexia

(b)(6) went to the emergency clinic on (b)(6) with history of vomit for 2 days. Her bloodwork showed increases in her kidney values, pancreatic values, glucose and severe electrolyte derangement. She was euthanized because of the severity of her condition.

104 Pound

Surgical removal of affected testicle went without complications (although it was known pre-anesthetically that BUN/Creatinine was elevated). Post-op swelling was managed via antibiotics, etc. Three weeks post-op, the patient became an overt renal failure patient. Treatment was unsuccessful, and the dog died in our hospital while under care
(IV fluids, antibiotics, etc.). In hind sight, the owner brought in packaging of "Waggin Train Jerky Tenders" that were fed to this dog approximately one month prior to renal disease diagnosis. It is unknown if the Jerky treats are related, but the renal failure was diagnosed within a time frame to have made it suspicious.

55 Pound

I also have another dog that is around same age and weight, but is a mixed dog we bought from the Humane Society. The other is same weight and size and yrs. of age, but is an red Irish Setter. The mixed puppy has been throwing up a lot, yellow phlegm, a lot of her hair is falling out that is more than normal, and she has lost a lot of weight. The
Irish Setter has had blood in her stools, including the other dog. They have been drinking a lot of water, excessive amounts. Not themselves. I took off treats and want a refund as the website said to call, but at this moment I have been on hold for over 25 minutes and no one has answered. The recording gives you an option to leave a message
when pressing 9, but it will not let you leave a message. I am worried about my dogs. I am feeding them only dog food and stopped these treats. What should I do now?

90 Pound

Given the Milo Chicken Jerky to the dog after that he became very ill (We still have the product)

13.9 Pound

on 11/23/13, O reports that pet is not acting normally, lethargic. Started having diarrhea on 11/21/13 in evening after dinner meal, brownish-red with mucus. Started vomiting on 11/22/13 at 4:00 am - undigested food. (b)(6) is not eating. History of eating Jerky treats purchased from Costco

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

full moon brand
kitchen natural
arthur pet products

Dog

Shih Tzu

Dingo American Made Market Cuts
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Age

Weight
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Age
UOM
4 Years

Gender
Female

Weight
UOM
8.48 Kilogram

Terrier - Yorkshire

10 Months

Female

5.2 Pound

Dog presented two weeks after giving chicken jerky. No symptoms except occasional cough for 1 month. Presenting complaints were vomiting, anorexia, diarrhea, lethargy. Owner said dog drank more and urinated more often. Bloodwork was normal except for a slight decrease in amylase and a slight increase in lymphocytes. Urinalysis had an
increased pH, Proteinuria, glucosuria, and an increased microalbuminuria. This is a "Fanconi-type" syndrome suspect in a dog. Rarely seen in a non-Basenji. Fluids, anti-emetics, antibiotics, pepsid, and small frequent feedings of a recovery food were given. Dog took 10 days to respond. The last 5 were hospitalized.

American Kennel Club Sweet Potato
Dog
and Chicken Jerky Blend Dog Treats,
EverPet Real Chicken Chicken Chips Dog
Treats Gourmet Duck Breast
Cadet
Dog

Pug

11 Years

Male

34.5 Pound

Owner noticed began to drink more and urinate more. Urinalysis revealed sugar in the urine and a secondary urinary tract infection. Blood glucose was within normal limits. Suspect Fanconi's Syndrome. Had been getting Everpet real chicken chicken chips, AKC Sweet potato and chicken jerky treats, both products made in China and treated by
irradiation.

Bulldog - American

5 Years

Female

70 Pound

Evening of (b)(6)13 I purchased a bag of Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast 2.5lbs from Costco in (b)(6) AZ). I gave her a couple treats when I got home and few more the following day. She stays in a cage when I am not home and I typically give her a treat when she gets in the cage and when I let her out. On (b)(6)13 I came home, let the dog out, gave
her a treat (one of the duck breast treats), and then fed her her normal food (Blue Buffalo Healthy Weight). After coming back inside after eating she was acting a little weird and puked quit a bit. She proceeded to breath fairly quickly and shallow. She also appeared to be having hard time keeping her eyes open and her nostrils were dry and
flared. She generally looked fairly pitiful and not her normal self. She continued puking through the evening till about midway through the night. I took her temperature and the thermometer was reading 103.5 F. She still did not look well, so I took her to my parents who live nearby and they watched her while I was at work. She puked a couple
more times (she wasn't fed after initial puking, so vomit was just small and frothy), her breathing did not improve, and she was not her normal self. I ended leaving work early and took her to vet. The vet prescribed antibiotics, tramadol, and a anti-vomiting med. The also gave her a shot of the anti-vomiting med along pocket of IV fluid under her
skin. The next day blood work results came back and vet said all three of the enzymes for her pancreas where high, indicating pancreatitis. She greatly improved overnight and seemed completely back to her normal self after a day. She was fed a bland diet of rice and boiled chicken or extra lean ground beef for the next week.

Happy Hips Salmon Jerkey with
Dog
Whitefish Clucosamine and Chondroitin

Retriever - Labrador

7 Years

Male

55 Pound

I fed my dog Happy Hips Salmon Jerky, one full piece at 6:15pm on 11/22/13. At 9:45 am on 11/23/13 he went into a convulsions and dead. He was young, in good health, and this was the only change in his diet.

Vitalife Duck Tenders

Dog

Retriever (unspecified)

2 Years

Female

50 Pound

Our dogs are given treats 1 - 4 times a day. We were giving them Vitalife Duck Tenders. After consulting with our Vet Clinic, they suggested submitting a report to the FDA concerning these treats. Our other dog (b)(6) - report submitted) was seen by our vet on Friday(b)(6) 2013 for severe diarreha with blood in it. (b)(6) showed no symtoms. The
next evening (Saturday (b)(6) 2013) (b)(6) began to show symptoms. She would not eat or drink anything. She had diarrehea which eventually contained blood and began to puke profusely for hours, finally puking blood. Our Vet clinic was closed on Sundays so we took her to the Emergency clinic where she was kept overnight.

Vitalife Duck Tenders

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Female

65 Pound

We purchased Vitalife Duck Tenders for our dogs. We recently were made aware of the warnings issued by the FDA and discussed with our Vet if these could be the cause of our dogs illnesses.
Lexi had begun to get sick earlier in the week but on Friday we decided to take her to the Vet. She started with normal diareeha but by Friday she had begun to have blood in her poop. We took her to the Vet and had her checked out. The Vet diagnosed her with abnormal bacterial population with some Clostridial bacteria which can cause
diarreha on their own or secondary to a parasitic infection. A sample was submitted to the lab. We had to feed her a bland diet and add in a probiotice to her food. She was also required to take Metronidazole. This ended up clearing up her issues. This ended up costing us almost 200 dollars.
The next day, other other dog exibhited even worse symptoms. We have created a second report on Eberle.
After discussing the warnings previously given by the FDA regarding the Vitalife Duck Tenders with our Vet Clinic, they asked that we submit a report with the FDA as these products could have very easily caused these symtoms in our dogs. I have tried contacting Vitalife and have not recieved a response.

Happy Hips Duck Breast with
glucosamine & chondroitin

Description
vomited within 30 minutes of eating chicken jerky

I have been giving my 2 dogs Happy Hips by dogswell for a couple weeks. They love them and I thought I was rewarding them with a healthy snack. I gave them 2 each in the evening. I noticed my one dog started burping very loudly. Then a few days
later she would regurgitate liquid in her mouth and try to swallow it. I thought she was eating something outside that didn't
agree with her stomach. I started going out in the yard with her to see if I could see what she was eating. Then a week ago
other dog started doing the same thing. I was really puzzled until I read an article in our local paper. (b)(6) has an
column in our Reading Eagle which I always read. She wrote an article about jerky treats making dogs sick because they were
made in China. I immediately logged on this website she listed in the column. I also went on the computer to research any
information I could find about Dogswell Happy Hips. I was really upset reading all the information. I feed by dogs what I
thought was the best food and treats I could buy. So far, my dogs do not show anyother signs or symptoms. I will watch
them closely. I want to help get the warning out to other dog owners. I am hoping my dogs will be o.k. I will be watching
them very closely. thank you.

PetnShape chicknsweet potato dog
treats
AKC American Kennel Club

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

7 Years

Female

10 Pound

Dog

Chihuahua

3 Years

Female

5 Pound

Milo

Dog

Chihuahua

12 Years

Female

10 Pound

Canyon Creek Chicken Jerky and Canyon Dog
Creek Duck jerkey

Rottweiler

10 Years

Female

100 Pound

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky and sweet
potato treats

Affenpinscher

4.5 Years

Female

5 Pound

Dog

American Kennel Club Banana and
Dog
Chicken Jerky Wraps , American Kennel
Club Chicken Poppers

Shepherd Dog Australian

2 Years

Milo's Kitchen Home Style dog treats
Beef Jerky
Happy Hips Chicken Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin
Vitality Chicken Breast
Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatball

Dog

Siberian Husky

Dog

Rottweiler

Dog
Dog

Poodle - Toy
Crossbred Canine/dog

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatball

Dog

Pet shoppe chicken jerky treats
Exer-hides Chicken Jerky wrapped
Rawhide sticks
Dogswell Veggie Life Happy Hips Dog
Chews Chicken & Sweet Potato

My yorkie ate 3 or 4 chicken wrap sweet potato treats and within days was hospitalized with kidney failure and after 8 days in hospital there was no hope of recovery and had to put her to sleep.
became ill rapid onset continuous movement of head with muscle spasm and unable to stand.back legs collapsed on attempts to stand,yelping regularly as in pain and fear vomit no appetite 72 hrs.had to give fluids per eye dropper.seizure like activity this about one month ago then two weeks ago a less severe episode with same symptoms
She was fed a daily snack that she had an affinity for which was a variety fo jerky type of products (Milo). One day late in the afternoon she showed signs of some kind of stress while riding home in the car. Within 15 minutes she started foaming through her mouth and nostrils, then started convulsing and died in minutes.
At first she was lathargic, I thought she was just being lazy cause of her age. Then she wasn't eating as much as usual. Within a week she was throwing up and thats when I took her to the vet. They said her kidney's were failing. I had given all 3 of my dogs the Canyon Creek chicken and duck jerky treats. Don't know if they were the cause because
the other dogs didn't get sick...but she had the same symptons as what has been reported. She spent 4days at the vet hooked up to an IV and on antibotics. They couldn't get her kidneys working past 30%. We had to put her down.
first got hives, very nervous, vomiting, diarrhea, then bloody stools leading to pure bloody mucous fluid from bowels
became so lethargic had to check if she was breathing to be sure was still alive.
would not eat, drank water but limited at first
went out every hour to void or diarrhea
two bloody accidents in the house of at least 1 cup of blood.
took to vet, given tests and medicine
remained ill for about 2 weeks plus
took a month to regain normal weight and activity

Male

24 Pound

P was fed Banana and Chicken Jerky Wraps on Sunday. He immediately began vomiting. P vomited approx 30 times between Sunday and presentation to our clinic on Tuesday. P presented laterally recumbent and severely dehydrated w/ absent peripheral pulses, tachycardia and tachypnea. Blood work showed severe pre-renal azotemia as well as
significant hepatopathy, urine specific gravity was 1.028 despite severe dehydration. P had a fever of 104.5F. After several days of intensive fluid therapy, anti-nausea meds and antacids (b)(6) fully recovered and blood work returned to normal. P is now doing well at home.

13 Years

Female

62 Pound

14 Weeks

Female

18 Pound

Bought Milo's Kitchen Beef Jerky at Petco. Within a week she was sick with diarreha,vomiting and then noticed increase in drinking and urination. Ultimately lost approx 7 lbs. Obviously stopped providing treats and she has recovered.
Purchased other products that were fine when used with no reaction
Used chicken jerky as a treat. Puppy developed mucoid, bloody diarrhea. Product was "Happy Hips, chicken breast with glucosamine and chondroitin. Product is manufactured in China. Distributer name is Dogswell. Address: Arthur Dogswell, LLC, 11301 W Olympic Blvd, Ste 520, Los Angeles, CA 90064.

7 Years

Male
Male

28 Pound

Crossbred Canine/dog

9 Years

Female

21 Pound

Dog
Dog

Mixed (Dog)
Schnauzer - Miniature

2 Years
10 Years

Male
Female

10 Pound
15 Pound

Vomiting, now diagnosed with a kidney problem.
Shortly after consuming the chicken jerky wrapped rawhide's, she started vomiting. This would only happen a couple of times a month. She also developed an odor that she had not had before. She became less active and over the course of several months began to lose weight. Her mouth was ulcerated and tender, had foul smelling breath, even
though her teeth were quite healthy. She began to lose control of her back legs, it was hard for her to climb stairs. She was given a blood test and diagnosed with End Stage Renal Disease. Her vomit was yellow and frothy. She also had diarrhea and loss of appetite. In the end she became disoriented and was having severe seizures.

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

13 Years

Female

34 Pound

a new bag of the Dogswell happy hips treats the morning of (b)(6) (approx. 7am) and gave the dog a small treat. approximately 12 hours later the dog began experiencing gastrointestinal distress in the form of soft stool and vomiting. Almost 18 hours after the treat was given, the dog was experiencing extreme diarrhea. The diarrhea continued all
day. By 2 pm on (b)(6) (29 hours after the treat was given) the diarrhea was bloody.

(b)(6) had bloody vomit and dehydration.
On (b)(6)/2013, I had a scheduled appt. for (b)(6) annul wellness checkup. At this time I was going to schedule a dental cleaning. He's only other issue was a papilloma on his right eyelid. I told my vet that he had blood coming from his mouth, I thought due to bleeding gums. After she did a lab profile, he was severely thrombopenic. His liver
enzymes were also elevated and some other blood work askew. He was on steriods for 3 weeks, antibiotics x2, at least bi-monthly lab draws, also had X-rays and US. He is doing great right now but is about 10 overweight (much to do with steriods).
(b)(6) became deathly ill in a matter of four days. Nothing changed in living environment. She was extremely lethagic, not eating or drinking. She started exhibiting symptoms on Friday and made an appointment at my Vets for Monday ((b)(6) 2013) but by Sunday (additionally vomiting bile) she looked so bad I took her to the emergency vets. She
was diagnosised with Hemorrhagic Gastroenteritis (HGE), had bloody diarrhea and hypersalivation. If I had waited any longer she would have died. She was extremely dehydrated. She was kept at the Vets for 5 days (I left her an extra day because I was scared) with IV hydration, antibiotics, and tests. The first day visiting her, I thought I was going
to lose her but by day three she had perked up and looked better.

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Authority Chewey Dog Treats, A Dog's Dog
life REALDOGS all natural chicken jerky

Crossbred Canine/dog

Wag-N-Tail duck jerky

Shepherd Dog German

Dog

Age

Age
UOM
3 Years

Gender

9 Years

Male

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
18.7 Pound

52 Kilogram

Kingdom Pets -All Natural Ingredients
Chicken Jerky Dog Treats
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Description
Yesterday the owner gave a chicken jerky treat from Thailand and the dog became lethargic, clingy and lost interest in food. He had no vomit or diarrhea. Doing better this morning till the owner then gave a Chicken Jerky treat from USA and once again became lethargic, clingy and no appetite. Other, larger dog in house (61 pounds) also got same
treats and was not adversely affected. On physical exam, Dieter was fine with no major abnormalities noted. No bloodwork done yet. Sent home on famotidine and advised owner to save jerky treats in case needed for analysis.
(b)(6) developed decreased appetite with vomiting on Sunday after having been given duck jerky treats (Wag-n-tail) saturday evening and then again Sunday morning. Taken to rDVM on Monday, had Fever of 104.0, blood work revealed elevated liver values, total bilirubin and white blood cell count.
I purchased Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky (manufactured in China) treats at Costco at (b)(6), NC (b)(6). We gave our dogs (2-year-old golden retriever and 8-month-old chocolate lab) the treats this past Saturday. A few hours later, they were suffering from gastrointestinal issues. They were seemingly better by Sunday evening. We didn't make the
connection to the treats until yesterday, when we gave them treats again. They again had the gastrointestinal issues, that have continued into today, along with extreme lethargy in our golden (she ingested more of the treats).
I have spoken to both the local store and the headquarters, and both advised that they are not included in the recall. I was further advised that Costco tests their products for all microbial, chemical adulterants, and along with any unapproved antibiotic use. As I understand the recall, it is not certain what is causing the illness in dogs, so while I
appreciate all Costco does in testing for the above mentioned potential issues, I am not convinced that they would be able to detect whatever it is making dogs ill from these treats. I was told to return the product for a full refund, which I will do, but I am concerned about other dogs, who may be made extremely sick by these treats. Please feel
free to contact me with any questions you may have.

Dingo brand Goof Balls
Kingdom Pets Wholesome Chicken
Jerky

Dog
Dog

Maltese
Coonhound - Redtick

6 Years
3 Years

Female
Female

dingo dental treats

Dog

Chihuahua

5 Years

Male

Wag-n-tails Duck tenders

Dog

Poodle - Standard

10 Months

Female

37 Pound

she was laying on the floor and bloody diarrhea just start coming out of her and then she suddenly stood up to go more. she is totally house broke so it was a surprise that she done this. then the next day she done the same thing while my son was watching her for a little while that day. she kept going out to go all day. I ended up in the hospital
that night bec of an allergic reaction to my meds and was in there for 5 days and had no idea she still had the diarrhea. my husband told me the night before I got out and I had him stop all food and treats and only give her rice I had him make for her. she slowly stopped the diarrhea and then when I cam home and she was back to formed stool, I
started mixing her food in with it. then I stopped the rice and went to straight food. after a couple days of everything good, I started giving her the wag-n-tails duck tenders again first 1 a day then 2 the next day. on the second day she started with the bloody diarrhea again and started acting a little lethargic and not wanting to eat her rice again
that I started again and took all dog food and duck treats away.. she nibbled on it a little at a time. took her to the vet no fever, no worms, and a full blood panel bec she wanted to be sure that her kidneys or liver wasn't affected from all of this. she put her on med for her stomach and diarrhea and special dog food and no more of the treats.

waggin train wholesome chicken jerky Dog
tenders, cadet duck breast, milkbone
large, kirkland dental chews plus
glucosamine
+ omega
3 + 6 fatty
acids, Dog
EVER
PET GRILLED
CHICKEN
STRIPS
DOG TREATS
Happy Hips chicken and sweet potato Dog
treats
Dogswell vitality chicken jerky per
Dog
owner. Package not available

Retriever - Labrador

10 Years

Male

83 Pound

presented for lameness which progressed to lethargy, inappetance, weight loss, intermittent soft stool, progressive azotemia and protein losing nephropathy, elevated liver enzymes and hypertension. Consumption of jerky treats previously.

8 Years

2 WEEKS AGO BOUGHT EVERPET GRILLED CHICKEN STRIPS DOG TREATS FROM DOLLAR GENERAL AND BEGAN REWARDING (b)(6) WITH THE TREATS DAILY.... HE LOVED THE TREATS! HE DEVELOPED A DRY HACKING COUGH/FLAT AFFECT/ SLEPT MORE (12-18) HOURS/DAILY/SEEMED DEPRESSION AND LACKED HIS NORMAL ENERGY AND JOY FOR
LIFE....HE DIED TODAY FROM CHF.
She started having kidney failure and died 3 weeks later after taking her to the vet.
She had been consuming tainted dog treats from China
Lethargy, decreased appetite, drinking a lot of water, vomited 3 times in 2 days on(b)(6)2013, bloodwork unremarkable (blood sugar 126mg/dL, slight increase in ALP). Urinalysis results : 2+ ketones, 1+ glucose, and fine granular cast 2 days both BW. Transient hyperglycemia also occured 24 hours later but resolved without the use of insulin. Mild
increase in ALT and Alkp persisted 3 days after presentation. Today, 11 days post initial presentation, alk P remains mildly elevated at 264U/L, blood glucose is normal but no urine was available. The owner will be dropping a urine sample later. We feel this case fits due to glucouria and ketonuria in a non diabetic pet.

Duck Quackers

9 Pound

My dog was hospitalized for 8 days for vomiting, loss of appetite, increase water intake, frequent urination. Final diagnosis - Fanconi's syndrome type II
During the week of(b)(6), 2013, I purchased one 48 oz bag of Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky at the Costco in (b)(6) WA, (b)(6). On Friday, (b)(6), 2013 at about 1pm, I gave the dog exactly two of the treats. These were the first treats I gave her from the bag purchased earlier in the week. Eighteen hours later, on Saturday morning, she woke up
vomiting. Since then, she has been having diarrhea with copious amounts of fresh red blood. My 3 year old, vigorous, happy, healthy (as proved by excellent bloodwork in a physical earlier in the year) hound began a lot of bleeding in her gastrointestinal tract hours after eating only two strips. I control her environment; she is not off leash, and I
feed her carefully and in a monitored way. The treats produced the blood, in my opinion and observation. I've had her to the vet, and so far her blood panels are normal (three days after onset of diarrhea). We are trying to control her diarrhea, keep her hydrated, and now it is a waiting game to see if my dog develops the kidney and liver
dysfunction that I have now read are killing dogs. I had not known about the chicken controversy in these products sourced in China. The Costco has known, and has not pulled the treats. I have notified my vet, the distributor, and Costco at the local and corporate levels. I have the entire remainder of the bag of treats and would like the FDA to
have them for testing if desired. Please do something about this. If my dog dies, I want an autopsy and to offer her for study. I have heard other consumers say the FDA has not contacted them after a report. These products should be pulled until proven safe, not left for other dogs to consume until proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that they
are killing dogs. If this was baby food, who would put up with this? Please act. Thank you.
owner fed "dingo" dental treats to both dogs. product made in china. both dogs presented for inappetance and some vomiting.
ace was icteric and had severe dental disease. both dogs normothermic. lab work for both dogs was similar. increased renal and hepatic values. owner declined hospitalization and fluid therapy. pets were placed on amoxicillin. (b)(6) died at home. the owner is seeking post-mortem exam at purdue university. (b)(6) is at home, owner is forcing
fluids. dog is still inappetant.

Male

10 Pound

8.5 Years

Female

20 Pound

Shih Tzu

5 Years

Female

24 Pound

Dog

Shih Tzu

3 Years

Female

9 Pound

Cadet Gourmet Chicken Grill'ums

Dog

Retriever - Golden

3 Months

13 Pound

5 year old lab and 3 month golden each given one treat. Two hours later the lab threw up and the golden rushed to animal clinic due to diarrhea, vomiting, and excessive drooling. Preformed emergency surgery because xray results unclear. Both dogs consumed treat at same time and both became sick at same time so conclusion is the treat
caused illness. Product: Cadet Gourmet Grill'ums. 3 oz resealable bag. 6830307213

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Manchester

10 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

20 Pound

We gave our dogs Waggin Train Chicken Jerky & Sweet Potato treats many times over a few years. In September our dog Ruby showed signs of frequent thirst & urination plus abdominal pain and disorientation. FDA report was previously submitted. Based on our dog (b)(6) diagnosis, when our other dog (b)(6) started to show signs of frequent
thirst & urination we took him to the vet where he was also diagnosed with extremely elevated Liver enzymes. He was referred to a specialist for a sonogram where he too was diagnosed with Gallbladder sludge and an enlarged liver.

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

9 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

18 Pound

We had given our dogs Waggin Train Chicken Jerky & Sweet Potato treats many times over several years. In (b)(6)2013 our MinPin (b)(6) started showing signs of increased thirst & excessive urination. She became lethargic, unable to move. She showed signs of pain in her upper abdomen, unable to put her leg down because her stomach had
become distended. She became disoriented and would fall over when trying to lie down. We took her to the Vet right away. He gave her a full exam and drew blood. The results showed extremely elevated Liver enzymes. He referred us to a specialist for a sonogram. The sonogram shows excessive "sludge" or debris accumulated in the gall
bladder and enlarged liver.

The Original Jerky Treats
Bacon Flavour

Chihuahua

8 Pound
55 Pound

Pug

started feeding my dog Duck Quakers bought from Wal Mart for about three months ( three or four a day, duck jerkys) and then WalMart stopped selling them. Started buying the duck quakers from Pet Market and didn't realize they were made in China until she got really sick, throwing up, peeing constantly and drinking gallons of water. After
four days of this, I took her to my vet who diagnosed her with kidney failure ( FONTONI ?) and said it could be result of the Duck Quakers that I was feeding her or was inherited ) He then called me the next day and said he found that FDA had warned pet stores, etc. about these duck jerkies. I took them back ( three bags) to Pet Market to
complain that they were making money off of products that caused harm to animals and the manager told me it was a corporate decision what the markets sell. The vet told me that (b)(6) could live two or three more years. That was two months ago and now (b)(6) has gained her weight back and stopped peeing so much and is back to normal. I
feed her no treats. I think she is back in recovery.

I received a pack of Jerky Treats, Bacon Flavor that contain garlic & onion which are toxic to dogs. I don't understand why Del Monte adds this toxic ingredients in the treats. Are they allowed to do this? Most people are not aware what garlic & onions can be fatal to dogs. I asked a veterinarian if these treats are safe and I was told to throw them
out as they are not safe.
Why are these still on the shelf for sale?
The public needs to be alerted. Stores should not be selling these treats.
The UCP number is.....0 4152261520 4
Can you please follow up on this before dogs die from their product.
Thank you & please do let me know what is being done.
(b)(6)

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Age

Weight

Weight
UOM

Age
UOM

Gender

14 Years

Female

15 Pound

In (b)(6) of 2012, I started feeding my two rescue dogs jerky treats. I had the animals for almost 8 years and nursed them through cancer surgeries and other ailments from neglect. They were very healthy until I started feeding them the jerky treats. The treats were originally purchased from PetSmart. (cannot remember brand but did submit
receipt for refund when they were recalled). In November, both animals began to vomit and have extreme diarrhea. I immediately took them to the veterinarian and they believed the animals must have "gotten into something" because they both began with the same symptoms at the same time. We are extremely vigilant of our pets (inside
dogs) and knew they had not ingested anything out of the ordinary. Shortly within this time, there was notification of a recall on jerky treats. I then realized that I had added this to their diet, but did not think they were toxic. As soon as I heard of the recall, I stopped giving the treats. Unfortunately, my animals were already in kidney failure.
After multiple visits and hospitalizations, one of my dogs did recover. Unfortunately, my beloved (b)(6) could not recover from the kidney damage and had to be euthanized on(b)(6), 2012 at 4:10 pm. I always questioned the jerky treats as the cause of their illness, but had no proof.
It was nine months since (b)(6)'s death that I decided to go to an all natural pet store and inquire about all natural jerky treats made in the United States. They assured me there had been no problems with this brand and they were all natural and 100% safe (hence the price tag of $23 per bag). I began giving (b)(6) these "treats" (which I now
know are "toxins") Within approximately 3 weeks, she developed the same symptoms - vomiting and diarrhea. Again, emergency veterinarian and same questions. This time, I knew immediately what had changed. She was being fed these toxic treats. I stopped the treats immediately and she did survive...barely! Thousands of dollars later but
more importantly, a broken heart almost a year later, knowing I probably was the one responsible for (b)(6)'s death from feeding this toxic treat to my animals. Thankfully, one of them survived. This second round of near death was no coincidence.
PLEASE PLEASE STOP ALLOWING THESE TO BE ON THE MARKET.

Male

60 Pound

Ate 2 dental sticks at 530 this morning. This is the only thing different he has had added to his diet. By 7 he was vomiting. This has went on for 18hrs. He is drinking excessive water but it is coming back up within 20 min. Sometimes with blood. Dog is normally very healthy.

45 Pound

She developed gastro/severe stomach problems, ie: Bleeding bowel movements, vomiting, weakness, dehydration and had to be hospitalized. She was released from the hospital and we then returned to giving her Wagon Train Chicken Treats and, she returned to the above symptoms. We bought her special digestive dog food, it didn't help
much. The Veterinarian could not figure out the cause of the symptoms. Unknown to us we continued to give her (Wagon Train Chicken Treats). We eventually had to put her down to relieve her suffering. I then read, saw on TV, and researched on the internet and discovered the symptoms our dog was suffering were the same symptoms
described that hundreds of other dogs had died from. Take this stuff off the market. How many more beloved pets have to die.

Jerky Treats (2 brands - one from China Dog
one from US) Cannot recall which
specific brands.

Dachshund
(unspecified)

Dingo dental sticks for tartar control

Dog

Pit Bull

wagon train chicken treats

Dog

Basset - Artesian
Norman

14 Years

Female

Kingdom Pets All Natural Ingredients
Dog
Chicken Jerky
betsy farms natural chicken jerky fillets Dog
dog treats
Cadet Gormet Duck Brest, Kingdom
Dog
Pets Wholesome Duck and Sweet
Potato

Akita

10 Months

Male

88.1 Pound

2 Years

Male

7 Pound

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Savory Prime Chicken Breast Fillets
Jerky

Dog

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats
Dog
Waggin Train Jerky Treats
Dog
Waggin Train PBJ wrapped with chicken Dog
jerky

Other Canine/dog
Poodle (unspecified)
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6 Years

22 Months

Female

11.8 Pound

Mixed (Dog)

4 Years

Female

22 Pound

Poodle - Miniature

8 Years

Female

2.72 Kilogram

Corgi (unspecified)
Retriever - Labrador
Terrier - Yorkshire

7 Years
7 Years
11 Years

Female
Female
Female

35 Pound
80 Pound
10 Pound

Description

Patient pulled the bag down off of cabinet 5 ft high and ate most of the bag while owner was at work. Approximately 2 days later, patient developed profuse, large volume diarrhea, was lethargic and vomited several times. Patient was seen on emergency. Laboratory work showed a normal CBC, moderate elevation of ALT and normal urinalysis.
Patient was treated with Cerenia injectable, metronidazole, and amoxicillin. Patient was not hospitalized and appears to be recovering
Patient ingested two jerky treats and was taken outside with the owner. Patient collapsed and owner rushed to the local er clinic. Patient had to be resusitated two times. Patients blood clotting times were extremely elevated, vomiting, bloody and green diarrhea. hypothermic. Tested neg for rat bait toxin ingestion through state labs. No other
significant dianostic abnormalties found during blood screens, ultrasounds, xrays, and many physical exams. Hospitalized for a total duration of 5 days on supportive iv fluids, warming therapy, and injection for vomiting and antibiotics for GI, along with vitamin k.
The patient has had recurrent urinary tract infections and intermittent incontinence. BUN/Creatinine have been steadily increasing in spite of treatment utilizing proper antibiotics per culture and sensitivity.

Camping all summer and had episodes of diarrhea (b)(6) 2013. Presented (b)(6), 2013 for inappetance, lethargy and diarrhea for 3 days. Diet comprised of Chicken Soup for Dog Lover's Soul, Cadet Duck Breast jerky, table food. Physical revealed dark bloody mucus on rectal and perianal area, no palpable stool in colon, quiet demeanor. Bloodwork
revealed mild elevation in GGT only. Treated with bland diet, antinausea medication (Cerenia) and Metronidazole.
On(b)(6) 15th, (b)(6) developed intractable vomiting (bile, foam, no blood) as well as colitis with hematochezia and melena. There had been no recent dietary indiscretion or change in the mainstay of her diet (table foods and chicken jerky treats) but the type of dog food offered had been switched from Science Diet adult to Science Diet senior
about a week prior. (b)(6) eats very little commercial dog food due to finicky appetite, and her owners quickly resort to feeding table foods as the main diet. (b)(6) had a complete diagnostic workup including CBC (elevated WBC due to neutrophilia), chemistry (low TP due to low albumin and borderline low globulins, total hypocalcemia with
normal ionized, low potassium, elevated GGT, elevated ALP, and progressively elevated T bili), baseline cortisol (elevated), GI panel (low cobalamine, low folate, normal cPLI), abdominal radiographs (no evidence of obstruction), chest radiographs (normal), abdominal ultrasound (peripancreatic fibrosis), and upper and lower GI endoscopy with
biopsies (showed lymphoplasmacytic and eosinophilic gastritis, enteritis, and colitis; no evidence of neoplasia or helicobacter organisms). She ultimately made a full recovery, although she had periods of hypoglycemia in the hospital (associated with fasting for the endoscopy procedure). She also had unexplained liver enzyme elevation (ALP up to
529 U/L, and T bili up to 2.9 mg/dl) and a period of hypophosphatemia which spontaneously resolved. She is being treated with steroid therapy for IBD, and on steroids she is willing to eat a hydrolyzed commercial diet well (Hills Z/D). her T bili has resolved to normal and other lab changes are resolvinig except for liver enzymes, on the steroids.
(b)(6) was given the Waggin Train Jerky treats for 3 years and was diagnosed with renal failure. She was unable to fight her battle and was put to sleep.
(b)(6) had been given Waggin Train jerky treats her whole life. She went into full renal failure. After intensive treatment, she lost her battle and had to be put to sleep.
(b)(6)2013 (b)(6) presented with digestive problems primarily vomiting some diarrhea. Owner tried medications to calm stomach, it was suspected she ate something that did not agree with her. If in 24-48 symptoms were not improved we were to do blood work and further diagnostics at that time.
(b)(6)2013 (seen by different doctor (b)(6) same clinic) symptoms were worsening
CBC:WBC slightly elevated, LYM slightly elevated
General Health profile: Glu slightly elevated, Na slightly decreased
CPLi: normal
LRS 150 ml give SQ
(b)(6)2013 (b)(6)
Radiographs taken air in colon was noted
Rx Carafate 5 ml TID
(b)(6)2013 (b)(6)
Vomited once yesterday, still having diarrhea at this time. Drinking water good.
Rx. Sucralfate 1 gram
Rx. Cerenia 1g 1/3 po q8h
Cerenia inj 0.5 ml SQ
Rx. diagel
Rx a/d 1 can
(b)(6)13 (seen by (b)(6))
Vomiting has not stopped diarrhea is worsening.
Discussed foods, medication exposure, toxins etc potential exposure
treats - new bag of waggin train and nutrical soft chew was give 2 days prior to symptoms starting.
IV FLuids LRS
Barium radiographs
vomited small amount of barium back up
at 90 minutes barium still in stomach small amount, margins appear abnormal
sent home with metoclopramide
discussed exploratory surgery on (b)(6)13
b)(6)13
radiograph still small amount of barium
CBC: WBC decreased slightly, RBC elevated, HCT elevated, PLT decreased
General Health: ALB decreased, BUN slightly elevated, phos elevated, glucose elevated, Na decreased, K slightly decreased
Exploratory performed:
Gastrointestinal track - pale in coloration, decreased peristalsis noted, stomach dilated and pale no foreign bodies found, stomach lining irritated. Duodenum thickened and pale. Colon was dilated liquidity fecal matter expressed. Pancreas was inflamed with white plaques present. Liver margins slightly rounded with edges in areas opaque white
coloration. Spleen areas of discoloration with a few (2-3) white plaques on the body.
Findings discussed with owners, elected to euthanasia while under anesthesia.

100% Natural Mini Chicken & Biscuits
Recipe PCI Brand
PCI Chicken Tender Strips

Dog

Chihuahua

8 Years

Female

6 Pound

(b)(6) stopped eating and having bowel movements on (b)(6), 2013. She became lethargic, drank more water, but did not want any food or treats. Prior to this, she ate, had bowel movements.

100% Natural Mini Chicken & Biscuits
Recipe PCI Brand
Chicken Tender Strips PCI Brand

Dog

Chihuahua

8 Years

Female

6 Pound

(b)(6) stopped eating and having a bowel movement on(b)(6), 2013. She was also shaking. She still was drinking water, more than usual. I took (b)(6) to her vet -(b)(6) on (b)(6) 2013. He examined her and found one of her anal glands to be infected. Antibioltics were given. (b)(6) was not getting better, not eating, no bowel movement. I took her
back to(b)(6) on (b)(6), 2013,(b)(6), 2013 (see by (b)(6)) - at which time she was given Xrays and an ultrasound to check for a what the doctor believed may be a possible blockage of a treat. I took her back to see (b)(6) on(b)(6), 2013, at which time she was admitted. Blood work was done, Xrays, ultrasound, Barium swallowing. She was on IV and
kept overnight. (b)(6) had not eaten or had a bowel movement since (b)(6), 2013.....she was deteriorating. (b)(6) called me that night with results of the bloodwork - (b)(6) was in kidney failure. I went to (b)(6) on (b)(6) 2013 and was told her bloodwork had gotten worse and her kidneys were failing. (b)(6) was still not eating and now not drinking
and no bowel movement. I had to make the heartbreaking decision and (b)(6) was put to sleep on (b)(6), 2013 in (b)(6) office. During each visit, (b)(6) asked repeatedly what treats I had given (b)(6) which were the chicken tender strips and chicken and biscuit treats.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Vitality Chicken Breast with Flaxseed
and Vitamins

Dog

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky

Dog

Age

Weight

Weight
UOM

Age
UOM

Gender

Retriever - Labrador

4 Months

Female

20 Pound

On 2 seperate occasions, I gave her my puppy Vitality Chicken Breast Treat. On both occasions, the jerky caused her to throw up. The second time she threw up several times throughout the day.

Brittany

9 Years

Female

32 Pound

(b)(6) developed kidney disease that was detected by a routine blood test prior to getting her teeth cleaned. She was not exhibiting any symptoms of the kidney disease. At the time, we were giving her 4-5 Waggin Train Chicken treats each day. When she was diagnosed I had read about the problems with these treats and asked our Veterinarian
if we should discontinue the treats. At her suggestion we discontinued the treats immediately and threw them away.

Kingdom Pets
All Natural Ingredients
Chicken Jerky
Jerky Treats
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Description

Gradual deterioration of pet's (canine) health since (b)(6) 2013 (weight loss, decreased appetite). Blood work and urinalysis in July and blood work in (b)(6) did not support evidence of kidney or liver disease. Most recent packed cell volume and complete blood counts revealed anemia. Report is being submitted because jerky treats fed to patient
were made in China. Owner reports patient has been fed these jerky treats for an estimated 2 to 3 years.

Dog

Terrier - Rat

Milo's kitchen ( Delmonte) Canine Carry Dog
outs

Retriever - Golden

Waggin Tail Jerk Treats

Dog

Dogswell

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Long-haired
Pug

7 Years

10 Years

Male

33 Pound

On (b)(6), 2012 I fed (b)(6) Jerky treats purchased from local A to Z store. By (b)(6) 2012 he was at (b)(6) with (b)(6) about to die. He received fluids an meds an I took him home. he never got well thereafter and was euthanized. There was no hope for recovery.

Female

78 Pound

Pet was fed chicken jerky on a regular basis as a treat. (b)(6) started with anorexia and lethargy aproximatley 3 days before presention. On presentation (b)(6), 2013, she had lost 5 lbs since her annual wellness exam in June. She was depressed; and had pale mucous membranes. blood work showed Chronic renal failure and isosthenuria, and
curiously glucosuira despite normal blood glucose. I mistakenly thought the dipstick was wrong not being aware of Fanconi like syndrome. Owner elected euthanasia. Several weeks later the owner called me to express fears that the jerky treats may have caused (b)(6) CRF, after viewing a TV report about it. She no longer had the labels since she
threw them away after (b)(6) died.

5 Years

Male

5 Months

Female

5 Kilogram
14 Pound

Happy Hips Chicken Breast with
glucosamine and chondroiten.

(b)(6) was fed 3-4 Jerky treats and with in 24 hours had begun vomiting, with in 48 hours had developed severe acute renal failure.
At aprx. 6:30pm on (b)(6)-13 (b)(6) was given a Dogs Well chicken jerky treat. At 10pm on 11-13-13 lethargy was noted as well mild restlessness where dog couldn't get comfortable. She had massive gas and odor. She began to vomit. She vomited the contents of her stomach. She is fed her regular diet in the afternoons and has never had a
vomiting episode. She is an indoor dog, UTD on all vaccines, dewormed, and in excellent health. The only thing new to her was this jerky treat. After vomiting she curled up in the bathroom on a towel. She vomited repeatedly and violently all through the night. Her last vomiting episode so far has been at 4:30AM PST and they are beginning to
space out in time but only because she has no food or water being input into her stomach. She has also had diarrhea 4x since 10pm. We are fearing she might be dehydrated or be seriously injured from this treat. She will be following up with her vet.

We fed (b)(6) dog (b)(6) a treat from Target called "Happy Hips" for about 3 days. The flavor was chicken breast with glucosamine and chondroiten. (b)(6) ended up getting diarrhea that had blood in it. We took him to his vet and got the necessary treatment, but we wanted to report this so that it doesn't happen to other dogs. We are happy that
we have a backyard that doesn't have grass because if we did, the diarrhea would have soaked into the ground and we would have never known (b)(6) was sick.

waggin train

Dog

Bloodhound

2.5 Years

Male

95 Pound

unaware that the treats were harmful, we feed our fullblooded Bloodhound chicken jerky over the course of several months. He went from being completely healthy to deathly ill in a matter of weeks. (b)(6) was taken to the vet for his Kidney issues, and given meds, but within a week he had died. I am disgusted to know that these harmful treats
caused my Son's dog to die at only 2 1/2 years old. something needs to be done to fix this PROBLEM!

Wagging train duck jerky

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian

18 Months

Female

50 Pound

Our dog became ill with kidney problems, she almost died. We were given an extremely poor life expectancy due to the severity of the insult to her kidneys. With excellent veterinarian care she survived and is now doing extremely well, however she will need to remain on medication and a prescription diet for the rest of her life. We will never
know for certain. what caused her kidney disease but we had given her costco duck jerky for the first time that week. We can identify no other substance she was exposed to at the time her illness occurred. She had gone to a dog park and been given a raw bone that week but those were not knew occurrences for her.I was not working at the time
so she was never alone the week that her illnesses occurred Her official diagnosis was idiopathic glomular nephritis. I accepted that diagnose and now continue to hear these stories of other dogs who became ill after eating jerky, it makes me cringe when I hear them. I hope that someday the issues with jerky are identified, and that pet food
manufactures will not be able to advertise "made in the USA" when the ingredients are sourced from china, I would never have boughten these treats if I had looked closely at the small print and saw that detail, as we make a point of only buying products from USA or Canada. A sad mystery that we will live with forever. The vets we saw never
asked if we had given her jerky

PETSHOP chicken pork and turkey jerky Dog
treats ( made in China per owner)

Boxer (German Boxer)

1 Years

Male

87.2 Pound

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Retriever - Labrador

1 Years

Male

98 Pound

Dog

Pet was fed PETSHOP brand chicken jerky treats ( purchased at a local Wlagreen's) and has chronic diarrhea ever since.

I purchased the Kingdom Pets Chx Jerky from my local Costco, came home and gave my dog ONE jerky treat. Within 3-4 hrs he was vomitting. At the time I thought maybe he ate something bad at the dog park, however he threw up 8-10 times over the next 48 hours.
We put him on the chx and rice diet, did not give him any other foods/treats and he seemed to get better within 5 days.
After researching online, I read about this product (Made in China) and how many animals were getting sick and dying from some lots. I purchase new treats for my dog all the time and I have a 1 1/2 year old daughter who loves to share he food with my dog. I did not put two and two together at the time and could have given (b)(6) more chx
jerky treats thinking it was something else making him ill.
I am very concerned that these products are still on the shelves and being distributed despite many ppl reporting complaints about their pets getting sick or dying from this! I feel blseed (b)(6) was one of the lucky ones!

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck and
Sweet Potato Treats

Dog

Retriever - Golden

Beefeaters Duck Wraps item #1840
lot#EFF1093

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

7 Months

13 Years

Male

53 Pound

(b)(6)/13: Sudden onset of diarrhea following a boarding stay. P has been on bland diet (rice, chicken broth, ground turkey) since diarrhea began. Diarrhea continued with additional symptoms of vomiting, anorexia etc. When discussing changes in routine, feeding to rule out stressors, owners brought in a new bag of jerky treats that they had
begun feeding (b)(6) right before symptoms started.

Female

65 Pound

I fed both my dogs a Beefeaters Duck Wrap early in the week. They were throwing up during the week but I did not make any connection to the treat. Just thought they had gotten into something in the yard.
On (b)(6)13 (b)(6) ate breakfast, and I gave her a Duck Wrapped Beefeaters rawhide, and immediately left for work.
When I got home 12 hours later she was collapsed and had messed herself (clearly had not moved for many hours since her diarrhea & urine had dried all over the bed and floor). She was unable to lift her head or stand. I finally got her up and supported her to get outside. She peed (it was dark, I could not see it). She needed my help to stand &
walk, was shaking, weak, crying, and very unstable.
She later threw up lots and lots of material. All of the breakfast she had eaten 12+ hours earlier, and the rawhide. There was what looked like blood in her barf. She continued to throw up through the night (although only liquid came up). And she needed to go outside with diarrhea every 90 minutes all night.
We went to the vet first thing the next morning. By then she was able to walk short distances (but needed to stop and rest), and was drinking and holding down water. The vet did a number of tests and could not find out what was wrong. Her white blood count was elevated a little (but not extreme), and her kidney numbers were off a little, but
nothing was extreme.
He changed her pain meds, gave her a shot for nausea, changed her to prescription bland food. Over the next 5 days she began to recover and seem like herself.

Don't recall...from Walmart. Treats in
shape of bones/ white/China

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Home 360 Pet, Happy Hips Duck Breast Dog

Havanese

Wholesome Duck and sweet potato

Dog

Poodle - Medium size

Cadet gourmet duck jerky

Dog

Weimaraner

10 Years

Male

25 Pound

I walked outside & found him dead. Prior to that, I had been giving him treats (shaped like bones but are white)from Walmart that were made in China. I kept him on a runner and where he pooped, I saw that his poop looked very tarry...I am guessing from internal bleeding. He had been drinking a lot of water prior to his death.

9 Years

Female

15 Pound

(b)(6) presented on (b)(6)/13 for a one week history of vomiting, excessive thirst and anorexia. Owners had been feeding Happy Hips duck breast and Home 360 Pet duck breast treats, otherwise no change in diet. Blood work, fecal analysis, abdominal radiographs and abdominal ultrasound were all normal. Gastroenteritis of unknown origin was
suspected. She was treated with IV fluids, appetite stimulants, and anti vomiting medications for one week with no improvement in appetite. She then developed hypokalemia. Urinalysis was performed which showed normoglycemic glucosuria- typical of acquired fanconi syndrome as seen in recent jerky treat induced illnesses. Blood gas
confirmed a metabolic acidosis. She was started on bicarbonate, potassium supplementations and famotidine. She is being force fed, and one month later still not eating on her own. Urine culture recently submitted due to mild elevation in renal values is pending.

11 Years

Female

15 Pound

I gave my dogs the treats and shortly after my dog Inky started drinking alot and then urinating on the floor when she had never done that before. Then she got really lethargic and days later was dead.

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

80 Pound

Vomiting, refusing to eat, extreme nervousness

7 Years

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dog

Terrier - Welsh

Age
UOM
9 Years

Gender

Vitality Apple and Chicken treats

Age

Pet Shoppe Duck Jerky
Premium duck
dog treats

Dog

Poodle - Medium size

9 Years

Male

13.5 Pound

Real Meat Bites Healthy gourmet cat
and kitten treats (all natural jerky
treats)

Cat

Persian

12 Years

Male

10.15 Pound

AKC Chicken Jerky with Flaxseed and
Fish Oil

Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

6 Years

Male

28.4 Pound

Initial episode - owner gave a wagon train treat .. (b)(6) seemed like he was choking .. Owner fed his meal and his choking was resolved.
(b)(6) 2013 - owner caught tail end of episode of scratching and running in place, drooling, less responsive .. Did not lose control of urine or bowels
(b)(6)13- owner saw whole episode - on his side, paddling,drooling, unaware of owner - did not urinate or defecate - lasted about 2 min -- groggy 10 -15 minutes afterwards

Happy Hips (Duck Breast Glucosamine
& Chondroitin)
Wagon Tails Chicken Jerky

Dog

Spitz - American
Eskimo Dog
Maltese

2 Years

Male

22.8 Pound

Owner has been feeding Duck Jerky Treats for awhile. Recent episode of diarrhea, polydypsia/polyuria, and vomiting.

Dog

9 Years

Male

Waggin' Train Duck Jerky Tenders

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

9 Years

Male

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
10 Kilogram
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Description
in late (b)(6) 2013, we noticed (b)(6) had a decreased appetite, lethargy, and was losing weight. After lab tests, it was determined that he was in kidney failure with elevated liver enzymes. We treated over the summer, but saw more weight loss, stabilization of lab values, but no improvement. He continued to decline, we got a 2nd opinion, who
recommended we see an internal medicaine specialist, he did an ultrasound, showing kidneys were ok, but nodular liver, noted that he had a bad odor from mouth, put on probiotics and recommended a thourough oral exam under anesthesia, to check for tumors, decayed teeth. With anesthesia, the vet noted that she couldn't open his mouth,
suspected masticatory myacites, sent lab to (b)(6), test was negative, but specialist recommended treating with high doses of prednisone for 6 months. We are currently in the second month of treatment, (b)(6) is eating again and his masticatory muscles are working, but limited. We heard about the chicken Jerly and noted that Vitality brand
(made in China) were something he consumed for years, so we were asked to report it to you by our vets.

I gave my dogs each one duck jerky treat about 10:00 am on (b)(6)/13 and at approx 1:30 he had excessive saliva and wouldn't eat even chicken breast meat. I called the vet to take him in and couldn't be seen until 3:45. While waiting for our appointment time, my dog got worse and began throwing up lots of yellow substance that I thought to be
bio. He was treated for the the vomiting with a shot as soon as we saw the vet. The vet decided we needed to do an xray first. I explained to the vet that treatment cost was a real issue at the time. He advised me that we would do the xray and go from there. He wanted to do blood work too but at that point the cost was almost $200.00 and I just
didn't have the money for blood work. He sent me home with a 4 pack of the medication Cerenia 24 mg for the nausa . My dog got better over the next couple of days. A friend had told me about the Jerky treat recall and I am 99% sure that is what did it. I never gave my dogs anymore jerky and they are both fine as of today. I returned the rest of
the product to Walgreeens where I bought it.
Jerky treats were given, cat got evelvated kidney enzymes. (UREA NITROGEN- 43 {high}), CREATININE- 3.6 {high}), Urine specific gravity- 1.019.

Dog went blind, dog bloated, dog tried to overeat, showed dizziness, then he stopped eating and Vet. had to put him to sleep. Prior to this event we gave him "WagonTails dried chicken breasts. He got at least 1 to 2 everyday, those were his treats for about 8 years.
39.4 Kilogram

(b)(6), a 9 year old Goldendoodle, was presented to the (b)(6) on (b)(6)13 for evaluation of acute kidney injury.
(b)(6)13: Patient was up in the mountains over the weekend. He was not near water and was always supervised. On Sunday, he vomited frothy bile with what looked like a piece of wood. No blood in the vomit. Patient ate some bratwurst, but otherwise was not interested in food.
(b)(6)13: Patient stopped eating, except for duck jerky (Waggin' Train Treats). Owner gave patient 100mg rimadyl PO Monday night.
(b)(6)13: Patient vomited all over the house. Vomit looked like pieces of duck jerky. Owner brought patient to rDVM that afternoon.
At rDVM (afternoon)- BUN 83.5 (H), CREA 6.1 (H), PHOS > 15 (H), Ca 8.7 (L), TP 7.8 (H), ALB 2.4 (L), GLOB 5.4 (H), CHOL 382 (H), K 5.5 (H). Patient was given 18mg famotidine SQ, 600ml LRS SQ. Abdominal radiographs were taken, which revealed LS spondylosis, possible GI FB and an enlarged left kidney (> 2.5x L2), small or not visible right kidney
(radiographs available for review).
At E-clinic (evening) - famotidine 10mg IV, unasyn 1.3g IV q8h, normosol @ 140ml/hr, metronidazole 375mg IV q12h. UA: many WBC, RBC and granular casts. Patient drank water and urinated 2+. Bloody diarrhea 2+, no vomiting. UA (cysto): USG 1.016, Protein 3+, blood 3+. Urine culture pending.
(b)(6)13:
At rDVM (daytime)- HCT 29% (L), platelet 123000 (L), NEUT 87 (H), Lymphocytes 8 (L), BUN 83.9 (H), CREA 4.4 (H), PHOS > 15 (H), Ca 8.2 (L), TP 6.2, ALB 2.0 (L), GLOB 4.2 (H), K 5.5 (H). BP 290 on fluids, 280 off fluids. Patient continued on LRS @ 140ml/hr. Added enalapril 10mg q24h, sucralfate 1g PO q8h, metronidazole 375mg PO q12h,
ondansetron 11.4mg IV, ampicillin 1150mg IV q8h. Patient continued to urinate large volumes, uninterested in food.
At E clinic (evening)- Continued fluids @160ml/hr, unasyn 1.3g IV q8h, metronidazole 375mg IV q12h, ondansetron 11.4mg IV q24h, sucralfate 1gm PO q8h, enalapril 10mg PO q24h, famotidine 10mg SQ q24h. Added metoclopramide 5mg to fluids. Patient did not urinate much since 11pm and was then given lasix 74mg IV at 5:30am. BP 223/169.
Force fed patient little babyfood.
(b)(6)13:
At rDVM (daytime, prior to presentation)- BUN 97.9 (H), CREA 3.8 (H), PHOS > 15, TP 4.4 (L), ALB 1.5 (L), GLOB 2.9, K 4.2. PCV 20, TS 4.4. Continued on fluids (LRS @140ml/hr then dropped to 120ml/hr at 5:47pm due to increased skin turgor). Patient was given 18mg famotidine SQ, ondansetron 11.4mg IV, ampicillin 1150mg IV, 10mg enalapril PO,
375mg metronidazole PO.
No coughing, sneezing, no increase in thirst or urination.
No exposure to grapes, raisins, ethylene glycol, NSAIDs, lead.
UTD on vaccines; not vaccinated against leptospirosis.
MEDICATIONS:
Trifexis monthly. Never has seen any fleas/ticks on patient per owner.
DIET: Previously was on nutro dog food. In June, switched to a senior dog food mixed with brown rice. Patient lost approximately 10 lbs since then, but that was the intention with the new diet.
ADDENDUM:
Owner reports that around the time of onset of clinical signs, (b)(6) was only eating only Waggin' Train jerky treats.
Patient was further treated at (b)(6) for acute kidney injury. Diagnostics showed severe anemia and low platelet count, severely elevated kidney values, severe protein in the urine. (b)(6) was also Lyme positive but is originally from the northeast (lived in (b)(6)) so unsure about exposure vs. active infection. During his stay in ICU (b)(6) was
managed on Unasyn (50mg/kg IV q 8) to treat a systemic infection causing his relative fever, enrofloxacin (5mg/kg IV q 24) to treat his pyuria, doxycycline (5mg/kg IV q 12) to treat his potential lyme disease, pantoprazole (1mg/kg IV q 24) to reduce vomiting and nausea, ondansetron (0.5mg/kg IV q 12) to prevent uremic ulcer formation,
methadone (0.2mg/kg IV q6) for pain management, amlodipine (0.5mg/kg PO q 24) to manage his hypertension secondary to his AKI, sucralfate (1g + 3mL H20 PO q 8) to treat his GI bleeding secondary to his thrombocytopenia and thrombocytopathy/AT-III loss secondary to AKI, maropitant (1mg/kg IV q 24) for anti-emesis, LRS (40mL/hr IV) as
initial fluid therapy, D5W (60mL/hr IV) to replace his free water loss causing hypernatremia, Na-bicarb (60mL/hr at 0.14 mEq/mL) to replace his renal bicarb loss, and Vetstarch (0.5 mL/kg/hr IV) to maintain his intravascular fluid volume. (b)(6) was also given a fresh blood transfusion on 10/18, which elevated his PCV from 14% to 24% before it
slowly decreased down to 19%.(b)(6) became anuric on 10/19 with weight gain and multiple furosemide doses (1mg/kg IV) were given to promote diuresis. (b)(6) possible immune-mediated glomerular disease was treated with Solumedrol (5mg/kg IV q 24) and Mycophenolate (5mg/kg IV q 12 increased to 10mg/kg IV q 12). Despite medical
management (b)(6) continued to decline with rising renal values (Cr 7.7, BUN 152), worsening subcutaneous edema, continued anuria to oliguria, and decreasing mentation. Dialysis was recommended to owner but was declined and ultimately elected to pursue humane euthanasia due to quality of life concerns.

Dogswell Happy Hip duck breast with
Glucosamine and chondroiten

Dog

Spaniel - Field

5 Years

Waggin Train Wholesome Big Blast
Pork SKin Twists with Chicken Liver
Center

Dog

Pit Bull

Ol Roy Jerky Sticks

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

5 Months

Dogswell vitality chicken breast with
Flaxseed & Vitamins

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

5 Years

Doctors FOSTER and SMITH
Original CHICKEN FILLETS

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

11 Years

Female

46 Pound

Has been eating Duck Jerky by Happy Hips for approximately 1 year. Has ben PU/PD since 10/15/13. Initially WBC in UA with Alkaline ph. PU/PD worsend with recheck 11/8/13. CBC/Chem/T4 showed increase ALKP. Urine dilute with USG at 1.015. stopped playing early October

Male

79 Pound

(b)(6) came in for routine bloodwork for the NSAIDS, it was noted that he had lost some weight. The initial CBC/CHEM showed Leukocytosis, Neutrophilia. He was afebrile and not eating well. He was put on Ciprofloxacin 500 mg BID for 14 days. 10 days later he was still not eating well and had developed diarrhea, his white count was down but
still was elevated. A fecal float was negative. He was continued on Ciprofloxacin 500 mg BIB for 14 more days. Two weeks later he was unchanged, his white count had increased again. Abdominal rads showed spondylosis at L4-5, L1-2, L2-3. He had some abdominal pain. We rechecked his AMylase and Lipase and they were still normal. We tried
him on Torbugesic, which did not help. A few days later, we ran a U/A he had BIlirubin +++, His liver numbers e=were slightly increased (ALT and AST). His BIlirubin in his blood was NSF. We started him on Flagyl 1000mg SID. A liver U/S showed that is was slightly small, the mesenteric LN were increased in size and it was thought that his primary
problem was enteritis. A Fecal PCR for pathogens showed negative for Salmonella, Cryposporidium, C Perfringens, Coronavirus, Parvovirus, DIstemper, Campylobacter. The owner elected euthaniasia, without an autopsy.

Female

20 Pound

(b)(6) (the Puppy) was healthy and all of a sudden one morning she wouldn't eat and was throwing up. We thought maybe she just had a stomach ache. waited to see if it would pass. Next morning, seen on the news about jerky treat recall so I went to check the treats we had for our puppies. Sure enough, Jerky treats. Ol Roy. I put them under
my bed so no one would feed anymore to the dogs, called my boyfriend and let him know we need to get (b)(6) to the vet ASAP. By the time he got home to take her around noon, The poor baby was already dead and laying in a pool of blood. There were no cuts or sores on her at all that could have been the cause of the blood pool. So he buried
her before his 11yr old daughter came home.

60 Pound

dog lost appetite then diarrhea then started throwing up about every two hours all night log and couldn't get enough water to drink took her to vet (b)(6)they watched her called me said she was throwing up blood said stomach and digestive track was bloated exrayed couldn't find any blockage so gave her medication and fluids.Gave her blood
test never could find what made her so sick but was told she was very sick,At the end of the day they let me bring her home to watch her over night and kept giving her medication Metronidazole 500mg.Took her back the next morning for more fluids she was getting better,The hospital never could say what caused it said probably something she
ate this was about 2 weeks before I heard about the chicken jerky treats from China which I was feeding her Dogswell this cost me over 600 dollars

61 Pound

Lethargy, access drinking of water, and urination often.

Male
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Retriever - Labrador

Age
UOM
2 Years

Gender

Milo's Kitchen CHICKEN GRILLERS and Dog
Wagon Train JERKY TENDERS and YAM
GOOD.

Female

Weight
UOM
100 Pound

Description

Grandma Lucy's Freeze Dried Sweet
Potatoes
Canine Prime Duck Jerky, Healthfuls
chicken and fruit wraps, Waggin Train
Meatblasters, Foster Smith Duck
Wrapped Sweet Potato

Dog

Weimaraner

2 Years

Female

60 Pound

(b)(6) began to have polydipsia, polyuria, a fever and some joint pain. There was no other changes in her diet. She also received 1 strip of chicken jerky (unknown source) and bag not available.

Dog

Terrier - Fox Wire

6 Years

Female

21 Pound

Owner has been feeding jerky treats from China. Started losing appetite in October 2013, periodic vomiting. Progressively worse. Recent blood panel shows greatly increased kidney values (BUN and creatnine) and increased Calcium, Phosporus and Osmolality. Also an increase in Cholesterol and Lipase. Urinalysis shows dilute urine with high
proteins.

Milo's Kitchen home-style treats
chicken meatballs, Pupperoni

Dog

Terrier - West Highland
White

9 Years

Female

17 Pound

presented polyuric/polydipsic. vomiting white foam. lethargic
hyposthenuric urine. glucosuria. hypokalemic.

Priority total pet care chicken breast
jerky

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

10 Years

Female

10.5 Pound

In late (b)(6) 2012 I noticed a radical change in her behavior--she became very lethargic, did not want to play and run, and ate very little. On (b)(6) 2012 she did not want to get up and had a discharge from her mouth. I made an appointment for her to see (b)(6) DVM at (b)(6). After examining (b)(6) and running tests, (b)(6) said her blood work
was bad, and I needed to rush her to (b)(6).
I took (b)(6) to (b)(6)and met with (b)(6)DVM. She stated they would monitor (b)(6) overnight and run an ultrasound the next morning. (b)(6) phoned me and indicated that the results were not good--(b)(6) had one kidney that was aparently underdeveloped, and the other was damaged--long term prognosis was not good... To shorten the story,
(b)(6) was suffering horribly, so I decided to put her to sleep Sunday afternoon (b)(6) 2012.

*Pt presented on (b)(6)13 for anorexia, PU/PD, vomiting, and diarrhea. Seven days prior to presentation, the owner noticed that (b)(6) was drinking more water (going to the water bowl every 5 minutes). Five days prior to presentation, (b)(6) wet the bed which was very abnormal for her. The day prior to presentation, she started losing interest in
eating (had only eaten 4 small bites of chicken since the day before presentation) and has began vomiting (heaving, vomitus was water and mucus) and had diarrhea (several different spots of soft, reddish diarrhea, owner noted straining). Owner also noticed that (b)(6) was lethargic. (b)(6)'s normal diet is 1/4 chicken breast with small amt of
cheese sprinkled on top twice daily, 1/2 of a nonfat string cheese stick daily, 1 Beggin' strip daily, and 1/2 of a priority Chicken breast jerky 1-3 times per day. Rarely (b)(6) will receive other types of human food including stew, yogurt, blueberry pancakes, and toast.
PE: On presentation, (b)(6) was BAR. T=101.6, P=140 bpm, R=pant. Heart and lung ausc WNL, mm were pink and moist with CRT<2 sec. Nuclear sclerosis OU, periodontal disease grade 1/4 with many teeth missing, mild LH lameness, saliva staining on paws, pt walks hunched over a little but there is no pain on abdominal palpation, intestines feel
gas filled.
Diagnostics:
CBC/Chem: elevated BUN (60 mg/dL with reference 7-27), elevated amyl (>2500 U/L with reference 500-1500).
UA: free catch, pH=6.5, Pro=30 mg/dL, bld=50 ery/microL, S.G.=1.012, no other abnormalities
Diagnosis: Pancreatitis, poss. early kidney disease
Treatment: 200 mL SQ fluids, famotidine, cerenia, advised owner to feed a bland diet and recheck kidney values and urine in 1 week
*10/28 check in with owner: owner rpts pt is eating now and no more v/d
*10/30 recheck: Owner rpts pt eating normally, PU/PD seems to have tapered off - no more accidents inside and doesn't notice (b)(6) going to the water bowl all the time. No more v/d
Diagnostics:
elevated BUN (29 mg/dL with reference 7-27 - lowered from previous visit)
UA: free catch, pH=7.0, Pro=30 mg/dL, bld=50 ery/microL, S.G.=1.010, no other abnormalities
Diagnosis: pancreatitis resolving, proteinuria, poss. kidney disease
Treatment: Continue famotidine until gone, recommend renal diet (sent home with a couple to try), recommend recheck renal values and UA in 4 weeks and take a BP at that time and consider starting enalapril

Ruffin' It Wag-N-Tails Duck Tenders:
homestyle treats for dogs

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Long-haired

Kingdom Pets wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato

Dog

Beagle

4.75 Years

Male

11.7 Pound

I relocated from CA to TX and purchased Wag-n-tail jerky treats at CVS in a pinch to save time and money . . . fed one treat a day June, July, and August . . . one day, while at work, my mom cut up 3 treats at once and fed them to my dog . . . 10-12 hrs. later, he threw up most of the treats un/partially digested with orange fluid . . . he continued to
vomit foam and sticky mucus for the next day and a half (I thought he had a stomach bug, and it was Labor Day weekend) . . . I finally took him to the emergency hospital when he couldn't urinate or stand . . . the emergency vet kept him overnight for renal failure (BUN = 150 (normal = 18-28), Creatinine = 80 (normal = .1-.9) . . . close to death) . . .
the antibiotics had no effect, and the emergency vet referred me to the (b)(6) and (b)(6) (a renal specialist) in (b)(6), TX (1hr. from our home). We drove down on Labor Day to consult with (b)(6). After a sonogram determined he was a good candidate for veterinary dialysis (the only machine in the state of TX was at this facility), we agreed to the
minimum-$10,000 treatment. He spent three days on the machine and 9-12 medications to stabilize his kidneys; however, the toxin from the treats had spread to his liver, as well (Billirubins = 40 (normal = .5-.8)) we spent 13 days total fighting BUN, Creatinine, Billirubins, and ins-and-out levels (@$1500 per day plus medications, supplies, and IV
fluids . . . not to mention catheter and feeding tube surgeries) . . . needless to say, I was an emotional wreck, had to postpone all of my freelance opportunities, borrowed $20K from my father for the treatment(s), and lived at the pet hospital for two weeks (driving back and forth 1hr. each way). After being released from the hospital, (b)(6) was
sent home with a feeding tube, homeopathic food recipe, IV sub-fluids, and 9 medications . . . I was his bedside nurse for 6 more weeks (still unable to take work due to 25% chance of relapse) . . . Today, he has had three 100% normal blood panels over a 6 week period - amazing news, considering he was given a 50% chance of survival. That said,
I don't want this happening to anyone else. (b)(6) is my son, and this event forever changed our lives. It would be, of course, very helpful if a class-action lawsuit was filed to pay for our medical expenses and emotional damage/career opportunities lost . . . Thank you for taking action.

8 Years

Male

135 Pound

On (b)(6) Baught Kingdom pets Duck and Sweet Potato treats from Costco in (b)(6) Or... Both dogs became lethargic and vomiting often for weeks. It took us awhile to get to their vet due to scheduling. Our big dog seemed to overcome the sickness, the beagle didn't. The vet ((b)(6)), did blood test on the beagle, his kidney levels were very high.
We opt to do sub q IV at home since my husband is an EMT; we did this for 10 days straight, then every other day. In about 3weeks we went back for another blood test on the beagle, his kidney levels didn't go down. We choose to do some more IV treatments for a few more weeks until it was obvious we had to put him down. He was put to
sleep (b)(6), in (b)(6) vet due to our vet couldn't schedule us that day. Item number is 661192, bar code is 8471300155. Lot no is wpkpdsp03156 or r176a(?)64c not sure which one, exp 12-24-2014 product made in china distributed by a Newport Beach, CA company. I emailed the company and they denied there product is bad.
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Species

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Dog Treats Dog

Breed
Beagle

Age

Age
UOM
12 Years

Gender
Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
25 Pound
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Description
This email is in response to an article that I saw in the paper requesting the public's health in solving the mystery surrounding the poisonous chicken jerky dog treats. The following is entirely based on my own experience and I have no formal scientific background. This is a summary of what happened. I do not authorize anything in here to be
publicly disseminated and nothing herein constitutes a waiver of any privacy rights that I have in my medical records.
Back in early 2012, my dog, (b)(6) a twenty-five pound spayed beagle of approximately 12 years, almost died of a mysterious illness that was never definitively diagnosed, despite the fact that she was hospitalized at the (b)(6) for several days. Her diagnosis was complicated by the fact that she has had (since we adopted her) positive titers for
tick borne illnesses. (She was, in fact, covered with ticks when she was found.) One of the most disturbing characteristics of her condition at the time she fell ill was that her white blood cells were almost entirely destroyed. She was lucky to have survived.
At the time of her illness and even for some time afterward, we were not aware that chicken jerky was a problem. We had fed the treat to our seven dogs for several years without incident. The night before (b)(6) ill, I had fed her two jerky treats from a brand new bag of Waggin' Train treats that we purchased at Sam's Wholesale Club in (b)(6) FL.
Upon opening the bag, the air from the bag escaped and I breathed in some of it. I was immediately overcome with complete exhaustion and an excruciating headache.
At the time, I did not make the causal connection between the two, but I have come to believe that whatever poisoned (b)(6) also poisoned me. I believe that it was the fine, somewhat crystalline, almost talc-like white powder that dusted some of the chicken treats. I believe that I breathed it in when I opened the bag. I also handled numerous
treats and that whatever poison there was on them may have passed through my skin. (I never ingested or tasted any chicken jerky and I am a conscientious hand washer before and after handling any food product).
After this incident with (b)(6) I had sleep and cognitive disruption and horrible headaches, in addition to an array of other symptoms, such as easy bruising, excessive bleeding, tooth pain, hair loss, pain in my hands and feet and tremors. To the extent they were observable, I noticed a lot of these same symptoms in (b)(6) Additionally, her affect
which was always bright and sunny was darkened, as was my mood. When we stopped feeding the treats (after becoming informed of their danger), I also noticed that the energy levels and affects of all of my other dogs improved and that some of their stools (which had been loose) firmed up.
As I believed (b)(6) and I had both suffered from the same thing, I read everything I could about potential toxins. I concluded that whatever it was, was some sort of neurotoxin. From what I read, the symptoms I experienced most closely matched that of arsenic or organophosphate. I ultimately sought medical attention and was tested for arsenic
poisoning. The hair test revealed a low, but measurable level in my hair. My urine test was clear. The only abnormality in my blood work was the clotting test which was outside the normal range. (It subsequently tested normal.) Consequently, I did not receive any treatment. Slowly, over time, most of the symptoms have greatly improved or
abated. We did do a blood test for heavy metals on (b)(6) but it was months after her hospitalization and it showed nothing. We also tested our water for heavy metals. That test also showed nothing. We also tried, with the help of a private lab, to test a different bag of chicken jerky treats (bought at about the same time) for arsenic, but this
also showed nothing.
The thing that ultimately convinced me that it was the powder that dusted the dog jerky was that several months later, I was given a bag of candy ginger chews wrapped in little white plastic wraps that came from China (they had Chinese characters and the mark of some import/export company on them). I ate one of them and noticed that they
had a similar powder on them. Within twenty-four hours of eating it, I had an intense recurrence of the symptoms I had previously. It was at that point that I made the connection. Unfortunately, I disposed of the candy.
I hope that you can figure out what it is because, based on my experience, it could very easily kill, not just a dog, but a child.
(b)(6)

kingdom Pets Jerky treats

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

6 Years

Female

7 Pound

She had been feeding this kingdom pets jerky treat made in china bought at costco for awhile and then all the sudden she had problems with standing, eating, lethargic, balance it was awful last about 3 weeks and she died. The first question the vet asked her was what kinda of treat that she was feeding her dogs and she said I just bought some
more its in the car brought it in and the vet said she can't say for sure but these treats have been making dogs sick and and some dogs have died. (b)(6) had all the symptoms that has been reported that happen to the animals.
That being said last week went to costco and the dog treats kingdom pets jerky treats made in china are still on the shelf we have called and complained and they said they have investigated the product and it is fine. Why is it then everywhere it is saying that it is being recalled and they are still selling and it could be killing or making more dogs
sick. Please investigate this issue and let them know our pets don't have a voice and we have to stop killing them and making them sick and to remove this product from the shelf before we loose more. Just the fact that it is kingdom pets jerky treats made in china should be enough fr anybody at this time to remove a product like that or their
reputation is on the line.
Thanks for your time.

Waggin Train Jerky/Yams, Canyon Creek Dog
Ranch Chicken Tenders, Hartz Oinkies Chicken, Pur Luv Healthy Support
Natural Treats for Adult Dogs

Mixed (Dog)

4 Years

Male

50 Pound

My name is (b)(6) and I am an undergraduate at (b)(6). I have a 4-year-old dog named (b)(6) a Husky mix, who has been affected by the contaminated dog treats that have now been in the news for a while. I first purchased the Waggin¿ Train, Hartz Oinkies, and Canyon Creek Ranch dog treats at a local dollar store named King Dollar sometime in
late 2010. As a frugal college student, I frequently shop at King Dollar and was surprised when I saw these healthy looking dog treats whose listed ingredients were chicken or chicken wrapped yams.
I was semi-suspicious of them showing up at King Dollar, but I did some quick research at the time and didn¿t notice any recalls or related matters online so I was happy to give them to (b)(6) He loved them and they became a regular treat that I would pick up at King Dollar every week or two. While there¿s no way I can recall how many bags of
these kinds of treats he ate, I purchased a couple bags of these treats and others whenever they would show up at King Dollar for about 2 years.
Some of the first symptoms I can remember that showed up were in late 2010 when (b)(6) suddenly started acting really stiff and confused to the point where he literally tipped over and scared me enough to take him to the vet. Some tests were done but nothing showed up and (b)(6) seemed okay so I tried to dismiss it. While I can recall
several times of (b)(6) ¿acting weird¿ while he was on these dog treats and taking him to the vet twice, he seemed to be okay after resting.
However, (b)(6) more severe symptoms started in 2011 when he started sporadically dripping blood from his phallus (penis). I almost had a panic attack when I first attributed the drops I found to (b)(6) phallus and immediately rushed him to the vet, even though I had no money and had to make several calls to pay for it. The veterinarian
conducted a heartworm test, which was negative, and a white blood cell count which appeared slightly elevated. She prescribed him some $90 antibiotics and told me to come back to run more tests in a week. The veterinarian visit was well over $250 and I could not afford to take him to another veterinarian in the USA.
My hometown is a border town in South Texas and I took (b)(6) to the veterinarian in Mexico the next time I went home. (b)(6) tested negative for several tick/flea/heartworm tests so the veterinarian put him on broad-spectrum antibiotics for about 10 days. (b)(6) bleeding did stop while he was on antibiotics, but it returned only a few weeks
later.
I put (b)(6) back on antibiotics several times for well over a year, but they would only stop the infection temporarily and would eventually return. He also got an x-ray that showed a mass near his bladder, which veterinarians attributed to a stone or tumor. I was told he needed surgery to remove it, but I couldn¿t find a veterinarian that would
operate him in Mexico or an affordable one in the US.
Although (b)(6) still suffers from the bleeding, I am fortunate enough to have come across some cranberry dietary supplements that have really helped control his bleeding problem. I found the cranberry supplements on Amazon and decided to give them a try since getting him on antibiotics wasn¿t solving anything. I started sprinking a couple of
spoonfuls in his food in September and have been amazed to find the bleeding (mostly) stop. I say mostly because there have been a handful of times where I find a drop of blood on my sheets or the floor, but nothing compared to all day, every day the past two years.
Although I never kept any of the Waggin¿ Train, Hartz Oinkies, or Canyon Creek Ranch treats, I want to share that there are other dog treats that I regularly purchased at King Dollar and which I am suspicious of. These include ¿Pur Luv Healthy Support¿ dog treats made by Sergeant¿s Pet Care Products, Inc. I have an unopened bag of these treats
that you are welcome to have to test, as I want to do my part in preventing this kind of tragedy or worse happening to another pet somewhere. I am convinced that these messed up distributors are dumping their toxic products on King Dollar (and possibly other dollar/discount stores) and hurting even more pets.
Thank you for taking action and trying to solve and prevent future outbreaks for both people and pets.
(b)(6)
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Species

Breed

OL' ROY DOG TREATS
JERKY STRIPS

Dog

Bichon Frise

Age

Age
UOM
7.5 Years

Gender
Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
19.2 Pound
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Description
Owner states that (b)(6) has been hiding and shaking for the past 3 days, owner states that (b)(6) didn't eat her food night before last night or last night, No V/D/C/S, energy level decreased x3days, owner states drinking is normal, Urination and defecation normal, Owner feeds Ol Roy jerky strips (beef) but the same ones she has all her life,
owner states there is no change in diet.
PHYSICAL EXAM: PYREXIC AND MILD DISCOMFORT IN ABDOMEN ON PALPATION OTHERWISE NORMAL EXAM
DIAGNOSTICS PERFORMED:
CBC: NEUTROPHILIA WITH MONOCYTOSIS
PROFILE: WNL
CPLI: NORMAL
URINALYSIS: PH 8, OTHERWISE NORMAL
CHEST/ABD RADIOGRAPHS: WNL
CURRENTLY BEING TREATED SYMPTOMATICALLY WITH SQ FLUIDS, PEPCID, AND CLAVAMOX FOR PRESUMPTIVE UTI, OWNERS DONT HAVE MONEY FOR URINE CULTURE.

Milo's kitchen chicken jerky

My dog got sick after feeding him Milo's kitchen chicken jerky and had to take him to the vet and treated for Acute pancreatitis I had call the manufacturers of the product and they denied that there was a problem

chicken jerky treats

I am suggesting as a passible causative agent in China-made jerky treats. Do we know how ancillary (and primary) animals were slaughtered for primary and by product inclusion to the product? If the animals were killed using any gas or gas byproduct, this can in varying degrees cause illness and death depending on the amount of ambient gas
that remains in food-animal tissue. If this were the case, test results will be inconclusive and variant and almost impossible to tract accurately. If gas is being used-THAT is most likely the culprit. Remember china has much different laws and regulations regarding the termination of food animals. Please consider this option. Thank you

Waggin Train

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Milo¿s Kitchen chicken jerky treats

Dog

Retriever - Golden

Waggon Train Chicken Jerkey Treats

Dog

Cadet Brand Duck Jerky

12 Years

Female

55 Pound

Jerky treats were her favorite and unfortunately we gave them to her everyday as a special treat. Today we had her euthanized due to renal failure as a result of these treats, manufactured and distributed by Purina, certainly a trusted name in pet food.

3 Years

Male

65 Pound

Since you have not recalled Milo¿s Kitchen chicken jerky treats or put out enough publicity, I fed my dog these for a period of 3 months. He started having minor seizures, throwing up, and saliva attacks. Still did not know about this because you have not done your job when I took him to the vet and there were extreme levels of contaminent in
his liver (liver by-product was high); the vet still does not know about these poisen treats but we will be taking (b)(6) in this week for another test. DO YOUR GOD DAMN JOB AND TAKE THESE OFF THE MARKET NOW! I want to sue somebody, and will be checking if it is possible to include FDA since you have known about this for 6 years.

Shih Tzu

5 Years

Male

16 Pound

(b)(6) had been fed Waggon Train Chicken Jerkey treats on a semi-regular basis for at least 2 years. About 1 small bag every 2 weeks. We started noticing that he was drinking more water and his skin was irritated. At the time it was attributed to an allergy. In the last 2 weeks or so of his life, (b)(6) stopped eating, but would still drink consistently
excessive amounts of water. He started vomiting profusely (yellow bile at first then turning brown in color after a few days) and became extremely dehydrated. We took him to the vet, who immediately started IV treament and did blood work. The blood work came back showing extreme toxic poisoning. It caused (b)(6) to have kidney failure
which is what ultimately caused his death.

Dog

Corgi (unspecified)

5 Years

Male

18 Pound

Pet was given Cadet brand Duck Jerky treats for a period of about one month. Routine labwork performed approx 2 weeks prior to his death was largely unremarkable. Pet died suddenly after a period of anorexia and vomiting. His labwork on that day revealed a mild increase in his ALT. BUN/Creatinine were normal.
Purchase date: (b)(6)2013 (Costco)
Date first given: (b)(6)2013
Date last given: (b)(6)2013
UPC: 768303014963

Dogswell Sweet Potato Chicken Wraps

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

8 Years

Female

14 Pound

I have two Yorkshire terriers, my 3 year old developed stomach issues and the 8 year old went into sudden kidney failure and had to be put down! The dogs were given Dogswell Sweet Potato Chicken Wraps! The treats have been pulled from the shelves time and time again. It became apparent that by looking at the bags the consistence and
coloring of the treats kept varying! The darker treats I suspect are the culprit and all Dogswell treats wraps, jerky treats are still on the market. I feel that the treats killed my 8 year old and made my 3 year old sick! I am notifying you so that you can pull the product and examine the treats and maybe solve this problem before more dogs die.

Dogswell Happy HIPS Chicken Breast

Dog

Collie - Smooth-haired

5 Years

Male

96 Pound

Pet Pride beefhide chicken flavor
basted twists for dogs

Dog

Bichon Frise

8 Years

Male

12 Pound

Owner reports that 2-3 days ago she gave Happy Hip Chicken breast jerky that was made in China (exp. 04/03/2015). Then (b)(6) became anorexic, had episodes of vomit, and today began urinating blood. I examined him on emergency today and he was severely icteric, fast heart rate. Blood work revealed high white blood cell count, elevations in
liver enzyme ALT, bilirubin. He was very anemic and had low platelets and low blood sugar. I discussed stabilization at a 24 hour facility or humane euthanasia. Due to his acute deterioration and guarded prognosis, owner elected humane euthanasia with group cremation.
Dog was given several types of rawhide treats, which included the "Pet Pride" brand rawhide minibones and chicken flavor basted twists. [in limited amounts] He also got purina "Beggin Strips" from time to time. His main food was avo-derm duck. He became anorexic, lethargic, reluctant to move, vomited, had an accident [very rare for him] and
was dead in 2 days. He was NEVER sick before. He stayed under the bed and then died. He had been eating the above treats with no problem for years. [I still have the packages, with the 'made in China' labels on 2 of them.] Poison is the only explanation that makes any sense to me.

Healthy Promise Waggin Train Pork Skin Dog
Twist

Unknown

5 Years

Male

89 Pound

My friend (b)(6) died in (b)(6) 2011 after many horrible vet visits. I had been giving my dog treats from the maker of Waggon Trails, when he became ill and I realized the only thing possible was the treats, I stopped giving them to him and called the maker who told me they were being bought at the time to the Purina Company. They told me that
to their knowledge no other dogs had become ill from the treats. BUT they sent me a check to help with some of the mounting vet bills which I accepted at that time because my baby was so ill and I would have done anything to help him. Nothing helped him, and the vets all 8 of them could not find out what was the exact cause, and I was told
that to prove the dog company wrong would take thousands of dollars which I did not have. I called many people to help me but no one could assist in telling me where to turn. Now I see the FDA report and thousands of dogs have been killed like by (b)(6)..
I'm Mad, I'm sick, and I need to speak to someone so that this madness stops... I will tell you I kept the last bag of the treats I gave my poor friend. The treats themselves were thrown out by mistake but I still have the bag if it would help.

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin, Dogswell
Vitality Chicken Breast with Flaxseed
and Vitamins, Dogswell Happy Hips
Lamb and Rice Glucosamine &
Chondroitin

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

13 Years

Female

50 Pound

I am suspicious in retrospect, based on recent news articles about dog deaths from pet treats. My dog, a hound mix, became lethargic and depressed. Eventually, her abdomen was hugely distended with fluid.

Blue Buffalo wilderness Trail Treats All
natural grain free turkey jerky dog
treats

Dog

Havanese

4.5 Years

Female

13 Pound

On two different days, dog was given Blue Buffalo Turkey Jerky treats LOT 13827 and within 3.5-4 hrs dog felt ill displayed as severe shivering/shaking, hunched back, and excessive lip licking. The symptoms were followed by vomiting of undigested treat pieces with lots of stomach acid. Dog also refused to drink water and wanted to stay alone in
dark place. Dog's daily feeding regimen is breakfast Blue Buffalo kibbles at 9 am, treat either milk bone or greenie or Blue Buffalo Turkey jerky at 4 pm, dinner Blue Buffalo kibbles at 9 pm.

Cadet Gourmet Chicken Breast

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

15 Years

Female

22.5 Pound

Around October 22 or 23rd, patient developed tenesmus/vomiting/diarrhea and became hyporexic. Patient continued to vomit3-4 times daily and have diarrhea until presentation for examination on (b)(6), 2013. She was also pollikauric and had developed hematochezia. Physical examination revealed that she was depressed and dehydrated. She
had heavy dental calculus and gingivitis. Her left was erythematous and contained a thick creamy fetid material. She had a grade 3 out of 6 left systolic heart murmur with synchronous femoral pulses. Her abdomen was tense and a little uncomfortable. Body condition score was 6 out of 9 and had a decreased range of motion in both hips. Her
coat was dull and brittle with numerous patches of alopecia and fur that easily epilates. Complete blood count revealed a mild neutrophilia with an increased platelet count. Other than an increased BUN/Creatinine ratio, the biochemical profile was unremarkable, (BUN 14, creatinine 0.5). Urinalysis revealed a USG of 1.023 with an inactive
sediment. There were no parasites seen on the Intestinal parasite screen. Radiographs were normal. Patient was treated symptomatically with subcutaneous fluids, Cerenia, metronidazole, and sucralfate. She improved over the next few days and has since made a full recovery.

Petshoppe Sweet Potato Chicken
Wraps and also Jerky Treats and
Chicken treats

Dog

Shih Tzu

5 Years

Female

9 Pound

Gave my dog Chicken Jerky, Duck Jerky and also Sweet Potato Chicken wraps as treats - bought them from Walgreens - PetShoppe brand by Walgreens. She began to vomit, drinks water contantly, has to urinate alot more frequently, her appitite is very minimal - will not eat much at all. She has tremors all the time. This all began about a week ago.
She was at the vet a month ago and had her yearly check-up and was just fine! I have talked to Walgreens, they said they pulled the items once and then they got another shipment and was to put back on the shelf. This is an awful situation, (b)(6) is like another child in our family and this is awful this sort of thing can happen!!!!!!

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Siberian Husky

5 Years

Cadet Gourmet Sweet Potato Duck
Wraps

Dog

Collie - Bearded

Cadet Premium Gourmet Duck Breast
JerkyDog Treats

Dog

Dalmatian

Waggin Trail Brand (see "how product
was used" for individual treat names)

Dog

Beagle

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Description

Male

50 Pound

Neighbor had given our son a bag of Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast for our dog. They were sitting on the counter. While we were out for several hours today, our dog took the bag of treats off the counter, opened the bag and consumed more than what the recommendations are for these treats (based of the piles of thrown up treats). When we
came home, the ripped open bag was on the floor along with multiple piles of thrown-up treats. I immediately thought of the issue with treats from China. This product is from China. The dogs water dish was empty and upon filling it, he started drinking as if very thirsty. We will continue to monitor our dog for other signs of toxicity/poisoning.

10 Years

Female

50 Pound

Dog collapsed twice. Exam on (b)(6)13 showed moderate dental disease, scant loose stool on rectal and evidence of severe arthritis. T102.6. CBC showed hemoconcentration hct 69 wbc 3.8 80neut 9 lymphs. SMA25 showed elevated liver enzymes: alt 239 sap 265 ast 117 chol 492 trig 724 tbili 0.4 creat 1.8 mg 1.2. The dog broke with severe diar
that night. The dog died on (b)(6). (b)(6) laboratories has placed the blood tubes on hold in case additional testing is requested from the FDA.

12 Years

Male

58 Pound

Came to vet, presented with no appetite for several days, increase in thirst, acting nauseous but not vomitting and severe weight loss. (Went from 74lbs last year to 58 lbs this year.) Chest and abdominal radiographs were normal. Tested patient for leptospirosis, and he was negative. Bloodwork shows more advanced renal failure as well as liver
disease. (AST 338, ALT 2445, ALKP 2083, BUN 108, Creat 4.5) The Dr recommended hospitalization and supportive care or euthanize, owner declined. Is currently taking Doxycycline and eating ok at home.

Female

20 Pound

(b)(6)13 - Presented for vomiting overnight. No known toxin ingestion. On physical exam pounding heart beat, muscle spasms. Labwork: anemia RBC 4.96 M/uL (5.50 - 8.50), hematocrit 36.3% (37.0 - 55.0), reticulocytes 123.3 L/uL (10.0 - 110.0), eosinopenia 0.04 K/uL (0.10 - 1.49), elevated BUN >130 mg/dL (7 - 27), elevated creatinine 5.6 mg/dL
(0.5 - 1.8), hyperphosphatemia >16.1 (2.5 - 6.8), eleavted ALT 101 U/L (10 - 100), elevated amylase 1638 U/L (500 - 1500), hypochloridemia 106 mmol/L (1009 - 122). Urine analysis: USG 1.013, blood, pH 7.0, 4+ protein. Treated with 0.9% NaCl and hospitalized. Drinking, vomiting during the day.

2 Years

(b)(6)13 - Ate overnight, no BM or vomit. No significant findings on physical exam. Recheck chemistry: elevated BUN >130, creatinine too high to read without dilution, hyperphosphatemia >16.1, hypocalcemia 7.3 mg/dL (7.9 - 12.0), hypoproteinemia 4.6 g/dL (5.2 - 8.2), hypoalbuminemia 2.1 g/dL (2.3 - 4.0), hyponatremia 143 mmol/L (144 - 160),
hypochloridema 108. Vomited during the day. Treated with Maropitant 10 mg subcutaneously, sucralfate 1 g by mouth. Continued IV fluids.
(b)(6)13 - No vomit or BM. Mildly uncomfortable for cranial abdominal palpation, dark stool on rectal exam, uremic breath. ACTH stim test normal (not consistent with Addisons disease). Continued IV fluids, treated with maropitant 10 mg SQ, famotidine 5 mg SQ, sucralfate 1 gram by mouth. Abdominal radiographs: kidneys small, no calculi noted
throughout urinary tract. Blood pressure normal. Ate bland canned food, no vomiting. Recommended internal medicine referral.
(b)(6)13 - Did not eat overnight, no BM or vomit. Painful on deep midabdominal palpation, dark soft stool on rectal exam, severe uremic breath. Recheck chemistry: elevated BUN >130, creatinine too high to read without dilution, hyperphosphatemia >16.1, hypocalcemia 7.6, hypoproteinemia 4.4, hypoalbuminemia 2.1, hypoglobulinemia 2.3 g/dL
(2.5 - 4.5), hyponatremia 143, hypochloridemia 107. Continued IV fluids, famotidine, maropitant, and sucralfate. Owners decided to spend a couple days at home with (b)(6) Sent home with oral maropitant, famotidine, and sucralfate. Despite severe lab values, (b)(6) was very bright and alert- acting like she wasn't sick. Each day she improved
clinically while hospitalized.
(b)(6)/13 - Leptospira sp by RealPCR negative.
(b)(6)13 - Presented for humane euthanasia. Obtained both kidneys and urine sample post mortem.
(b)(6)13 - Kidney biopsy: Severe tubular ectasia and atrophy with mineralization, hyaline casts, and lymphoplasmacytic interstitial nephritis with fibrosis (nephrocalcinosis). Lesions were severe and end-stage. Per pathologist, determining an underlying etiology is very difficult but the lesions could be a result of an underlying congenital
abnormality.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers

Dog

Poodle - Toy

8 Years

Female

6.5 Pound

Vomitted on a car ride on a Sat; didn't take my dog (b)(6) in the car often and attributed it to a bumpy ride. Thought ok Sun then noticed refusing treats. Finicky eater so didn't make anything of it. Then sat in the doorway rather than coming outside with me. By then I thought she just wasn't feeling well due to a "bug". Cool and drizzling outside; I
was working in mud and thought she had more sense than I did. Next am, Thurs, up very early to pick up my father on the other side of (b)(6) then get to airport. Am saddened to say (b)(6) was not on my mind. She remained home with our other 3 toy poodles and my husband. In the middle of the night she died in her sleep. My husband reported
appetite down but nothing else unusual. She slept in our bed and put her paws up on the bed asking to be lifted into bed that last night. She liked to be babied and did this sometimes. Again, no red flag raised but in hindsight I suspect she was weak. Three to four hours later she died peacefully in her sleep with no apparent pain or respiratory
distress. She was buried in the yard. A couple of weeks later we heard the report on dog treats and dog deaths. Our other dogs are 10+ lbs in weight. Our open pet treats at that time included an almost empty bag of Milo brand chicken treat. (b)(6) had a clean bill of health at routine vet checkup in late June. Loss of appetite, decreased energy
then a quiet death are consistant with end stage renal disease. Unfortunately the timeline was short and I'd attributed her symptoms to a virus which I expected to resolve over the week. We still have the Milo treats but of courss are not giving them to our other dogs.

American made Market cuts chicken
jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6 Years

Female

60 Pound

severe illness throwing up , bleeding from the nose, high fever, lethargy, seizures, unable to walk painfulness, drooping eyes , loss of appitite,

Happy Hips Chicken Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin Helps
maintain healthy joints.

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

6 Years

Female

72.8 Pound

Pet 'n Shape Chik N Skewers, Pet n
Dog
Shape Chik n Chips, Pet n Shape Chik n
Sweet Potato, Beefeaters sweet potato
bones

Terrier - Yorkshire

5 Years

Male

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Bichon Frise

pet shoppe salmon jerky treats

Dog

Dingo Doubles 2 in 1 Chicken Treat &
Dental Chew
Pet Shoppe

Dog

Chein Francais Blanc et
Noir
Chihuahua

Dog

Japanese Chin
(Spaniel)

10 Pound

Vomited once. Won't eat anything. Lethargic. Sleeping alot. Sleeping hard. Doesn't seem to be in any pain. No diarrhea seen, but O saw something red on her bottom after coming inside the other day. Still giving chicken jerky treats. Having a lot of gas.

Noticed excessive thirst and urination. Some lethargy and vomitting. Vet has diagnosed kidney failur and protein deficiency.

7 Years

Female

20.1 Pound

16 Months

Female

9.5 Pound

vomited on Saturday digested food and bile, V yesterday a couple pieces of undigested food as well and lst night V was clear. P not eating since yesterday. P started acting lethargy yesterday. O does not know if P got into something that she wasn't suppose to. Not currently on any medications. BM was normal yesterday. No BM yet today that O
has seen. No other abnormal behavior noticed. O does feed jerky type treats to (b)(6)
(b)(6) presented 11/7/13 for vommitting and diarrhea which started 11/6/13 sometime after owner's gave her a salmon flavored jerky treat form china.

3 Years

Female

13.2 Pound

Pet was given three Dingo Doubles 2 in 1 chicken treat and dental chew on Tuesday, November 5, 2013. By the next day she was lethargic, not eating and generally not feeling well. She vomited Wednesday morning and had soft stool later in the day.

9 Years

Male

14.2 Pound

Dog was anorexic for 3 weeks, episodes of vomiting and diarrhea

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

5.5 Years

Female

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dog's Well Happy Hips Chicken Breast
with Glucosamine and Chondroitin. ,
Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Other Canine/dog

Petshoppe Chicken Jerky Premium
chicken dog treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Male

Kingdom Pets Premium Dog Treats
Chicken Jerk

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

7 Months

Female

50.8 Pound

o concerned she was giving jerky treats like seen on tv, o reports vomiting 4 x in the last 2 1/2 weeks, mon loose stool- resolved now, last night and this am not interested in food much but did eat, eating pine cones, chews on everything , o reports cosco is still selling products; today liver swollen, alt elevated, last jerky treat was at least 2 weeks
ago, jerky treat vomit in am, mon, tues, vomited wed am

Dingo meat in the middle Beefy beef
and rawhide chew

Dog

Spaniel - Springer
English

Male

23.4 Kilogram

Was given a Dingo brand meat in the middle Rawhide chew on Oct 27th. Lethargic the following saturday and started vomiting and having diarrhea.

Pet Botanics Grain-Free Omega Treats
Salmon Recipe

Dog

Shih Tzu

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders Chicken
Dog Treats

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

13 Years

7 Years

14 Years

Weight

Weight
UOM
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3.7 Kilogram

9 Pound

Description
Presented on(b)(6)2013 for azotemia at a different emergency clinic. On presentation patient had a two day history of progressive vomiting, lethargy, and inappetance. Azotemia BUN 92.5 (9.0-29.0), Creatinine 5.4 (0.1-1.4). Owner's elected outpatient therapy at that time with subcutaneous fluids, convenia, and maropitant, slight clinical
improvement. Owners represented to our practice (b)(6)) that same evening after doing research on azotemia in dogs. Hospitalized on 120 mL/kg/day IV fluids. (b)(6)13 Abdominal ultrasound - both kidneys had mild to moderate nonspecific changes that were considered slightly more severe than expected from an age related standpoint. Mild
retroperitoneal steatitis and effusion were noted, consitent with regional inflammation. Although pyelectasia was not noted, pyelonephritis is a possibility (or any other cause for nonspecific renal inflammation). Remainder of ultrasound exam normal.(b)(6)/13 started therapy for possible leptospirosis unasyn 22 mg/kg Q 8 hours, doxycycline 5
mg/kg IV Q 12 hours. (b)(6)13 Lepto serology submitted - negative. (b)(6)13 urine culture submited - negative.(b)(6)13 in house bloodwork ALP 16 (20-150 U/L), ALT 61 (10-118 U/L), BUN 78 mg/dL (7-25 mg/dL), creatinine 4.8 mg/dL (0.3-1.4 mg/dL).(b)(6)13 in house blood work ALP 155, ALT 644, BUN 70, Creatitine 4.3. Due to clinical improvement
discharged on (b)(6)13 with suspected diagnosis of lepto or pyelonephritis pending lepto serology and urine culture results on clavamox 62.5 mg PO Q 12 hours and doxycycline 50 mg/mL oral suspension 0.4 mL PO Q 12 hours. Recommended a recheck appointment with primary care vet in 5 days. Patient was seen by the primary care veterinarian
on (b)(6)2013 for a recheck. The patient was clinically doing well at home. In house blood work showed progressive renal azotemia and elevated liver values. ALT 1125 (10-118 U/L), BUN 115 (7-25 mg/dL), Creatinine 8.0 (0.3-1.4 mg/dL). The patient was transferred to (b)(6)from the primary care vet for hospitalization and continued treatment.
Placed on IV plasmalyte at 180 mL/kg/day, re-instated IV unasyn and doxycycline treatment at the same dose and frequency. She vomited twice that evening and was started on dolasetrom 0.5 mg/kg IV Q 24 hours and a metoclopramide CRI at 1.75 mg/kg/day. Repeat abdominal ultrasound performed on (b)(6)/2013. Mild peri-renal fluid
accumulation and peri-renal steatitis. Mild, non-specific changes in both kidneys, mild loss of corticomedullary distinction. In house renal fine needle aspirate showed scattered neutrophils, red blood cells, and renal epithelial cells. Liver FNA was within normal limits.(b)(6)2013 urinalysis submitted to(b)(6) Laboratories (on IV fluid diuresis at time
of sample collection) - USG 1.011, pH 7.0, Protein 1+, glucose trace, ketones negative, bilirubin negative, Ocult blood 1+ (cystocentesis sample), no WBC or RBC seen, no crystals bacteria casts or epithelial cells seen. Intravenous fluid rate increased to 162 mL/kg/day, continued unasyn, doxycycline, metoclopramide, and dolasetron. (b)(6)2013 on
further questioning of the owner the dog had been receiving treats listed by the FDA as causing renal toxicosis in dogs. Dog was eating Happy Hips chicken jerky treats and Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats. Last known treat exposure was between (b)(6)2013 and (b)(6)/2013. Treat associated renal toxicity was suspected. Doxycycline and Unasyn
therapy discontinued. Continued IV fluids, metoclopramide, and dolsetron therpay. Began Mirtazapine 3.75 mg PO Q 24 hours. (b)(6)/2013 repeat in house blood work ALP 645, ALT 727, BUN 81, creatinine 5.3. (b)(6)2013 No changes in therapy. (b)(6)2013 recheck chemistry ALP 1,100, ALT 1,025, BUN 54, Creatinine 5.3. No changes in therapy.
(b)(6)2013 no changes in therapy. (b)(6)13 began Denamarin dogs up to 12 pounds (90mg) PO Q 24 hours. Began feeding Hills K/d diet. (b)(6)2013 repeat in house chemistry panel ALP 985, ALT, 1224, BUN 96, Creatinine 7.1.(b)(6)2013 Clinical improvement noted, dog was brighter than day prior. No treatment changes. (b)(6)/2013 second day of
clinical improvement noted, good appetite. Began Azodyl small capsules PO Q 12 hours one hour before eating. (b)(6)/2013 in house blood work ALP 910, ALT 1,317, BUN 62, Creatinine 5.5. (b)(6)2013 continued clinical improvement in attitude, good appetite. Discontinued dolasetron, no changes in other therapies.(b)(6)2013 discontinue
metoclopramide, continue other therapies as previously described. (b)(6)2013 repeat in house blood work ALP 672, ALT 714, BUN 35, Creatinine 4.6. 11/5/2013 No changes. (b)(6) 2013 discontinued mirtazapene. (b)(6)/2013 repeat in house blood work ALP 505, ALT 474, BUN 28, Creatinine 4.4. (b)(6)2013 no changes in therapy. (b)(6)/2013
patient still in hospital with no current changes to treatment.

Brought dog in for routine recheck of bloodwork and urinalysis (b)(6)/2013. Protein was present in urine and bloodwork showed elevated levels of BUN 45 (range 8-30) and Creatinine 2.1 (range 0.4-2.0).

Female

12 Pound

Profound mucoid, bloody diarrhea with vomiting. Listless. Responded to IV fluid therapy, antiemetic & metronidazole within 48 hours. Serum chemistry, CBC and Urinalysis normal except very high hematocrit. The 2 dogs in the house were recently given Pet Botanics Omega Treats, Salmon Recipe and both dogs developed similar symptoms within
a day of each other.

Male

10 Pound

We purchased Waggin' Train chicken jerky treats from the (b)(6) MD Costco on Sunday, (b)(6), 2012.
On Tuesday,(b)(6), after eating the treats for two days, our dog, (b)(6) started having constant and uncontrollable urges to urinate. We stayed up all night taking him out to urinate. He would come back inside and immediately have to go again. I noticed, from a few times we didn't get him out in time, that his urine was a bright orange-pink color.
Since the only change in (b)(6) diet was these treats, which he had never had before, we stopped giving them to him. His need to urinate lessened, but his appetite was diminishing. The vet told us to monitor (b)(6) and bring him in if he didn't improve.
I returned the treats to Costco, informing them that the treats had made our dog very ill. The Costco representative stated that he was aware that the treats were making dogs ill as others had reported the same thing.
A week later, (b)(6) still wasn't eating at all and he was vomiting. The vet advised that we take him to (b)(6) hospital for fluids and 24 hour care, which we did on Wednesday, July 11. (b)(6) informed us that (b)(6) kidneys were failing. Soon they notified us his liver was failing too. (b)(6) said there was nothing more they could do. In total, we spent
$3884.73 on care to save (b)(6)
We picked (b)(6) up on Sunday, (b)(6). Our vet euthanized him on Tuesday, (b)(6).

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky
Milos chicken jerky treat

Dog
Dog

Terrier (unspecified)
Chihuahua

20 Months
12 Years

Female
Male

51 Pound
12 Pound

Lamb & Rice Jerky

Dog had diarrhea after eating Kingdom Pets jerky treats made in China
Consumed Milos jerky treat, had vomiting and diarrhea. Brought him to his cardiologist (b)(6) thinking maybe he had digoxin toxicity, ended up being acute kidney failure, cardiac status was unchanged, went to ICU a(b)(6) and died within 36 hours of hospitalization
I have a Silky Terrier died of kidney failure, she was very healthy two to three weeks ago she started losing appetite drinks a lot of water, last Friday we took her to the vet and diagnosed that she had kidney failure, we took her to animal emergency clinic, on Sunday the doctor tole me there is no chance she can recover and suggested us to put
her to sleep, we took a very difficult decision and put her to sleep. On Tuesday my daughter send me a link about the news of "jerky treats killing pets", we realized we also gave her jerky treat, that is the reason we feel we should report it.

Vitality Duck Breast with flaxseed and
vitamins

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

5 Years

Male

65 Pound

Approx. 1.5 weeks after the dogs ate the jerky treats, (b)(6) had an incident of diarrhea. He was fine the next day, but the following day had 2-3 attacks. I took him to the vet who did xrays, bloodwork, stool analysis. No obstructions, no blood abnormalities aside from some elevated levels that the vet said was consistent with colitis. That was the
diagnosis. We discussed the jerky and the vet noted that the dog had ingested the jerky. Treated the dog with flagyl for 7 days and suggested a bland diet. The dog is still having some gastric upset 1.5 weeks after initial treatment. Also, the other dog had a day of diarrhea. Neither dog is prone to this condition, which is why it was cause for
concern.

Cadet Duck Breast Treats

Dog

Retriever - Golden

9 Years

Male

94 Pound

On (b)(6)-2013 we purchase a bag of the Cadet breast treats from Costco on arriving home we gave (b)(6) four treats, the next day I believe he was given two more, the next day he received two more on the fourth day we noticed (b)(6) was not feeling well. He was himself, very tired and wouldn't eat his normal food in the morning. After two
days not getting any better we took him to a local vet. where his blood and urine was tested. The vet said we need more test but they did not have the equipment so we took (b)(6) to(b)(6), in (b)(6), CA. where he began x ray MRI Cat scan and many more test. We also had to give Harley a blood transfusion because his blood count was low. Even
with all there help (b)(6) died at home some thirteen days after we purchased the treat from Costco. Still Costco will not take the Cadet treats off the shelf. And our dogs is dead, with no offer of any help. Please give up a hand sorting of this terrible problem we have gone through. Thank You (b)(6)

Priority Chicken Jerky Treats for Dogs

Dog

Terrier - Bull Staffordshire

12 Years

Female

50 Pound

While on a camping trip in Northern California, I purchased a 24 oz bag of Priority Chicken Jerky treats at the Safeway store in (b)(6) California. I gave the 3-4 treats per day to my dog broken up into bite sized pieces in her food. Within a few hours my dog had looser stools than normal. Within 48 hours she was vomiting any food that she ate
(undigested) and had liquid stools. I stopped giving my dog the jerky treats immediately thinking that she couldn't digest them. The vomiting after meals ceased within 24 hours. Her stools returned to normal within 2 weeks of the onset of symptoms. She had one episode of bright red blood in her stool during that time. At one week's time from
the onset of symptoms, we had returned home from the camping trip so I was able to make my dog's meals from scratch. I am convinced that if I had not discontinued giving her those jerky treats and/or not changed her diet, she would have been way more sick than she was. As of today, 6 weeks after the onset of symptoms, (b)(6) has no
noticeable digestive symptoms. However, she is less tolerant to cold than she ever has been in the fall. She was also severely intolerant to cold during her initial digestive troubles after eating the jerky treats.

Retriever - Labrador

11 Years

Female

54 Pound

Presented to our office,(b)(6), with bloody diarrhea and vomiting. Died within 4 hours. Bloodwork was unremarkable.

Waggon train jerky treats chicken flavor Dog

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Canyon Creek Ranch chicken jerky

Dog

Pointing Dog - German
Wire-haired

Age

Age
UOM
9 Years

Gender

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM

86 Pound
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Description

On (b)(6)13 I put my dog to sleep. His quality of life was poor due to kidney failure.
I purchased at Petsmart, a Nestle product being Canyon Creek Ranch chicken jerky.
I fed him one 12 oz. package over a week time span and 5 days later he became very ill. The death spiral had begun.
The following week I received a recall notice from Petsmart but I had already fed him the "treats".
His Veterinarian agrees that it is highly likely he had poisoned by the jerky.

Natural Value Dog Chew Sweet Potato
and Duck Meat Sticks
Kingdom Pets Sweet Potato & Duck
Jerky
Kingdom Pets
All natural Ingredients
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

10 Years

Male

9.7 Pound

Acute bloody diarrhea and anorexia. Only change in household was new "treat" introduced.

Dog

Shar Pei

12 Years

Male

55 Pound

Began shaking all over Would not eat. Lost weight. Lethargic.

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

8 Years

Male

15 Ounce

Vomiting started roughly 9/27/13 and vomiting started 9/29/13. Depressed and not eating as well. 9/30/13 visit to rDVM. Slightly dehydrated, abdomen tense CPL test negative at that time. PCV - 54% and TP - 8.0. Fluids and IV antibiotics for 1 day. Cerenia SQ, oral antibiotics sent home. Patient improved within 1 day

Cadet duck jerky treats (?)
Cadet Duck Jerky dog treats (?)
waggin tails chicken jerky treats

Dog
Dog
Dog

Maltese
Maltese
Retriever - Golden

15 Months
15 Months
7 Years

Male
Male
Male

10.6 Pound
9.6 Pound
67 Pound

chicken chompers jerky treats

Cat

Domestic Mediumhair

1.5 Years

Male

15 Pound

Waggin Train Fiddlestix wrapped with
chicken treats for dogs

Dog

Shih Tzu

3.5 Years

Male

13 Pound

Pet Shoppe sweet potato fries

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

Female

15 Pound

Owner noticed dog started drinking a lot of water and had increased urination for about a 1-2 week duration. Owner also noted lethargy.

Duck Breast

Dog

Dalmatian

Male

60 Pound

My dog stopped eating and looked very tired and sickly. he has lost weight and vets couldnt figure out what was causing both liver and kidney failure.

Milos Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Retriever - Golden

Female

30 Pound

In May 2013 we began giving our puppy Milos chicken jerky treats as a reward for getting into the car (we have two dogs but our other dog sniffed the treat and refused to eat it), about 30 minutes into our ride our dog woudl vomit and then seemed to be over what ever was going on. This was repeated several times, we consulted our ve who
suggested changing dog food, etc., vomiting, lethargy, lack of appetite became progressively worse until we came home to find our dog salivating heavily, drenched, lethargic and not moving, we rushed her to the vet and after several vet visits (several thousand dollars) IV fluids, special food, and many tests the vet could not find anything wrong
with our dog, we went to a home made dog food diet and eliminated any other foods and she gradually got better. We eventually went back to store bought food with no issues but no longer giver her treats. Vet never could ID what the problem was.

7 Years
12 Years

4 Months

Started having bloody mucoid diarrhea 10/28/13. No other signs, acting normally. Resolved on bland diet. Normal physical exam, bloodwork unremarkable, urinalysis unremarkable, fecal sample= negative, 10ml urine frozen per FDA
Started having bloody, mucoid diarrhea ~10/28/13. Asides from diarrhea, acting normally, no vomiting or other signs.
After consuming Waggin Tails Chicken Jerky treats for about a year. (b)(6) developed scab sores all over his body. He also had his paw pads bleeding and cracking. Discontinued using this product and everything cleared up in a couple of weeks. There have been no problems since. During time of consumption we took him to the vet and we were
given prednisone and also antibiotics and nothing worked until we discontinued feeding him the treats. We also thought at the time it was his food so we changed to a food with no beef or artificial anything in it. We have a happy and healthly dog now at the age of 10 years old.

bought jerky treats for my 2 dogs. the dogs didn't eat them but I seen my cat eating the jerky treat about 4days later noticed cat was not eating and not acting normal. took him to the vet they put him on medication for conjunctivitis for eyes and amoxicillian for what they thought was respitory infection. after couple days he was no better and
got worse so I took him to other vet. they did blood work and other test every thing came back fine but cat was not eating , vomiting, diarrhea lost a lot of weight.
Owner first noticed that (b)(6) was urinating more slowly (slower stream) and had to go outside more frequently or he would have accidents in the house. Owner was concerned that it did not seem normal. Recommended examination and urinalysis on (b)(6)2012. Owner did not choose to followup immediately. Was examined (b)(6)2013 and
appeared healthy at that time other than occasional hacking cough. Seen again (b)(6)/2013 for a lump between eyes from a possible injury. Owner said occasional cough was still present. Prostate at that time appeared normal shape and texture, but possibly slightly enlarged for size of dog. He appeared healthy otherwise. On (b)(6)2013 owner
noted that he wanted to neuter (b)(6) however, sometimes seems to sputter when urinating and wondered if he was fully emptying his bladder. On (b)(6)/2013 scheduled for neuter surgery, but had increased liver and kidney enzymes and so surgery was postponed and additional diagnostics performed. ***Note two other dogs in household also
have had elevated liver enzymes after being fed these treats.***
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Product Name

Species

Breed

Cadet Gourmet Duck Jerky 2.5Lb

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American

Age

Age
UOM

13.7 Years

Gender

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM

31 Pound
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Description

¿ Species (dog, cat) Dog
¿ Age, weight, breed, pregnant, spayed/neutered
13 years -7 months old 31 pounds
American Cocker Spaniel
Not pregnant
Neutered male
¿ Previous health status of pet
Very good for a 13+ year old Cocker Spaniel. He is a sweet, lovable guy. There is some loss of hearing and eyesight. He developed "skin tags" a couple of years back. And we also suspect some joint arthritis - he doesn't like long walks anymore and movement is stiff in the morning.
¿ Any pre-existing conditions your pet has
1. He has some loss of hearing and eyesight. He has developed "dry eye" and gets 1/4 inch of Optimmune once a day.
2. Developing "skin tags".
3. We also suspect some arthritis - he doesn't like long walks anymore and movement is stiff in the morning. (Plus the Glucosamine, Chondroitin & MSM seems to help a lot)
¿ Whether you give your pet any other foods, treats, dietary supplements or drugs
1. Food. Primary diet is 2/3 cup of Chef Michael dry dog food twice a day. Plus one Cesar once a day.
2. Treats. (a) Milk bone dog biscuits.
(b) Marrow Bone puppy treats
(c) Breath Busters.
3. Drugs/Supplements
a. One "Glucosamine, Chondroitin & MSM" tablet for arthritis per day
b. Optimmune ( 0.2% Cyclosporine) for dry eye (1/4" daily)
¿ How much of the suspected product your pet normally consumes
Approx 3 or 4 pieces each day for less than a week. (approx 0.6oz to 0.9oz per day)
((aside - I weighed the Jerky. 20 pieces of Jerky weighed about 4.5oz.))
¿ How much of the ¿suspect¿ product was consumed from the package?
We gave him a total of approx 4oz out of a 2.5Lb bag/pouch - so 15 to 20 pieces over less than a week. So approx 10% of the bag- maybe.
Within few days of opening the bag, our dog developed severe diarrhea, vomiting, irregular behavior / movements. One evening, he just kept walking and trying to have a bowel movement but nothing came out, walked more, tried again and again to poop. This went on for many hours. 3 or 4 times he tried to vomit but nothing came up. He
appeared to be in severe discomfort and his stomach was distended and very firm to the touch.
¿ How much of the product you still have
90% of the bag - approx 2Lb-4oz of treats.
FYI. A new, unopened full bag (with 2.5Lbs of jerky treats) weighs approx. 2Lb-10oz. So, looks like the bag weighs 2oz. Our opened bag of treats (including the bag) now weighs 2Lb-6oz.
¿ Clinical signs exhibited by your pet (such as vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy)
Vomiting
Diarrhea
Within a week of opening the bag, our dog developed diarrhea, vomiting, irregular behavior / movements and symptoms of have severe abdominal pain and stress.
For example, one evening, he "insisted" on going outside and he just kept walking and walking in broad circles - this is quite atypical - and trying to have a bowel movement, walked more, tried to poop, walked, etc. Wasn't his normal walk, he was half walking and half hunched over like he was trying to poop. This went on for many hours into the
night. 3 or 4 times he tried to vomit.
In addition, he appeared to be in severe discomfort and his stomach was distended and very firm to the touch.
After several hours, then his symptoms and signs seemed to begin to slowly wear off, he started laying down for a few minutes, then a little walk and a longer rest - and finally the discomfort seemed to have passed and he eventually came inside and laid down to sleep.
¿ How soon after consuming the product the clinical signs appeared
Less than a week total - but within a few hours after giving him the last few pieces.
¿ Your veterinarian¿s contact information, diagnosis and medical records for your pet We did not take him to a vet. We stopped giving him the treats and the symptoms all went away.
¿ Results of any diagnostic laboratory testing performed on your pet
No tests were done
¿ How many pets consuming the product exhibited clinical symptoms
One
¿ Whether any pets that consumed the product are not affected
None
¿ Whether your pet spends time outdoors unsupervised
No. We supervise him every minute he is outside.
¿ Why you suspect the pet food caused the illness.
1. Our dog really liked these Duck Jerky treats in the past. We had them before but ran out of them and were unable to find them for several months.
2. Then we found them at a Costco in (b)(6).
3. We added them into his usual routine. He continued to eat his normal Chef Michael and an evening Cesar. We continued to give him Milk Bones, Marrow Bones and Breath Busters treats.
4. Then one day he got very very sick.
5. After he recovered, we immediately removed one and only one thing - ie we stopped giving him the Duck Jerky - which we had just started. He continued to eat his Chef Micheal and Cesar. We continued to give him Milk Bones, Marrow Bones and Breath Busters.
6. All of his symptoms and vomiting and diarrhea and his irregular behavior went away immediately. In the three weeks since then, he has not vomited, had diarrhea and is acting like his normal self.
Product description:
¿ Exact name of the product and product description (as stated on the product label)
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast
Made with REAL duck Breast
Visit Us At: www.imspet.com
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Product Name

Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

continued

continued

continued

con- continued tinued

Gender

Weight

continued continued

Weight
UOM

Description

continued Product of China
Not for Human Consumption
Distributed By: IMS Pet Industries, Inc.,
34 Passaic Street, Wood-Ridge, NJ07075
Treated by Irradiation
¿ Type of container (e.g. box, bag, can, pouch, etc.) Resealable Zipper pouch/bag
Net Wt. 2.5 Lb (1.13 Kg)
¿ Product intended to be refrigerated, frozen, or stored at room temperature
stored at room temperature
¿ Lot number
Printed on the bag was the following
3167
06 02 2015
256 H
¿ Best by, best before or expiration date
I am presuming it is either June 02, 2015 (or 6th of February 2015) - from above
¿ UPC code (also known as the bar code) 7 68303 01496 3
The pouch/bag also had a product number in white letters of 3167
This same number - 3167 - appears on the Costco receipt
¿ Net weight 2.5 Lb (1.13 Kg)
¿ Purchase date and exact location where purchased.
Purchased October 16, 2013
Location Costco (b)(6)
¿ Results of any laboratory testing performed on the pet food product
No tests were performed
¿ How the food was stored, prepared, and handled
1. Top was torn off the pouch - exposing the resealable zipper
2. One Jerky strip was removed (at a time) and the treat was given to the dog
3. Pouch was resealed and put on a shelf.
4. The dog was given 3 or 4 Jerky treats during the course of a day. One at a time.
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Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Female
Male

Beefeater's Chicken Jerky Treats
Dog
MINI DINGO CHIP MIX (Real Chicken & Dog
Sweet potato)
Chicken in the Middle

Retriever - Labrador
Pit Bull

14 Years
1 Years

Milos Chicken Jerky

Terrier - Jack Russell

9 Years

Dog

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM

65 Pound

9 Pound
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Description

Vomiting/diarrhea; please contact owner for further reporting info
Dog given (Mini Dingo Chip mix) treat in early morning. When I returned home, dog had severe diarrhea and his cage was full of blood.
unaware of the tainted treat. This event happen 2 days in a row with the same treat
I had been feeding my dog treats of Chicken Jerky on and off in 2012-14. I was giving him them more often prior to his getting sick in 2014. He liked chicken jerky. He started to exhibit pain in his abdomen and vomiting and diahrea. I would rub his stomach softly to help him but it concerned me. He started to lose weight and began to shake. He
also threw up a lot. I brought him to the veteranarian after a month or so of this illness and the day after he started to shake without stopping and he screamed if you picked him up. I brought him to (b)(6). His Client Number is: (b)(6) . (b)(6) was hospitalized and had bloodwork/urilanysis testing for internal organs. They determined his liver was
swollen and not functioning properly. they concluded he had a liver infection. He was treated and received medications to include Ampicillin/Clavamox, Cerenia (anit-naus.) fluids, and Adenosyl 100mg. The Adenosyl is to be used from this point on. He is currently at the vet., right now as of (b)(6), 2013 for testing of his liver/kidneys as a followup.
He was put on diet of Royal Canin, first the gastrointestinal, but he lost weight..so now he's on Canin Senior food. I threw away all of the Chicken Jerkey but I do know the brand names were MILOS Chicken Jerky (Del Monte), CANYON CREEK RANCH Chicken Jerky (Nestlie Purina Petcare Co), DOGSWELL- Happy Hips-Chicken breast Dog Treats. the
last bag, before he became very sick was MILOS.
He is an indoor dog and only goes out to p/p and is on a leash. I keep an eye on him because we don't have a fence. Before the liver infection he was on a meal of Nutri -Source chicken and rice and had canned food of Mighty Dog -lamb and rice. He has been to the vet. as needed for check ups and recently teeth cleaning. I take care of my
dog...and I would Never have risked giving him toxic food. I understand that these "Chicken Jerky" treats originate in China and I am pissed that this food isn't regulated and that it appeared as if it came from a plant in the U.S. I will never buy treats for my dog and tell all of my friends and family to beware. I will happily testify or assist the FDA in
researching this issue. Thank you.

Jerky treats

Dog

Newfoundland

waggin train chicken jerky

Dog

3 Years

Female

120 Pound

She ate some jerky treats, I noticed she started to refuse all food, even broth, throwing up and wanted to drink often. Lost a lot of weight quickly and then passed away. I loved this dog extreamly!!!

Shih Tzu

12 Years

Male

15 Pound

After giving all three of my dogs waggin train chicken jerky treats from China, all three dogs had bloody diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy and were very sick.

Hill's Science Diet Jerky Strips with Real Dog
Beef All Natural

Terrier - Toy Fox

18 Years

Male

6.6 Pound

Approximately on the first of August, I began giving (b)(6) half a strip--per day--of Hill's Science Diet Jerky Strips with Real Beef. Best Before date was 10/2014. Other identifying code was: J21 1 087. On or about 08/11/13, (b)(6) became constipated which lasted a few days. Each day he had one, maybe two, bowel movements a day (down from 34). Each time, he strained to have a BM. On 08/26/13 I first noticed bloody stools with an acrid odor, twice in the same day. I noticed bloody stools on the following days: 08/26, 09/03, 09/09, 09/11 (also, vomit with yellow bile), 09/12, and 09/15. (b)(6) did have other BMs but I did not inspect all of them. On 08/26 I took a fecal sample to the
veterinarian's office for testing: it came back negative for parasites. I don't know what else it was tested for. On 09/17/09 the doctor prescribed Flagyl Liquid 100mg/ml. Dosage: 0.5cc every 12 hours for 7 days. After 7-10 days, (b)(6) bowels were back to normal and I did not notice any blood.

Doctors Foster and Smith original
chicken fillets, Doctors Foster and
Smith veggie wraps chicken and carrot

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

11 Years

Female

50 Pound

After feeding her 1-3 jerky treats/day for two days she starting having diarrhea. Day three of diarrhea (we stopped the treats) she had blood in her stool, and day three she was vomiting, so she went to to veterinarian.

Kingdom Pets: All Natural Ingredients:
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

7 Years

Female

73 Pound

I started giving (b)(6) Kingdom Pets: All Natural Ingredients Chicken Jerky that I purchased at Costco in (b)(6) Alaska in May. She was given one to two a day except for one day that she got into the bag and ate less than half of the bag. She started showing signs of excessive thirst, excessive urination, her hair was falling out, and her blood sugar
levels spiked, she had excessive weight loss going from 88 pounds to 73 pounds. She was very lethargic which was extremely abnormal for a previously active dog. She went blind and had liver function problems. We tested her for Cushings disease, she tested negative. Her sugar levels were very high and our vet listed her as diabetic. We started
giving her insulin shots twice a day and increased the dosage several times over seven weeks as the insulin did nothing. Our vet believed she was insulin resistant and there was an underlying factor but we could not figure out what it was. (b)(6) continued to get worse and we decided the best option was to stop her suffering and we had her put
to sleep.

Happy Hips Jerky Strips Chicken

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

Female

75 Pound

I opened a new bag of Happy Hips Chicken Jerky Strips and gave them to my dog in the evening, around 7 or 8 pm. She needed to go out three times during the night with diarrhea (1:30, 3:30, 5:30 am), something she never does. The next day while I was at work she had diarrhea all over one room. I cleaned that up and let her spend a decent
amount of time outdoors. We had to go out for a one hour tutoring session, during which time she again had diarrhea inside. This is a dog who only has had accidents inside when she has a UTI, something we haven't seen in over 6 years. I found the information about the FDA inquiry into jerky treats and will return them to the store. She is now
on a rice regimen until she has control of her bowels.

100% Natural - Quackers - 100%
Natural Breast of Duck - PCI Brand

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Long-haired

Male

13 Pound

For about the past year or so, (b)(6) has had these odd moments which result in me taking him to the ER. Symptoms - motionless, throwing up, Diarrhea. We would come home from work and he would be scratching his underbelly area to the point he has wounded himself. Can't tell you how many medicines he has been on but it all just started
happening. Both hospitals listed below have hooked him up to IVs due to significant dehydration. THe last ER visit a few weeks at at (b)(6), they did an x-ray and his intestines were just filled with food. We have no idea why. He had a double ear infection as well. Here are the two hospitals that have his records under (b)(6) (b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
I am guessing on the time it started. The hospitals would have that information.

6 Years
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Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Dog
Foods L.I.T. Limited Ingredient Treats®
Jerky Bark Fish & Sweet Potato Formula

Dachshund - Miniature

Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Dog
Foods L.I.T. Limited Ingredient Treats®
Jerky Bark Fish & Sweet Potato
Formula, PureBites® Freeze Dried
Ocean Whitefish Treats, PureBites®
Freeze Dried Duck Treats, Wet Noses
Sweet Potato Little Stars 9oz, Merrick
Classic Grain Free Smothered Comfort
Canned Dog Food, Wet Noses Pumpkin
Treats, Dick Van Patten's Natural
Balance Pet Foods Alpha® Chicken
Turkey Meal & Duck Dry Dog Formula

Doberman Pinscher

Age

Age
UOM
3 Years

Gender

19 Months

Female

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
14.4 Pound

69 Pound
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Description
This is the same description used for my other dog, (b)(6) for whom I filled out a separate report.
Report Version FPSR.FDA.PETF.V.V1
Report Category
Pet Food Safety Report Submitted 2013-11-06 17:35:45 EST
FDA ICSR ID 1032818
Report Key for Followup
(b)(6)
--It began with my dachshund (b)(6) who was having some stomach issues (vomiting and diarrhea) and respiratory (coughing and asthma) in August 2013. I took him to the vet, and he was given Doxycycline. We thought the issues were resolved, because he had been fine for several weeks. He started acting lethargic around 9/14/2013 and began to
refuse any food. He only wanted to eat grass. I would not let him eat grass because I live in an apartment complex, and I have no idea how they treat the grass.
On 9/18/2013, he became violently ill with explosive bloody & mucous-y diarrhea. I was having to take him outside at least once or twice an hour. I took him to the vet on 9/19/2013, and they ran a fecal float test. The fecal flotation came back negative. They decided it was probably colitis and that¿s what we would treat it as. He didn't appear
dehydrated. At the time, they had no reason to think otherwise. He was given an injection of Famotinine & Convenia. He was prescribed a suspension of Amox and Metronidazole. His symptoms cleared up in 3 or 4 days, however, he has not completely recovered.
My initial thought was that (b)(6) was particularly sensitive to something he ate, however, when I got home, my Doberman (b)(6) began to have the same violent bloody diarrhea every few hours and began vomiting later that night. She was full of energy and had been completely fine until that afternoon. I called the vet on 9/20/13 to see if we
needed to reassess anything since BOTH dogs were sick with the same signs and symptoms. They didn't need to see her and prescribed Metronidazole. Her diarrhea seemed to be painful as she would moan and bark during it. She was excessively drinking water and still had some energy, but she was not her usual "hyper" self. Her symptoms
completely cleared up after a few doses of Metronidazole and withholding food for 24 hours.
I can¿t think of a situation where they would have encountered giardia or anything waterborne, and they hadn¿t been around any other dogs for about a month. This leads me to suspect there may be an issue with the food. I checked to see if there were any recalls, and I called Natural Balance. The customer service rep was quite dismissive and
lectured me on how sensitive dogs can be to food changes --Frustrating because I have been using this brand of dog food for about 8 years.
I had no idea if (b)(6) was just refusing to eat his food or if he was ill. I tried several types of food between August and Sept to see if any would be successful in increasing his appetite.
Between August and Sept 2013, both dogs had the following foods & treats (purchase date):
Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Foods L.I.D. Limited Ingredient Diets® Sweet Potato & Fish Small Breed Bites® Dry Dog Formula 5# bag (9/15/2013)
Merrick Classic Grain Free Smothered Comfort Canned Dog Food (9/15/2013)
Wet Noses Pumpkin Treats (9/15/2013)
PureBites® Freeze Dried Duck Treats (9/10/2013)
PureBites® Freeze Dried Ocean Whitefish Treats (9/10/2013)
Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Foods L.I.T. Limited Ingredient Treats® Jerky Bark Fish & Sweet Potato Formula (9/10/2013)
Wet Noses Sweet Potato Little Stars (9/10/2013)
Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Foods Alpha® Chicken, Turkey Meal & Duck Dry Dog Formula 12.5# bag (9/10/2013)
Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Foods L.I.D. Limited Ingredient Diets® Sweet Potato & Fish Dry Dog Formula 28# bag (8/14/2013) Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Foods Original Ultra® Small Breed Bites® Dry Dog Formula 5# bag (August 2013)

This is the same description used for my other dog, (b)(6) for whom I filled out a separate report.
--It began with my dachshund (Ar (b)(6)i) who was having some stomach issues (vomiting and diarrhea) and respiratory (coughing and asthma) in August 2013. I took him to the vet, and he was given Doxycycline. We thought the issues were resolved, because he had been fine for several weeks. He started acting lethargic around 9/14/2013 and
began to refuse any food. He only wanted to eat grass. I would not let him eat grass because I live in an apartment complex, and I have no idea how they treat the grass.
On 9/18/2013, he became violently ill with explosive bloody & mucous-y diarrhea. I was having to take him outside at least once or twice an hour. I took him to the vet on 9/19/2013, and they ran a fecal float test. The fecal flotation came back negative. They decided it was probably colitis and that¿s what we would treat it as. He didn't appear
dehydrated. At the time, they had no reason to think otherwise. He was given an injection of Famotinine & Convenia. He was prescribed a suspension of Amox and Metronidazole. His symptoms cleared up in 3 or 4 days, however, he has not completely recovered.
My initial thought was that Ari was particularly sensitive to something he ate, however, when I got home, my Doberman (Hanna) began to have the same violent bloody diarrhea every few hours and began vomiting later that night. She was full of energy and had been completely fine until that afternoon. I called the vet on 9/20/13 to see if we
needed to reassess anything since BOTH dogs were sick with the same signs and symptoms. They didn't need to see her and prescribed Metronidazole. Her diarrhea seemed to be painful as she would moan and bark during it. She was excessively drinking water and still had some energy, but she was not her usual "hyper" self. Her symptoms
completely cleared up after a few doses of Metronidazole and withholding food for 24 hours.
I can¿t think of a situation where they would have encountered giardia or anything waterborne, and they hadn¿t been around any other dogs for about a month. This leads me to suspect there may be an issue with the food. I checked to see if there were any recalls, and I called Natural Balance. The customer service rep was quite dismissive and
lectured me on how sensitive dogs can be to food changes --Frustrating because I have been using this brand of dog food for about 8 years.
I had no idea if (b)(6) was just refusing to eat his food or if he was ill. I tried several types of food between August and Sept to see if any would be successful in increasing his appetite.
Between August and Sept 2013, both dogs had the following foods & treats (purchase date):
Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Foods L.I.D. Limited Ingredient Diets® Sweet Potato & Fish Small Breed Bites® Dry Dog Formula 5# bag (9/15/2013)
Merrick Classic Grain Free Smothered Comfort Canned Dog Food (9/15/2013)
Wet Noses Pumpkin Treats (9/15/2013)
PureBites® Freeze Dried Duck Treats (9/10/2013)
PureBites® Freeze Dried Ocean Whitefish Treats (9/10/2013)
Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Foods L.I.T. Limited Ingredient Treats® Jerky Bark Fish & Sweet Potato Formula (9/10/2013)
Wet Noses Sweet Potato Little Stars (9/10/2013)
Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Foods Alpha® Chicken, Turkey Meal & Duck Dry Dog Formula 12.5# bag (9/10/2013)
Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Foods L.I.D. Limited Ingredient Diets® Sweet Potato & Fish Dry Dog Formula 28# bag (8/14/2013)
Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Pet Foods Original Ultra® Small Breed Bites® Dry Dog Formula 5# bag (August 2013)

Kingdom Pets chicken jerky

Dog

Bulldog - American

8 Years

Female

64.6 Pound

Owner complaining of lethargy, PU/PD, and incontinence starting in 5/15/2013 which then became chronic and progressive. CBC/Chem done prior to symptoms 3/2013 all within normal limits. On 7/2013, CBC had mild eosinophilia, Chem profile had ALT 185 (12-118), Cholesterol 436 (92-324) and Urine SG 1.010, remainder of UA wnl. On
8/2/2013, started Proin 50 mg PO BID for incontinence while we continued work-up for PUPD. On 9/6/2013, owner reports incontinence only slightly improved on Proin, PUPD persisted and mild lethargy persisted - blood pressure at same visit was 148/66, MAP 101. On 10/18/13, no change in symptoms, so submitted urine cortisol:creatinine
ratio (results of 15, >13 consistent with but not diagnostic for Cushings). Also, added Incurin and continued Proin for the incontinence. On 10/25/13, owner called the clinic after realizing she had been giving the recalled jerky treats from Costco for the last 6 months (which coinsides with the start of the PUPD symptoms) but had stopped within
the past week. On 10/28/13, CBC - mild monocytosis, Chem panel - Cholesterol 518, Urine SG 1.014, pH 8.5, remainder of UA wnl. In the week or so since owner stopped giving the treats she has subjectively noticed a decrease in the polydipsia and says the lethargy is resolved.
The treats were Kingdom Pets chicken jerky from Costco. Lot # VWKPCK03B073. They were given to the pet as a whole treat.

Jerky Treats Tender Strips Dog Snacks

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

4 Years

Male

13 Pound

After feeding my dog, (b)(6) a Jerky Treat purchased at Costco on 10/30 (or 10/29, I'm not sure of the exact date), my dog became extremely ill. On 10/31/13, (b)(6) began vomiting blood and had blood filled diarrhea. I took him to the vet on and he was diagnosed with Hemorrhagic Gastroenteritis. (b)(6) was treated with IV fluids, anti-vomiting
medications in addition to several other medications including Metronidazole. His condition continued to worsen and was subsequently admitted to the(b)(6) for further treatment in an effort to reduce his PCV level. (b)(6) is still in the recovery phase. Interesting to note, I have two dogs but only gave the Jerky Treat to (b)(6)

Dogswell Happy Hips

Dog

Chihuahua

Dogswell Happy Hips (duck jerky treats) Dog

Chihuahua

8 Years

Male

6 Pound

6 Years

Male

9 Pound

After giving him Dogswell Happy Hips all natural chicken fillets he died of kidney failure. These were the ONLY dog treats he ever ate. I made his dog food at home which consisted of chicken breast, whole grain rice and vegetables. I didn't trust the store dog foods and made his food from 2006 on when there was that big dog food issue where a
lot of animals died. I thought I was doing the right thing by giving him a treat that was labeled all natural and no additives!
DogsWell happy hips were purchased, (I still have a good amount of the bag and will keep it frozen in case it is needed). Pet began to have projectile vomiting, lethargic and not wanting to eat or drink. Pet was brought into work (I work at (b)(6)) a cbc chem was performed in house (3-25-2013) . His liver valuse both ALT and ALP were both
elevated. An inhouse snap CPL was performed with normal results. x-rays were performed and sent to radiologist. They were concerned about pancreatitis. A bile acids test was performed on 03/28/2013 both pre and post values were elevated. Patient was place on IV fluids denamarin amoxi and milk thistle. On 7-21/2013 pet started with the
same sympotms this time he appeared to be jaundice. another cbc/chem was performed in house again both liver values were high. Patient has not gotten any more jerky treats since the last cbc/chem. A cbc/chem was rechecked on 8/19/2013 both ALP and ALT were back to normal. Please feel free to contact me with any questions. Or if you
would like the bag of treats copy of bloodwork and x-rays. THank you so much hopefully this will help in some way to get these treats looked into more.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Sweet Potato Jerky Treats

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

Age

Age
UOM
10 Years

Gender

Costco lamb jerky treats

Dog

Rottweiler

6 Years

Male

Dogswell Mellow Mut Chicken Breast

Dog

Chihuahua

1 Years

Female

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
15 Pound

100 Pound
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Description
(b)(6) ate a sweet potato jerky treat and became violently ill a couple of hours later. He threw up blood numerous times and was very sick. We took him to the vet and he received a shot and an antibiotic. He did not eat for days. He was very lethargic. We slowly started introducing boiled chicken and rice to him. He finally got back to himself a
few weeks later.
nov 2012 started having uncontrolled diarrhea. Started loosing wgt. Stool sample indicated parasites and treated. Weight and loss diarrhea continued. Blood work done in Jan 2013. All neg. Wgt loss stopped but did not regain - about 25-30lb under what he had been. May 2013 - stopped eating for several days and lost more wgt. Refused kibble.
Would only eat canned. More tests and xrays in Sept 2013. All neg. wgt now under 70 lbs. Dog continued to loose wgt. Began to vomit in Oct and refused to eat. dog humanely distroyed in late OCt 2013.
Dog started being given lamb jerky treats from Costco in Nov 2012. Vet never advised us this could be an issue. Vet has same type of treats in office for client dogs.

13 Pound

Doctors Foster and Smith Chicken
Fillets dog treats

My toy poodle/chihuahua mix puppy was quite listless after given a quarter stick of Dogswell mellow mut chicken breast jerky. She recovered the next day but was like a zombie for a day.
I purchased Drs Fosters and Smith chicken jerky treats for dogs. I use to buy Waggin train, but there was a recall on them and even before the recall I quit purchasing them due to hearing about all the dog deaths.
The problem with the brand Dr Fosters and Smith, chicken and duck jerky treats, is that they are Also made in CHINA. They are exactly the same chicken treat, the look and texture..it is identical. These are the same treats only being sold under another name and company. They need to be taken off the market immediately before there is a
problem.
The company in China selling this product should be in serious trouble. There should be no sales to any U.S. company and DRs Fosters and Smith should be in trouble too, because that know about the recall.

Chicken and Duck Jerky

Dog

Siberian Husky

12 Years

Female

60 Pound

Dog had excessive urination, not eating, lying and not mobile. Rushed to Vet. Was very dehydrated and had high temp. Admitted to Vet hospital for 4 days. Almost died. Slow recovery for several months. We had been giving her chicken and duck jerky prior to incident from "Chuck Wagon?" manufactured in China. Heard of issue with treats from
China after incident of almost losing our pet. I reported to Pet Smart, managers at several stores, where they still had the product on their shelves. They said there was nothing they could do until product was pulled by distributor. This was very upsetting as product was still sold for many months. We had no information about concerns on
product from store or FDA prior, until we did our own research and discovered that this had been a reported issue to the FDA on treats from China for at least 2 years.

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast
Glucosamine & Chondroitin
Milo's Kitchen home-style dog treats
Dogs Well Jerky Treat
1.) Breathies
2.) Mellow Mut
3.) Shape Up
4.) Happy Hips

Dog
Dog
Dog

Poodle - Toy

7 Years

Coton de Tuléar
Retriever - Labrador

5 Years
9 Years

Female

9 Pound

Female
Female

9.9 Pound
67 Pound

Dog woke me at 4:00 AM panting. I got her water and she drank about 1/2 of the bowl. Normally she only drinks about 1 or 2 laps of water. I between the panting and water intake I knew something was wrong because this was very unlike her. When I got up, I found she was very lathargic and had urinated on the floor which again was unlike her.
In the past she had only wet the floor when she was sick.
I have two veterinary visits: In September, vomiting: In October; diarrhea, with blood
Acute liver failure and Gastroenteritis

Dreambone The Healthy Alternative to Dog
Rawhide
chicken jerky treats
Dog

Coton de Tuléar
Lhasa Apso

4 Years

Female

8.7 Pound

2 Years

Female

18 Pound

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
Flaxseed and Vitamins
Cadet Rawhide Treats Gourmet
Wagon Trail Jerky Treats

Dog
Dog
Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

8 Years

Female

85 Pound

Terrier - Scottish
Retriever - Labrador

9 Years
1.5 Years

Male
Female

26 Pound
86 Pound

Costco (made in China) Chicken Jerky
Treats
Sweet Potato Snacks for Dogs

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

Dog

Weimaraner

2 Years

Female

45.9 Pound

waggin chicken jerky by purina

Dog

Terrier - Boston

10 Years

Female

16 Pound

Canyon Creek Ranch Skin & Coat
natural treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

bloody stools, vomiting ( and the mast cell tumors)

5 Years

Female

95 Pound

(b)(6) was given Canyon Creek Ranch chicken jerky as a treat for a couple of weeks. (the 2 kinds are below). She had several blowouts in her kennel (which had NEVER happened before) as well as throwing up and very runny feces. We got an antibiotic from the vet in case it was kennel cough as a precaution. Of course we can't be 100% sure that
the jerky caused this, but that was the only difference.

Dog developed excessive drinking and urination. Diagnostic work up shows mild elevation in ALT and total bilirubin, normal blood glucose, and urinalysis shows glucosuria with mild proteinuria (inactive sediment). Results consistent with Fanconi-like syndrome and dog is getting chicken based treats manufactured in China. Dog has been fed these
treats for approximately 5 months and signs developed approximately 2-3 months ago. Owner just stopped administering these treats.
we bought chicken jerky made in china from Costco. She began to vomit occasionally to daily, then began with loose stool. we could tell she wasn't feeling well as she stopped playing. also she wasn't hungry. we figured out ourselves it must be the jerky and stopped giving it to her. we took her to the vet 2 times, but he wasn,t able to figure it out.
gradually ellie stopped vomiting and her stool returned to normal. we now have a happy, healthy dog!
Dog ingested a Dogswell Chicken Breast with Flaxseed and Vitamins jerky treat Made in China. 5 hours later, diarrhea began and turned into severe bloody diarrhea and dehydration for 5 days. Treated intravenously at Vetinary Clinic, on medication for one month. Originally diagnosed with Hemmorrhagic Gastroenteritis but vet now believes that
it was most likely the dog treat that caused this. I never give my dog treats from China but my husband accidentally grabbed these at the market not looking at label
He would throw up or have diarrhea when I would give him these treats.
Our family had a new puppy and she was everything we could have asked for. She was learning to be a great hunting companion for my husband and a great proctector for our family and she loved keeping a close eye on our infant daughter at the time. She was always in great health and loved to run and play outside, as she was a yellow lab so it
was her personality. We always bought her the Wagon Trail Jerky Treats. We got them at our local Walmart and she absolutely loved them. On(b)(6), 2012 my husband was outside shoveling with her and she was playing around in the snow just loving it. That evening we had noticed that she was limping a little so we had called the local Animal
Hospital that was open 24 hours and they said they she could have just slipped while playing outside and pulled a muscle so we could give her some ASPRIN to releave the pain a bit until the muscle losened back up. My husband then ran to the store the next morning and got some CVS brand ASPRIN. We kept an eye on her throughout the day
and she just wasnt herself. She just layed around the house. She would get up and go outside when we called her but she was slow moving. We had dinner plans that evening with some family and when we returned she had developed a small lump, about golf ball size, on her left hind leg. At that point my husband and I started to get concerned.
Because this was about 10pm at night we decided that we would take her to her Vet as soon as they opened at 7am. We got woken up around 5:30am the morning of (b)(6),2012 to the sound of crashing in our kitchen/dining room area. We got up to see what was going on and (b)(6) had falling into our dining room table and was laying on the
floor just looking at us. The lump that was so small a few hours earlier had turned into something that was a little larger than a softball. There was also spots around the floor that appeared to seem like she had thrown up everywhere. I layed down next to her at this point and stayed with her until the Vet((b)(6)) had opened. By this time (b)(6)
couldnt even walk so my husband had to pick her up and carry her to the truck. When at the Vet they examined her and wanted to keep her for closer observation for the next couple hours.They had given her some Vitamin K at that time. I had to go to work and shortly before 11am I got a phone call from my husband saying that the Vet had
called and there appearded that there was a fluid that was in the lump and it seemed to be spreading very quickly into her Lungs and starting to affect her Heart as well. She was starting to have a hard time breathing. They didnt know, and couldnt tell us where this fluid was coming from without doing an exploritory surgery, which would cost us
a minimum of $2500. And they couldnt even guarentee us that she would come out of it ok because she was already having a hard time breathing so they didnt know how she would react to the anastesia. At that point my husband and I had to make a decision and we had to put her down. It was a painful decision for us but we are not rich people
so there was no possible was we could afford that much money for a procedure that may not even work. My work at the point let me go for the rest of the day and my husband had stayed at the Vet with (b)(6) while they euthanized her. Our daughter, at the time was 3 yrs old and she was so upset and couldnt fully understand what was going
on. For the entire week following this instance our daughter screamed at us, crying hystaricly saying that she "just wanted (b)(6) back!" It was such a horrific time for our family. The Vet gave us no clear answers. They couldnt tell us how this started or why it started or where it came from. Everytime we had a question all they wanted was money
from us to do further research. So to them, (b)(6) wasnt part of our family, She was just money in their pockets with pissed us off. So needless to say, we never got any answers. Then about a month ago we saw the news report on the jerkey treats and I had looked further into it and it sounded like the exact thing that had happened to our puppy
almost 1 year ago. We looked into the treats and they were made in China and everything too. Its very painful to re-open this horrible wound that our family had but I felt like I needed to let you know our story. We now have gotten another Labrador, but this time we looked into her background and made sure she came come a good bloodline
and we also keep a VERY close eye on what ingredients are in any of her Treats and Food that we buy so hopefully we dont have the same expirence with (b)(6) as we did with (b)(6) We also decided that we would NOT be going back to the same Vet that we took (b)(6) to because they were so disrespectful for what our family was going through.

Was lethargic and owner thought it was due to the wound and medication. When blood work was run at the ER values were elevated. Repeat blood work showed the same result and it was then discused that jerky treats had been given over the last 6+ months
Sweet potato jerky treats in the evening. Using them for a couple years but with the most recent bag, dog stopped eating, extremely thirsty, lethargic. Heard the report on the news, so stopped using them. Dog is better now after a couple weeks.

Canyon Creek Ranch Hip & Joint natural
treats

Skin & Coat Formula
Does your dog have itchy skin or a dull coat? If so, then our Canyon Creek Ranch Skin & Coat Formula treats might be the ideal snack. These delicious treats are made from wholesome chicken breasts and contain Omega 3 from Flax Seed Oil and Fish Oil. They are perfect for adult dogs of any size.
Hip & Joint Formula
These delicious treats are made from chicken breast fillets, as well as ginger root and alfalfa extracts for flavor. Perfect for any size dog, Canyon Creek Ranch Hip & Joint treats are fortified with Glucosamine & Chondroitin for Hip and Joint Health. These treats are for adult dogs of any size.

Dentley's with real duck rawhide
munchy dumbbell
Waggin' Tails Chicken Jerky strips

Dog

Terrier - Fox Wire

Male

10 Pound

Gi probs- loose stools lethargy, decreased appetite

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American

11 Years

3 Years

Female

30 Pound

In 2012 I purchased Waggin Train Chicken jerky strips. My dog LOVED these things-so I continued to use the product, repurchasing them multiple times at Walmart. Over time, I noticed she was becoming more & more lethargic, and had some days when she refused to eat. Since she liked the jerky treats so much, I gave her more in the hope she
would at least have something in her stomach. She began to have issues with maintaining her balance, and had difficulty going up & down the stairs. All the symptoms were very gradual, so I assumed she was changing because she was just getting older. My fear was that the time was coming when I would have to put her down. One day, I just
happened to see a headline on AOL that showed a picture of the exact treats I was giving her. The article stated that (at that time) more then 300 dogs had either become sick-or had died. I immediately threw away the entire bag, and shared the information with everyone I knew who had pets. Within a few months of discontinuing use of this
product, my dog's balance issues improved. She became more active and regained her appetite. I am unsure if she will suffer any long term effects, but I can promise you that I always read the packaging of anything I purchase-if it has anything to do with China, I leave it on the shelf. I am so happy that I saw the AOL post, otherwise I may have had
her euthanized unnecessarily.

Kingdom Pet Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

2.5 Years

Female

41.5 Kilogram

Patient was fed jerky strips and almost immediatley became febrile, lethagic, anorexic. Blood work showed elevated ALKP, USG 1.008. Full UA and MIC pending. Patient has been symptomatic for 36 hours.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Milo's

Dog

Chihuahua

chicken jerky from COSTCO

Dog

Nudges Wholesome Dog Treats

Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier
Spitz - American
Eskimo Dog

Age

Age
UOM
10 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
22 Pound

Description

Female

7 Years

Female

13 Pound

Male

20 Pound

My energetic cavalier 7 yrs. old suddenly became very lethargic and stopped eating in late Dec. 2012. Within a 2 week period she stopped eating and drinking water. In her last days she was releasing a black runny stool. An ultrasound from the vet showed a mass in her GI. Her illness progressed so quickly, by the time the vet found the mass she
was too weak to undergo any kind of exploratory surgery. I had been giving my dog chicken jerky that I had purchased from Costco between 10/2011-11/2012.
This jerky was soft enough to hide his pill in it so he would take his medicine. We only gave him this jerky, none of the other pets. He lost his appetite, he was trying to stand didnt have the strength to stand up, his back end fell over. when he could get up his back was arched. We could hear his stomach making sounds.

13 Years

Weight
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I believe that (b)(6) died because her favorite treats were Milo's treats especially chicken jerky. I heard a news report on CBS about Milo's treats on (b)(6) 2012 shortly after (b)(6) died. I left a message with Milo's consumer phone number and someone did leave a message on my phone. I was so distraught about my (b)(6) dying that I went into
deep depression and grief counseling.
I never returned the phone message from Milo's.
I know in my heart that (b)(6) died because of Milo's treats or other chicken jerky treats I'd given her!

The vet said he had multi-organ failure. His heart was barely pumping, he was much colder than he should have been. We had no choice but to put him to sleep. We found the article about the jerky treats the day after.
I still have the treats, Nudges Wholesome Dog Treats by Tyson Pet Products, 877-303-WAGS.
S/N 2403IND0706 exp 01/2015

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers

Dog

Shiba Inu

8 Years

milo's kitchen home-style dog treats

Dog

Pekingese

13 Years

Female

14.7 Pound

Betsy Farms Natural Chicken Jerky
Smokehouse Dog Treats, SPC Chicken
Jerky
Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky Treats
American Kennel Club Duck Jerky

Dog
Dog

Pit Bull
Other Canine/dog

13 Years
4 Months

Female
Female

65 Pound

Dog
Dog

Shih Tzu
Terrier - Yorkshire

2 Years
10 Years

Female
Female

12.3 Pound
4 Pound

Kingdom Pets

Dog

Great Dane

7 Years

Female

135 Pound

I have been giving both of my Great Danes one treat (Kingdom Pets - Duck and Sweet Potato) a day after dinner for maybe five months now. My female was lethargic and drooling yesterday after she ate the treat at 6:30 PM. She is usually very high energy but just laid around. At 3:00 AM this morning she threw up. We found the sweet potato and
duck meat as well as a piece of a weed.
We are not sure if it was the weed or treat that made her throw up, but have heard about the current issues on the radio and wanted to report it in case it was the same issue. We bought the treats from Costco, but no longer have the original bag the treats came in.
She seemed happy this morning and ate as usual. I am at work now so not sure how she is doing today.

American Kennel Club Duck Jerky

Dog

Shepherd (unspecified)

10 Years

Female

69 Pound

Acute onset decreased appetite, bloody diarrhea, halitosis. Blood work at primary care vet showed kidney disease, anemia. Leptospirosis PCR negative. Has received chicken and sweet potato jerky treats. Was given duck jerky treats (AKC brand) 1-2 weeks prior to start of clinical signs. She was referred to (b)(6) for in hospital treatment. Abdominal
ultrasound showed minimal changes to the appearance of the kidneys. Kidney levels improved but did not normalize with fluid therapy. Mild to moderate proteinuria also present. Bloody stool resolved for 3 days then next bowel movement showed digested blood in stool (melena). Has shown a slow progression of the anemia.

Pet N Shape
Dog
Dogswell Veggie Life Happy Hips Treats Dog
for Adult Dogs Sweet Potato 15-Ounce
Pouches

Maltese
Collie - Border

10 Years
9 Years

Female
Female

9.8 Pound
150 Pound

Acute onset PU/PD and urinating in the house. CBC/CHEM panel revealed elevated ALKP/ALT/ Hyposthenuria/ microalbuminuria
She was acting a little tired and one day, started throwing up blood and had blood in her stool by the next day and couldn't hardly stand. Did not want to eat. Drank a lot. Didn't want to stand up to drink, was literally laying down and drinking. We took her into the Vet and they did X-Rays and Blood Tests and said she had an ulcer and was anemic
from the bleeding ulcer. Prescribed her medication for the ulcer and gave her steroids to get her feeling a little better and to get her appetite back.
She is still not better. It has been months. I am still giving her the Famodine for the ulcer to keep her from throwing up which she still does occasionally and she still has no energy.

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
Dog
Flaxseed & vitamins
Vitality Mini Chicken Breast Treats with Dog
Flaxseed and Vitamins

Terrier - Boston

2 Years

Male

17.5 Pound

Poodle - Standard

8 Years

Male

56 Pound

On 9/10/2013, we noticed (b)(6) having some 'shivers' and tremors. They were minor, but uncharacteristic. On 9/11/2013, at about 1 am, my daughter woke to (b)(6) having what appeared to be a major seizure in his crate. He was incontinent, and he was slobbering excessively (foaming), and all of his muscles were seized up. He was
unresponsive to us, though his eyes were open.
For 7 years my dog has been eating chicken jerky treats. In July he had a well visit and was perfectly healthy. A few weeks later he fell ill with vomiting. During his recovery, he ate only chicken and rice. He got better. After he was better, he ate his chicken jerky treats and the same food he has eaten his whole life. He became ill again. He was
hospitalized for two days with vomiting. While there, he ate no food and got better. This same pattern was repeated a third time. The third time he was admitted to the critical care veterinary hospital. He has severe vomiting, blood in his stools, low albumin. He had lost 10 lbs. The only foods he has eaten are the chicken jerky treats and his usual
food.

Hills Farms Chicken jerky
milos kitchen chicken meatballs

Dog
Dog

Retriever - Labrador
Shepherd Dog German

7 Years
11 Years

Female
Female

45 Pound
85 Pound

throwing up, diarreha
when milo's kitchen first appeared on the store shelves, I bought a bag of the meatballs. when I opened them and gave her one she ate it right up and wanted another one. By the end of the night, she started crying to go outside. I let her out and it happened, she started vomiting and explosive diarrhea. It wasn't until I sat down and thought what
was different throughout the day, then I remembered she ate the milos meatballs. of course I threw them out and never bought them again. now here it is, a year down (I think) and these treats are killing animals by poisoning. I was one of the lucky ones, my girl was okay, maybe she didn't eat that many, I don't know, but thank god she was okay.
Unfortunately, I lost her last month to cancer, which I also believe is from dry kibble and not knowing what all went into the food

Happy Hips Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

8 Years

Female

60 Pound

We gave (b)(6) "happy hips duck and chicken jerky" at a family member's home. (b)(6) reacted with diahera, vomiting, and her ears became filled with fluids. We took her to a local veterinarian who attempted (unsuccessfully) to drain her ears. They also prescribed two medications to calm her stomach. At first the medications did not work, but
after three days, she became almost normal. The veterinarian also performed a sonogram on her belly area.
After vet bills that exceeded $1500.00, (b)(6) appeared well enough to travel home with us to Florida.
We have since returned "Happy Hips products" to the pet store and purchased only items made in the USA.

Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor Chews,
Beefeaters Chicken Tops

Dog

Schnauzer
(unspecified)

5 Years

Female

9.1 Pound

Owner has been feeding treats made in China about twice weekly for the past 6 months. (b)(6) started feeling poorly on 10/17/13. Owner noticed increase in water consumption, and decreased appetite. She became completely anorexic 10/24/13 and started vomiting bile. Owner began to see blood in her urine and she was moaning at night. She
was very lethargic. She presented for initial exam on 10/31/13. She is intact but no uterine enlargement was seen with ultrasound. She did have a very large bladder stone 2.59cmx1.58cm and hematuria with increased number of transitional cells, proteinuria and S.G. 1.009. Her BUN was low at 5 and her HCT was 58%. Her owner could not afford
to pursue aggressive treatment so she was started on Clavamox, Tramadol, Cerenia, Cyproheptadine, and a canned GI low fat diet. She has improved and is eating without vomiting now, and there is no longer blood in her urine however she is urinating frequent small amounts.

Smokehouse Chicken Breast Strips
and/or the Costco brand of chicken
tenders

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

Male

17 Pound

My dog was having bouts of vomiting and diarrhea, which eventually required a 3 day emergency veterinary hospital stay. The diagnosis was hemorrhagic gastroenteritis, and because he is a miniature schnauzer his pancreatic enzymes were monitored, due the breed predisposition to pancreatitis, and also found to be elevated. He was on a low
fat diet and his treats were given in moderation. The treats I had for him at the time were the dried chicken breast strips, he would get half of one a day. I believe the brand was from Costco, and they were called Chicken Tenders, but I don't remember the brand name. When he would get sick I would not feed him treats for a few days, and when
he would get better I would add the treats back into his diet. One day I gave him an entire chicken breast strip treat, about an hour later he began vomiting, by the end of the day he had diarrhea and the next morning I took him to the vet when he was not drinking and had blood in his stool. He recovered well enough to come home after 3 days.
He was on a vet provided ultra low fat diet for a few days before I put him on a high quality gluten-free food with a different protein source. He was doing much better after a couple weeks, and I thought it might have been the food he was on previously that made him sick. I gave him a half a chicken breast strip after approximately 3 weeks on
this new food, and he immediately starting vomiting and developed diarrhea. I had leftover medication (metronidazole) from when he came home from the vet last time which I put him back on until his symptoms cleared. He has not had jerky treats since and has been in good health.

Milochicken treats

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

6 Months

Female

15 Pound

Vita life chicken tenders and Milo dog treats,,, she loves milo kitchen treats but after awhile started to throw up and loose weight.
She's had the vita chicken tenders before but like I said she loved the milo.are her belly acting up took her to vet got blood work and all now needs follow up and even a ultra sound. My wife has thrown away all treats and went to a all natural way rice and chicken boiled. But may be to late if she doesn't gainmore weight or get better we will
loose her.I need HELP, but these dog treats didn't help

Doberman Pinscher

8 Years

Male

DOCTORS FOSTER and SMITH CRUNCHY Dog
SNACKS WITH CHICKEN TREATS FOR
DOGS

1.5 Years

Male

24 Pound

110 Pound

After giving (b)(6) some Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers treats for several weeks prior to noticing the issue (mid-October 2012), he gradually began drinking more and more water (never seemed to quench his thirst). Whenever we took him for a walk, he would urinate many times, in large quantities. Over the next 2 weeks, he even urinated on the
floors inside our house. We took him to the (b)(6) on 11/03/2012, when the doctor did blood tests and urine tests to diagnose the issue. The doctor even sent a urine sample to the (b)(6) for a confirmed diagnosis. The Univ. of Pennsylvania confirmed that (b)(6) had Fanconi Syndrome around 11/9/2012. By now (b)(6) had lost 6 lbs. The doctor
then prescribed Proin (to control his urinating inside the house), and also started (b)(6) on a series of vitamin, calcium, sodium bicarbonate tablets, and hi-protein food. (b)(6) was on this twice-daily regimen for a period of 4 months before his condition began to improve. We took him to the doctor in early March for his 4-month check-up. By midMarch 2013, we received an all-clear from the doctor, and (b)(6) was a happy dog once again!
kidneys started to shut down after being given milo's kitchen chicken grillers treats. was taken to the vet on june 6 2013, and after being given iv fluids every day she died on sept 17 2013. The vet stated that she had all 6 signs posted on fda's recall. The treats were bought at walmart in dec 2012. The vet also stated that , in her opinion the treats
were the cause of (b)(6) death.
Dog developed diarea, loss of appitite, vomiting and lost 27 lbs in 4 weeks.
The patient presented several times with pain on urination and was found to have inflammation in the vaginal area and at one point a bladder infection as well. Patient was treated with antibiotics and responded well but shortly after stopping the medication the problem returned. A culture was performed and new antibiotics were tried, culture
was negative and patient again responded temporarily to antibiotics. After the third round of antibiotics, that patient was spayed and has not had the problem since.
Started with a seizure (2 grand mal seizures) then became azotemic on following bloodwork after starting phenobarb for seizures Mild elevated ALT on presentation as well as post phenobarb. No vomiting, no diarrhea.
Suddenly developed the following symptoms after eating Wagon Train brand Duck Jerky treats: loss of appetite, vomiting, bloody diarrhea, increased water consumption, increased urination, and very lethargic. (b)(6) became very dehydrated and had to be treated by our vet, (b)(6)) (b)(6) has been (b)(6) vet for her entire life. I do have a copy of
(b)(6) medical records. (b)(6) had to be admitted to the animal hospital and was treated with IV's and antibiotics. This was back in the early summer of this year. Several times we thought (b)(6) would not pull through, but some how she did after a period of time and over a thousand dollars for treatment. We had to feed her special food with a
syringe for weeks and administer several different kinds of prescriptions. (b)(6) could not give a specific diagnosis and performed numerous tests to rule out different things. At one point, she said she had done all she could do and advised us we might need to think about putting her down or taking her to a small dog specialist in the Dallas area
which we never did. I did advise (b)(6) that we had been giving (b)(6) the duck jerky treats, but this was apparently before all the publicity about the treats possibly being dangerous, especially the ones made in China as these were.

Presented on 9/10/13 for polydipsia and apparent urinary incontinence for about 1 week. Urinalysis at that time revealed a low S.G. = 1.008 1+ blood, 1+ protein, pyuria, hematuria and bacteria. A CBC & chemistry was performed and abnormalities included: elevated liver enzymes, AST = 124, ALT = 833, Alk Phosphatase = 215 & Bilirubin = 0.7. He
was started on amoxicillin 800 mg BID and Denamarin. He did not improve and additional symptoms included polyuria, intermittent vomiting, decreased appetite & weight loss. He was ultrasounded & a liver aspirate revealed: hepatic changes consistent with vacuolar hepatopathy vs. inflammatory/infectious or neoplastic disease, cytology
consistent with mild vacuolar hepatopathy; suspected lymphocytic infiltrate. In addition he devoloped diarrhea on 9/24/13. CBC/chemistry repeated on 10/5/13: AST = 202, ALT = 1627, Alk Phosphatase = 357 & Bilirubin = 1.4. In addition to the amoxicillin & Denamarin he was started on Ursodiol 300 mg SID & Vitamin E. Subsequently the owner
heard the news about the jerky treats & realized she was feeding him treats that contained dried chicken & immediately discontinued the treats. Within 3 weeks the dog's symptoms had resolved, he gained weight and re-check CBC/chemistry revealed that all of his liver values had returned to normal. At this time we have discontinued the
amoxicillin and the ursodiol, but we will continue the Denamarin and Vitamin E for another month before rechecking his liver values. At that time if the values are still normal we will discontinue all supplements and then recheck again in another month.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM

Nestle Purina¿s: Waggin¿ Train Jerky
Treats and Tenders
Waggin Train Wholesome Jerky
Treats

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

7 Years

Male

20 Pound

Dog

Chihuahua

3 Years

Male

8 Pound
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Description
My dog fell ill in March of 2013 the Vet treated with no success he died 4 days after treatment.
There have been many animals die from the Jerky treats from China, which I know you are aware. I know that no toxins have been found in these treats.
However, have these treats been tested for the many 'human foods' that are toxic to dogs? Like Grapes or Grape juice/peels, Cocoa, Xylitol, etc? It makes sense that these substances would not come out on a toxin screening, however they can be deadly to dogs and not all dogs react the same. This could explain why some die and others do not
have a reaction.
Please...do test the treats that have been flagged by customers for these food substances that are toxic to dogs.

Waggin' Train chicken jerky treats
Dingo dog treats Chicken Flavor

Dog
Dog

Dalmatian
Pinscher - Miniature

10 Years
3 Months

Female
Male

7 Pound

Dingo twist sticks rawhid chew with
chicken in the middle

(b)(6) ingested chicken jerky treats made by waggin' train for many many months and she suddenly developed kidney failure. She died June 2012. My other Dalmatian is now starting to show signs of kidney failure.
On wednesday(b)(6) 2013 I gave my 3 min pin puppies dingo chicken dog treats, On thursday (b)(6) became lethargic and wouldnt eat. By friday morning he was very sick throwing up and diarrea i immediatly took him and his brother stitch to the vet because stitch was starting to look lethargic too. I figured they had parvo from their symptoms
and told that to the vet he agreed with me due to the symptoms that were presented but we didnt actually give them the test. The puppies were treated for parvo but (b)(6) was dead by (b)(6)2013 and stitch passed away on (b)(6)13. It was devastating to my children and myself. I could not understand how these healthy puppies who went know
where got sick and how the one surviving pup named (b)(6) who was kenneled with his sick brothers did not catch the parvo. Then i saw on facebook the recall of the treats and asked my vet at an appointment on (b)(6)13 if my puppies could have gotten sick from the treats and he said it was very likely due to the one pup not getting sick and the
other 2 getting sick. I want justice for my puppies because they died a horrible death and they shouldnt of had to suffer like this. I want to know how do i go about looking into a lawsuit against the makers of these products that killed my puppies.

My husband had given my shishon puppy who was 6 mo old a dingo rawhide stick. One week later she became ill. I took her to the vet and was told she had pancreatitis. She stayed over night at the vets and I took her home. 2 days later she started having emesis I then took her back to the vet. They did surgery on her thinking she may have a
bowel obstruction. She did not have a bowel obstruction but her pancreas was inflammed. She stayed at the vet for 4 days and on the fifth evening I was told her condition was deteriorating. She went into respiratory failure, became anemic and multi system organ failure. At this time I chose to have her put down. I do not know if the dingo raw
hide stick is what caused her pancreatits or if it was something she might have eaten outside that could have caused this. I threw the rest of the dingo rawhide sticks away because I did not want my other dogs to eat them. I just found out about the recall and wanted to alert you to my puppy's illness and death.

Kingdom Pets wholesome Duck &
sweet potato

Dog

Shepherd (unspecified)

VitaLife chicken tenders

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American

American Kennel Club Duck Jerky
Loving Pets Meat Sticks
Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast

Dog
Dog
Dog

Male

100 Pound

I purchased dog treats "Lamb & sweet Potato" for both of my dogs. My smaller dog smelled them and would not take it. My larger dog (b)(6) did eat it and threw it up shortly. I put them in the back of the cupboard and thought I would wait a while and see if it happened again later. About two weeks later my son found them and feed it to (b)(6)
again. (b)(6) my smaller dog again would not take it, and boomer again became very ill. I told everyone not to feed the dogs the treats until I talked to the Vet. About a week later I heard on the radio that there was a problem with dog treats that were getting dogs sick. They described the treats as chicken, Lamb and sweet potato. I assumed it
had to be associated to the bag I had. I called because the stated you wanted lot number information and such.

14 Years

Female

30.9 Pound

Patient presented for acute onset of liquid diarrhea of 2 days duration. Owner also reported PU/PD and urinary incontinence issues. Patient started on supportive care for diarrhea (SQ fluids, metronidazole, bland diet) - diarrhea has since improved. Bloodwork performed at the time of presentation and revealed IRIS stage 4 kidney failure (BUN
106, creat 4.1), USG 1.013, 2+ proteinuria, no wbc or bacteria seen in urine. No previous bloodwork available for review.

Bichon Frise
Retriever - Golden
Rottweiler

8 Years
8 Weeks
11 Years

Female
Female
Male

16 Pound
15 Pound
90 Pound

DOGSWELL HAPPY HIPS DUCK BREAST Dog
Glucosamine & Chondroitin. Helps
maintain Healthy Joints. No Added
Hormones No Antibiotics No Fillers No
Byproducts. Net Wt 15oz

Beagle

10 Years

Female

15 Pound

Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Tender

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

7 Years

Female

80 Pound

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Female

46.1 Pound

Dog

Griffon - French Wirehaired Pointing
Retriever - Labrador

8 Months

Waggin Train jerky treats

4 Years

Male

61 Pound

Owner had been feeding Wagon Train jerky treats for 2 weeks when (b)(6) got sick. She had been feeding the treats to him whole, not in pieces. He was eating Pedigree food and was receiving no other human food to treats at that time.
(b)(6) presented 11/30/2011 for acting strangely/lethargic. He had a fever of 104.4 degrees farenheit. No bloodwork was done that night except a lyme/heartworm/anaplasma/ehrlicia test, which was negative except for anaplasma phago. Ciprofloxacin was prescribed. The stool sample was negative.
(b)(6) came back for a recheck 12/1/2011 for vomiting. There were multiple piles of vomit when the owner came home from work. His temperature was 102.8 and he was dehydrated. Physical exam was unremarkable. Lateral and VD radiographs showed splenic enlargement, but no other abnormalities. Bloodwork showed a BUN of 62 (7-27) and
creatinine of 2.1 (0.5-1.8). Urinalysis showed a pH of 7.0, specific gravity of 1.028 with 500mg/dL proteinuria and 250 Ery/ul and 100mg/dL glucosuria. He was given subcutaneous fluids, anti-nausea medication (cerenia) and Ampicillin. Lepto titers were sent out, which came back negative. Blood pressure was elevated at 146/111 with a mean of
116. He was transferred to an emergency overnight facility.
An ultrasound was done at the emergency facility, which showed mildly hyperechoic (bright) kidneys, which were normal in size and shape (rule out glomerulonephritis, interstitial nephritis, tick bourne disease). A tick panel was also sent out. Lyme C6 was <10 U/ml, Ehrlichia and Anaplasma and RMSF titers were negative. Urine protein:creatinine
ratio was 0.95
He was sent home on Doxycycline 150mg twice daily, Enalalpril 10mg daily, Amlodipine 5mg 1 1/2 twice daily, and Baytril 136mg 2 tablets daily. Bloodwork was rechecked 12/6/2011 and BUN had dropped to 30, creatinine 2.2, with urine specific gravity of 1.011 and 500mg/dL proteinuria, and 50 mg/dL glucosuria. Started K/D kidney diet
12/16/2011.
Proteinuria and glucosuria resolved by 1/16/12, blood pressure medications and K/D diet were continued.
As of 8/2013, owner had stopped giving all medication and discontinued kidney diet, kidney values and urinalysis back to normal. BUN 10, creat 1.3, urine specific gravity 1.020 with no further proteinuria or glucosuria 6/3/2013.

Trader Joe's Jerky Treats- unsure which Dog
flavor

Shih Tzu

2 Years

Female

15 Pound

pt has v+ more frequently in last 2 weeks (usually bile). On Friday, daughter noted that pt v+ food 5x during the day. pt also had loose stool w/ frank blood in it on Friday pm. pt eats dry ultra food w/ some canned food and receives pieces of hot dogs on occasion. Mr owner gives 4 whole jerky treats from Trader Joe's daily. owner says they have
been giving her jerky treats since she was a puppy. o also started refrigerated rowf food recently. Mr owner has recently increased the amount of jerky treats he gives her recently. pt also gets pupperoni treats. e/d normally.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Boxer (German Boxer)

9 Years

Female

60 Pound

Diarrhea with blood, vomiting, lethargic and loss of appetite. Treated with Flagyl and Pepcid. Then had urinary infection, elevated kidney levels and excessive drinking. Treated with Clavamox for one week and Batryl for two weeks. Infection gone now but is scheduled to go back to the vet because there are crystal in urine. Is still urinating
frequently, not drinking as much, but very tired and not eating very much.

kingdom pets wholesome chicken jerky, Dog
kingdom pets chicken jerky
Kingdom pets duck & sweet potato
Dog
vitalife chicken tenders
Dog

Poodle - Standard

8 Years

Female

42 Pound

wag-n-tails duck tenders

Shih Tzu

Dog

3 Years

canyon Creek Chicken Jerkey

Ate AKC Jerky treats for approximately 1.5 years (3-4/day)- developed hematuria, glucosuria (but no hyperglycemia), developed UTI and pyelonephritis
After being given a treat on the evening of the (b)(6) (b)(6) became lethargic, had excessive urination, vomit and diarrhea. She had a seizure at 6PM on the (b)(6) and was taken to a veterinary emergency hospital. After several tests it was determined that the best course of action would be to put her down.
I had been giving him Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast Treats just in the last year. My dog was almost 12 years old and had been very healthy. My dog became very lethargic his stomach was full of fluid and he had to have emergency surgery for a septic abdomen. The surgery cost me $8500. When he came home from surgery he appeared better
until I gave him Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast Treats again and he immediately became sick again. I took him back to the vet and his stomach was full of fluid again and they recommended I put him down as his body was shutting down and they couldn't be sure that he would recover.
(b)(6) was a 10 year old healthy and active dog. She was alert, active and healthy until I started giving her "Dogswell Brand, Happy Hips Duck Breast" jerky treats. I always gave (b)(6) dog biscuit treats and 1 time only, I purchased duck jerky treats in mid-September 2013. (b)(6) was given 1-3 jerky pieces, 2-3 times a week and over a period of 2-3
weeks. In early (b)(6) 2013, (b)(6) annual exam including blood work for her Addison's Rx refill was performed, her BUN and Creatinine ratios were off. I had her retested 2 more times over 3 weeks time and her kidneys showed sudden and rapid decline. Ultimately on (b)(6)/2013 I made the difficult decision to euthanize (b)(6) After the fact I
learned of recalls and issues with dog jerky made in China. I called the manufacturer of the product who advised the batch of treats I purchased were tested and approved for not containing harmful antibiotics or hormones. I discussed this with my Vet,(b)(6), he advised there is no confirmation on why the made in China jerky treats are causing
kidney failure in animals. These products need to be removed from store shelves and the FDA should take stronger actions on pet foods that are imported from outside the U.S. I would like to know if the treats I purchased and gave my dog were the cause of her sudden kidney failure.

We purchased the Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Tender Jerky Treats this past Christmas (2012), and gave her a treat very few times between (b)(6).(b)(6)2013 she had a surgery to remove a fatty mass, and her blood work was great. Over the summer, while teaching Baylie to use the side of the new house when going to the restroom, we used the
Jerky Treats as a reward for good behavior. Looking back I realized towards the end of September, she certainly wanted to drink more water, and urinate, along with starting to look a bit thinner than usual. On (b)(6), 2013, we noticed the first sign of something unusual going on, she did not finish her breakfast. The remainder of the week, she
would continue to not have an appetite at all, and associated it with anxiety due to the fact that the family was preparing to go on vacation and packing. We tried different food to entice her to eat. When she still had a lack of appetite, my Brother-in-law took (b)(6) to the vet Around(b)(6), 2013, in which the vet said it probably was anxiety, and
to feed her chicken and rice. She did eat it, but never got back to her normal everyday happiness. We returned from Vacation on (b)(6), 2013. (b)(6) was still with my Brother in law for the week, and on Wednesday, she began to vomit and have diarrhea through out the day. HE took her to the vet again, and ran blood work and did an x-ray. The xray looked normal, but the blood work revealed she was in the final stages of kidney disease. The vet gave her medication, and switched her diet immediately to help the kidney's. Unfortunately, and very unexpectedly, (b)(6) passed away around 2:30AM on Thursday Morning.

Patient was vomiting Sunday 10/27/2013 and came in on Monday 10/28/2013. CPL test result normal, Lepto titre result is negative, and blood work showed highly elevated liver enzymes.

My dog, (b)(6) became very ill with vomiting and not being able to eat while having rectum bleeding after eating jerky chicken treats purchased from Wal-Mart in 2010. The Vet could not explain what was happening with the dog at the time and referred me to a specialist, which ended up having to put the dog down.

Dog

Mixed (Dog)
Terrier (unspecified)

every time given this treat has had stomach upset, vomiting, lethargy and increased thirst

4 Years
12 Years

Male
Male

18 Pound
25.1 Pound

Dietary indiscretion leading to vomiting
pet presented on 10/10/2013 for a second opinion from another vet hospital for non-specific waxing and waning issues, not eating for 7 days, bloodwork and radiographs normal from previous facility. pet was lethargic on presentation with heart murmur. bloody diarrhea on history. was sent home with tramadol and mirtazipine. ultrasound was
recommended and done, report showed gastric ulceration, evidence of chronic pancreatitis, thickened intestinal walls, interstitial nephritis, bilaterally enlarged adrenals, cystitis, and mild mitral valve disease. pet was hospitalized for one day duration and sent home with carafate, cisapride, metoclopramoide, and omeprazole. pancreatitis
screening test normal. still on cerenia and mirtazapine. repeat bloodwork on 10/26/13 showed mildly elevated ALT, hypochloremia (repeatable), slightly increased WBC and platelets and eosinopenia (cushing's vs addison?). pet still not eating on own but no bloddy diarrhea. owners were giving jerky treats from thailand for a while.

9 Years

Male

7.5 Pound

First presented on 10/07/2013 for routine wellness exam. weight loss, dental tartar and bloody diarrhea noted on presentation. Labwork and diagnostics recommended and came back as stress leukogram, slightly increased AST, hypokalemic, 2+ glucose in urine, no hyperglycemia, blood in urine and trace proteinuria. pet continued to lose weight.
Labwork repeated on 10/25 and still glucosuria without hyperglycemia and still has slightly bloody diarrhea. Pet was given jerky treats (Waggin trails) from costco for 2 months prior to episode.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Kingdom Pets - Duck & Sweet Potato Premium Treats for Dogs

Dog

Great Pyrenees

Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Dog
Tenders Chicken Dog Treats

Traders Joe's chicken breast strips

Dog

Dentley's Rawhide Stuffed Rolls with
real sweet potato and duck

Age

Age
UOM
7 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
94 Pound

Description

Male

Shepherd Dog German

5 Years

Male

86 Pound

On 10/26/2013, our 2 adult German Shepherd dogs ((b)(6) 6 yrs and (b)(6) 4 yrs approximately) were fed Jerky Tenders, 1 each. 2 days later, on 10/28/2013, (b)(6) became ill. Over the next few days, we observed him vomiting clear mucous with pine needles and coarse grass (this is what he eats when his stomach is upset) His gut was making very
loud noises constantly. Not eating. Inactive and quiet, unusual because he's very playful with lots of energy and eats very well. Started bland white rice & chicken diet and water only. We'd been watching him all along to observe his stool but unable to find any with all the leaves in our yard. On 10/31/2013, we discovered a bloody, gelatinous,
dark red stool but not sure it was from (b)(6) On 11/01/2013 A.M. we found a 2nd bloody stool. At this time, 11/01/2013, we immediately took (b)(6) and the stool to our Veterinarian ((b)(6)) (b)(6) examined (b)(6) and the stool sample. The stool was found with gross blood and Campylobacter. Physical and rectal exam negative. She diagnosed
him with Campylobacter colitis and sent us home with Tylan Powder, Famotidine, and Proviable and gave him an Ondansetron SC injection for nausea. We've continued the bland diet over the weekend and given the meds as prescribed. He has improved greatly and back to regular food and activity. My husband just remembered giving the dogs
the chicken Jerky Treats that have been investigated for harm and deaths in dogs and cats. I called (b)(6) today, 11/04/2013, to report on(b)(6) condition and told her about the Jerky Treats being given just before(b)(6) illness. She suggested I fill out a report on this website.

6 Years

Male

5 Pound

On two occasions during the week he was given TRADER JOES Chicken breast strips. In about five hours he became listless and tired looking. He would not jump up on my lap, I had to pick him up. In about another five hours he vomited a yellow mucous, and was very lathargic for most of the day. He did rebound on the following day and is alright
now. The product is labeled MADE IN USA by trader Joes. We have purchased this product many times before and he has enjoyed it. This is the first incident of illness. We can hold on to it , but we are returning all the un opened packages.

Dog

Papillon - Spaniel Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with
dropped ears
(Phaléne))
Schipperke

4 Years

Male

20 Pound

Our dog (b)(6) had his annual check-up in early June and we were told he was perfectly healthy. He had his teeth cleaned and was prescribed fish oil for his coat. He was up to date on all vaccinations and looking forward to happy 4th birthday in mid-July. About then we tried three new-to-us varieties of products by Dentley's and found our dog
enjoyed them, especially the sweet potato and duck (the others were beef jerky and chicken munchy chips). These were to replace varieties of rawhide treats that we were told by PetSmart staff had been discontinued. At the same time we purchased a new variety of chicken strips made by Vitality along with a salmon oil product at PetCo to
replace his prescribed fish oil. We began giving all these products to our dog at the same time. Soon after, he began vomiting. We didn't initially connect this to the treats. Rather, we suspected the salmon oil and discontinued it. But the occasional vomiting continued. In August, growing concerned before taking a trip with him, we brought Jet to
our local (b)(6). The vet who saw us that day prescribed Pepcid and anti-nauseau medicine. This helped and there was no vomiting while we travelled but during that time we did not give our dog any of the Dentley or Vitality treats. Upon returning home, we resumed giving him the treats along with a refill of the prescription fish oil from the vet.
He began vomiting again almost immediately but again, we didn't connect this to this to the treats, instead this time to the prescription fish oil which we then discontinued. This confused us because he had taken this prescribed fish oil many times before with no adverse reactions. We were assuming consuming oil might make him nauseous,
even in the small amounts we gave it, as it might us. At this time he finished the Vitality treats and we did not replace them, choosing to use up what we had of the Dentley's we had repurchased. Since he was fondest of the duck and sweet potato jerky by Dentley's, we gave him those fairly steadily in the week leading up to October 5th. That
Saturday morning, at 4am our dog suddenly became violently ill. He woke us up running from door to door in the house and when we let him out he began vomiting profusely, eating grass and repeating. We called the (b)(6) and they at first assumed it was gastro intestinal. He continued vomiting, ate nothing but grass, dug holes in the ground
looking for comfort and could not stand still. We took him to (b)(6) when it opened that morning. Triage assumed it was simple g/i and made an appointment for us later in the day. But a couple of hours later Jet vomited blood. We rushed him to back (b)(6). (b)(6)r then began a process that ultimately saved our dog's life. Almost immediately she
realized he was suffering from severe / acute pancreatitis. Our dog was in agony, his gastro intestinal system had shut down, his stomach was full of backed up pancreatic acid and his pancreas, stomach and small intestine were inflamed. His liver and kidneys were also in danger. She got him on IV and strongly advised us to take him immediately
to(b)(6) for round the clock care which she said was essential to his survival. We did. He was admitted that evening and for the next 48 hours our dog's life hung in the balance. We were present at the hospital for much of that visiting with him several times a day and otherwise talking with his doctors every few hours, even through the night, by
phone. At one point his blood work wasn't improving enough for their liking - his white blood cell count was still high - and a surgeon was consulted. This was the worst, most critical time for all of us. But that Monday morning the surgeon advised against surgery and advised instead that IV pain medication/ antibiotics and everything else they
had been giving him be continued. Later that day, while visiting with him, we saw the first improvement in his behavior. He ate a small amount of food and he had a bowel movement. Although he was still vomiting, more signs of recovery followed and after four nights there he was released to us that Wednesday. He was suffering now from
esophagitis which made it difficult for him to eat or drink and he needed four more days of IV medicated fluids which were administered every 24 hours at our (b)(6). During this time at home we slowly introduced solid food - first chicken baby food then prescription Royal Canin low fat g/i. Once the fluids were done, we started oral medication
for a week - 2 antibiotics, anti nausea, Pepcid and carafate for his enflamed esophagus. He continued to improve, his appetite and bowel movements returned to normal as did his energy level, spirits and frankly ours. Two weeks in, on October 20th, he was re-checked by (b)(6). She suggested another blood panel to be sure. And thankfully
everything came back normal. One white blood cell count was still high but (b)(6) felt all was well. She will be happy to fill you in from her perspective as well as supply any records. It was two days after when we heard on CNN about the jerky treats made in China. And this was when it all came together for us. My partner and I know our dog. We
supervise him outdoors, give him plenty of exercise and play and rest and have always fed him well. Previously his diet consisted of Blue Adult Healthy Weight dry with a teaspoon of Blue canned. We're not scientists but we feel very strongly that the Dentley duck and sweet potato jerky treat, made in China, caused our dog to become so sick that
he nearly died. Only because of the expert round the clock care of four veterinarians (b)(6), the expert diagnosis, follow-up and advice of (b)(6) at (b)(6) and (b)(6) own amazing resiliency is our dog alive today. We've described him here as fully recovered but he continues to require 5mg of Pepcid nightly else he wants to eat grass. We find it
beyond belief that this has been going on since 2007, that these products are still available, that pets continue to die or get violently ill, causing pain, suffering and grief, not to mention countless thousands of dollars in medical costs. We strongly urge the FDA to recall these products immediately and that the manufacturer's, distributors and
retailers of them be held accountable. We will be getting in touch with each very soon. We have what's left of the jerky products and will be happy to supply samples for testing, especially the suspect sweet potato and duck variety which we so very strongly believe caused our dog's illness.

Duck Jerky Treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

50 Pound

We had 4 out of five pets experience health issues that resulted in death, all were diagnosed with cancer issues to vital organs.
Each was in excellent health condition. The issues started after providing the pets animal jerky treats.

Happy Hips duck breast
Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Treats (I
don't actually have the package this is
what they told me)

Dog
Dog

Collie - Border
Chihuahua

7 Years
8 Years

Male
Female

35 Pound
5.68 Kilogram

urinating blood, following ingestion of Dogswell, Happy Hips Duck Breast glucosamine chondroitin treats for past 4-5 months.
8 year old FS Chihuahua presented for necropsy with a short history of renal failure and icterus. Dog was glucosuric with normal blood glucose, had elevated Alk Phos, Bilirubin, BUN, Creatinine, Phosphorus, Amylase, and Lipase. Lepto PCR on blood and urine were negative. Dog died despite treatment. Necropsy performed and renal findings
included renal tubular necrosis, multinucleation, and regeneration. Marked canalicular bile stasis present throughout liver.

Wagon Wheel Chicken Jerky treats

Dog

Male

127 Pound

I had used Chicken Jerky treats (purchased from Costco) as treats for both my dogs. A Bernese Mountain dog and a Shar pei/shepherd Mix. Both dogs developed cancer/kidney failure and died within 18 months of each other.

Dog

Sheepdog - Beauce
(Beauceron)
Bulldog - French

4 Years

Dogwell Jerky Treats

5 Years

Male

40 Pound

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Weimaraner

12 Years

Female

77 Pound

Happy Hips Duck jerky
Happy Hips Salmon Jerky

Dog

Australian Kelpie

12 Years

Female

65 Pound

12 Years

Weight
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(b)(6) stopped coming on walks with us (I thought he didn't want to walk because it was too hot).(b)(6) started eating less (I thought I was giving him too much food). (b)(6) ran into the living room and urinated on the couch and carpet (he was never allowed in there and never eliminated in the house). (b)(6) started throwing up large quantities
of yellow foamy fluid. Sometimes it seemed like he was drinking a lot of water, but that wasn't consistent. I took him to the vet after two episodes of vomiting. He went in on Thursday, had some tests on Friday, walked out to visit me on Saturday. He stayed Sunday and on Monday morning the vet drew another blood test for parathyroid, I think,
and Teddy had to be fasting. (He wasn't eating anyway.) I called to take him home on Monday, but the vet said he wasn't doing well enough and we should wait for the test results. I visited him on Tuesday. He had an IV running, but was too weak to get up. He had labored breathing when I visited, and he was dead the next morning.

after vomiting for several days I took my dog to the vet where I was told after blood test where run that his vital organs were shutting down (kidneys, liver, gallbladder) and I need to take him to ver hospital asap for additional testing. once there it was determined he did not have any disease in his organs and they could not figure out what was
wrong. All testing for toxins and disease came back negative. He was given IV fluids, 3 types of antibiotics, pain meds, kidney, gallbladder, liver protectants, anti nausea pills. I brought him home and continued treatment for almost 2 months. He wss in and out of the hospital and vet several times.
Dog became uneasy and routinely vomited and had loose stool with urgency. Vetrenarian treated for GI problems with no improvement. We stopped giving the dog these jerky treats and she slowly began to recover over a period of 72-96 hours.
I noticed that when I gave her the Happy Hips Jerky strips, duck was her favorite, she would lose control of her bladder more. So I cut down the amount she would get, but still continued to give her the strips over time she came down with a serious bout of diarrhea that I have never seen in her before in all the years I've owned her. We had
changed the jerky to the salmon flavored but still the uncontrolled bladder condition would be worsened. We stopped giving her the strips when the diarrhea showed up, it was really bad and if it weren't for my animal science formal training through college we may have lost her.
I had to use a great deal of bismuth just to stop the diarrhea. I felt it may be bacterial in nature so I used an antibiotic and after three days of treatment the diarrhea subsided, but it really took a toll on her.
When I read the reports of how many pet owners lost there pets because of this I felt for them. What we had to go through we made it through because of my training. Most people could not foot the bill for the Veteranarian fees that would accompany treating a sickness like this. I felt it necessary to report this because I had linked the
increasing problem to the jerky treats that we have been feeding her for several months. It

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

DINGO Dental Sticks for Tartar Control - Dog
MADE IN CHINA, DINGO Meat in the
Middle - Small Bone 4 Pack - MADE IN
CHINA, Mini DINGO Meat in the Middle
Rawhide Chew with Meat - MADE IN
CHINA, Mini DINGO Meat in the Middle
-- Mini Bone 14 pack - MADE IN CHINA

Retriever - Labrador

Bichon Frise

13 Years

4 Years

Male

Female

76 Pound

18.5 Pound

Purchased Waggin Train chicken/duck jerkey treats from Costco earlier this year. Our dog developed lethargic tendencies. Would not eat, and consumed large amounts of water. Immediately took him to our vet and he concluded the treats were his cause of distress since we had just introduced them to (b)(6). Our vet had already had several
instances of this with other dogs. He put (b)(6) on antibiotics and after a week or so, he seemed fine. But a month or so later, he continued to have bladder issues, which then turned into a severe kidney problem. He died on (b)(6) 2013.
In July, we noticed (b)(6) was not eating as usual and was starting to lose weight. We took her to the Vet in October and they gave her a blood and urine test and they said she had a serious kidney problem and we had to take her to a Specialty Veterinarian when we went to Illinois. In Illinois at the Vet they put (b)(6) in intensive care for two days
and ran a series of tests and put her on an IV.
The tests showed she was losing protein and had fluids built up on her stomach and said she had kidney disease.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Kingdom Pets All Natural Ingredients
Chicken Jerky
Premium Dog Treats

Dog

Retriever - Golden

Kingdom duck &sweet potato.

Dog

Rottweiler

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

10 Years

Female

64 Pound

I've given the Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky to both of my Golden Retrievers and both dogs had issues with bladder control. After taking them both to the vet, issues with their liver, kidneys and pancreas were discovered, along with crystals in their urine. (b)(6) needed to be treated twice, as the first round of antibiotics did not clear up the
problem. I don't think her vet connected the issue with the treats, but after my second dog started having problems, the second vet I used connected the symptoms with those reported by other users of those treats. (b)(6) is still being treated, while (b)(6) seems to be alright (at least to me).

Female

56 Pound

I have heard about the pet treat recall and I am now making a connection in hindsight. I have many dogs in my life they are like family and in June I adopted two puppy Rottweiler at 8 weeks of age and a few weeks later gave one to my friend. Both were healthy from the days got them as well as my adult dogs that are fully grown and developed.
Sometimes August my dog was at my girlfriends house and had a seizure then again end of sept and I was heading put of town. So for 2 weeks she was staying at the girlfriends house eating her treats constantly and much more often than me simply bringing her over to visit for a day and all of a sudden the puppy went critical. Had seizures after
seizures I believe 8 on less than a 24 hr period. Had the 7th one at the vet After making a emergency appointment at about 16 hrs into the ordeal and went into a coma. The vet injected her with liquid phenobarbital I believe to no avail. He immediate told my girlfriend to drive her to a aminal icu 20 minutes away upon arrival they quickly realized
the situation was grave and did several test with no conclusion answers other than she was dieing. Blood oxygen levels where around 80% could not breathe on her own. Possible liver and damage Brain damage the following morning it was found she had Phomonia and had the 8th and Final seizures and I was told via email she would probably
not make it though the night again she was to weak to have a MRI or any surgery her chances of survival was given under 5%. At this point she was in a oxygen box and on high doses of phenobarbital and antibiotics.

6 Months

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Description

I made the decision to head home a week early but would take 36 hrs to get home some 6,000 miles 3 flights and 14 hrs of layovers. When I checked my email before I left for the long 9 hrs flight she did survive the night and antibiotic started to clearup all the other issues and her doctors where all in amazement she was alive. By the time I got
home about 15 hrs after last major update she was now able to walk again. She has since been home healthy and seizures free for over a month after a change in her diet and treats.
I attribute her rapid decline to the following reasons
Dangerous dog treats.
Then a increase in those treats when she was eating many of them daily.
Her almost as rapid recovering I attribute too
Change in diet at the vet
Emergency care
Antibiotics and medicine.
No longer having dangerous treats
The doctors at the ICU vet she was taken too made it very clear to me they have never seen a puppy at 5 months of age arrive in such a critical situation in there many years of work. After spending over 72hours there and multi test they still only had best guess as to what caused her to get so sick so fast. She kept being moved from emergency
care to neurological and back and forth to no avail of the cause.
This was before the news of these treat recalls where known though.
These are approxiate seizure times 230am. After late dinner and treats.
11 am after breakfast and treats. Was put in crate with treats so she didn't have seizure on carpeting
12 noon. 2 pm 230 p. still in crate emergency vet appointment made. 3 pm did not move much after the 6th one. Was carried to car Togo to vet. Vet found her very shallow breathing and unresponsive had 7th violent seizure minutes later after being given first shot of phenobarbital and barely had a pulse ordered to go to emergency care. They
gave more medication. And tried to get her to do anything i don't know when she first had there food. Overnight had another seizures and given more drugs. Over a month later and change of diet has now been seizure free since coming home.

Chicken Jerky dog treat and Waggin
Train

Dog

Italian Volpino

8 Years

Male

35 Pound

Kingdom Pets. Duck and sweet potato

Dog

Papillon - Spaniel Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with
dropped ears
(Phaléne))

3 Years

Male

9 Pound

Sweet Potato Popsicle

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

13 Years

Female

Wagon Train Jerky Treats, Milo's
Kitchen Jerky Treats
wag-in-tails duck tenders

Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland

11 Years

Male

Dog

8 Years

Male

18 Pound

HAPPY HIPS DUCK JERKY

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Long-haired
Spitz - American
Eskimo Dog

1 Years

Male

23 Pound

Waggin Train purchased from Big Lots
store in Johnson City TN
Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

3 Years

Male

90 Pound

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

7 Years

Female

13 Pound

Breathies Chicken Breast with Mint &
Parsley made by Dogswell
Waggin Tail Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

5 Years

Male

15 Pound

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

Female

72 Pound

Dogswell Vitality Jerky Bars

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

4 Years

Male

Merrick real cuts Jerky strips

Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier

7 Years

Female

19.7 Pound

Waggin¿ Train chicken jerky

Dog

Female

23 Pound

Dog

American Hairless
Terrier
Terrier - Rat

9 Years

Kingdom Chicken Jerky Treats

9 Years

Female

21 Pound

Dog started bleeding heavily while urinating. Rushed to emergency.Diagnosed as possible poisoning. Vet contemplating putting the dog down but opted to try heavy dose of steroids. Dog was on Steroids but developed horrible side effects so was taken off.Dog recuperated sufficiently to keep alive, but must be monitered.

Dog had been healthy. Started having episodes of anorexia. Suddenly started to vomit at 2 AM on Thursday 9/26/13 and continued for 5 hrs intermittently.
To the vet. Dog kept for the day. Antiemetic administered. NPO x 24 hrs. X-rays and blood work done. Blood test done the next day for pancreatitis as well as ultrasound of abdomen. Test results showed pancreatitis and inflammation of surrounding tissue. IV hydration done at vet office. SQ IV hydration performed by owner. Per vet, famotidine
2.5 mg PO bid administered. Dog became worse. No eating or drinking. Was basically alert but not moving. Finally took 1 tsp food. After the 3rd day dog began to recover. Once recovery started dog progressed well. Addendum... Dog is a Pomeranian. Breed not in list.

Given a rawhide sweet potato treat on Christmas morning. Did not eat for four days, had an episode of black colored diarrhea, unable to hold urine and drank large volumes of water. Due to allergies was on a strict diet and only given one brand of sweet potato treats (which are made in the USA) with the exception of this one particular one that
was in the shape of a Popsicle (made in China) bought at Pet Food Express.
I believe my dog may have been a victim of the jerky treats. He ate either chicken and duck jerky treats daily. He went into renal failure with very little warning. It never occurred to me that this may have attributed to his death until I heard about it on tv. If these treats are harmful to pets I wish they would be removed from the shelves and
banned to sell.
fed dog wag-in-tails duck tenders. two a day. after 3 days romeo preceeded to have mucosy, bloody diarhrea. he was listless. continued the jerky for 2 more days. stopped giving them and he was back to normal after 4 days.
thursday dog was given treats - stopped eatting them after a few and dog had shown extreme tiredness and possible small seizures starring off and up into space - he is constantly yawning and sleeping - he has diarrhea and it is now black and dark - he threw up twice on thursday - lost appetite and drinking lots of water.......excessive urination
and dry mouth.........farting unuusual smell (he was brouhgt to the vet for these reasons 2 months ago and was never asked about jerky treats - this was happening two months ago as well)

10 Years

16 Pound

(b)(6) began to gain weight rapidly in a short amount of time. Over the course of the next few weeks, he became lethargic, nauseous, polydipsia, and began to lose his appetite. He was brought to our veterinarian (b)(6), who ran numerous tests and(b)(6) BUN and creatinine levels were extremely elevated indicating acute renal failure. (b)(6) had
ruled out any poisoning.(b)(6) health deteriorated rapidly and we had (b)(6) put to sleep.
I came across this posting on Dogster website recently - note the date 2009!!
I bought a bag of Kingdom Pets chicken jerky (Made in China-which I didn't see!) at Costco several months ago and have been feeding small amounts to my minature dachshund. We have had to take her to the vet several time for various gastrointestinal illnesses that they could not determine what was wrong. Blood tests, blockages, etc. came
back negative. Last night after feeding her more than her usual amount of chicken jerky she was vomiting and throwing up. We feed her Innova Evo and Evangers so I know it is not her kibble! I Googled Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky and found LOTS of listings about people's pets getting ill and some even dying after feeding this to their pets! I am
definitely going to report this to the FDA and THROW away the bag! Anything else I should do to report? And anything else I should be doing for our little (b)(6) other than stop feeding her this product??
Lethargic, intestinal and digestive issues and pain after eating chicken jerky made in china (Dogswell breathies made of chicken breast with mint and parsley). Given to him on three separate occasions with the same reaction each time. I stopped giving him this product and set it aside. I recently read about problems regarding jerky treats from
china, and am reporting this problem.
Began feeding our dog chicken jerkey treats made by 'Waggin Tail' in 2009. She became less and less energetic, and had an ammonia smelling breath. I was concerned about the treats because I had heard that certain treats from China were causing deaths in dogs. I called the 1-800 number on Waggin Tail treat bag. The person in 'Customer
Service' told me that they had had no complaints about their treats and that they were perfectly safe. My pet's health began to decline steeply as we continued to give her the treats while feeding her 'Healthy Choice' dogfood (made in USA). She began to loose control of her back legs. A lab test from the vet revealed a pathologically high BUN
and Createnin which was indicative of renal failure. She was beyond help. We---a doctor and a nurse---administered IV's to her to try to hydrate her and keep her going but her kidneys were too far gone. One day she collapsed in her own vomit and stool. We cleaned her up and tood her to the vet to be put to sleep.
serving Dogswell Vitality Jerky Bars Lamb and Veggies and another type with lamb (tossed pkg before dogs got sick) to (b)(6) (4 yrs, 16 lbs) and (b)(6) (3 years, 11 lbs). (b)(6) got symptoms first. severe vomiting, no diarrhea, very lethargic, refused all food and water until cerenia and famotidine injection by vet. (b)(6) got symptoms a few days
later.
(b)(6) began vomiting frank blood with mucus approximately 20 hours after the ingestion of one Merrick Real Cuts chicken jerky treat. Owner had just purchased the product that day. (b)(6) had no previous ingestion of this product prior to 11/2/13. She arrived at (b)(6) around 12 pm 11/3/13 shortly after vomiting once frank bloody fluid. She
was bright and alert on exam. Abdominal palpation nonpainful/unremarkable. No recent change in diet other than one Merrick chicken jerky treat.
CBC/Chem/Elec profile revealed an abnormal elevation in Amylase 1637 (500-1500), Lipase 2109 (200-1800) and CPL with an abnormal reading. Platlet count of 36 (will recheck at later time).
(b)(6) hospitilized to treat suppotively/symptomatically for suspect pancreatits with possible thrombocytopenia. Place on 2xmaint LRS, IV Metrondazole 15 mg/kg BID, Cerenia 1 ml sq. SID, and IV protonix 8.9 mg SID.
ASPCA animal poison control center contacted and case number 130153080 given. Directions were to treat supportively/symptomatically.
Dog stopped eating and was vomiting clear, musky looking fluid. She was drinking lots of water, but vomiting. After 3 days, she would pee where she would be sleeping at the time. I am broke. After five days, I took her to the vet. Who ran a number of test. Guessing that dog had Cushing or Diabetes. I could not afford to have them do more test. I
brought her home to die.
We were giving our dog, (b)(6), Kingdom Chicken Jerky treats from the Costco in (b)(6), Montana. She started "leaking" urine and the Vet thought maybe it was due to her age as an older dog. Then she started having more problems and we found out she had kidney disease.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Mini Dingo
Meat in the Middle!

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato
treats for dogs
Unknown but they were chicken strips
made in China

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

Dog

Oinkies Pig Skin Twists Original

Dog

Age

Weight
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Age
UOM
3 Years

Gender
Female

Weight
UOM
14 Pound

Description

Mixed (Dog)

1 Years

Male

40 Pound

My son and I were routinely giving his new puppy, (b)(6) (shepherd/bull mastiff mix) chicken jerky/strips from Pet Smart and Petco that were made in China. When (b)(6) became about one year old, he developed a sudden onset of Addison's disease, a very rare disease that is quite often misdiagnosed. Thankfully, the emergency vet on (b)(6)
who saw (b)(6) suspected Addison's Disease (I was told that most vets would have diagnosed kidney failure and in fact, (b)(6) normal vet, (b)(6), thought it was kidney failure until the Addison test came back positive). We have been treating (b)(6) with a shot of percortin every 6 weeks since then and he will require the injections for the rest of
his life. I feel so strongly that his Addisons was the result of those chicken strips that we gave him as a puppy and it just sickens me to think that those Chinese companies could do something like this to our pets!

Spaniel - Cocker
English

6 Years

Female

30 Pound

Dear FDA:

We noticed on and off that (b)(6) had twitching and leg jerking when she was at rest. This happened very infrequently--months apart sometimes and sometime more frequently as in only days apart. Mentioned it to the vet at one point and vet documented that. In May of 2013 she had a seizure and we took her to the vet next day. Vet did not
decide to medicate at that time. In August 2013 she had another seizure, followed immediately by a second, more severe seizure. Took her to the vet within days--as soon as I could get her in--and the vet thought she could possibly have epilepsy. We started epilepsy meds on her and she has been on them for a little over one month. Then we
heard at the end of Oct. on the news about jerky pet treats--specifically with chicken jerky. We had been very occasionally and sporadically feeding these to both of our mini dachshunds. (b)(6) had had the twitching and then the 2 seizures, but she had also been periodically vomiting and refusing to eat, hanging her head and turning away from
the food bowl at times. Sometimes her vomiting was only once, and sometimes it was several days in a row. We now realize that the jerky treats were fed very seldom, but when fed were fed several days in a row or several times in a week before being put away and forgotten for months in the other room. That seems to coincide with the
approximate frequency of (b)(6) symptoms of vomiting and/or twitching and seizures. The most recent brand of rawhide bones we were treating the dogs to had chicken jerky in the middle of them. We still have most of the bag of bones left.
Dog was fed jerky treats and subsequently developed protein losing enteropathy.

I want to report that my dog was recently sickened by an Oinkies dog treat purchased in (b)(6) MN. I know that they were recalled last January after doing some research, but were they brought back by the Hartz company after the recall? In any event, I am sounding the warning to consumers. My dog is a 30 lb. English cocker spaniel and had
symptoms of chills, weak legs, and loss of appetite. Fortunately, after a couple days of rest she recovered. She never had these symptoms before.
The lot number on the Oinkies package is QJi6021. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Waggin Trails Chicken Jerky

Dog

Other Canine/dog

Hartz Oinkies pig skins Twisters
Waggin' Train
Wholesome
Western Grill
Assorted Dog Treats

Dog
Dog

Bulldog
Pug

8 Years

Female

13 Pound

(b)(6) was a very healthy Pomeranian that loved her treats. We bought the Waggintrail chicken jerky treats and she absolutely loved them. She was so happy when she would see the package ...she just danced around waiting for us to give them to her. Shortly after that we could tell she was feeling bad...and having accidents in the house. The vet
told us she had kidney disease. We tried everything the vet told us, along with several trips to the emergency vet, including stays at the vet, and weekend stay at the emergency vet. Unfortunately after 8 months of hoping and praying and dong everything we possible could to help get her better....she passed away in the night while I was holding
her and walking the halls of our home trying to give her some comfort. I am so sad as she was such a happy loving little girl, to have to go through this pain and discomfort from something that we thought was giving her joy as she loved those treats. I did not now about the issues with these treats until hearing the symptoms on a TV report. I do
not have any doubt now that this was what happened to our (b)(6). If I can provide any of or vet reports or anything that might help in keeping another persons loving pet to avoid this ....please let me know. We were so lucky to have had her in our lives...she brought us so much happiness ...I feel so bad that I gave her something that caused her
so much pain and ended her live. Please help so no other pet will go through this. thank you.

10 Months
7 Years

Female
Male

65 Pound
29 Pound

They have the poops just runny did not till I give these twisters and I only give them one apiece last night woke to a shitty problem
Dog presented on 10/11/13 for lethargy, decreased appetite, and non-specific pain. Dog's history included inappropriate defecation, panting, lack of drinking and decreased exercise tolerance. Owner first concerned about back pain. No back pain was discernible on exam nor any neurological changes. I offered diagnostics that were declined
initially. Pain medications were sent home but was unresponsive. Dog then presented for increased discomfort of abdomen on 10/16/13. Minimum data base was performed (CBC Chemistry UA Pancreatic Lipase and Abdominal Radiograph). Nothing specific was determined however kidney values were increased. Dog was administered
subcutaneous fluids. Dog was sent home with sucralfate, famotidine, and prednisone. Owner declined sending radiographs in for radiologist referral.
No specific diagnosis was determined. The owner discovered the FDA investigation on Chicken Jerky Treats made in China and was concerned that there may be a correlation to Gizmo's illness. Waggin' Train assorted dog treats were brought in as example. Dog was being fed approximately 1 whole treat every other day for 6-8 weeks prior to
initial event.

Cadet Chicken Jerky Cadet Duck Jerky & Dog
Beefeater Sweet potato
Kindgom Pets Chicken Jerky
Dog

Dingo - Meaty Middles with Meat
inside
Purina Waggin' Train Jerky Treats
Milo's kitchen jerky
Happy Hips Chicken Breast
Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato
Jerky Twists
Chicken Jerky Treats from Costco

Dog
Dog
Dog
Dog

Cadet Duck Breast

Dog

Great Dane

7 Years

Female

127 Pound

Retriever - Golden

3 Years

Female

17 Pound

Years
Years
Years
Years

Female
Male
Female
Male

12
15
55
52

9 Years

Female

7 Years

Male

she had thrown up multiple times, lethargic, and not wanting to eat. I took her to the vet and she had very high liver values,& glucose in her urine. From not eating well and being sick she in turn developed bloat. Once the emergency portion of her illness was
past, I am back to square one, What is the underlying cause of this sickness. My vet had suggested fanconi syndrome, which would be extremely odd in a great dane. Which led him to ask if she had eaten any of the jerky treats. She had but it had been approx. 2-3 months prior to here sudden illness.
We had been giving Kingdom Pets Jerky Treats purchased from Costco to our golden doodle randomly over the last few months. On July 13th, 2013, we brought her to our vet who eventually diagnosed her with renal kidney failure. On Oct. 18th, 2013 we had her back to the vet as she stopped eating and was very lethargic. We were told to give
her IV fluids daily for a week to help flush out her kidneys. Soon after we had her to the vet, we learned on the news about the jerky treat problems. Our dog is only 3 years old and was very healthy until this summer. We are confident that these jerky treats from China are responsible for her kidney failure.
I received dog treats in the mail from family member several weeks ago. I noticed after several days after giving treats in the evening that my dog was becoming Lethargic. He did not eat after that very much at all until I stopped giving him the treats. He seemed to recover about a two days or so stopping.

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell
Poodle - Miniature
Other Canine/dog
Shepherd Dog German
Terrier - Yorkshire

11
4
11
3.5

Pound
Pound
Pound
Pound

8 Pound

Pet presented for vomiting. O said that pet started about 3 days ago and the vomit was yellowish. Pet is also not eating well. Last night pet began having diarrhea and had about 4 episodes this morning and sometimes it was a bit reddish. Pets energy is also low. Pet is strictly indoor. O thinks that pet has been drinking a bit more lately. O did
mentioned that pet loves chicken jerkey treats and gets a couple every day. Pet is overdue for vaccines, pet was on an OWP when O lived in (b)(6), but has been off of them for a few years.
The dogs were given Cadet Duck Breast treats. When the bag was gone, they Gave Market Cuts chicken Jerky. Then they feed the Cadet Duck Breast treats again and that is when the dogs became ill. The Chihuahua (b)(6) did not feel well but recovered on her own quickly with the need to see a veterinarian. (b)(6) was PU/PD for a week before
presentation. He was also lethargic and not eating.
I gave (b)(6) Duck Jerky treats. The brand is Pet Shoppe and is sold at Walgreens. She has had explosive diarrhea (bad spelling) for the past 3 days. It is dark and has mucous in it. I am extremely worried.

Dachshund
(unspecified)
Pug

7.5 Years

Female

21 Pound

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky
Dog
Doctors Foster and Smith Healthy Snax Dog
Sweet Potatoes Snacks

Shih Tzu
Retriever - Golden

12 Years
11 Weeks

Female
Female

16 Pound
18 Pound

lethargy, polydipsia, polyuria, poor appetite
Purchased Drs. FosteR & Smith Healthy Snax Sweet Potatoes Snacks from their website online. Gave about 1/2 a strip total to each dog (2 older dogs are 8 1/2 yrs. and 15 3/4 yrs., both also golden retrievers). Everyone seemed fine and all went to bed as usual, with (b)(6) the puppy in her crate next to the side of the bed. She has been letting me
know when she needs to go out with whimpers, but gave no indication overnight of such a need. I discovered that she had had a major case of diarrhea overnight in her crate! She had come to me 2 weeks prior with some diarrhea and I had it under control with powdered pumpkin and cooked rice added to her Natural Choice puppy kibble and no
treats. I had begun to add back the Nylabone puppy treats with no problems. Yesterday, the only change from the kibble and pumpkin/rice was the sweet potato snacks as an after dinner treat. Hence my fear that the culprit was the sweet potato snacks. No where on the website does it say the product comes from China and I've always
respected and trusted Drs. Foster & Smith, but much to my dismay, upon closer check of the package, it comes from China! Thankfully, (b)(6) is back to normal today with normal bowel movements as well. But no more of these treats for any of my dogs!

Kingdom Pets wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato, Kingdom Pets chicken
Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

10 Years

Male

5.3 Pound

(b)(6) was playing and eating fine until (b)(6)/13 and did not want to eat; began heaves late afternoon; and night time was drinking a lot of water with immediate emesis, restless, and moaning. Took him to emergency vet early am-received sq fluids; stomach meds, and pain med-vet said should be ok in a day or two. After left vert-had more
emesis and bloody stoll-took back to vet. Once again assured will be ok. Within 8 hrs after returning home-had neuro problems and took to own vet and was euthanized as result of neuro shut down per vet. We had another dog, (b)(6), 18 lbs who had poor/no appetite with diarrhea for a week-symptoms resolved. Both dogs were fed the China
produced treats; Puppy Kingdom Chicken Jerky; as well as Duck Sweet Potato , and Cadet duck Jerky. More than 34/4 bag of duck and sweet potato eaten; was just beginning to give chicken jerky, and very minimal duck jerky given related to very dry, and some loose stool when introduced previously.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Poodle - Toy

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Female

21 Pound

Dog

Terrier - West Highland
White
Retriever - Labrador

8 Years

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato
treats, Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky
Treats

6 Years

Female

80 Pound

Wagon Trail Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Bichon Frise

8 Years

Female

15 Pound

Petshoppe Duck jerky treats and
Dog
Petshoppe Sweet Potato chicken wraps

19.8 Pound

Dog was fed chicken jerky treats and became ill approximately 6 hours after consumption of treats. Loss of appetite, increased water consumption and urination, vomiting. Lost 4 pounds in one week.
Diarrhea, vomiting for more than a week. We took him to vet who diagnosed severe intestinal problems. He is now on 2 antibiotics and probiotics but is recovering.
My dog was hospitalized for 3 days after eating "Happy Hips." At the time, we thought she just had a stomach upset and didn't link it to the "treats" at all. She had liquid stool (diarrhea technically, but it basically was water coming out). She also ended up with massive gas in her intestines and was highly lethargic.
Heavy breathing with little exertion. Seems nose is clogged up. He is having some stomach trouble. Not throwing up but what my kids would describe as a "baby barf."

Male

Dog was drinking a lot and urinate frequently. Lost lots of weigh, not eating, in his last 2 to 3 days, did not eat anything. just laid there, look very weak, diarrhea, mucous vomit just before he died. We have been giving it the Costco duck treat by Cadet. We filed report with Costco and they notified the distributor IMS. They said only their treats are
not under the FDA warning and their tests are in compliance with good safety standards.
I still have some of the treat left and FDA is welcome to test the treat. I don't know if I am the only one with problem with this particular treat but just want to make sure other dogs are not affected by this treat.
My wife has taken photo of the dog just after he died.
I provided jerky treats I bought at Costco about 3-4 times a week to the dog over an approximate 24 month period from Jan 2010 to fall/winter of 2011. During this time she experienced a decrease in appetite and lost weight, experienced a significant decrease in energy and ultimately vomited blood several times. I heard a news story around the
summer of 2011 about jerky treats from China and discontinued use. After about 1 month of not eating the treats, the dog gained her energy back and stopped vomiting. Her personality returned and she has been healthy and happy ever since.
Increased drinking and urination and times of inappetence
High Calcium in blood
Christmas stopped eating, became very lethargic and started throwing up. After 4 days we took her to the vet -- he did blood work & determined her kidneys were not functioning -- probably had about 1/3 of a kidney working. Left her with the vet & they hooked her to an IV for 3 days giving her fluids, antibiotics, etc. The vet said if she made it,
Christmas would be on a special diet forever. Took her home over the weekend with medicine & with special food -- but couldn't get her to eat. One pill made her piddle a lot. She did drink & piddle Tuesday we brought Christmas back to the vet for another blood sample which showed the kidney function was worsening. We could either try the
IV procedure again or dialysis [the nearest one was in Georgia]. Christmas' quality of life was quickly going down. We stayed with her as she went to forever sleep. We are devastated. All because of her favorite treat.7

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Waggin Train Jerky Tenders

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

Boots and Barkley chicken wrapped
rawhide twists

Dog

Spitz - German
Pomeranian

Age

Age
UOM
4 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
90 Pound

Description

Male

Weight

8 Years

Female

12 Pound

This particular product is the only common denominator between all the dogs. (b)(6) is my dog, where as (b)(6), (b)(6) and (b)(6) belong to my son. They live next door and often visit me and my dog. They tend to 'clean up' any treats (b)(6) has not completely consumed.
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(b)(6) was born 11-22-02. We purchased him 2-15-03.
We got (b)(6) as a puppy and spoiled him rotten. Once we discovered his love for Chicken Jerky, we didn't just buy bags - we bought cases of it from Costco! He was pampered and had no health issues. He visited his vet routinely, got his necessary shots, and was treated like a member of the family.
(b)(6) died suddenly (b)(6), 2007.
The night prior to his passing, I noticed he appeared lethargic and was not himself. He laid his head on my lap and just didn't feel good. I planned to call and take him to the vet first thing in the morning. I never got the chance. We found him dead, lying in his normal spot on the tile by the front door.
I couldn't bring myself to order an autopsy but have always know there was something suspicious about it death.
I am fully convinced he died from consuming Chinese Chicken Jerky Treats.
As luck would have it, I kept a number of (b)(6) things. Believe it or not, one of these items happens to be one of the bags of unopened Waggin Train Jerky Tenders. I would love to give it to you for inspection. It's tagged with a "Best Before 042407" date.
A few months later we purchased a new german shepherd puppy, (b)(6). We started him off with Chicken Jerky treats too, giving him some of the bags we still had left from (b)(6). I don't recall how but I heard through the grapevine there was a problem with chinese dog treats. I immediately stopped giving them to (b)(6) and went on the hunt for
an all natural, american made chicken treat. I found Tyson Pet, established an account, brought product in for sale in my locksmith shop (as well as for (b)(6)), and tell everyone I can about the dangers of Chinese treats.
I'm so happy to see it's finally getting the attention it deserves, it's just sad so many animals had to get sick and die to make it happen.
I will assist in any way possible if it will help get this poison out of our country. Let me know.

One by one the dogs became ill. They were throwing up, and has runny bowels with mucus. Ours ran a fever and became very docile and was not eating. It is very strange for her to not bark. We took her to the vet where she was diagnosed with either salmonella or pancreatitis. The vet kept her for four days for treatment. She was dehydrated
and was running a temperature of 102. Since then she has become stable, but some issues have remained. We are treating her with a modified diet and a lot of love.
Unfortunately, (b)(6) was the dog who became the most ill from the product because she had the most exposure. (b)(6) had a bad time with it, but recovered completely. The other two dogs were ill briefly, and recovered fully.
Authority Chewy Dog Treats - Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

4.5 Years

Chuck Wagon Chicken Jerky

Dog

Lhasa Apso

9 Hours

Male

Veggie Life Dogswell Happy Hips with
Glucosamine and Chondroition Helps
Maintain Healthy Joints with Sweet
Potato, Betsy Farms Natural Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

5.5 Years

Male

Pit Bull
Shepherd Dog Australian
Akita

13 Years
1 Years

Female
Male

40 Pound
50 Pound

After eating treats for about 1 month dog does not really want to eat, wt. loss, nausea,
animal had diarrhea and threw up

Male

88 Pound

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6) VETERINARIAN: (b)(6)
PRIMARY CARE VETERINARIAN: (b)(6)
PATIENT/SIGNALMENT: (b)(6) / 6yr MN Akita X
PROBLEMS (DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES):

Happy Hips chicken breast formula
Dog
Betsy Farms Natural Chicken Jerky
Dog
Made in the USA
Jerky Treats dog snacks, Pedigree
Dog
Dentastix, Real Meat natural beef dog
food (90% beef), Real Meat Large Bits
all natural BEEF Jerky Treats (95% Beef)

6 Years

Female

7 Pound

30 Kilogram

79.7 Pound

Normally I give (b)(6) a chicken jerky treat once in a while with no adverse affect. However, lately I have been giving it more frequently. Yesterday my husband noticed that her stool was very soft and today it was watery diarrhea. (I see now that the product is made in Thailand.)

After years of rewarding our dog with chicken jerky treats he continued to have issues with vomiting bile on a daily basis. We tried all the recommendations of our vet. Our dog was tempermental and anxious. Finally after repeatedly changing the brand of his favorite jerky treats and continuing to hear reports about the negative effects of the
product , we removed them from his diet. The improvement in his temperment and his digestive issues are remarkable!! We are certain these treats (no matter what brand) poisoned our dog for a multitude of years. Remove all of these products immediately!
He has excessive drink, urination, hard for him to go, diarrhea, constantly licking his mouth .

. Vomiting: cause not known
CASE SUMMARY:
(b)(6) ¡s normally a very healthy dog. He had soft stools for approximately 4 days starting on 9/17. On or about 9/17, he had started eating beef jerky treats (Del Monte treats purchased from Costco) and got a potato bone. His stools normalized but his appetite became a bit more finicky than normal. He began vomiting partially digested food
approximately 24 hours ago. He has vomited 5 ¿ 6 times.
. Physical examination revealed normal vital signs (T 100.7, P 100 bpm, R panting, BW 87 lbs). His abdomen was mildly sensitive towards his stomach but was otherwise unremarkable.
. Abdominal radiographs were normal (radiologist review pending). A complete blood count and serum chemistry revealed an elevation in his creatinine. His urine specific gravity was normal (1.030).
. An injection of cerenia (an antivomiting medication has been given) and I am sending him home with a 4 day supply to be given starting tomorrow.
MEDICATIONS:
. Cerenia (160mg) ¿Give 2 tablets twice daily. Start tomorrow.
RECOMMENDED FOLLOW-UP CARE:
. Feeding: Feed small meals of bland food 4 ¿ 5 times throughout the day. Avoid fatty and spicy foods.
. Water: Allow him to drink water ad lib. If he is drinking a lot ofwater at once, only allow him to drink for 20 ¿ 30 seconds every half hour. Once he is not drinking for the entire time, you can leave the water down for him.
. Bring him back if he vomits more than once in 24 hours, if he has diarrhea if his appetite decreases or if he seems excessively lethargic.

Dogswell Vitality chicken breast with
Dog
flaxseed & vitamins helps maintain eyes
skin and coat, Dogswell Happy Hips
Chicken Breast Glucosamine &
Chondroitin, Priority total pet care
chicken breast jerky, Bil Jac Small Breed
Adult with chicken Oatmeal & Yams,
Wellness wellbites chicken and venison
recipe, Mini Naturals Healthy Moist
minature dog treats Roasted chicken
recipe

Schnauzer - Miniature

2 Years

Male

17.4 Pound

9/27/13 - Patient presented for Fever and lethargy decrease in appetite, diarrhea. Owner feeding Bill Jack dog food and chicken jerky treats. T: 104.6 slightly painful abdomen, dry pale mm. Owner approved laboratory work up. Started antibiotics, anti-inflammatories, and sq fluids.
09/28/13 - Patient returned not feeling well, T: 102.8, added more/different antibiotics, stoped the anti-inflamatories and started tramadol.
09/30/13 - Patient returned for another follow up, no vomitting/stools normal, T: 100.0. Per O chews "bone marrow bones" per (b)(6) discontinue all treats/chews. Abdomen still slightly painful. Sent home perscription I/D diet. added Buprenex to alternate with tramadol. Owner declined rechecking CBC at this date.
10/1/13 - Valley fever test positive, started fluconazole.
10/3/13 - Onwer discontinued fluconazole due to vomitting. added metoclopramide and restarted fluconazole.
10/11/13 - Patient returned for follow up, finished all antibiotics and doing poor again. T: 102.7 abdomen not painful, but coughing. weight loss. no vomitting/diarrhea. restarted antibiotics for 7 days. Start giving sq fluids at home.
10/14/13 - Patient returned for sq fluids, owner unable to get patient to eat food. feeding treats (unsure if jerky treats or training treats)
10/25/13 - Patient returned still not eating food, owner feeding treats (unsure if jerky treats or training treats). Owner is force feeding with syringe. no coughing, no diarrhea, no vomitting. T: 103.2. Owner informed us today that patient has been eating chicken jerky treats his entire life, also eating training treats from petsmart. rechecked chem
14 and CBC refilled antibiotics. Collected urine for U/A and 14mls placed into freezer if need to send out.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dogswell Happy Hips Dog Chews
Chicken breast

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Mellow Mut

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

Veggie Life Dogswell Happy Hips with
Glucosamine and Chondroition Helps
Maintain Healthy Joints with Sweet
Potato, Betsy Farms Natural Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

Jerky Treats
(China Chicken treats), Waggin Train
Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Milo's Kitchen
Marketcuts by Dingo

Age

Age
UOM
14 Years

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Description

Male

35 Pound

Dog, who at the time was a 12 year old cocker-spaniel / poodle mixed breed, had dramatic digestive illness after eating chicken jerky treats imported from China (brand: Dogswell Happy Hips Dog Chews, Chicken breast purchased from Drugstore.com). Over the course of 10 days, this dog developed increasingly loose stool for every bowel
movement and eventually frequent diarrhea, and then suddenly one day the diarrhea was filled with blood. When we took the dog to the vet for the bloody diarrhea, they said the symptoms were very similar to many dogs that had been eating the chicken jerky treats and they told us to stop feeding those. But by this time the dog was so sick he
had to be hospitalized for 4 days and put on IV fluids and medicine. The bill totaled over $1300.00. The dog recovered normal stool but has been extremely lethargic ever since this incident. These treats must be removed from the market immediately so that no more dogs and unsuspecting families are harmed.

7 Years

Female

25 Pound

My dog died eating dog chicken jerky treats. So I am going sue them.
Jerky Chicken Treats for dogs made in China!
Mellow Mut name of product for dogs.

7.6 Years

Female

68 Pound

My female Boxer has had excessive drinking, constantly licking mouth like its dry, pees alot, diarrhea for 4 days, runny and yellow and she cant hold it. Noticed she not eating like normal.

Bichon Frise

7 Years

Female

14 Pound

Luxating Patella

Dog

Maltese

9 Years

Male

9.2 Pound

Owner just recently heard about the recall of the chicken jerky treats made in China. She has been feeding these to her dogs for years. Once she heard, she called and we recommended coming in for an exam and blood work + UA. The dogs were not having any clinical signs of illness. One of the dog's bloodwork was completely normal. The other
dog, (b)(6), has an elevated BUN and significant proteinuria. A urine protein/creatinine ration was tested, and results were in the very high range. I A/O of outcome and recommend we retest the Urine P/C ratio at least 2 more times at 2-3 week intervals to confirm the findings. The normals are <2, and his value was 6.5. <2 consistently is
evidence of glomerular disease accrding to our lab.

Dog
Dog

Mixed (Dog)
Shih Tzu

5 Years
3 Years

Female
Female

75 Pound
10 Pound

I felt it incumbant upon me to report this, although I have no previous bloodwork or urinalysis as a baseline to compare it to.

SHEP Chicken Jerky Sweet Potato Blend Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

Happy Hips Chicken Breast

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Pet Shoppe Chicken Jerky Premium
Chicken Do Treats
Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatballs
Milo's Chicken Jerky
Beefeaters Rawhide Roll with Chicken
Meat
Chewy Louie Chicken Jerky
Mio's Kitchen Jerky
WAGGIN Train Chicken jerky treats

Dog
Dog

11 Months

48 hours ago vomiting started. Initially the pet just had one episodes of vomiting and then four consecutive episodes of vomiting. Yesterday another four episodes of vomiting occurred. Today the pet began having diarrhea. Pet attempts to eat and drink but immediately vomits.
Dog presented for anorexia and vomiting for 48 hours. Bloodwork, xrays, fecal, urinalysis done over several days revealed mild elevation in kidney values, but the thing that really clued us in was glucosuria without an increase in blood sugar. Dog presented with Fanconi like syndrome listed as key in chicken jerky cases. When questioned owner
she does frequently treat with chicken jerky.
1 week post ingestion of (SHEP Chicken Jerky Sweet Potato Blend Premium Dog Snacks) the dog began to act lethargic, depressed, not eating well, vomiting, and had no diarrhea. Food consumption was 1/2 of what it normally had been. Upon physical examination the dog appeared to be hydrated, non febrile, and depressed. Abdominal X-rays
were performed and no abnormalities were seen. Routine urinalysis was performed and the dog had proteinuria, mild hematuria, and Isostheneria. Serum chemistry revealed mild elevation in ALT and Azotemia. The dog was then placed on IV Lactated Ringers and anti-emetics for approximately 2 days and re-evaluated. Azotemia was resolving
but still remained somewhat nauseated. The dog was then discharged on special diet k/d and Azodyl to reduce azotemia. Owner plans to bring the dog back for follow up blood work in 3 days to evaluate azotemia and kidney function. A Urine sample was collected 24 hours post presentation and frozen for analysis by the FDA if so requested.

Male

10.6 Pound

9 Years

Female

170 Pound

Terrier - Boston

4 Years

Female

12 Pound

One dog started throwing up and the second dog stopped eating. Both were lethargic and just looked sick.

Sheepdog - Shetland

5 Years

Male

32 Pound

Dog

Retriever - Golden

2 Years

Male

50.5 Pound

Dog
Dog
Dog

Other Canine/dog
Terrier - Jack Russell
Chihuahua

4 Years
3 Years
4 Years

Male
Female
Male

60 Pound
13 Pound
6 Pound

Owner had been giving Milo's Kitchen Chicken and Turkey Jerky treats for about 1 and 1/2 years at 2 per day up until 6 months ago, Dog began getting lethargic about 2 months ago and was presented to me for vomiting on (b)(6)/13. Upon performing labs in was discovred dog was in Kidney Failure and fluid treatment started. This was continued
for 1 week and then (b)(6) was retested and found to have only slight improvment. He progressively worsened until becoming completly Oliguric and was euthanized on (b)(6)/13.
Within 12 hours of eating the rawhide treat, (b)(6) had severe diarrhea and showed signs of lethargy. He later started vomiting and could not keep any food or fluids down. His condition was not improving within 24 hours from when it began, so he was taken to the vet for treatment. He had no other food or treats that was out of the ordinary and
had not gotten into any other products/items that would have contributed - he is currently recovering and symptoms seem to be improving gradually.
I noticed him stumble, lose his bowels (inside home). He'd never done this. Then he vomited. He could not seem to walk. Bowels were loose and had what looked like mucus. It was late nite early morning so I sat with him a good part of the nite. The next morning he seemed ok.
(b)(6) became lethargic and would not eat. She later started trembling. I took her to the vet, they confirmed she had a 104 degree temperature. they ran blood tests and determined she had elevated ALP and white blood cell counts. She was given fluids and antibiotics.
Unknowingly I gave (b)(6) Waggin Train jerky treats prior to 6 months of age, I purchased these treats at my local Sam's club. When I went in to have him neutered at 6 months old his pre-surgery blood work indicated he was in kidney failure, liver failure, and had pancreatitis. He was not neutered that day and he was given antibiotics and blood
was drawn every 2 weeks until they could neuter him safely 3 months later. We have suffered multiple occurrences of hepatitis since. I switched veterinarians for a different perspective after my previous vet told me "there was nothing more he could do" for my dog. My dog has been on antibiotics,steroids,and drugs such as Denamarin in the last
3 years from the effects of those treats. For now he is better, but I sit in dread and wait for another flare up. All his vet records are available.

Nudges wholesome dog treats
premium jerky cuts- made with real
chicken

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

4 Years

Female

65 Pound

Kingdom Pets Whoelsome Duck &
Sweet Potato
Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
Flaxseen and Vitamins

Dog

Chihuahua

9 Years

Female

6 Pound

Dog

Chihuahua

6 Years

Female

11.7 Pound

Owner, (b)(6), purchased Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast Dog Treats on September 23, 2013 from PetFoodDirect. She began giving the treats to (b)(6). (b)(6) was evaluated on October 16, 2013 for anorexia of 5 days duration, increased thirst, lethargy, and shaking. Physical examination showed mild dehydration, dental disease, decreased
proprioception, and weakness. She was also febrile at 104.7F. Laboratory results showed elevated ALT, ALKP, decreased BUN, and mild hyponatremia. There were normal amounts of WBC, RBC, and platelets. Radiographs showed a slightly increased size to the liver and the spleen, as well as a hazy area around the pancreas. Kidneys appeared
normal. Cardiac silhouette was slightly rounded but normal for breed conformation. Lungs clear. Spine normal. Hips showed left femoral neck thickening, indicating possible Legge-Perthes disease. Canine pancreatitis snap test (by Idexx) was strongly abdnormal. Leptospirosis testing done and came back negative. (b)(6) was treated with
doxycycline and Penicillin G.

Beefeaters Sweet Potato Snacks for
Dogs
Kingdom Pets -Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato Treat

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

11 Years

Female

104 Pound

Acute onset of vomiting , diarrhea with a blood, anorexia, salivation, lethargic and weakness. Duration 2 days when presented on 10/22/13.

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6 Years

Male

80 Pound

I purchased Happy Hips Chicken Breast Jerky at the Target on Fry Rd. in (b)(6) Tx about a month ago. I fed one piece of the chicken jerky to my 170lb female lab on the afternoon of 10/12/2013. She ingested the jerky without a problem and ate normally that evening. In the middle of the night (about 12 hours after ingesting the jerky) she threw up
bile containing small particles of what appeared to be the jerky. I fed her a bland diet for 24 hours and she recovered completely. About two weeks later (I'm unsure of the exact date), I fed her another piece of the jerky, not knowing it was contaminated. She threw up bile again within 12 hours of ingesting the jerky. She threw up bile again the
next day several times throughout the day. Again, I fed her a bland diet for 24 hours and she recovered completely. Not until I saw on the news did I realize that the jerky was to blame for the vomiting.

(b)(6) developed a GI bleed after giving her a piece of Jerky. It might have been coincidence but the vet did xrays and could not find anything. She started vomiting blood and then had black, tarry stools

I gave my dogs the pet treats over a few day period (probably 5 treats each). One of the dogs had a very upset stomach and bloody / mucus diarrhea. She recovered in a few days. I have not given any of the dogs the treats since she was sick and have seen no issues.

I purchased Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato 48 oz package dog treat lot # R176AG407 expiration DEC. 24 2014 below that date is a tracking number WPKPDSP03158 from Costco in (b)(6), CA earlier this month. I gave my 6 year old 80 pound yellow Lab (b)(6) who is in great health one of the treats. Within 4 hours he was projectile vomiting
yellow liquid, had yellow diarrhea, his nose was very warm and he was in terrible shape. Fortunately he recovered.
The day after he became sick the news about poisoned dog treats broke on TV, unfortunately it was too late for (b)(6). I kept the bag of treats if you would like me to send it to one of your labs for analysis.
Please contact me by return email or by phone at (b)(6)
Best regards
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

Not sure I threw the bag away

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast
Shep chicken breast fillets

Dog
Dog

Retriever - Labrador
Beagle

happy hips

Dog

Bichon Frise

4 Years
10 Years
3 Years
10.7 Years

Male

70 Pound

Female
Female

57 Pound
35 Pound

Male

17.1 Pound

We recently lost our beloved Boxer (b)(6) The last 3 months I have seen him go from a very active dog to end up losing over 20 pounds becoming walking bones. I had him to the Vet where they ran blood tests/treatment for kidney failure. A few days after we had put him down the story is released about chicken jerky treats. Well I had bought a
large bag of chicken jerky treats this summer and had fed him one every day at noon until the bag ran out and read stories of others experiencing the same. This just breaks my heart to think I bought something that made him so sick. I had a few pieces left of the treats if needed.
After approximately 45 to 60 days dog experienced vomiting which became chronic. Started duck jerky in late April first vomiting noted by Kennel while out of town became more by June and 2 to 4 x daily by July. Duck jerky discontinued in early July and recall found online after. Profuse vomiting thru Oct 10.
Dog was fed two "Shep" chicken jerky treats on October 29th. The next morning, October 30th, she vomited. She ate nothing all day but drank a lot of water. She had little energy. She vomited several more times throughout the night of the 30th. On October 31st, she continued to refuse to eat and only drink water and became more lethargic.
(b)(6) had lost 1.5 lbs (8%), was taking in a lot of water, and was very lethargic. My husband and I felt that it was most likely his age; however, his Senior profile blood work at his yearly check up indicated that there may be a problem with his liver. He had to have a bile acid test, which confirmed that there was a problem. (b)(6), his veterinarian,
said he needed a liver biopsy and an ultrasound. The evening of his biopsy I was watching the news (Oct. 22nd) when a story of jerky treats for dogs made in China may be making dogs sick. The treats that he had been given for the past 6 months were in fact made in China (Dogswell "Happy Hips" Jerky Treats). When I spoke to my doctor the
following day, she suggested to stop feeding him the treats and to report (b)(6) illness to the FDA. She indicated that dogs have had kidney problems, and not liver problems, but to stop the treats anyway. Of course, we have done that.
His tests indicated that there is a problem with his liver ("lobular displaysia"). He is now on a Hills L/D Diet for Liver health and is on a medication. We have spent almost $1000 on tests, medication and special food. His health seems to have improved in the past few weeks as he has more energy and isn't drinking an excessive amount of water. He
still seems very thin, but is eating well.

Tyson Pet Productions Topchews
Chicken Jerky Filets

Dog

Rottweiler

8 Years

Male

76.4 Kilogram

Fed 6 chicken jerky treats (b)(6) PM. Vomiting started (b)(6). Vomiting/diarrhea (b)(6). Seizures began (b)(6) AM when presented to vet hospital. Blood work (b)(6): elevated liver values (AlkP, ALT,Total Bili), hi lactate, high phosp, mild hi BUN, Blood glucose 35 LOW. Ultrasound (b)(6): large infiltrative right adrenal gland mass with complete
occlusion of caudal vena cava and metastatic disease to mesentery/omentum, mild gastritis, colitis, cholangitis. Insulin/glucose ratio (submitted (b)(6)/13) consistent with insulinoma. (b)(6) was not responding appropriately to supportive care and along with Ultrasound findings, owners elected euthanasia (b)(6)/13.

Kingdom Pets All natural Ingredients
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland

8 Years

Male

38.6 Pound

(b)(6)/2013 large LN's Temp=105.0. Higher P, Bun, Creat, Amylase than past. Dog was depressed, breathing in "toxic" manner. Color "muddy" tone. Vomited. Diarrhea. Blood work completed. Ran IVF. Took x-rays and re-ran blood work on (b)(6)/2013 Amylase, Bun, and Creat Worse. (b)(6) had Bad Kidneys, and pancreatic values very high. Chest
congestion. (b)(6)2013 Dog passed away.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dogswell Vitality chicken breast with
flaxseed & Vitamins

Dog

Chihuahua

American Kennel Club Sweet Potato
Dog
and Chicken Jerky Blend Dog Treats
EverPet real chicken Chicken chips dog Dog
treats , Milo's kitchen home style dog
treats. Chicken grillers

Shih Tzu

Vitalife Chicken Strips

Dachshund
(unspecified)

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

5 Years

Female

12 Pound

Unaware of the problem with this treat, my (b)(6) has had a few of the same illness and diagnosed as pancreatitis, with not eating, severe stomach pain, dehydration, diarrhea with mucus, non active and not drinking water. Vet hospital and her on IV's and pain meds twice and several visits to Vet office for hydration and pain meds. This last time
it seem longer for her to snap out it and I am afraid she wouldn't.
Can't put exact date on this over 3 years trying to find out the problem, then I saw this jerky issue and she was given this treat (only) for the past 3 years off and on.

4 Years

Male

17 Pound

10 Years

Male

81 Pound

(b)(6) ate the first treat from this package readily; the second one only partially; and the third one not at all. Some time after this, he began acting restless, anxious, and upset, followed by severe diarrhea and vomiting, and obvious abdominal tenderness. He dragged his belly on the floor. He refused food or water, and became listless and
lethargic. After awhile, he accepted low-sodium chicken broth, but no solid food or water for 4-5 days. He is slowly regaining his appetite. He went to see his vet for the first time today.
Acute liver toxicity after eating chicken jerky. Not eating, vomiting, lethargic. . Eating Milo's kitchen and Ever pet real chicken chips

5 Years

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Female

Description

I gave (b)(6) (my little dog) a chicken strip for 3 days......she started vomiting and not eating her regular dry food, becoming lethargic ..... the only new food was the Vitalife Chicken Strips.....once I inquired. (neighbors & internet) I stopped giving her the new food (chicken strips) and she started to become herself again. It was a week before she
recovered fully. I will have to check with the Vet to see if she sustained any long term problems.
This is just a warning to STOP giving your pets Vitalife Chicken Strips. I checked with the store and they have not recalled this
product........my dog did not die, but became very ill......hopefully she will not have kidney or other illnesses from this experience.

Ol'Roy New York Strip Flavor, EXERHIDES Beefhide Twists Artificially
chicken flavored

Dog

American Pit Bull
Terrier

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato
Jerky Twists

Dog

Shih Tzu

Waggin Train Chicken Jerkey treats.
Made in China

Dog

Ridgeback
(unspecified)

Kingdom pets all natural ingredients
Dog
chicken jerky
Waggin¿Train Big Blast Pork Skin Twists Dog
with Chicken Liver Center
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast, Milo's
Dog
Kitchen home-style dog treats Chicken
Meatballs

Unknown

Spaniel - Cocker
American

Dogswell Vitality Duck Breast with
Flaxseed & Vitamins
Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duke and
Sweet Potato

Shepherd Dog German
Shih Tzu

Dog
Dog

Shih Tzu

7 Years

Female

80 Pound

I pick my dog from (b)(6) on (b)(6) 2013. She was in good health. They gave her a physical . On sunday night my girlfriend feed her the Ol'Roy dog food,new York strip flavor out of the can. Monday night I bought from Wal Mart Exer-Hides Beefhide Twists, Articially chicken flavored made in CHINA. I gave her 3 picecs. Tuesday she started increase
water consumption,no appetite,and decreas activity. Wednesday (b)(6) started vomiting. Thursday morning I seen her lying on the sofa with vomit on her. She couldn't walk at all. I took her (b)(6). They did a x ray and a ultrasound. they notice a tumor around her speen. I then took her to Pet-ER. There her For AIHA. I spent over $3000.00 trying to
save my dog. Herpack cells were only 7 . They gave her a K-9 PRBC Transfusion and conducted other test.Her ciount got up to 17 that night but by Saturday morning she slip back to 14 and by 9 she was down to 12. I check her out and took her back to (b)(6) and they euthanasia her. I recievec a healthy dog from the humane society and 2 days
later she got sick. I believe the can dog food and the beef twist, both from the same place and both from China killed my dog. She was a sweet dog always smiling. Its kills me that I couldn't save. I got her to love and care for. not to watch her die. Please stop the dog from from coming in from CHINA. they have proven many times. That they can't
be trusted and they don't respect our LAWS.

2.5 Years

Female

8.5 Pound

presented 10/23/13 - lethargic, sleeping a lot more than usual, not acting like herself
CBC/chem - all values except neutrophils within RR:
Neutrophils 11004 (2060-10600
BUN 11 (6-31)
Creat 0.6 (0.5-1.6)
ALT 26 (12-118)
Alk Phos 41 (5-131)
UA:
blood - trace
protein - negative
glucose - negative
pH = 8
WBC per hpf = 1
RBC per hpf = 1
bacteria - 1+ cocci on mucous rafts

3 Years

Male

40 Pound

In November, 2012, we purchased Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats from Sam's Club. We had ad been giving our dog 2-3 per day for about two weeks. He rapidly developed acute gastritis with bloody diarrhea and vomiting. Our vet found no evidence of parasitic or bacterial infection. Speculated that the gastritis was of viral origin. Vomiting
stopped in about a day but the diarrhea persisted for 4 days and he required SC fluids on two occaisions. Our dog was near death for a couple of days. He consumed no food nor water for 5 days. Gastritis finally subsided and our dog returned to normal in about a week - 10 days. We suspected something about the jerky treatsat the time and will
not give him any more jerky.

3 Years

Male

45.2 Pound

3 Years

Male

9 Pound

15 Years

Male

37.8 Pound

Owner began feeding a new variety of treats around the middle of October. Dog began vomiting off and on until presentation (b)(6)/13. Owner had noted polydipsia and polyuria at that time as well as decreased appetite (would not eat dog food, would eat small pieces from owner's food and cat food). Dog was lethargic at time of presentation.
Mild Pyrexia (T=102.6). BCS 4/9. CBC - WNL, Chemistry showed Azotemia (BUN 105 mg/dL, Creat 4.0 mg/dL and Phos 10.8mg/dL) as well as ALT and ALKP changes that had been previously noted due to Cushing's dz (ALT 347 U/L and ALKP 455 U/L). Urinalysis showed USG of 1.035, Neg protien, occ WBC and RBC, scant cocci (free catch sample).
Dog was referred to 24hr facility for overnight IV fluids. Mild improvement was seen in the blood values, but no increase in appetite. Transfered back to our clinic for IV fluids (b)(6)/13. At discharge (b)(6) values were BUN 70mg/dL, Creat 3.2mg/dL, and Phos 7.7 mg/dL. Dog returned for recheck (b)(6)/13 - no change in appetite or behaviour, still
lethargic and inappetant. (b)(6)/13 values BUN 106 mg/dL, Creat 4.3 mg/dL, and Phos. 11.7 mg/dL. Dog was placed back on intensive IV fluids during the day and given SQ fluids at night while home. Hospitalized (b)(6) and (b)(6). Rechecked bloodwork 10/30 - BUN >130 mg/dL, Creat >10 mg/dL, Phos 7.9 mg/ dL. Owner elected euthanasia at that
point.
Note: Blood work was done 8/28/2013 at time of Cushing's tx recheck which showed BUN 38 mg/dL, Creat 1.0 mg/dL, Phos 5.8 mg/dL. ACTH test done at the same time was normal.

12.5 Years

Female

100 Pound

After ingesting a new package of her normal brand of duck breast jerky treats, she developed severe, watery diarrhea, severe lethargy and anorexia. She was treated with a bland diet and Metronidazole and improved within 3 days.

11 Years

Female

7.8 Pound

After feeding (b)(6) Kingdom Pets duck and sweet potato treats, (b)(6) started vomiting 24 hours later with increase water intake. When (b)(6) present to us the day after the vomiting, she appeared normal. On physical exam (b)(6) appeared normal and recovered from her vomiting the day before. Owner brought in treat that she had just
started feeding. We did a blood test to rule out kidney issue. Blood work returned normal.

Vomiting which was treated with supportive care. Dog recovered to approx. 90% normal per owner. Was giving Jerky treats. Owner wants reported and to know if treats should be sent in for testing.
This report is also related to report FDA ICSR ID 1032443 FDA ICSR ID 1032465. Onset came on 9/26/13 with loss of appetite, staggering, weakness, depression, and vomiting. Symptoms were not as severe so supportive care was provided at home.

Waggin' Train Big Blast Pork Skin Twists Dog
with Chicken Liver Center, Earthborn
Holistic Primitive Natural Grain-Free
Dog Food

Shih Tzu

1 Years

Female

11 Pound

Dog was brought to vet on 10/01/13 with poor appetite. Owner was concerned as other pet, FDA ICSR ID 1032465, had already become ill. This report is also related to report FDA ICSR ID 1032443. Dog's temperature was slightly elevated: 102.3 degrees. Lab reports on blood samples are attached.

MASTERS BEST FRIEND All Natural Duck Dog
Sticks

Retriever - Curlycoated

5 Months

Male

17 Kilogram

Started giving our puppy an occassional dog treat (Duck Sticks). One every 2nd approx. Our puppy became unusually lithargic, started to drink a lot of water and was urinating much more than usual. About 2 weeks later he started to vomit and had diarrhea. I read an article in the paper about dog treats made in China making hundreds of dogs ill
and many were dying. I read the product package and it was made in China. My family discontinued giving the implicated treats to the dog and he started to improve in health and back to normal puppy beviour in about 5 days.

Louisiana alligator jerky

Maltese

Male

8 Pound

Dog

13 Years

purchase Louisiana alligator jerky 42oz item # 702884 Delco Corp Laguna Niguel CA 92677, from Sam's club on October 03, 2013
used up balance of treats in house and began feeding max treats around October 12 2013 small pieces of treats
(b)(6) began to vomit and have bloody stool discharges on October 14, 2013. He was projecting from mouth and rectum. took him to vet on October 14, 2013. the vet ran blood tests and diagnosed him with acute pancreanitis and inflamed organs
was kept for 2 nights at vets and was watch and was attached to and IV for two and a half days. Was released at about 8 PM on October
16, 2013. We were instructed to only feed him rice and chicken or id dog feed by vet and be very good in giving him the medicine. Was given two prescriptions to administer to (b)(6)
Max returned for a check up on October 23, 2013 at that visit he was given another two week supply of two prescriptions.
(b)(6) seems to be doing well now but need to keep giving prescriptions and special diet.

DOGSWELL HAPPY HIPS DUCK BREAST
GLUCOSAMINE & CHONDROITIN

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

11 Years

Male

7.8 Pound

Clinically, patient had been doing great. Was energetic and acting normally the day before the incident. Owner began feeding "Happy Hips- Duck breast" jerky treats 2-3 days before incident. Patient presented with history of vomiting for 12 hours, Bun 113 mg/dl, Creatinine too high to measure, BG of >650 mg/dl. Phos >16.1 mg/dl. Ca++ 5.5
mg/dl. Tbili 1.2 mg/dl, WBC 17k, Na 120, K 6.7. No ketones in urine. All other parameters normal.
Was given regular insulin and hospitalized on IV fluids. 2 mg Dexamethasone given IV and, ACTH stim planned for next day. BG never normalized, patient passed within 8 hours of hospitalization. Obviously, could be from an unregulated diabetic / and/or also became addisonian, but I figured I would report it.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dingo Treats/ Waggontails/Everpet
Treats several different brands bought
from Dollar General

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

Costco Kingdom Pets Chicken jerky
Kingdom Pet Jerky Treats
Petshoppe - Chicken Jerkey

Dog
Dog
Dog

ruffin' it wag-n-tails chicken tenders
Dog
home style treats for dogs
Catswell VITAKITTY Chicken Breast with Dog
Flaxseed & Vitamins

Age

Age
UOM
10 Years

Gender

Terrier - Yorkshire
Havanese
American Pit Bull
Terrier
Chihuahua

1 Years
10 Years
9 Years

Male
Male
Male

7 Years

Female

15 Pound

Mixed (Dog)

6.5 Years

Female

55 Pound

Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
12 Pound

13.7 Pound
24 Pound
65 Pound
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Description
(b)(6) was perfectly fine and out of the blue on a tuesday started drinking EXCESSIVE amounts of water and urinating (thought she had UTI)and not eating My vet was on vacation so I waited until friday at that point she - took her to an Emergency vet and they ran blood work and all her numbers were off the chart - they wanted me to put her
sleep at that point -as they thought it was Kidney failure. I wanted to wait to talk to my vet - My vet came out twice on sunday to my house and checked her out - tried predisone and tried to feed her AD food she wouldn't eat, vomiting excessively, lathargic, and weak. She did not improve, he took her in and gave her fluids and by thursday she
was not any better and no signs that she would improve so the decision was made to put her to sleep.
vomiting and diarrhea
soft stool while receiving Kingdom Pet Jerky treats from Costco. Treats made in China
Dog started not eating his food and becoming lethargic after eating chicken jerky treats. Was giving him the treats for a few weeks before the info about the tainted treats hit the news. I immediately stopped feeding him the treats. After about a week of still being sick, i finally took him to our vet for blood and urine tests that confirmed his
kidneys were in distress.
she got sick vomitted white phlem had clear discharge then turned bloody everytime she drank a little water vomitted could not control bowel movements got worse took her to a vet she died on examening table
My dog was a healthy, active lab/pit bull mix who exercised with me every day, several times a day. I occasionally gave her Dogswell "Happy Hips" jerky treats. I also have a cat who I bought VITAKITTY chicken breast jerky treats for, but since he didn't eat them, I recently gave some to my dog. I didn't make a connection to her symptoms until after
reading about the recent reports of jerky contamination and deaths in dogs. On (b)(6), 2013, my dog began experiencing symptoms of vomiting, diarrhea, increased water consumption and urination for several days and I brought her to the emergency vet where she received IV fluids and antibiotics for 3 days. Unfortunately, her condition did not
improve and she suffered kidney failure, and subsequently I had to make the decision to put her to sleep.
The bag of treats that I fed to (b)(6) most recently are Catswell VITAKITTY Chicken Breast marked "Best Before 04/07/2013" with a code SEW11CH101702/03c

HARTZ OINKIES PIG SKIN TWISTS
ORIGNIAL REAL SMOKED FLAVOR
Wholesome Duck & Sweet Potato.

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

8 Years

Female

20 Pound

(b)(6) LOST CONTROL OF HER BLADDER. SHE STARTED URINATING IN THE HOUSE AFTER EATING OINKIES ORIGINAL PIG SKIN TWISTS. THIS WAS THE FIRST TIME SHE HAD BEEN GIVEN THESE TREATS.

Dog

Corgi - Welsh
Pembroke

9 Years

Male

22 Pound

I have given the dogs a few of these treats and one or the other of them has mysteriously had diarrehea. I think it may be related to these treats. I only give them one or two and not very frequently.

Jerky treats

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

12 Years

Female

14 Pound

Milo's Kitchen Jerky Treats: Beef
Milo's Kitchen Jerky Treats: Chicken

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

11 Years

Female

74.6 Pound

Waggin Train Chicken jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

3 Years

Male

Wagon train wholesome chicken jerky
tenders
Vitality Chicken Breasts with Flaxseed &
Vitamins
Cadet gourmet Duck Breast
Waggin Train Wholesome Duck Jerky
Tenders

Dog

Spitz - American
Eskimo Dog
Terrier - Yorkshire

2 Years

Frog
Dog

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
Flaxseed & Vitamins
Wagon Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Jerky Treat?

Lethargic. Diarrhea. No presence of fever. Didn't want to eat whereas he normally wolfs his food down. He even has a special bowl that causes him to eat slower because he eats too fast. Symptoms lasted just a day or so then he was fine.
Began running a fever of 105 and would not move was very sleepy and cried and would not eat or drink. Also would not urinate. Spent two days in hospital
Due to the proteinuria, we have been checking routine blood work every 6-12 months. She presented on 10/15/13 and the following results were obtained:
Up:Ucr 1.3
Chem 11:
-BUN 78 (7-27) - was 28
-Cr 4.8 (0.4-1.8) - was 2.2
Usg 1.021, pH 6.5, 4+ protein, rare RBCs
Culture: (-)
Note: Weight: 88.00# to 75.60#
She was clinically doing well other than DJD and incontinence. I brought her into the hospital and provided IV fluids x 3 days; no other therapy was started other than a diet change to Hill's k/d. We also performed the following tests:
4Dx SNAP test: (-)
Leptospirosis titers: (-)
On 10/18/13, we rechecked her labs and obtained these results:
ALT 640 (10-118) - was 39
T bili 0.8 (0.1-0.6) - was 0.2
BUN 34 (7-25) - was 78
Ca 12.0 (8.6-11.8)
Cr 3.0 (0.3-1.4) - was 4.8
Glu 113 (60-110)
The rising liver and renal values made me suspicious of a toxin of some type. There is no history of any ingestion or access to topical product. When I requested dietary history, I discovered that she had been feeding these treats:
-(b)(6) history with eating chicken jerky treats:
For the record, (b)(6) loves the chicken jerky treats and has been given many different varieties over the past several years. Her consumption of the treats used to be much higher - 6 to 8 a day - but over the past 3 years, the number of ANY treats she gets every day has diminished to about 2 or 3.
I would have to say that the variety she got most often would be Waggin Train and then next most often would probably be Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky from Costco and Colorado Naturals brand Chicken Jerky and Duck Jerky from Menards.
She has also had Dingo Jerky Treats, Dogs Wells Chicken Jerky (although not very often) and she has recently (in August) had their Salmon Jerky. I checked the packaging on several of these today when I was at the store and some are made in China and some are made in the USA.
Over the past two months she has had Milo's Chicken Jerky and when that bag ran out I bought her the Milo's Beef Jerky.
She has always been given the jerky in full pieces. Again, her consumption has varied over the years but they have been a frequent part of her diet. Sometimes several a day, every day and sometimes a few a week.
-I am suspicious of the jerky treats as a cause of her rising renal/liver values.

60 Pound

First noticed using Waggin Train Chicken Jerky- Dog developed numerous rashes over torso, and started scratching them. Removed the jerky from his diet and the rashes went away within a few days. Tried other brands (unable to remember specifics), but did notice that the problem came back with any brand made in China. We verified this by
eliminating all Chinese brand treats from his diet and waited for the rash to go away. Then, once gone, reintroduced the treats to find the rash back within two days. We've had no problems since eliminating the Chinese treats altogether.
The dog did some to love the taste of them though, and has not been as interested in other brands of snacks.
Dates listed below are broad estimates- entering the report now due to NPR article highlighting that this was not isolated with our dog alone.

Female

17 Pound

First Yorkshire terrier sick with vommitting and green diarrhea. Then pregnant Eskimo spitz sick with no energy, no appetite and explosive green diarrhea. She is about 2 weeks pregnant if breeding was successful. Second Eskimo spitz sick with green diarrhea and brown and explosive. We still have half a bag of the treats if you want them.

Male

5.6 Pound

Dachshund - Miniature

4 Years
6 Years

Female
Female

49 Pound
16 Pound

(b)(6) had symptoms of decreased activity, decreased appetite, vomiting and diarrhea for several days. The symptoms worsened each day and we had to take him to the veterinarian. The veterinarian took X-rays and determined that there was not any foreign object in his stomach causing the vomiting. After giving him medication and shots, he
recovered. We are not giving him the chicken breast jerky treats anymore.
10/16/13: lethargy followed by a seizure on 10/18. Continued intermittent lethargy and vomiting on 10/26 and 10/27; uncomfortable at night; ataxic in hind end and diarrhea
Patient was seen at her regular veterinary office on Wed (b)(6) (b)(6) 2012 for inappetence and decreased water intake. The veterinarian found her to be afebrile at 101.4, 16.5 lbs, tender abdomen and with a history of eating people food. Patient was treated for suspected pancreatitis with metoclopramide. Patient presented to your office for
evaluation (b)(6)/12 as she was not doing any better. At this time her temperature was 99.7 and weight was 16 lbs. Patient was found to be dehydrated and uncomfortable in cranial abdomen. Owner elected to treat patient medically as an outpatient and declined diagnostics. Patient was treated with Subcutaneous fluids, Cerenia, famotidine,
and ampicillin. Patient decompensated that day and returned for hospitalization and diagnostics. Radiographs showed significant amount of radiopaque material ( bone) matierial throughout intestines and stomach. Signifcant stool in colon. Patient now painful with the mouth, drooling. Chemistry profile showed mild increase in ALT. CBC =
normal and UA = WNL and snap CPL test was normal. Concerned patient had severe gastroenteritis due to ingestine of bones. Owner approved hospitalization. Patient received intravenous fluid support, cefazolin, and buprenexx for pain. The next day the patient was more comfortable and ambulating, had passed dark stool overnight. That
morning also started to show abnormal neuro behavior ( falling to left) Were able to do an oral exam and found an ulcer at base of tongue. Continued with hospitalized support. Patient decompensated in hospital and suffered cardiopulmonary arrest. Patient did not respond to resuccitation. This week 10/23/13 owner requested a report be
submitted as she had eaten the recalled treats that the FDA issued a report on: Jerky Treats

Dog

Pug

9 Years

Female

20 Pound

(b)(6) began having blood in her urine. She also had dried scabs on her skin.

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

5 Years

Male

48 Pound

Presented 8/31/13 with 36 hr history of lethargy and pelvic limb ataxia, drooling and anorexia.
Exam: QAR, generalized weakness especially of jaw and pelvic limbs, submandibular lymphadenopathy, ptyalism, injected sclera OU. Chemistry, CBC, radiographs, urine culture, snap 4dx tick test, coagulation profile all normal. Next day following supportive care - no resolution. Seemed to resolve within the next 4 days, back to normal.

Dog

Bichon Frise

Dog

1.5 Years

11 Years

Female

6 Kilogram

O gave pet a Jerky treat (unknown brand) on 10/23. Pet stopped eating and started vomiting. Blood work was peformed on 10/25 - WNL. P was hospitalized on IV fluids. P went home with o on Sunday. When p left hospital, the pet vomited twice. Pet remains inappetant. Blood work was repeated yesterday and showed hypoalbuminemia. O was
referred for feeding tube/supportive care and internal medicine consult.

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Age

Weight
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Female

Weight
UOM
35 Pound

Description

Terrier (unspecified)

Age
UOM
2 Years

Gender

American Jerkey - Finest American Beef Dog
I really don't recall. You could see the
product through the packaging. They
are hard and stick like.

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Female

50 Pound

(b)(6) has arthritis, but was not on any medication. Gave her a jerky type stick treat I had purchased from Pet Smart in (b)(6), Michigan around approximately 10 AM in the morning - she gobbled it rather eagerly... only chewed a couple of times (I remember it well because she almost took my finger with it). She was normal and active all day.
Feed her a measured cup of ProPlan Large Breed for dinner around 5:00 PM. She ate and drank normally.
I don't have her vet record in front of me to be exact, but around 7:00 (ish) she kept wanting to go out. She seemed to be straining to clear her bowels, several times. Then she started vomiting at least twice until her stomach was clear. Continued to retch and strain her bowels. This went on for a couple of hours... the suddenness and intensity
really caught our attention. We have never seen her sick before, never like that.
Finally when she did poop, initially it was loose and foul. By that time is was dark.... could not see the color or consistency. I was somewhat relieved until she started laying down in the furthest corner of the yard, under a tree and would not come in when I called her. I had to carry her. She appeared to be weak. p.s. I put a call into our vet and
while I waited she pooped again, this time it was like a red jelly-like substance. That was it for me..... I collected some of it in a clean ziploc bag, and took her directly into our local animal clinic as an emergency. They immediately started an IV and kept her a couple of days. Blood work, xrays and a GI test was done... Vet said it was as if she had
been poisoned or ate something toxic. I have two other larger dogs, and they were fine.... but I don't specifically recall giving them the same treat that day. (Sometimes I mix it up because there is always an odd one left over). However, I do distinctly remember recalling to the clinic staff everything I saw her eat or drink, including that jerky stick.
(FYI.. I am a (b)(6) in Michigan....) She survived. Never had another episode... but since then we only buy treats made in North or South America.
Note: The dates below are approximate, it occurred in the fall of 2011, she was very ill for about 4 or 5 days. Resumed normal diet after about a month.

Mini Dingo Jerky Chewz Chicken Chips

Dog

Doberman Pinscher

7 Years

Female

61 Pound

Since 8/12, pet has presented on 3 individual episodes of fever unknown origin, lethargy, not eating. Upon exam, average rectal temperature of 106, injected sclera, H/L wnl, Abdomen tense, generalized tender to touch & will stand hunched-up.
In each episode, mild thrombocytopenia, isosthenuria +/- pyuria. Chemistry panel always normal, except with the last episode 10/15/13 when liver enzymes elevated after Prednisone use. Chest/Abd/Spine xrays always wnl. Negative for PLI/pancreatitis test.
Pet will recover over course of 2-3days on IVFL, injectable Metronidazole, pain relief, anti-nausea, oral Doxycycline, syringe feeding for calorie intake.
Owner mentioned at the recheck exam this week that she has been giving a Chicken Jerky treat made in China on daily basis last 2 years. Mini Dingo Jerky Chewz Chicken Chips. Owner brought in an unopened package.

Milo's Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

2 Years

Female

50 Pound

I adopted a black lab/greyhound mix dog from my sister last December. Her name is (b)(6) and she was 3 months old when I got her. She is a gentle sweet dog with no health issues. She had been to the vet and had all of her shots/rabies vaccine and was spayed. During the end of April/ beginning of May I bought a large bag of Milo's Chicken
Jerky from BJ's Wholesale club in (b)(6) NH and began giving her the "treats". After a few days she became sick, vomiting, diarrhea and tired. This came and went for a few weeks ( I did not give her treats everyday). One day she was vomiting really bad and she collapsed on the floor. I rushed her to (b)(6) in (b)(6) and they took her in right away.
She was still vomiting and very Lethargic. They took xrays and did blood workup on her. They found she had an obstruction in her intestine and that they needed to do emergency surgery or she would die. They did the surgery and recovered the obstruction, removed part of her intestine and (b)(6) spent 2 days in ICU. The hospital could not
identify the object and neither could I.

she has been throwing up 1-2 times per day after about 2 weeks of feeding one treat per day.

I was on Facebook the other day and my friend posted an article on the Milo's chicken jerky treats and how dogs were dying from eating them. I went on the internet and did some research myself and found that Jaco had all of the same symptoms as the other dogs that died or were really sick with gastrointestinal issues. I almost lost (b)(6) that
night and her surgery cost me thousands of dollars. Jaco is doing well today and she has never had any treats since (I threw them away before she came home from the hospital). I dont know if the two are related but it seems very coincidental. Please let me know your thoughts.
Cadet Duck Breast

Dog

Foxhound - American

2 Years

Female

EXER-HIDES Beefhide Mini Bones
artificially chicken flavored

Dog

Chihuahua

3 Years

Male

Happy Hips

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6 Years

Female

HAPPY HIPS Salmon Jerky (DOSWELL)

Dog

Poodle - Standard

14 Years

Female

60 Pound

5 Pound

Gave her 4 Cadet Duck Breast Treats Lot # 251Y Exp. 05-24-2015. In about 2 hours she began violently vomiting. She vomited 8 times. I let it continue believing that it was best to get it out of her system. She was tired but okay after vomiting. My vet said to keep an eye on her and bring her in if she got worse. She did not except for fatigue.

I purchased these bones as I have in the past and gave them to all my dogs as treats. A day later (b)(6) became very ill, not himself seemed to be stomach issues. I took him to the vet and the only thing they could find was his liver levels were elevated and treated him for an intestinal/stomach infection with 3 different antibiotics. Two days later
one of the other dogs got sick as well except this one had bloody diarrhea and another one of the males two days after her got sick as well. She was treated the same as the first and was better in 24 hours, (b)(6) however took about 1 week to get back to normal. The third was also treated. Not knowing what the cause was at the time once they
both finished their meds, I again gave them the same treats and both got sick right away the next day. I was speaking to my mother who informed me about the possibility of bad dog treats from China. This brand is made in China.
When giving her this product, after an hour later, she would vomit and have diarrhea and drink an unusual amount of water

40 Pound

I recently started to give my 14 year old Standard Poodle your product Happy Hips one strip of the Salmon Jerky per day, as she appears to have some arthritis in her hips. There was no noticeable reaction to the first bag of the product; however when I gave her product from the second bag she developed severe diarrhea and had to be
hospitalized. She survived and I began adding back treats and food she ate before becoming sick, being careful to add only one per every two or three days. The day I added the Happy Hips she seamed to have some digestive discomfort, (gurgling) but I gave her a Happy Hips strip the next day with the result; significant diarrhea that night.
I don¿t know how this will turn out, she seams comfortable today and I am following my vets orders on future feeding. Be assured, she will never have any Happy Hips in her diet again.

Kingdom Pet Duck and Sweet Potato
Treats
EverPet rawhide Knotted Bone

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

10 Years

Male

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

1 Years

Male

8.6 Pound

Waggin' Train Big Blast Pork Skin Twists Dog
with Chicken Liver Center, Earthborn
Holistic Primitive Natural Grain-Free
Dog Food

Shih Tzu

4 Years

Male

10 Pound

Loss of appetite and decreased activity were the first sign of concern. Vomiting began
on (b)(6)/2013. Visit to the vet was (b)(6)/13. Lab work was done (attached) and IV hydration, antibiotics and anti-nausea medication were initiated. Return to vet was on (b)(6)/13 to check progress. Additional lab work was done at that time (attached).2 of the other ill dogs were treated by the same
veterinarian clinic with one deceased and one recovered. Other 3 did not exhibit as severe of symptoms.
Separate reports will be filed for each of these. Pet owner runs a very well-known and
respected breeding facility (b)(6) and all dogs are well cared for,
regularly visit their veterinarian, and logs are kept on the dogs by the owner. Dog
breeds at the facility all run in the same kennel and all of the Shi Tzus and 1 of the
poodles (the least affected) were the only ones affected though all breeds had access
to the treats. The other breeds at the kennel are Yorkshire Terrier, Cairn Terrier, and Llasa Apsa.

Canyon Creek Chicken Jerky Treats

Retriever (unspecified)

9 Years

Male

52 Pound

I had been feeding both my dogs the chicken jerky treats as a daily treat/supplement to the kibble. They would have one or two a day. After Christmas last year, I opened a new package and the same day I began feeding these treats, the yellow lab had a seizure. A blood test at the vet's office revealed that his creatinine was over 7.0 and his BUN
was 120. The dog was treated with intravenous fluids for two days, during which the numbers did not go down. This was when we found out about the potential problems with the treats.

Dog

Patient presented for azotemia and proteinuria of unknown cause and has been non-responsive to medical therapy. Owner had been feeding 'Kingdom Pet' Duck and Sweet Potato treats that were made in China. Client has discontinued the treats and pet has been apparently been acting better. Follow-up bloodwork and urinalysis yet to be
performed.
On (b)(6)-2013 patient was presented to us after a visit from the Veterinary emergency clinic the night before. Patient went there for vomiting, lethargy, and crying out in pain. Owner said patient was normal the day before. Owner had fed a rawhide beef treat and 4 hours later patient started with the vomiting. Patient vomited up pieces of the
rawhide treat.
Patient was hospitalized for treatment, and further diagnostic testing revealed liver failure ( Increased ALT, ALP, bile acids). Due to patient deteriorating health, euthanasia was performed on (b)(6)-2013.

We took (b)(6) home, expecting that he would die soon. However, I modified his diet, giving him homemade food instead of manufactured, and he lasted until September, when he became very anorexic. It was also obvious that he was experiencing pain, and so we put him to sleep.
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Collie - Border

American Kennel Club Duck Jerky
Treats, Dingo American Made Market
Cuts Chicken Jerky

Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

jerky treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Unknown

Dog was given Cadet Duck Jerky. Within hours the dog was lethargic and would not get up. For the next two days it would not eat or drink. The dog was taken to the vet, and bloodwork was done. Dog is now on dialysis for kidney and liver malfunction.

3 Years

Female

8.5 Pound

On Sept 27, 2013 (b)(6) presented with anorexia but no tests were performed. On Oct 3, 2013 (b)(6) was still anorexic and had developed vomiting and was PU/PD. On presentation she was very depressed and was hospitalized for supportive care and testing. Test results showed a Fanconi-like syndrome with glucosuria with normal blood
glucose, acidosis, hyponatremia, hypokalemia, and had proteinuria with dilute urine. Leptospirosis test was negative. (b)(6) had a history of eating duck and chicken jerky treats. (b)(6) was discharged from hospital after 3 days of supportive care and started on supplements and antibiotics. On Oct 10, 2013 follow up tests indicated mild azotemia,
hypophosphatemia, glucosuria with normal blood glucose, proteinuria. There was a slight improvement in anorexia at that time. On Oct 17, 2013 follow up urinalysis showed continued glucosuria and proteinuria. Owner reported a slight improvement again in anorexia but still vomiting daily.

12 Years

Female

70 Pound

Our dog started getting sick a couple weeks prior to (b)(6) 2013. I went away out of town for 3 days for work and while I was gone she got really sick, couldn't eat, vomiting excessively, urinating everywhere, shaking and lost weight dramatically. my husband called me the evening after I left and I spoke with the vet through an emergency call..i
was 3 hours away..the next evening my husband met me at the vets office in grand falls Windsor with our dog..i couldn't believe how much more sick she was..she could barely stand but did so for me with assistance..could not be picked up as it hurt her to touch her and she would cry out..then she would urge but nothing would come up as she
had not eaten for over 2 days...she had lost so much weight..the vet got a urine sample and blood work..it came back the her kidney's were in failure..high blood glucose levels...back legs were very weak..she had tendersness in stoach area and there was a lump of some sort in her pancreas. we did tell the vet she hadn't been feeling well for
awhile but we chalked it up to she was getting older and didn't exercise but loved to lay around and eat. the vet said she was suffering and failing fast and it helped make my decision easier to put her to sleep and not have her suffer..i still thought though that she had failed fast and had I done the right thing....a few days ago was the first time I
heard of those treats jerky and the issues surrounding them..I cant help but be inclined to believe that this happened to her as we did buy her jerky treats before and she loved them..I cant remember when I purchased them but it was a a couple weeks or more before she passed and I am not sure where I purchased them. I do know though that
our local co-op store in baie verte sells this brand and I have told them about this problem that is happening but they are still selling them..i checked today. I wanted to tell my story as I don't know if (b)(6) was made sick because of these treats or not for sure. but I do know she had them and she got really sick fast..so thought it best if I spoke
up. thank you, (b)(6)

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

7 Years

Female

Weight

Weight
UOM

65 Pound
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Description
(b)(6) (Collie+Terrier - 7 yrs - 65lbs) exhibited increase water consumption, excessive panting, unable to sleep, unable to get comfortable, anxious and excessive urination
(b)(6) (Chihuahua+Dachshund mix - 4 yrs - 14 lbs) exhibited vomiting, lack of easting, increase water consumption, excessive urination and unable to sleep

Waggin' Train Big Blast Pork Skin Twists Dog
with Chicken Liver Center, Louisiana
Alligator Jerkey, Bitoluv Bistro Beef Dog
Treats, Beggin' Strips, Earthborn
Holistic® Primitive Natural¿ Grain-Free
Dog Food

Shih Tzu

Happy Hips Chicken Breast & Vitality
Chicken Breast - Dogwell

Mixed (Dog)

Dog

1 Years

Male

6.6 Pound

Loss of appetite and decreased activity were the first sign of concern. Vomiting began a couple days later and increased water consumption and bad breath with ulcers in the mouth which owner recognized as a sign of kidney failure. Dog was also unsteady on his feet. Visit to the vet was 10/22/13 and labs showed 8.1 creatinine and indicated
kidney failure (labs attached). IV hydration was started to try to restart kidney function. Ulcers in mouth became necrotic and condition spread. White blood cell count was not elevated. Condition deteriorated until decided to have dog euthanized. Dog's body frozen and available for necropsy. 2 of the other ill dogs were treated by the same
veterinarian clinic and recovered. Other 3 did not exhibit as severe of symptoms. Separate reports will be filed for each of these.
Pet owner runs a very well-known and respected breeding facility (b)(6) and all dogs are well cared for, regularly visit their veterinarian, and logs are kept on the dogs by the owner. Dog breeds at the facility all run in the same kennel and all of the Shi Tzus and 1 of the poodles (the least affected) were the only ones affected though all breeds had
access to the treats. The other breeds at the kennel are Yorkshire Terrier, Cairn Terrier, and Llasa Apsa.

10 Years

Female

14.7 Pound

Had been giving (b)(6) one Dogwell Vitality & Happy Hips Chicken Jerky each morning, for the past year (type varies throughout the year). Around Feb / May 2013 I went to buy more at Petco and noticed all the Dogwell Vitality Jerky products had been pulled. Talked to store person and they said no worries, probably pulled for packaging change,
so I bought a different type of Chicken Jerky (I can't remember which brand). Sometime in June / July, I bought Dogwell Happy Hips, and began giving to her each AM again. (Her treat for taking her medicine).
August 2013, (b)(6) was losing her appetite, she had diarrhea & nausea. She also had weird dark colored solid dropping coming from her bottom (it was weird, because she had diarrhea, yet this was solid).
9/ 9/ 2013, she had 103.7 fever (19.4 lb weight at the time). Doctor gave stuff to help with fever and had blood taken for testing. Liver count high (ALT 224), but, considered normal because of her Liver disease. BUN 13 / Creatine 22 (last blood test taken 9/13/2013 ALT 460 / BUN 11 / Creatine 2.2)
9/13/2013 took (b)(6) back in, she was still having diarrhea / nausea / fever 103.9 / and still not wanting to each. Doctor took stool sample (next day results showed no parasites) and did anal glands.
9/19/2013 Took (b)(6) to another hospital since previous Vet said Angel was so sick; she needed to see a specialist. Took her (b)(6) Animal Hospital, vet gave her Metronidazole & Tramadol, thinking maybe she had an infection. (Weight 17 lbs)
9/25/2013 did an ultrasound and it showed there were visual problems with her Pancreas and said she may have pancreatitis. Angel stayed several days, with Fluids flushing her system via IV.
10/3/2013 (b)(6) still not eating / diarrhea, took her back to (b)(6) Hospital. Blood works showed BUN 123 / Creatine 5.9 / ALT 210. Doctor said she has Kidney Disease (note, that on 9/9/2013 her BUN was only 11 & her Creatine was only 2.2)
10/4/2013 Urine showed Protein 2+ Occult Blood 3+
10/10/2013 After staying 8 days / 7 nights at (b)(6) City Hospital, with fluid IV flushing out her Kidney, she now weighed 15lbs, her blood results showed BUN 41 / Creatine 2.6 / ALT 106
As of today, 10/30/2013, she gets daily fluid IV and medication. Her weight as of 10/29/2013 14.7lbs. She is eating a bit, but has a long way to go. What is left of her Kidney is trying to hold on strong. I monitor her Phosourous intake, protein and fat. I can¿t believe all this happened to (b)(6) just because of age¿something set her system to go
from Normal (she has been doing great with her Liver Disease) to almost dying. I no longer give her any Chicken Jerky and pray, she will stay with me for a long time.

Pet Shoppe Duck Jerky Treats

Dog

Other Canine/dog

3 Years

Female

14 Pound

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Flat-coated

13 Months

Male

55 Pound

Walgreen's Simple Chicken Jerky
Veggie Life Vitality (Dogswell)
Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken

Dog
Dog
Dog

Mixed (Dog)
Terrier (unspecified)
Terrier - Cairn

4 Years
7 Years
12 Years

Female
Female
Female

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky, Kingdom
Pets Duck & Sweet Potato Jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

8 Years

Male

Ruffin It Healthfuls Chicken Tenders
Jerky Pet Treats

Dog
Dog

Retriever - Labrador
Retriever (unspecified)

7 Years
9 Years

DOGSWELL Happy Hips Duck Breast
Dog
Glucosamine & Chonodroitin,
DOGSWELL Veggie Life Happy Hips with
Glucosamine & Chonodroitin with
Sweet Potato, DOGSWELL Vitality
Chicken Breast with Flaxseed and
Vitamins

Boxer (German Boxer)

BETSY FARMS NATURAL CHICKEN JERKY Dog
FILLETS
Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Dog
Sweet Potato

Bulldog

9 Pound
33.4 Pound
19 Pound

After eating Pet shoppe Duck Jerky Treats, she began having diarrhea with a lot of mucous in it. This went on for a couple days and then I took her to the Vet. They examined her but couldn't find anything wrong. Gave her some medicine to help clear up the diarrhea. At first, I didn't associate it with the treats so when she got better, I gave her
the treats again and the same thing happened. They gave me enough meds to last in case it happened again so I gave them to her and it cleared up again. I threw the treats away.
(b)(6) was presented on 9/23/2013 for lethargy, weight loss and loss of appetite and vomiting. Radio graphs and full blood panels done along with a Letpo test. He was admitted to animal emergency for IV fluids and supportive care due to elevated liver values and decreases red blood cell count. Has been on antibiotics, and supportive nausea
medications as well as force feedings since release form hospital but has had continued decline in weight and red blood cell count, along with increased elevations in liver values. To date he has lost over st 15lbs.
The owners were concerned about possible poisoning after food recall on Milo's Kitchen Treats which the owners fed regularly as treats an no other cause for condition can be pinpointed.
Frequent vomiting, lethargy, decreased appetite, changes in elimination
(b)(6) developed liver disease and deteriorated rapidly. Was euthanized
(b)(6) came in 10/18/13 for a scheduled dental prophy and her preanesthetic blood screen revealed elevated liver enzymes, so procedure was cancelled. In house IDEXX machine revealed ALP 818, ALT 191, BUN 26, PCV 58%, TP 8.0 and glucose 100. We sent blood in for a full CBC/Chemistry to Antech and their results were ALP 1015 (5-131), ALT
59 (12-118), AST 23 (15-66), GGT 5 (1-12), tbili 0.1 (0.1-0.3) TP 6.9 (5.0-7.4).
Clinically, (b)(6) was acting fine per owner and owner did not note any PU/PD, vomiting, diarrhea or problems urinating.

Retriever - Labrador

23 Pound

(b)(6) was first examined on 10/19/13 for vomiting, lethargy and excessive thirst. Was last noted to be "normal" by owner Thursday 10/17 and then acutely became ill. Physical exam revealed lethargy, dehydration and painful abdomen. Blood work showed an elevated WBC count, elevated ALT, Azotemia, hyperphosphatemia, and hyponatremia.
Urinalysis- borderline isothenuria and mild proteinuria (no glucose noted).
No known changes to diet or daily activities prior to illness. Owner was feeding Jerky treats multiple times a day.
Treatment started with IV fluids for 2 days and Science Diet k/d. Blood work done 10/20 showed significant improvement- renal values normal.
Recheck done again on 10/25 showed that renal values continued to be normal. Owner reported pet was doing well at home.

Female
Male

90 Pound
34.97 Kilogram

2 Years

Female

62 Pound

I started giving my dog Ruffin It Chicken Tenders, which are made in China. Within 4 weeks of my giving these to her she has since developed three bladder infections. She is going back to the vet today because she is sick again.
Patient vomited twice prior 4 days before presentation to the veterinarian. Owner learned about jerky treat recall on Friday 10/25/13, discontinued giving patient these treats, and the patient vomited that evening and the following day. The owner was traveling the subsequent days, but wanted to have the patient evaluated when we was able to
get to the veterinarian's office on 10/29/13.
(b)(6) started having less appetite, then started having diarrhea. The diarrhea continued for 2 days, getting worse and more frequent. The diarrhea then became mucousy, (spelling?), and bloody. She also started throwing up a very foamy, creamish vomit. At this point I took her to the emergency vet. hospital.

2 Years

Female

36 Pound

After eating jerky treat began vomiting and then would not eat next meal. Lost 2 lbs. over a 4 day period. I took her to the vet and after running several tests was told to discontinue the jerky.

13 Years

Female

46 Pound

(b)(6) collapsed and had first seizure on 5 Sep 2013. She had never had seizures before. A 2nd seizure occurred 10 days later on 16 Sep, and then a 3rd occurred 2 weeks after the initial seizure on 19 Sep. After the first two weeks, (b)(6) had a seizure 1 time every 2-3 days until they became more frequent around 29 Sep, when she collapsed daily
(sometimes multiple times/day). (b)(6) ran out of treats around October 12th/13th. On 17 Oct, Kona had a very good day--arthritis didn't seem to bother her, pep in her step came back and then no seizures for 3 days, then had a brief one. Over the following weeks, she appeared to get stronger. Her appetite had been good/consistent throughout
the time she had these episodes of collapse and convulsions. Starting 26 Oct, (b)(6) barely ate food and has not eaten or drank much over the past few days. She had already lost 5 pounds in a month's time, but is now even skinnier. I don't think she will make it through the end of the week.
The treats were purchased 22 Aug. She had been eating them the entire 6 weeks that she had been having the episodes. I did not suspect the treats until I saw the news story with the FDA warning.

Wagging train jerky
Wagon Train Yam Good, Wagon Train
Chik n bisquits

Dog
Dog

Terrier - Boston
Mixed (Dog)

4 Years
6 Years

Male
Female

15 Pound
18 Pound

My dog had been given jerky treats over a week period. He became lethargic, had bulging eyes, couldn't keep down food or water. He ultimately died of kidney failure. He bleed out of his anus and the vet was unable to save him.
We began feeding treats several times a day. Mainly the Wagon Train sweet potato and jerky. She began to vomit, became lethargic, difficulty with urination, and ended up having kidney issues. This caused her to be at the vets and get treated on multiple occasions. Her symptoms would clear up and then mysteriously they would return once she
was back on foods and getting treats and we would be back at the vet. After several occurrences we checked into the treats online and learned that dogs were reacting similarly and we stopped giving them to her. It was too late she died shortly afterwards. Dates below are estimates as I don't have the vet records and just saw this on facebook.
Glad someone is finally looking into this.

Kingdom Pets - Chicken Jerkey

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian

7 Years

Female

42 Pound

Several episodes did not realize it could be the treats.
For a few she Would stop eating, get lethargic for several days. On other occasions diarrhea over several days. Lead to pancreatitis.
Few months later (most recent) vomiting blood.

spc chicken jerky

Dog

Chihuahua

4 Years

Male

6 Pound

vomit after eating treat

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM

100% NATURAL
TRUE CHEWS
100% Natural Dog Treats
Premium Jerky Cuts
made with real chicken
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Description
I believe that the True Chews, manufactured by Tyson Pet Products Inc. caused adverse effects on my dog. Over a period of a few weeks my dog became sluggish, slow, seemed almost like she was dying slowly. She also started yelping with pain at times when she would get up from laying down. She was very slow and stiff when waking up in the
morning. She tired easier when going on walks.
I took her to the vet. Blood test and urine test showed elevated sugars.
Since eliminating these Jerky Cuts and putting her on a strict diet using a diabetic formulated dog food with the only treats hard boiled eggs or liver, she is back to her old self.
My dog is an older dog (13 years) but in very good health and strong condition. She is an Australian Sheep dog with some other mix.
I think that it is some type of sugar additives they maybe the culprit.

Paws premium Naturals Chicken Chews Dog
Fillets
spc chicken jerky
Dog

Bichon Frise

8 Years

Male

22 Pound

Chihuahua

8 Years

Male

7 Pound

I gave him a treat at night and he started to vomit about 10 min or less after eating the treat. I didnt think it was the treat at this point and the next morning I gave them there treat again about 7 am and not 5 minutes later both of my babies started to vomit the treats up and they wanted to eat it. I cleaned up the mess and took my shower and
went to work came home and they was both just not there self they didnt want to play or anything just wanted to lay there sick. I came home today from work and they seemed to be doing better but I has already made an appt to see the vet so I took them in. He said that they seem to be healthy and sound healthy he just advised me that I
should watch them close to make sure that there eating and drinking. I can not afford the blood test right now $260.00 just for the test. So he said we can wait a few days and see how they react.

Twistix

Dog

Shih Tzu

3 Years

Male

25 Pound

I gave my dog a Twistix brand, good for oral hygiene, treat to go with his morning meal. He ate only the treat and a few hours later he started having a problem that seemed like convulsions. It wasn't the first time he had a reaction after eating the treat. It seemed like acid reflux before. The last event was enough for me to decide file this report
as a caution.

Loving Pets Gourmet All natural
premium chicken breast

Dog

Bichon Frise

6.5 Years

Female

13 Pound

Gave my pet a chicken jerky treat and noticed the next day she was lethargic and had a loss of appetite. The following day she vomited 6 times throughout the day, was not eating, lethargic and she had diarrhea. The next day she vomited 2x that morning. I then decided to take her for an emergency visit the veterinarian. After some diagnostic
test were performed I was told she had a "leaky kidney." This diagnosis, along with her other symptoms, was consists with what had been reported after having jerky treats made in China .

CADET GOURMET DUCK BREAST

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

2 Years

Female

35 Pound

I had been feeding my dog this brand of treats for about 6 months. This newest bag I've had for only a few weeks. I noticed about a week ago some unusually offensive flatulence from my dog. Then a couple days later she had some slimy mucus like film in her stool on and off, and although it didn't worry me then, I did notice her drinking more
water than usual. Yesterday morning she seemed okay. My neighbor walks my dog for me around noon, then gives her a treat or two. When I got home she had a very high fever, would not eat, and would barely walk. She also trembled on and off, and her eyes would want to shut as she would almost fall over from sitting. I gave her half an asprin
and an hour later she stopped trembling and her fever dropped a bit.The next morning I noticed she had vomitted on the floor, and I took her to the vet right away. They could not figure out what was wrong, but gave her a shot for the nausea, and one for antibiotics as well as a week's worth of pills to give her twice a day. I came home from work
today, and she is still extremely lethargic (she is normally extremely high energy) and miserable. She is also drueling, which I've never seen her do. I noticed a couple spots of diareah on the floor that were very dark and had a slimy consistancy. We walked outsided slowly, and she was able to poop which mostly diareah then the second time was
mostly blood. She seems to be getting better this evening, but I will call the vet again in the morning.

Dreambone

Dog

Terrier - Cairn

9 Years

Male

14 Pound

I purchased Dreambone (Made In China) from Target in (b)(6) And gave one to my dog on Wednesday October 23. He began vomiting that afternoon and continued vomiting the next day. He couldn't eat or drink and became very lethargic. On Friday I took him to the vet (b)(6). He was given anti nausea meds but continued vomiting and was taken
back to the vet on Saturday. He was given stronger anti nausea and subcutaneous fluids for dehydration. On Sunday he still was digressing so had to go to emergency clinic and was placed on IV treatment and X-ray and test confirming acute pancreatitis due to jerky treat. Picked him up Monday and had to go back to reg vet for continued IV
therapy. Still vomiting so ultrasound was done to look for obstruction and signs of internal organ damage. Internal organs appear fine with some visible inflammation to the pancreas. (b)(6) is home but is requiring 24hr care, special pain and nausea meds. Hope to start bland low-fat diet soon.

Pet Shoppe - Chicken Jerky

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

12 Years

Female

13 Pound

Routine bloodwork prior to a requested dental cleaning showed elevated liver values. Dog was vomiting. Liver supplements has been started and numbers continue to increase slightly. Now stopped treats. Vomiting has subsided.

Pupperoni, Milos kitchen meatballs

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

6.4 Years

Female

41 Pound

She first was tired and then lost her appetite and started drinking a lot of water as if she couldn't get enough water; like she was dying of thirst. Then she had to pee immediately and vomited lots of clear white foamy liquid like she had the dry heaves. She started losing weight at the beginning of June and I thought it was because we were
walking more often which she loved to do. She also had diarrhea and right after. After six years of never going to the bathroom in the house, she did every day and it was lots. It was as if she felt as if she was starving to death and so would eat a lot of food but then would vomit it and/or have diarrhea, she would drink as if she was dying but just
continued to lose weight until she had lost 17 pounds. The vet was shocked at her weight gain and said her kidneys were failing her. He kept her on IV for two days and then said, take her home and make her comfortable. I brought her home and she laid down by the fountain and looked very exhausted because she was trying so hard to live and
the poison was killing her. The poison, which the vet said would have been similar to anti-freeze was in the pet treats we were giving her, thinking that would help because she kept losing so much weight. She would eat them but later she would vomit the clear white foamy stuff and heaving to get it all out. She lost so much weight, she was just
bones. She was a boxer and had been abused before I got her and she just loved me so much and she was my companion. She loved to go for walks and rides in the truck and play in the sprinkler and wander around the garden smelling the flowers then lay down and look at me as if to thank me for such a beautiful backyard. The poison was in the
dog treats we bought at both Petsmart and the Dollar General Store. And we bought a lot of them! We gave her mostly pupperoni, milos kitchen, beggin strips and a couple of canyon creek ranch but they were too dry and dingos and a variety of others. A friend of mine would come over three times a day when I worked to give her treats and take
her outside. He fed them to her like candy. I would say that the problem started at the beginning of June but it could very well have been before that. Her death has devastated me. I miss her every single second of every day and night. She was like Lassie. Once when I went out to check my gate being broken and laying down on the ground, she
came and got me to let me know that the police were at the door as I hadn't turned off the alarm. There is a crazy person living across the alley from me that has threatened to kill me and she was my security, letting me know when people were at the door if I hadn't heard them. She was in so much pain that we finally took her to the vet and he
gave her a shot to go to sleep. He put her body in a box and we buried her in my backyard with her favorite stuffed animals, leash and collar and blankets. She didn't deserve to die. She fought as hard as she could to live. I was unable to save her because no one told me that you had allowed poison to be sold in our stores. The food and drug
administration is supposed to check on these things. That is what I was led to believe. Now I am not sure of anything at the store. Anything could be poison if that was. I am having such a problem with this because we gave her the poison. You made it possible for me to poison my own dog and that is really terrible. I am devastated at this loss.
The vet was (b)(6). Thank you for allowing me to tell you about this and I hope you can do something to prevent it from happening again.

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders
Wagon Tail Jerky Treats

Dog
Dog

Poodle - Standard
Other Canine/dog

8 Years
9 Years

Female
Female

45 Pound
50 Pound

Dog stopped eating, became listless, lost weight.
We had been feeding her Wagon Tail jerky treats daily since she was about 1 yr old. When she was around 8 yrs old we noticed a lump above & around her tail, we took her to the vets(b)(6) & they did a biopsy & found it was cancer. We then discussed the possibility that it was from the China jerky treats & at that time there had been some
reports about the treats. Around 10 months later she died.
We also have a very good friend who was also giving his dog the same treats & the dog also got cancer in the exact same area of her body & also died.
We knew that her cancer was caused from eating those treats daily for numerous years.

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato

Dog

Chihuahua

7 Years

Female

12 Pound

5/2/13 - purchased Kingdom Pet Duck and Sweet Potato treats from Costco
Began giving the treat to my dogs. Observed and increase in urination in (b)(6) over the month.
6/8/13 - Took (b)(6) to the Vet. Run multiple test including a urine test and Canine Panel. Nothing was discovered however antibiotics were prescribed (Clavamox). Given full dosage
7/22/13 - (b)(6) became violent ill with diarrheal and throwing up.
7/24/13 - Took (b)(6) to the Vet. Nothing detected in blood work. (Fecal and Pancreatic Enzyme) Given Flagyl and Fluids.
Slowly recovered over the next few weeks.
Discounted treats as of Oct. I don't know if (b)(6) illness is related, however after reading the FDA report her symptoms seemed in line with problems associated with this treat. So I felt the need to report our experience.

Waggin Trail Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Chihuahua

2 Years

Female

11.3 Pound

Mini Dingo Meat in the Middle

Dog

Chihuahua

8 Years

Female

7.8 Pound

Dogswell Happy Hipps

Dog

Collie - Border

13 Years

Female

48 Pound

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast
Flaxseed & Vitamins Helps maintain
eyes skin & coat

Dog

Beagle

Male

37 Pound

6 Years

Dog became extremely ill after being feed chicken jerky treats

On week of April 16, 2012 I opened a new bag of Waggin Trail Chicken Jerky Treats. During that week (b)(6) was given 2 treats. By April 20th, (b)(6) began showing sign of distress with vomitting and diarrhea and was unable to eat. She was taken to the vets on Monday, April 23. The only change in her diet was the Chicken Jerky Treats. She seemed
better but began getting the same symptoms after only one day. (b)(6) was returned to the vet on Friday, April 27 and it was determined that she needed to stay in ICU for the weekend. Luckily that did make her better. The unfortunate part is the vet bill totaled $987.14. Thank God that you finally recalled the products.

She was fed 3-4 treats over a period of about 4 days. Treats are MiniDingo Meat in the Middle dog treats. Treats distributed by United Pet Group, Inc., Cincinnati, Oh 45230. The dog started vomiting, got weak and dehydrated. Dog was seen at the animal hospital, and was determined to have elevated liver enzymes and elevated kidney test
results. Dog continued to deteriorate and eventually went into end stage kidney failure and was euthanized.
After ingesting Happy Hips Chicken Jerky, (b)(6) became incontent (urine) a few weeks later. She was then diagnosed in acute renal failure. Luckily I have a great Vet and (b)(6) is no longer incontinent but I continue to administer subq lactated ringers 2x week. I no longer feed her any treats.
Our dog, (b)(6) started vomiting and having watery stools about a week after finishing off a packet of Dogswell "Vitality" Chicken Jerky treats. We took him to his vet and he was sent home that day with antibiotics and anti-nausea medicine. Two days later, he went back to the vet, unable to hold anything down. An x-ray indicated he might have
an obstruction. His vet performed surgery to remove the obstruction but found no obstruction. Only a "strange flaky" substance in his digestive track and an enlarged spleen. She biopsied both and sent them to the lab (the results aren't back yet). After staying at his normal vet for 4 days, he showed indications of an abdominal infection and was
transferred to a specialist. Before performing more surgery, this specialist conducted an ultrasound. He found no free-flowing fluid that would indicate an infection in the abdominal cavity, but did find that (b)(6) has severe pancreatitis. As of 10/29/13, he is still in the animal hospital being treated.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Shih Tzu

Jerky treat

Dog

Betsy Farm Natural Chicken Jerky

Dog

Shepherd Dog Australian
Mixed (Dog)

Authority: Experts in Butrition Chwy
dog treats: Chicken Jerky

Dog

smokehouse brand chicken breast
strips

Age

Age
UOM
4 Years

Gender

Weight
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Male

Weight
UOM
15.6 Pound

Description

3.3 Years

Male

45 Pound

My dog died of pervasive liver disease

3 Years

Male

76 Pound

Owner's mother bought and fed (b)(6) Zion Betsy Farm Natural Chicken Jerky treats in early October. The patient was brought in to the clinic for examination 1 week later because he was not eating at all and was having soft gelatin like stools with white chunks of material in it

Terrier - Lakeland

8 Years

Male

18 Pound

Per O, has been giving Authority Chicken Jeky Treats and then experienced vomiting several times at night. O think she may still be vomiting some when going outside, but unsure of frequency. O says about 3 weeks ago, (b)(6) was also PU/PD with increased urgency. As of 2 weeks ago, urgency has subsided, but still PD. Otherwise acting normally
with great appetite and energy. No C/S/D.

Dog

Shih Tzu

5 Years

Female

11 Pound

intermittent anorexia for ~3 - 4 weeks; other dog also affected; physical exam = nr ; bloodwork = liver enzymes off scale

Cadet Duck Breast Treats

Dog

Shar Pei

5 Years

Male

60 Pound

I bought the duck jerky treats from Costco. I had never fed him any treats but milkbones before. I started giving him one a day for about 4-5 days. I fed him the same dog food as always. His appetite decreased and I fed him about 2-3 treats a day for several days since he would not eat his food. He became lethargic and had lost a bit of weight. I
brought him to the vet and they said he was having kidney failure. They put him on intravenous fluids to try and get his kidneys going again. I spent over $1500 trying to get him well. He died within a week of taking him into the vet.

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato

Dog

Siberian Husky

6 Years

Male

73 Pound

10/1/13 Presented for coughing while drinking water and lack of hair growth from surgery site. Thyroid profile normal. Started on Melatonin 3mg 2 bid and Diphenhydramine 25 mg 3 bid.

At approximately 11am on (b)(6), (b)(6) called our clinic reporting that her dog(b)(6) had had some diarrhea that morning. She said that he was still running around the playing like normal but having diarrhea and hunching over when he was outside. We offered to see (b)(6) and also stated that she could try to fast (b)(6) for possible
gastritis/enteritis. They decided to do the fast and we warned them that if they see any lethargy or changes in behavior at all to call us.(b)(6) was worried since she had seen on the news about the jerky treats from China causing illnesses and she had been giving her dog these previously, specifically two on the 26th of October. at 6:27pm I
received an emergency call from (b)(6) saying that(b)(6) has been having diarrhea all day and was now stiffening up on her kitchen floor. I told her I would meet her within 20 minutes at the clinic. When I arrived at the clinic.(b)(6) was already dead. There was profuse bloody vomit all over the cement in front of the front door of the clinic.

10/7/13 O reports PU/PD mostly at night for 7 days, sleepy on diphen so discontinued, cough resolved
10/16/13 Urine sp. grav. 1.002
10/17/13 Owner reports has not eaten in 2 days, lethargic, coughs when drinks, temp 102.9F
Labwork: wbc 19,400, hct 48, rbc 6.5, platelets 52,000, retics 318,500, alt 328, ast 85, alk. phos. 2773 rest wnl
Doxycycline 10mg/kg bid
rads: prominant spleen, hepatomegaly, plump kidneys
ultrasound: confirmed rad results
IV fluids, IV ampillicin
Tick borne disease titers pending, Lepto titers pending, urine culture pending
10/19/13 Eating and improving, sent home on 5 mg/kg doxycycline bid, denamarin and famotidine 1 mg/kg bid
10/20/13 Represented for severe PU/PD, periods of agitation then somnolence, tremors, head pressing, facial twitches, temp. 103.7F
Lab BUN 69, Cr. 3.2
IV LRS, midazolam 0.3 mg/kg IV, mannitol 0.5 gram/kg IV
owner elects euthanasia
10/21/13 Tick titers all neg, Lepto titers all neg, urine culture no growth
I have frozen urine from this animal and the open bag of Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato

Petshoppe chicken jerky
Petahoppe duck jerky
Waggin train wholesome duck jerky
tenders

Dog

Maltese

12 Days

Female

10 Pound

Decreased appebite, diarrhea with blood, vomiting, fast breathing. Vet said it was pankreatitis. May have been caused from eating jerky from China

Jerky treats

Dog

Shih Tzu

5 Years

Female

23 Pound

(b)(6) and (b)(6) have been eating jerky treats from China, they have both had skin problems since eating treats

Waggin Train

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

8 Years

Female

31 Pound

I gave her the treats 2 times per week for about a year. She developed nasty breath, like her insides were rotting away. We took her to the vet and he diagnosed her with kidney failure. He tried for about 2 weeks to flush her kidneys out, but we finally had to put her down because she was in excruciating pain.

Veggie Life Happy Hips Sweet Potato
Chews
Authority chewy dog treats

Dog

Doberman Pinscher

9 Years

Female

70 Pound

After several days of giving her a sweet potato jerky treat once a day, she developed diarrhea and loss of appetite.

Dog

Shih Tzu

14 Years

Female

11.3 Pound

dogswell duck vitality jerky treats

Dog

Bichon Frise

16 Years

Male

Pet Shoppe chicken and duck jerky

Dog

Authority Brand Chicken Jerky

Dog

Dachshund
(unspecified)
Retriever - Labrador

My dog died from renal failure before the warnings about treats from China came out. I was going through my closet and found an old opened bag of treats in my closet.waggin train wholesome duck jerky tenders made in China lot no b1ca4579a best before 121112.. They are old and dried out.they have little holes all thru them as if someone had
punctured them with needles. Please contact me if you would like to have this. Thank you

8 Years
2.75 Years

Female
Male

30 Pound

22.9 Pound
95 Pound

I was giving sugar jerkey treats to her . then I noticed she was losing weight slowly. I took her to a vet. on 10-14-2013 because she was throwing up and having diarrhea and seemed to be losing more weight. A blood test was taken and a urianlysis was done. the test came back as she was in kidney failer.
(b)(6) the 16 year old Bichon is mentioned above. I had the same problem with a mixed breed 10 year old dog weighing 12 pounds and a 1 year old 16 pound Havanese.
On three consectutive days I gave the dogs each a goodwell jerky treat (chicken/vitality). After eating one or more of the dogs threw up a few times. All 3 dogs were effected, just not all on the same day. (ie. day one, 2 dogs effected, day two 1 dog effected and day three, 2 dogs effected.
The 10 year old mixed breed continued to have issues with vomiting for a few days after the last jerky treat was eaten.
I still have the product and bagged it up for return to pet store from which it was purchased.
Acute onset not eating and vomiting. Rise in kidney values and glucose in urine in face of normal blood sugar.
Gave dog 1 jerky treat. Almost immedietly he began to act "odd". He stayed away
from the family and retreated to a corner of the room. That night, he began
uncontrollably trembling. The next morning he was extremely lethargic and would not
come down the stairs or go outside. He felt warm to the touch. His belly and ears were
very red. He slept all day and would not move at all. We took him to the emergency
clinic and they did blood work, which according to them, came back normal. The next
day he seemed a bit better, but it was at least 4 full days before he recovered. I am not
sure if he has any long term impacts from this. We keep a very close eye on him, he is
an inside dog, he does not normally eat anything other that dog food, and he was not
given anything else that day, so it is doubtfull that it was anything other than the dog
treat. The dog treats were Chicken Jerky that we purchased at Pet Smart, "Authority"
brand. (I believe that is a store brand). It was a 16 ounce bag. I copied some numbers of the bag. The one was 7 37257 34315 3 (possibly the UPC) and the other was AU-12-040 (not sure what that is). I did contact the store, gave them the treats, but
have not been back in contact with them. I have heard from noramerica, which I believe is the producer of the product.
I submitted this info on 10/23 under FDA ICSR ID 1031246. The report key for follow up was (b)(6). There appeared tio be some kind of computer problem that would not accept the date problem started correctly, so I have resubmitted the info again.
Thank you.(b)(6)

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

Age
UOM
2 Years

Gender

Happy Hips with Glucosamine and
Condroitin

Age

Milo's Chicken Jerky Dog treats

Dog

Maltese

6 Years

Male

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
1 Kilogram

11 Pound
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Description
Patient was given jerky treats from a new bag of treats. Shortly thereafter patient had persistent liquid diarrhea that became liquid with blood and mucus. After 1 day of diarrhea, the patient began to vomit and his appetite was decreased. There was not history of ingestion of foreign material or recent changes in diet. The patient was
hypoglycemic, hypotensive (blood pressure too low to read on doppler) and dehydrated. After 2.5 days of hospitalization (IV fluids, famotidine, cerenia, metronidazole), the clinical signs improved and the patient was sent home for continued care with Famotidine and Metronidazole.
(b)(6) became very sick on Sunday (b)(6), 2013 very unexpectedly. Within a couple of days we learned he had chronic kidney failure and that he would never recover. As each day passed, he grew sicker and sicker, more and more lethargic. For years prior to theis, we fed him Milo's Chicken Jerky Dog Treats not knowing that there were even
warnings about this brand of dog treats. The primary sympton related to dogs eating these treats is chronic kidney failure typically with no other history of sickness, illness, disease.
We STRONGLY believe that (b)(6) death is directly linked to the Milo's ChickenJerky Dog Treats which he injested regularly. Prior to becoming deathly sick, (b)(6) had never been sick before. Thisdisease and death has taken a great toll on my wife and children who have never had a pet prior to (b)(6)

Dogswell Happy Hips Salmon

Dog

Siberian Husky

4 Years

Female

52 Pound

Lethargy, vomiting, diarrhea, general crankiness

BEEFEATERS CHICKEN FILLETS, PUPPERONI LEAN BEEF FLAVORED STICKS,
MILKBONE ORIGINAL DOG TREATS
WITH BONE MARROW

Dog

Shih Tzu

8 Years

Male

20 Pound

INTERMITTENT DIAHREA, VOMITING, EXCESSIVE DRINKING AND URINATION

Canyon Creek Chicken Strips, Milo's
Chicken Treats, Waggin Train Chicken
Strips

Dog

Shepherd (unspecified)

6 Years

Male

88 Pound

We are submitting this report due to the recent news report on chicken jerky chews. We put (b)(6) down on (b)(6), 2013.
On (b)(6), 2013 we took(b)(6) to our (b)(6) for his normal check-up. Prior to this the only symptom which we never have much thought about was (b)(6) drinks a lot of water¿ he was very active dog so it was no concern.
That day (b)(6) advised us (b)(6) was in stage 3 renal failure. We were shocked, in disbelief and did not do anything that day. Within a few days, (b)(6) started having problems with his balance and leaning his head to one side along with eating less food. Our daughter who is a RN came over, we showed her the lab tests; she agreed he was in renal
failure.
We took (b)(6) back to (b)(6) and treated him with lactate ringers IV twice a day. We did this for about three weeks. In order to get him to eat, we blended Science Diet KD with warm water. We would have to force him to eat¿ He was becoming weak, lameness in joints, falling down, tired.
We decided to contact another Vet, (b)(6) Animal Hospital to get a second opinion on treatment or if we should put him down. They ran a full set of lab tests and x-rayed him. The x-ray showed his kidneys were enlarged and the tubes between the kidneys and bladder was also enlarged. With the condition he was in, they referred us to (b)(6). I
went there that night and they admitted him.
(b)(6) ran lots of tests¿ I became frustrated seeing the condition (b)(6) was in and (b)(6) could not determine a cause. I was again thinking of putting him down, but after a heated discussion, we agreed to try a strong anti-biotic (Simplicef). I do not blame them, they were very good but at this point we had spent considerable funds and still had no
real solution.
This did not work either, so again we were deciding whether to put (b)(6) down. We went back to (b)(6)¿ we could not do it. So we tried another course of action using steroids and something else if I remember correctly. There was no change, on June 24, 2013 we put (b)(6) down.
I am sorry if there are a few gaps in this, it hurt and still does. A perfectly healthy dog and then this with no reason. A month before, we put another dog down, (b)(6). She was also a Shiloh Shepherd. She was feed the same treats from Milo¿s, Waggin Tail, and Canyon Creek. She had cancer for some time and it was time to let her go after 13
years. We still have one of our three dogs,(b)(6), who is 7 years. I worry about him after this¿ he changed, depression for some time. Since we have gotten two other dogs and are back to three.
I have all the records from(b)(6), in April 2013 (b)(6)¿s BUN was 44 and Creatinine 2.6, in April 2012 BUN was 35 and Creatinine 1.9, in April 2011 it was BUN 43 and Creatinine 1.5
There are extensive records available at the three Vet offices below:
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
Thank you for looking into this.

unknown

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

9 Years

Male

12 Pound

In January 2011 a bag of chicken jerkey treats was purchased and the dogs were each given one. (b)(6) began acute/intractable hemorrhagic diarrhea and was brought to the clinic on emergency. The situation resolved quickly with symptomatic care.
(b)(6) a 12 year old female spayed blue heeler x, also had the treats with no immediate or obvious problems. But (b)(6)/2011 on screening bloodwork prior to a routine dental cleaning she was found to be azotemic. She was treated, and the values improved but were persistently elevated (bloodwork re-evaluated 11/2011 and 12/2012). She was
euthanized (b)(6)/2012, due to progressive chronic renal failure with presumptive transitional cell carcinoma (based on ultrasonography/ urine cytology). No definitive diagnosis was made in either case, but the owner was concerned that both incidences may be related to tainted chicken treats and asked that I make a report. I am certain she
would be willingly to answer questions, I simply do not have permission to give out her contact information.

Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato
Treats made with lean duck breast
Jerky sticks
Dogswell Healthy Hips Chicken Breast

Dog

Beagle

6 Months

Male

28 Pound

Dog
Dog

Unknown
Mixed (Dog)

Female
Male

10 Pound
49 Pound

Gave the puppy these treats for about a month. He started having upset stomach and Diarrhea. Was not sure what was causing it. Saw a report on TV of people complaning these treats where making their dog sick. Stop giving the puppy the treats call Costco where I bought the item was told I could return the product. Puppy has not had any
stomach problems or diarrhea since I stopped giving him the treats.
my beloved Pomeranian died in 2010. I never found out how she died -- she had been kind of slow for a few days and then had a spell & died. She could not be revived. I had been giving her jerky stick treats all her life and had always bought them at Family Dollar Store. I do believe this is what killed my sweet little dog.
Dog awoke suddenly in the night in distress. Not necessarily unusual with his anxiety related to LP; however, he did seem weak. In the morning, dog was was barely able to walk and was extremely weakened. Fell several times. Drooling. Vomited. Face was semi-paralyzed. Took to vet who noted extreme nystagmus. Treated nausea from motion
sickness with Prilosac per vet's recommendation for two days; dog remained nauseous and would not eat. Upon second visit, decreased nystagmus. treated nausea with cerenia. No significant improvement. It has been a long road getting the dog to eat; had to syringe feed for a couple weeks. Has only resumed eating mostly normal in last few
days. Originally about 50 pounds, now down to an extremely skeletal 40.

Greeenies, Happy Hips, Happy Hips
Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Other Canine/dog

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

40 Pound

9 Years
11 Years

5 Years

Purebred Australian Shepherds, ages 10, 7,&1 given small greenies chews. All 3 dogs had difficulty with swallowing treat. Seemed to shred or become stuck in throat as solid piece. I had to retrieve pieces of treats manually with my fingers in all three dogs who were coughing and gagging and choking. The first time the dogs were give the treats
the 10 year old had a solid mass stuck in his throat and was choking. The 7 and 1 year old did not have difficulty the first time. I thought perhaps it was his age. I tried a second time and did not give the 10 year old one of the greenies and the 7 and 1 year old experienced choking difficulties at that time. Again I had to manually retrieve pieces of
the greenies from their mouths and throats. Later that night the one year old vomited shredded pieces of the greenie and continued to cough throughout the night.
I tried Happy Hips jerky treats with my dogs and the 10 year old cannot chew and swallow these treats.The 7 and 1 year old could chew them but I would not give them to any of my dogs again after the 10 year old could not chew and swallow them properly.
I believe too many of the "Chewy" treats are a huge choking danger to dogs. Dogs do not or cannot chew them properly and then try to swallow them and the treat can become lodged in the dog's throat causing asphyxiation and death. Many peoply will give their dog a chewy treat upon leaving the house to keep the dog "busy." This is an
accident waiting to happen. They should be banned along with rawhides, cowhooves, dental type treats and the like type chewys.

DREAM BONE

Dog

Schnauzer
(unspecified)

4 Days

Female

18.5 Pound

I GAVE (b)(6) A DREAM BONE ONLY ONE AND IN ABOUT A HOUR AN A HALF SHE BEGAN TO VOMIT FOR ABOUT 48 HR'S OFF AN ON UNTIL SHE HAD NOTHING IN HER STOMACH. SHE ONLY WANTED WATER TO DRINK AND SHE WOULD VOMIT THAT UP. I GAVE HER SOME PEDIALYTE TO KEEP HER FROM DEHYDRATING AND THAT CALMED HER
STOMACH SHE STOPPED VOMITING AN ALL SHE WANTED TO DO IS SLEEP THIS WAS FRIDAY NIGHT 10/25/13. MY DOG JUST WENT TO THE VET FOR HER ANNUALS ON 10/23/13 AND WAS GIVEN A CLEAN BILL OF HEALTH THIS PRODUCT DATE CODE: 13141 BEST BY: 05/21/2016. I STILL HAVE THIS PRODUCT IF YOU NEED TO TEST ANY THIS PRODUCT
NEED TO BE TAKEN OFF OF THE MARKET...

Kingdom Pets - Duck & Sweet Potato
Zukes jerky naturals
healthy grain-free jerky bites for dogs
rosemary turmeric and sage
tender turkey recipe

Dog
Dog

Mixed (Dog)
Maltese

1 Years

Female

40 Pound

Dog became ill after eating duck and sweet potato treats. Lethargic for days, vomiting - stomach contents first, then continued to vomit stomach bile/fluids. Would not eat or drink anything.
After giving my pet a tender turkey jerky her entire body turned red. She also began sneezing.

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast

Dog

Chihuahua

5 Years

Female

7.5 Pound

After feeding my two dogs Dogswell Happy Hips (less than two a day for two days), both were vomiting, had diarrhea, loss of appetite, and were lethargic. I checked the bag and noticed that it read "Made in China" and immediately stopped feeding them the treats, realizing they were the problem. After two more days, the symptoms had
disappeared and both dogs were back to normal. Approximately one week later, Dogswell recalled these treats with a Best Before Date of January 28, 2015 or earlier. The treats I purchased were not in this recall, as the Best Before Date is April 27, 2015, but they experienced the same symptoms as reported with the recall. I still have the treats in
original packaging, sealed in a ziplock in my freezer.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Age

Weight
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Product Name

Species

Breed
Retriever - Labrador

Male

Weight
UOM
70 Pound

Description

Dog

Age
UOM
22 Months

Gender

Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast

Milo's Kitchen Home-style dog treats
Steak Grillers

Dog

Terrier - Toy Fox

10 Years

Female

8.5 Pound

I am very concerned that all the press relative to unsafe dog treats seem to pertain to chicken only. Because the cautions refer to Made in China, I bought the steak grillers (rarely buy any such products) called Milo 's Kitchen from Del Monte, claiming to be made in the USA. I gave her one 2-3 wks ago and noticed she wasn't feeling well, eating
grass, etc., but attributed it to perhaps a small amount if table scraps. A couple days ago...after again checking the pkg, I gave her one treat. She was ill for two days...loss of appetite, loading growling stomach, diarrhea, lethargy. She even seemed to want extra attention. Ate LOTS of grass.

After feeding my two dogs Dogswell Happy Hips (less than twoa day for two days), both were vomiting, had diarrhea, loss of appetite, and were lethargic. I checked the bag and noticed that it read "Made in China" and immediately stopped feeding them the treats, realizing they were the problem. After two more days, the symptoms had
disappeared and both dogs were back to normal. Approximately one week later, Dogswell recalled these treats with a Best Before Date of January 28, 2015 or earlier. The treats I purchased were not in this recall, as the Best Before Date is April 27, 2015, but they experienced the same symptoms as reported with the recall. I still have the treats in
original packaging, sealed in a ziplock in my freezer.

CONCERN: there is no publicity about these products. I learned of issue from Facebook posting of a friend in Connecticut where vet office published list of products. Can you publish something? This is a supposed Made in USA product on sale at Pets Smart in (b)(6)
Thanks!.
Dogswell Happy Hips

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Male

68 Pound

Purchased the Dogswell Happy Hip jerky treats on 10/11/13 or 10/12/13. Gave to 4 dogs throughout the weekend. On Sunday 10/13/13, (b)(6) our 4 year old male Labrador Retriever experienced something like a seizure. Convulsions, loss of bladder and bowel control, and vomiting. Took him to emergency vet on 10/13/13 at about 11pm. He was
kept overnight for observations and blood work appeared to be normal. (b)(6) has never had any health issues, seizures, convulsions prior to this event. His food had not changed, other treats had not changed. The only thing different in his diet that weekend was the addition of the Dogswell Happy Hip jerky treats.

Waggin Train Pet Shoppe

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

6 Years

Male

13 Pound

Beefeaters Pumpkin Treats

Dog

Maltese

2 Years

Male

18 Pound

Our dog was given daily snacks of chicken jerky. The name brands were Waggin Train, Pet Shoppe all from CHINA! (b)(6) got sick on September 25,13. On Thurs. September 26th, decreased of appetite, running fever, very thirsty, diarrhea a horrible foul odor. On Friday, (b)(6), I took (b)(6) to (b)(6) Veterinary Hospital @ (b)(6). TX (b)(6), phone
number(b)(6). Our beloved (b)(6) died on (b)(6).
I purchased your product just a few weeks ago from my local (b)(6) Lot in (b)(6), MA. Within 24 hours of eating the product, I noticed my dog becoming lethargic, and not eating. These symptoms progressed rapidly within 48 hours into throwing up and bloody diarrhea. A few days later my healthy,energetic two year old dog was in the hospital on
IV's and medication. The vet hospital did all kinds of bloodwork, xrays, exams, etc and determined it was a food or treat. He has been eating the same two foods in rotation for nearly a year and a half. Both bags he had been eating for weeks now. The only new item introduced was your Beefeaters Pumpkin Treats. My dog nearly died, had he not
been seen that day and treated that day. Upon inspection by another vet this weekend for routine care, she to indicated based on all of the information it seems the treat is the only cause for the gasteric distress he was under. This has been a very costly process and emotionally painful for all of us but especially for my child. I am very unhappy
with this product. I hope no other family has to experience this agony.

Beefeater Brand, Walgreens / Nice,
American Kennel Club

On or about October 12th or so, I sent you all, along with 13 others, an extensive letter, investigating I did on my own, etc. Then on or about Oct 22nd, I started to hear from the news media, papers, etc. that you were AGAIN re-investigating these treats. PLEASE note, that I have already spoken to the Associated Press, etc and I also believe that it
is beacuse of MY letter/package to you and others, this has once again re-surfaced. I can not believe that since 2007, when you started investigating these treats you FAILED to at least put warning labels on all of them to us pet owners. I now notice that on Nov 21st you have an OPEN meeting in regards to regulations on pet food, etc. YOU NEED
TO REQUIRE WARNING LABELS ON ALL PRODUCTS, NOT JUST JERKY TREATS, ALL PRODUCTS - MAY CAUSE SERIUOS ILLNESS OR IN SOME CASES DEATH TO YOU PET" As it was NOT the Jerky treats that killed my (b)(6) it was the sweet potato treats, sweet potato wrapped in bacon - Beefeater Brand; Walgreens Nice brand and "American" Kennel
Club brand - I have a petition now started on Change.org for you, the FDA to have these warning labels on them - they are KILLING OUR PETS, FRIENDS, FAMILY MEMBERS, they are NOT just dogs!! I started this, and I WILL FINISH when I get some action!!

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
Flax seed and Vitamins
Pet Shoppe Duck Jerky
Premium duck dog treats
Full Moon chicken jerky treats

Dog

Retriever - Golden

9 Years

Male

85 Pound

Presented for vomiting, diarrhea, dehydration, and inappetance after eating Vitality Chicken Breast with Flaxseed & Vitamin Treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

Male

60 Pound

Owner was giving treats and after two weeks of use the dog became lethargic and started vomiting. After one week of being sick the dog was presented to the veterinarian and was diagnosed with severe kidney failure.

Dog

Chihuahua

10 Years

Male

11 Pound

Milo's Treats

Dog

Mountain Dog Bernese

Pet has been ingesting Full Moon chicken jerky treats for the past 3 weeks. Last week developed vomiting and diarrhea. Pet developed blood in stool. Pet was admitted to hospital for intravenous fluids and gastrointestinal support. Lab work show increase in one liver enzyme and normal kidney enzymes. Pet was sent home with oral antibiotics,
nausea medication, Gi protective medication.
(b)(6) presented to Family Pet Hospital on 10-22-13 for lethargy & anorexia of 1 day duration. Intermittent whining & limping observed at home. Mild fever & lethargy noted on examination, but no other symptoms evident. (b)(6) had gotten into a treat toy (uncertain of the name) and at the entire treat that should have lasted several days on 1022-13. Owner elected to monitor in lieu of diagnostics. (b)(6) was presented the following day for diagnostics after the owner had heard on TV about the Jerky Treat related illnesses in dogs and recalled that (b)(6) had gotten into the bag of Milo's Kitchen jerky treats on 10-17-13 and ate all the remaining treats (at least 10). They had purchased
the treats from WalMart a week prior and each dog was getting 1 treat per day. The bag was shredded and not saved, so no lot number is available.

Milo Jerky Dog Treats

Dog

Bulldog - American

11 Years

Kingdom Pets
All Natural Ingredients
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Golden

6 Years

Milo's Kitchen Jerky Treats

Dog

Retriever - Golden

10 Years

Kingdom Petschicken jerky
Dog
Trader Joe's Chicken Recipe Jerky Sticks Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire
Lhasa Apso

(b)(6)'s Own Organics

Dog

Highland Farms Jerky Treats

8 Months

33.3 Kilogram

Male

56 Pound

I described what started to happen to (b)(6) in my initial submission on 24 October 2013, ID # (b)(6) ICSR # 1031929, but since that submission, our beloved pet (b)(6) has passed away during the early morning hours of (b)(6) 2013. He seemed to have been progressing good after being released from his 4 day stay at the Vet on (b)(6) 2013.
However, he started eating less and less and eventually he wouldn't eat at all. He drank a little water and appeared extremely restless the entire day on Saturday on into the night up until he passed away.

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

63 Pound

Male

50 Pound

I don't know if this is related, but May 2012, (b)(6) started to have nasal discharge. I took him to the vet, we tried many different meds, nothing helped. I didn't realize that the only thing I gave him that was "new" last year was the Milo's Kitchen beef jerky treats. Once I realized it (April 2013), I immediately stopped. (b)(6) got sicker, ended up
with bronchial pneumonia. The vet thought he may have inhaled some of that nasal discharge into his lungs and it got infected. He was very sick (I thought he was near death), and after many vet visits, many meds and 3 days on an IV, he finally got better (thank God). He's fine now, still has the nasal discharge but not as often, and is otherwise
happy and healthy and active. The vet doesn't know if it's allergies or what, but I'm keeping a good eye on him. I never gave him the chicken treats, only the beef, but don't know if that was related to his problem, but it was the only new thing I started giving him when his nasal discharge problem started. He was 8 1/2 years old when it started
and he just turned 10.

9 Years
7 Years

Female
Male

9 Pound
22 Pound

After giving my dog 1/2 Kingdom Pets chicken jerky in the morning she was getting sick at night. She started urinating, diarrhea & throwing up some nights. It always included her running around on our bed all night. Getting up and down off the bed all night. We stopped the jerky and this all stopped.
Patient presented 10/26/13 for lethargy, not eating and some vomiting. Bloodwork showed kidney failure with a BUN greater than 130mg/dl, CREA greater than 13.6mg/dl and PHOS greater than 16.1mg/dl. Patient was hospitalized on IV fluids, anti-emetics, antibiotics. Owners took patient home over weekend and continued SQ fluids and
returned Monday 10/28/13 for continued hospitalization. Patient still very lethargic and not wanting to eat.

Hound - Basset

7 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

60.6 Pound

Owner has three dogs in household: a 7 year old, male neutered Basset Hound (b)(6) a 7 year old, female spayed, Weimaraner (b)(6) and an 11 year old, male neutered, mixed breed dog ((b)(6)). Owner purchased a new treat for the dogs, (b)(6)'s own sweet potato jerky. Patients had never received this brand of treat before. Within two days of
owner first giving treat, all three dogs developed vomiting and diarrhea (9/9/13). Blood work performed on (b)(6) was unremarkable. Blood work on (b)(6) revealed an elevation in ALT at 104 (10-100). Blood work on (b)(6) revealed a mild elevation in ALT at 103 (10-100). All dogs were treated with Cerenia, Metronidazole, and a bland diet. All
three dogs initially responded well to treatment but (b)(6) diarrhea returned about 1 month after the initial adverse event. (b)(6) clinical signs at the initial adverse event were the worst out of the three dogs. Owner did not continue to give the new treats after the initial event and has since discarded the bag of treats. (b)(6) blood work was
repeated about one month after the initial adverse event occurred when the diarrhea returned on 10/3/13. Her ALT has increased further from 104 to 138. She is currently being treated with Denosyl, Amoxicillin, and Metronidazole. Recheck of blood work is scheduled for about one week from now. Per owner, (b)(6) is doing well at this time.

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

11 Years

Female

84.2 Pound

Owner first noticed that (b)(6) was having reddish tinged urine and was leaking urine along with increased water consumption. Was treated for a UTI despite a negative culture (but bacteria seen on UA) with Amoxicillin. Over the weekend (b)(6) got worse (became lethargic stopped eating and has been eating boiled chicken and white rice (hand
fed) and bloodwork was run and an increased BUN level (56 (6-31)) and Creatinine level (2.3 (0.5-1.6)) were noted. Spoke with the owner today (10/28) and she began having some bloody diarrhea. Is currently on Famotidine 20mg BID, Amoxicillin 100mg BID, Tramadol 100mg BID, and Metronidazole 375mg BID.

Miley's Kitchen Chicken Meatballs

Dog

Terrier - Rat

Beefeaters Duck Jerky, Beefeaters
Chicken Wraps
sweet potato dog treats, Beefeaters
Chicken Chips

Dog

Shepherd (unspecified)

Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet Potato
jerky treats
Kingdom pets chicken jerky treats

Dog

BEEFEATERS chicken jerky

Dog

On (b)(6) 2013, I saw another news braodcast on CBS about dog treats making our pets ill and this time I immediately recognized one of the treats shown as one that I had purchased earlier this year and fed them all to (b)(6) over a period of time, unknowingly at the time that they were possibly harmful for him since i just found this bit of
information out only recently..
Feeding Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky caused severe nausea, vomiting and diarrhea in 2 of the 3 pets.
The 2 animals affected were golden retrievers (1 male - 6 yrs and 1 female - 12 yrs) previously in good health.
Antibiotics (metronidazole 500mg tablets) had to be prescribed by a veterinarian and administered to both animals affected in order to treat symptoms.

5 Years

Male

17 Pound

During the late afternoon in August, our dog became very lethargic and was experiencing shaking episodes, his eyes looked dialated. We thought he got stung by a scorpion and medicated with antihistamine. After about 8 to 12 hours he seemed back to normal but did not have much of an appetite. This happened 3 more times within about a
month or so. In the subsequent episodes he would act very scared at first, wanting to be held constantly or hiding under furniture before the shaking started. After the second episode we went to vet and had blood work done, everything came back normal. We began back tracking anything new we had done with him or given him to eat. We
tracked it back to when we changed his dog food to an Iams brand and bought new treats called Miley's Kitchen Chicken Meatballs in August. We went back to the original food in October and did not give him anymore Miley's kitchen treats. Since that time he has appeared to be fine.

11 Years

Male

55 Pound

He got the 2nd cortisone shot on Saturday,(b)(6), 2013, but did not respond like he should have. He just had no energy, no appetite, did a lot of panting, you could tell by looking at him that he didn't feel good. I thought the problem was his back and it never occurred to me that anything else was going on. Tuesday, (b)(6), when I got home from
work, I could tell he had taken a definite turn for the worse. We carried him to the car and the vet's office. He took blood and it showed that he had elevated kidney and pancreatic numbers. The vet said the panting showed intestinal bleeding. (b)(6) eyes began to cloud over and we told the vet to euthanize him. I saw on the news that night
about the jerky treats made in China causing dogs to to die. (b)(6) loved those things and ate them a couple times a day. I kept the treats and the packaging.

Terrier - Jack Russell

8 Years

Male

22.8 Pound

Pit Bull

5 Years

Male

60 Pound

started vomiting and stopped eating for about 6 days.

my dog within 2 weeks became very lethargic, tired, depressed, he was losing weight rapidly because he no longer had an appetite, he was weak, he would throw up from drinking just water which sometimes had blood and mucous in the vomit, his thirst increased and his urination did also.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Happy Hips Duck Breast

Dog

Bichon Frise

Age

Age
UOM
13 Years

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

Multiple Brands

Dog

Poodle - Standard

PetShoppe Chicken Jerky

Dog

Costco sweet potato and duck treats

Dog

Waggin' Train Wholesome Chicken
Jerky Tenders

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato

Gender

Weight
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Weight
UOM
20 Pound

Description

Male

9 Years

Male

55 Pound

Owner reports over summer had been eating Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky treats and concurrently experienced increased water intake and urination.

4 Years

Male

70 Pound

After feeding chicken jerkies and dingos, he became extremely ill. He coughed up yellow fluid and had trouble breathing. He could not sleep because he had so much trouble breathing, coughing, and had a poor appetite. The vet administered Keflex and steroids. A week later, he became much worse with more of the same symptoms. A vet
administered doxycycline and cough pills tussigon. He became much worse and had to open his mouth in order to breathe. He quit eating and drinking. The vet referred us to a (b)(6) hospital after taking xrays. She diagnosed him with pneumonia. (b)(6) stated that he had an enlarged esophagus and bronchitus and put him on clavamox and
hydrated him subqutaneously. He became much worse. He could not breathe and would not eat. We took him to another (b)(6) hospital and they hydrated him and gave him quaif/dext for cough. He was worse still. Returned to our original vet and she said she did not think she could help because she did not know what was wrong and referred
us to (b)(6) So, we took him to the large vetinary Specialist Hospital and They tested him for cancer and several other ailments. Then they anesthisized him and drained a tremendous amount of phlegm from his airways and put him on steroids.
This went on for two months and cost me 4
$4000.00!!!! and then some. No vet could tell us what was wrong with (b)(6) All of the xrays from each vet showed nothing in his lungs and all the expensive tests tha t were taken came back clear including the culture taken of his phlegm. In addition, the last vet at the specialized hospital stated that it was extremely unusual for the dog's airways
to to be filled with phlegm. We weened (b)(6) off the streroids ourselves because his personality changed and he was urinating and deficating in the house which he had never done in his lifetime. This has been very costly. The cause now I believe to be a result of the jerkies made in China.

Mixed (Dog)

5 Years

Male

149 Pound

(b)(6) was hit with symptoms of trouble breathing, loss of appetite, and sluggish behavior. A visit to the vet yielded no solutions. (b)(6) symptoms seem to have been improving on there own. After the visit to the vet I learned about the FDA warning for dog treats. (b)(6) has a Chicken Jerky Walgreens generic treat brand which was manufactured
in China. He has since stopped being fed the treats and seems to be doing better. He only consumed about 5 pieces.

Shepherd Dog Australian
Pinscher - Miniature

9 Years

Female

70 Pound

Dog sweet potato and jerky treats were fed 1-2 times per day for several days. My dog started consuming more water, started vomiting and had diarrhea and stopped eating.

Dog

8 Years

Female

7.7 Pound

Developed Fanconi syndrome following administration of Chicken Jerky
Waggin' Train Wholesome Chicken Jerky Tenders
Lot # J4CA5894B
Exp 8/2013

Dog

Retriever (unspecified)

5 Years

Male

84 Pound

(b)(6) owners have noticed that he has had intermittent inappetance and extremely loud gastrointestinal sounds over the last 3-4 months. They also noticed they had purchased and began feeding the Kingdom Pets Duck & Sweet Potato treats around the same time these symptoms began. The owners have also noted increased thirst.

About Oct.7th dog was not eating.Even refused his dog treats. He would only drink water.Dog saw vet on 10/14/2013,(b)(6) Basic canine laboratory profile (kidney,liver,protein functions) normal.Abnormal test,cPL (pancreas) abnormal.On 10/18/2013 dog went to see his regular vet at Animal Medical center of (b)(6). (b)(6) was not doing any
better.Spent the night on IV fluids.On 10/21/2013 he started to eat some snacks.Drank lots of water and slept a lot.As of today 10/28/2013 he is now eating his regular dog food.(b)(6), took samples of the dog treats and sent them out to a lab,and filed a report in the state of Michigan(b)(6)

On physical examination on 9/23/23, the only significant findings were a histiocytoma on the right outer pinna, moderate scale and interdigital erythema. The patient revisited on 10/24/13 for a recheck and the owner noted his eating had been normal with only 2 episodes of loud GI sounds when he missed meals. The owner stopped feeding him
the treats over the last week. Blood was collected for a CBC, Serum Chemistry and a urinalysis was performed. The CBC and Chemistry were unremarkable aside from a positive Anaplasma ELISA. The urinalysis was via free-catch, so some bacterial contaminants were present, but the remainder of the results were unremarkable given the patient's
bloodwork results and clinical signs.

unknown name

Dog

Siberian Husky

3 Years

Male

71 Pound

seen by regular vet on friday (b)(6) for seizures, became hyperthermic from uncontrolled seizures, for 36-48hrs presented to Animal Medical Center on sunday pm (b)(6) temp 105.8, semiconc and seizuring
lab values showed raised hepatic values, the rest nsf, treated for seizures and hyperthermia, never recovered without seizuring
after 24hrs of treatment dog was euth.
Owner advised prior to seizure, dog in perfect health, did however feed dog jerky treats pursched at a 7/11 store in (b)(6) Ca. 3-6 treats per day approx 4 days a week for 3 weeks prior to first seizure.
treats were not individually wrapped, loose in large jar and store.
Owner advised no evidence of illness, no vomiting, diarrhea etc. prior to first seizure
Unknown exact brand or lot number.
Samples were taken at necropsey and sent out, however samples collected after body was frozen for approx 24 hrs prior.

Veggie Life. Dogswell
Vitality with Flaxseed and Vitamins
chicken and banana

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

3 Years

Female

51 Pound

(b)(6) had been given veggie life vitality treats from Dogswell brand (chicken jerky with dried banana). She seemed fairly normal during the course of the week, but did have one possible pre indicator of illness on Wednesday evening/ Thursday morning when she vomited a substantially large amount of good out of her system that appeared to be
digested (no whole pieces).
On Saturday (b)(6) became lethargic and would not eat. She vomited several times in the afternoon and had diarrhea with some blood in the stool. By her 5 pm walk, she was only releasing blood and tissue from her bowels. She was admitted to (b)(6) emergency hospital that evening and put on IV fluids. She was diagnosed with hemhoragic
gastroenteritis with unknown cause. After medical treatment (b)(6) health has improved, though she had lost quite a bit of weight and is still on a restricted bland diet to ensure that her fragile digestive system repairs.
We plan to file a complaint with the Dogswell company and alert the store where the treats were purchased. Our medical expenses were approximately $1100. We have also filed a report with our pet insurance provider.
Most importantly, my family is concerned for the welfare of pets, and hopes this information can help the FDA to recall these treats. I never checked the packaging for country of origin on this product as I never would have imagined that an American company product claiming to be antibiotic, byproduct, and hormone free would outsourcing food
manufacturing to China. Now I will be sure pay closer attention to pet food packaging. I also hope that all pet foods will be required to provide a country of manufacture on their packaging as it has now come to my attention that many pet foods do not include this information.

Dream Bone

Dog

Terrier - Welsh

unknown

Dog

Beagle

Unknown Jerky Treats- purchased from Dog
both Walmart and Costco
Hartz Jerky treats
Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell
Shar Pei

15 Months

Male

18 Pound

I found him in the yard in shock....listless like a rag doll. Ran him to the vet....she is one block away. She said he was in shock and had no blood pressure...barely. Hooked him up to an IV and oxygen. Stabilized him and then he was transferred to a vet ambulatory care center where he was there for 2 days. He threw up violently for 5 hours. We
found the puke in the yard. It was a bone I had given him the day before. Called Dream Bone sold at Walmart and Target. His liver enzymes are supposed to be under 100 and they were 1100. The vet said his gastrointestinal track was very angry...on all kinds of drugs but doing fine now that it has been a week.

4 Years

Female

20 Pound

Acute renal failure, owner suspects Jerky treats.

10 Years

Female

28 Pound

Developed elevated kidney enzymes that were detected at a routine dental cleaning that have resulted in renal azotemia maintenance. Enzymes have improved since product was discontinued and treatment was initiated.

5 Years

Male

54.4 Pound

Owner reports that following ingestion of a package of Hartz jerky treats, (b)(6) became PU/PD the following day. Pet was otherwise acting normally.
(FYI was also on prednisone for allergies)
Chemistry profile was within normal limits. Urinalysis did reveal evidence of urinary tract infection.

DreamBone
The Healthy Alternative to Rawhide

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

13 Weeks

Female

11 Pound

We gave them each a DreamBone treat. (Which they have eaten before) and within 15 to 30 minutes both became sick. (Vomiting)
shortly after eating both became still, (unusual, as they are puppies) and shortly after that they begin vomiting
DreamBone product purchased at Walmart, Date Code 13141, Best if used by 05/21/2016, US Patent #7,677,203, test conducted 8/25/09, test conducted 10/25/09

True Chews 100% Natural Dog treat
Premium Jerky Cuts made with real
chicken

Dog

Maltese

6 Years

Male

5.44 Kilogram

O feeding True Chews Premium jerky cuts (chicken flavor) (has been for some time now) as a treat. 4 days ago P starts having progressively loose stool to milk shake consistency diarrhea as well as a decreased appetite. P adequately hydrated and otherwise happy and well. Seems to be improving today (O stopped giving treats). Fecal float
negative, further diagnostics declined.
O also recently suddenly switched foods to one P doesn't seem to like as well.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck and
Sweet Potato

Dog

Papillon - Spaniel Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with
dropped ears
(Phaléne))

Kingdom Pets Duck and potato Lot #
WPKPOSPO3144 Jerky treats
Petshoppe Salmon Jerky - premium
salmon dog treats.
Pet Shoppe- Pork skin twists. made in
China
1) Pet Shoppe Natural Dog Treats
Sweet Potato and Chicken
2)Pet Shoppe Fries Dog treats sweet
potato
3)Pet Shoppe Chicken Jerky for Dogs
All 3 are Walgreen Pet Shoppe Brand

Dog

Terrier - Scottish

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Female

9 Years

Male

32.5 Pound

Hyphema noted OS (b)(6). Thrombocytopenia diagnosed. Negative Lyme ehrlichia and anaplasmosis. Primary R/O was immune mediated thrombocytopenia. (b)(6) pet deteriorated and was euthanized. Owner started feeding a Duck and sweet potato jerky product 6 weeks prior to development of clinical signs.

Female

31.3 Pound

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6 Years

Male

Annual health examination completed (b)(6)/13. Started giving Petshoppe salmon jerky treat for first time shortly after this time. Acute vomiting noted (b)(6)/13. Exam and diagnosis of acute renal failure (b)(6)/13 - patient euthanized (b)(6)/13

Dog

Bulldog - French

7 Years

Male

Waggin Trail Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Loving Pet Chicken Breast Jerky Treats

13 Years

Weight

Weight
UOM

16 Pound
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Description
Anorexia,Lethargy,Vomiting. Decresed appetite over 1 month.
Exam=cranial abdomenal pain, severe nausea and drooling, moderate jaundice.
Abd U/S= moderate pancreatitis and partial obstruction of common bile duct.
Labwork: ALT=869 Alk Phos-1580 GGT=132 Bili-7.9 Lipase=>>18,000.
Treatment: IV Fluids,Cerenia, Metoclopamide, Baytril, Ampicillin Fresh Frosen Plasma
Rechecked Labwork 3 days later no improvement
Transfered to Specialist/Criticalist Added additional antiemetics, attempted NG tube but pet vomitied and swallowed tube, U/S guided cholecystocentesis, fentanyl.
Tried at home (b)(6). Euthanized Day (b)(6).

Owner feeds treats that were made in China. The pet has a decreased appetite and has lost 15lbs. He also has increased water consumption. Blood work was performed and results concluded that he has Renal Failure.
25 Pound

We have noticed that (b)(6) was not himself in Decemer 2012. He loved to eat, but started not eating. I took him to our vet after I have noticed he looked like he was anemic with very pale gum. After series tests and treatment, he never gained appetite.
At the time, we had dog treats made in Louisiana, so I did not think it was the cause of illness, but sometime last year, I have found chicken jerky wrapped sweet potato snack at Walgreen, which the package said ALL NATURAL. I have bought at least several packages of the snacks for my two French Bulldogs.
After the very last blood work, our vet diagnosed that (b)(6) had Addison's disease, that was (b)(6) 2013. He passed away on (b)(6) 2013.

Spaniel - Cocker
American
Shepherd Dog German

9 Years

Male

46 Pound

(b)(6) developed kidney failure after eating Waggin Train Chicken Jerky treats from China purchased from Sams Club.

2 Years

Male

90 Pound

Our dog started getting diarrea so we stopped all treats. His dog food is a premium brand. The diarrea stopped within a day after stopping the treats. Then we saw the Today's show with information about duck products from China. We have a bag of Cadet Duck Breast we purchased at Costco that says made in China.

Dog

Bichon Frise

6 Years

Female

13 Pound

This pet has been fed Loving Pet Chicken Breast Jerky Treats periodically and they are reported to be made in China according to the owner. The treats were purchased in NY. The pet presented today for evaluation of vomiting and diarrhea since yesterday and also anorexia of 3 day duration. On physical exam the pet was dehydrated and quiet,
and had loose watery diarrhea upon rectal exam. Abdominal Ultrasound only showed changes consistent with nonspecific gastroenteritis. The pet is currently being hospitalized for supportive care, IV fluids, and gastrointestinal protectants.

Kingdom Pet Wholesome Duck & Sweet Dog
Potato
Costco Brand chicken Jerky
Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Male

50 Pound

Chihuahua

5 Years

Female

Dog had been eating ~3 treats a day (Monday- Thursday) for a couple of months. After about 1 month the dog's breath began to have a metallic smell. Smell would go away on the weekends when he did not receive the treats. The smell returned a couple days after receiving more treats. I have discontinued giving him the treats all together and
his breath no longer has any metallic smell.
I purchased chicken jerky from Costco in (b)(6) South Carolina (b)(6) I had 4 dogs at the time and 3 were given the jerky. The afore mentioned (b)(6) a ShihTzu/Chihuahua mix, was given a piece at approximatly at 2pm. had been in perfect healthy and was a very active dog. Became very lethargic, the clear vomiting and diareaha. Vomit became
bloody, so took to Emergency clinic.((b)(6) SC). She died same day at approximatley 6pm. Vet said complete organ. We believe due to jerky. All symptoms are consistant with re reports. THEN my 7 lb. Chihuahua, father of (b)(6) presented with same symptons, this being 12/27/12. We were told he would not survive. With a miracle, he is alive and
well after 48 hours of massive treatments also from the Emergency Clinic, with next day treatment and stay at (b)(6) SC. This was reported to Costco all vets believe death and illness due to jerky.

Dingo Brand chicken jerky treats

Griffon - French Wirehaired Pointing

Dog

14 Years

Male

6 Pound

60 Pound

He was given Dingo brand chicken jerky treats on (b)(6) 2006. He was quickly ill and died just a couple weeks later. I contacted the distributor (as well as the Petsmart where they were purchased). The distributor asked that I return all the product. I felt weird about this so I saved a sample. I still have it, in the freezer. The company was cagey and I
did report this at the time to FDA but was told there were a lot of animal actions happening and that there was little the agency could do. I pursued the company and they did finally issue a recall, though I was always suspicious that there were probably lots of other dogs who'd been sick and the recall really didn't last long. When I saw a blurb in
The New York Times on 10/24/13 that said FDA is now looking into the thousands of dog deaths since 2007 I thought I should be in touch. I have my correspondence with the company and, as I said, I still have the tainted treats. The portion that I returned to the company tested positive for salmonella.
(b)(6) and my other dog were both killed by these treats.

Waggin Train Wholesome chicken jerky Dog
tenders Big Blast pork twist and yam
good

Retriever - Labrador

8 Years

Female

119 Pound

Had two digits removed from foot because of tumors being present in March 2011 and while having blood work done it was discovered that her creatine levels were elevated. We had to put her on a special diet for her kidney's. She started to get progressively worst so we took her back in July 2011 and her levels had still increased. We had to
leave her there for a weekend while they had her on IV's to flush her system of the toxins. We brought her home. She was ok for a couple of weeks and then started to not really eating. We took her back in August and they did more blood work and her cratine levels had doubled. Our vet informed us that she was in renal failure and wanted to do
the IV's and flush her again and we said that we just couldn't put her through that experience again. I asked him if he thought the treats we had been feeding her could have caused all of this, because they had been taken off the market. We were giving her Wagon Train yam good and their chicken jerky. It said it was possibly, but that none of the
testing was conclusive. We told him we were taking her home and doing the best we could to keep her comfortable until we had to put her down. We finally had to have her euthanized on (b)(6), 2011. We have had other pets and had to put them down, but this one was the most tramatic, because we feel that we controbuted to her early death
by giving her tainted treats. It's been 2 years and we still cry. I now have 2 Labs and have purchased a dehydrator and make my own chicken jerky and yams. We purchase very few treats and always make sure they are manufactured in the USA. If there is anything at all we can do to help in the investigation, we would love too. These deaths with
treats manufactured in China must stop.

Waggin Train wholesome chicken Jerky Dog
Tenders

Brittany

7 Years

Female

55 Pound

I fed (b)(6) one or two Waggin Train chicken strips per day as treats during 2010-2012--I purchased the chicken at Sam's Club. In noticed she was throwing up on occasion and seemed more lethargic than she had been. I read about the potential problems with that brand of Chicken Jerky so I stopped giving the treats to her--I have the last bag I
bought stilled sealed. A few weeks later she got a bad urinary infection that the vet treated with antibiotics. A few weeks later, the infection was back so she got another round of antibiotics. In February of 2013 another infection was present so I took a urine sample to the vet--blood was present with some bacteria. We gave her another dose of
antibiotics that seemed to clear the problem up. This week, she has developed another infection and is currently on antibiotics. The vet is stumped as to why she is having this problem so often. We have made a point of not leaving her in the house for long periods. She has felt better since I stopped the chicken treats--no throwing up and better
energy--however, she is not gotten back to the energy she had before I fed her the Waggin Train chicken jerky.

PetShoppe Duck Jerky Premium Duck
Dog
Dog Treats
Dogswell veggie life happy hips chicken Dog
and sweet potato

Terrier - Yorkshire

2 Years

Male

4.4 Pound

Vomiting, lathargy

Smokehouse Brand
Chicken & Sweet Potato Combo
Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast

Dog
Dog

Beefeaters sweet potato

Chihuahua

11 Years

Female

7 Pound

Retriever - Golden

8 Years

Female

48.6 Pound

After consuming the product, dog developed kidney problems, tremors, vomiting and uncontrollable bowels.

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Female

19.8 Pound

Lethargy, not eating for 2 weeks, vomiting, dehydrated, inc. thirst
Elevated BUN, CREA, PHOS
R/O Kidney disease, kidney failure

Dog

Chihuahua

4 Minutes Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

5.4 Pound

Within an hour after eating "beefeaters" sweet potato treats my two females became ill. Especially the smaller female. She vomited and became very lethargic for most of the evening would not eat or drink anything. Her breathing became shallow. Heartbeat was slow. She could not hold herself up. She had glassy eyes. And just layed there in my
arms for the remainder of the night. She became very sensitive to sound and would flinch at any noise. My other female was similar, but not nearly as bad. She is still a puppy and has more of an iron stomach.

Paws Premium Retriever Roll
Chicken Basted Beefhide Chew

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

3 Years

Male

40 Pound

About 3 to 4 weeks ago, my dog ate a "Paws Premium" Retriever Roll --a chicken- basted beefhide chew, which is made in China and distributed by Topco Associates (www.PawsforPets.com). Soon after, his appetite waned and a few days after that, he stopped eating and drinking. I took him to my vet and found out he had severe, acute renal
failure. He was a healthy 3-yr old dog, but became severely sick very suddenly and almost died. Fortunately, intensive fluid therapy has stabilized him, although his kidneys are damaged permanently. He will be on a special diet and fluid therapy for the rest of his life.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

10 Years

Male

75 Pound

Vomiting, would not eat, diarrhea, listless

Dogswell Happy Hips

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

Male

64 Pound

On Sunday we opened a new bag of Happy Hips dog jerky. (b)(6) was feed three strips. On Monday he developed diarrhea with a lot of blood. He was taken to the Vet on Tuesday and hospitalized until Thursday. They diagnosed him withe severe gastritis but could not identify a cause. We have saved the bag of jerky that we gave him. It is
produced in China.

Waggin Train Treats - Chicken products

Vomiting loss of appetite diaharrea urinary kidney issues. At first she just didn't seem quite herself. A week or so later I noticed an increase in thirst and urination and thought that she was just having a few off days. Afer the media reports she began losing her appetite and getting sick to her stomach so I took her to my veterinarian and he also
felt that these were classic symptoms to the issues that they are having with these pet treats. It is so sad that they make them look like they are so healthy for your pet, we are devastated and I am very concerned that we may lose her. I went to the store where I purchased them and told the manager that I felt I had a problem with one of their
products, he took me to the product and said that it was the nay one under suspicion but still refused to remove it from the shelf.

FDA

Product Name

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Species

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast, Kingdom Dog
Pets Duck & Sweet Potato , Pet Shoppe
/ Walgreens Co. Chicken Jerky, Pet
Shoppe Chicken Wrapped Biscuits

Breed
Mixed (Dog)

Age

Age
UOM
6 Years

Gender
Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
43 Pound
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Description
I have been giving (b)(6) chicken jerky, beef jerky, duck, for the last 3-4 years. I started to notice they were becoming harder to get and asked store associates when they would be getting them in, no one ever told me that they were pulled off the shelf. My Vet never told me about the recall. (b)(6) is registered in the state of Nevada and Hawai`i,
why are we not notified? Where ever I could find them I would pick up quite a few packages because he loved them. In August of 2013 I purchased the Cadet brand of duck jerkey from Costco and Sweet Potato & Duck as well. He ate those until 10/22/13. Towards the end of September 2013 I purchased 9- 20-oz bags of chicken jerky from
Walgreens and 1 package of Chicken wrapped biscuits, because I hadn't seen them for such a long time. I never knew about anything and was surprised, that my Vet did not link the two when I took him in due to his being so sick. when I saw the alert on MSNBC online. I printed the articles and immediately went to see his Vet. because he got very
ill, the onset was 9/26/13. Soi he started this new Pet Shoppe brand packaged and distributed by Walgreen Co. around the 20th of September 2013. As I said, he started to show signs of weakness, loss of appetite, vomiting, and diarrah on 9/26/13. By the 29th he was really sick and his diarrah was all blood. So I took him in immediately. They
decided to run tests and x-rays., his liver and kidney levels were high and he was dehydrated. They decided to hospitalize him to give him fluids and meds. When I went to see him on Oct. 1, 2013 they said they did not know what could be wrong expect maybe GI Disease or enteritis? I decided since my job was on shutdown effective that day, I
would take him home to nurse him. He did not eat for 5 days, but was not losing weight. I started boiling chicken and mixing it with rice, he has been on that and I would give him a couple treats a day until I read about this on Oct. 22, 2013. So it was a good month of the new chicken jerky and chicken wrapped biscuits. The other two of the duck
and sweet potato & duck he was getting since August 2013. We almost lost him..I know it was due to these treats. All but one says they were made in China. Only the Cadet brand duck breast does not state where it was made.
I would like to be part of the class action law suit to at least recover from my vet bills and pain and suffering of both my pet and myself.

Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky
Dog
Lean chicken Breast natural ingredients

Basset - Griffon
Vendeen Large

Cadet Gourmet Duck Jerky Treats

Dog

Alaskan Klee Kai

Dingo Munchy Stix
Chicken in the Middle!
Merrick Pet Care
Wizzlers
Beef Jerky Treat for Dogs

Dog
Dog

Beefeaters Chicken Jerky

PET SHOPPE DUCK JERKY
PREMIUM DUCK DOG TREATS

14 Years

Female

50 Pound

Started giving her Hillside Farms Chicken Jerky as a reward- not every day. (b)(6) developed extreme diarrhea and was taken to our vet. Started making her own food (chicken, rice, veggies) and she would have solid poop some days and diarrhea on others for the past two months, including another trip to vet. Eyes became sunken.After reading
FDA warning last week, stopped the chicken treats and her health immediately improved- only solid and regular poop and eyes returned to normal. I still have some of the treats from hillside Farms if you need them for testing.

6 Months

Female

11 Pound

I purchased the Cadet Duck Jerky from Costco on Friday 10/18/2013 and her my dog about 1/2 of a treat the size of a bacon strip over the course of the evening. By about 10:00, she was very lethargic and drinking a lot of water. By Saturday morning she had begun vomiting a greenish brown foam and was showing no interest in food, but still
drinking a lot of water. The lethargy and vomiting continued all day long. By Saturday evening, she had begun having diarrhea and still showed no interest in food or play. This is very unusual behavior for (b)(6) she is usually a ball of energy and wears both me and my husband out playing. I spoke with my sister, who is a professional in the animal
industry (master groomer, rehabilitator, trainer) and she said that while "puppy belly" can be common, the rest of the behavior; lethargy, drinking copious amounts of water, was concerning. She recommended giving her Pedialite and came over on Sunday to look at her. The vomiting and diarrhea continued and she slept almost constantly. By
Sunday morning she was not bringing anything up when she vomited, it was mostly dry heaves and the diarrhea had stopped, although she was still straining to have a bowel movement every time I took her out, kind of like she had belly cramping. My sister came over, took one look at the treats and said "oh, made in China, not good" She said
that China doesn't have the same standards used in the US and that even though the treats had "limited ingredients" there was no way of knowing how the duck was dried and that it could have come from a processing plant that manufactures almost anything. She said that if (b)(6) wasn't showing significant improvement by Monday, I should
take her to the vet. Fortunately, (b)(6) began showing interest in food and play again by Sunday afternoon, and has made a complete recovery. I returned the treats to Costco on Monday. On Tuesday morning I started seeing talk on CNN about chicken and duck jerky treats made in China. I called the distributor who was very nice about it, but
obviously there isn't anything they can do. By Thursday afternoon, it was all over all of the news outlets; tv, internet and radio. All of the news outlets were saying that the FDA was looking into incidents where animals have been poisoned by the treats, but that no one has any idea what is in the treats that is causing this.

Mixed (Dog)

3 Years

Female

26.4 Kilogram

Poodle - Toy

8 Years

Female

9 Pound

Dog

Beagle

8 Years

Female

40 Pound

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

10 Years

Female

11.5 Pound

Beaf Eaters Chicken Jerky

Dog

Terrier - Silky

7 Years

Male

Unknown

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

4 Months

Male

Pet has had a cough since October 21st, 2013 which was the same day pet received a single "Dingo Munchy Stix". Pet coughes worse with exercise. Otherwise pet is acting normal. The cough has been going on for a week.
Fed my dog (b)(6) Pet Care ((b)(6), TX) product called "Wizzlers Beef Jerky Treat For Dogs". Within 3 hours my dog had severe diarrhea, fever and stomach cramps, gas, gurgling. She became clingy and afraid. I believe she was in pain and distress.
I took her to the vet the next morning and she was on Antibiotics for 2 weeks, along with a special bland diet.

Wagon Tail Jerky treats

Hi
I don't know if it is related; but my beagle died of kidney failure. She did have the jerky treats. I had three dogs and all were given the treats but she is the only one that developed kidney failure. She was in good health before (a little over weight; she was a Beagle and a little portly). She died in February of 2012 and really only developed
symptoms a month before.
Her doctor was(b)(6)
From: (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 8:54 AM
To: (b)(6)
Subject:
PET SHOPPE DUCK JERKY
THIS E-MAIL IS FOLLOWING A 2 CALLS I MADE TO FDA. ON OCTOBER 16 I BROUGHT MY DOG TO HER VETERINARIAN FOR 2:00 APPOINTMENT.
SHE HAD BEEN VERY SICK SINCE 3 DAYS BEFORE WHEN I GAVE HER DUCK JERKY TREAT. SHE WAS VERY SLUGGISH, DRINKING ALOT OF WATER THEN THE VOMITING STARTED AND THE DIARRHEA STARTED.....THE TREATS WERE PURCHASED AT WALLGREENS IN (b)(6) . THE DOCTOR TOOK A STOOL SPECIMEN AND FOUND VERY UNUSUAL THINGS.
SHE QUESTIONED ME IF MY DOG HAD BEEN AROUND FOWL. I LIVE IN CITY WITH NO CHANCE OF THAT. I DID MENTION THE TREAT BECAUSE SHORTLY AFTER I GAVE HER THE SECOND ONE ON THE NEXT DAY THE VOMITING STARTED. THE VET GAVE ME A LIQUID ALBON ORAL SYRUP PLUS METRONIDAZOLE 250 MG 1/4 TABLET. SHE WAS ON
LIQUID FOR 9 TREATMENTS AND IS STILL ON METRONIDAZOLE FOR 30 DAYS.....SHE HAS ANOTHER APPT NOV 12 IF SHE DOES NOT GET WORSE BEFORE THEN. SHE IS A 10 YEAR OLD 11.5 YORKIE. I HAVE TALKED TO WALLGREEN CORPORATE AFTER CALLING SEVERAL TIMES AND WENT BACK TO STORE AND ASKED WHY THEY (PRODUCT) WAS STILL
ON SHELVES. THEY SAID THEY NEEDED CORPORATE PERMISSION TO REMOVE FROM SHELVES. WHY IS FDA ALLOWING USA COMPANIES BUYING PET FOOD AND TREAT FROM CHINA? WE KNOW THAT THEY ARE NOT CAPABLE OF MAKING SAFE PRODUCTS FOR PEOPLE OR PETS......I AM VERY UPSET THAT OUR COUNTRY IS ALLOWING THESE
THINGS TO KEEP HAPPENING.....
PLEASE CALL ME
(b)(6)

My dachshund died from kidney failure and I believe it was from the jerky treats Wagon Tails. We have all the blood work and vet reports for review. Please shut these people down. No need for dogs to die over treats! Thank you.
9 Kilogram

10 Pound

Acute onset lethargy, anorexia, reduced drinking, diarrhea and straining to defecate. The patient has been fed chicken jerky treats daily long-term.
PE findings were a tense abdomen, est 5% dehydration, and orange pasty feces.
Blood work and urinalysis showed hyperbilirubinemia, elevated ALKP and ALT, hematuria and bilirubinuria, and large rafts of epithelial cells in the urine (catheterized sample)
I purchased a cocker /cavalier King Charles spaniel mix puppy from (b)(6) , Virginia in 2010. He was diagnosed with Fanconi Syndrome at 4 months of age. My vet was very puzzled by the diagnosis, since he knew it to be only naturally occurring in 2 large breed dogs, one of which is the Norwegian Elk Hound. I subsequently discovered that another
small dog from the same kennel had been diagnosed with the same disorder. The symptoms for both dogs were excessive water drinking and excessive urination, and the diagnosis was confirmed by lab work. I am reporting this in the hope that (b)(6) can provide you with info on what the dogs were fed, that might have caused this. I no longer
have my dog, as I could not afford to treat the disease, but he was rehomed and to the best of my knowledge is still alive.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

TOPCHEWS Chicken Jerky Fillets 100%
Natural Ingredients Made in USA

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

10 Years

Female

Weight

Weight
UOM

22 Pound
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Description

We noticed our dog (b)(6) showing signs of "sluggishness" Black stool (runny) droopy ears (b)(6) does this when she is not feeling well or stressed) after giving her "TopChews" Chicken Jerky fillets, this brand is suppose to be made from 100% ingredients in the USA, from our local Costco store in (b)(6) , Ca.
Brand Name: "TOPCHEWS" made in USA
Distributed by: Tyson Pet Products. Inc.
812 Third Street NW
Independence, IA, 50644
Tel: 877-303-WAGS
Item#665837
Bar Code: 3140004152
PM# 99029367/22719
Best By: 01/2015 - 2383IND0702

chicken breast tenders 100% chicken
breast fillets PCI BRAND
don't remember it

Dog

Poodle - Toy

Dog

Spaniel (unspecified)

Kingdom Pets All Natural Ingredients
Chicken Jerky
PETSHPPE CHICKEN JERKY

Dog

Terrier - Airedale

4 Years

Male

48.4 Pound

Routine bloodwork was run during a routine biannual exam. Results for kidney values, creatine and BUN, were elevated. Clients had recently begun feed chicken jerky treats manufactured in China. Previous lab values have been within normal ranges.

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

7 Years

Male

112 Pound

AFTER GIVING TREATS FROM CHINA HIS SKIN BECAME YELLOW AND HIS GUMS ORANGE. TOOK (b)(6) TO OUR FAMILY VET, HE WAS DIANOSED WITH KIDNEY AND LIVER DISORDER. (b)(6) PASSED AWAY 1 WEEK LATER. (b)(6) 2013

American jerky chicken & sweet potato Dog
crispers for dogs

Dachshund - Miniature

5 Years

Male

16 Pound

After eating the American Jerky chicken and sweet potato crispers for dogs, he threw up 4 consecutive times approx. 3 hours after consuming one. This is the second time this has happened. The first time, he threw up 5 times in the middle of the night after again consuming one of these treats.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

10 Years

Male

14 Pound

Has been fed Chicken Jerky treat, one a day for several days. Now has become very lethargic and does not eat

SmartBones- peanut butter flavor 4
pack

Dog

Other Canine/dog

2 Years

Female

44 Pound

Severe diarrhea for 24 hours and vomited once before vet visit and treatment.

Milo's Kitchen Beef Sausage slices with Dog
rice

Terrier - Yorkshire

6 Years

Female

4.8 Pound

This dog presented as the second dog in the household with anorexia and bloody diarrhea. The owner had started Milo's Kitchen Beef Sausage slices w/ rice about 10 days prior to presentation. The housemate was hospitalized for vomiting , anorexia and bloody diarrhea. (b)(6) was at the kennel while the owner was away and the treats were
sent with her. Both dogs stared on the treats about 10/10/2013. (b)(6) had a normal CBC and chemistry. She was treated with IV fluids, famotadine , ampicillin, cerenia metrnidazole and probiotics.

American Kennel Club banana and
chicken jerky wraps

Terrier - Rat

11 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

22 Pound

August 8th, 2013 I purchased the American Kennel Club Chicken Jerky with bananas and sweet potatoes and fed them to my dogs sometime over that week. One or both caused both (b)(6) and his sister from same litter, (b)(6) (who is 12lbs), severe diarrhea within 8 - 12 hours of eating it. They were back to normal after a couple of days. I had
purchased both products a couple weeks before and didn't notice any issues per say, so I was shocked the next time I purchased them, that it caused such distress. I discontinued use and tossed them out unfortunately not knowing about the possible issue with them until today.

Milo's Kitchen Beef Sausage slices with Dog
Rice

Terrier - Yorkshire

6.5 Years

Male

8.8 Pound

The owner purchased Milo's Kitchen Beef Sausage slices with rice treats and started to feed 1 week prior to presentation. The dog presented with anorexia, vomiying and bloody diarrhea. He was admitted to the hospitial and placed on IV fluids . (b)(6) had a normal CBC, Chemistry, fecal and canine specific lipase. He was treated symptomatically
with famotadine, ampicillin, anti emetics,
metronidazole and probiotcs. A second dog in the house presented a few days later with the same clinical signs. There had been no other changes in diet etc.

Nestlé purines Waggin train jerky
Dog
tenders , Delmonte corps Milo's kitchen
home style dog treats.
And Delmonte corps chicken griller
home style dog treats.
Vitalife chicken tenders
Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

2 Years

Female

47 Pound

My boxer has been having problems for a couple months. Things would get better then worse for no apparent reason. For the past 3 weeks the vet has been trying to figure what is wrong. Her symptoms include irritable mood, lethargy, frequent loss of bladder control, frequent urination, and fever. When I heard about the recall I realized that my
dogs have been eating 3 of the brand of treats that we're recalled on and off for about 3 months. The only thing out if the ordinary on my dogs bloodwork was extremely high levels of potassium. I feel like her symptoms are due to eating the treats.

Boxer (German Boxer)

9.5 Months

Female

58.2 Pound

Waggin Trails chicken jerky
Meijer Chicken Treats

Dog
Dog

Chihuahua
Collie - Rough-haired

8 Years
11 Years

Male
Female

10 Pound
49 Pound

Mini Dingo Jerky Chewz Chicken Chips

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

5 Years

Male

Del Monte Jerky Treats

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Female

Dog

9 Years
13 Years

Male

11 Pound

(b)(6) presented with bloody stools and vomiting

Female

35 Pound

My dog, (b)(6) ate chicken jerky for a number of years.
I switched to a brand from Costco that was made in China one weekend because it was less expensive.
Within a couple of days (b)(6) started to have digestive issues and started to have bloody poop.
Within about 4 days she died at the hospital. They say there was nothing they could do.
Because she didn't have elevated kidney levels they felt it wasn't the jerky. But she was fine until she ate those treats.
I can't prove it - but I know that was the worst mistake I made giving her those treats.
I tell everyone that has a dog NOT to feed your dog any products that are made in CHINA.

8 Pound
30 Pound

She was given a chicken jerky treat and approx 2 hours later she started vomitting
Diagnosed with kidney failure march 2013. Died June 23, 2013. Purchased Waggin Trails chicken jerky treats from Sam's Club.
The brand of chicekn jerky treats were not available when I made this purchase of chicken jerky treats from my local grocery store,(b)(6) Inc. in (b)(6) . I made the purchase towards the end of April. By the second week in May (b)(6) had her first gastrointestinal bleeding. It was diagnosed at a UTI. Since (b)(6) she has had 6 bouts of this problem.
Additional side affects were decreased appetite, increased drinking and urination. I just thought these additional side affects were due to the heat of summer. Each test showed bacteria in her urine. X-rays showed no tumors or anything else that night give a sign that it was the treats. My niece made the connection following a conversation we
had, after she saw the segment of these treats on NBC's Today Show.
(b)(6) became very lethargic, had diarrhea and didn't want to eat. Since these were only treats, they were only given every couple weeks. When he started getting sick, we had been giving him the treats more often.
We purchased Del Monte Jerky Treats and Nutro Max dog food to feed our two dogs frequently (both made in China). (b)(6) got a lot more of the Jerky Treats than our other dog. Our other dog remained healthy.
We had heard about the melamine problem in canned cat and dog food, but did not know that jerky treats or dry dog food were also suspect.
(b)(6) had always been extremely healthy, smart and vibrant. She lost energy and enthusiasm first, then was often seen eating grass and throwing up. She lost her appetite completely and eventually could not keep any food down. After multiple x-rays and blood tests she was diagnosed with liver failure.
We fed her through an IV during her last month of life. She suffered greatly at the end and we had to put her down. I am crying now as I think about her loss and how much I miss her.
YOU NEED TO ENSURE THAT STORE-BOUGHT DOG FOOD DOES NOT KILL OUR BELOVED PETS. WE NO LONGER PURCHASE DOG FOOD AND INSTEAD MAKE OUR OWN FROM SCRATCH.
I AM FURIOUS THAT THE PET FOOD MANUFACTURERS HAVE GOTTEN AWAY WITH THIS -- PEOPLE NEED TO BE JAILED FOR WHAT THEY HAVE DONE!!!!

Kingdom Pets All Natural Chicken Jerky Dog

Beagle

Waggin tails

Spitz - German
Pomeranian

Dog

6 Years

16 Years

Female

Male

34 Pound

Patient had acute history of vomiting ad presented letharguc, shaking, and shivering. No significant abnormalities on bloodowork. Radiographs showed object in sotomach and unsure of what it was at time of X-rays. Patient was hospitalized overnight and recovered without major complications by next day. Blood noted on urinalysis.

He started declining health last January and my June he was having great difficulty. He was put down in july2013 due to kidney failure.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Product Name

Species

Breed

Description

Cadat Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Terrier - West Highland
White

4 Years

Male

22 Pound

(b)(6) (our dog) eats one cup of dry dog food every morning. In the evening he receives one Cadat Gourmet Duck Jerky treat. Initially Fergus would receive only an occasional duck jerky treat. He has had several episodes of vomiting at night time starting shortly after eating these duck treats. His treats alternated between milk bones and duck
jerky and I didn't pay attention to any pattern as I thought it was a stomach virus or related to anti tick monthly medication. Over the last three weeks (b)(6) ate a duck jerky treat almost every night and very soon started to vomit only at night. His vomit was just bile colored liquid (dry heaves) it did not contain food particles which told me he had
digested his morning food and therefore his vomiting was more likely due to something other than a stomach virus. This happened four nights in a row. I then stopped his duck jerky treats and checked the expiration date on the treat bag which should a 2015 expiration date. After I stopped these treats his vomiting stopped. A week later we
started giving the treats again only to see his vomiting start again. Two days later I heard the report about chicken and duck jerky causing illness in dogs on the news. I have stopped giving (b)(6) these treats. I have the bag half full of treats if needed.

Waggin train

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6 Years

Female

85 Pound

I wanted to submit a report to contribute to the ongoing investigation into jerky treats for pets. Our dog Merri died in April at the age of 6 of kidney failure, most likely chronic. The vet was unable to ever determine a cause of her kidney failure but was able to rule out lyme disease, leptospira, and any kind of kidney infection, which is why it was
deemed chronic. Before this event she was very healthy and never had any medical issues. We only knew one week prior to her death that she was sick, but think she had been ill since January of this year because she gradual lost a total of 20lbs from January until her death in April.
The reason I write this is because for about two years or so before her death she had consumed jerky treats. I am not sure of the brands at this point, but she ate chicken jerky and some treats that were wrapped in chicken jerky. Because we never were able to get any answers as to why she died so young and what caused her kidneys to fail, I
thought that it may be possible it was due to her consumption of these treats and wanted to submit this report.

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders - chicken

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

4 Years

Male

95 Pound

This report is for our youngest dog, (b)(6) and his reaction to eating the chicken AND duck strips but, please note, I am also submitting separate report for the other two dogs.
Each time (b)(6) ingested the chicken strips, shortly afterwards he got sick to his stomach, and had watery diarrhea for the next couple of hours. The brand of the strips was "Waggin' Train", and we bought them at our local Costco stores. We noticed that the "proudly made in USA" was accompanied by the statement that the ingredients were
sourced in China.
We are making this report to help identify the numbers of pets affected by these chicken treats. Our dogs were affected by these treats about two years ago, and were eating these treats for a very short period of time only.
Our three dogs all got ill after eating these chicken AND duck strips (although much more intense diarrhea after the ingestion of the chicken), and we have stopped buying these treats altogether.

Dingo Munchy Stix

Dog

Shih Tzu

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders - chicken
dog treat

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

3.67 Years

Female

9 Pound

6 Years

Female

85 Pound

Patient was given new treats 7 days prior. Signs of polyuria and polydipsia noted 3 days prior followed by increasing lethargy, anorexia, and vomiting. Objectively patient is febrile (mild), mildly azotemic with proteinuria and hyposthenuria.
This report is for our "middle" dog, (b)(6) and her reaction to eating the chicken AND duck strips but, please note, I am also submitting separate report for the other two dogs.
Each time (b)(6) ingested the chicken strips, shortly afterwards she got sick to her stomach, and had watery diarrhea for the next couple of hours. The brand of the strips was "Waggin Trail", and we bought them at our local Costco stores. We noticed that the "proudly made in USA" was accompanied by the statement that the ingredients were
sourced in China.
We are making this report to help identify the numbers of pets affected by these chicken treats. Our dogs were affected by these treats about two years ago, and were eating these treats for a very short period of time only.
Our three dogs all got ill after eating these chicken AND duck strips (although much more intense diarrhea after the ingestion of the chicken), and we have stopped buying these treats altogether.

Canyon Creek Ranch Brand Natural
Chicken Tenders

Dog

Dachshund
(unspecified)

9 Years

Male

15 Pound

I purchased Canyon Creek Ranch brand "Natural Chicken Tenders" at my local Petsmart. My dog threw up several hours after each time I gave him some of the treat. As soon as I realized that this treat was causing him to throw up, I stopped giving it to him.
All dates listed later on in this report are approximate, as I was not aware there would be a problem with these treats and don't remember exactly when I purchased them.
I still have a new unopened package of the treat that I would be glad to submit for testing if necessary.

Waggin' Train Jerky Tenders - Chicken
dog treats

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

8 Years

Male

68 Pound

This report is for our oldest dog, (b)(6) and his reaction to eating the chicken AND duck strips but, please note, I will also be submitting t separate report for the other two dogs.
Each time (b)(6) ingested the chicken strips, shortly afterwards he got sick to his stomach, and had watery diarrhea for the next couple of hours. The brand of the strips was "Waggin Trail", and we bought them at our local Costco stores. We noticed that the "proudly made in USA" was accompanied by the statement that the ingredients were
sourced in China.
We are making this report to help identify the numbers of pets affected by these chicken treats. Our dogs were affected by these treats about two years ago, and were eating these treats for a very short period of time only.
Our three dogs all got ill after eating these chicken AND duck strips (although much more intense diarrhea after the ingestion of the chicken), and we have stopped buying these treats altogether.

I don't recall

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

7 Years

Female

57 Pound

My dog ate jerky treats regularly, over the years, chicken flavored from Walmart. In 2008, at age 3, she developed hemorrhagic gastro-enteritis, which was successfully treated. In November, 2011 she began to have loss of appetite and vomiting, losing 15 pounds in 2-3 weeks. She was diagnosed with kidney failure. After 2 weeks of unsuccessful
treatment, she was euthanized. There is no way to know whether these health issues were related to the jerky treats, but I felt these issues should be reported.

Happy Hips

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

13 Years

Female

92 Pound

presented for anorexia and weight loss, bloodwork and urinalysis consistent with acute renal failure.
Transferred to 24hr care hospital for treatment.
BUN 130, creatinine 9.0, phosphorus >20, urine specific gravity 1.010

Beefeaters Chicken Jerky Natural Dog
Treats
Dogswell Breathies
Chicken Breast with Mint & Parsley
Cage free chicken- no hormones- no
antibiotics- no fillers- no byproducts enriched with antioxidants

Dog

Spitz - American
Eskimo Dog
Retriever (unspecified)

Male

23 Pound

Follwing the inestion of chicken jerky treat dog has 3 episodes of vomiting and was lethargic.

Dog

Female

53 Pound

Given my dogs age, it is hard to say if this is connected to the dog treats I have been giving my dogs for years. But starting in July, my dog started displaying a difficulty eating and loss of appetite. I thought she might have dental problems so I took her into the vet to schedule teeth cleaning and dental exam. I only discovered the extent of kidney
damage after her pre-dental blood work. The lab results showed that she had an infection in her kidneys that was quite significant. Since then we have been treating her for kidney disease and now she has also developed liver issues. Throughout, we have continued giving her the dried chicken 'jerky' that she loves. I have just looked at the label
and they are made in China and distributed by an American company. It is now the end of October, and she continues to battling liver and kidney problems.

Beefeaters Chicken Jerky
Pet Shoppe Chicken Jerky Premium
Chicken Dog Treats
Nature's Deli Chicken Jerky Dog Treats

Dog
Dog

Mixed (Dog)
Retriever - Labrador

Male
Male

70 Pound
65 Pound

After feeding him chicken jerky he became lethargic and suffered from loss of appetite
Dog vomited 12 times over the course of 3 days

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

6 Months

Female

35 Pound

Animal was fed treats and then experienced diarrhea and vomiting. My wife later became aware of the recall and I spoke with the company. I was encouraged to send in the claim. They received it as it was sent with a tracking number. I received no acknowledgement of the claim. They probably tested the sample I enclosed and found the product
contaminated. My cover leter is below.

Duck jerky

Dog

Pointing Dog Hungarian Short-haired
(Vizsla)

7 Years

Female

45 Pound

Within a 1-1 1/2 year span, she developed renal failure & died.

PAWS PREMIUM NATURALS CHICKEN
CHEW FILLETS

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

5 Years

Male

96 Pound

Just before the first recall in January, he began throwing up the jerky treats, so I discontinued. Just last week, tried a different brand, and he had diarrhea. Not every time he ate the treats. It was random, so didn't make the connection until all the news lately. He also had random diarrhea in the past. Was probably due to the jerky treats. No more
treats, and he's fine now.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Weimaraner

Female

50 Pound

(b)(6) (not choice given) bought Cadet Gourmet Duck Breasts IMS Pet Industries, INC out of Costco and she immediately lost appetite, coordination issues where she had to be carried out side to urinate(was previously very active)we thought she would die one night after several treats, anemia and lost 8 lbs. She is eating better and doing better
since we stopped giving her these treats, after hearing the tv warnings, vet bills $500 and we are not sure if there is long term squealae such as Fanconi syndrome.

7 Years
15.5 Years

17 Years
2.5 Years

12 Years

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dogswell

Dog

Greyhound

Pet Shoppe Premium

Dog

Terrier - Scottish

Blue Tranquility Natural Jerky Dog
Treats
tasty Chicken jerly

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

DreamChips, DreamBone Peanut Butter Dog
Flavor

Mixed (Dog)

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM

Male

7 Days
11.5 Years

15 Months
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Description

We'd like to know how is it that this atrocious China poisoning of our precious canines and felines has been allowed to continue in the U.S.??? From their toxic ingredients to their toxic dyes they use in toys, bedding and the like. This has been going on for several years now, recall after recall. Why haven't you STOPPED IT? Put a BAN on all
Chinese kibble/treats and toys for that matter until you officials get to the bottom of this atrocity. We will hold each of you accountable.

Female

20 Pound

She got Diareha and vomiting and would not eat

Male

97 Pound

Took (b)(6) to Petsmart for grooming Friday afternoon. Takes about 3 hrs. We picked him up around 4pm and decided to buy a special treat for him. After discussion with store clerk, we settled for Blue Tranquility Natural jerky dog treats tasty chicken jerky. Upon getting home, I took a treat and cut off the corner and gave the piece to our cat,
then the larger part to (b)(6) The cat chewed, swallowed, then immediately threw it up! Dante within 2-3 hrs started acting very strange..he began foaming at the mouth and woke me up about 0410 am and died in my arms. When the caretakers came in the morning to get the body, (b)(6) had bloated huge. He was so happy and healthy @
Petsmart and they said he was great! He had just had his yearly checkup on Tuesday and the Vet said she never saw him looking so good! I contacted Petsmart and they advised me to contact BLUE. We did some chitchat on Email and I was going to file a report, but was so grief stricken, I just didn't follow through. I still have the bag of treats. This
happened (b)(6) 2013. He passed awayon the (b)(6) @ 0425am.

Female

14 Pound

I'll type fast as site timed me out just as I was finishing!
Started giving me dog Dream Bones treats about a month ago. Was giving her 2 or 3 per week, always at the end of the day. She had thrown up a couple of times (bilious vomit) upon waking up in the past month. Didn't think much of it, as she had occasionally done that in the past and otherwise was okay.
Started giving her 3 - 4 Dream Bones a week about 10 days ago, as she really likes them. Two days she woke up and threw up about a dozen times and would not eat or drink. She finally started eating at the end of the day, and seemed back to normal. However, she threw up again this morning (just once), and wouldn't eat or drink until afternoon.
Again, she seems fine now, except sleeping a bit more than usual.
Wouldn't have considered Dream Bones were` possible cause were it not for recent PR about treats from China. Was surprised to learn Dream Bones are made in China and contain several of the ingredients media reports say are potentially problematic (duck, chicken, sweet potato).

Sweet Tater Fries

Dog

Bichon Frise

11 Years

Male

Meijer All Natural Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

Female

17.5 Pound

(b)(6) consumed his regular canned dog food at 4:30 Pm and was given two sweet Tater Fries treats within ten minutes of each other@ 6PM. After consuming the treats, around midnight he exhibited symptoms of stomach distress. He vomited repeatedly, had diarrhea and became lethargic. The vomiting continued into the next day and was
severe. We took him to the Vet, where he was given Injection Cerenia, Metronidazole 250mg, fluids administration subcutaneously and antibiotics to administer at home. He did not resume his activities or ingest food until 36 hrs later. Did not resume his normal eating activity until 48 hrs later and was very lethargic during this period contrary to
his usual behavior. (b)(6) has been eating the same canned dog food for years and resumed eating the canned dog food from the same case after his stomach distress. The only new food product that he ingested prior to the symptoms were the dog treats.

72 Pound

I started giving her chicken jerky treats in early to mid 2011. In late 2011, she had a blood test which showed elevated kidney enzyme levels. We repeated the test in early 2012, and she began taking enalapril. The condition continued to worsen and she died of kidney failure on (b)(6) , 2013. I continued giving her chicken jerky treats a lot to help
her get her medicines down, not knowing there was a possible problem with them. Before 2011, she never had a kidney problem, and she had been having regular blood tests because of the copper accumulation disorder since she was about 5, so we would have known about it if she had.
Your form won't let me input the full facts. She took these treats regularly for over 2 years. She died of kidney failure after not having had kidney issues before taking these treats. We discovered the problem in early 2012, but I kept feeding them to her until she died because I didn't know they might have been hurting her. I had trouble with the
dates on your form. I bought them many times over the course of about 2 years because I didn't know they were potentially harmful.
Further, the date the problem was DISCOVERED was 1/30/2012. I don't know exactly when it started--there were not dramatic symptoms until just before she died.

Groundswell Happy Hips chicken breast Dog
glucosamine and chondrotin
Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck and
Dog
Sweet Potato

Mixed (Dog)

9 Years

Female

Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Male

103 Pound

American jerky finest American chicken Dog
chicken strips for dogs

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier

9 Months

Male

22 Pound

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Basenji

Dog

12 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

70 Pound

54.3 Pound

After three days of receiving Happy Hips chicken treats, dog developed diarrhea with blood for approximately 24 hours
After he recovered from the operation, a few months later he started getting sick again, vomiting, diarrheas, and the last time
he was sick very strange behavior, wanting to eat everything in site, he would go out in the yard and eat big leaf maple leaves,
then throw them up. I at the time was still giving him these treats, as I hadn't heard anything. I have since stopped of course
giving him anything not made in the USA, and stopped all chicken jerkey treats and sweet potato.
Approximately two weeks ago, we purchased American jerky chicken dog treats from Petco. Upon giving our dog the treats, he vomited and had diarrhea. At first, we thought it was because he had eaten a bumblebee. However, we gave him jerky treats a week later, and he had severe diarrhea, was lethargic, and had notably decreased appetite.
We are concerned both reactions have been due to the jerky treats. Upon evaluation of the jerky treat bag, it says it was distributed by international pet supplies in San Diego, California. The copyright is 2013 from Petco animal supplies, Inc. The UPC code is 800443923450. The SKU# is 2168333. It does say this is "product of USA. "
I stopped feeding the jerky treats in 2010, after my Basenji, (b)(6) became ill, and started losing weight, drinking a lot of water. I took him to the vet, and spent hundreds of dollars trying to find the cause of his illness. My Vet's were perplexed, he was negative for Fanconi, diabetes, heartworm, intestinal worms etc... (b)(6) lost over half of his
body weight. He was seven years old when he lost his battle on(b)(6) /2011. (b)(6) my Jack Russell Terrier. died unexpectedly(b)(6) 2012; however, she was losing weight, but her illness didn't seem as noticeable, as (b)(6) but then, I was still grief stricken from losing (b)(6) in December. (b)(6) another Basenji started showing signs of weight loss,
around the same time as Sargent, but hers wasn't as dramatic, until this past year. Both Basenji's strip (urine) tested negative for Fanconi Syndrome up until the day they died. Mimi passed away (b)(6) /2013 she weighed just 10.5lbs, prior to her illness she weighed 23lbs. Sargent weighed 11lbs when he passed away, prior to his illness he weighed
24lbs. (b)(6) my Jack Russell, weighed 7lbs, prior to her illness she was 10.5lbs. Now there is (b)(6) a Thai Ridgeback Dog (his breed isn't in your database, might want to update it), my Service Dog of 12 1/2 yrs, and he is going down hill fast, he is no longer in remission, I've have spent about a $1.000.00 if not more to keep him healthy. his
disease, a severely damaged liver, and renal failure, forced him into retirement, which he clearly didn't want. (b)(6) was one of my dogs used for the taping of Animal Planet's, DOGS 101, Rare Breeds. He once weighed 98lbs, he was healthy, could work all day long, all types of weather, he was the first Thai Ridgeback to earn an AKC title, making
AKC history for the breed. He earned his title in 2009, unbeknownst to me his he was already showing signs of liver disease back then, his belly swag is a sign of liver and kidney problems. (b)(6) now weighs 54.3lbs, prior to his illness onset he weighed 98lbs, he did need to lose a few pounds these four dogs did, so I bought, what I though (lied to
by the company on the packaging) was a "low calorie, healthy snack, made w/real chicken." Only it wasn't really "healthy" was it? Well considering it has killed three of my dogs, and I'm going to lose my Service Dog sometime in the near future, clearly is was not healthy.
After losing three dogs to the tainted canned food recall of 2007, I diligently read food labels. If I had known the treats were made in China, I wouldn't have bought them, let alone fed them to my dogs; because the ingredient that was found in the canned food (which mind you was recalled from store shelves, prior to researches finding the
poison) came from China... I bought and were given treats, whose bags never listed where the product was made, however, in big print on the front of the bag was "American Owned" I thought since in was an American Owned Company, and where it was made was'n't on the back of the package, that surely the treats were made in America,
WRONG! I can not tell you the guilt I feel from having to go through this kind of deception, loss & grief a second time (incident), were the Govt. Agency that is suppose to protect us fails. I never saw or heard of any warning, issues by your agency. Not everyone has had the internet, or a home computer. What exactly is the purpose of issuing a
WARNING if it's not placed where the products are sold on store shelved??? It should be MANDATORY where a product & it's ingredients are made, period! Automobile Companies tell you were each part comes from, why shouldn't we know about what is in our food/pet food/treats, and where it came from? If animals are reported as sick and
dying/dead, and your agency isn't going to recall all products made in China, than by God put a warning label on anything that is manufactured/made in China, just like tobacco & alcohol, then at least we were "Warned."
This disease is a heart wrenching disease to witness, their health is slowly robbed from them. They eat like they are starved, drink a lot, their thirst is never quenched, you have to make sure that when they do drink water, that they don't drink too much and then die of bloat. To watch one pet die this way is horrible enough, but four, and one
being your working partner of 12 years in cruel, sorry there are no other words for it. These dogs, basically waste away in front of you, there's nothing you can do to stop it, and not all dogs die or show symptoms immediately. I quit feeding the treats in 2010, it's 2013...and I'm not sure my retired Service Dog will make it to Christmas...

Kingdom Pets All Natural Ingredients
Chick Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

12 Years

Female

85 Pound

(b)(6) did not eat for 4 days. She did not drink water. Extremely lethargic. Continually needed to go outside to go to the bathroom.
She had extreme diarrhea. On August 15th she was panting constantly and was uncomfortable lying down as well as standing. She just panted and paced and was obviously in distress. Our vet was closed so we called the emergency vet service(b)(6) , WA. They asked us to bring (b)(6) in right away, which we did.
(b)(6) lab results found renal disease and urinary tract infection. Several days later the vet called to tell us she actually had Ecoli.

Kingdom Pets
Wholesome Duck & Sweet Potato

Dog

Hound - Basset

6 Years

Male

46.9 Pound

(b)(6) showed signs of a decreased appetite over about a three-four week period. During the same time frame he vomited three times. The last time he vomited blood. The last week he also had very soft stools and the vet found blood in his stool. He tested positive and was diagnosed with Pancreatitis.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

3 Years

Female

Product Name

Species

Breed

Smokehouse Brand Pet Products
Chicken Breast Strips

Dog

Chihuahua

petshoppe brand - Sweet Potato Fries
Sweet Potato Dog Treats

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog

Chihuahua

9 Years

Female

13 Pound

(b)(6) used to love the Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Tenders and was never sick from them. When I heard that they were recalled I was shocked. But it did make sense because prior to giving her the Waggin Train Brand I had tried Milos Kitchen and Canyon Creek and both gave her diarrhea and intestinal distress. When I tried the waggin train one
time and she did not get sick I thought we had a winner she ate them for quite a while. When I was in Walmart recently and saw them on the shelf I did not purchase immediately but called Purina to find out what the status was. They assured me that there was never anything found to be wrong with the Jerky and they were working closely in
meeting all the guidelines for continued safety standards. So on my next shopping trip I tried a bag. I was cautious at first watching my girl like a hawk. But all seemed well. On the next trip I bought a larger bag. I gave her one that day and another that night. I did notice that they looked very dried out from what I remember and that they were no
long full size tenders but pieces. The next morning I gave her another since they were so small. Within a few hours the diarrhea started then it turned bloody and the noise her intestines and stomach were making was horrendous. This continued on and off for just about a week. It was another week till her appetite is back closer to normal. I
contacted Purina on 4/29 and provided the product information offered to send the product to them. They declined and instructed me to throw the product away Case#(b)(6)

Dingo Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Long-haired

9 Years

Female

10 Pound

Dog presented with increased thirst and urinations of 1 week duration. Urine tested positive for glucose while blood glucose normal (70). Repeat testing 1 week later showed same results (glucosuria and normal blood glucose-81) with mild increase in blood creatinine and mild proteinuria. Urine SG 1.017. Dog still PU/PD and leaking urine in the
house.
Dingo brand Chicken Jerky treats were suspected of causing a Fanconi Like Syndrome in this dog. The company was contacted and said the ingredients were solely from the USA.
Leptospirosis serology and a few of the jerky Treats were sent to (b)(6) Georgia for analysis and are pending.
The original packaging and Jerky Treats were returned to Dingo at their request for analysis.

100% Natural Chicken Breast Tenders

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

2 Years

Female

5.4 Kilogram

(b)(6) came in for vomiting, anorexia, lethargy, and urinating in the house. Diagnostics indicate glucosuria, ketonuria, hypokalemia, the rest of the chemistry and CBC are within normal limits, and leptospirosis and 4DX tests are negative. Abdominal ultrasound and radiographs are within normal limits. (b)(6) has been eating Chicken Breast Tenders
made by Pet Center, INC. Lot #102216G. We suspect that (b)(6) symptoms my be related to ingestion of the treats due to the fact that they are made in China.

Purina Beggin Strips Del Monte jerky
strips
Pet Shoppe Sweet Potato Slices

Dog

Bichon Frise

Male

12 Pound

Fanconi syndrome and elevated liver enzymes after ingesting Del Monte Tender strips jerky treats AND Beggin Strips by Purina

Dog

Doberman Pinscher

Female

65 Pound

I purchased a couple of bags of these sweet potato treats for my dogs and, seeing that they liked them, bought five more bags.

2.5 Years

2002 Years
6 Years

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
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10 Pound

5.96 Pound

Description
Pet presented on (b)(6) 14 ataxic. She was wobbly for 1 1/2 days and owner noticed blood on hind end. not eating or drinking. ate chicken jerky from (b)(6) that was made in China. Hospitalized pet and put on iv fluids. Ran a 4dx snap test that came out negative. a cbc to antech lab, and a diagnostic panel in house. Dog later presented on (b)(6) 14
to be humanely euthanized. Pet was only getting worse and couldn't even walk at this time.

On 4-29-2014, (b)(6) (dog) was presented for physical exam with a chief complaint of vomiting x 5 days, and no appetite. The owners purchased the product, 'petshoppe' brand sweet potato fries, made in China, within 10 days of visit.
= Please see attached medical history =
Addendum 5/5/14 (b)(6) is coming in for a recheck exam tonight, will copy update to this file tomorrow. (b)(6) via FDA/CVM contacted us and all records have been cc'd to her. Labs, medical notes, stats, etc... emailed via (b)(6) ./mgr.

I began to notice that my dogs were urinating more than normal and drinking more water than usual. I had checked the contents of the treats before I first purchased them and did not see anything that concerned me but, after witnessing these side effects, I read the warnings on the packaging. It stated that dogs should be provided plenty water,
humans shouldn't eat the treats and must wash their hands after coming in contact with the treats! The true ingredients of the product have not been disclosed. What exactly are they made of? They are injurious to any one who consumes them. Walgreen must remove them from the market.
I have thrown all of my bags away.
4/30/14

Happy Hips Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

Chicken Breast Tenders
100% Chicken Breast Fillets
PCI Brand
Net Wt. 2 LBS, Mini Naturals
Healthy Moist Miniature Dog Treats
Roasted Chicken Recipe

Dog

Chihuahua

Dingo Chip Mix
Chicken in the Middle

Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier

10 Years

Male

28 Pound

7 Years

Male

15.02 Pound

5.5 Years

Male

21 Pound

8 Years

Male

7 Pound

Pet was taken to veterinary for one week boarding. Dog was in excellent health with no problems when dropped off. My wife sent Happy Hips Chicken Jerky Treats with dog to eat during boarding stay. The next morning Vet called and reported that dog was listless, non responsive and having difficult time breathing. We picked dog up from Vet
and took him home with an antibiotic given to us by Vet. The dog died one hour after we had brought him home. I placed dog in freezer until we returned from vacation and then took him to the (b)(6) for autopsy.
Examined on 04/25/14 for polyuria and polydipsia of 2 weeks duration, weight loss and lethargy. Dog has a heartmurmur. Complete bloodwork was sent to an outside laboratory and revealed ALP 620 U/L (normal 5-131) Total Protein 7.5 g/dL (N 5.0-7.4) Cholesterol 347 mg/dL (N 92-324) Triglycerides 762 mg/dL (29-291) WBC 18.1 (N 4.0-15.5)
Neutrophils 14025 (N 2060-10600) Monocytes 1122 (N 0-840)
Urinalysis free catch: pH 7.0 USG=1.011 (N 1.015-1.050) Glucose 1+ (N Neg)
Rest of values were normal.
On 04/28/14 Owner was informed of results, consistent with Fanconi Syndrome, owner has been feeding "Chicken Breast Tenders"treats, owner feeds aproximately 3 pieces per day for many years. Owner was asked to bring in treats, 1 openned jar of "Chicken Breast Tenders" PCI brand Lot# 100216B, one 6 oz bag of Mini Naturals Roasted
Chicken Recipe Exp 01/2015
Dog was dropped off for IV fluids, catheter was placed and was started on antibiotics.
Examined 3-13-14 for lethargy and anorexia. Abdominal xray revealed intestinal gas. Scripted metoclopramide.
Return 4-8-14 anorexic and lethargic. Bloodwork and xrays unremarkable. Return 4-14-14 UA submitted to outside lab revealed
high microalbuminuria and glucosuria. Submitted urine to PennGen for analysis. Results consistent with Fanconi Syndrome. Owner submitted 2 types of chicken jerky treats fed to the dog. One produced in the US. One produced in China.
Submitted report to CVM/Vet-LIRN. Received by Oligica Ceric

Pet 'n Shape Lamb Strips, Quackers
Dog
100% Natural Breast of Duck, Wellness
Pure Rewards Chicken & Lamb Jerky
Bits for Dogs, Dingo Goof Balls Chicken
in the Middle, Dick Van Patten's Natural
Balance Dog Food Turkey Formula, Dick
Van Patten's Natural Balance Dog Food
Beef Formula

Maltese

Jan 2014 - on routine blood panel and urinalysis, glucosuria noted with normal blood glucose
Additional tests were done. Serum fructosamine levels were normal, not suggestive of diabetes mellitus/persistent hyperglycemia. The urinalysis was rechecked and there was persistent glucosuria. A special panel for Fanconi syndrome was done at (b)(6) and was positive. Patient remains clinically asymptomatic, but with persistent glucosuria.

Waggin Train Chicken Jerkey, Cadet
Duck/Sweet Potato Treats

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American

7 Years

Male

37.6 Pound

Cadet Duck Jerky

Dog

Dalmatian

3 Years

Male

60 Pound

ate duck jerky went into acute renal failure, few days later multi- organ failure and we had to euthenize him

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog

Pointer - English
Pointer

8 Years

Female

50 Pound

In the summer of 2012 we gave her Waggin" Train chicken jerky treats. In October that year she became listless, lost her appetite ,had difficulty breathing and her eyes were rolling back in her head. Her symptoms worsened throughout November so we took her to the veterinary school at (b)(6) December 3, 2012. After thorough testing she was
diagnosed with Protein Losing Nephropathy, which is a fatal kidney disease. She was prescribed medication and was expected to live 30 days.

Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists Original
Real Smoked Flavor!

Dog

Pointing Dog Hungarian Short-haired
(Vizsla)

7 Years

Female

45 Pound

Dog was given treats in evening before becoming sick. It was the only thing given that was different from normal food. Early in
the following morning the dog vomited all of the "pigskins". She continued to vomit the rest of the morning and could not even keep down water. We took her to the vet that day and came home with sub Q fluids to administer. She continued to dry heave the next day and was returned to the vet again. She was given anti nausea injection and
continued on the sub Q fluids. She continued to worsen during the night and was returned to the vet TWICE the next day! At this point she was admitted to the hospital for further tests and was determined to have severe gastrointestinal inflammation and pancreatitis. She was maintained on IV fluids and meds for 4 days and her blood work
slowly improved. She was sent home and then had to return once more to the hospital for vomiting. She was a very sick dog and we almost lost her twice! The "Oinkies" were the ONLY thing that could have made her sick! All the veterinarians agreed with us that this was the case!

Betsy Farms Natural Chicken Jerky,
Dingo Chip Mix

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

5 Years

Male

86 Pound

Acute renal failure

Owners have been giving the dog a variety of dog treats including some jerky treats. Some of the treats the owner has been giving over several years duration.

(b)(6) a previously healthy male neutered canine, presented after long-term consumption of recalled "Waggin Train" Chicken Jerky Treats and "Cadet" Duck and/or Sweet Potato Treats purchased from Costco for vomiting and not eating. On preliminary bloodwork his creatinine was 6.
After contacting Vet LIRN our office was requested to submit a complaint on above case.
If any further product information is required the owner has submitted their Costco club card for tracking the purchase of recalled treats over the course of several years. Club card number:

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog

Cattle Dog - Australian
(blue heeler, red
heeler, Queensland
cattledog)

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Poodle - Medium size

Cadet Jerky Treats (Duck)

Dog

WholeCarePet. Triple-flavor Chews.
Pork hide Premium Chicken Jerky and
beef Hide

Age

Age
UOM
10 Months

Gender

Weight
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Weight
UOM
53 Pound

Description

Female

4 Years

Male

13 Pound

I gave my dog 2 chicken jerky treats over several hours on Feb. 22nd and he became ill. On the 24th of February at 8:00 am when the Vet opened I called(b)(6) and he immediatley put (b)(6) on IVs as he was dehydrated.. The Vet did the blood work and his white blood count was 1.9. Over several days we kept him on IV and antibiotics and
rymadel. The vet told me over the whole period there was no way that (b)(6) would survive. His white count was to low. The Vet thought at first it was leukemia cancer as it came on so quickly. After the 3 days of IVs (b)(6) started to feel better. . My Vet has every thing documented The Name of the clinic is (b)(6) His telephone# is 4(b)(6). I have
the product. Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky 48 oz bag with the ingredients inside. Distrubited by Globalinx Pet LLC Newport beach Ca 92660 Telephone # 888-565-7387 Best Used by 12-27-2014 lot # WPKPCK038167 I have the package here at my house and the Vet Bill of $1800.00 with the vet having all the blood work that was done over the month.
This was a very upsetting time and I sat there every day with my dog as he is my precious animal. Please help. I will do anything to comply and get these jerky treats off the market so they do not kill another animal. Mine was to close to death. I will wait patiently to help in any manner necessary. Carry On- and help us .

Collie - Border

4 Years

Male

56.5 Pound

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

8 Weeks

Male

4.17 Pound

Owner purchased puppy a week ago. Was doing fine, was current on vaccines. Started (b)(6)/14 to act sick. Better on Friday. Saturday had both vomiting and diarrhea. Brought puppy to clinic on Monday a.m. Parvo test neg. Treated with SQ fluids and Cerinia, bland diet. Mildly dehydrated. Owner reports puppy started to act restless in cage early
today. Picked puppy up and died as owner was holding him.

Milo's Kitchen home-style dog treats

Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

5 Years

Female

15.4 Pound

Patient developed excessive thirst and urination with leaking large amount of urine at rest. Blood tests showed elevated serum calcium levels and high normal levels of serum phosphorus, potassium, sodium, and albumin. Red blood cell count and hemoglobin were elevated. White blood cell count was normal. Urinalysis showed a very dilute
urine with no overt abnormalities in the sediment. The only change made per the owner was changing treats given to Milo's Kitchen home-style dog treats. Sample given by owner has best used by date of 1/13/14 and serial # 2203HV A.

JERKY TREATS (made in China)

Dog

Chihuahua

7 Years

Male

7 Pound

Purina Waggin Train Smoky Jerky
Snacks

Dog

Greyhound

3 Years

Male

20 Pound

We recent introduced Waggin Train Jerky Treats (chicken) (hereafter referred to as "Jerky") to our dog. We noticed that within 30 minutes of being given Jerky, she vomits. We stopped giving her Jerky and she no longer vomitted. We waited about a week and tried again. She again proceeded to vomit 30 minutes after consuming a Jerky.

Pet was eating Cadet Jerky treats (duck) and came in for routine bloodwork. Also Eating Evo grain free Turkey and chicken small bites. FIrst bloodwork revealed azotemia: BUN 33/2.1, rechecked at 23/Creat 1.6, USG 1.047 with no protein or glucose.
Recheck bloodwork when both stopped was normal.BUN 13/ Creat 1.1

I had been giving my dog, what I thought was the best product, meat rather than grain treats. My dog developed weeping eyes and a rash on his face. The vet could find nothing wrong with the dog, but provided eye drops and steroids. I realized that the eye problem and rash developed after I'd been buying the chicken jerky treats. I stopped the
treats and the symptoms disappeared.
Purchased Waggin Train Smoky Jerky snacks and gave 1/2 a treat to the dog reporting on, and 1 whole treat to the dog not reporting on. Shortly after the dog reporting on began throwing up. There was grass mixed in with the vomit and the dog didn't feel well for several hours.
This dog has been known to have seizures, however with seizures he has never vomited. He appeared to have stomach issues and it happened to be after eating this treat. I then looked up the treat online and found that there have been issues with other dogs, but the company apparently revamped the product making it safer. Decided to file a
report in case others have the same issue.

Breathies Chicken Breast with Mint and Dog
Parsley
American Jerky Finest American
Dog
Chicken
Chicken Sweet Potato Medallions for
dogs.

Collie - Border

4 Years

Female

40 Pound

Owner purchased a chicken dental treat and fed to dog in February. Within a 1-2 weeks pet became ill with diarrhea and was diagnosed with severe renal disease. Pet is currently still alive but is not responding to treatment and prognosis is grave.

Corgi - Welsh
Pembroke

11 Years

Female

28 Pound

This is not the first incident with no artificial preservative treats made in the USA.
I gave her one treat, 2 hours later she is listless, has been eating grass and vomiting diarreah. I know from the last time that she won't eat for another 2 days. I tried it again, not sure of what the problem was. Now I'm certain.

Cadet Chicken Strips for Dogs

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

8 Years

Female

authority chewy dog treats chicken
jerky

Dog

Bichon Frise

7 Years

Male

7 Pound
14 Pound

Milo's Chicken Jerky Treat made in the
USA

Both dogs got diarrhea, increased water consumption and increased urination after giving them the chicken strips.
On (b)(6)/2014 we started giving him new chicken ferky. The brand name is Authority Chewy Dog Treats.Made Thailand. One strip of the treat was given every day after his last meal of the day. On(b)(6)/2014 he started leaving half of his food in his dish. He started laying around and his daily activities started diminishing. His eyes started looking
funnY.All of this happed within three days after he started eating the treats.We took him to our vet on (b)(6)/2014 and he was given a blood test. The test revealed that his catalyst dx levels were high and his snap 4dx indicated lyme. The doctor recommented hospitalization for further test on his kidneys. His condition quickly got worse, he was
blind and had trouble walking.We brought him home and we was euthanized at the vets on (b)(6)/2014
I purchased the Milo Chicken Jerky treats made in the U.S.A. for the first time since the original one was recalled. I gave it to my dog and my dog vomited. I wasn't sure if it was the treats so I waited a couple of days and gave him another one - he did the same thing - he vomited. I decided I was returning them back to Target in (b)(6), Ohio so I put
them on my dining room table. Low and behold, my fiancé who I didn't tell what happened, called me and said he gave my dog the Milo treat and he vomited it up. I then told him I put them on the table because I was returning them back to the store because the same thing happened to me. What is the problem with these treats? Is it really
made in the USA? or is it some type of ingredient being used in the product? This is extremely upsetting that you don't know what to give your dog anymore. Whether it be USA or China there obviously is a problem here.

DREAM BONES

Dog

Chihuahua

3 Years

Happi Hippi Amercian Jerky Milo
Waggin tail

Dog

Chihuahua

21 Months

Male
Female

12 Pound
4 Pound

Blue Blue Bones Natural Dental Chews

Dog

STARTED GIVING (b)(6) DREAM BONES AFTER A FEW DAYS SEEMED LATHARGIC A FEW MORE DAYS HE WAS VERY ILL WOULD NOT GET OUT OF HIS BED HARDLY AT ALL. checked BAG OF DREAM BONES THEY WERE FROM CHINA. QUIT GIVING THEM TO HIM RIGHT AWAY WITHIN A FEW DAYS WAS FEELING BETTER A FEW MORE TOTALY FINE.
HAVE NOT HAD THE SAME ISSUE SINCE
(b)(6) died 3*6*14 after eating chicken jerky since I got her. She was tested for everything from our own vet and (b)(6) after 3 weeks of being in and out of vet/hospital she passed away with a feeding tube and IV. I wish I would have know about the toxan in the chicken jerky. I have reports from both and it stated toxan. She had kidney and liver
damaged.
A 21 month old should have not been put thru all the test and pain.

Shih Tzu

2 Years

Female

12 Pound

Hillside Farms Jerky Twists and Hillside Dog
Farms Munchy Bones

Terrier - Boston

7 Years

Female

25 Pound

We fed (b)(6) Blue Buffalo "Blue Bones"one bone per day for four days and she developed vomiting, increased urination, increased thirst, and weakness/lethargy. Taken to the vet and given IV fluids and blood work was taken along with urine sample. She did not improve after IV fluids and required hospitalization for IV fluids, monitoring. The
blood work showed an increasd BUN and creatinine, the urine showed dilute urine, and an abdomianl ultrsound showed a kidney abnormality.
My 7 year old healthy boston terrier was given Hillside Farms jerky twist treats and Hillside farms Munchy bones purchased at the 99cent store in (b)(6) CA. She had them regularly for approximately 2 months and immediately after having a number of these treats in a row had two seizures. The first a major one and then a second one 36 hours
later. She has since discontinued the treats and is fine. Her vet and i both suspect that the seizures were induced by these treats. She is otherwise healthy and all of her blood work and physical exam indicate no other subclinical disease.

Dingo Market Cuts Chicken Jerky

Dog

Shiba Inu

7.5 Years

Male

19 Pound

1. Presenting complaint:Polyuria/polydipsia with accidents in house
2. Isosthenuria, glucosuria on urinalysis (no proteinuria, urine culture was negative)
3. Chemistry: increased creatinine = 2.4mg/dL (0,5-1.6) normal BUN = 20mg/dL rest of Chem/CBC/T4 normal (including glucose)
4. Venous blood gas revealed mild metabolic acidosis - pH = 7.27, HCO3 = 16.6 mmol/L, BE = -10 mmol/L, PCO2 = 36.1 5.
5. Lepto titers negative
6. (b)(6) Genetics lab - urine test positive for Fanconi/Fanconi-like Syndrome

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Retriever - Golden

4.5 Years

Female

65 Pound

Owner purchased duck jerky treats and was giving the dogs one piece of jerky twice a day for three days. On the third day became lethargic and depressed with decreased appetite, then diarrhea progressed from semi-formed to HGE within a 24 hour period. Within the first 12hours, owner started on bland diet (hamburger/chicken with rice). I
examined 36 hours after the start of signs. Collected the package from the jerky with samples (frozen), blood, urine and feces. She was treated symptomatically with fluids with metocloperamide, metronidazole and ranitidine. She has responded well to treatment. Stools are semiformed 5 days later, but attitude has greatly improved.

She is currently fine, exhibiting no symptoms at present - one week later. Obviously we have discontinued these treats but will continue to monitor her.

Dingos

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky Treats,
Canyon Creek Ranch Chicken Jerky
Treats

After giving my dog the rawhide treats from China called Dingos, she started passing blood in her stool and got to where she could not control her kidneys. She had an insatiable want for water, and while drinking water, would lose control of her kidneys at the same time. We took her to four different vets to try to find out what was causing this
problem. We spent over $3000 on tests on her that weren't necessary just because of this treat! There is something in those things that get a pet addicted to them. She would just sit and stare at the cabinet where I kept them stored. She went from a beautiful healthy playful dog to one that could not control her bodily functions her tummy
became all swollen and bloated, and her hair started falling out in clumps. This all happened in just a matter of months! We ended up having to put her down because her health was deteriorating so rapidly and no one could figure out what the cause was. In my heart I feel it was these treats because she was a beautiful healthy dog before she
got them. I feel like it is my call in life now to spread the word about these deadly treats. Anytime I see someone looking at them in the grocery store I let them know what happened to my dog because of them. I tried to pass the word to everyone I see and know about these things. Laws should be passed for bidding the import and sale of these
poisonous treats! Please, please stop letting them kill our beloved pets. These are like our family members and so many people are unaware of the dangers of these things

Dog

Spitz - American
Eskimo Dog

5 Years

Male

19 Pound

We were feeding both Milo's Kitchen and Canyon Creek Ranch treats for about 1.5 years, then started noticing that one dog was throwing up, and has consistent diarrhea (our dachshund). We noticed that(b)(6), who never defactes in the house, was having 3-4 diarrhea event per day, all of which were accompanied by blood. He was unable to
hold it during the day, and was messing all over himself 3-4 times a day. We researched food recalls, and saw that both treat brands were being recalled. We had 1 bag of each open at the time, and had been feeding interchangeably. We threw away the treats, and both dogs were back to normal within a week or so.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Premium Pork Chomps Brand Chicken
Flavor Wrapped Rawhide Free

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

15 Years

Female

33 Pound

We bought the Pork Chomps as a Christmas treat for our dog. We gave her one over Christmas and shortly after that, she became a little lethargic. But we did not make the connection, because it is an old dog. Then in the middle of January we gave her 2 more treats and she became very sick. We saw the vet several times, but she started to
slowly recover on her own after being very sick for 3 weeks.

Authority Chewy Dog Treats Chicken
Jerky
Waggin' Train Jerky Treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

17 Months

Female

55 Pound

Dog

Chinese Crested Dog ¿
Hairless

2 Years

Male

10 Pound

After a few days of consuming Chicken Jerky Dog Treats by Authority, she began vomiting repeatedly for several days. After not having these treats for a few days, she improved and the vomiting stopped. Then when the treats were given again, vomiting resumed. She also lost her appetite during this time. After visiting the vet, discontinuing
these treats completely and given her anti-naseau medication, her appetite is back and she has not vomited a week later. We do not know if she has any long-term damage. No blood or urine tests were done by the vet and they never asked if she had eaten any jerky treats.
My now deceased Chinese Crested dog (b)(6) developed kidney failure unexpectedly after having eaten Waggin' Train chicken jerky treats and other brands containing chicken likely sourced from China daily for about one year. He lost his appetite, though his thirst and urination increased greatly. He became very thin and it was difficult to get him
to eat. He became anemic as part of his kidney failure and had to be hospitalized for blood transfusions and fluids to regain some strength for a temporary period. But his kidney failure was already so advanced by the time it was discovered that he could not be saved. I administered subcutaneous fluids daily for four months to keep him hydrated
and kept him comfortable with heating pads before he had to be euthanized. The day he was euthanized, he was having difficulty breathing because the fluids that were part of his treatment entered his lungs and removal would have killed him anyway. He was only 2 years old
and had no health problems prior to this. His siblings and parents also had no problems, according to his breeder. However, my other dog of the same breed received the same treats and had no reactions. Please note that the dates given for when the problem started and the date of death are approximate.

Vitalife Duck Tenders Dog Treats,
Vitalife Chicken Tenders
Wagon Train

Dog

Chihuahua

7 Years

Male

2.5 Kilogram

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

7 Years

Male

Kingdom Foods Duck strips sold by
Costco

Dog

Other Canine/dog

4 Years

Female

75 Pound

threw away

Dog

Terrier - Yorkshire

5 Years

Male

16 Pound

12 Years

Male

12 Pound

Catswell Vitakitty Chicken Breast Treats Cat
with Flaxseed and Vitamins

Domestic (unspecified)

Age

Age UOM Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM

Page 95 of 106

8 Pound

Description

Dogs were eating jerky treats regularly. Owner fed a boiled ham bone to the 2 dogs on Jan 8. At this time the dogs were normal. (b)(6) vomited the next morning, other dog was fine. (b)(6) presented at about 2 in the afternoon with no clinical signs of dehydration or sepsis. He had a tiny bit of diarrhea but owner felt he was improving. He was
given fluids and antibiotics. His diarrhea worsened and he died at approximately 6 am Jan 10. There was severe acute hemmorhagic enterocoloitis. Multiple tests were done to rule out parvo salmonella campylobacter parasitism Ecoli etc. The only positive findings were clostridial enterotoxins.
After eating the chicken jerky treat, (b)(6) developed a bloated belly. We took him to the emergency room and they checked him for an intestinal blockage, which came out negative. We took him to his regular vet the next day and they ran blood work and did a biopsy. (b)(6) also started to walk around in a blank haze. The veterinarian diagnosed
him with hepatic encephalitis not caused by portal stents. Therefore, it wasn't caused by a congenital problem. They put him on three different medications along with a strict liver diet.
Pure bred Bouvier de Flanders in excellent health. The dog was fed Costco Duck Strips from Kingdom Foods. Shortly there after e dog had urinary and bowel problems and was taken to the vet. The dog died between Christmas and New Years 2013. She is the littermate of (b)(6) who also was sick but recovered. We have 4 dogs that were given
Kingdom Duck strips from Costco. Three of them have died in the last 8 months. (b)(6) a lab mix died in September 2013, (b)(6) a pure bred Bouvier de Flanders died in December 2013 and (b)(6) a setter mix died in March 2014. All had similar gastrointestinal symptoms and lethargy and all were treated by various Vets without success,
Dog had distress, kept pacing and panting. Would not eat, sat and stared at wall when offered food. Did not want to be touched or bothered.(normally very playful)Took him to our vet who did bloodwork, xrays, ultrasound. She believed it to be stomach or something he had eaten. He was given intervenous for fluids because of dehydration, pain
med and antibiotics$1500.00 worth of test and meds with no diagnosis. Even had special test for pancreatitis which it wasn't. We believe it could have been from jerky treats with rawhide jerkywrapped sweet potato from Chine.
I received a coupon for a free bag of Catswell treats. I picked up a bag, and offered my seven cats each a treat. Everyone of them turned it down except (b)(6) who ate half of them. He had 3-4 pieces. shortly afterwards he started peeing in the tub, he then started peeing blood. He has been to the vet a half dozen times in the last year, due to
issues with his bladder. He has also blocked resulting in emergency visits twice, costing us several thousand dollars.
I am most disturbed by the fact that these treats, while they do say they are made in china do so in the smallest of white fonts on a bright yellow background so it is very very easy to overlook.

Dingo Market Cuts

I fed my dog a chicken jerky treat and within 3 hours she was acting lethargic. The next morning 14 hours later she acted like she was going to throw up drool coming from her mouth. I took her outside and she did vomit and again within 15 minutes she vomited again. I checked to see what was making her sick and found small pieces of the
jerking treat.
She spent most of the day sleeping on her bed and this morning she seems back to her self wanting to play.

Beefeaters Sweet Potato Snacks for
Dogs
Triple-Flavor bones

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8.5 Years

Male

16.8 Pound

Dog

Beagle

8 Years

Female

20 Pound

Pet Shoppe Duck Jerky Premium Duck
Dog Treats
Walmart jerky treats
Beefeaters chicken chips
Dogswell Happy Hips

Dog

Pekingese

3 Years

Female

18 Pound

Dog
Dog
Dog

Borzoi
Mixed (Dog)
Terrier - Yorkshire

3 Years
12 Months
7 Years

Male
Male
Male

85 Pound
57 Pound
18 Pound

Wagon Treat jerky strips (chicken)

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

12 Years

Male

57 Pound

none

Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

1 Years

Unknown

Duck treats

Dog

Retriever (unspecified)

9 Years

Male

60 Pound

Concerned consumer. Although my pets have not been affected at all, I will not feed them any food or treat products that contain chicken or fowl that has been imported from China. Has the FDA considered any possibility of a bird flu strain from contaminated fowl being mixed into healthy fowl processed for pet food? As with poor lead paint
control, is China 100% effective at destroying bird flu contaminated chicken and such or can some be getting missed and mixed into the pet foods for our pets. One contaminated bird for every thousand processed could be causing the sporadic findings. Please consider this possibility.
(b)(6) had thin strips of duck meat, like a slim Jim purchased at Costco and made in China. One night he disappeared next door and my husband found him under some bushes acting lethargic and could not get up. My husband carried him home where he took his last breath and died.

Beefeaters Sweet Potato
100% Natural Quackers. 100% Natural
breast of duck.
Top Chews Chicken Jerky Fillets

Dog
Dog

Mixed (Dog)
Maltese

5 Years

Female

4.6 Pound

Noticed increased thirst & urination - shaking.
Increased thirst/urination. Urine had glucose, normal blood glucose but azotemia observed (creatinine 3.2). Urine culture negative

Dog

5 Pound

Mixed (Dog)

10 Years

Female

68 Pound

Healthfuls Wholesome Treats for Dogs Dog
(Chicken Tenders)

Ridgeback - Rhodesian

13 Years

Female

62 Pound

DOGSWELL HAPPY HIPS SALMON JERKY Dog
Made in China
Distributed by Arthur Dosgswell LCC

Mixed (Dog)

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Grillers
Meijer Chicken Jerky Treats
Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats

Dog
Dog
Dog

Pinscher - Miniature
Shih Tzu
Chihuahua

VitaLife Chicken tenders

Dog

Shih Tzu

5 Years

Male

14 Pound

Petshoppe Chicken Jerky Premium
Chicken Dog Treats
Purina chicken filet trail treats

Dog

Maltese

4 Years

Male

14.6 Pound

Dog

Poodle - Toy

7 Years

Female

11.7 Pound

dogswell vitality chicken breast with
Dog
flaxseed and vitamins
Colorado Naturals Chicken Jerky Treats Dog
Waggin' Train 22-oz Chicken Jerky
Tenders Dog Treats

Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier
Corgi - Welsh
Pembroke
Collie - Border

Masters best friend all natural duck
jerky
Jerky treats duck flavored

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

9 Months

10 Years
39 Months

Male

Male
Male
Female

49.6 Pound

9 Pound
5.5 Pound

11 Years

Male

24 Pound

15 Years

Male

31.2 Pound

6 Years

Acute Renal Insufficiency, Pyelonephritis with Secondary Urinary Tract Infection
(b)(6) had loose stools for two days before she began passing blood and mucus as well. When the blood apeared I took her to the vet, who recommended 2 doses of immodium over the next two days. The stool solidified a bit moremore but the blood did not stop, so my vet perscribed Metronidazole and told me to give her doses until the stool
returned to normal. I did so, but two days later, the blood reappeared. The vet recommended I give her the remaining pills, which finally seemed to do the trick. The entire time, she seemed very incomfortable and slept a lot. This all started two says after i fed her two chicken jerky snacks.
I have been giving my dog duck and chicken jerky treats made in China, name brand is Pet Shoppe. She has not been eatting, all she does is sleep, she vomits, she will only play for like 5 minutes when she does play. I am very concerned about this. I have just thrown all her treats away made in China. She has bouts of diarrhea and I couldn't figure
out what was wrong, until I read the report on the treats.
(b)(6) was being matched with his veteran (he was trained as a psychiatric service dog) 3 days into the match on a 2 hour trip to town he started showing signs of being poisoned. His rear legs started dragging, he was lethargic and not orients. They turned around but he died within 20 minutes.
pancreatitis, dehydration, fever, vomiting, diarrhea and C-Diff
Dog was regularly given Happy Hips Chicken Jerky by Dogswell. Dog developed symptoms of pancreatitis and other unspecifided gastro intestinal symptoms. According to the vet his bloodwork suggested he should have been in more serious condition than he was, even so he had to stay overnight at the vet on two occasions for observation and
fluids. Luckily he eventually recovered and appears to be back to normal. This cost us several thousands of dollars in vet fees not to mention quite a bit of emotional distress.
Healthy pet of 12 years who suddenly developed health issues. I had bought 4 bags of wagon train chicken jerky treats at a Family Dollar and gave him 2-3 per day. He normally eats another brand but they were out of them. In less than two weeks he couldn't control his bowels and vomited a lot. Took him to local vet in (b)(6)MD and was told his
kidneys were at 15% operational level. He died two weeks later. Knew about the recall and vet stated that could have caused it. Didn't pursue matter cause I'm just the "little guy" with no voice. Didn't realize at the time it affected so many other pets. Total vet bill was over $1200 but I would have spent $100000 to keep (b)(6) alive. Just too late.

There were 3 incidents involving Top Chews Chicken Jerky Treats. Approximately 12-24 hours after ingesting one of these treats, (b)(6) came down with diarrhea mixed with blood and mucous. The most recent event happened on 3/21/14 and necessitated veterinary intervention. Today, another dog of mine, (b)(6) came down with the same
symptoms after being fed one of these treats last night.
As a special treat, I bought Healthfuls Wholesome Treats for Dogs (chicken tenders) on 3-23-2014, thinking that the problems associated with jerkey treats had resolved. She has probably had six of the strips over the last two days. She has had two bouts of liquid diarrhea today that I've observed, so I've witheld the strips (none today 3-25.) She
also is drinking more water. This is her second adverse reaction to chicken strips, the first being on 9-29-2012 (Waggin Train Jerkey Tenders). On that date, I took her to a veterinary hospital with a swollen face/eyes. Swelling of her face with large welts happened a second time before I stopped giving her the chicken treats. Again, I expected
problems with this product to be resolved by this time.
Dog ingested product and went into acute renal failure approximately 5-10 days later. He was admitted to the Critical Care Service and was hospitalized in the ICU for 11 days. He received hemodialysis, fluid diuresis/therapy, and supportive care.

(b)(6) was given Milo's Kitchen jerky treats and started showing symptoms; loss of appetite, weight loss, severe indigestion, anorexia, lethargy, diarrhea, pancreatitis. Vet records available upon request.
Dog became very inactive and had decreased appetite. Also gastrointestinal issues, such as diarrhea.
We purchased Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats at Costco in January 2011. After feeding (b)(6) & (b)(6) the Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Treats in January 2011, in early February 2011 they both became sick, lethargic, non eating and taken to the vet. The vet, (b)(6) at the (b)(6) Animal Hospital in (b)(6), CA. (b)(6) was taken to a vet in (b)(6), CA,
where she died. (b)(6) became very ill and never recovered from her illness and died at the vet. Prior to This event (b)(6) received regular visits to the vet and blood tests to ensure a healthy pet. There were no other changes in food for both dogs. Shortly after the death of both dogs, I was told about a class action lawsuit involving these treats. I
did not know I was to contact the FDA regarding this incident, but the law firm was contacted and told about this incident. (b)(6) believes the treats were the cause of the deaths of (b)(6) and (b)(6).
Pet presented for chronic vomiting that was increasing in frequency. Pet had lost a lot of weight,was drinking a lot of water,lethargic,and had a decreased appetite. Bloodwork and Urinalysis revealed severe renal failure. Owners had been feeding chicken jerky treats for months. Initially,it was one of the brands on the recalled list. Most
recently,Chicken Tenders by VitaLife made in Thailand. www.vitalifemadewithlove.com. (877)646-8621. batch # 8130903. Pet was hospitalized overnight. Owners decided to euthanize the next day due to declining status but pet died during discussion.
The pet had bouts of diarrhea that seemed to resolve. Upon the pet coming in for a dental the presurgical blood screen showed azotemia and low urine specific gravity and hypercalcemia. The pet has been on IV fluids for 3 days and the azotemia is improving but the hypercalcemia is staying the same in the face of aggressive IV fluids.
The dog developed polyuria/polydipsia after the owner started giving her dogs Purina chicken jerky treats made in China. Bloodwork (CBC/Chem) and urinalysis were performed and showed the dog had developed Fanconi syndrome. Lab results showed a normal serum glucose with 3+ glucose in urine, a very regenerative anemia, and an elevated
serum Creatinine (2.3). Once the new treats were stopped the dogs clinical signs all resolved.
I gave my dog the vitality chicken breast dog treats . shortly thereafter he developed a terrible cough and I just thought he had a cold. He then develop d problem with his ears.....I took him to (b)(6) animal hospital and they treated him for his ears....At that time they told me he suddenly had a heart murmur.....he was perfectly healthy. after a
few months..someone asked me at work if I had heard about a recall of certain pet treats made by Dogswell...I had not.....I became very very concerned. Today, (b)(6) at 7:15 AM my beloved dog (b)(6) died at my feet..... I am devastated. He was like a child to me.
Acute onset vomiting and weakness.

Female

72 Pound

While shopping at Walmart in (b)(6) TN on 3/6/14 I noticed that the Waggin' Train 22-oz Chicken Jerky Treats for Dogs was back on the market. (b)(6) likes her chicken jerky, so I purchased two bags. On 3/7/14 I began giving her 1/2 a treat about 5 times a day. By 3/11/14, (b)(6) was very lethargic and didn't want to get up. Her eyes were dull and
she didn't want to eat. Also, her breathing seemed more rapid and a bit labored. I was picking up her poop from the backyard and noticed that her stools were loose. I analyzed what might be happening and identified the only change in her diet as the inclusion of the Waggin' Train treats. So, I stopped them. Within 24 hours, (b)(6) perked up; her
appetite improved; her eyes sparkled; and she was enjoying her walks once again. I cannot conclusively say that the treats caused her illness but it just seems much too coincidental.

10 Years

Male

75 Pound

two hours after eating the product pet became lethargic,deep breathing, anorexic, and muscle twitching. CBC was wnl with the exceptions of low platlets(115000), 2.93 monocytes, and low eos 0.01. Chem panel was normal with only ALKP up at 275. UA ph 8,leu 25, pro 30, glu-neg, ket-neg,ubg 1, bil 3,bld 50, and s.g. 1.020.

12 Years

Male

50 Pound

Gave jerky treats for few days, (b)(6) started to develop sores on ears and feet, thought it was cold exposure but then sluggish behavior, no appetite, breathing heavy, took to vet, only elevated results was liver enzymes and temp. Put on antibiotics, got worse, falling over and more weight loss, put on steroid and started to improve, now back to
normal behavior and weight. Ears are healing and no sores on feet. Eating normal food again and playing

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast 2.5 Lb
value pack

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

9 Years

Male

50 Pound

Unexplained illness, approximately one day. Violent, voluminous, and repeated vomiting where vomitus (after all food had been vomited) tured to a clear, frothy liquid and seemed to contain little flecks of stomach tissue flecked with blood. This continued for several hours. This event is the only time we have had to contain our dog in the
bathroom overnight because of the duration of vomiting.
This occurred a couple months ago and I can't recall whether he had drunk a lot of water first but given the amount of vomit, it seems likely. I am prompted to write after reading CDC's Epi-X posting about the just-announced Epi-Aid to investigate this problem and I thought - hey, that might be what happened to my dog! When he got sick, we
really scratched our heads because he always eats the same dog food and has 2-3 duck breast jerky strips as his treat each night and nothing had varied. He rarely 'gets into things' and we couldn't think of anything that could have made him sick. Also, I have always felt a little wary of Chinese dog products.
The date below is approximate (probably +/- 1 month).

Ol' Roy Jerky Treats

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

8 Years

Male

74 Pound

Pointer (unspecified)

8 Months

Female

40 Pound

Feb.6, started giving him Ol'Roy jerky treats, less than a week he was sick. Vomiting, not eating, drinking lots of water... finally progressed to eating or drinking nothing, vomiting blood, dark and bright red blood. Took him to vet. Monday March 3. Major system failure, major organs affected, from which he was not going to recover. Put him to
sleep. Dug a hole in frozen ground and buried my, and my children's best friend.
Dog was given a new treat prior to being placed in creat for the night. When we woke we found that there was a very large amount of vomit and diarrhea.

DINGO Chip Mix Chicken in the Middle Dog

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM
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Description

We were unsure as to whether it was the treat or not therefefore she was given another one 48 hours later with same result.
For the remainder of that day she would not eat breakfast, only ate 1/2 her normal evening meal, was less active and her bowel movements were between loose and diarrhea. In the meantime we are monitoring her.
We will be notifying the distibutor as they were manufactured in CHINA......if no response then we will return them to teh store where they were purchased (b)(6)
Dogswell Happy Hips Duck Breast
Milos Kitchen Steak Grillers
chewmasters celebrity chicken strips ,
vitalife chicken chips
Rogue River Naturals 100% Natural
Chicken Jerky Treats For Dogs
petshoppe chicken drumsticks
Beefeaters Chicken Jerky Natural Dog
Treats

Dog
Dog
Dog

Retriever - Golden
Chihuahua
Chihuahua

11 Years
4 Years
1 Years

Female
Female
Female

86 Pound
11 Pound
2 Kilogram

Dog

Shih Tzu

4 Years

Female

16 Pound

Dog

Unknown

2 Years

Male

46 Pound

See above
(b)(6) got sick quickly then died. Owners had been giving her Milos Kitchen treats.
owner fed two types of treats and afterwards the dog seemed to deteriorate with blood in urine and then ultimately also ended up going into autoimmune hemolytic anemia which owner had reported this was the only thing that was new to the house ..presented initially to regular vet clinic for blood in urine which then was referred to
emergency vet which as night progressed went into autoimmune hemolytic anemia but the anemia was severe and quick and ultimately owner elected etuh due to requirement of transfusion being required along with a guarded prognosis due to speed of onset
Received the treats as a gift in August 2013. They have been unopened in a hall closet since then. I decided to give the dogs a new treat, and pulled out the package, to find a bright yellow/'spring green' colored mold/film covering most of the portion of chicken visible through the package window. I did not open the pouch.
(b)(6) had acute vomiting with blood the night before her death ((b)(6)/13). The next morning her owner ((b)(6)) found (b)(6) deceased in her bed with apparent hemorrhaging. Owner also said newspaper by (b)(6) bed was covered with dark red/black watery substance. Owner feels (b)(6) death was caused by some chicken leg jerky treats she had
been feeding (b)(6)
Purchased Beefeaters Chicken Jerky Natural Dog Treats on 2/22/14. Fed my dog one treat that evening. On 2/23 he did not empty his bowl at breakfast or dinner like usual, and slept more than usual.
Throughout the next week his eating habits returned, and he seemed more energetic at times. At other times he would not eat all his food, or not eat at all until the evening, and was sleeping all day long. I started to suspect the treats. After a normal day of activity and eating on 3/2, I gave him one more treat on 3/3, experimentally, out of my 3
lb. bag of Jerky treats. Sure enough, he slept all day on 3/4, without eating, and had to be carried outside when I had to leave the house that evening. When I returned 2 hours later, he still hadn't touched his food. He finally ate at about 8:00 PM after I stirred and heated his food.
Today, 3/5/14, (b)(6) got up at around 1:00PM and ate most of his food. I'll see how he does tonight and update this description.

100% Natural Quackers

Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier

10 Years

Male

23.2 Pound

Pet stopped coughing but became profoundly polydipsic and polyuric. Furosemide was tapered and discontinued. A urinalysis was performed and followup CBC, Chemistry, T4. Blood tests were all normal but urine was isosthenuric and glucosuric despite normal blood glucose levels. Urinalysis was repeated on 2/27/2014 and glucosuria was
persistent and now significant proteinuria with a UP/C of 0.9 and dog still PU/PD. The urine was cultured and no bacterial growth found. I suspected a Fanconi-like syndrome and questioned the owner about diet. He has been on a homecooked pork and lentil diet for months and duck jerky treats daily from out local pet store.

Jerky Time Chicken Jerky, Dream Bone Dog
Dream Fillets Sweet Potato and
Chicken, Dream Bone, Good n fun triple
flavor
Prioritykabobs
Chicken Breast Tenders, Plato Dog
Pet Treats

Terrier (unspecified)

4 Years

Female

11.9 Pound

Routine early detection screen uncovered high Creatinine of 1.7 with urine sp. gr 1.047, 1+ protein and 2+ glucose with blood glucose of 95. Dog is asymptomatic. Labs 2 years ago were normal

Shih Tzu

4 Years

Female

15.2 Pound

Pet presented 2/17/14 with signs of anorexia and lethargy for one week. Complete anorexia for 48 hours. Vomited twice in 24 hours prior to presentation. Bloodwork showed mild hypophosphatemia and hypokalemia. Urinalysis showed glucosuria and proteinuria. Urine culture and leptospirosis titers were negative. The owner reported feeding
her dog chicken jerky treats frequently. The most recent batch she had fed at the time of illness were Priority Chicken Breast Tenders prepared for Lucerne Foods Calgary Alberta with phone number on package of 866-578-4395. The dog has improved with discontinuation of treats and with a brief period of supportive care with appetite
stimulants, fluids, and amoxicillin while we awaited leptospirosis test results. She still has glucosuria and proteinuria, and has developed mild azotemia but is clinically resolved with an excellent appetite and energy level 2 weeks from the time of initial presentation.

Milo's Kitchen Homestyle Chicken and
Meatball Dog Treats

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Female

49.7 Pound

Pet was given Milo's Kitchen Homestyle Chicken and meatball treats on 2/27/14. By morning of 2/28/14 she was deathly ill. Was rushed to the veterinary clinic and was lethargic, vomiting, bloody diarrhea, low temperature of 98 degrees, breathing hard and cold, pale gums. CBC/panel showed high RBC's, HCT, MCHC, PHOS,TP,GLOB,GGT and LIPA.
ALT (SGPT) also extremely high. She was immediately treated for possible Salmonella poisoning caused by the Milo's Kitchen Homestyle Chicken and meatball treats LOT #79100-50890 with IV fluids, Two injections of antibiotics (IV Penicillin and SQ Baytril), x-rays and was monitored by the vet throughout the day. She responded quickly to
treatment and rebounded quickly. I picked her up from the vet's office at 6:30 PM 2/28. She is being treated with oral Cipro 1000 mg per day as are the other 4 dogs who were exposed to these treats. She was given the most amount of treats as compared to the other dogs that ate them. Vet bill = $685.74.

PCI Brand: Chicken Breast Tenders

Dog

Other Canine/dog

Authority Chicken Jerky Chewy Dog
Treats

Dog

Terrier - Airedale

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast

Dog

Chihuahua

Dream Bones

Dog

Boxer (German Boxer)

4 Years

Wagon Trail Jerky treats

Dog

Pug

5 Years

Female

3.5 Years

Male

65 Pound

Our dog (b)(6) has had the same diet for two years. The only variable we changed was adding the PCI Brand: Chicken Breast Tenders. He has had diarrhea and had blood in his vomit. We stopped giving him the treats and saved the bag. Once the vet's opens in the morning we will be taking him.

7 Years

Female

70 Pound

I bought Authority Chewy Chicken Jerky at Petsmart in January and gave some to our dog. A day or so later she developed some mucousy stools with blood in them. When she didn't get better after a few days I took her to the vet. The vet said it was probably something she ate or something she scarfed up on a walk and didn't say anything about
the new treats even though I told her about them but I've never seen the treats in our town (I got them in another town - (b)(6) -- an hour away.) I updated her shots at that time. (b)(6) recovered about a week later. I never gave her the treats after that and forgot we had them. A couple days ago my husband found them and gave her two and
now she is having the same symptoms of bloody mucous stools, plus vomiting, drinking loads of water and having to go out to pee more often. She has not been on any walks in over a week so we know that she didn't pick up something outside the house. (She is always on a leash when she goes outside as our yard isn't fenced.) The treats are
going into the garbage. I hope she recovers again but right now she is feeling really punky (bad).

4.5 Years

Female

13.7 Kilogram

Pt vomited several times over the course of 2-3 weeks. O reports that there appeared to be blood clots in the vomit, along with red/pink-tinged foam. The pet was also receiving Blue Buffalo Puppy food; milk bones, no human food and no other snacks.

Male

175 Pound

After giving my Boxer these bones he gets very sick, within 24 hrs, walks around acting very strange looking out in space, throwing up. I notice after reading the package these are made in China. Have read on various sites about others having the same problems. These need to be removed from the market.

16 Pound

Patient became very lethargic. Patient wasnt eating or drinking, and had not had a bowel movement in 2 days. Patient was also vomiting frequently.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Purina Waggin Train Jerky Duos

Dog

Shih Tzu

Age

Age
UOM
9 Years

Gender
Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
11 Pound
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Description
Dear Sir or MadamBy way of introduction, my name is (b)(6) and I am a pet owner from (b)(6) NJ.
My dog (b)(6) died unexpectedly Saturday 24 hours after consuming a Purina Waggin Trail Pet Treat Friday afternoon.
(b)(6) was 9 years old, 11 lbs and in very good health prior to consuming the pet treat and the morning before death her activity level was normal (stairs, input/outputs nl, no signs of pulmonary congestion ¿ eg cough) and had no congenital heart defect or co-morbidities (other than a well monitored asymptomatic MVP) and received regular
wellness visits and checkups and was treated with Frontline and Heartguard Monthly. She presented Sat AM to the Vet with labored breathing and the initial r/o was partial airway obstruction/gastritis but post CXR was cardiac as the CXR demonstrated a CHF presentation with cardiomegaly, pulmonary congestion, etc. and vet said to r/o
chordinae tendane. Her labs showed increased ALT (169) and decreased AMYL (177). The vet was shocked at how fast she decompensated¿she went from a working diagnosis of airway obstruction/gastritis to acute cardiac to offering me the option of ¿putting (b)(6) to sleep¿ within an hour and rushing me out the the Pet Hospital in (b)(6)
I am not convinced her death was coincidental¿this was the first time the Purina treat was introduced and my other Shih Tzu did not consume it¿in fact he found it repugnant! Unfortunately (b)(6) did and 3 hours later (6pm Friday afternoon) I found her sitting in vomit, lethargic and suspected she had an allergic reaction to the treat. I gave her 5
mg of diphenhydramine as I had in the past and she calmed down; however by 11 pm she was breathing heavily so I gave her the heimleich thinking she had a partial airway obstrution from the treat and she seemed to improve. She was still ambulating (albeit slowly) and went to the water bowl to drink some H2O, more than usual. I put her to be
with her littermate (b)(6) (male shih) and went to check on her thoughrout the night. She seemed more lethargic and breathing more heavily (no cough) and I called the vet at 8 am. As stated above, she decompensated quickly from there and progressed to arresting in my arms and upon arrival to the Animal Hospital was unresponsive to CPR and
pronounced DOA.
I called Purina. They assured me the product was safe and produced in the USA using new Quality Assurance processes and chicken not sourced from China. Sadly, I was not aware of the 2013 Q4 recall and they assured me that the product I purchased was safe and produced Jan 2014 and newly placed on the shelves. They ran the lot and batch
and said there were no other consumer reports or complaints. I told them I thought it was too early to see a signal from the field as the product was newly released to the public. I called my local Shop Rite and they were going to follow up with Purina and confirmed from running the UPC that I was the only purchaser of the product as it had just
been placed on the shelf that week.
I am greatly concerned about the safety of other dogs and my family is heartbroken.
I am reaching out to you today as (b)(6) body is with the (b)(6) NJ Animal Hospital. I would like to move forward with a necropsy, tox screen and full analysis of the Purina Product by an independent lab. I am planning to pay for these services myself and have reached out to the (b)(6) Vet Hospital for assistance and they are guiding me forward. I
also reached out to my state¿s (NJ) Division of Animal Health/Agriculture.
I apologize if I sound like a crazy woman from NJ! This was such a tragic, unexpected, violent progression to an untimely death that I am looking for answers. It may just be that (b)(6) died of natural causes; however, given my modicum of medical background and training¿I cannot be assured that her seemingly unnatural death was not secondary
to some poison she acutely came in contact with. I just need to investigate this a bit more so that my family and I may move on to closure.
Thank you in advance for your guidance and kind consideration.
(b)(6)

Dogswell Vitality chicken breast with
flaxseed and vitamins
Duck Jerky Premium duck dog treats

Dog
Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American
Shih Tzu

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Veggie Life. Happy hips with Chicken
and Sweet Potato

Dog

CHICK N' HIDE, Chicken Breast Tenders Dog

10 Years

Female

12.93 Kilogram

Owner purchased new Jerky treats within a week of seizure like activity which occurred on 2/22/14. Pet fell over, weak in back end, non-responsive to owner commands lasted only a few moments, no paddling or loss of conciousness.

7 Years

Male

24 Pound

PU/PD; Inappropriate urinations
Owner brought in-CBC/Panel & UA performed

Retriever - Labrador

9 Years

Male

74 Pound

My husband had been feeding (b)(6) duck breast treats purchased from Costco. (b)(6) and 2 other Mexican dogs ate the treats. We do not know the status of the other 2 dogs. (b)(6) has been ill since returning from Mexico with diarrhea and has been under treatment of a veterinarian. He still is not well and has diarrhea.

Shih Tzu

7 Years

Male

10.5 Pound

Terrier - Yorkshire

6 Years

Female

4 Pound

1/17/14: fed jerky treats in the morning (exact time unknown). Approximately 10A strange behavior was noted. Became ataxic and stiff. Eyes glazed over, consciousness unknown. No full clonic/tonic seizures or loss of bowel/bladder control, but description from owner suspicious of mild seizure. Physical exam was limited due to patient anxiety
(trying to bite). Bright, alert and quite fiesty. Mucous membranes pink. Normal PLRs. Observation of gait normal (no ataxia or incoordination). Normal CBC/Chemistry panel
Date: 1/29/14
History: (b)(6) presents for diarrhea since monday night. O says it has the appearance of dark brown "syrup". (b)(6) vomited twice yesterday consisting of yellow bile. (b)(6) has only eaten peas and carrots since yesterday. UTD on all vaccines. O noted that (b)(6) is becoming listless and will walk into rooms and just stare and sniff. (b)(6) is also
having a hard time sleeping. No toxins (b)(6) could have gotten into including exterior extermination ~2 weeks ago.
(b)(6) was hospitalized following dark tarry stool, vomiting, lethargy and anorexia. BW showed very high hematocrit and BUN, low normal TP, CPL was normal. She has passed small piles of mucoid dark orange pudding consistency stool during hospitalization. She has been eating well, very BAR, no vomiting overnight. She passed normal color
urine.
Exam:
Abdominal palpation--very tense, appears painful, no palpable abnormalities. Catheter leg and hydration status WNL.
: Hospitalized overnight for 2 day history of dark tarry stool, vomiting, inappetance, and lethargy. Diagnosed with HGE bsed on b/w results and clinical presentation. Did well overnight on IV fluids at 2x maintenance. Has not had any diarrhea since midnight. No vomited noted overnight. Has been eating small amount of i/d.

authority-chewy dog treats chicken
jerkey

Dog

Pointing Dog Hungarian Short-haired
(Vizsla)

9 Years

Male

64 Pound

admitted to vet hospital for routine dental prophy. Preanesthetic bloodwork showed increased bun, cr alt and alk phos.
bun 93 and cr 9.1 gm/dl-stage 4 renal disease

Blue Buffalo Tranquility Natural Jerky
Dog Treats, Dingo Chicken Strips

Dog

Bichon Frise

7 Years

Female

10 Pound

The owner noticed some increased water intake for about 1 week, asking for water at night around 1/1/14. The owner then noticed her urinating in the house and leaking urine during sleep on 1/6/14. She vomited one time on 1/7/14 and 2 times on 1/8/14. No diarrhea. Energy is normal. Owner had been feeding 1 Blue Buffalo Tranquility chicken
jerky treat every night. She also had introduced a Dingo chicken jerky treat about 2 weeks before signs started. She was eating jerky treats daily. On 1/8/14, her urinalysis showed 500+ glucose. A blood glucose was 76. Empirical antibiotic treatment was started with Clavamox 62.5mg (1 tab PO BID for 2 weeks).
Recheck on 1/11/14 showed 250+ glucose in her urine. Glucose was 116, sodium normal at 146, mildly low potassium 3.4, mildly low chloride at 104, normal ALT 52, normal BUN 13, normal creatitine 0.7. Owner reported significant PU/PD.
Recheck on 1/22/14 showed glucose of 100+ in urine. Owner reported significant PU/PD.
Recheck on 1/29/14 showed glucose of 100+ in urine. A fanconi panel was submitted to (b)(6) lab. It was consistent with Fanconi. Owner reported significant PU/PD, but some mild improvement.
Her signs resolved the first week of February and no PU/PD was present. No more urinary incontinence or urinary accidents were seen.
Recheck on 2/19/14- urine glucose was negative.

Dingo American Made Market Cuts
Chicken Jerky
8in1 Distributed by United Pet Group
Cincinnati OH

Dog

Terrier - Rat

Ol' Roy Jerky Sticks
Dingo American Made Market Cuts
CHicken Jerky

Dog
Dog

Chow Chow
Bulldog - French

5.5 Years

7 Years
8 Years

Male

24 Pound

(b)(6) was presented by owner for examination at my veterinary clinic on 2/13/14 with a 3 day history of acute onset increased thirst and urination, anorexia, and one vomiting episode. Blood work and urinalysis revealed Fanconi's-like syndrome. There was gluosuria without corresponding hyperglycemia. BUN and Creatinine levels were normal.
Owner was questioned about use of jerky treats and stated that (b)(6) eat one everyday, "that it's the only treat he'll eat." Owner was told to stop giving the treats and to bring me the package with remaining treats. There is no other exposure to toxins and the owner is retired and stays home most of the day with his dog. The dog is on a leash to
go outside (supervised). Patient was stable and was treated as outpatient with antiemetics and antibiotics. At follow up call on 2/14/14, owner stated that appetite had improved and drinking was decreased. Recheck on 2/18/14, owner states the dog was much better. Signs were diminished, but overall thirst was still higher than normal.
Bloodwork showed normal kidney function, but urinalysis showed glucose, and now WBCs, and casts--indicating renal tubular damage. Recheck is scheduled for one week.

Male
Female

70 Pound
25 Pound

vomiting, loss of appetite, no activity... no his usual self. Head down, tail tucked.
Starting in December 2013, the dog started having signs of urinary tract infection. The patient has had a history of this previously, so we treated as though it were a routine UTI. The dog's infectious signs resolved, but the dog began to urinate more frequently and over the last 2 months the urine has become progressively dilute and began to have
glucose in the urine with a normal blood sugar (repeated twice). I asked if the client had given any chicken jerky treats. He had only just prior to the symptoms purchased and just finished a bag of Dingo American Made Market Cuts chicken Jerky, labeled as made in the USA. On questioning he said this was the first and only bag of chicken jerky
treats given. The dog has evidence of fanconi syndrome. Tests are currently underway to repeat urine culture and sensitivity. The remaining lab tests were normal at this time, BUN/Creatinine were normal. The only abnormality was normoglycemic glucosuria.
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Product Name

Species

Breed

Happy Hips

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Smooth-haired

Age

American Kennel Club Duck Jerky
Dog
BETSY FARMS NATURAL CHICKEN JERKY Dog
FILLETS
Authority experts in nutrition Chewy
Dog
Dog Treats Sweet Potato & Chicken
Wraps
Mellow Mut Chicken Breast, 100%
Natural Quackers 100% Natural Breast
of Duck, Vitality Chicken Breast, Pet 'n
shape Chik 'n sweet potato, Breathies
Chicken Breast with mint and parsley,
Heathfuls Sweet Potato and Chicken
Wraps

Dog

Beef Eaters Sweet Potato Jerky

Dog

Pekingese

6 Years

Dogswell VITALITY Chicken Breast with Dog
Flaxsee & Vitamins

Chihuahua

11 Years

Weight
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Age
UOM
2.5 Years

Gender

Weight
UOM
7.6 Pound

Description

Female

Shih Tzu
Coonhound - Bluetick

3 Years
5 Years

Male
Female

18 Pound
82 Pound

Lethargic, Wont Eat, Vomiting
WITHIN HOURS OF EATING THE JERKY TREAT SHE DEVELOPED DIAREHA AND VOMITING

Terrier (unspecified)

9 Years

Male

55 Pound

Gave (b)(6) "treat" from newly purchased brand/bag from Pet Smart. He was sick vomiting for 2 days but we did not immediately link this to his treats. He recovered and approx 1 week later we gave him one treat and a few hours later he started vomiting again. This is his 2nd day vomiting, lethargic...he is drinking a tiny bit of water and has
urinated but am watching closely and if he doesn't drink in next couple of hours will take him to Vet ER. We are in the middle of a blizzard right now...but found a vet hosp still open 24 hrs. The store (Pet Smart) where we purchased dog treats is closed but plan to call them asap after storm. I also plan to notify the manufacturer (Authority pet
foods)

Maltese

6 Years

Female

10.8 Pound

(b)(6) presented on 1/24/14 for thrombocytopenia, anemia, polydipsia, and polyuria. She first developed polydipsia and polyuria about 10 days prior to her presentation. She was seen by her referring veterinarian on 1/18/14 for polydipsia and polyuria and bruising on her back. Labwork at that time showed thrombocytopenia (10,000 per uL),
normal HCT (46%), azotemia (creat 1.9, BUN 18), prolonged clotting times (PT 45.6, PTT 29.4), and glucosuria (3+). She was sent home with prednisone (5mg - 1.5 tabs PO BID), Omeprazole (20mg - 1/4 tab PO SID), and Doxycycline (50mg - 1/2 tab PO BID). (b)(6) bruising had improved, but her increased drinking and urination had not. Recheck
labwork on 1/24/14 showed a decreased HCT (37), thrombocytopenia (17,000 per uL), low total protein (4.9), high ALP (223), improved creatinine (1.2), and mild hypokalemia (3.2). Urinalysis was not repeated. A 4Dx snap test and tick borne PCR panel was sent to (b)(6) All results were negative (Lyme positive but consistent with vaccine).

(b)(6) stopped eating on her on about 10 days after starting the Chicken Jerky treats.
Happy Hips

She has been fed sweet potato and chicken jerky treats made in China for slightly over one year. (b)(6) does not live with any other animals. (b)(6) had been infested with fleas for the past few months which her owners had been struggling to control and she had recently been given a new flea collar. (b)(6) last received Advantix and Heartgard
plus on January 1st.

Male

22.8 Pound

Female

11.6 Pound

Dog developed increased urination and thirst with glucose in the urine. After full work up including base line blood work, Cushings testing, abdominal ultrasound and urine culture with urine amino acid testing he was diagnosed with Fanconi syndrome. Withdrawl of the sweet potato jerky by Beefeater brand was withdrawn and he was refered to
the specialist for blood gas testing and repeat urinalysis. these tests were within the normal rage.
12/20/13 Hx: Presents today for diarrhea and Vomiting. Pet started having diarrhea late Wed night and has continued to have. Vomited once Wed but not since. O did start giving jerky treats on Monday.
No V/D/C/S; E/D-Normal
Diet: SD M.A. Ideal Balance Chicken and Rice
Treats: Dogswell VITALITY Chicken Breast Jerky Treats
3:36p
TT Mrs. O> AO of b/w results. BUN is elevated, which can be seen with kidney disease, or with dehydration. Since other kidney value and USG were WNL, there is not likely kidney disease. AO that urinalysis also had bilirubin in it, which usually indicates liver dysfunction. I know pet is on phenobarbital and zonisamide so it could be secondary to
changes in liver. Asked O if they are willing to fax over b/w results recently performed at Vet Neuro so that I can compare. O says yes. Will call back later for our fax number as she is busy at the moment. Asked O if she could bring bag of Jerky treats here in original packaging and then put in a freezer safe ziploc bag for us to keep and give to FDA.
AO that we will exchange for a bag of SD treats at no cost to them. AO that (b)(6) our nutritional consultant will be calling regarding FDA's recommendations. O approves. Thanked for the call.
Current Medications:
- Potassium Bromide
- KBr 100mg
- Zonisamide
(b)(6)

Dogswell Happy Hips Lamb and Rice
Glucosamine and Chondroitin

Dog

Terrier - West Highland
White

American Jerky - Finest American
Chicken Strips

Dog

American Pit Bull
Terrier

9 Years

Male

27.9 Pound

11 Years

Female

44 Pound

On the morning of February 1, 2014, this dog was given a Lamb based jerky treat made in China (the first treat of a new bag),at 8:30 A.M. The dog consumed it ready but at 10:00 A. M. the dog began to vomit large amounts of foul odorous fluid. The dog was scheduled for a grooming at 12 noon. During the grooming procedure, the groomer
attempted to contact the owner at 3:00 P.M. to inform him that the dog was acting unusually lethargic. The owner returned to pick-up the dog from the groomer at 4:00 P.M. to find the dog continually acting lethargic and having signs of tachypnea. The owner took the dog home and kept him in the owner's bed until the respirations had reduced
to normal. The dogs lethargic behavior persisted along with a lack of interest in food or water intake. At 6:00 P.M. the dog crawled into a secure area under the owner's bed to hide. At 7:00P.M. the owner identified the dog becoming weak and at 8:00 P.M. the dog was found dead and had passed feces and urine. The owner saved the dog's
remains in a cool environment until 02/03/2014. At that time an extensive necropsy was performed and histopathological samples were collected. The necropsy findings revealed minimal pulmonary, cardiac, gastric, hepatic ,renal or urinary bladder lesions. Extensive distension of the gall bladder and mild pancreas inflammation at the level of the
pylorus was identified. The stomach was explored and the contents revealed fragments of undigested jerky treats along with foamy liquid. These contents were collected and saved for possible future analysis. Histopathological analysis of the pylorus, lung, liver, left kidney, urinary bladder, and myocardium was submitted. The primary histological
abnormality was vacuolar hepatopathy, which, in the pathologist's opinion, would be consistent with exposure to some form of hepatotoxin and recommended that this incident be reported to FDA.

We purchased chicken jerky strips for our dogs. They both became very ill within 24 hours of eating one of the strips (each). (b)(6) has diarrhea and had projectile vomiting. Our other dog, (b)(6) has diarrhea with bright red blood in it. They both got sick within hours of eating the strips. They've had no change in diet otherwise.
*Note - The strips smelled awful.

American Jerky - Finest American
Dog
Chicken - All Natural No Preservatives Chicken Strips For Dogs

Chihuahua

4 Years

Female

15 Pound

American Made Market Cuts Chicken
Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

2 Years

Female

10 Kilogram

(b)(6) presented for PU/PD, lethargy, anorexia and self-limiting vomiting. Laboratory diagnostics (including urine test from (b)(6)) were consistent with a diagnosis of Fanconi Syndrome

Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast

Dog

(b)(6) went in for a dental cleaning and was therefore given a blood test prior to going under anesthesia. His kidney values were high and had to stay overnight and given IVs. His kidney value went back to normal the next day but needs to be checked again in a month.
I had given him Dogswell Happy Hips chicken jerky treat that I opened a week ago. One evening last week when I came home, I found a mess of diarrhea and vomit with the dogs. This was just a few days after opening the new bag of jerky treats.
The owner had given (b)(6) a Dentley's rawhide chew chip, made with beef hide two days prior. The dog consumed the product, and then puked twice immediately afterwards. Thinking it was due to playing right after eating or simply gastric upset unrelated to the product, the owner gave (b)(6) another rawhide chew chip 2 days later. This time,
the dog vomited 7+ times until 4:30 in the morning. Fortunately the owners were able to keep her hydrated and she seemed to be fine other than the vomiting. The owners noted that the bag of treats was made in China, and are planning on returning the bag to Petsmart where they bought the product and wanted the issue to be reported.

*Note - The strips smelled awful.

Terrier - Yorkshire

9 Years

Male

12 Pound

Dentley's Natural Flavor Rawhide Chew Dog
Chips

Mixed (Dog)

9 Months

Female

18 Pound

100% Natural Chicken Nibbles 100%
Natural Chicken Breast PCI Brand

Poodle - Miniature

7 Years

Female

13 Pound

Dog

We purchased chicken jerky strips for our dogs. They both became very ill within 24 hours of eating one of the strips (each). (b)(6) has diarrhea with bright red blood in it. Our other dog has diarrhea and had projectile vomiting.

Mini DINGO Dental Chews

Owner began to feed her dog a chicken jerky treat produced in China and after 2-3 weeks the dog began to show signs of poor appetite, and weight loss. The owner also reports that dog had signs of excessive licking on a toy as if she had something wrong with her stomach,and had a recent increase in water intake with normal urine output.
Her Physical exam findings showed signs of lethargy, abdominal discomfort, along with bilateral lenticular sclerosis, dental tartar plaques,and several small sebacous hyperplasia lesions. Radiographic findings include regional increased thickness of the small intestines and moderate splenomegaly.Blood tests and urine analysis results produced
evidence of suspected acquired Fanconi's like syndrome, and therapy was initiated including discontinued use of the chicken jerky treats and supplemented lost electrolytes.
I recently bought a bag of DINGO Mini Dental Chews. I gave my dog several of these dental chews over a period of one week. The UPC for these chews is 6 15650 28006 3 and the Item# P is P-28006C / 11-20989-01. My wife noticed that on the back of the bag there are instructions for use. These instructions are not listed as directions but rather
as "Caution". The Caution statement includes some questionable lines such as, "Wash hands thoroughly after handling treats." If this is a treat intended for my dog to eat, why must I wash my hands after touching them? I fell that if I must wash my hands after touching them, they can't possibly be safe for my per to eat. Is this a standard for this
industry which I am unaware of???

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast
PetShoppe duck jerky premium duck
dog treats, Petshoppe salmon jerky
premium salmon dog treeats

Dog
Dog

Mixed (Dog)
Mixed (Dog)

1 Years
12 Years

Female
Female

23 Pound
60 Pound

Cadet duck jerky

Dog

Dachshund - Miniature

10 Years

Female

15.8 Pound

After feeding my dog Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast that I purchased from Costco my dog got sick and started to vomit numerous times.
Gave dog duck jerky treats and salmon jerky treats - 2 of each on a Wednesday(1-29-14) evening. Thursday afternoon she lost her appetite, Thursday night she became sluggish and lethargic (not moving much, seeming uncomfortable). Friday morning, lying in one place with no willingness to get up. She did go out around lunch time and did her
business with no troubles, only to come back into the house and lie in the same spot, unwilling to get up or show interest in anything.
Routine blood and urine tests indicate glucosuria in face of normal blood glucose. Possible proximal tubular necrosis?

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Siberian Husky

Age

Age
UOM
14 Years

Gender
Male

Weight

Weight
UOM

64.8 Pound
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Description
presenting complaint: 1/10/14 "for the last couple weeks, (b)(6) is struggling to get up in the morning"
Normally, (b)(6) is an exceptionally active dog, especially for his age. This struggling to get up progressed to vomiting and urinating in the house. Unfortunately, we don't have a urine sample, but his bloodwork results were abnormal: ALT 995 and ALP 289 (both liver values were elevated--especially the ALT is extremely high).
By today 1/30/14, (b)(6) is doing great at home: getting around much better, no more vomiting, and no more peeing in the house. He is back to his old self. The only real treatment (other than supportive care) was the discontinuation of the chicken jerky treats, which he had been receiving on a regular basis for months. (b)(6) will return for a
recheck next week.

Pet shoppe pork skin twists chicken
livers Center
Waggin Tails

Dog

Unknown

Dog

Terrier - Cairn

8 Years

Female

64 Pound

Dog was fine gave her 9 treats total over about 9 days and recently got sick. Dog has diarrhea, vomiting, sluggishness and loss of appetite.

12 Years

Female

25 Pound

We bought a bag of Waggin Tails Chickem Jerky Treats over the Christmans holiday at the Wal-Mart store in (b)(6), Maryland. Over the course of a week, I broke up the equivalent of about 4 whole treats into small pieces for (b)(6) Our other dog, (b)(6) a 40 pound lab/jack russel terrier mix was given larger pieces and had no noticeable symptoms).
Gradually through the week, (b)(6) began vomiting, initially strating as simply coughing up mucous, but over the days progressing to more bilious substance; loss of appetite, but what little she did eat, she had diahrrea; overall lethargy; she was always a good water drinker so we didnt notice anything unusual about drinking more. We thought she
may have possibly have a virus after a week of this----highly unusual for our healthy (b)(6) On January 10, 2013 we took her to our vet, who has known her since age 2. They examined her and ran some preliminary labs, and saw that her liver values were off the charts and advised us to immediately take her to our local emergency veterninary
hospital. Before we left, they had asked us if we had given her any jerky treats? At the emergency vet, she was admitted for sudden onset of elevated kidney values and placed in their ICU. After 4 days of tests and aggressive fluid therapy, bacterial infection was ruled out and acute renal failure was diagnosed as her liver values never significantly
improved. She was discharged to home with medication to stimulate her appetite (Mirtazapine) and for nausea (Cerenia) and to administer subcutaneous fluids. We brought (b)(6) home, but she never ate or drank again....she was such a fiercely independent dog, there was no way she would tolerate us syringe feeding her ....she had too much
dignity, and she became so fragile so rapidly.We had a lenghty but frank discussion with our vet who reassured us that her liver fauilure was irreversible, that she would not improve, and that she had a matter of days to live. After much grieving( and guilt about her dying at our own hands through the purchase of these jerky treats), we made the
decision to euthanize her to prevent any further suffering she may experience. We were and are heartbroken. We had no idea about dog treats made in China and even those that LOOK like they are made in the USA may only be packaged here. We have and are telling everyone we know to avoid buying dog treats and to read the packaging very
carefully!

Kingdom Pets "Wholesome" Chicken
Jerky
Dogswell Jerky Bars Vitality Chicken &
Veggies Treat for Dogs
Colorado Naturals Salmon Jerky Treats

Dog
Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

9 Years

Female

21 Ounce

The last 2 months she has had trouble being constipated and/or diarrhea with no appetite, she's normally very playful but has been sleeping a lot, then the last month or so we noticed she would bump in to things and seemed disoriented. We took her to the vet and ultimately to the(b)(6) where she was diagnosed with SARD.

5 Years

Male

Dog

Chinese Crested Dog ¿
Hairless
Terrier - Cairn

5 Years

Female

18 Pound

Dingo Dental Sticks

Dog

Pit Bull

4 Months

Female

13.2 Pound

17.8 Pound

The dog had dinner, with two treats included in his normal (Beneful Incredibits)(Dogswell Jerky Bars Vitality Chicken and Veggies.
Dog started vomiting approximately 12-15 times over a 36 hour period. She is also lethargic. Spoke with a vet tech who indicated there were problems with dog jerky causing these symptoms. I have recently (in the last 2 weeks) given the dog Salmon Jerky for the first time in her life. Problems continue as of the submission of this report
(b)(6) is a 4 mo old intact female Pit Bull presented for evaluation. She has a history of PU/PD and inability to gain weight. She also has had some issues with vomiting and waxing and waning CNS signs (ataxia, lethargy). Her appetite varies. A UA was performed on 1/23/14 showing 500 mg/dl protein, 300 mg/dl glucose. USG 1.010, pH 7. She is
currently receiving Amoxicillin and Metoclopramide. (b)(6) does have a history of being offered Dingo brand Dental Sticks Item number P-26032/11-20967 best before 7/8/16.
(b)(6) presented BAR Her mucous membranes were pink and tacky with a CRT <2 seconds. Her current body weight was 13.2 lbs giving her a body condition score of 2/9. EENT: WNL, Oral exam: cutting several new teeth. Uremic breath. Lymph nodes WNL, Heart and Lungs: WNL, Abdomen: soft, non painful, Musculoskeletal: ambulatory x 4,
Urogenital WNL, Integument: multifocal areas of alopecia - most prominent over head.
Rule outs: Fanconi syndrome, Renal disease, Toxin ingestion, Shunt
Diagnosis: Suspect Fanconi syndrome
Diagnostics:
CBC: Lymphopenia 0.8 K/uL, PLT 164 g/dL remainder WNL
Chem: BUN 30 mg/dl, Phos 8.0 mg/dl, Glu 122 mg/dl remainder WNL
USG/Urine dip 1.009, pH 7, 3+ blood, 4+ protein, 2+ glucose remainder WNL
Treatment recommended included
Pet Tabs, Amino Fuel and Pepcid
Prognosis guarded to poor

Chicken Breast Jerky Treats exact name Dog
unknown - purchased at Costco
Cincinnati Ohio

Mixed (Dog)

Paws Premium Naturals Chicken Chews Dog
Fillets

Top Chews Chicken Jerky Fillets
Paws premium 100 pk twist sticks
Chicken basted beefhide chew
Triumph Grain Free Jerky - Salmon and
Sweet Potato

15 Years

Male

50 Pound

American Pit Bull
Terrier

9 Years

Male

110 Pound

Dog

Poodle (unspecified)

8 Months

Male

Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier

4 Years

Female

7 Pound
22 Pound

Fed both dogs from a new bag of dried chicken breast jerky treats in fall 2008.
only a couple treats were given to each.
Treats were a "product of China" purchased at Costco retailer.
Both dogs soon developed explosive diarrhea. Day two-four, diarrhea contained blood.
Both were very lethargic for a week.
Male, 15 years old developed complete kidney failure and was put down about 10days after eating the treats.
Female, 14 years old recovered but never regained an appitite wasted away to be put down 8 months after eating the treats.
As a pharmaceutical research scientist, I retained the product for melamine testing, but at the time read that whole dried meat treats were safe.
Product since discarded.
Interested in making sure my two old friends are counted in the total of this unfortunate event.

The treat was given to three dogs (a lab mix, a French bull dog, and a pit bull) - all three began throwing up within minutes of ingesting the turkey. I believe (b)(6) (the Pit Bull) had larger quantities of the treat than the others. They all began to drink a lot as well. (b)(6) ate twice the next day and threw up once. We began to notice over the next 23 days that he wouldn't be hungry for awhile but then would become famished and devour too much food. He threw up when he over ate. He would also drink a ton of water and throw it up. When he wouldn't eat he was throwing up bright yellow bile. By Sunday night (b)(6) he stopped eating unless we hand fed him. His last hand fed meal was
on(b)(6) ,2014 around 5:30 pm. He became uninterested in food after that, we would try to feed him but he didn't want anything to do with it. He would drink water and throw it up. He wouldn't play with his pack. We took him to the vet on Thursday(b)(6), they did blood work and the only thing they said they could find was dehydration! He
passed away before we had the chance to get him hydrated. I believe the turkey jerky is the cause. I have the bag and the print out from the vet's lab work. The back of the turkey jerky bag says it's made in China. My mother-in-law gave the treat to the dogs and she thinks she got it from Wal-Mart or Winco.
Ate half of the chicken jerky top Chews on January 21st 4 hours later he vomited, three times
THe next dat January 22nd ate another half of the same Jerky and vomited again three times
Dog had first every short seizure event . Only change was recent feeding of Paws premium brand Chicken basted beefhide chew. Second dog in house had similar event one week later.

Purchased product then noticed what appeared to be shiny slivers all through the treat and on the container. I called the company...poo-pooed me. Brought back to strore where I purchased, (b)(6), NY they were extremely helpful and contacted the company. Today I went into the store and they told me the manufacturer stated it was a mold. I
have never seen slivers of "mold". The store has the container and the majority of the product, I pictures a nd 2 pieces of the treat. I told the store I was going to see if this product could be tested and they were happy.
Not sure of date...I will have to check with the store as I returned the receipt. I can also check my cell for the date I called the company. I can send the product or the pics first to see if it is something you would/should look into.
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Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Vitality Bison Jerky Strips

Dog

Havanese

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

3 Years

Female

Weight

Weight
UOM

12.7 Pound
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Description
History: Has been lethargic and trembling since yesterday. Occasionally cries when picked up and not wanting to jump up on furniture x 2 days. Stool is a bit soft and (b)(6) has been a little gassy. Went to RDVM 2 days ago for wellness exam and was HW negative and fecal parasite negative.
Diet: Recently switched from Michaels to Blue Buffalo; jerky treats; Dingos; McDonald's hamburgers; table scraps
Current Medications: None
History: O reports that pet is not acting normally.
(b)(6) has not improved much since last visit. O reports that 1/2 tablet tramadol, caused strange behavior with dazed look and extending of the head and excessive panting. When they decreased dose to 1/4 tablet, she responded much better and slept well that night. She has been eating less (she does not like I/D), but is eating and drinking and
stools are now firmed up and looking more like the color of I/D.
She would not take proviable.
She cries when picked up.
Diet: I/D
Current Medications:
1. Tramadol

Cadet Duck Breast

Dog

Pit Bull

2 Years

Male

65 Pound

After eating the jerky treats, which are a product of China, both of the dogs in our house began having diarrhea, stomach problems, and general malaise.

American Kennel Club Duck Jerky

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

11 Years

Male

21 Pound

I purchased American Kennel Club duck jerky made by Pet Brands, Inc. My dog has been vomiting and has blood in his stool after receiving them as a treat. Our vet checked for parasites to confirm that this is not causing the problem. Unfortunately our vet still doesn't know what is causing his health decline.

Betsy Farms Natural Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

12 Years

Female

37 Pound

I fed (b)(6) about a 2"x2" piece of Betsy Farms Natural Chicken Jerky on Monday, January 13, 2014. The next day she was very anxious about going outside to do her business, but had trouble passing anything. She awoke several times during the night to go out, which was very rare, and did not do anything. Over the next four days, she had great
urgency to go out, but rarely produced a BM. This weekend, January 18-19, she has had very soft stools and mucousy diarrhea. She has been very sleepy between these incidents. She has had 5 accidents in the house this week - never having had accidents in the last 6 years. Her regular BM schedule has been greatly affected.

Smokehouse Brand Pet Products.
Chicken Breast Strips
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

3 Years

Female

52 Pound

1/19 went into her cage, and had a massive seizure. Lasted a minute or so. Stiff legs, stiff neck, shaking. Voided urine. Taken to Animal hospital for overnight observation, and blood work.

Dog

Shepherd (unspecified)

3 Years

Female

35 Pound

After I began feeding (b)(6) the treats, she had a horrible upset stomach with diarrhea and vomiting. I wasn't immediately suspicious of the treats until the other dog in our house (who was also eating the treats) started having the same symptoms. We ceased giving them the treats and they both recovered.

Hillside Farms Jerky twists

Dog

Havanese

4 Years

Female

19 Pound

Dingo Dental Sticks

Dog

9 Years

Male

28 Pound

started giving our dog these new treats, she really liked them, only 2 a day, then started diarehha,vomiting of bile, for one week, we thought maybe just a change as we were travelling - which our dog is very much use to , after one week we realized that there was more to this, no difference in food, just in the treats, we then worried and decided
to discontinue the treats after 3 days she was getting better,
Ate dental sticks and became very ill

Wagon train chicken strips

Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier
Karelian Bear Dog

10 Years

Male

63 Pound

In 2011 I took my dog to vet as he wasn't acting quit right. They ran blood work on him and his liver function AHT was very high. My vet put him on Denamarin and it kept creeping up I though the chicken strips were the only thing I didn't change in his diet. I stopped giving him the Wagon Train treats, and the next time they did his blood work it
seems to go down. Had him tested every month for the first three months of no longer giving him the treats. His liver levels dropped some but never got back to normal. It has been 3 years and to this day his liver function has never returned to normal. I no longer give him any store bought treats I had him tested again yesterday and (b)(6) said he
still has the results in the high range. I am very thankful that I stopped giving him the treats as I feel had I continued I would have lost him by now. He still isnt the same dog but he is at least still alive. I couldn't get the breed to go to his breed it kept entering its own choice My dog is a Labordor/Chow mix.

Unknown. Jerky treat according to
owner but has not given recently

Dog

Other Canine/dog

13.7 Years

Male

10 Kilogram

Mild azotemia, isosthenuria and hypophosphatemia was first documented on bloodwork and urinalysis on 10/21/13 at routine annual visit. BUN = 48, Creatinine = 1.7, USG = 1.007. A diagnosis of chronic kidney disease was made at that time. He was not displaying any clinical signs. (b)(6) was prescribed Science Diet k/d by primary care
veterinarian which caused him to have an episode of vomiting and diarrhea (large volume, watery). Pancreatitis was suspected by the rDVM because of the high fat content of k/d. He was then prescribed Science Diet g/d which he has been eating for about one month now with no signs GI upset. Owner expressed concerns of wanting (b)(6) on a
renal diet to slow the progression of his disease. rDVM repeated tests on 11/19/13: BUN = 17 (normal), Creatinine = 2.0, Phosphorus = 2.0 (low), USG = 1.010. She was referred to the UF SAM Service for an evaluation and nutritional consultation on 11/25/13. Her blood pressure was normal, USG was 1.010, serum cholesterol and triglycerides were
normal. rDVM repeated bloodwork on 11/27/13: BUN 15 (normal), creat 2.0, Phosphorus 2.0 (low), baseline cortisol was 2.5 (normal). Since this time, (b)(6) has been doing well at home on g/d food. He hasn't had any GI upset and is drinking less water than he used to. Ionized calcium, vitamin D, PTH and PTHRP were all normal as was an
ultrasound of the neck. Blood gas and urine cultures all normal. The only explanation of the hypophosphatemia is failure to reabsorb phosphate. This suggests tubular damage so I am suspicious of Fanconi syndrome. The breed is known for dysplasia but this dog is old to develop that disease.
(b)(6) is fed once a day in the morning. For most of (b)(6) life, her diet has consisted of approximately one cup of Blue Buffalo Wilderness Salmon dry dog food with 4 heaping tablespoons of a canned dog food mixed in. She also received one CET chew treat. Approximately 2-3 months ago, (b)(6) was switched to a diet consisting of 1/2-1 cup of
the Blue Buffalo mixed with 4-5 raw meat patties purchased from PetCo (brand unknown) which consisted of either rabbit, beef, or chicken. She was also giving jerky treats of unknown manufacture. Since being diagnosed with chronic kidney disease by her primary care veterinarian, she has been eating strictly 1 and a half can of Science Diet g/d
per day and receives approximately 4-5 Kellogg's Frosted Mini Wheats and green beans as treats.

chicken jerky premium chicken dog
treats

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
English

100 % Natural Quakers breast of duck
treats

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

Smokehouse chicken chips

Dog

Maltese

Wag-N-Tails Duck Tender home style
treats for dogs

Dog

Other Canine/dog

3 Years

Female

30 Pound

12 Years

Female

18 Pound

5 Years

Female

5 Pound

11 Years

Female

28.2 Pound

After feeding each of two dogs one piece of chicken jerky from a newly purchased package of Petshoppe Brand jerky obtained from a local Walgreen drugstore, (b)(6) began throwing up frequently and regurgetated green bile on six occasions before lying down and appearing very lethargic. She attempted to eat grass on several occasions, and
could not get comfortable lying down. She was given antiacid pills and a short drink of chicken broth but was sleepless most of the first night.
About 10 a.m. the following morning, while waiting for a 10:40 vet appointment, (b)(6) passed a large quantity of blood (measuring 1' x 2" on a hard floor and was carried to the car for a trip to the vet. Treatment started at about 10:50 a.m.

Dogswell Happy Hips Jerky treats - Duck Dog

Retriever - Labrador

Unknown name of chicken jerky treats
from client

Bichon Frise

Dog

12.75 Years

5 Years

PU/PD
Fanconi-like syndrome
Glucosuria
Vomiting
While eating WAG-N-TAILS Duck Tender treats, (b)(6) became lethargic, sleeping a lot more, not wanting to move around, drinking a lot more water, eyes seem bloodshot but no vomiting or diarrhea. This behavior started on 12/23/13 roughly. She has been eating these treats for 2 years and she eats them in pieces or the whole tender. When
owner called us on 12/31/13, we advised an exam and told her to feed a bland diet until then (boiled hamburger and rice) Owner came in for exam 1-3-14.

Male

52 Pound

Owner was given a Jerky treat for Christmas to give to her dog. Dog became ill while on the treats. We determined the patient to have some hepatopathy and placed on liver support. Owner had discontinued the treats. these treats were "Happy Hips Jerky strips - Duck"
Patient's condition has improved

Female

15 Pound

This pet presented to my clinic for an acute case of vomiting, anorexia, lethargy, and mild polyurea and polydipsia. Physical exam showed tacky gums, mild cachexia over shoulder blades, and depression. Diagnostics showed hypoglycemia, hypophosphatemia, and hypokalemia with a marked glucosuria and proteinuria. Urine cytology and
abdominal radiographs were unremarkable. Treatments consisted of subcutaneous fluids, potassium gluconate gel, and dietary supplements.
One week later, owner reported that patient became much more polyuric and polydipsic, still lethargic, but slightly improved overall. All diagnostics at this visit were the same as the week before, this time with a negative urine culture. The owner informed me at this time that he did give his dog (and the other one at home who is currently nonclinical) a full bag of chicken jerky treats that he claims was on the recall list 6 weeks prior to the initial visit. He says that it was a 40oz bag of chicken breast strips that he bought at Sam's Club but is unsure of the specific name.
Last week, I re-examined the pet, and she appears to be doing great. She had gained 3 pounds, and all bloodwork and urinalyses were within normal limits. I am having the pet maintain a daily multivitamin.
I am reporting this case since there is a possibility of a chicken jerky treat-related illness, that appears to be Fanconi-like. At this point, I am giving the pet a good prognosis and will be rechecking her again in about 2-3 months. I have 20ml of her urine frozen.

100% Natural Chicken Nibbles
Exer Hides Chicken Flavored Rawhide
Bone

Dog
Dog

Maltese
Other Canine/dog

7 Years
8 Years

Female
Male

8.5 Pound
95 Pound

Increased water intake and increased urination for 2 weeks. Sudden weight loss over 2 weeks. Poor appetite for 2-3 weeks. Vomiting x 1 day.
Vomiting at home 2 days, became more depressed and weak. Withholding food and antiemetics did not help. Hospitalized, treated with IV fluids for 3 days, injectable antibiotics, antiemetics, antiinflammatory meds. CBC and Health profile showed extreme elevation of kidney, pancreatic, and liver values. No appetite. Stayed recumbant the whole
time in hospital. When owners came to check on him on day 3, he got up, wagged his tail and wanted to go home. Treated at home with bland diet, antibiotics, and supportive care. Has gradually improved, but still not 100%. All this started after eating an Exer Hides Chicken Flavored Rawhide Bone, purchased at Wal-Mart, manufactured in China.
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Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Age

Gender

Product Name

Species

Breed

Jerky treats

Dog

Shih Tzu

Age
UOM
12 Years

DreamBone The Healthy Alternative to Dog
Rawhide Made with Real Chicken
Authority Chicken Jerky
Dog

Maltese

2 Years

Male

19 Pound

Patient given DreamBone Chicken treat, began vomiting. Bloodwork revealed elevated ALT >1000, responded to medical therapy and now has normal bloodwork.

10 Years

Male

15 Pound

I bought a brand new bag of Authority brand Chicken jerky (the imprinted # on the bag, which may be the lot #, is BB20150724NT 1130723). After eating a few of the jerky treats over the course of 2-3 days, (b)(6) began vomiting. He vomited several times over a 24-hour period, but continued to have an appetite so initially I wasn't too worried.
Then he started having extremely runny (watery) diarrhea ------ very frequently (approx every hour). He also became very sluggish and sick. The vet had to treat him with antibiotics (metronidazole) and FortiFlora probiotic powder. My other two dogs (who received the same treats) exhibited the exact same symptoms. Cost me several hundred
dollars in veterinary bills to help get them well. My veterinarian told me that there are still lots of problems associated with chicken jerky for dogs and advised me to stop feeding them to my dogs. Since having my dogs treated with antibiotics & probiotics ---- and since I discontinued the chicken jerky treats --- all three of my dogs seem to have
recovered.

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Retriever - Golden

5 Months

Female

30 Pound

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Shih Tzu

6 Months

Female

7 Pound

Excessive urination and water consumption after eating 2 strips of Kingdom pet chicken jerky treat from Costco. She ate two strips while I was training her at home and went to consume a lot of water. Later at night she kept peeing in her crate every two hours. She wasn't very hungry in the morning - normally she can't wait to get her food. She
refused to eat another treat when I was trying to get her back to sleep in the crate. Her poop was a little loose this morning.
approxiomately 12 hours after feeding our dog 2 of the Duck Breast treats she experienced bad, watery diarrhea that lasted for 2 days.

Female

Weight

Weight
UOM
6 Kilogram
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Description
I have an owner that has 5 dogs (2 shih tzus, 3 yorkies) that all developed fanconi's syndome several years ago after they all ate the same jerky treats, and we have now been treating them for this for several years. The oldest shih tzu recently died of other diseases that I think are completely unrelated to the fanconi's syndome and the jerky
treats. The primary veterinarian who euthanized the dog did a rudimentary necropsy and saved tissue samples. I wanted to contact you at the FDA to see if any of these samples would be helpful to your investigation of the jerky treats.
I have also emailed with Dr Reimschuessel with Vet-LIRN, and I have been asked to submit this report, and it was indicated that they wanted to be notified of my report.

Dachshund - Miniature

It was not clear at the time what had causded the diarrhea, since our puppy often chews leaves from plants.
When she returned to health, with sold feces, my wife fed her several (2) duck treats and that night our dog experienced explsive diarrhea, multiple events. All plants and leaves had already been removed and this was the only common factor between both episodes.
Wag-N-Tails
Canyon Creek Ranch
Top Chews Chicken Jerky Fillets

Dog
Dog
Dog

Maltese
Mixed (Dog)
Mixed (Dog)

AKC Sweet Potato & Chicken Jerky
Blend Dog Treats

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

Owner reports "Chicken Jerky Strips
from Costco"

Dog

Dachshund - Standard
Smooth-haired

Unsure. Owners reported as "Chicken
Jerky strips from Costco"
Dogswell Happy Hips Chicken Breast
(with glucosamine & chondroitin)
Kingdom Pets Wholesome Duck and
Sweet potato, Jerkey Treats

Dog

Shar Pei

Dog

Pekingese

Dog

Ridgeback - Rhodesian

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast

Dog

Maltese

Palatreats

Dog

Poodle - Miniature

CADET GOURMET DUCK BREAST

Dog

Betsy Farms Nautral Chicken Jerky
Fillets
Dingo Dental Sticks (for tartar control)

3 Years
11 Years
4 Years

Female
Female
Male

7.8 Pound
23 Pound
58.2 Pound

8 Years

Female

13.5 Pound

14 Years

Male

13.8 Pound

4 Years

Male

55 Pound

13 Years

Female

19.7 Pound

8 Years

Female

76 Pound

4 Years

On 1-7-14, the owner presented the dog because she was vomiting, shaking, and not eating for 2 days. Bloodwork indicated high renal values (BUN38, CREAT 1.7), and the urinalysis revealed proteinuria(3+) and glucosuria (3+) with normal blood glucose.
My dog has eaten the chicken/duck jerky treats close to a year, everyday. She went in to have her teeth cleaned last year and they found she was in renal failure. I truly believe it was caused by these treats.
Hemorrhagic enteritis - duration 1 d, lethargy and decreased appetite for 2 days. Recently started new bag of chicken jerky treats. Also had small amount of cooked salmon the day before symptoms but the p has had salmon before w/o incident and the owners ate the same salmon that day w/o incident. o not sure if p had vomited but did note p
seemed nauseous.
(b)(6) became lethargic and started vomiting Saturday night. Sunday, she continued to vomit throughout the day, both bile and food. She was also straining to defecate. Monday, again, continued to vomit bile with some blood and struggled to defecate. Finally, was able to go to the bathroom and looked to have blood in her stool. Tuesday,
continue to look uncomfortable and tried to vomit several times, but could not, so I took her to the vet. The vet checked her over, did blood work and determined the illness is most likely due to the AKC Sweet Potato & Chicken Jerky Blend Dog Treats that we received as a Christmas gift and gave her over the weekend. She had no other changes
to her diet and was just in the vet's office December 27th, 2013 for her annual check-up with no issues. Our two other dogs have not had any symptoms, however.
Presented on 12/30/13 for diarrhea starting on the 23rd. Decreased appetite since 27th. Decreased energy and thirst.

Had eaten multiple jerky treats on the 29th and 30th, many of which were chicken jerky treats from costco. Presented on 1/2/14 for soft stool, vomiting, polydypsia.
Non-specific symptoms of anorexia and vomiting as well as polyuria and polydipsia (severe). Patient is also diabetic but had been well controlled. She was receiving Humulin N only prior to presentation. Symptoms had been going on a few days prior to presentation. Owner had been feeding jerky treats for the last few years and had switched to a
new brand over the last several weeks (exact time frame unknown).
We bought all of our Dog treats at Costco. This last year we would buy chicken jerkey (zip lock container, not sure of the brand ) and Jerkey strips(solid plastic container, made by Del Monte). Then Costco changed ( not sure of Dates but in atleast 2012 0r early 2013) the Chicken jerkey(again not sure of brand) to Kingdom Pets. They too had
chicken jerkey a well as Duck jerkey. We used these products for months before the incident happened. Last couple of times visiting Costco they had Kingdom Pets Duck and Sweet potato bites. We bought some. We would change out treats with Kingdom pets and or the Del Monte strips. We started noticing her bowel movements changing from
solid to a bit runny in mid July 2013. We Stopped with the Del Monte strips first. Noticing they were a little better, still giving her the Sweet potato treats. Then the big Diarreha started. We stopped all treats and took (b)(6) to(b)(6) in July29,2013. They said because she was getting older to change her food. We had her on Chicken and rice. Her
bowl movements were better but still not firm. Started adding dog food to the chicken and rice, till we were on just palin dog food. The diarreha started back up again. Called the vet and they told us to Change dog food again. Back on Chiken and rice and started again with the tapering off. At no time did they do a blood work up or check her. It
wasn't until I suggested to them to see if I could bring in a stool sample and check that. They sent it off to (b)(6) and found out that they had been consulting with (b)(6) The sample came back negative for poisen or salmonella. And suggested I change Dog Food again. Bought a bag at $53.00 ( as of now had spent $167.00 on Different dog foods).
Then proceeded at the time of purchase to say We aren't going to be able to help you with (b)(6) you need to go to (b)(6) hospital. At which point btween the dog food and the Vet bills we were over $1,000.00. By this time (b)(6) bowl movement had gone to Full on Watery Diarreha of which were all over the house. As well as throw up. We took
her in to(b)(6) Monday October 21,2013, We told themwe ahad heard about the dog treats recall and brought our dog treats with us. They dismissed this theory and started their rpoceedure to rule out cancer and whatnot. WE left (b)(6) with them for 2 nights and picked her up on Wednesday the 23rd of October. She was smelly but better. What
with the meds they sent home plus more meds to pick up we were on helping her get better, plus more Dog food. (b)(6) Meds consisted of 1 tab a day of Prednisone--20 mg, 1 tab a day of Chlorambucil --5mg, 2 tabs a day of Prilosec and for 4 days a nausea pill 2 times a day. We fill thisd is so related to the Dog treats we were giving her. As the
problems started after giving her the Kingdom Pets dog treats....We still have the bag. Can verify with the help of Costco the reciepts of various dog jerkey treats we have purchase. WE are now over the $3,000.00 mark for (b)(6) vet bills and Climbing...

Female

11 Pound

11 Years

Male

12 Pound

My feed my baby Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast after that day she refuse to eat anything for 5 days, she drink lot of water, pee a lot. I took her to ICU Emergency dog hospital she diagnosed with Fanconi syndrome. Her body was dehydrated, she pee out sugar and protein. Until today she haven't eat anything more than week. Fluid inject to back
every night since the day I took her to the hospital. And there are chance that she will have kidney failure.
Within past couple weeks became PU/PD. Normal appetite. No vomiting. Two urinalysis showed glucosuria. Four blood tests have been normoglycemic. BUN and Creatinine are normal. Normal serum cortisol. Albumin mildly low. Normal electrolytes. History includes eating chicken treats produced in China probably two and more months ago.

Unknown

3 Years

Male

45 Pound

WE WENT TO COSTCO IN (b)(6) ,PA AND BOUGHT "CADET GOURMET DUCK BREAST" FOR OUR DOGS TREATS. WE BOUGHT THEM FRIDAY AND GAVE HIM A FEW FRIDAY AND SATURDAY. HE LOST HIS APPETITE SATURDAY SO WE GAVE HIM A FEW MORE THAN NORMAL CAUSE HE REALLY LIKED THEM. ON SUNDAY HE BECAME LATHARGIC AND
STARTED VOMITING.... I REMEMBER SEEING AN ARTICLE IN THE NEWSPAPER ABOUT TREATS FROM CHINA SO I READ THE PACKAGE AND THESE TREATS COME FROM CHINA. OUR (b)(6) IS VERY OUT OF SORTS BUT IT IS SUNDAY AND THE VET IS CLOSED BUT I WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW THIS BRAND IS BAD.....!!!!!!!!!!

Dog

Chihuahua

8.5 Months

Female

20 Pound

Owner noticed excessive thirst and urination and brought pet in. Bloodwork showed elevated glucose levels in the urine, but not in the blood.

Dog

Poodle - Toy

10 Years

Female

5.5 Pound

I bought the Dingo Dental sticks from walmart a week or 2 before thanksgiving (2013) and within this period I gave her 3 sticks. The day before thanksgiving she threw up, and had a seizure. I honestly thought she was dead. I rushed her to the hospital and they did blood work and xrays. They said everything looked ok and for me to monitor her.
Since this attack she just isn't herself. She isn't really eating and sleeps a lot more. I am also very afraid because before I did this research I gave her a half of stick 2 days ago. I never did the research because the recall always said 'jerky' treats, not sticks. She also threw up yesterday morning (1/2/2014).

DOGSWELL VITALITY Chicken Breast
with Flaxseed & Vitamins
Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists

Dog

3 Years

Female

29 Pound

Gas, Nausea, Running nose, third eyelid up. Vomiting

Dog

Spaniel - Cocker
American
Retriever - Labrador

4 Years

Male

68 Pound

Before reading please note that the dog only consumed the same dog food it has eaten for many months and the dog treats were the only new item introduced. After eating 4 of the treats over a 8 day period, the dog began vomiting excessively like a human with food poisoning. The dog treats were in the first few stomach contents vomited up
by the dog. Also, the dog was drinking large volumes of water and vomiting up each stomach full for approximately 24 hours after the first time it vomited. The dog would still eat small amounts of food and was mildly lethargic. After three days of a clean diet and close monitoring the dog is back to normal by most appearances, but is less
energetic than normal. Eating and drinking are back to normal.

Happy Hips Chicken Breast

Dog

Retriever - Flat-coated

8 Years

Female

55 Pound

dog experienced severe vomiting, loose stool, extreme thirst, shivering, weakness, lethargy, refusal to eat, refusal to get off of the couch

dog nation

Dog

Shar Pei

2 Years

Male

Chicken Jerky by Authority
Beef Eaters - Yam treats
Boots-n-Barkley - chicken wrapped
rawhide sticks
Full Moon - chicken jerky
Milos kitchen - Vital Life

Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

5 Years

Male

provided Sweet potatoe treats, started with diahera and blood in stool¿brought to vet and stated it was from the treat. week later blood levels elevated to a very high Bun of 132 and kidney started to fail. (b)(6) lost significant weight and passed away 3.5 weeks later due to kidney failure
25 Pound

(b)(6) presented on 12/02/13 with inappetance except for chicken jerkey. He was less energetic. The owner described an orange diarrhea. Blood and radiographs were performed. A decreased phosphorus was noted on the blood work, everything else was normal. Radiographs revealed a soft tissue opacity at the heart base and mild bronchial
cuffing, gas distended colon and mild ileus in the distal jejunum. (b)(6) was treated for colitis/enteritis with maripotant and metronidazole.
(b)(6) was re-presented on 12/06/13 for not eating and drinking a lot. The owner noted that (b)(6) had never not eaten like this. Radiographs were re-taken and there was no significant finding. A vitamin B injection was given to stimulate the appetite.
(b)(6) was returned to the clinic on 12/09/13 for the same thing - not eating except for a rawhide and a bully stick and she noted that (b)(6) was drinking and urinating a lot. She was concerned that (b)(6) had gotten food poisoning from the treats from China. Bloodwork was repeated including electrolytes and a urine sample was collected for a
urinalysis and a urine creatinine/protein ratio. The results of the bloodwork indicated hypophosphatemia and hypokalemia. The U/A indicated glucosuria inspite of a normal blood glucose value and a USG of 1.016. These findings are significant for Fanconi's syndrome which is one of the reported diseases associated with treats from China.
The dog was sent home on Tumil K and the owner was directed to give one centrum vitamin weekly along with dicalcium phosphate and aminofuel. All treats from China were discontinued. The dog is reportedly eating again but continues to show renal failure symptoms.

waggin train wholesome chicken jerky
tenders

Dog

Lhasa Apso

5 Years

Male

18 Pound

Became lethargic, depressed, urinated on the carpet, gagged.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Kingdom Pets Wholesome Chicken
Jerky made with Lean Chicken Breast
cadet gourmet sweet potato and duck
wraps
Cadet duck breast, kingdom pets duck
& sweet potato

Dog
Dog

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Alaskan Malamute

5 Months

Female

24 Kilogram

Owner fed chicken jerky treats: Brand Kingdom Pets Wholesome Chicken Jerky and pet vomited the next day and was fed treats again resulting in another bout of vomiting. Bloodwork checked at primary care vet showed azotemia (mild BUN 33 ref 7-29 and creat 2.0 0.3-1.2)

3 Years

Male

30 Pound

My dog was in excellent health then I started feeding him sweet potato and duck jerky treats. Within a months time, His belly was bloated, he had stopped eating. I took him to the vet where they diagnosed him with liver and kidney failure and he had to be euthanized.

Dog

Spaniel - King Charles
Cavalier
Terrier - Rat

12 Years

Male

22 Pound

A couple of years past (b)(6) had a round with pancreatitus. He was treated and recovered nicely. In Sept 2012 he showed signs of the same type of symptoms however this time was on a strict diet. We had read the story of the jerky treats and sweet potato treats and checked what we had. It is the suspected treats manufactured in China. We
had taken (b)(6) to the vet and the tests showed the pancretitus as well as a kidney problem and now a liver problem. We attributed this to his age but had stopped giving him these treats. This time he never fully recovered. His drinking habits changed his activity changed and he was not quite the same. On (b)(6) 2013 he had stopped eating and
was acing very lethargic. over the weekend he declined rapidly. On Monday (b)(6) We took (b)(6) to the vet and ran x rays and tests. He was in almost complete kidney failure, liver frailer fluid around the lungs weakened heart and a list of other symptoms. We had no choice but to put him away. (b)(6) should have lived between 15 and 17 years.

Wheat Free Sweet 'Tater Fries with
Pork Jerky Coating Recipe

Dog

Maltese

11 Years

Female

15.5 Pound

Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists stuffed
with Peanut Butter

Fish

7 Years

Female

65 Pound

(b)(6) we gave our 7 year old Pit bull, (b)(6) a dog treat and had her go lay down in our room while company was over. She acted fine and was heard barking and running around in the room. Company left and she came and joined our family, went outside and then went to lay down. About 2 hours after she injested half a Hartz Oinkies pig skin
twist with peanut butter she was lethargic and unable to walk. We rushed her to the vet, where were told she was in cardiac failure and nothing could be done. After researching the web for similar cases, I came across the recall on the same type of treats. Different flavor than the recalled ones, but still the same type of treat. I believe this
epidemic with pet treats from China is not only in the chicken but in all protein. My dog has never had a reaction to any treat or to peanut butter. I would never feed her anything I thought would harm her. We loved her so much. I had to tell my 6 year old on (b)(6) that his dog died. Why are these tainted treats being sold? We lost part of our
family over a treat? We are distraught. She was fine that morning and now she is gone. Her body is currently being held at the vets. I still have the half of the treat she ate.

Ol'Roy
Grilled Strips

Dog

Crossbred Canine/dog

Male

30 Pound

I fed both of my dogs chicken pet treats from Walmart. Shortly thereafter (about 24 hours?) (b)(6) developed diarrhea which became increasingly severe over time. On advice from my vet I withheld food for 24 hours then resumed a bland diet but he continued to have severe, watery diarrhea for over a week. I gave him bismuth salicylate on the
advice of my vet and he began vomiting and pooping blood. Stopped the salicylates and switched to immodium. His watery stools slowly subsided on the bland diet and he had no more vomiting once the salicylates were stopped but then he brgan urinating indoors (which he never did before) in copious amounts. Now--45 days later his stools are
normal but he continues to urinate very large quantities. Vet thinks he may have Faconi syndrome or some other form of high output renal failure but at this time I don't have the $$ for a workup. He's on a low protein bland diet and probioitcs and seems to be doing OK for now.

Authority Chewy Dog Treats Chicken
Jerky
Sweet Potato , Sweet Potato

Dog

Beagle

9 Years

Female

30 Pound

Urine incontinence when she is awake but at rest. Urinalysis 12/6/13 pH 6 specific gravity 1.028 glucose neg, blood neg, wbc neg, nsf on sediment. 12/14/13 Urinalysis pH 6.5 specific gravity 1.009 glucose 2+, blood neg wbc neg, nsf on sediment. blood glucose 100

Dog

Other Canine/dog

5 Years

Female

6.5 Pound

Both Dogs were starting to drink a lot more water, and had to urinate much more even several times a night. I took them to the vet and both showed signs of sugar in their urine. They were then given blood tests to see if it was diabetes or something else. Following the other tests, no sugar was found in their blood so diabetes was ruled out. My
vet's conclusion was that both has Fanconi desease. The main treat both dogs were given on a daily basis was Sweet Potato Fries (Beef Eaters brand). I had read about the dangers associated with chicken jerk treats and rawhides from China, but had not heard anything about sweet potato fries. I thought I was giving them a safe and healthy treat,
since (b)(6) was on a low protein diet. The prior dog died 5 years ago and she was only 7.5 when she was diagnosed with early kidney failure, she passed away about 6 months later and at the time our Vet could not find the cause. Reviewing the information she is sure this was a factor in the kidney failure.

JERKY TREATS DOG SNACK

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

2 Years

Male

85 Pound

I AM VERY ROUTINE WITH MY DOG. HE HAS THE SAME FOOD/BRAND FOR MONTHS AND NO NEW TREATS. 12/16/13 MY DOG BECAME SLUGGISH WHICH IS QUITE THE OPPOSITE. BY 12/17/13 NIGHT HE WAS LETHARGIC AND BY 12/18/13 HE WAS IN AN ANIMAL HOSPITAL WITH A FEVER OF 106 AND NO WHITE BLOOD CELLS. ON 12/20/13 A
REPEAT CHEST XRAY WAS DONE AND HE HAD SEVERE PNEUMONIA. HE ALWAYS HAD AN UNDETERMINED DIAGNOSE BUT HAD A SIGNIFICANT INFECTION. ON OUR ABOUT 12/14-12/15/13 I GACE MY DOG NEW JERKY TREATS FROM COSTCO THAT ARE MADE BY DEL MONTE. I HAVE NEVER USED THESE TREATS BEFORE AND HE RARELY GOT A
JERKY STYLE TREAT. THESE TREATS WERE $4 OFF SO I THOUGHT I WOULD GIVE THEM A TRY. THEY WERE BOUGHT FROM COSTOCO ON (b)(6), NJ. MY DOG NEVER RESPONDED TO ANTIBIOTICS. THE EMERGENCY VETS ROUTINELY ASKED IF HE GOT INTO SOMETHING AND THIS IS THE ONLY THING HE COULD HAVE. HE IS BY MY SIDE OR IN A CRATE
WHEN I AM NOT HOME. THIS WAS THE ONLY THING NERW THAT WAS INTRODUCED TO HIM. HE LAST LOTS OF BLOOD AND LABS AVAILABLE FROM (b)(6) NJ. DUE TO INCREASED BLEEDING AND SHORTNESS OF BREATH, MY DOG HAD TO BE EUTHANIZED.

Pet Shoppe chicken jerky
Walgreens brand, Pet Shoppe Duck
Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

1.5 Years

Female

6.8 Pound

(b)(6) developed vomiting, inappetance, and weight loss in September. She had been healthy prior to that time. In July and August of 2013, owners discovered jerky treats and fed her these treats daily. This immediately preceded her illness in September. When she presented to ISU on 10.8.13, (b)(6) was mildly azotemic with a glucosuria and
ketonuria, but no hyperglycemia. She also had casts further indicating proximal tubular damage. Urine culture and lepto titers were negative. Her azotemia worsened during her stay despite aggressive fluid therapy (ins and outs). Clinically, she responded well to supportive care with fluid diuresis and gastoprotectants and began eating well, did
not vomit, and was bright and alert. Glucosuria was severe enough to cause hypoglcyemia that necessitated dextorse supplemention transiently. Glucosuria decreased from >2000 mg/dl to trace during her stay at ISU. After 10 days of aggressive fluid diuresis, she was discharged with a creatinine of 2.4. Her creatinine worsended post discharge,
but her azotemia is gradually resolving over time.

Wagon Trails Wagon Wheels

Dog

Pekingese

15 Years

Female

10 Pound

the antibiotics upset her stomach so she didn't want to eat. I was concerned so I tried to get her to eat something. She liked the wagon trails chicken jerky wheels so I cut up about 4 of them into tiny little pieces and she ate them all. 2 days later she died of kidney failure at(b)(6), CA in (b)(6) arms.

Canine Gourmet Chickn & Biscuit
Wraps, Dreambone

Dog

Maltese

6 Years

Male

Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

70 Pound

Almost two years ago, I was giving both dogs a chicken jerky treat once a day. Both dogs began vomiting (more like a horrible hacking cough) clear to foamy mucus-like liquid and began drinking more frequently. The symptoms were worse in my mixed breed hound than in my Staffie mix. There was a loss of appetite and 'tired' behavior. When we
about to purchase another package, we were warned by a cashier that she would not feed the jerky to her dogs and explained why. We stopped feeding the jerky and tossed the remaining package and in a few weeks the symptoms disappeared.
What I am wondering is if these symptoms could be linked to any of the weird strains of avian flu (H7N9, or H10N8) in China?

Good n Fun Triple Flavored Chews
Healthy Hide

Dog

Schnauzer - Miniature

Female

12 Pound

11/5/13 patient presented for normal, yearly, healthy pet exam and bloodwork and vaccines. Bloodwork showed acute renal failure (BUN 35, creatinine 3.4). Patient had a history of normal bloodwork 1/4/13. Patient had recently been eating "Good n Fun triple flavored chews" jerky that was made by Healthy Hide in China for the past week prior
to bloodwork. Follow up testing was done to rule out other causes of renal failure including Lepto PCR, urine culture, abdominal radiographs and no abnormalities were found on any of these tests. Follow up bloodwork, after discontinuing the treats, showed complete resolution of renal failure.

16 Years

1.5 Years

Weight

Weight
UOM

Page 102 of 106

12.7 Pound

Description

Patient had one of the treats from a new bag of treats purchased as Christmas present. Other 2 dogs in household refused the treats so did not have any contact with it. Within 2 hours of eating the treats, owner heard her coughing her usual cough in the other room. Owner then heard her yelp and she was breathing heavily. By the time owner
got to the patient, she was laterally recumbent. Owner reports that her tongue was hanging out of her mouth and undulating. No cyanosis noted at that time. She was taking some gasping breaths and within 2 minutes relaxed and was dead.
Owner asked for necropsy in house. No airway obstruction found, treats found in stomach. Very large liver consistent with Cushing's disease but otherwise abdominal organs within normal limits. Normal lung tissue. Heart slightly enlarged. Brain not examined. Not sure if this a case of intracranial hemorrhage / thromboembolism but wanted to
make sure treats were not involved.

Client presented (b)(6) on 9/30/2013 for a re-check of his dermatitis and mentioned increased drinking/urinating. A urinalysis was performed which showed isosthenuric urine with 250-500mg/dL glucose. Blood for a CBC and chemistries was drawn and sent to (b)(6) laboratories. CBC was essentially normal, T4 total was normal, AST and BUN were
marginally low, cholesterol was marginally elevated, rest of chemistries, including Total protein, Albumin, and glucose were within normal limits. Client was asked to provide a repeat urine sample in a week to check urine specific gravity. (b)(6) was put on Amoxicillin 100mg bid for 14 days pending bloodwork. Urinalysis on 10/9/2013 showed
isosthenuric urine with 1000mg/dL glucose. Blood glucose on portable meter the same afternoon was 80mg/dL. Sent urine sample to (b)(6) for Fanconis testing 10/25/2013. Sample positive for Fanconis syndrome

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

SHEP Chicken Jerkey Sweet Potato
Blend Premium Dog Snack

Dog

Other Canine/dog

Age

Age
UOM
8 Years

Gender
Male

Weight

Weight
UOM
11.5 Pound

Page 103 of 106

Description
Pet is a pomeranian dog.
Product was purchased from local (b)(6) store sometime between 12/10 and 12/12/13. Product was opened and fed to the dog for the first time the evening of 1(b)(6). Prior to feeding the product, the pet was acting normally. About 3 hours after ingesting the product, pet become anxious and paced. Was up all night with frequent bouts of
yellow mucousy diarrhea. Pet started vomiting toward early am and continued to vomit throughout the day. Pet presented to our veterinary clinic mid-late afternoon.
At presentation patient was quiet, alert, and responsive. Temperature was 105.3, HR 90, Resp Rate 40. mucus membranes were pale pink and muddy with a CRT of 1.5-2 seconds and tacky. Blood pressure was adequate (palpably and as measured with indirect ossilometric). THere was yellow liquid to mucousy stool stained around the rectum.
Heart and lungs asculted normally. Patient had a moderately full urinary bladder which dribbled when palpated. Patient then voluntarily urinated an inconsistent stream. Rectal exam was normal. Prostate was smooth, small, non painful.
Lab evaluations were as follows:
CBC: WBC 5.7 10^3/ul (6-17)
56% pmns
2% bands
2% eos
21% lymphs
14% monos
HCT 57% (37-55)
RBC 9.2 10^6ul (5.5-8.5)
PLT 105 10^3/ul (200-500)
Urinalysis: dipstick:
USG 1.011
pH 8
protein 100
Blood 4+
WBC 2+
Nitrites, glucose, ketones, urobili, bilirubin all negative

Sediment:
TNTC RBCs, occ WBC, 0-2 Squamous Epi cells, 0-3 Transitional Epi cells, 0-5 Renal Epi cells with clumping <--all per hpf
4+ rods, 2+ cocci
Chemistry:
Na 154 (141-152)
K 3.6 (3.8-5.3)
Cl 110 (102-120)
ALP 69 (0-140)
ALT >1000 (0-120)
BUN 23.6 (9-29)
Ca 10.1 (9-12.2)
Creat 1.2 (0.4-1.4)
GGT 19 (0-14)
Glucose 25 (75-125)
TP 7.3 (5.5-7.6)
Tbili 0.4 (0-0.5)
Alb 4.2 (2.5-4)
Tchol 162 (120-310)
Phos 3.7 (1.9-5.0)
Emergency hospitalization and ICU treatment were recommended and declined by the owners. Owner's elected euthanasia.

Kingdom Pets wholesome Duck &
Sweet Potato
Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

14 Years

Female

66 Pound

She started vomiting over and over several hours after eating a few treats and continued through the night.

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

6 Years

Female

42 Pound

She has developed severe weakness and atrophy of the hip muscles, and that makes it difficult for her to bear weight on her hind legs after she has been laying down for a while. First noticed the atrophy about 18 - 24 months ago. Hard to blame it on the Chinese duck jerky treats we'd been giving her, but since other health problems were
reported in the news, I figured I should report it in case there were other dogs with similar afflictions.

Cadet duck jerky treats

Dog

American Hairless
Terrier

4 Years

Female

7.6 Pound

Ate Cadet duck jerky treats. After giving about 1/4 of the bag the owner realized it was made in China and returned it to the store. About 2 weeks later the dog became ill, initially with gastrointestinal signs (anorexia, vomiting), then with Fanconi-type disease (sugar in urine, blood sugar normal). Urine culture and Leptospirosis titer negative, now
mild elevations in kidney enzymes. Dog is still very polyuric/polydipsic and not eating well. I have consulted with 3 boarded internal medicine specialists and all feel it is due to jerky treats.

various Purina products , Iams foods
Dog
various, chicken jerky treats from petco
, Authority brand Jerky treats chicken

Other Canine/dog

14 Years

Male

14.8 Pound

HEALTHY HIDE GOOD''N''FUN TRIPLE FLAVOR CHEWS

Dog

Terrier - West Highland
White

9 Years

Male

17 Pound

I gave both my dogs GOOD''N''FUN TRIPLE-FLAVOR CHEWS BY HEALTHY HIDE DISTRIBUTED BY SALIX ANIMAL HEALTH,LLC DEERFIELD BEACH, FLORIDA. Within 2 days of them consuming the chew they stopped eating. Then within the next day or so, (b)(6) started to vomit and have some diaherra then bloody diaherra. Then (b)(6) my Chihuahua
mix started having the same symptoms. I took them both to the Vet. He said he (b)(6) would be ok, that was wrong. (b)(6) needed more intense help and advised I take him to the pet ER HOSPITAL. They immediatly put (b)(6) on fluids and made him comfortable. He went into Renial failure and I had to put him to sleep yesterday morning. He was
my baby. (b)(6) then got worse when I came home from saying good bye to (b)(6) I rushed her to the ER and she was placed on fluids and medications. She is going to make it, though her heart has been compromised. I am to pick her up from the hospital later today. I AM 100% SURE IT WAS THE CHINESE RAW-HIDE TREATS THAT KILLED MY (b)(6)
AND MADE MY (b)(6) SICK. OVER $3000.00 IN 2 DAYS.

Dogswell - chicken and banana treats

Dog

Pinscher - Miniature

5.6 Years

Male

8 Pound

I purchased chicken wrapped banana treats from my local petco. I assumed if they were being sold they were safe. about 1-2 weeks after eating a couple of them, (b)(6) became very sick. I took him to his vet and was told he had pancreaitis and renal failure. We had him on an IV treatment for 4 days. He did not recover and the renal failure made
it necessary to have him euthanized on (b)(6),2013.

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Beagle

7 Years

Male

29 Pound

see above. the preexisitng slightly elevated bun did not change but the creatine values doubled. the dog is severely PU/PD but can concentrate urine which is paradoxical. UA on 12-10-2013 otherwise unremarkable.
DATE PROBLEM STARTED 10/20 2012 BUT WORSENED SIGIFICANTLY 12/10 2013 COMPUTER WON'T ALLOW THIS INFO

Pet was fed jerky treats on two occasions. Time between treat feedings was about 10 days. Each time my pet ate the jerky treats, he developed diarrhea.
Pet food is a duck jerk treat purchased from Costco in (b)(6) MA. Manufacturer is IMS Pet industries, Inc. 34 Passaic St, Wood-Ridge NJ, 07075, under the brand name Cadet.
Expiration date on the bag reads "07 08 2014". Other markings read "196 Y 7"
Both packaging and treats remain available for inspection or testing.

Jerky Time Chicken Chips

Dog

Chihuahua

9 Years

Female

6 Pound

After giving (b)(6) a chicken jerky treat, she started to vomit and from then on today being day 3, she's been ill and vet says it's her stomach. It could be pancreatitis or gastro bacteria.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Dog

Collie - Border

Age
UOM
12 Hours

Gender

Chicken Breast & Sweet 'Tater Fillets
manufacturer Carolina Prime Pet Inc.

Age

Weight
UOM
45 Pound

Description

Dingo American Made Market Cuts
Chicken Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

4.5 Years

Female

10 Pound

Patient was given jerky treat ("Dingo" - American Made Market Cuts Chicken Jerky) roughly 7-10 days prior to onset of clinical signs (~3 weeks ago). Ten days ago (12/3), patient became anorexic and lethargic but continued to drink water normally. Continued for 3 days and vomited foamy bile 4-5 times overnight from 12/6 to 12/7. Went to
veterinarian on (12/7) and blood work (CBC, chemistry, total T4) revealed low phosphorous (1.0; RI:2.5-6.0), sodium (126; RI:139-154), potassium (2.5; RI:3.6-5.5), chloride (88; RI 102-120), and T4 (<0.5; RI:0.8-3.5), and a mildly elevated glucose (148; RI:70-138). A urinalysis revealed a specific gravity of 1.013, trace protein, 2+ glucose-strip, 1+
ketones, and 1+ occult blood). A fecal exam was negative for parasites/giardia. The remainder of the blood work and urinalysis was within the reference interval. Patient was administered SQ fluids and an anti-vomiting medication (maropitant citrate?) by veterinarian. Patient perked up the following day but continued to be anorexic. Veterinarian
seen 12/7 suggested offering crème cheese, but patient was not interested and continued to be anorexic. The patient ate small amount of bologna on 12/11 and 12/12. Owner syringe fed 40 mls from 12/12 to 12/13. Owner improvement in patient last night and today (12/13) due to patients attitude, interest in playing, and barking. Physical exam
today (12/13) revealed lethargy but was otherwise unremarkable. Blood work (electrolytes and cPLI) today revealed a normal cPLI and low Na (141; RI:144-160), K (2.2; RI:3.5-5.8), and Cl (99; RI:109-122).
The owner reports that the patient's normal diet consists of whatever the human caregivers are eating. The patient does not dog food. The diet include fruits, vegetables, fast food meals, lunch meat, and a variety of other foods. The owner reports that the patient's water intake has been normal, although the patient may be urinating a bit more
in frequency. The patient defecated a small amount of dry feces twice during the prior ten days.

Top Chews Chicken Jerky Fillets

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

Canine Prime Duck Jerky-made with
real duck!

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

8 Years

Female

6.3 Kilogram

Developed polyuria, polydipsia, and glucosuria with a normal blood glucose approximately one month after starting a new daily chicken jerky treat (Top Chews Jerky Chicken).

3 Years

Female

86 Pound

(b)(6) is a healthy, active playful German Shepherd. She eats only Dick Van Patton's Natural Balance (limited ingredient) Dog food and has all of her 3 years.
Recently I bought some duck jerky treats for her, I checked the bag. They were Canine Prime, distributed by Sergeants Pet Care Products in Omaha, NE.

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

Weight
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Both dogs have been vomiting since Thursday. I gave them each a chicken breast sweet potato jerky (usa made), one on Monday, one on Tuesday, and one on Wednesday. I have never given this brand before, and it has been probably months since they have had any brand of chicken jerky.
Neither has wanted to eat since Thursday morning, but stand over their bowl and guard from the cat and each other until I just pick it up. Their stool is normal, for the most part. I bought canned food today, to entice them, and barely split a can between them, had some left over. Gave them that about 11 today. He puked by 1 and she puked
about 6:30 tonight.
I had initially thought possibly an obstruction, but I no longer think so.
Both are drinking water, I guess I notice him drinking more than her. But, I really don't dare feed them anymore. I'm not sure if I need to make an emergency visit to the vet or if this can wait until Monday.
I called the veterinarian about 10 am this morning. They said to try to feed chicken flavored baby food or soft food.
I then did internet research tonight, and found that this is something quite serious and am truly hoping that my dogs will be ok until the clinic is open.

Yesterday (b)(6) suddenly became sick with gut pain and diarrhea. She is a service dog, she lives indoors, never runs on her own and is not off leash out of my sight, nor with other dogs. I could NOT figure out what made her so sick, she hasn't ever reacted this way before. The bouts of diarrhea came every hour or so, with much whining and
digging at her lower stomach for about 12 hours, through the night.
I realized that she had had two jerky treats for the first time about an hour or so before the symptoms began. My neighbor said to check the treat bag to see where they were made (I told him Nebraska, but he insisted I double check)
I checked the bag and saw in small writing at the bottom, that although they were 'distributed' by Sergeants in the USA, they were actually made in China.
I don't know if the duck jerky treats caused this....but I'm certain that's what it was. She is just never in a position to get anything I don't give her.
The diarrhea stopped a few hours ago and she is feeling better although very lethargic (from being up every hour all night?) I'm feeling lethargic myself after that!
Dogswell vitality jerky treats chicken
and flaxseed

Dog

American Pit Bull
Terrier

7 Years

Female

115 Pound

I had heard about the chic jerky from china but the stuff I got didnt really look like jerky and said made in us (course now I know that doesnt mean ingredients are from US) I gave my dog 1 treat she was in and out all night throwing up and eating grass...I didnt even think about the treats til like 2 days later when she was feeling a little better and
gave her 1 more and she was instantly sick again...this was a wk ago just been calling dogswell constantly veey disappointed they (and u guys) are letting them still sell these...she was diagnosed today with pancreatitis...how many dogs need to get sick for u to stop this company!!??

Cadet Gourmet Duck Breast

Dog

Female

45 Pound

Anorexic, vomiting, lethargic and weight loss for 7 days after ingesting treat in question. Also hypothermic and bradycardic on presentation. Diagnosed with acute kidney failure and kept for in hospital treatment

Dog

American Pit Bull
Terrier
Whippet

3 Years

Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast with
Flaxseed & Vitamins.

4 Years

Male

30 Pound

On 12/2/2013 Owner was getting ready for work and was planning on leaving patient home alone. As she was leaving, she heard scratching on the carpet from the other room and saw that the patient was having a generalized seizure that seemed to last 3-5 minutes. Owner notes that patient may have been apneic for 1 minute. This is the fits
known account of a seizure for the patient. No known toxin ingestion, although the owner opened a new bag of chicken jerkey treats (Dogswell vitality chicken jerkey) today.
Then on 12/3/13 patient presented had 1 generalized seizure lasing 1 minute. Around 330 am patient was outside to potty and started having another generalized seizure but was also able to partially walk / get around and was thrashing all around the hallway while convulsing. The owner wrapped him up into a blanket and brought him to ER
clinic for further care. He did not stop seizuring all the way here (approx 30 mins)

duck Jerky

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

8 Years

Female

30 Pound

3 seizure starting in August 19 2013. Complete loss of body function, another is September and the last in October 23rd all in 2013
Considered putting her down. She was stiff unable to move freely, could not jump and seemed to be in pain from the middle to the rear end. I Stopped all Duck Jerky treats and she has completely recovered. She runs and jumps as a pup as before. These DUCK treats nearly killed her. I thought she had cancer or maybe joint problems. She would
cry out when I pressed her stomach. NO treats and here in DECEMBER she is back to her old self.

Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats and Dog
Happy Hips

Terrier - Rat

5 Years

Male

24.3 Pound

Owners reported the dog had Chicken Jerky treats daily up until 3 weeks before he came in for bloody urine on(b)(6). A urinary tract infection was diagnosed and he was put on Clavamox BID. He spent the next week vomiting and on (b)(6) severe renal failure was noted. Owners elected to euthanize him because of a poor prognosis and declined
Necropsy with Histopathology.

vita life chicken tenders

Dog

Retriever - Labrador

6 Years

mini dingo meat in the middle

Dog

Griffon - Brussels

American Kennel Club Duck Jerky

Dog

dentleys nature chews

Canine Prime Chicken Sweet Potato
Wraps

Male

60 Pound

vomit, diarrhea, gas, lethargic

10 Years

Female

16 Pound

Dog died acutely of unknown causes and was apparently healthy prior. Owner buried the dog so a post mortem exam was not conducted. The owner was concerned that the treats from China were to blame for her death.

Pointing Dog - German
Short-haired

8 Years

Female

55 Pound

Dog was given AKC brand Duck Jerky in the amount of 2 - 4 pieces as treats over the weekend of Oct 18 - 20, 2013. By (b)(6) she had bloody diarrhea. She was taken to the veterinarian; blood and urinalysis conducted; given probiotics.
Please note a companion case was reported by veterinarian for my other dog ((b)(6)) and this dog is now deceased (euthanasia (b)(6), 2013)

Dog

Whippet

7 Months

Female

18 Pound

purchased two dentleys filled marrow bones at petsmart on 12/6/13 cheese and bacon and peanut butter immediate diahhrea from cheese on 12/9/13 opned peanut butter and it was moldy took a photo of the moldy bone and packaging and googled contact info for dentlys could not fins the contact info as they are in china but tons of reports
about dogs getting sick from these bones. emailed pertmart corporate now reporting to you

Dog

Pit Bull

9 Years

Male

86 Pound

I recently purchased these new treats CANINE PRIME CHICKEN SWEET POTATO WRAPS.
I gave the dog one or two on Tuesday night. I gave him another two on Wednesday night.
He died Thursday morning.
This is the only new food in his diet. I didn't think he died because of the new food until someone asked me if I had fed him jerky made in China. When I came home yesterday, I looked on the package and these treats were made in China.
I have kept the remaining treats in the package.

Market Basket brand chicken jerky
(Glad Wags?)

Dog

Spaniel (unspecified)

Dingo Muchy Stix Chicken in the
Middle!, Purina Beggin' Littles bacon
flavor, Ceasr canine cuisine chewies
prime rib flavor

Dog

Chihuahua

3 Years

6.8 Years

Female

Male

21 Pound

9.75 Pound

Has been healthy. Hx of getting into trash but not recently. Ate some licorice a week prior
dog presented 1 week ago for excessive thirst and urination, lethargy, itching,decreased appetite. Owner has been feeding jerky treats for many months. Bloodwork showed elevated liver enzymes AST = 74, ALT = 232, ALKP = 169, low BUN = 5 and creatinine = 0.3. Neutrophilic leukocytosis WBC = 18,000
Pet presented Monday,(b)(6)13 for vomiting, poor appetite and lethargy of 4 days duration. Mention had been made to feeding some new treats within the last 1 to 2 weeks. (Dingo Muchch stix by Eight in One Pet Products (made in China), Cesar Canine Cuisine Chewies Prime Rib Flavor (distributed by Mars Petcare US), and Purina Beggin' Littles
bacon flavor (produced in Clinton, IA and Dunkirk, NY). The pet was depressed, dehydrated and azotemic with elevated Potassium. After several hours of IV Fluid therapy, the azotemia almost reversed but the potassium remained elevated and the pet showed only a little improvement in mentation. Differentials included Addison's Disease and
kidney disease. Ongoing supportive care along with ACTH Stimulation testing were offered and declined. The pet was taken home overnight and returned the next evening for euthanasia. The owner is suspicious that he became sick after eating some of these new treats.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Breed

Pet-Shoppe duck jerky premium duck
dog treats

Dog

Chihuahua

Age

Age
UOM
2 Years

Gender

Male

Weight

Weight
UOM

16 Pound

American Kennel Club Smoked Porkhide
twists
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Description

I have been given (b)(6) and my little Female Chihuahua Duck jerky treats for several months and used as a treat, not a meal. They appeared to love them and so I continued to purchase these from Walgreens.
Two days before Thanksgiving, (b)(6) was taken to the vets as he appeared to be straining and seemed constipated. I did not realize that he was not urinating. He then began to projectile vomiting and was taken back to vet and tested and found to be in renal failure and also had 5 kidney stones which prevented him from urinating. He was
admitted to ER vet hospital, catherized and put on iv for dehydration. Surgery could not be done until his level were back in normal range.
Day after Thanksgiving, he had his surgery, removed 5 stones, and sent home.
He was later returned to vet for pain and inability to urinate and admitted again overnight to get levels to stabilize once more. He was kept that following day until evening and came back home where I continued to keep him comfatable with pain medications and special kidney diet food. He seemed ok. Two days later, (b)(6) suffered his first
seizure which lasted approx. 60 secs. Notified the er vets and since it was his first one, they suggested to let him rest at home.
Regular vet called me that next day with lab reports from kidney stones. (b)(6) is now suffering with liver decease and his prognosis is unknown as many dogs will do well with protein free diets and medications and others do not live long.
I also have another female chihuaha who suffered similar effects of these treats. She was vomiting blood with bloody stools.

I have three dogs, chi mix, chi-mini pincer mix, boxer puppy. All three got sick from raw hide treats. Chi-mix is ok, she only nibbled on the end of one. Boxer was sick, took him to vet, gave antibiotics and fluid, Seem to bounce back but after a week is starting to act weird again. Not able to walk steady but still eating and drinking. The chi-mini
pincer is the worst. Two weeks won't eat by himself having to force feed him baby food. Vet checked him. Blood tests and x-rays. Couldn't find anything. Brought up the issue with dog treats but he seamed to blow it off as nothing. Not him can't keep even the baby food down. Throwing up and very lethargic

milo's kitchen home-style dog treats
Dog
chicken grillers, purina beggin colisions
bacon and peanut butter flavors natural
and artificial

Collie - Border

8 Years

Female

40 Pound

Waggin Train Wholesome Chicken
Tenders

Dog

Shepherd Dog German

7 Years

Male

Chicken Fillets

Dog

Shih Tzu

10 Years

Female

14.36 Pound

Sam's Yams Sweet Potato

Dog

Bulldog

6 Years

Female

55 Pound

I usually purchase Freshpet refrigerated sweet potato treats however my husband saw Front Porch Pet Sam's Yams sweet potato treats (dried) and wanted to purchase them. We did, gave 1/2 treat to each of my 3 dogs and our female vomited 3 times that evening and night and into the next morning. I can only suspect it had something to do
with those treats as their dog food is all the same, unchanged and no other treats or medications were given to her. She stopped vomiting and appeared to be doing ok although I realized she is a little less energetic than usual and not as eager to eat now in the am. I looked online to see if there was a recall/issue with those treats and saw couple
other postings of this same issue. Then I received my Whole Dog Journal in the mail, read that last night and saw that the toxic chews weren't just dried chicken jerky, there was also indication with "dried sweet potato treats". Watching my dog to see if any other issues arise, will call and notify vet tomorrow to see plan of action.

PetMatrix SmartBones
The Healthy Alternative to Rawhide

Dog

Mixed (Dog)

3.5 Years

Female

9.8 Pound

Owner was seen at a different veterinarian in October 2012 for frequent urination and leaking urine while sleeping; pet was treated with Clavamox with no effect; within a few weeks, dog was started on Proin, which she remained on until seen by me on November 8, 2013 for PU/PD and leaking urine while sleeping. Previous veterinarian had
performed bloodwork in May 2013, which was normal; urinalysis had not been performed.

172 Pound

My dog started losing weight, eating more poorly and lethargic, then nausea and vomiting. We took her to the vet and she had a blood glucose of 600 and was in kidney failure

Started using Waggin Train Wholseome Chicken Jerky Tenders 2 lb 8 oz bag purchased at Sams Club about 3 years ago. Our German Shepherd started getting diarrhea frequently with no known cause and no other change in diet. We reported this to our Vet and they couldn't find a cause for the diarrhea. About a year ago Sams Club stopped selling
Waggin Train Jerky Tenders and used up the remaining packages we had a few months ago. The problem with the diarrhea went away when we stopped using the Jerky Tenders. We did not associate this problem with the Waggin Train but after reading about problems on the internet with Chicken Jerky from China (which Waggin Train contains)
it now seems clear that the problem that started with the use of Waggin Train and ended after we sopped giving our dog Waggin Train.
presented in shock and in renal failure ~1 month after receiving chicken jerky like treat that is imported through same distributor and appearance of bag as the "jerky" treats that have been warned about in the recent past.
as this is the first time this dog has been seen at this veterinary clinic I cannot comment on previous health but owner claims that she was healthy and not on any current medications and was acting normal until the recent couple days other than weight loss over the previous 2-4 weeks.

I repeated bloodwork, which was essentially normal, and performed a urinalysis with culture and sensitivity via cystocentesis; USG was 1.008, glucose was present in urine (250 mg/dl); no growth on culture. When discussing results with owner, asked whether she had ever fed the dog chicken jerky originating in China; at that time, owner believed
that she had never fed dog anything from China; arranged to submit screening test for Fanconi through (b)(6), and when owner brought dog in for sample collection, advised me that upon investigating the packaging of the treat she had been giving the dog for approximately one year, she determined that it was, in fact, a product from China.
Advised owner to discontinue treats and to make sure dog has plenty of water available at all times. Submitted urine sample for metabolic screening; results consistent with Fanconi syndrome due to presence of severe amino aciduria.

Ranch Rewards All Natural Dog Treats

Dog

Chinese Crested Dog ¿
Hairless

2 Years

Female

10 Pound

Chicken Jerky treatment from Walmart Dog

Terrier (unspecified)

5 Years

Male

EverPet Jerkey Twists Sweet Potato
And Chicken as well as Chicken Jerkey
Biscuit Wraps

Dog

Shih Tzu

5 Years

Mixed
Populatio
n of
Female
and Male

25 Pound

Both dogs consumed the product (Everpet Jerky Treats) and have developed acute renal failure.

Wagon Train Jerky Treats
Milo's Chicken Jerky; Waggin Train
Chik'n Biscuits Recipes

Dog
Dog

Poodle - Miniature
Terrier - Yorkshire

12 Years
12 Years

Female
Male

26 Pound
15 Pound

Presented September 16, 2013 with symptoms of vomiting and disorientation. Blood chemistries showed an increase in liver enzymes. Radiographs and ultrasound showed a mass on the liver. Liver neoplasia was the presumed diagnosis.
(b)(6) wasn't eating very much, drank more than usual, lethargic, lost his voice when barking. Took him into drs., they did tests on him and sent us immediately to the Animal Hospital. -- He was treated there, with no improvements, symptoms became worse. -- I stayed in constant contact with his regular doctor - and when visiting him during
visiting hours, his appearance had worsened overnight, and he was getting worse. -- In addition to pictures and video recordings of him, I've documented all text messages w/doctor. -- I also have all medical info from his doctor and the hospital reports. All available for review. -- We took him out of the hospital after midnight on June 16 - had him
spend father's day at home with the entire family, feed him baby food and diluted gatorade through a syringe - still staying in contact w/his doctor. It was clear he was happy to be home and around all of us who loved him and no more sticking with needles and all that goes with it. On Monday morning, we took him to his doctor for a final
evaluation and we gave him his very last gift from us... the hardest thing in the world ever to do...

waggin train jerky tenders

Dog

Sheepdog - Shetland

11 Years

Male

30 Pound

waggin train, Milo's Kitchen chicken
jerky

Dog

Terrier - Jack Russell

3 Years

Male

12 Pound

Owner knew she had given Waggin train treats. Stopped giving treats in February after first dog died. Has had 2 dogs previously develop urinary issues. Both were diagnosed with cancer. Now this dog has developed urinary bladder cancer. Also possible mets in lung. Seems like abnormal presentation. Bloodwork was ok 1 moth ago. Now showing
sings of lethargy and bladder issues.
Over the weekend of 11-22-13, I noticed that (b)(6) was not eating. He would eat even treats. By 11-25-13, he became very lethargic and anxious. We took him to the Vet on 11-26-13 and we noticed that he was bumping into walls and have a hard time focusing. After the examination, it was determined that he had two detached retinas due to
extreme high blood pressure and possible kidney damage. We we advised to take him to a specialist to confirm. The specialist confirmed that the blood pressure was an issue for the detached retinas but stated there were some other underlying primary medical issues. After additional testing it was confirmed that the primary medical issue was
kidney damage due to high levels of toxic substance from dog treats. All other medical issues were caused by the kidney damage. He is on blood pressure medicine and special renal diet food.

VitaLife Sweet Potato & Duck Twists

Dog

Siberian Husky

9 Years

Female

70 Pound

Vomiting, increased urination, diarrhea, increased water consumption, decreased appetite, decreased activity (she is a Siberian Husky who loves long walks and for the five days she was sick, I could barely get her to walk 5 minutes around the block). Since I quit feeding these treats to her, she is now back to her normal, vibrant self.

True Chews 100% Natural Dog Treats
Premium Jerky Cuts Made with Real
Chicken

Dog

Pointing Dog Hungarian Wire-haired
(Vizsla)

9 Months

Female

55 Pound

She had a severe allergic reaction to something. She had welts all over her body ranging from ca. 1/4" to 1" diameter,red and swollen eyes, itching, agitation, followed by vomiting. I gave 25mg Benadryl, then 25 more, then 50 more. Finally took her to Small Animal Emergency Clinic, where she received Benadryl injection, steooid injection, antinausea injection, and eye drops. The symptoms began in the evening. That morning I had given her 2 pieces of chicken jerky. It was the first time she had eaten this product. The veterinarian said that could have been the cause.

Mylo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky

Dog

Spitz - Dutch
(Keeshond)

7 Years

Male

45 Pound

I began giving (b)(6) Mylo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky treats a couple of years ago. Sorry, but I can't pinpoint a more exact time. It took me several months to make a connection between the treats and his symptoms. He would vomit, but never immediately after being given the treats. It would be a couple of hours later. He also had very, very loose
stools and rarely, diarrhea. I assumed it was the dog food at first but changing that made no difference. Once I stopped the treats his symptoms went away. However, later his urine appeared to be discolored on rare occasions. I had him use puppy pads for awhile to be sure and noticed that the urine was sometimes tinged brownish. That also
seemed to clear up. Recently he has begun urinating bright red blood. I am planning to take him in to the vet soon and wondered if I should ask the vet to send you info/samples. (b)(6) is very precious to me but I'm disabled and living on next to nothing. So, going to the vet is something I avoid if possible. It just never occurred to me that he
could've been poisoned by the treats until I read about it. By then, I had long since stopped giving him those treats.

Waggin Train Chicken Strips
Happy Hips Chicken Breast
Kingdom pet chicken jerky
Wagon Trail Chicken Strips

Dog
Dog
Dog
Dog

Chow Chow
Collie (unspecified)
Mastiff
Retriever - Labrador

13.5 Pound

Liver count is going up normal is 98-99, 2 weeks ago it was 127, today its 203.
My Australian Shepherd is dead from organ damage form Kingdom Pets Chicken Jerky and Kingdom Pets sweet potatoes and chicken jerky, she died at 11 and should have been here now at 14 years old and not died till 16 yrs.
My 2 year old has been getting Petedge.com Ranch Rewards Chicken compressed raw hide dog treats. Her liver is being affected now. I give these treats to all my dogs and to other dogs in my care. I had no idea these were suspect and find it appalling petedge would source edible products that are known to kill dogs from China and worst not
email customers to tell them to stop giving them to their dogs. Why the FDA does not blanket stop all these toxic foods across the board is upsetting and unethical. Stop letting these companies poison our beloved fur friends!

Ate jerky treats; increased water intake and urination. Kidney values increased. Urine sample was obtained increased glucose and protein.

The next section asks for the date that the problem started. As I said, I don't remember. So, please ignore the info I entered there. There isn't an option to type in "unknown".
8
1
3
13

Years
Years
Years
Years

Male
Male
Male
Male

50
30
198
45

Pound
Pound
Pound
Pound

Loss of appetite, lethargic, misdiagnosed by specialist as having irritable bowel syndrome
I gave our dog a Happy Hips chicken jerky treat on Tuesday 11/26/2013 and on wed. 11/27/2013 he was having diarrhea with blood, vomiting and he became lethargic. He had not had any new foods, is fed a quality dog food and has never had any health issues. He is current on vaccinations.
(b)(6) started throwing up when he ate, loss of appetite, diarrhea . Started losing weight
He was active and strong and his fecal tests and blood tests were good. over the past several months he has become lethargic, his muscle mass has demininshed his strength is gone. He has been had intermitent bouts with vomiting, diarreah or acid reflucx type of behavior. He doesent eat his food. He has gone from 52 pounds to 45. I am taking
his to the vet again today. 11/29/13.
We fed him Wagon Trail Chicken Treats and Milo. He was very gassy on the Wagon Trail so we switched to Milo. We fed him the treats for several months before Walmart removed them from the shelf. We did notice some of these symptoms but at first we attributed them to other things. Vomiting and loose bowels we just thought it was
something he ate. It was intermittant.

FDA

Jerky Pet Treat Complaints (9/22/2013 to 5/8/14)

Product Name

Species

Petshoppe Chicken Jerky premium
chicken dog treats

FULL MOON Kitchen-Crafted Natural
Dog Treats chicken jerky

Breed

Age

Age
UOM

Gender

Weight

Weight
UOM

Other

19 Months

Female

45 Pound

Other

57 Years

Female

265 Pound
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Description

My grandchild who is 19 months old was playing with my 4 dogs during their time of giving the treat. She had grabbed one of the pets treats to play with the dogs. She proceeded to run off with the dog treat and put the treat in her mouth and took a bite out of the dog treat. Her parents quickly grabbed the treat once the baby had it in her
mouth but was a little bit late. The baby managed to take a bite off the jerky treat that I was giving my dogs. She had chewed and swallowed the bite of the treat. Later that evening while I was handling my dogs who started showing signs of diarrhea, shaking, and severe lethargy the night of 10/21/2013 so was my granddaughter. She was
showing the same signs that my animals were showing. She had severe diarrhea and low grade fever throughout the night of 10/21/2013 thru 10/23/2013 with stomach cramps and lethargic during the hours of her being awake. My animals as well as my grandchild was affected by something from the dog treats.
Did not see data entry field to identify product, so will do so here:
"Full Moon Kitchen-Crafted Natural Dog Treats, chicken jerky"
"SC87 BEST USED BY
A3240 08/27/2015"
"Distributed by:
Arthur Pet Products
Salisbury, MD 21804 USA
www.fullmoonpet.com
Call us @ 1-888-970-FULL"
bar code: 0 72745 97401 4
Eaten product sporadically previous three months. Ate a great deal of this product in the evening on 17 Oct 13 and 20 minutes later began unusual headache and ache in back of entire neck. Had such experience lightly over the week prior to 17 Oct 13 and assumed I was fatigued watching TV screen. (I work all day at computer screen, Mon-Fri, 8hour shifts.) Following day, 18 Oct 13, ate one fourth of previous evening's amount of product and began having a really bad headache and posterior neck ache, same as previous yet much stronger) coupled with nausea. Went to be an hour later to 'escape' headache and nausea. Two hours later, woke up and took OTC stomach meds for strong
nausea. Headache bad. Saturday afternoon, began eating product and began almost immediately feeling same headache, nausea, and posterior neck ache coming on. Immediately stopped consuming. By then, realized my nausea + headache/neck ache was directly tied to the food product. Felt so unusually ill on 18 and 19 Oct 13 that I wondered
if my body was failing filtering out 'toxins' from my system. I was sick, headache and nausea enough to call in sick for Mon-Wed, 21-23 Oct 19. Feeling well enough this afternoon to go to work tomorrow and make it a full day of work. Lost three days' pay.

